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Abstract
This work deals with the prompt pp→ pp3π0 reaction where the 3π0 do not
origin from the decay of narrow resonances like η(547), ω(782), η′(958). The
reaction was measured for the proton beam momentum of 3.35 GeV/c with
the WASA-at-COSY detector setup. The dynamics of the reaction is inves-
tigated by Dalitz and Nyborg plots studies. The reaction is described by the
model assuming simultaneous excitation of two baryon resonances ∆(1232)
and N∗(1440) where resonances are identified by their unique decays topol-
ogy on the missing mass of two protonsMMpp dependent Dalitz and Nyborg
plots. The ratio R = Γ(N∗(1440) → Nππ)/Γ(N∗(1440) → ∆(1232)π →
Nππ) = 0.039± 0.011(stat.)± 0.008(sys.) is measured for the first time in a
direct way. It shows that the N∗(1440)→ ∆(1232)π→ Nππ decay is a lead-
ing mode of 3π0 production. It is also shown that the MMpp is very sensitive
to the structure of the spectral line shape of the N∗(1440) resonance as well
as on the interaction between the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) resonances. The
multipion spectroscopy – a precision tool to directly access the properties of
baryon resonances is considered.
The pp → ppη(3π0) reaction was also measured simultaneously. It is
shown that the η production mechanism via N∗(1535) is 43.4± 0.8(stat.)±
2.0(sys.)% of the total production, for the η momentum in the CM system
qCMη = 0.45 − 0.7 GeV/c. First time momentum dependence of the η an-
gular distribution is seen, the strongest effect is observed for the cos(θηCM )
distribution.

Streszczenie
Praca ta jest dedykowana reakcji bezpośredniej produkcji pp→ pp3π0 gdzie
3π0 nie pochodzą z rozpadu wąskich rezonansów jak η(547), ω(782), η′(958).
Reakcja została zmierzona dla pędu wiązki protonowej 3.35 GeV/c przy po-
mocy systemu detekcyjnewgo WASA-at-COSY. Dynamika reakcji jest stu-
diowana przy pomocy wykresów Dalitza i Nyborga. Reakcja jest opisy-
wana przez model zakładający równoczesne wzbudzenie dwóch rezonansów
barionowych ∆(1232) i N∗(1440) gdzie rezonansy są identyfikowane dzięki
niepowtarzalnej topologii ich rozpadów na zależnych od masy brakującej
dwóch protów MMpp wykresach Dalitza i Nyborga. Stosunek rozgałęzien
R = Γ(N∗(1440) → Nππ)/Γ(N∗(1440) → ∆(1232)π → Nππ) = 0.039 ±
0.011(stat.)± 0.008(sys.) został po raz pierwszy wyznaczony w bezpośredni
sposób; oznacza to że gałąź rozpadu N∗(1440) → ∆(1232)π → Nππ jest
członem wiodącym produkcji 3π0. Pokazane jest że MMpp jest bardzo czuła
ze względu na strukturę linii spektralnej rezonansu N∗(1440) oraz na od-
działywanie między resonansami ∆(1232) i N∗(1440). Spektroskopia wielo-
pionowa jako precyzyjne narzędzie do bezpośredniego dostępu do własności
rezonansów barionowych jest rozważana. Przekrój czynny na reakcję został
wyznaczony σpp→pp3pi0 = 123± 1(stat.)± 8(sys.)± 19(norm.)µb.
Równoczesnie została zmierzona reakcja pp → ppη(3π0). Pokazane zo-
stało, że mechanizm produkcji mezonu η przez rezonans N∗(1535) jest równy
43.4±0.8(stat.)±2.0(sys.)% całkowitej produkcji, został on wyznaczony dla
pędu mezonu η w środku masy równego qCMη = 0.45 − 0.7 GeV/c. Po raz
pierwszy zaobserwowano zależność pędową rozkładów kątowych dla mezonu
η, najsilniejszy efekt jest widoczny dla rozkładu cos(θηCM ).
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1 Introduction
Nucleon–Nucleon reactions typically lead to the abundant pion production.
It is due to the fact that this pseudoscalar meson [1] has the lowest mass
from all members of pseudoscalar meson nonet and carries no exotic quantum
numbers. Isospin of pion is 1, this was used in suitable definition of G parity.
Unstable particles, which appear at first stage of nuclear reaction, usually
decay into pion channels; it means that investigation of pion spectra is one
of the techniques refined for the analysis of the unstable particles or states.
As an example, so-called ABC effect [2] is observed in the reactions with two
pion production. Similarly, simultaneous detection of three pions was used
e.g. in the investigation of η meson produced in pp → ppη → 3π0 reaction;
luckily the η meson has narrow width and technically the analysis was not
that difficult [3].
In this dissertation the properties of the prompt 3π0 production in the
proton-proton collisions at the incident proton momentum of Pbeam = 3.35 GeV/c
where the three pions do not origin from the decays of the narrow resonances
like η(547), ω(782), η′(958)) are described. The dynamics of this process was
never studied in details neither experimentally nor theoretically, the cross
section is also unknown.
The reaction was measured with the WASA-at-COSY detector setup [4]
located in the Institute fu¨r Kernphysik of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich Ger-
many at the Cooler Synchrotron COSY. Using the unique capabilities of
the WASA-at-COSY installation to detect the charged and neutral multi-
particle coincidences with a large acceptance, all final state particles were
reconstructed from the signals in the detectors. This provided a data set of
high statistics for the later analysis.
The studies presented in this work concentrate on the extraction of the re-
action dynamics in the model independent way using only the basic principles
like energy and momentum conservation – applying kinematic calculations in
the framework of Monte-Carlo model simulations. This is realized in a sys-
tematic way by studying the invariant masses of the subsystems using missing
mass of two protons dependent Dalitz and Nyborg plots. The analysis leads
to conclusions that the reaction proceeds via simultaneous excitations of two
baryon resonances ∆(1232) andN∗(1440). The developed approach first time
allowed to extract the spectroscopic informations (branching ratio, spectral
line shape) of the N∗(1440) resonance in a direct way.
In parallel also the pp → ppη(3π0) reaction was measured. The η meson
production was successfully described by assuming two mechanisms: the
resonant production via excitation of N∗(1535) and a non resonant part.
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For the first time also the momentum dependence of the η angular dis-
tribution was seen.
As a consequence one concludes that the multipion spectroscopy may be
treated as a precision tool to directly access the properties of baryon reso-
nances.
This dissertation is divided into four main mainstream parts.
First part Section 2 describes the experimental setup. The Cooler Syn-
chrotron COSY is described. The properties of the WASA-at-COSY detector
setup are overviewed. The properties of the detector components (Forward
and Central Detector) as well as the pellet target are given.
Second part Section 3 is dedicated to the physics of 3π0 production. The-
ory and data status together with physics motivations are given. Later the
selected choice of the observables is presented.
Third part Section 4 deals with the analysis of the experimental data. The
experimental conditions are listed. Next, the selection of events is discussed.
Later, the experimental detector resonance is compared with the detector
response simulations. Finally the procedure of the kinematic fitting of the
events together with the used error parametrization is presented.
Forth part Section 5 contains the results and their errors.
The pp → pp3π0 reaction is studied. The Monte-Carlo model description is
proposed together with the supporting arguments. Next, the parameters of
the model are derived from the experimental data by studying the missing
mass of two protons dependent Dalitz and Nyborg plots, the overall model
of the reaction is presented. The parameters of the model are discussed; the
possible interaction between the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) resonances or the in-
fluence of the N∗(1440) spectral line shape is taken into consideration. The
model is validated by detailed statistical analysis and other processes contri-
bution to the model are verified. Later, the cross section is extracted. The
Dalitz and Nyborg plots are corrected for the detection efficiency and geo-
metrical acceptance, the absolute normalization of the spectra is performed.
The pp → ppη(3π0) reaction is studied in parallel. The accessibility of the
phase space is checked and the observables are defined. Next, the produc-
tion mechanism is studied and described by assuming two mechanisms: the
resonant production via excitation of N∗(1535) and a non resonant part.
Later, the angular distributions are investigated and the angular anisotropy
is extracted.
A summary with conclusions is given in Section 6. The obtained results
are discussed and compared with other experimental measurements as well as
available theoretical models. The multipion spectroscopy – a high precision
tool to directly access the properties of baryon resonances is considered.
Jagiellonian University 2 Benedykt R. Jany
1 INTRODUCTION
There are also six appendixes A, B, C, D, E, F, which are toolboxes,
covering the technical aspects behind the data analysis presented in the main
parts. In the Appendix G the results of this work i.e. the acceptance and
efficiency corrected Dalitz and Nyborg Plots and the angular distributions of
the η meson are presented as tables of numbers.
Jagiellonian University 3 Benedykt R. Jany

2 The Experimental Setup
The WASA detector setup had been operated since 1998 in The Svedberg
Laboratory in Uppsala (Sweden). It has been built with the aim on studying
the decays of η-mesons in nuclear reactions. In 2003 it has been decided
to shut down the CELSIUS ring, to stop the operation of WASA at CEL-
SIUS. Shortly after that announcement the idea came up to continue the
operation of WASA at COSY. The reasons are obvious: The combination
of WASA and COSY would be of advantages for both communities. COSY
offers a higher energy than CELSIUS, allowing the extension of the studies
into the η′ sector. The WASA detector has an electromagnetic calorimeter
as a central component and, thus, the ability to detect neutral decay modes
involving photons – such a device is missing at COSY. The proposal [4] for
moving WASA to COSY [5] was accepted by the COSY PAC in 2004. The
WASA detector was dismounted during summer 2005 and shipped to Ju¨lich
(Germany). The final installation and commissioning took place in the end
of 2006.
2.1 Cooler Synchrotron COSY
Figure 1: View at the Cooler Synchrotron COSY.
The Cooler Synchrotron COSY (Fig. 1) is located in the Institute fu¨r
5
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Kernphysik of the Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich Germany. It delivers phase-
space cooled polarized or unpolarized protons (deuterons) of momentum
from p = 300 MeV/c up to p = 3700 MeV/c. The ring has a circumfer-
ence of 184 m and can be filled with up to 1011 particles. When using the
internal cluster target the luminosity of 1031cm−2s−1 can be reached. Two
cooling methods can be applied during accumulation of the beam to reduce
the phase-space volume, electron cooling at injection energies and stochas-
tic cooling at higher energies. In the electron cooling method an electron
beam, moving with the same average velocity as proton beam (acting as a
cold gas), is mixed with the protons (hot gas), by mixing the two gases with
different temperatures the average kinetic energy drops. The stochastic cool-
ing is the process in which the deviations of nominal energy or position of
particles in a beam are measured and corrected. The electron cooling sys-
tem in COSY is applied at injection momentum p = 300 MeV/c and reaches
up to p = 600 MeV/c, and the stochastic cooling from p = 1500 MeV/c to
3700 MeV/c. Both, proton and deuteron beams, can be provided unpolar-
ized as well as polarized. At COSY internal and external target positions are
in operation (Fig. 2). For further details see [6].
Jagiellonian University 6 Benedykt R. Jany
2 THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2.1 Cooler Synchrotron COSY
Figure 2: The accelerator complex with the cyclotron, the COSY ring and the
experimental installations. The place of WASA is within one of the straight
sections of COSY. In the presented Figure the beam circulates clockwise. For
more details please visit http://www.fz-juelich.de/ikp/cosy.
Jagiellonian University 7 Benedykt R. Jany
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2.2 The WASA at COSY detector
1 2
3 4 5
Figure 3: Cross section of the WASA- at COSY detector. Beam comes from
the left. The Central Detector (CD) build around the interaction point (at
the left). The layers of the Forward Detector (FD) are shown on the right.
Other symbols (MDC, PSB, FPC, ...) will be explained in text of the thesis.
As mentioned before theWASA detector –WideAngle ShowerApparatus
(Fig. 3), was designed to study various decay modes of the η-meson. This
is reflected in the detector setup. The η-mesons are produced in reactions
of the type pp −→ ppη. Due to the kinematics boost, the two protons are
going into the forward direction, while the light decay products of the η are
distributed into 4π.
In order to detect the protons, a φ-symmetric (0 − 360 deg) forward de-
tector for θ ≤ 18◦ is installed. The particles are identified and reconstructed
by means of dE measurement and track reconstruction using drift chambers.
A trigger, which is set only on the forward detector, can be used to select
events independently from the decay mode of the η-meson registered by the
Central Detector.
Particles coming from meson decays (e±, µ±, π± and γ), are detected in
the central part of WASA (θ ≥ 20◦). Momentum reconstruction for charged
particles is done by tracking in a magnetic field and the energy of the neutral
particles is measured using an electromagnetic calorimeter. By including the
central detector in the trigger also very rare decay modes can be studied
Jagiellonian University 8 Benedykt R. Jany
2 THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2.2 The WASA at COSY detector
Figure 4: 3D View of the WASA detector[4].
while using a very high luminosity of up to 1032 cm−2s−1. A 3D view of the
detector setup (Fig. 4).
2.2.1 The Pellet Target
The pellet target system (Fig. 5) was a special development for WASA. The
”pellets” are frozen droplets of hydrogen or deuterium with a diameter be-
tween 25 µm and 35 µm. The advantages of using pellet target compared
with a standard internal gas target are the following:
• high target density, allows high luminosities necessary for studying rare
decays
• thin tube delivery through the detector, 4π detection possible
• precisely localized target, small probability of secondary interactions
inside the target
The central part of the system is the pellet generator where a stream of
liquid gas (hydrogen or deuterium) is broken into droplets by a vibrating
nozzle. The droplets freeze by evaporation into a first vacuum chamber
forming a pellet beam. The beam enters a vacuum-injection capillary where
it is collimated and is fed through a 2 m long pipe into the scattering chamber
(Fig. 6). An effective beam thickness for hydrogen of 3 ∗ 1015 atoms/cm2
Jagiellonian University 9 Benedykt R. Jany
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has been achieved with a beam diameter 2 − 4 mm, a frequency of pellets
5− 10 kHz, and an average distance between the pellets of 9− 20 mm.
Figure 5: The Pellet Target system [4].
Figure 6: Photography of generated pellets.
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2.2.2 The Forward Detector
The Forward Detector (FD) (Fig. 3) tags meson production by measuring
the energies (dE-E) and angles of forward scattered projectiles like protons,
deuterons, neutrons and charged pions. The produced mesons are then re-
constructed using the missing mass technique. Detector covers angles from
3◦ to 18◦. It consists of several layers of detectors described below:
• FWC The Forward Window Counters
The FWC is the first detector in the Forward Detector. It consists
of 12 plastic scintillators of 5 mm thickness. It is used to reduce the
background from scattered particles originated from the beam pipe or
the exit flange.
• FPC The Forward Proportional Chambers
The next detector is the FPC. It consists of 4 modules each containing
122 straw tubes detectors. The modules are rotated relatively to each
other by 45◦. The FPC is used as a precise tracking device.
• FTH The Forward Trigger Hodoscope
Close to FPC the FTH (“Ju¨lich Quirl”) is installed. It consists of
3 layers of plastic scintillators, one with straight modules, two with
bended ones. Each layer has a thickness of 5 mm. It is used for a
rough determination of the hit position on the higher level and as a
starting value for the track reconstruction, see Appendix D.
• FRH The Forward Range Hodoscope
The kinetic energy of the particles is measured by the FRH. It consists
of 5 layers of cake-piece shaped plastic scintillators of 11 cm thickness.
There are 24 scintillators pro layer. It is also used for particle identifi-
cation by the dE-E technique.
• FRI The Forward Range Interleaving Hodoscope
Between third and forth layer of FRH two layers of plastic scintillators
are installed (FRI). Each layer is made of 32 strips of 5.2 mm thickness.
The FRI is used to determine the scattering angles of neutrons.
• FVH The Forward Veto Hodoscope
The last layer of FD is FVH. It consists of 12 horizontally oriented
scintillator strips with photomultipliers on both sides. The hit position
is determined from the time differences of the signals. It is used to
identify particles which are not stopped in the FRH.
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2.2.3 The Central Detector
The Central Detector (CD) surrounds the interaction point and is con-
structed to identify energies and angles of the decay products of π0 and
η mesons, with close to 4π acceptance. It consists of:
• SCS The Superconducting Solenoid
The SCS produces an axial magnetic field necessary for momentum re-
construction using the inner drift chambers. As superconductor NbTi/Cu
is used cooled down by liquid He at 4.5K. The maximal central mag-
netic field is 1.3T. The return path for the field is done by a yoke made
of 5 tons of pure iron with low carbon content.
• MDC The Mini Drift Chamber
The MDC is build around the beam pipe and it is used for momentum
and vertex determination (Fig. 7). It consists of 17 layers with in total
1738 straw tubes detectors. It covers scattering angles from 24◦ to 159◦
[7]. For the resolution refer to Table 1.
particle p [MeV/c] resolution △p/p
electrons 20− 600 < 1%
pions, muons 100− 600 < 4%
protons 200− 800 < 5%
Table 1: MDC resolution
• PSB The Plastic Scintillator Barrel
The PSB surrounds the MDC inside the SCS. It consists of 146 pieces
of 8 mm thick strips that form a barrel like shape. It is used together
with MDC and SEC, and acts as a dE-E and dE-momentum detector
and as well as a veto for photons.
• SEC The Scintillator Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The SEC is the heart of the WASA detector and maybe the most
important part. At CELSIUS it has been used to measure electrons
and photons up to 800 MeV. However, using a different setting the
energy range can be extended taking into account the higher energy
available at COSY. It consists of 1012 CsI(Na) crystals shaped like a
truncated pyramids (Fig. 8). It covers angles from 20◦ to 169◦. The
crystals are placed in 24 layers along the beam (Fig. 9). The lengths
of the crystals vary from 30 cm (central part), 25 cm (forward part) to
20 cm (backward part). The forward part consists of 4 layers each 36
Jagiellonian University 12 Benedykt R. Jany
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Figure 7: MDC and Be pipe. The fully assembled MDC inside Al-Be cylinder
(upper left)[7].
crystals, covering the range of 20◦ − 36◦. The central part consists of
17 layers with 48 elements each, covering the range between 36◦−150◦,
and the backward part with 3 layers, two with 24 crystals and one with
12. The geometrical distribution of the crystals (Fig. 10) and (Fig. 11).
The calorimeter consists of sodium doped CsI crystals. They are painted
with transparent varnish for moisture protection and wrapped in 150 µm
teflon and 25 µm aluminized mylar foil [8]. For more information refer
to Table 2. Detailed properties are described in [9].
More detail information on WASA Detector components and electron-
ics can be found in [10–12].
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amount of active material 16 X0 (radiation length [9])
geometric acceptance: 96%
polar angle: 20◦ − 169◦
azimuthal angle: 0◦ − 180◦
relative energy resolution: 30% (FWHM)
Cs(137)662keV
maximal kinetic energy for stopping:
pions/protons/deuterons 190/400/500MeV
Table 2: SEC parameters
Figure 8: CsI(Na) crystal fully equipped with light guide, photomultiplier
tube and housing [8].
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2 THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2.2 The WASA at COSY detector
Figure 9: SEC planar map (arrow indicates beam direction) [4].
Figure 10: Schematic view of the calorimeter layout. It consists of the forward
part (yellow, on the left), central part and the backward part (red, on the
right) [4].
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Figure 11: Photography of the SEC (forward part to the left, beam comes
from the right).
Jagiellonian University 16 Benedykt R. Jany


3 Physics of 3π0 production
3.1 Theory and data status - Physics Motivations
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Figure 12: The existing experimental data [13] for the total cross section for
pp→ pp3π0 and pp→ ppπ+π−π0 reaction versus proton beam kinetic energy
Tbeam, the proposed models (from [13–15]) for cross section scaling [16–18].
The beam kinetic energy at threshold T Thr.b and beam momentum at thresh-
old P Thr.b for pp→ ppX reaction where
X = η(547) (T Thr.b = 1.255 GeV, P
Thr.
b = 2.670 GeV/c)
X = ω(782) (T Thr.b = 1.892 GeV, P
Thr.
b = 2.670 GeV/c)
X = η′(958) (T Thr.b = 2.405 GeV, P
Thr.
b = 3.208 GeV/c)
X = Φ(1020) (T Thr.b = 2.593 GeV, P
Thr.
b = 3.404 GeV/c) respectively indi-
cated.
The field of 3π0 production in the proton-proton collisions in the proton
beam kinetic energy region between Tbeam = 1 − 3 GeV where the three
19
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pions do not origin from the decays of the narrow resonances (like η, ω, η′)
is unexplored both experimentally and theoretically. The dynamics of this
process was never studied in details. The total cross section was measured
recently for few data points for low energies (Fig. 12) [13]. and the simple
models for the cross section scaling were proposed [16–18].
The statistical (Phase Space) model prediction is based on the phase
space considerations [16].
The FSI Faeld-Wilkin model prediction is based of the assumption that there
exist a proton-proton Final State Interaction (FSI) which could be modeled
as discussed in [17].
The FSI Delof model prediction is also based on the assumption that there
exist a proton-proton FSI which could be modeled as discussed in [18] (for
the pp relative momenta in the Center of Mass greater than 300 MeV/c pure
Phase Space is used).
It should be noticed that the two proposed models [17, 18] are consistent
with existing 3π0 data, but for the higher beam kinetic energy Tbeam ∼
2.5 GeV their predictions differ by a factor 2.
As proposed by [13] to get some informations about the dynamics of the
reaction one can study also the cross section ratio
σ(pp→ ppπ+π−π0)
σ(pp→ ppπ0π0π0) (1)
(assuming isospin conservation one can perform calculations for different
reaction scenarios see Table. 3).
Using the available experimental data (Fig. 12) it is possible to calculate
the ratio (Eq. 1) only at energy 1.36 GeV [13]:(
σ(pp→ ppπ+π−π0)
σ(pp→ ppπ0π0π0)
)
TExp.
beam
=1.36 GeV
= 6.3± 0.6(stat.)± 1.0(syst.) (2)
It is seen that the calculated ratio is consistent with the Phase Space (sta-
tistical model) value Table 3.
But such a studies cannot substitute the full study of the dynamics (which
might be very complicated) in terms of invariant mass studies in the sub-
systems and assumptions about various baryon resonances excitations (i.e.
excited states of the nucleon [1, 20, 21]).
Such a studies, in a simplified form, were performed for the case of the
pp → ppπ+π−π0 reaction [22–24], for much higher beam momenta 5 GeV/c
(Fig. 13), 5.5 GeV/c (Fig. 14) and 10 GeV/c (Fig. 15). The different invari-
ant mass systems were considered, in all of the cases strong signal from the
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Assumed Reaction Scenario σ(pp→pppi
+pi−pi0)
σ(pp→pppi0pi0pi0)
Phase Space (statistical model) 8 [13, 16]
∆(1232)N∗(1440)
∆(1232)→ pπ 4 [13]
N∗(1440)→ pππ
∆(1232)N∗(1440)
∆(1232)→ pπ 7 [13, 19]
N∗(1440)→ π∆(1232)
∆(1232)N∗(1520) >> 8 [13]
Table 3: Different scenarios of pp→ ppπππ reaction. Description in text.
∆(1232) was seen in pπ invariant masses. Also an evidence for N∗(1440) sig-
nal was seen in pπ+π− and pπ+π0 invariant masses for the case of 5.5 GeV/c
beam momentum.
From a pure theoretical point of view, there exist no microscopic model
for the three pion production in contrast to the NN → NNππ reactions
where complete microscopic model based on the excitations and decays of
various baryon resonances exists [25].
In addition, in case of the reaction at 3.35 GeV/c beam momentum (beam
kinetic energy 2.541 GeV) one can calculate the De Broglie wavelength λ of
the incoming proton [26, 27]:
λ =
h
p
= 0.3701 fm (3)
where h is the Planck’s constant and p is a particle momentum.
When one compares this value with the proton diameter [28]:
1.754± 0.014 fm (4)
One concludes that the λ is more than four time smaller i.e. the incoming
proton “feels” the inner structure of the target proton. One can also compare
this value with the range of the gluon induced interaction (in case of η′-
nucleon interaction), estimated by the two-gluon effective potential, which
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is in order of ∼ 0.3 fm [29]. Probing such small distances, the quark-gluon
degrees of freedom may play a significant role in the production dynamics.
This fact will make the difficulty in the interpretation of the particle in-
teractions by common existing microscopic models [30–37] mimic interaction
by exchange of various light mesons like π, η, ρ, ω and are more applica-
ble for lower energies (below ∼ 2 GeV beam kinetic energy, equivalent to
∼ 2.8 GeV/c beam momentum) [38].
It might be more plausible to use rather the microscopic approaches based
on the Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) (excitations of quark-gluon de-
grees of freedom) [39–43] for the future model of 3π production - which might
be very difficult theoretical task.
Taking all these facts into account, nowadays the experimental analysis
of the 3π production should be concentrated on the extraction of the reaction
dynamics in the model independent way using only the basic principles like
energy and momentum conservation. This might be done is a systematic
way by studying the invariant masses of the subsystems. Such a approach is
presented later in this work.
The dynamics of the pp → pp3π0 reaction is not understood and it was
never investigated in details, this makes the reaction a very interesting object
for studies itself and also for the following reasons:
In heavy ion collisions the multiple pion production offers a possibility to
look at a properties of the baryon resonances in the nuclear matter [44–53].
It is also well established that in these reactions pions are mostly produced
by the baryon resonances excitations [44–46].
As shown above, the physics of pp→ pp3π0 at T = 2.54 GeV is very closely
related to the baryon resonances. There is enough energy to excite various
baryon resonances - specially ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) (seen Table 5 on page 75
and Fig. 52 on page 76). One can study the dynamics of the produced baryon
resonances in similar way like it was attempted for the pp → ppπ+π−π0 re-
action [22–24]. Using this elementary reaction one can also get the spec-
troscopic informations about baryon resonances states [1, 20, 21]. Like in
the heavy ion collisions in nuclear medium [44–53], one may think about
the multipion spectroscopy – a tool to directly aces the properties of baryon
resonances.
The knowledge about the reaction is very important for transport codes
like BUU/HSD [41–43, 54, 55], INCL [56], QMD [57, 58] used intensively
in the modeling of the nucleon–nucleus or nucleus–nucleus interactions, since
they use the elementary reactions as an input for their calculations. The pions
are the most abundantly produced mesons in these reactions and they deliver
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the information about the first stage of the reaction. All of the models fail in
the description of the pion spectra [59–61]. Inclusion of the new pp→ pp3π0
reaction channel might help in the better understanding of the pion dynamics
in these models.
It is essential also to know the cross section and the dynamics of the
pp → pp3π0 reaction, specially in the beam kinetic energy range 1.8 −
2.8 GeV (see Fig. 12). It forms one of the most severe background for
ω(782), η′(958),Φ(1020) mesons:
• hadronic decays e.g. η′ → 3π0 - isospin forbidden, ω → 3π0 - C parity
forbidden
• leptonic and semileptonic decays also, since the π0 can undergo Dalitz
decay π0 → e+e−γ e.g. ω → e+e−, Φ→ π0e+e−
These decays are of special interest of many collaborations like WASA-at-
COSY [4, 5] or HADES [62] since using them one can study the symmetries
(e.g. isospin symmetry) and symmetry breaking (C, CP parity).
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Figure 13: Experimental data, the pp→ ppπ+π−π0 reaction at 5 GeV/c proton beam momentum, invariant masses
for different subsystems, taken from [22]. Description of lines in original papers. Strong signal from the ∆(1232)
seen in pπ invariant masses.
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Figure 14: Experimental data, the pp → ppπ+π−π0 reaction at 5.5 GeV/c
proton beam momentum, invariant masses for different subsystems, taken
from [23]. Description of lines in original papers. Strong signal from the
∆(1232) seen in pπ invariant masses. Evidence for N∗(1440) signal seen in
pπ+π− and pπ+π0 invariant masses.
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Figure 15: Experimental data, the pp→ ppπ+π−π0 reaction at 10 GeV/c proton beam momentum, invariant masses
for different subsystems, taken from [24]. Description of lines in original papers. Strong signal from the ∆(1232)
seen in pπ invariant masses.
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3.2 Choice of the Observables
One considers reaction
a+ b→ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 (5)
with masses mi and momenta
−→pi in the center of mass frame, where total
energy in the center of mass frame is
√
s. The probability that the momentum
of the ith particle will be in the range d3pi can be expressed as [63]:
d15P = d15V |M|2 (6)
whereM states for the invariant matrix element for the process and d15V
is the Lorentz invariant phase space element available for the reaction.
One can rewrite (Eq. 6) to the following form:
d15P = d3p1d3p2d3p3d3p4d3p5 1
32E1E2E3E4E5
δ3

 5∑
j=1
−→pj

 δ3

 5∑
j=1
Ej −
√
s

 |M|2 (7)
where Ei =
√−→pi 2 +m2i are energies in the CM frame (units are chosen
so the c = 1).
The event distribution (Eq. 7) could be expressed in terms of the invariant
masses defined by:
M2i...j = (Ei + . . . Ej)
2 − (−→pi + . . .−→pj )2 (8)
The three particle invariant masses and the four particle invariant masses
are connected with the two particle invariant masses by:
M2ijk = M
2
ij +M
2
ik +M
2
jk −
(
m2i +m
2
j +m
2
k
)
(9)
M2ijkl = M
2
ij +M
2
ik +M
2
il +M
2
jk +M
2
jl +M
2
kl − 2
(
m2i +m
2
j +m
2
k +m
2
l
)
(10)
Such a representation is also very convenient to analyze the reaction in
terms of the resonances in the subsystems (one assumes that M depends
only on this invariant masses).
One can integrate (Eq. 7) over spatial orientations of the entire system.
This integration can be done assuming that the created system “has forgot-
ten” about direction of the beam particle (3 dimensions less). Next, one can
integrate further, leaving explicit dependence only onE1, E2, E3, E4, p12, p123, φ(12)3, φ(123)4
(this can be done as system has to fulfill energy and momentum conservation,
4 dimensions less).
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Figure 16: Pentagon of nonplanar vectors lengths describes momentum con-
servation for five particles. The pentagon is completely defined by the vari-
ables p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p12, p123, φ(12)3, φ(123)4 Due to the energy and momentum
conservation p5 could be eliminated. Taken from [64]
Finally, one is left with 8 dimensions only [64]:
d8P = π
2
4
dE1dE2dE3dE4dp12dp123dφ(12)3dφ(123)4 |M|2 (11)
where −→p12 = −→p1+−→p2 , −−→p123 = −→p1+−→p2+−→p3 , φ(12)3 - angle between the surface
defined by the −→p1 ,−→p2 vectors and the −→p3 vector, φ(123)4 - angle between the
surface defined by the −→p12,−→p3 vectors and the −→p4 vector ( see Fig. 16). pi
plays for the length of the vector −→pi .
If one assumes thatM does not depend on φ(12)3, φ(123)4 one may integrate
over it and obtain [64]:
d6P = π4dE1dE2dE3dE4dp12dp123 |M|2 (12)
In our case we are studying the reaction
pp→ p︸︷︷︸
3
p︸︷︷︸
4
π0︸︷︷︸
1
π0︸︷︷︸
2
π0︸︷︷︸
5
(13)
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One would like to study the dynamics for this reaction:
• The correlations between the pions
One would need to study the M2(π0π0) i.e M212 and M
2
25
• The interactions between the protons and between the pions
One would need to study the M2(pp) and M2(3π0) i.e M234 and M
2
1235
• The possible resonances in proton pion and proton two pions systems
One would need to study theM2(pπ0) andM2(pπ0π0) i.eM245 andM
2
123
It would be also very convenient to study in addition the event distribu-
tion as function of the missing mass of the two protons
MM2pp =
(√
s−E3 − E4
)2
+ (−→p3 +−→p4) =M2125 (14)
as a parameter, since the MMpp defines the maximal available kinetic
energy for the 3π0 system in its rest frame (Q3pi0) and simultaneously the
maximal available kinetic energy for the pp system in its rest frame (QMaxpp ):
QMax3pi0 = MMpp −m1 −m2 −m5 = MMpp − 3mpi0 (15)
QMaxpp =
√
s−MMpp −m3 −m4 =
√
s−MMpp − 2mp (16)
where mpi0 - mass of the π
0 meson, mp - mass of the proton.
Selecting the missing mass one selects how the energy is distributed between
the three pion system and a two proton system.
It will be shown in Appendix A how to express the event distribution in
appropriate variables.
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4 Analysis of the experimental data
The purpose of the analysis is to obtain physical spectra from the collected
data and validate it by the Monte-Carlo simulation. The schematic view of
the events flow and analysis chain is presented in (Fig. 17). One can divided
this process into the two phases:
1. The events collection phase
• The raw data collection
The data are collected in the WASA-at-COSY experiment
(see Section 2.2), later the raw data have to be calibrated
(see Appendix B).
• The Monte-Carlo simulation
First the events are generated and later the detector response is
simulated (see Appendix C).
2. The data processing phase
This part is done using the RootSorter analysis framework [65] which
is based on ROOT [66]. First from the collected data the tracks are
build, which correspond to the physical particles (see Appendix D).
Later the statistical hypothesis test is done on tracks by the kinematic
fit procedure (see Appendix E).
4.1 The Experimental Conditions
The aim of the experiment was to measure the pp→ pp3π0 → pp6γ reaction
at proton kinetic energy T = 2.541 GeV, which corresponds to the momen-
tum of 3.350 GeV/c and excess energy Q = 598 MeV (center of mass energy√
s = 2.879 GeV/c2). The Monte Carlo simulation, based on homogeneously
and isotropically populated phase space (see Appendix C), was performed to
study the kinematics of the reaction. The results (Fig. 18) show that most
of the protons are going to the FD detector and most of the photons to the
CD detector. Assuming that two protons are registered in FD detector and
six photons in CD detector,using Monte-Carlo simulation, the geometrical
acceptance of
Geom.Acc. = 14.24% (17)
has been obtained.
The experimental data were collected during one week run in May 2008,
using pellet proton target and COSY phase space cooled proton beam at
incident momentum of 3.35GeV/c. The data were collected under following
trigger condition:
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Figure 17: Schematic view of events flow and the analysis chain. First the events are collected in the experiment
(Section 2.2) and later calibrated (Appendix B) or simulated by the Monte-Carlo which includes the detector response
(Appendix C). Later the events (both from the experiment and Monte-Carlo) are processed by the same common
procedure i.e. the tracks are built (Appendix D) then they are fitted kinematically (Appendix E).
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Figure 18: The kinematics of the pp→ pp3π0 → pp6γ reaction at 3.35GeV/c
- Monte Carlo simulation homogeneously and isotropically populated phase
space. Fig. 18(a) photon scattering angle versus kinetic energy, geometrical
boundaries of the CD detector marked. Fig. 18(b) proton scattering angle
versus kinetic energy, geometrical boundaries of the FD detector marked.
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• more then one hit in the FD detector - time overlap with FWC and
FTH detectors (to ensure that the hits come from the same interaction)
• more then one hit in the third layer of the FRH detector (this ensures
that one has at least two high energetic particles)
• more then one neutral group(veto on overlapped element of PS detec-
tor) in the calorimeter with low threshold on the group (∼ 50 MeV)
(this implies that at least two photons are registered)
• veto on the signal “at least one hit in PS detector” (one ensures that
the charged particles are excluded)
the trigger was not prescaled.
4.2 The Event Selection
The event selection was optimized to select from the data pp3π0[6γ] final
state. First the FD tracks (see Appendix D) with a minimum energy de-
posit of the track of 20 MeV were selected to suppress detector noises. After
this selection charged tracks multiplicity in FD detector was compared with
Monte-Carlo simulation pp → pp3π0 assuming homogeneously and isotropi-
cally populated phase space (Fig. 19).
Next the events with two or more charged tracks tracks in FD detector
were chosen, time correlation between the tracks pairs was checked (Fig. 20).
The cut on the time difference between two charged tracks was performed,
the events in prompt peak were selected and accepted for Time Differ-
ence from −4 ns to 10 ns) (Fig. 21), to create a pair of two charged tracks.
After selection of two charged tracks in FD correlated in time, event was
analyzed further. The tracks multiplicities in CD detector were examined
and compared with Monte-Carlo simulation (Fig. 22). In the CD track find-
ing procedure (see Appendix D) the signals of PS detector were used as a
selection criteria for charged(neutral) tracks, the 1 MeV values was chosen
as a PS cluster threshold. The veto on charged CD tracks was put. Time
correlation was checked between mean time of two charged tracks in FD and
a neutral CD track (Fig. 23). The cut on the time difference between mean
time of two charged tracks in FD and a neutral CD track was performed, the
events in prompt peak were selected (time difference from −10 ns to 20 ns
) (Fig. 24). The neutral tracks multiplicity was checked Fig. 25 and com-
pared with Monte-Carlo simulation. The events with six neutral CD tracks
correlated with mean time of the two charged tracks in FD were chosen.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation
Figure 19: Charged Tracks multiplicity FD detector.
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(a) Time of the first charged track in FD versus the second one.
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(b) Time difference between first charged track in FD and the
second one.
Figure 20: Time dependences charged tracks FD detector.
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(a) Time of the first charged track in FD versus the second one
after the cut.
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(b) Time difference between first charged track in FD and the
second one after the cut.
Figure 21: Time dependences charged tracks FD detector with the cut on
the difference between two charged tracks.
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(a) Charged Tracks Multiplicity, Experimental Data.
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(c) Charged Tracks Multiplicity, Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(d) Neutral Tracks Multiplicity, Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 22: Tracks Multiplicity in CD detector. Only events without charged tracks in CD will be finally accepted.
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Around 4.4 millions of such events were selected for later analysis. Total
reconstruction efficiency defined as
Tot.Rec.Eff = Rec.Eff ∗Geom.Acc (18)
where Rec.Eff - reconstruction efficiency of the applied cuts, Geom.Acc -
geometrical acceptance (Eq. 17). It was estimated via Monte-Carlo, based
on homogeneously and isotropically populated phase space, to be:
Tot.Rec.Eff = 3.90% (19)
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(a) Mean time of the two charged tracks in FD versus the time of
the neutral track in CD.
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(b) Time difference mean time of the two charged tracks in FD
and the time of the neutral track in CD.
Figure 23: Time dependences between mean time of the two charged tracks
in FD and the time of the neutral track in CD.
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(a) Mean time of the two charged tracks in FD versus the time of
the neutral track in CD after the cut.
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(b) Time difference mean time of the two charged tracks in FD
and the time of the neutral track in CD after the cut.
Figure 24: Time dependences between mean time of the two charged tracks
in FD and the time of the neutral track in CD with the cut on the time
difference.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 25: Multiplicity of neutral CD detector tracks, after time difference
cut.
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4.3 The Detector Response
After the selection of two charged tracks in FD (protons) correlated in time
with six neutral tracks in CD (photons) the detector response was compared
with the Monte-Carlo simulation of pp → pp3π0 assuming homogeneously
and isotropically populated phase space.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 26: Invariant Mass of two photon pairs, π0 peak visible on a combi-
natorial background.
The response of the CD detector was checked by plotting invariant mass
of two photon pairs (Fig. 26). The π0 signal is seen on the combinatorial
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background. The spectra were fitted with a sum of Gaussian (describing the
peak) and the polynomial of the forth order(describing the combinatorial
background). The fitted curve describing the background was subtracted
from the data point and simulation, the spectra were normalized to the same
area and compared (Fig. 27). It is seen that the Monte-Carlo simulation
describes the experimental data very well. The maximum of the peak is at
M0pi ≈ 0.135 GeV/c2 indicated by red line in (Fig. 27).
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Figure 27: Invariant Mass of two photon pairs, combinatorial background
subtracted. Experimental data and Monte-Carlo comparison, line indicates
the π0 mass.
The response of the FD detector was also checked by comparing different
dE−E plots using different layers of the FRH detector (Figs. 28 29 30 31). It
is seen that the most of the charged tracks travel through the whole FD detec-
tor. The experimental dE −E plots are good described by the Monte-Carlo
simulation, which proves that the measured energy deposits are consistent
with protons energy deposits.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(c) Monte-Carlo simulation, with no hadronic interactions.
Figure 28: Energy deposits in FRH detector, layer 1 versus whole FRH, dE −E plots, of two charged tracks. Good
agreement between experimental data and Monte-Carlo visible. It is seen that the most of the charged tracks travel
through the whole FD detector.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(c) Monte-Carlo simulation, with no hadronic interactions.
Figure 29: Energy deposits in FRH detector, layer from 1 to 2 versus whole FRH, dE − E plots, of two charged
tracks. Good agreement between experimental data and Monte-Carlo visible. It is seen that the most of the charged
tracks travel through the whole FD detector.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(c) Monte-Carlo simulation, with no hadronic interactions.
Figure 30: Energy deposits in FRH detector, layer from 1 to 3 versus whole FRH, dE − E plots, of two charged
tracks. Good agreement between experimental data and Monte-Carlo visible. It is seen that the most of the charged
tracks travel through the whole FD detector.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(c) Monte-Carlo simulation, with no hadronic interactions.
Figure 31: Energy deposits in FRH detector, layer from 1 to 4 versus whole FRH, dE − E plots, of two charged
tracks. Good agreement between experimental data and Monte-Carlo visible. It is seen that the most of the charged
tracks travel through the whole FD detector.
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4.4 The Kinematic Fitting
The Monte-Carlo simulations (see Appendix C) are extremely useful tool for
understanding of complex data. The following convention concerning Monte-
Carlo simulation will be used:
• The true value: value assumed in the simulation, used as an input
• The reconstructed(measured) value: value after tracks propagation and
reconstruction (see Appendix D)
• The fitted value: value after the kinematic fitting
The kinematic fitting (see Appendix E) was used to improve the resolution
of the variables and to balance the overall four-momentum to keep only the
kinematic complete events.
The hypothesis of the reaction pp → pp6γ → pp3π0 was tested on the
experimental data using kinematic fit. The overall four momentum was bal-
anced. The 6γ were combined into the 3π0, the π0 mass constraint was used.
The energy, polar angle θ and an azimuthal angle φ of the neutral tracks in
CD detector (the photons) was fitted. For the two tracks in FD detector (the
proton candidates) the polar angle θ and an azimuthal angle φ was fitted.
The energy of the track was put as an unknown for the fit, since the protons
energies are to high to reconstruct them via dE − E energy losses in FRH
detector in a standard way as well as in the developed Bayesian Likelihood
approach (see Appendix F). Most of proton tracks are passing through the
whole FRH detector (see Section 4.3 Figs. 28 29 30 31) .
4.4.1 The error parametrization
The errors of the parameters were determined using WASA-at-COSY Monte-
Carlo simulation, by simulating single photon tracks in CD detector and sin-
gle proton tracks in FD detector respectively. The errors of the variables
were derived by the fitting of the Gaussian function to the true minus re-
constructed(measured) values in steps of the variable from which this error
depends. The discrete values were put into the histograms, later the linear
interpolation between the values was used to get the error value. Example
of the procedure is presented in (Fig. 32).
The variable dependencies of the error for the photons in the CD detec-
tor were checked (Fig. 33). One sees that the errors do not depend on the
azimuthal angle φRec. It is seen that the error of the photon energy depends
only on the energy. The error of the photon polar angle θRec depends on
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Figure 32: Example of the error parametrization technique.
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Figure 33: Dependences of the errors for the photons in the CD detector. It is see that the errors do not depend of
the azimuthal angle φRec. Results of the Monte-Carlo simulations.
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the photon energy (the cluster size dependence) and on the θRec (the ef-
fect of the detector), the two dimensional error parametrization is needed.
The error of the photon azimuthal angle φRec depends on the photon energy
(the cluster size dependence) and on the θRec (the effect of the detector),
the two dimensional error parametrization is needed. The appropriate er-
ror parametrization for photons, which were needed for kinematic fit, were
prepared (Fig. 34).
For the proton in FD detector the error of the proton polar angle θRec as
a function of the θRec and the error of the proton azimuthal angle φRec as a
function of the θRec were used for kinematic fit as an error parametrization
(Fig. 35).
The used error parametrization (Figs. 33, 34, 35) are results of the Monte-
Carlo simulations using single tracks.
4.4.2 The diagnostics after the Kinematic Fit
The statistical relations
The χ2 distribution (Fig. 36) and corresponding probability distribution
(Fig. 37) (see Appendix E) for the kinematic fit of pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ
reaction were checked and compared with the Monte-Carlo predictions of
the pp → pp3π0(blue curve) and pp → ppη (red curve) reaction, also the
theoretical χ2 distribution for the (Number of Degrees of Freedom) NDF = 5
is presented. The difference between the data and Monte-Carlo is visible and
it is related to the contribution in the data of different kind of processes then
pp → pp3π0 reaction also the non Gaussian error response of the detector
plays here an important role. Nevertheless all of the events related to these
factors populate low probability area (near 0) and they could be rejected by
selecting higher probability region where the probability function is getting
flat and is consistent with Monte-Carlo.
The region of the Prob > 0.2 where the probability function (Fig. 37) is
getting flat was selected for the later analysis. This additional cut (Prob >
0.2), introduced in order to purify the data, lowers the Total Reconstruction
Efficiency (as defined in Eq. 18). Via Monte-Carlo simulations with homo-
geneously and isotropically populated phase space one can calculate Total
Reconstruction Efficiency including the above cut:
Tot.Rec.Eff = 2.26% (20)
The following statistical relation for the kinematic fit based on the χ2
method for the residuals should hold (see Appendix E) :
σresidual =
√
σ2m − σ2f (21)
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Figure 34: The error parametrization for photons in the CD detector used in the kinematic fit. Results of the
Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 35: The error parametrization for protons in the FD detector used in
the kinematic fit. Results of the Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 36: The χ2 distribution for the kinematic fit of pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ
reaction.
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Figure 37: The probability distribution for the kinematic fit of pp→ pp3π0 →
pp6γ reaction.
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and
residual = m− f (22)
where m - measured value(before kinematic fit) of energy, polar angle θ,
azimuthal angle φ; f - fitted value(after kinematic fit) of energy, polar angle
θ, azimuthal angle φ; σresidual - the standard deviation of the residual value
distribution;σm - the standard deviation of the measured value (the error
of the measured value); σf - the standard deviation of the fitted value (the
error of the fitted value). The only possibility to calculate the σm and σf
is via Monte-Carlo simulations. Usually σm and σf might be very similar,
the correction of the kinematic fit could be very small. This could lead to
the very high numerical inaccuracy of the difference σ2m − σ2f . To avoid this
problem instead of calculation directly this difference and comparing it with
the σresidual it could be done other way by changing the (Eq. 21) to the form:
σf =
√
σ2m − σ2residual (23)
Now one compares the
√
σ2m − σ2residual with the σf , here always σm will
be different from σresidual.
The relation (Eq. 23) was checked for the kinematic fit of the data. The
σm was extracted by fitting true minus measured(reconstructed) value distri-
bution with the Gaussian function using Monte-Carlo simulation. The σf was
extracted by fitting true minus fitted value distribution with the Gaussian
function using Monte-Carlo simulation. The σresidual was derived from the ex-
perimental data by fitting Gaussian function to the measured(reconstructed)
minus fitted value distribution. The estimation of the parameters was done
for all fitted variables i.e. energy of the photons, polar angle θ of photons and
protons and azimuthal angle φ of photons and protons. This task was done
by means of the Monte-Carlo simulations. The distributions used for the pa-
rameter extraction (Figs. 38, 39, 40, 41, 42) are all centered at 0 value. The
measured minus fitted distribution, (right plots on Figs. 38, 39, 40, 41, 42),
shows good agreement between experimental data and Monte-Carlo simula-
tion.
The results of the comparison are presented in Table 4. It is seen, in
the last column of the table, that the σf differ from the calculated one√
σ2m − σ2residual by a few percent, the ratio is almost equal 1. This proves
the correctness of the kinematic fit procedure as well as the properly derived
error parameterization.
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Figure 38: Photon Energy. left : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus reconstructed value divided by the recon-
structed value.center : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus fitted value divided by the fitted value. right : Recon-
structed minus fitted value divided by the fitted value,gray area corresponds to the experimental data, blue line to
the Monte-Carlo simulation. Black line corresponds to the fit of the Gaussian function.
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Figure 39: Photon polar angle θ. left : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus reconstructed value.center : Monte-
Carlo Simulation, true minus fitted value. right : Reconstructed minus fitted value,gray area corresponds to the
experimental data, blue line to the Monte-Carlo simulation. Black line corresponds to the fit of the Gaussian
function.
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Figure 40: Photon azimuthal angle φ. left : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus reconstructed value.center : Monte-
Carlo Simulation, true minus fitted value. right : Reconstructed minus fitted value,gray area corresponds to the
experimental data, blue line to the Monte-Carlo simulation. Black line corresponds to the fit of the Gaussian
function.
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Figure 41: Proton polar angle θ. left : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus reconstructed value.center : Monte-
Carlo Simulation, true minus fitted value. right : Reconstructed minus fitted value,gray area corresponds to the
experimental data, blue line to the Monte-Carlo simulation. Black line corresponds to the fit of the Gaussian
function.
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Figure 42: Proton azimuthal angle φ. left : Monte-Carlo Simulation, true minus reconstructed value.center : Monte-
Carlo Simulation, true minus fitted value. right : Reconstructed minus fitted value,gray area corresponds to the
experimental data, blue line to the Monte-Carlo simulation. Black line corresponds to the fit of the Gaussian
function.
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4 ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 4.4 The Kinematic Fitting
from MC from MC from Exp. √
σ2m − σ2residual
σf√
σ2m−σ
2
residualσm σf σresidual
Ephoton 0.1081 0.0770 0.0744 0.0785 0.9812
θphoton [deg] 1.5270 1.4995 0.2030 1.5138 0.9906
φphoton [deg] 1.8920 1.8200 0.2198 1.8792 0.9685
θproton [deg] 0.0996 0.0999 0.0087 0.0992 1.0070
φproton [deg] 0.4908 0.5068 0.1143 0.4773 1.0618
Table 4: The check of the statistical relation for the kinematic fit.
The π0’s and photons
To see what is the hadronic split off level for the photon in the electromag-
netic calorimeter in the CD detector, the energy of the lowest energetic pho-
ton from a photon pair versus opening angle between the two photons were
plotted for two probability regions Prob < 0.2 and Prob > 0.2, the experi-
mental data were compared with a Monte-Carlo simulation of pp → pp3π0
(Fig. 43). The area of the small energies and small angles, where one should
expect the hadronic split-offs1, is not populated. This means that there is
low level of the hadronic split offs for both probability cut regions. The
Monte-Carlo describes well the experimental data.
The identification and reconstruction of π0 mesons from photons in CD
detector by the kinematic fit was checked. The invariant mass of two photons
forming π0 which were selected by the combinatorics was plotted, for the
probability region Prob > 0.2 both for experimental data and Monte-Carlo
(Fig. 44). The peak position corresponds to the theoretical π0 mass. The
experimental spectrum agrees with the Monte-Carlo simulation.
The protons
The identification of protons in FD detector by the kinematic fit was also
checked. The energy loss in FHR detector versus the kinetic energy derived
from the kinematic fit for the proton for Prob > 0.2 was plotted both for
experimental data and Monte-Carlo (Fig. 45). The experimental data are
consistent with the Monte-Carlo simulation, which proves that the measured
particles are protons.
The reconstruction of proton kinetic energy by the kinematic fit was found
out using Monte-Carlo simulation by plotting true kinetic energy versus the
kinetic energy derived from the kinematic fit for proton (Fig. 46(a)), which
shows the correlation line. From the width of the difference between the true
1secondary interaction of the photon leading to spurious cluster in calorimeter
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(a) Prob < 0.2, Experimental Data.
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(b) Prob > 0.2, Experimental Data.
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(c) Prob < 0.2, Monte-Carlo simulation.
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(d) Prob > 0.2, Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 43: Energy of the lowest energetic photon from a photon pair versus opening angle between the two photons.
The area of the small energies and small angles, where one would expect the hadronic split-offs, is not populated.
The experimental data are well described by the Monte-Carlo simulation.
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Figure 44: Invariant Mass of a photon pair forming π0 selected by the com-
binatorics for Prob > 0.2. Grey area corresponds to the experimental data,
blue line to the Monte-Carlo simulation.
kinetic energy and the kinetic energy derived from the kinematic fit divided
by true kinetic energy (Fig. 46(b)) the resolution of the reconstructed kinetic
energy was estimated to be ∼ 12%.
The checks on the experimental data were also performed. Small kinetic
energies of the protons in FD detector reconstructed by the kinematic fit
were selected EKin < 0.6 GeV for Prob > 0.2 and compared with the ki-
netic energy reconstructed using FRH detector. The correlation is visible
(Fig. 47(a)), the peak in difference (Fig. 47(b)) confirms it.
For the consistency, additional cross check was performed for protons
of kinetic energy EKin < 0.6 GeV. The kinetic energy derived from the
kinematic fit was also recalculated to the energy loss in FRH detector by
the Monte-Carlo method and compared with the measured energy loss in
FRH, the correlation and a peak in difference is visible (Fig. 48). Moreover
the plot of difference of energy loss in FRH and the energy loss recalculated
using obtained from kinematic fit proton kinetic energy is centered at 0 value.
It confirms the correctness of kinetic energy calculation by the kinematic fit.
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(a) Experimental Data.
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(b) Monte-Carlo Simulation.
Figure 45: Energy loss in FHR detector versus the kinetic energy derived
from the kinematic fit for the proton for Prob > 0.2. The position of the
proton band is the same for both above cases.
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(a) True kinetic energy versus the kinetic energy derived from the
kinematic fit for proton, correlation line visible.
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(b) Difference between the true kinetic energy and the kinetic en-
ergy derived from the kinematic fit divided by true kinetic energy
for proton.
Figure 46: Monte-Carlo simulation of pp→ pp3π0 test of the proton kinetic
energy reconstruction by the kinematic fit for Prob > 0.2.
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(a) Kinetic energy reconstructed using FRH detector versus the
kinetic energy derived from the kinematic fit for proton, correla-
tion line visible.
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(b) Difference between the kinetic energy reconstructed using
FRH detector and the kinetic energy derived from the kinematic
fit for proton.
Figure 47: Experimental data, small kinetic energies of the protons in FD
detector selected EKin < 0.6GeV, Prob > 0.2.
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(a) Energy loss in FRH detector versus the energy loss recalcu-
lated from the kinetic energy from the kinematic fit for proton,
correlation line visible.
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Figure 48: Experimental data, small kinetic energies of the protons in FD
detector selected EKin < 0.6GeV, Prob > 0.2.
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5 Results and error discussion
The selection involving kinematic fitting of the events was performed. The
complete pp3π0 final state events are selected. The missing mass of the
two protons (Fig. 49) shows the η → 3π0 meson decay peak and a prompt
3π0 production. The Monte-Carlo simulation of pp → pp3π0 assuming ho-
mogeneously and isotropically populated phase space does not describe the
experimental data with excluded η meson production - the non resonant part.
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Figure 49: Spectrum of Missing Mass of two protons. Black histogram cor-
responds to the experimental data, the blue one to the Monte-Carlo phase
space simulation of pp → pp3π0. The η → 3π0 meson decay peak visible
as well as the prompt 3π0) production. Vertical axes - number of events (in
given bin) is shown.
5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
5.1.1 The model description
Introduction - the idea of the Model
The pp → pp3π0 reaction was separated from pp → ppη(3π0) reaction
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Figure 50: Comparison of the experimental data with the Monte-Carlo phase space simulation for the MMpp <
0.5 GeV/c2 and MMpp > 0.6 GeV/c
2. Upper row : proton in the center of mass frame,Middle row : pion in the
center of mass frame, Lower row : 3π0 system in the center of mass frame. From left kinetic energy, the polar
angle and the azimuthal angle distribution. The experimental data are shown as a black marker, the Monte-Carlo
simulation as a blue line. Vertical axes - number of events (in given bin) is shown.
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
by introducing a cut on the Missing Mass of two protons (Fig. 49). The
region without the η meson signal was selected as MMpp < 0.5 GeV/c
2 and
MMpp > 0.6 GeV/c
2.
Next the distribution of kinetic energy, the polar angle θ and the az-
imuthal angle φ for the protons, pions and 3π0 system, in the center of mass
system was compared to the Monte-Carlo simulation of pp → pp3π0 assum-
ing homogeneously and isotropically populated phase space (Fig. 50). The
kinetic energy distributions and the polar angle distributions differ strongly
from the simulation: the phase space simulation does not describe this pro-
cess.
The following scheme of the dynamics is proposed: the pp → pp3π0
reaction is sequential two-body process
pp→ R1R2 → pp3π0 (24)
R1,2 - unstable particle (Baryon Resonance).
Searching for the candidates forR1,2 in the most simple form one may take
the two lowest lying resonances like ∆(1232) and N∗(1440), since the avail-
able phase space volume for them will be the biggest (later other arguments
supporting feasibility of the choice will be presented). The ∆(1232) can decay
∆(1232)→ pπ0 and the N∗(1440) has two dominant decay branches, directly
N∗(1440) → pπ0π0 or sequentially N∗(1440) → π0∆(1232) → π0pπ0. The
joint reaction mechanism:
pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440)→ pp3π0 (25)
could be written as a two Feynman graphs (Fig. 51).
(a) Model1 (b) Model2
Figure 51: Two model possibilities of pp→ pp3π0 production.
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Supporting arguments
The arguments that support the idea of lowest available baryon resonances
playing role of R1 and R2 in scheme (Eq. 24) are both qualitative and quanti-
tative. The resonances R1, R2 should excite with large probability in pp reac-
tion and decay predominantly into channels with one or two pions. ∆(1232)
decays into nucleon and pion (∼ 100%) while N∗(1440) decay sequence al-
most always leads to states with two pions. In Table 5 branching ratios of
decays of different baryon resonances that could play role of R2 are presented,
together with Q value of considered R1R2 channels. It is seen that N
∗(1680)
and ∆(1700) are kinematically not possible. One concludes that the branch-
ing is considerably highest for N∗(1440), ∆(1600), ∆(1620). Moreover, the
last two are known to be monopole excitations of ∆(1232) that excite ex-
tremely weakly in pp reaction [1, 67]. Also available phase space would be
lower for ∆(1600), ∆(1620) as seen from the Table 5.
Total Cross Section for pp→ pX is presented (Fig. 52); one concludes that
the highest cross section is in case of ∆(1232) and N∗(1440). Similar conclu-
sion can be drawn from literature data (Figs. 53, 54, 55). For the lower proton
momentum 2.85 GeV/c (Fig. 53) than this work (i.e.3.35 GeV/c) only strong
∆(1232) signal is seen. In case of higher momentum 4.55 GeV/c (Fig. 54)
the strong ∆(1232) signal and clear evidence of N∗(1440) is seen. When the
momentum of the proton increases 6.2 − 29.7 GeV/c (Fig. 55) the ∆(1232)
excitation looses its importance, higher baryon resonances appear with much
bigger probability. Since experiment considered in this work was performed
at 3.35 GeV/c proton momentum, from the above data (Figs. 53, 54, 55)
one can conclude that the most strongly excited baryon resonances will be
∆(1232) and N∗(1440).
One can present as well qualitative arguments that the simultaneous ex-
citation of two Roper(N∗(1440)) resonances (playing role of R1R2) is also
unfeasible. In the last row of Table 5 this case is considered; the Q value is
negative which makes the process kinematically unfavored. In addition it is
seen that the excitation of the Roper resonance is considerably lower than
that of ∆(1232) (Figs. 52, 53, 54). This makes simultaneous excitation of two
Roper resonances rather unprobable in comparison to the ∆(1232)N∗(1440)
system.
The production of 3π0 via simultaneous excitation of∆(1232) andN∗(1440)
is considered as a predominant and also supported by [13, 19] (see Section 3
on page 19).
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T Thr.Beam [GeV]
R1 R2 P
Thr.
Beam [GeV/c] properties
Q [MeV]
∆(1232)P33 N
∗(1440)P11 1.930
will be strongly excitedBR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(Npipi) = 5%− 10% 2.710
b) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 20%− 30% 207
∆(1232)P33 N
∗(1520)D13 2.161
will be excitedBR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(Npipi) < 8% 2.954
b) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 15%− 25% 127
∆(1232)P33 N
∗(1535)S11 R2 spin flip
excitation(weak), will be
weakly excited [1, 67]
BR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(Npipi) < 3% 2.205
b) BR(pi∆(1232)) < 1% 3.000
c) BR(piN∗(1440)) < 7% 112
∆(1232)P33 ∆(1600)P33 2.400 R2 monopole excitation
of ∆(1232)P33, will be
weakly excited [1, 67]
BR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 40%− 70% 3.203
b) BR(piN∗(1440)) = 10%− 35% 47
∆(1232)P33 ∆(1620)S13 2.460 R2 monopole excitation
of ∆(1232)P33, will be
weakly excited [1, 67]
BR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 30%− 60% 3.270
b) BR(piN∗(1440)) = 11% 27
∆(1232)P33 N
∗(1680)F15 2.644 Kinematically not
possibleBR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 30%− 40% 3.457
−33
∆(1232)P33 ∆(1700)D33 2.706 Kinematically not
possibleBR(Npi) = 100% a) BR(Npipi) = 80%− 90% 3.522
−53
N∗(1440)P11 N
∗(1440)P11 2.545 Kinematically not
possible
BR(Npi) = 55%− 75% a) BR(Npipi) = 5%− 10% 3.355
b) BR(pi∆(1232)) = 20%− 30% −1
Table 5: Possible excitations of baryon resonances(R1,2) in the reaction
pp → R1R2, which give pp3π0 final state, at incident proton momentum
of 3.35 GeV/c. The excess energy Q,the beam kinetic energy at threshold
T Thr.Beam and also the beam momentum at threshold P
Thr.
Beam is given.
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Figure 52: Total Cross Section for the reactions pp → p∆+(1232), pp →
pN∗(1440)+, pp→ pN∗(1520)+ as a function of beam momentum. The beam
momentum at threshold 1.262 GeV/c, 1.852 GeV/c, 2.081 GeV/c and beam
kinetic energy at threshold 0.634 GeV, 1.138 GeV, 1.345 GeV for ∆+(1232),
N∗(1440)+ and N∗(1520)+ respectively. The highest cross section in case of
∆(1232) and N∗(1440) visible. Data come from [68]
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Figure 53: A sample of the inelastically scattered proton spectra at
2.85 GeV/c incident proton momentum, a) 2.292 deg; b) 2.911 deg; c)
3.845 deg; d) 5.288 deg; e) 6.503 deg f) 7.758 deg. The strong ∆(1232)
signal visible. The plot comes from [69].
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5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction 5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION
Figure 54: A sample of the inelastically scattered proton spectra at
4.55 GeV/c incident proton momentum, a) 2.292 deg; b) 2.911 deg; c)
3.845 deg; d) 5.288 deg; e) 6.503 deg f) 7.758 deg. The strong ∆(1232)
signal and clear evidence of N∗(1440) visible. The plot comes from [69].
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
Figure 55: Total Cross section as a function of the Missing Mass of the
proton for the pp → pX reaction at incident proton momenta range 6.2 −
29.7 GeV/c. The spectra are presented for the four momentum transfer
−t = 0.044 GeV2/c2(Upper Plot) and −t = 0.88 GeV2/c2(Lower Plot). The
plot comes from [70].
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5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction 5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION
The derivation of the model parameters from experimental data
To check the validity of the hypothesis that the pp → pp3π0 reaction
follows via simultaneous excitation of two baryon resonances The pp →
∆(1232)N∗(1440) reaction was simulated using kinematic calculations by
PLUTO++ event generator [71] , without any interaction between the∆(1232)
and N∗(1440) - homogeneously and isotropically populated phase space was
assumed (see Appendix C). Two decay paths of the N∗(1440) the direct
decay Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) and sequential decay Model2 (Fig. 51(b)) were
taken into account.
The experimental data were compared with these two simulations by
comparing the following distributions:
• Dalitz Plot ppX (M2(pp) versus M2(p3π0)) [72–75]
The interactions between the protons and the three pion system could
be examined.
• Dalitz Plot 3π0 (M2(2π0) versus M2(2π0)) [72–75]
The correlations between the pions could be examined.
• Nyborg Plot (M(pπ0) versus M(pπ0π0) [76]
The resonances in the π0 − p and π0π0 − p system could be studied.
Here M states for the invariant mass. The distributions (Figs. 56, 57, 58)
were studied for five different regions of the missing mass of two protons
MMpp, excluding the region of the η meson (MMpp = 0.5 − 0.6 GeV/c2)
(Fig.49 and Table 6). The selection of the MMpp ranges implies the bound-
aries on the maximal available kinetic energy for the 3π0 system in its rest
frame (QMax3pi0 ) and simultaneously on the maximal available kinetic energy
for the pp system in its rest frame (QMaxpp ) Table 6. More details about the
variables choice can be found in Section 3.2 on page 27 and in Appendix A.
MMpp GeV/c
2 0.4− 0.5 0.6− 0.7 0.7− 0.8 0.8− 0.9 0.9− 1.0
QMax3pi0 MeV ∼ 100 ∼ 300 ∼ 400 ∼ 500 ∼ 600
QMaxpp MeV ∼ 600 ∼ 400 ∼ 300 ∼ 200 ∼ 100
Table 6: Selected five different regions of the missing mass of the two protons
MMpp. Description in text.
One concludes that the two models populate different areas on the plots.
To check if one could describe the experimental data with a sum of the two
models:
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Figure 56: Dalitz Plot ppX. M2(pp) versus M2(p3π0). The upper row corresponds to the experimental
data, the middle row to the Monte-Carlo Model1, the lower row to the Monte-Carlo Model2 (Fig. 51). The
columns from left to right correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp =
0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp =
0.8− 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9− 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each event
is filled two times. Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version
of the thesis.
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Figure 57: Dalitz Plot 3π0. M2(2π0) versusM2(2π0).The upper row corresponds to the experimental data, the middle
row to the Monte-Carlo Model1, the lower row to the Monte-Carlo Model2 (Fig. 51). The columns from left to right
correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against three pions - each event is filled six times. Fully expandable
and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 58: Nyborg Plot. M(pπ0) versus M(pπ0π0).The upper row corresponds to the experimental data, the middle
row to the Monte-Carlo Model1, the lower row to the Monte-Carlo Model2 (Fig. 51). The columns from left to right
correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons and three pions - each event is filled six times.
Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction 5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION
βModel1 + (1− β)Model2 (26)
one needs to know the fraction of Model1 to the Model1 +Model2 i.e.
the β parameter - which actually is the fraction of the direct decay to the
sum of direct and sequential decay of the N∗(1440).
To estimate the β from the experimental data one needs to fit the shape
of the plots (Figs. 56, 57, 58) for mixture of Model1 and Model2 to the
experimental data. The population of the events in missing mass of two
protons is not a purpose of the fit, and it will be extracted after the shape fit.
Fit was performed using the chi-square method; one defines the χ2 function
to minimize:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− (βModel1 + (1− β)Model2)]2
σ2Data + β
2σ2Model1 + (1− β)2σ2Model2
(27)
where the sum goes over each bin of the five Dalitz Plots ppX, five Dalitz
Plots 3π0 and five Nyborg Plots i.e. 15 plots, all in all 19752 data point are
fitted simultaneously. The σData is the error of the point for experimental
data, σModel1 - is the error of the point for Model1 and σModel2 - is the error
of the point for Model2.
For the numerical purpose of doing the fit, the χ2 function (Eq. 27) was
redefined to:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− (αModel∗1 + (1− α)Model∗2)]2
σ2Data + α
2σ2Model∗1 + (1− α)2σ2Model∗2
(28)
where the models were normalized to the experimental data:
Model∗1 =
∫
Data∫
Model1
Model1
Model∗2 =
∫
Data∫
Model2
Model2 (29)
Now parameter α is the fraction of Model∗1 to the Model
∗
1 +Model
∗
2, so
one can write:
Model∗1
Model∗2
=
α
1− α (30)
to get the ratio of the Model1 to Model1 +Model2 one just redoes the
normalization (Eq. 29), no other factor is needed since the same amount of
events for Model1 and Model2 was generated:
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Model1
Model2
=
Model∗1
Model∗2
∫
Model1∫
Model2
=
=
α
1− α
∫
Model1∫
Model2
=
=
β
1− β (31)
α
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35
2 χ
15000
16000
17000
18000
19000
20000
21000
22000
23000
(a)
α
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2 χ
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14813.6
14813.8
14814
14814.2
14814.4
14814.6
=12χ∆
=0.1035minα
=0.00515α∆
(b)
Figure 59: χ2 versus the searched parameter α for the sum of Model∗1 and
Model∗2 fit.
The χ2 function (Eq. 28) was minimize in respect to parameter α. The χ2
versus the searched parameter α (Fig. 59), the function has one minimum.
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The estimated value of the α parameter is the one which gives the smallest
χ2, the error of the parameter is half of the distance for which the χ2 function
changes by 1, this gives:
χ2min
NDF
=
14813.29
19751
= 0.750± 0.010 (32)
where χ2min is the χ
2 value at minimum, and NDF is the Number of Degrees
of Freedom.
α = 0.1035± 0.0026 . (33)
It corresponds (Eq. 31) to ratio:
Model1
Model2
= 0.0580± 0.0016 (34)
giving the
β = 0.0548± 0.0015 (35)
The same fit was performed where the spectra for the missing mass re-
gion 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2 were excluded, to check the sensitivity of the of the
procedure, this gave the following result;(
χ2min
NDF
)
2
=
14166.21
18308
= 0.774± 0.011 (36)
α2 = 0.1032± 0.0028 (37)
(
Model1
Model2
)
2
= 0.0568± 0.0017 (38)
β2 = 0.0537± 0.0015 (39)
The difference between these two results was used to estimate the sys-
tematic errors:
∆αsys. = |α− α2| = 0.0003 (40)
∆
(
Model1
Model2
)
sys.
=
∣∣∣∣Model1Model2 −
(
Model1
Model2
)
2
∣∣∣∣ = 0.0012 (41)
∆βsys. = |β − β2| = 0.0011 (42)
The final values with the systematic errors are:
α = 0.1035± 0.0026(stat.)± 0.0003(sys.) (43)
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Model1
Model2
= 0.0580± 0.0016(stat.)± 0.0012(sys.) (44)
β = 0.0548± 0.0015(stat.)± 0.0011(sys.) (45)
To verify how the Monte-Carlo simulation based on the sum of two mod-
els, with the fitted parameter, describes the experimental data, the compar-
ison was done showing the models sum for all the Dalitz and Nyborg plots
(Figs. 60 61 62). It it seen that sum of the models describes very good the
event populations on the Dalitz and Nyborg plots.
It is now also possible to calculate the ration R of the partial decay widths
for the decay of the Roper resonance N∗(1440):
R =
Γ(N∗(1440)→ Nππ)
Γ(N∗(1440)→ ∆(1232)π → Nππ) = (46)
=
4
6
Model1
Model2
=
= 0.039± 0.011(stat.)± 0.008(sys.)
where 4/6 comes from the summing up over all isospin states [1] and Model1
Model2
(Eq. 44).
The ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) were identified by their unique topologies of
the events on Dalitz and Nyborg plots which were mimic by the the sum of
Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51), which were fitted to the experimental data.
The population of the events as a function of the missing mass of two protons
was not a purpose of the fit. It is seen (Fig. 63) that the proposed process
Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51) as well as the homogeneously and isotropically
populated phase space populate almost the same area on the missing mass
of the two protons MMpp, which is different from the population of the
experimental data. In order to describe the event population as a function of
MMpp, the missing mass population function f(MMpp) was derived from the
experimental data. First the η meson signal was subtracted from the data
by fitting outside the η meson peak the fourth order polynomial (Fig. 64).
Next the subtracted experimental data were compared with the true value
of the Monte-Carlo simulation composed of the sum of Model1 and Model2
(Fig. 51); the experimental data histogram was divided by the Monte-Carlo
model histogram to obtain the missing mass population function f(MMpp)
Table 7 (Fig. 65(b)).
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Figure 60: Dalitz Plot ppX. M2(pp) versus M2(p3π0). The upper row corresponds to the experimental data,
the lower row to the Monte-Carlo model sum of Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51). The columns from left to right
correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9− 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each event is filled two times. Fully expandable
and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 61: Dalitz Plot 3π0. M2(2π0) versus M2(2π0).The upper row corresponds to the experimental data, the lower
row to the Monte-Carlo model sum ofModel1 andModel2 (Fig. 51). The columns from left to right correspond to the
following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp = 0.6−0.7 GeV/c2,
column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2.
The plots are symmetrized against three pions - each event is filled six times. Fully expandable and colored version
of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 62: Nyborg Plot. M(pπ0) versus M(pπ0π0).The upper row corresponds to the experimental data, the lower
row to the Monte-Carlo model sum ofModel1 andModel2 (Fig. 51). The columns from left to right correspond to the
following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp = 0.6−0.7 GeV/c2,
column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2.
The plots are symmetrized against two protons and three pions - each event is filled six times. Fully expandable and
colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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MMpp GeV/c
2 f(MMpp)
0.408± 0.008 3.8± 1.3
0.424± 0.008 3.47± 0.31
0.440± 0.008 3.46± 0.19
0.456± 0.008 3.26± 0.13
0.472± 0.008 3.102± 0.092
0.488± 0.008 3.191± 0.079
0.504± 0.008 3.062± 0.066
0.520± 0.008 2.936± 0.058
0.536± 0.008 2.729± 0.057
0.552± 0.008 2.419± 0.048
0.568± 0.008 2.178± 0.034
0.584± 0.008 1.944± 0.027
0.600± 0.008 1.695± 0.022
0.616± 0.008 1.513± 0.019
0.632± 0.008 1.407± 0.017
0.648± 0.008 1.297± 0.015
0.664± 0.008 1.240± 0.014
0.680± 0.008 1.156± 0.013
0.696± 0.008 1.079± 0.012
0.712± 0.008 0.995± 0.011
0.728± 0.008 0.9131± 0.0099
0.744± 0.008 0.8540± 0.0093
0.760± 0.008 0.8012± 0.0088
0.776± 0.008 0.7396± 0.0082
0.792± 0.008 0.6877± 0.0078
0.808± 0.008 0.6330± 0.0074
0.824± 0.008 0.5690± 0.0069
0.840± 0.008 0.5207± 0.0066
0.856± 0.008 0.4851± 0.0065
0.872± 0.008 0.4354± 0.0063
0.888± 0.008 0.3862± 0.0061
0.904± 0.008 0.3456± 0.0062
0.920± 0.008 0.3060± 0.0066
0.936± 0.008 0.2665± 0.0073
0.952± 0.008 0.2400± 0.0091
0.968± 0.008 0.202± 0.012
0.984± 0.008 0.159± 0.025
Table 7: The missing mass population function f(MMpp).
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Entries  1106922
Mean   0.6508
RMS    0.1155
Integral 
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Figure 63: Missing Mass of two protons. Comparison of the experimental
data (black marker) with the Monte-Carlo simulation phase space (blue line),
the Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) (yellow line) , the Model2 (Fig. 51(b)) (green line),
the model sum (Eq. 47) (red line). Vertical axes - number of events (in given
bin) is shown.
The Overall Model
One can write the overall proposed model of the pp → pp3π0 production,
extracted by the Monte-Carlo comparison from experimental data:
Model = [βModel1 + (1− β)Model2]× f(MMpp) (47)
The Model1 corresponds to the process (Fig. 51(a)) and the Model2 to
the process (Fig. 51(b)), which assumes no interaction between the baryons
- homogeneously and isotropically populated phase space.
The β parameter is the fraction ofModel1 to theModel1+Model2 obtain
from the chi-square fit to the experimental data (Eq. 45).
The f(MMpp) corresponds to the missing mass population function Ta-
ble 7 (Fig. 65(b)), which is derived from the experimental data.
It might be related to the possible interaction between the baryons not in-
cluded in the Monte-Carlo model and the internal properties of the N∗(1440),
which is discussed below (see page 97).
The (Figs. 66, 67) shows the comparison of the proposed model (Eq. 47)
with the experimental data. It is seen that the model describes very good
the experimental data. More detail quantitative discussion on the validation
of the developed model will be presented in Section 5.1.2 on page 107.
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hMM
Entries  1106922
Mean   0.5617
RMS    0.04354
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
Integral 
 5.991e+05
Skewness  0.1786
Kurtosis   -0.37
 / ndf 2χ
 66.51 / 48
Prob   0.03959
p0       
 6.173e+01± 1.088e+06 
p1       
 1.562e+02± -8.292e+06 
p2       
 3.116e+02± 2.335e+07 
p3       
 5.264e+02± -2.878e+07 
p4       
 7.134e+02± 1.315e+07 
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(a) Fit of the fourth order polynomial outside the η meson peak.
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(b) Subtracted η meson signal, blue markers correspond to the
Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 64: Subtraction of the background under the η peak from MMpp
distribution.
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(b) The missing mass population function f(MMpp).
Figure 65: Missing Mass dependence of event population.
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Figure 66: Missing Mass of two protons. Comparison of the experimental
data (black marker) with the Monte-Carlo simulation phase space (blue line),
the Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) (yellow line) , the Model2 (Fig. 51(b)) (green line),
the model sum (Eq. 47) (red line). The derived f(MMpp) (see Table 7 and
Fig. 65(b)) was used for the models. Vertical axes - number of events (in
given bin) is shown.
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Figure 67: Comparison of the experimental data with the Monte-Carlo simulation for the MMpp < 0.5 GeV/c
2 and
MMpp > 0.6 GeV/c
2. Upper row : proton in the center of mass frame,Middle row : pion in the center of mass frame,
Lower row : 3π0 system in the center of mass frame. From left kinetic energy, the polar angle and the azimuthal
angle distribution. The experimental data are shown as a black marker, the Monte-Carlo simulation phase space
(blue line), the Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) (yellow line) , the Model2 (Fig. 51(b)) (green line), the model sum (Eq. 47) (red
line). The derived f(MMpp) (see Table 7 and Fig. 65(b)) was used for the models. Vertical axes - number of events
(in given bin) is shown.
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
The origin of the missing mass population function
Searching for the origin of the missing mass population function f(MMpp)
(Table 7, (Fig. 65(b))) the kinematics of the pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440) reaction
was studied in details by Pluto++ calculations, via Monte-Carlo method
(see Appendix C). The following explanations are considered.
The Possibility of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) interaction
To check the possibility of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) interaction and its influence
of the MMpp, it is very convenient to study the four momentum transfers q
dependences since it gives the informations about the distance resolution of
the reaction ∆r (interaction distance) accordingly to the relation [26, 27, 77]:
∆r =
~
|q| (48)
where ~ is a Planck’s constant.
First the four momentum transfer to the ∆(1232) as a function of the
missing mass of the two protons and four momentum transfer to theN∗(1440)
as a function of the missing mass of the two protons was examined (Fig. 68).
It is seen that there is no dependence between these four momentum transfers
and the MMpp.
One can also try to relate theMMpp with the difference of four momentum
between the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) in the center of mass frame |q|2 (Fig. 69).
It is seen that the variables are correlated. One can calculate also the average
q as a function of MMpp (Fig. 70). It is now possible using the relation
from (Fig. 70) to recalculate the f(MMpp) - the missing mass population
function Table 7 (Fig. 65(b)) to dependence on average difference of four
momentum between the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) |q|2 (Fig. 71). It is seen
that when the average difference of four momentum increases the f(MMpp)
increases exponentially. If the possible interaction would be interpreted as
the One Boson Exchange (i.e. by exchange of the π0, f0upslopeσ(600)) than the
behavior of the interaction would be ∼ 1
|q|2
[30–37]. When the difference of
four momentum increases the interaction should strongly decrease. Since the
f(MMpp) behaves completely differently with an increase of the |q|2, as shown
above, the interaction between the ∆(1232)N∗(1440) system understood as
the One Boson Exchange is excluded.
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(b) Four momentum transfer to the N∗(1440) as a function of
the missing mass of the two protons.
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(c) Four momentum transfer to the N∗(1440) versus the four
momentum transfer to the ∆(1232).
Figure 68: Calculations by Pluto++ via Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 69: Monte-Carlo simulation,difference of four momentum between the
∆(1232) and N∗(1440) as a function of the missing mass of the two protons.
Calculations by Pluto++.
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Figure 70: Monte-Carlo simulation,average difference of four momentum be-
tween the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) as a function of the missing mass of the
two protons. Calculations by Pluto++.
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Figure 71: The f(MMpp) as a function of the average difference of four
momentum between the ∆(1232) and N∗(1440)
The influence of the N∗(1440) line shape
One can try to relate theMMpp with the internal properties of the∆(1232)
and N∗(1440); for this purpose the mass of the resonances (the realistic
effective spectral line shape) for different decay modes of the N∗(1440) is
plotted against the MMpp (Fig. 72). It is seen that the N
∗(1440) mass is
correlated with the MMpp (Figs. 72(a), 72(d)) – the correlation is seen in
both cases independently on the spectral line shape. in case of the ∆(1232)
(Figs. 72(a),72(c)) no correlation is visible. To see it in details, one can
calculate also the average mass of the N∗(1440) as a function of the MMpp
(Figs. 73(a), 73(c)). It is seen that when the missing mass MMpp of the two
protons increases one selects in average higher mass of the N∗(1440) from the
spectral line shape. One can now transform the f(MMpp) - the missing mass
population function Table 7 (Fig. 65(b)) to dependence on the average mass
of the N∗(1440) (Figs. 73(b), 73(d)). It is seen that f(MMpp) decreases with
the average mass of the N∗(1440). One can now use the obtained f(MMpp)
versus average mass of the N∗(1440) relation (Figs. 73(b), 73(d)) and use it
as an correction to the realistic effective spectral line shape of the N∗(1440)
calculated by Pluto++ (see Appendix C). It is seen (Figs. 74(b), 74(d)) that
the proposed modified spectral line shapes of the N∗(1440) are significantly
different from the one obtained originally from the Pluto++.
In particular interesting effect is seen in case of N∗(1440) decaying into
π0∆(1232) (Fig. 74(d)). The calculated by Pluto++ realistic effective spec-
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tral line shape of theN∗(1440) changes, when applying correction (Figs. 73(b), 73(d)),
to the shape very similar to the Breit-Wigner distribution (see Fig. 74(d)).
This might indicate that the proposed by Pluto++ modification of the
N∗(1440) spectral line caused by decay to ∆(1232) is not so strong as pro-
posed.
It is also seen that when modifying the N∗(1440) spectral line the∆(1232)
spectral line is not disturbed (Figs. 74(a), 74(a)).
Now one can use the modified line shapes of N∗(1440) by f(MMpp)
(Figs. 74(b), 74(d)) and see how the data are described by the model (Eq. 47),
now without explicit f(MMpp). It is seen (Figs. 75, 76) that the proposed
modification of the model by changing the spectral line shape of the N∗(1440)
results in almost the same behavior as the one with the f(MMpp) included
explicitly (see for comparison Figs. 66, 67). It is also seen that in this case
the model describes the data significantly better than the homogeneously
and isotropically populated phase space.
Concluding, two possible explanations of the origin of f(MMpp) - the
missing mass population function were considered.
• The possibility of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) interaction via One Boson Ex-
change (OBE), which was excluded due to completely different behavior
of the f(MMpp) as a function of the difference of four momentum than
in OBE [30–37];
• Next, it was shown that the MMpp is very sensitive to the structure
of the spectral line shape of the N∗(1440). The proposed modifica-
tion of the spectral line mainly of the N∗(1440) → π0∆(1232) ac-
complishes the explicitly added f(MMpp); since the main effect influ-
encing the description of the data is due to the modification of the
N∗(1440)→ π0∆(1232) line shape – it is the leading mode of 3π0 pro-
duction ∼ 95% (see Eq. 47). In particular the proposed modification of
this spectral line is very similar to the Breit-Wigner distribution. This
could indicate that the proposed by Pluto++ [71] modification of the
N∗(1440) spectral line caused by decay to ∆(1232) (unstable hadron)
is not as prominent as proposed. For instance, it remains inconclusive
whether the spectral line shape of N∗(1440) remains the same in case
of N∗(1440) → pπ0π0 since the contribution of this branch consists of
only ∼ 5% (see Eq. 47).
The possibility of molecule or bound state creation of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) sys-
tem as well as the excitations of the quark-gluon degrees of freedom is not
excluded.
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(c) ∆(1232) line shape versus MMpp,
where N∗(1440)→ pi0∆(1232) (unstable particle)
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Figure 72: Realistic effective spectral line shape g(m) of ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) in the pp → ∆(1232)N∗(1440)
reaction at incident proton momentum of 3.350 GeV/c2 versusMMpp. The∆(1232) decays into pπ
0 (stable particles),
the N∗(1440) decays into pπ0π0 (stable particles) or into π0∆(1232) (unstable particle), when later ∆(1232) decays
into pπ0. The correlation between the N∗(1440) line shape and MMpp visible, no correlation in case of ∆(1232)
seen. Calculations by Pluto++ (via Monte-Carlo method).
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Figure 73: Calculations of pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440) reaction kinematics done by Pluto++ via Monte-Carlo method.
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Figure 74: Realistic effective spectral line shape g(m) of ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) in the pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440) reac-
tion at incident proton momentum of 3.350 GeV/c2. The ∆(1232) decays into pπ0 (stable particles), the N∗(1440)
decays into pπ0π0 (stable particles) or into p∆(1232) (unstable particle), when later ∆(1232) decays into pπ0. Spec-
tral line shapes calculated by Pluto++ (blue), proposed modified line shapes by f(MMpp) (red) (via Monte-Carlo
method).
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Figure 75: Spectrum of the Missing Mass of two protons. Comparison
of the experimental data (black marker) with the Monte-Carlo simulation
phase space (blue line), the Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) (yellow line) , the Model2
(Fig. 51(b)) (green line), the model sum (Eq. 47) (red line). The model
is calculated without the f(MMpp) population function but with proposed
modified spectral line shape of the N∗(1440) (see Figs. 74(b), 74(d).) The
proposed modification of the model results in almost the same behavior as
the one with the f(MMpp) included explicitly (see Fig. 66). It is seen that
the model describes the data significantly better than the homogeneously
and isotropically populated phase space. Vertical axis - number of events (in
given bin) is shown.
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Figure 76: Comparison of the experimental data with the Monte-Carlo simulation for the MMpp < 0.5 GeV/c
2 and
MMpp > 0.6 GeV/c
2. Upper row : proton in the center of mass frame,Middle row : pion in the center of mass frame,
Lower row : 3π0 system in the center of mass frame. From left kinetic energy, the polar angle and the azimuthal
angle distribution. The experimental data are shown as a black marker, the Monte-Carlo simulation phase space
(blue line), the Model1 (Fig. 51(a)) (yellow line) , the Model2 (Fig. 51(b)) (green line), the model sum (Eq. 47) (red
line). The model is calculated without the f(MMpp) population function but with proposed modified spectral line
shape of the N∗(1440) (see Figs. 74(b), 74(d).) The proposed modification of the model results in almost the same
behavior as the one with the f(MMpp) included explicitly (see Fig. 67). It is seen that the model describes the data
significantly better than the homogeneously and isotropically populated phase space. On vertical axes - number of
events (in given bin) is shown.
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5.1.2 The model validation
The model consistency
To check the Monte Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47) consistency with
experimental data, the model was compared with the experimental data for
all considered spectra (i.e. Dalitz Plot ppX, Dalitz Plot 3π0, Nyborg Plot
for different missing mass ranges) by constructing the ratio:
ration =
Experimental Data
The Model
(49)
In case of data and model agreement the ration should be equal to the
value 1. The spectra of the ratio (Eq. 49) were prepared (Upper row of
Figs. 77, 78, 79) The color contours correspond to relative deviation from
the constant value 1. Also the relative statistical error of the ratio (Eq. 49)
was computed (Lower row of Figs. 77, 78, 79). The color contours were
selected to reflect the contours coloring of the relative deviation. It is seen
that the color contours structure of the relative deviation from the constant
value 1 follows the statistical error distribution. One can conclude that in
the range of the statistical error the ratio is equal to constant value 1. The
model is consistent with the experimental data.
In addition the difference x between the experimental data and the model
normalized by data errors (σData) and the model errors (σData)
x =
Data−Model√
σ2Data + σ
2
Model
(50)
for all data points included in the χ2 fit (Eq. 28) was studied in details.
The Probability Density Function (PDF), and the Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (CDF) were calculated (Figs. 80(a), 80(b)). It is seen that the
PDF is centered around mean value of 0 and it is in good agreement sym-
metric (the skewness parameter is close to 0 value). There is no systematic
shift effect.
Since the statistical fluctuations of the Data and Model points are of
the Poissonian behavior ,one can show that the difference x = x1 − x2 of
two statistically independently random variables x1, x2 having Poissonian
distribution f1, f1
f1(x1, µ1) =
µx11 e
−µ1
x1!
,
f2(x2, µ2) =
µx22 e
−µ2
x2!
(51)
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where µ1,2 is the expected value of the distribution, is distributed like Skellam
distribution [78]:
f(x, µ1, µ2) = e
−(µ1+µ2)
(
µ1
µ2
)x/2
I|x|(2
√
µ1µ2) (52)
where I|x| is modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The PDF (Fig. 80(a)) was fitted with the Skellam distribution (Eq. 52).
The following values were obtained:
µ1 = 0.3520± 0.0059 (53)
µ2 = 0.3584± 0.0052 (54)
The standard normal distribution was plotted for the comparison. The
Skellam distribution describes the PDF and CDF spectra significantly better
than the standard normal distribution. Also the probability to find events
in range (−x, x) was computed (Fig. 80(c)). It is seen that the probability
to find the events in the range of one standard deviation x ∈ (−1, 1) is
equal to ∼ 0.8 i.e the Monte Carlo developed Model describes ∼ 80% of
the experimental data within the statistical errors of one standard deviation.
It is also seen that the probability value ∼ 1.0 is reached for the range
x ∈ (−2.5, 2.5) - around 100% of the experimental data is described by the
Monte Carlo Model withing the statistical error of ∼ 2.5 standard deviations.
Concluding the Monte Carlo developed model fully describes the data within
the statistical precision of data and model.
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Figure 77: Dalitz Plot ppX. M2(pp) versus M2(p3π0). The upper row corresponds to ratio of the experimental
data divided by the Monte-Carlo model sum of Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51), the contour colors correspond to the
relative deviation from constant value 1. The lower row corresponds to the relative statistical error of the ratio.
The columns from left to right correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp =
0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp =
0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each
event is filled two times. The color contours structure of the relative deviation from the constant value 1 follows the
statistical error distribution. It is seen that in the range of the statistical error the ratio is equal to constant value 1.
The model is consistent with the experimental data. Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available
in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 78: Dalitz Plot 3π0. M2(2π0) versus M2(2π0). The upper row corresponds to ratio of the experimental
data divided by the Monte-Carlo model sum of Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51), the contour colors correspond to the
relative deviation from constant value 1. The lower row corresponds to the relative statistical error of the ratio.
The columns from left to right correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp =
0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp =
0.8−0.9 GeV/c2, column 5MMpp = 0.9−1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against three pions - each event is
filled six times. The color contours structure of the relative deviation from the constant value 1 follows the statistical
error distribution. It is seen that in the range of the statistical error the ratio is equal to constant value 1. The
model is consistent with the experimental data. Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in
the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 79: Nyborg Plot. M(pπ0) versus M(pπ0π0). The upper row corresponds to ratio of the experimental data
divided by the Monte-Carlo model sum of Model1 and Model2 (Fig. 51), the contour colors correspond to the
relative deviation from constant value 1. The lower row corresponds to the relative statistical error of the ratio.
The columns from left to right correspond to the following Missing Mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp =
0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp =
0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons and three
pions - each event is filled six times. The color contours structure of the relative deviation from the constant value
1 follows the statistical error distribution. It is seen that in the range of the statistical error the ratio is equal to
constant value 1. The model is consistent with the experimental data. Fully expandable and colored version of the
figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 80: The derived distributions for the x = Data−Model√
σ2
Data
+σ2
Model
for the Monte Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47). The
x value was calculated for all data points included in the χ2 fit (Eq. 28). The Probability Density Function was
fitted by the Skellam distribution (Eq. 52). The experimental data distributions are plotted as a black histogram,
the standard normal distribution is plotted as a blue dashed line, the Skellam distribution is shown a red dotted
line. The Skellam distribution describes the difference distributions significantly better than the standard normal
distribution. It is seen that the probability to find the events in the range of one standard deviation x ∈ (−1, 1) is
equal to ∼ 0.8 i.e the Monte Carlo developed Model describes ∼ 80% of the experimental data within the statistical
errors of the data and the model.
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
Verification of other processes contribution to the model
To verify a possibility of other processes contribution (Model3) to the
Monte Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47) (ModelTot.) the following procedure
was applied.
One may assume that in order to describe the experimental data in addi-
tion to the developed Model (ModelTot.) one has other processes that could
contribute (Model3), where other processes one may try to mimic by the
Monte Carlo simulation of pp → pp3π0 reaction assuming homogeneously
and isotropically populated phase space. This could be written as:
(1− ǫ)ModelTot. + ǫModel3 (55)
one needs to know the fraction of Model3 to the Model3 +ModelTot. i.e.
the ǫ parameter - which actually is the fraction of the other processes to the
sum of the developed Model and other processes.
To estimate the ǫ from the experimental data one needs to fit once more
the shape of the plots (Figs. 56, 57, 58) by the mixture of Model3 and
ModelTot. to the experimental data.
The population of the events in missing mass of two protons was not a pur-
pose of the fit, it was previously derived from the data Table 7 (Fig. 65(b)).
Fit was performed using the chi-square method; one defines the χ2 function
to minimize:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− ((1− ǫ)ModelTot. + ǫModel3)]2
σ2Data + (1− ǫ)2σ2ModelTot. + ǫ2σ2Model3
(56)
where the sum goes over each bin of the five Dalitz Plots ppX, five Dalitz
Plots 3π0 and five Nyborg Plots i.e. 15 plots. The σData is the error of
the point for experimental data, σModelTot. - is the error of the point for the
Monte Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47) and σModel3 - is the error of the point
for Model3.
For the numerical purpose of doing the fit, the χ2 function (Eq. 56) was
redefined to:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− ((1− e)Model∗Tot. + eModel∗3)]2
σ2Data + (1− e)2σ2Model∗
Tot.
+ e2σ2Model∗3
(57)
The same as in the Section 5.1.1 on page 71.
The χ2 function (Eq. 57) was minimize in respect to parameter e. The
(Fig. 81) shows the χ2 versus the searched parameter e. The χ2 function does
not have a minimum. It is seen that the searched parameter e approaches
asymptotically to 0 for minimal χ2 value. The contribution of other processes
estimated by the above procedure would be equal to 0 value.
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Figure 81: χ2 versus the search parameter e for the sum of Model∗Tot. and
Model∗3 fit. The searched parameter e approaches asymptotically to 0 for
minimal χ2 value.
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction
To check in addition the sensitivity of the estimate of other processes
contribution in respect to the Monte Carlo developed model parameter β
(Eq. 47 on page 92). The estimate was repeated with the β treated as a free
parameter. This could be written as:
(1− ǫ)βModel1 + (1− β)Model2 + ǫModel3 (58)
where processes Model1,2 are defined by (Eq. 47).
Fit was performed using the chi-square method; one defines the χ2 func-
tion to minimize:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− ((1− ǫ) [βModel1 + (1− β)Model2] + ǫModel3)]2
σ2Data + (1− ǫ)2
[
β2σ2Model1 + (1− β)2σ2Model2
]
+ ǫ2σ2Model3
(59)
where the sum goes over each bin of the five Dalitz Plots ppX, five Dalitz
Plots 3π0 and five Nyborg Plots i.e. 15 plots. The σData is the error of
the point for experimental data, σModel1,2 - is the error of the point for the
Model1,2 (Eq. 47) and σModel3 - is the error of the point for Model3.
For the numerical purpose of doing the fit, the χ2 function (Eq. 59) was
redefined to:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− ((1− e) [αModel∗1 + (1− β)Model∗2] + eModel∗3)]2
σ2Data + (1− e)2
[
α2σ2Model∗1 + (1− α)2σ2Model∗2
]
+ e2σ2Model∗3
(60)
The same as in the Section 5.1.1 on page 71.
The χ2 function (Eq. 60) was minimize in respect to parameter e and α.
The (Fig. 82) shows the χ2 versus the searched parameter e and α. It is seen
that the χ2 has a global minimum for the following values:
χ2
NDF
=
14803.3
19715
= 0.751± 0.010 (61)
α = 0.10± 0.01 (62)
e = 0.000± 0.001 (63)
It is seen that the searched parameter e approaches asymptotically to 0
for the χ2 approaching to the global minimum. The obtained α (Eq. 62)
value is consistent within the reached precision with the previously obtained
result (Eq. 33 on page 86). If one considers change of the χ2 by 1 from the
minimum at 0, one gets the ǫ ≈ 2%.
Concluding, the contribution of other processes estimated here falls to
the value ∼ 2%.
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Figure 82: χ2 versus the search parameter e and α for the sum of Model∗1,
Model∗2 and Model
∗
3 fit simultaneously. The χ
2 function has a global mini-
mum for the e = 0 and α = 0.1 and χ2 = 14803.3.
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5.1.3 The Cross Section extraction
In order to obtain the cross section for the pp → pp3π0 one needs some
suitable reaction of well-known cross section to which one can do the nor-
malization. The good choice is the pp→ ppη where the η meson decays into
the same channel η → 3π0, this reaction is nicely seen in the missing mass
of the two protons (Fig. 49).
The cross section for the pp→ pp3π0 one can write as:
σ3pi0 =
N3pi0
Tot.Eff.3pi0
1
L
(64)
N3pi0 - number of the identified 3π
0 events(from experimental data), Tot.Eff.3pi0 -
total reconstruction efficiency (Eq. 18) for the pp → pp3π0 reaction (from
Monte-Carlo simulation, since one knows the model of the reaction (Eq. 47) ),
L - the integrated luminosity. From pp→ ppη reaction one gets:
L =
Nη
Tot.Eff.η
1
ση
(65)
Nη - number of the identified η events(from experimental data), Tot.Eff.η -
total reconstruction efficiency (Eq. 18) of the pp → ppη reaction, from the
Monte-Carlo simulation,ση -cross section for the pp → ppη reaction for the
beam kinetic energy T = 2.54GeV.
When combining the two equation (Eq. 64) and (Eq. 65), it gives:
σ3pi0 =
N3pi0
Tot.Eff.3pi0
Tot.Eff.η
Nη
ση (66)
The cross section for the pp → ppη at T = 2.54GeV was evaluated from
the existing data [13, 79–82]. One see that the cross section saturates at high
kinetic energy energy(around 2 GeV) (Fig. 83(a)). The constant was fitted
to the values above 2 GeV; the extracted cross section used for calculation
of L is:
ση = 220± 34µb (67)
The total efficiency for the pp → pp3π0 was calculated using Monte-Carlo
simulation, using developed model (Eq. 47), from the true number of events
NTrue3pi0 (i.e. generated events) and the number of events reconstructed N
Reco
3pi0
(see Section 4.4, page 49):
Tot.Eff.3pi0 =
NReco3pi0
NTrue3pi0
(68)
The total efficiency for the pp → ppη reaction was calculated in the
similar way, using the Monte-Carlo simulation, assuming that the η meson is
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Figure 83: pp → ppη cross section as a function of the proton beam kinetic
energy [13, 79–82].
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produced via N∗(1535) excitation and phase space (see Section 5.2, page 141
(Fig. 112) ):
Tot.Eff.η =
NRecoη
NTrueη
(69)
The error of the total efficiency Error(Tot.Eff) was calculated assuming
binomial errors distribution [83]:
Error(Tot.Eff) =
1
NTrue
√
NReco
(
1− NReco
NTrue
)
(70)
]2  [GeV/cppMM
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2000
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8000
10000
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14000
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18000
20000
A C B
D
Figure 84: Missing Mass of two protons, the areas indicated. On vertical
axis the number of events is shown.
To extract from the experimental data the number of the η mesons and
the number of the prompt 3π0, the distribution of the missing mass of two
protons was divided into four eras A,B,C,D (Fig. 84). Areas A,B are
without any η meson content. Area C is the area where the η and 3π0
mesons contribute, the D area is the area below the η meson peak (only 3π0
contribute). Defining it like that leads to the following relations:
Nη = NC −ND (71)
N3pi0 = NA +NB +ND (72)
NA,B,C,D - number of events in area A,B,C,D respectively.
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hMM
Entries  1106922
Mean   0.5617
RMS    0.04354
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
Integral 
 5.991e+05
Skewness  0.1786
Kurtosis   -0.37
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Prob   0.03959
p0       
 6.173e+01± 1.088e+06 
p1       
 1.562e+02± -8.292e+06 
p2       
 3.116e+02± 2.335e+07 
p3       
 5.264e+02± -2.878e+07 
p4       
 7.134e+02± 1.315e+07 
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(a) Fit of the fourth order polynomial outside the η meson peak.
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(b) Subtracted η meson signal, blue markers correspond to the
Monte-Carlo simulation.
Figure 85: Subtraction of the background under the η peak from MMpp
distribution. On vertical axis the number of events is shown.
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The only unknown is ND the number of events in area D, which is the
number of events below the η peak. It was evaluated numerically by fitting
the fourth order polynomial outside the η meson peak range and prolonging it
below the peak (Fig. 85). Then the ND is the integral of the fitted function
in the η meson peak range, evaluated numerically. Also the errors of the
number of η mesons and 3π0 was calculated:
Error(Nη) =
√
Error(NC)2 + Error(ND)2 (73)
Error(N3pi0) =
√
Error(NA)2 + Error(NB)2 + Error(ND)2 (74)
where Error(NA,B,C,D) is the error of the number of events in different
area:
Error(NA) =
√
NA (75)
Error(NB) =
√
NB (76)
Error(NC) =
√
NC (77)
the Error(ND) is calculated numerically as an error of the integral of the
mentioned above function.
Now the statistical error of the pp→ pp3π0 cross section Error(σ3pi0)stat.
was calculated using the standard error propagation procedure:
Error(σ3pi0)
2
stat. = Error(σ3pi0)
2
N3pi0
+ Error(σ3pi0)
2
Tof.Eff.3pi0
+ (78)
+ Error(σ3pi0)
2
Nη + Error(σ3pi0)
2
Tot.Eff.η
where
Error(σ3pi0)N3pi0 =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ3pi0∂N3pi0
∣∣∣∣Error(N3pi0) (79)
Error(σ3pi0)Tot.Eff.3pi0 =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ3pi0∂Tot.Eff.3pi0
∣∣∣∣Error(Tot.Eff.3pi0) (80)
Error(σ3pi0)Nη =
∣∣∣∣∂σ3pi0∂Nη
∣∣∣∣Error(Nη) (81)
Error(σ3pi0)Tot.Eff.η =
∣∣∣∣ ∂σ3pi0∂Tot.Eff.η
∣∣∣∣Error(Tot.Eff.η) (82)
(83)
The normalization error of the 3π0 cross section Error(σ3pi0)norm., related
to the to error of the η meson cross section, was separated since it is not
related to the statistical precision of this experiment:
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Error(σ3pi0)norm. = Error(σ3pi0)ση (84)
where
Error(σ3pi0)ση =
∣∣∣∣∂σ3pi0∂ση
∣∣∣∣Error(ση) (85)
Prob. Cut (see Fig. 37) 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Mean
σ3pi0 [µb] 138.51 132.30 128.19 124.49 122.51 119.97 112.48 110.15 123.57
Error(σ3pi0 )N
3pi0
[µb] 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.24 0.33 0.20
Error(σ3pi0 )Tot.Eff.
3pi0
[µb] 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.32 0.36 0.41 0.48 0.68 0.39
Error(σ3pi0 )Nη [µb] 0.47 0.47 0.48 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.87 0.57
Error(σ3pi0 )Tot.Eff.η [µb] 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.55 0.61 0.70 0.81 1.13 0.66
Error(σ3pi0 )stat.[µb] 0.73 0.75 0.78 0.83 0.91 1.03 1.17 1.62 0.98
Error(σ3pi0 )norm.[µb] 21.41 20.45 19.81 19.24 18.93 18.54 17.38 17.02 19.10
Table 8: Results of the pp→ pp3π0 cross section studies.
The pp → pp3π0 cross section and equivalent errors were evaluated for
the different probability cut, the results area presented in Tab. 8. It is seen
that the cross section changes systematically with the probability cut. As
the estimator of the cross section the mean value for the probability cut has
been taken with the corresponding statistical and normalization error:
σ3pi0 = 123± 1(stat.)± 19(norm.)µb (86)
To estimate the systematic error of the cross section Error(σ3pi0)sys., re-
lated to the changes of the probability cut, the difference between the maxi-
mal cross section value σMax3pi0 and the minimal cross section σ
Min
3pi0 divided by
the 2
√
3 has been taken [84].
Error(σ3pi0)sys. =
σMax3pi0 − σMin3pi0
2
√
3
= 8.19µb (87)
The cross section value for the pp → pp3π0 reaction at beam kinetic
energy T = 2.54 GeV is equal to:
σ3pi0 = 123± 1(stat.)± 19(norm.)± 8(sys.)µb (88)
Now adding the errors in quadrature this gives:
σ3pi0 = 123± 21µb (89)
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this corresponds to the integrated luminosity during the whole experiment
of;
L = 4.30± 0.83 105µb−1 (90)
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Figure 86: pp → pp3π0 cross section as a function of a proton beam kinetic
energy, the experimental data [13] and available models [16–18].
The result was compared with the available data [13] and models for
pp → pp3π0 production [16–18], (Fig. 86). It is see that the data confirms
the the cross section scaling model based on Delof FSI [18].
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5.1.4 The Acceptance and Efficiency Correction
Additional checks
Additional checks were performed, before doing the Acceptance and Effi-
ciency Correction, to see what is the influence of the probability cut on the
η meson and on the 3π0 system and on the measured distributions.
]2  [GeV/cppMM
0.46 0.48 0.5 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.6 0.62 0.64
0
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
Prob=0.2-0.4
Prob=0.5-0.7
Prob=0.8-1.0
Figure 87: Experimental data - missing mass of the two protons: the sub-
tracted by the polynomial fit η meson peak for different regions of the prob-
ability. On vertical axis number of events is shown. The spectra are normal-
ized to the same number of events.
First η meson peak was extracted from experimental data, by fitting the
polynomial of the forth order to the ranges outside the peak, for different
regions of the probability Prob = 0.2−0.4, Prob = 0.5−0.7, Prob = 0.8−1.0
(Fig. 87). It is seen that the η meson peaks for different probability regions
are almost the same shape(the width and the peak position is almost the
same), this proofs the correctness of the analysis as well as the stability of
the background extraction technique.
Next the non resonant 3π0 system was studied and compared for probabil-
ity cut Prob > 0.2 and Prob > 0.9 for experimental data (Figs. 88 89 90 91).
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It is seen that the distributions are the same independently on the selected
probability.
The chosen probability cut does not introduce any systematic effect in
the shape of the η and 3π0 distributions.
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Figure 88: Comparison of the experimental data with Prob > 0.2 (black) and Prob > 0.9 (red), for the MMpp <
0.5GeV/c2 and MMpp > 0.6GeV/c
2. Upper row : proton in the center of mass frame,Middle row : pion in the center
of mass frame, Lower row : 3π0 system in the center of mass frame. From left kinetic energy, the polar angle and
the azimuthal angle distribution. The spectra are normalized to the same number of events.
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Figure 89: Comparison of the Dalitz Plot ppX projections for the experimental data with Prob > 0.2 (black)
and Prob > 0.9 (red). The upper row corresponds to the projection to the IM2(p3π0) axis, the lower row to
the IM2(pp) axis. The columns from left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins,
column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5GeV/c2, column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8GeV/c2,
column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two
protons - each event is filled two times. The spectra are normalized to the same number of events.
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Figure 90: Comparison of the Dalitz Plot 3π0 projections for the experimental data with Prob > 0.2 (black) and
Prob > 0.9 (red). The upper and lower row corresponds to the projection to the IM2(2π0) axis, x and y axis of the
Dalitz Plot, they are identical. The columns from left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons
bins, column 1 MMpp = 0.4− 0.5GeV/c2, column 2 MMpp = 0.6− 0.7GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7− 0.8GeV/c2,
column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two
protons and three pions - each event is filled six times. The spectra are normalized to the same number of events.
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Figure 91: Comparison of the Nyborg Plot projections for the experimental data with Prob > 0.2 (black) and
Prob > 0.9 (red). The upper row corresponds to the projection to the IM(p2π0) axis, the lower row to the
IM(pπ0) axis. The columns from left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins,
column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5GeV/c2, column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8GeV/c2,
column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two
protons and three pions - each event is filled six times. The spectra are normalized to the same number of events.
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5.1 The pp→ pp3π0 reaction 5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION
The acceptance and efficiency correction
The acceptance and efficiency correction was taken into account to remove
the bias of the detector acceptance and the reconstruction efficiency. The
aim is to correct the reconstructed variable VReco(it could be one or more
dimensional) to obtain the corrected one VCorr (free of the bias).
First the total efficiency (Eq. 18) was calculated as a function of the VReco.
The pp → pp3π0 using Monte-Carlo simulation was used, using developed
model (Eq. 47), by comparing the true number of events NTrue3pi0 (generated
events) with the number of events obtained from the reconstruction NReco3pi0 :
Tot.Eff.3pi0(VReco) =
NReco3pi0
NTrue3pi0
(VReco) (91)
The error of the total efficiency Error(Tot.Eff3pi0)(VReco) was calculated
assuming binomial errors distribution [83]:
Error(Tot.Eff3pi0)(VReco) =
1
NTrue3pi0
√
NReco3pi0
(
1− N
Reco
3pi0
NTrue3pi0
)
(VReco) (92)
the derived Tot.Eff.3pi0(VReco) (Eq. 91) was applied to correct the recon-
structed variable VReco:
VCorr =
VReco
Tot.Eff.3pi0(VReco)
(93)
To obtain the absolute normalization, the corrected variable VCorr was
normalized to the extracted cross section (Eq. 89), dividing the spectra by
the integrated luminosity value (Eq. 90).
This procedure was applied to the all Dalitz Plots ppX, Dalitz Plots 3π0,
Nyborg Plots and their projections, (see Figs. 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99).
Later the corrected and normalized data were compared with Monte-
Carlo Simulation of homogeneous and isotropic populated phase space and
the developed Monte-Carlo Model (Eq. 47), which assumes simultaneous
excitation of two baryons ∆(1235) and N∗(1440) and their decay into pp3π0
final state (See Figs. 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99). It is seen that the Monte-
Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47) describes the data significantly better than
the phase space model.
The acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz and Nyborg Plots are avail-
able as tables of numbers in Appendix G.
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Figure 92: Dalitz Plot ppX. M2(pp) versus M2(p3π0). The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1: the experi-
mental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data, row 4: the statis-
tical error of the corrected data, row 5: the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) . The columns from left to right
correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each event is filled two times. The model is
normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the Monte-Carlo developed
model (Eq. 47) row 5 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model (homogenous Dalitz plot).
Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 93: Dalitz Plot ppX projection to the M2(p3π0) axis. The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1:
the experimental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data
(black),the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) (red), the Monte-Carlo phase space (blue). The columns from
left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,
column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2,
column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each event is filled two
times. The models are normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the
Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) row 3 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model.
Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 94: Dalitz Plot ppX projection to the M2(pp) axis. The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1:
the experimental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data
(black),the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) (red), the Monte-Carlo phase space (blue). The columns from
left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,
column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2,
column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against two protons - each event is filled two
times. The models are normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the
Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) row 3 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model.
Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 95: Dalitz Plot 3π0. M2(2π0) versus M2(2π0). The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1: the experi-
mental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data, row 4: the statis-
tical error of the corrected data, row 5: the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) . The columns from left to right
correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against tree pions - each event is filled six times. The model is nor-
malized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the Monte-Carlo developed model
(Eq. 47) row 5 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model (homogeneous Dalitz plot). Fully
expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 96: Dalitz Plot 3π0 projection to the M2(2π0) axis. The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1:
the experimental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data
(black),the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) (red), the Monte-Carlo phase space (blue). The columns from
left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,
column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2,
column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against tree pions - each event is filled six times.
The models are normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the Monte-Carlo
developed model (Eq. 47) row 3 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model. Fully expandable
and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 97: Nyborg Plot. M2(p1π
0
1) versus M(p2π
0
2π
0
3). The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1: the experi-
mental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data, row 4: the statis-
tical error of the corrected data, row 5: the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47). The columns from left to right
correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2,column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against tree pions and two protons - each event is filled six times.
The model is normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. Fully expandable and colored
version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 98: Nyborg Plot projection to the M(p2π
0
2π
0
3) axis. The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1:
the experimental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data
(black),the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) (red), the Monte-Carlo phase space (blue). The columns from
left to right correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1 MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2,
column 2 MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2,
column 5 MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against tree pions and two protons - each event
is filled six times. The models are normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen
that the Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) row 3 describes the data significantly better than the phase space
model. Fully expandable and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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Figure 99: Nyborg Plot projection to the M2(p1π
0
1) axis. The rows from up to down correspond to: row 1: the
experimental data, row 2: the Total Efficiency function (Eq. 91), row 3: the corrected experimental data (black),the
Monte-Carlo developed model (Eq. 47) (red), the Monte-Carlo phase space (blue). The columns from left to right
correspond to the following missing mass of two protons bins, column 1MMpp = 0.4−0.5 GeV/c2, column 2MMpp =
0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2, column 3 MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2, column 4 MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2, column 5 MMpp =
0.9−1.0 GeV/c2. The plots are symmetrized against tree pions and two protons - each event is filled six times. The
models are normalized to the same number of events as in the experimental data. It is seen that the Monte-Carlo
developed model (Eq. 47) row 3 describes the data significantly better than the phase space model. Fully expandable
and colored version of the figure is available in the attached electronic version of the thesis.
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5 RESULTS AND ERROR DISCUSSION 5.2 The pp→ ppη(3π0) reaction
5.2 The pp→ ppη(3π0) reaction
The pp → ppη reaction at an incident proton momentum 3.35 GeV/c (T =
2.541 GeV), which corresponds to the excess energy Q = 455 MeV, was
also measured via η meson decay into three neutral pions. All final state
particles were detected, the signatures of the two protons were registered in
the Forward Detector of the WASA, while the three pions were reconstructed
from the decay into six photons in the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (see
Section 4) the same way as in the case of the pp → pp3π0 reaction (see
Section 5.1).
Many previous high statistics experimental studies of the reaction dy-
namics in the threshold region [79–81, 85], for beam kinetic energies less than
2 GeV, show an important role of the N∗(1535) baryon resonance. The near
threshold data were interpreted mostly in the framework of the one-boson
exchange models [30–37] (by exchange of various light mesons like π, η, ρ, ω)
and a dominant role of the resonance N∗(1535)S11. In the threshold region
also the Final State Interaction plays an important role [16, 17].
For higher energies above 2 GeV beam kinetic energy, there are only
few studies [86, 87] which consider two dominant production mechanisms:
the resonant production (via excitation of N∗(1535)) and the non resonant
production.
Available phase space and the observables
After the background subtraction around 200k events of the pp→ ppη are
available (Fig. 100). The data analysis was performed as follows.
First the experimental accessibility of the phase space area was studied.
Dalitz plot ppη for the Monte-Carlo simulation based on a homogeneous and
isotropic phase space population and a production via excitation ofN∗(1535),
were prepared. One finds that the acceptance for this reaction is limited
(Fig. 101).
Since one wants to study the dynamics of this process it is convenient to
introduce the following variables, accordingly to the [86]. The momentum
of the η meson in the Center of Mass qCMη ; the angle between the beam
direction and the η meson in the Center of Mass θCMη ; the momentum of the
proton in proton-proton rest frame pPPp , the angle between the beam direction
and the proton direction in the proton-proton rest frame θPPp . Looking into
the acceptance in four new defined variables, by comparing the Monte-Carlo
simulation for true events with the reconstructed ones (Figs. 102, 103, 104),
one concludes that only high η momenta could be measured. For the further
studies the following region was selected:
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Figure 100: Missing Mass of the two protons.
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Figure 101: Monte-Carlo, Dalitz Plot ppη - IM2(p1η) versus IM
2(p2η). The plot is symmetrized against two protons
- each event is filled two times.
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Figure 102: Monte-Carlo simulation, η momentum versus cos(θηCM ) in the
Center of Mass system.
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Figure 103: Monte-Carlo simulation, proton momentum versus cos(θppp) in
the proton-proton rest frame.
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Figure 104: Monte-Carlo Simulation Phase Space coverage, η momentum in
the CM system, true events (blue), reconstructed events (red)
qCMη = 0.45− 0.7 GeV/c
cos(θηCM ) = −1.0 − 0.0 (94)
The proton momentum in proton-proton rest frame pPPp is correlated with
the η momentum in CM system qCMη (Fig. 105). The selection of the range
in qCMη implies automatically the selection of the range in p
PP
p .
As the initial state is symmetric i.e. two protons, the resulting angular
distributions should be symmetric around 90 deg. To get the full information
one needs to measure only the half of the distribution, the other part is a
reflection. For this studies the range from (−1, 0) in the cos(θηCM ) and the
cos(θppp) were selected.
Also the resolution for the cos(θηCM ) and the cos(θppp) was studied, to
properly select width of the bins in those variables. Using Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation one compares the σ parameter of the fitted Gaussian of the true
minus reconstructed distribution as a function of the reconstructed value
(Figs. 106, 107). The maximal bin size was chosen.
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Figure 105: Monte-Carlo simulation, reconstructed events. Correlation be-
tween η momentum in CM system qCMη and proton momentum in proton-
proton rest frame pPPp . The broadening of the line corresponds to the detector
resolution effect.
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Figure 106: Monte-Carlo simulation, resolution studies of the cos(θηCM ).
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Figure 107: Monte-Carlo simulation, resolution studies of the cos(θppp).
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Figure 108: Experimental Data, Missing Mass of two protons versus M2(pη).
The signal from the η meson as well as the background is seen.
The production mechanism
Before studying the angular distributions, the M2(pη)(invariant mass of
the proton eta system) distribution was checked. To obtain the background
free M2(pη) the missing mass of the two protons was plotted against the
M2(pη) (Fig. 108). Then the background was fitted outside the η meson
peak by the second order polynomial and subtracted from the data, this
was done for every M2(pη) bin (Fig. 109). Next the background subtracted
experimental data were compared with the Monte-Carlo simulation for two
assumed production mechanisms [86], the phase space production and the
production via excitation of the N∗(1532) (Fig. 110) (see Appendix C). It is
seen that non of the Monte-Carlo models describes the experimental data. If
one assumes that only those two mechanisms can contribute to the η produc-
tion, one can perform a fit of the two production models to the experimental
data. Such a fit was performed by using the χ2 method. The χ2 function
was minimized:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− (bModel1 + (1− b)Model2)]2
σ2Data + b
2σ2Model1 + (1− b)2σ2Model2
(95)
where Model1 - is the η meson production via N
∗(1532), Model2 - is the
η meson phase space production. The σData is the error of the point for
experimental data, σModel1 - is the error of the point forModel1 and σModel2 -
is the error of the point for Model2. The b parameter is the fraction of
the production via N∗(1532) to the sum of phase space production and via
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Figure 109: Examples of bin by bin background subtraction from the experimental M2(pη) distribution. The
background was approximated by the second order polynomial (green line).
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Figure 110: M2(pη) distribution. The experimental data are black line, the
Monte-Carlo phase space blue line, the Monte-Carlo simulation assuming
excitation of N∗(1535) red line. The plot is symmetrized against two protons
- each event is filled two times. The simulations are normalized to the same
number of events as the experimental data.
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N∗(1532). For the numerical purpose of doing the fit algorithm, the χ2
function (Eq. 95) was redefined to:
χ2 =
∑ [Data− (cModel∗1 + (1− c)Model∗2)]2
σ2Data + c
2σ2Model∗1 + (1− c)2σ2Model∗2
(96)
The same as in the Section 5.1.1 on page 71.
The χ2 function (Eq. 96) was minimize in respect to parameter c. The
(Fig. 111) shows the χ2 versus the searched parameter c, the function has
one minimum. The estimated value of the c parameter is the one which gives
the smallest χ2, the error of the parameter is half of the distance for which
the χ2 function changes by 1, this gives:
χ2min
NDF
=
195.3337
43
= 4.54± 0.22 (97)
where χ2min is the χ
2 value at minimum, and NDF is the Number of Degrees
of Freedom.
c = 0.6388± 0.0075 (98)
and corresponds to the:
Model1
Model2
= 0.767± 0.011 (99)
giving the
b = 0.4342± 0.0084 (100)
To check how the Monte-Carlo simulation based on the sum of two mod-
els, with the fitted parameter, describes the experimental data, the compar-
ison was done showing the models sum (Fig. 112). It it seen that sum of
the models describes very good the event populations on the invariant mass
spectrum.
The same procedure was repeated for the background subtraction using
polynomial of the first order, after the fit the results this gives:
bpol1 = 0.4141± 0.0084 (101)
The difference between the two background subtraction methods was used
to estimate the systematic error:
∆bsys. = |b− bpol1| = 0.0201 (102)
The final value with the systematic error is
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Figure 111: χ2 versus the searched parameter c for the sum of phase space
and N∗(1535) fit.
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Figure 112: M2(pη) distribution. The experimental data are black line,
the Monte-Carlo phase space blue line, the Monte-Carlo simulation assum-
ing excitation of N∗(1535) red line, the results of the fit - sum of phase
space (56.58%) and N∗(1535)(43.4%) production green line. The plot is
symmetrized against two protons - each event is filled two times. The result
of the fit was normalized to the same amount of events as the experimental
data.
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b = 0.434± 0.008(stat.)± 0.020(sys.) (103)
As a final results one gets that the production mechanism via N∗(1535)
is the 43.4% of the total η production, at this energy (T = 2.54GeV) for the
covered part of the phase space (Eq. 94).
The angular distributions
Having now described the production mechanism (phase space andN∗(1535)
excitation), one can start to look into the angular distributions for accessible
via Wasa-at-Cosy part of the phase space (Eq. 94) (the conditional distribu-
tions).
First the cos(θηCM ) was studied for the four different regions of the q
CM
η .
To obtain the background free cos(θηCM ) the missing mass of the two pro-
tons was plotted against the cos(θηCM ). Then the background was fitted
outside the η meson peak by the second order polynomial and subtracted
from the data, this was done bin by bin. The background subtracted experi-
mental data were compared with a Monte-Carlo simulation (phase space and
N∗(1535) excitation) without any assumed η angle anisotropy (Fig. 113). It
is seen that for four different ranges in the η momentum the shape of Monte-
Carlo and experimental data changes differently. One sees the momentum
dependence of the angular distribution. To extract this effect and correct for
acceptance and efficiency bias, the experimental data were divided by this
Monte-Carlo simulation (Fig. 114). The distribution was compared with a
Monte-Carlo simulation with η angle anisotropy model in PLUTO++ [71]
(Integrated over all η momentum), which is based on [86]. One sees the sys-
tematic changes of the angular distribution when the η momentum increases.
The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the Monte-Carlo
simulation of the η meson production (Fig. 112) without any η angle anisotropy)
distributions for four different region of the η meson momentum in the CM
system were compared between each other and with the Monte-Carlo simu-
lation with a anisotropy parametrization based on Pluto++ (Fig. 115). The
distributions were normalized so that for the cos(θηCM ) = −0.67 all have
the value 1. If one looks into that angular distributions, one sees that for
the small momentum the data are consistent with this Monte-Carlo model.
When the momentum increases the discrepancy between the model and the
data is getting bigger. The model is almost flat, where the data are more
and more curved. One sees that the shape of the cos(θηCM ) changes with the
η meson momentum in the CM.
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Figure 113: cos(θηCM ) distribution for different momenta of the η in CM system q
CM
η . Experimental data (black
marker), Monte-Carlo simulation without any η angle anisotropy (N∗(1535) and Phase Space) (green line)
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Figure 114: The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the Monte-Carlo simulation of the η meson
production (Fig. 112) without any η angle anisotropy) versus cos(θηCM ) for different momenta of the η in CM system
qCMη . Experimental data (black marker), Monte-Carlo simulation with anisotropy (arbitrary normalization - to guide
the eye) - PLUTO++ parametrization (red line)
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Figure 115: The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the
Monte-Carlo simulation of the η meson production (Fig. 112) without any
η angle anisotropy) as a function of cos(θηCM ) for four different regions of
the η momentum in the CM system, compared with the Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation with a η angle anisotropy parametrization from Pluto++ [71]. The
shapes of the experimental distributions changes with the η momentum. The
normalization of the histograms is described in text.
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Figure 116: cos(θppp) distribution for different momenta of the η in CM system q
CM
η . Experimental data (black
marker), Monte-Carlo simulation without any proton angle anisotropy (green line)
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Next also the cos(θppp) was studied for the same four different regions
of the qCMη . To obtain the background free cos(θppp) the missing mass of
the two protons was plotted against the cos(θppp). Then the background
was fitted outside the η meson peak by the second order polynomial and
subtracted from the data, this was done bin by bin. The experimental data
were compared with a Monte-Carlo simulation (phase space and N∗(1535)
excitation) without any assumed proton angle anisotropy (Fig. 116).It is seen
that for four different ranges in the η momentum the shape of Monte-Carlo
and experimental data changes differently. One see here also the momentum
dependence of the angular distribution. To extract this effect and correct for
acceptance and efficiency bias, the experimental data were divided by the
Monte-Carlo simulation (Fig. 117). The distribution was compared with a
Monte-Carlo simulation with proton angle anisotropy model in PLUTO++
[71] , which is based on [86].
The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the Monte-Carlo
simulation of the η meson production (Fig. 112) without any proton angle
anisotropy) distributions for four different region of the η meson momentum
in the CM system were compared between each other and with the Monte-
Carlo simulation with a proton angle anisotropy parametrization based on
Pluto++ [71] (Fig. 118). The distributions were normalized so that for the
cos(θppp) = −0.44 all have the value 1. The effect is not so prominent as in
case of the cos(θηCM ). But still one sees a systematic change of the angular
distribution with the η momentum.
Concluding, one observes the momentum dependence of the angular dis-
tribution, for energy T = 2.54GeV, which was measured for the first time,
for the available part of the phase space (Eq. 94). The strongest effect is seen
in the cos(θηCM ) distribution, which is different from the available η angle
anisotropy model used by PLUTO++ [71] (Integrated over all η momentum),
which is based on [86] (Fig. 115). Since the distribution changes from almost
flat to the curved one, when the momentum of the η increases, this indicates
that the different partial waves contribute [1, 27].
The angular distributions of the η meson are available as tables of num-
bers in Appendix G.
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Figure 117: The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the Monte-Carlo simulation of the η meson
production (Fig. 112) without any proton angle anisotropy) versus cos(θppp) for different momenta of the η in CM
system qCMη . Experimental data (black marker), Monte-Carlo simulation with anisotropy (arbitrary normalization -
to guide the eye) - PLUTO++ parametrization (red line)
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Figure 118: The extracted anisotropy (experimental data divided by the
Monte-Carlo simulation of the η meson production (Fig. 112) without any
proton angle anisotropy) as a function of cos(θppp) for four different regions
of the η momentum in the CM system, compared with the Monte-Carlo
simulation with a proton angle anisotropy parametrization from Pluto++.
The normalization of the histograms is described in text.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
For the first time the prompt pp→ pp3π0 reaction channel was measured at
incident proton momentum of 3.35 GeV/c with the WASA-at-COSY detector
setup (see Section 2 on page 5). All the final state particles i.e. two protons
and three pions, were identified and their four momenta reconstructed from
the signals in the detectors (see Section 4 on page 31) – around one million
of the pp→ pp3π0 clean events were obtained.
First, it was observed that the experimental data could not be described
by the Monte-Carlo pp → pp3π0 assuming homogeneously and isotropically
populated phase space (see Fig. 49 on page 71 and Fig. 50 on page 72)
Later, the dynamics of the reaction was studied by the missing mass
of the two protons MMpp dependent Dalitz and Nyborg plot analysis (see
Section 5.1 on page 71) together with the proposed kinematic calculations
by Monte-Carlo model based on simultaneous excitation of two baryon res-
onances ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) and their decays leading to the pp3π0 fi-
nal state (Eq. 26 on page 84). The model assumes two decay branches of
the N∗(1440), the direct decay N∗(1440) → Nππ and the sequential decay
N∗(1440)→ ∆(1232)π → Nππ and it is based on the kinematic calculations
by PLUTO++ event generator [71] (see Appendix C on page 187).
This Work PDG CELSIUS-WASA Bonn-Gatchina
(Eq. 46 on page 87) [1] [88] (at mN∗(1440) = 1436 MeV/c
2) [89]
0.039± 0.011(stat.)± 0.008(sys.) 0.166− 0.5 1.0± 0.1 1.20± 0.11
Table 9: Comparison of the ratio R = Γ(N∗(1440)→ Nππ)/Γ(N∗(1440)→
∆(1232)π → Nππ) of the partial decay widths for the decay of the Roper
resonance N∗(1440). The ratio is presented for the Roper resonance mass of
1440 MeV/c2.
The fraction of those two decays was extracted from the experimental
data by comparing event populations on Dalitz and Nyborg plots using the
chi-square method (see Section 5.1.1 on page 80). The resulting value of
the ratio R = Γ(N∗(1440) → Nππ)/Γ(N∗(1440) → ∆(1232)π → Nππ) =
0.039 ± 0.011(stat.) ± 0.008(sys.) (Eq. 46 on page 87) together with com-
parison to the existing data is presented in Table 9. The obtained value
differs from the other experimental measurements [1, 88, 89] significantly.
The closest is the estimation from the PDG [1] R = 0.166 − 0.5 (∼ 7 stan-
dard deviations difference), which is based on the Partial Wave Analysis
[90] of many data sets. The Bonn-Gatchina value [89] (based on the Partial
Wave Analysis [90]) as well as the CELSIUS-WASA [88] (based on the am-
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plitude considerations of the pp→ pp2π0 reaction [25, 91]) give value R ≈ 1
(∼ 96 standard deviations difference and ∼ 9 standard deviations including
errors of Bonn-Gatchina and CELSIUS-WASA). The difference between the
results might be also interpreted as complex multi-quark structure of the
N∗(1440) resonance – “breathing mode of the nucleon” [92]. This complex
structure may lead to a different behavior depending on the production mech-
anism. Nevertheless, for the first time one measures this ratio R in a direct
way – by comparing experimental data with the Monte-Carlo simulations;
not by the extraction from the Partial Wave Analysis [1, 89] or as a result of
the amplitude analysis [88], which is an indirect method. It is also seen from
the studies presented in this work that the N∗(1440) → ∆(1232)π → Nππ
sequential decay is a leading mode of the 3π0 production (constitutes ∼ 95%
Eq. 47).
To describe the event population in MMpp (proton-proton missing mass)
the missing mass population function was introduced, extracted from the ex-
perimental data (Eq.47 on page 92). It was shown that the model describes
the data significantly better than the homogeneously and isotropically pop-
ulated phase space.
Studying the kinematics of the reaction, two possible explanations of the
origin of f(MMpp) (Eq.47) – the missing mass population function were
considered.
• The possibility of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) interaction via One Boson Ex-
change (OBE) (see Section 5.1.1 on page 97), which was excluded due
to completely different behavior of the f(MMpp) as a function of the
average difference of the four momentum than in OBE [30–37];
• Next, it was shown that the MMpp is very sensitive to the structure
of the spectral line shape of the N∗(1440) (see Section 5.1.1 on page
100). The proposed modification of the spectral line mainly of the
N∗(1440) → π0∆(1232) substitutes the explicitly added f(MMpp);
since the main effect influencing the description of the data is due to the
modification of the N∗(1440)→ π0∆(1232) line shape (it is the leading
mode of 3π0 production ∼ 95%; see Eq. 47). In particular the pro-
posed modification of this spectral line was found to be very similar to
the Breit-Wigner distribution. This might indicate that the proposed
by PLUTO++ [71] modification of the N∗(1440) spectral line caused
by decay to ∆(1232) (unstable hadron) is not so strong as proposed
and seems to be not necessary in case of the reaction considered in
this work. Nevertheless more detailed studies of this effect are needed.
For instance, it remains inconclusive whether the spectral line shape
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of N∗(1440) remains the same in case of N∗(1440) → pπ0π0 since the
contribution of this branch consists of only ∼ 5% (see Eq. 47).
It would be very interesting task to see how the proposed in this work spectral
line of the N∗(1440) → π0∆(1232) works for the case of other reactions by
high statistics experiments.
The possibility of molecule or bound state creation of ∆(1232)N∗(1440) sys-
tem as well as the excitations of the quark-gluon degrees of freedom was
not excluded. It would require to consider the dynamical microscopic model
of the reaction which is missing (anyway such models are always parameter
dependent).
The detailed validation of the Monte-Carlo developed Model (Eq. 47) was
performed (see Section 5.1.2 on page 5.1.2).
To check the consistency of the model with experimental data, the model was
compared with the experimental data for all considered spectra i.e. Dalitz
and Nyborg plots for different missing mass ranges – the statistical analysis
was performed (see Section 5.1.2 on page 107). It was shown that the Monte
Carlo developed model describes ∼ 80% of the experimental data within the
statistical errors of one standard deviation. It was also shown that around
100% of the experimental data points is described by the proposed model
withing the statistical error of ∼ 2.5 standard deviations. Concluding the
developed model fully describes the data within the statistical precision of
data and model. Five body pp → pp3π0 reaction is fully described by an
initially two body process.
Verification of a possibility of other processes contribution to the Monte Carlo
developed model (Eq. 47) was performed using Monte-Carlo simulation of
pp → pp3π0 reaction (based on homogeneously and isotropically populated
phase space) to mimic other processes (see Section 5.1.2 on page 113). The
chi-square method was used for this task. Concluding, the contribution of
other processes estimated here falls to value ∼ 2%.
The cross section for the pp→ pp3π0 reaction channel, using known cross
section of pp → ppη(3π0) reaction as a normalization, was extracted (see
Section 5.1.3 on page 117):
σpp→pp3pi0 = 123± 1(stat.)± 8(sys.)± 19(norm.) µb .
The result was compared with the available data [13] and models for pp →
pp3π0 cross sections [16–18], (Fig. 86 on page 123). The data confirm the
cross section scaling model based on Delof Final State Interaction [18].
One can predict also the cross section for the pp → ppπ+π−π0 reaction
assuming that the reaction follows also via simultaneous excitation of the
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∆(1232) and N∗(1440) baryon resonances, see Table 3 on page 21. The cross
section for the reaction is predicted to be σpp→pppi+pi−pi0 = 861± 147µb.
Using the developed model (Eq. 47) the acceptance and efficiency cor-
rection of the missing mass of two protons dependent Dalitz and Nyborg
plots was done (see Section 5.1.4 on page 124). The acceptance and effi-
ciency corrected Dalitz and Nyborg plots are available as tables of numbers
in Appendix G.
The pp → ppη reaction was measured parallely via η meson decay into
three neutral pions. Around 200k events after background subtraction was
available (see Section 5.2 on page 141).
First, the experimental accessibility of the phase space was studied. One
finds that the acceptance for this reaction was limited. It could be expressed
in the η meson momentum in the Center of Mass frame qCMη and cosine of
the scattering angle of the η meson in the CM frame cos(θηCM ) as follows:
qCMη = 0.45− 0.7 GeV/c
cos(θηCM ) = −1.0 − 0.0 .
Next, the production mechanism was investigated (see Section 5.2 on
page 150). Two dominant production mechanisms were considered: the res-
onant production (via excitation of N∗(1535)) and the non resonant produc-
tion. The two scenarios were simulated by the Monte-Carlo and fitted to the
background subtracted experimental data distribution of invariant mass of
proton-η system (see Fig. 112 on page 155). The contribution of theN∗(1535)
resonance in the production mechanism was obtained and compared with ex-
isting experimental data, see Table 10. One finds that when the beam kinetic
energy T increases the N∗(1535) resonance contribution decreases and from
T = 2.54 GeV stabilizes at value ∼ 43%. One can try to compare the result
obtained in this work with the closest value at T = 2.5 GeV [86, 93]. Be-
tween these two measurements the T changes by 40 MeV and excess energy
Q by 13 MeV in this range the value changes by ∼ 4 standard deviations,
which is a significant difference.
Later, the angular distributions of the η meson in the CM system were
studied as well as the proton angular distributions in the proton-proton rest
frame. Both the distributions were studied for four ranges of the η meson
momentum in the Center of Mass frame qCMη (see Section 5.2 on page 156).
For the first time, one observes the momentum dependence of the angular
distributions. The strongest effect is seen in the cos(θηCM ) distribution, which
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Beam Kinetic Energy T 2.15 GeV 2.5 GeV 2.54 GeV 2.85 GeV 3.5 GeV
Excess Energy Q 325 MeV 442 MeV 455 MeV 554 MeV 752 MeV
DISTO DISTO This Work DISTO HADES
[86, 93] [86, 93] (Eq. 103) on page 156 [86, 93] [87]
N∗(1535) Contribution 59% 51% 43.4± 0.8(stat.)± 2.0(sys.)% 43% 41%
Table 10: Contribution of the N∗(1535) in the pp→ ppη production mecha-
nism.
is different from the η angle anisotropy predicted by PLUTO++ [71] based on
[86] (Fig. 115 on page 159). Since the distribution changes from almost flat
to the curved one, when the momentum of the η increases, this indicates that
the different partial waves can contribute [1, 27]. It seems that to describe
the angular distributions for the three highest ranges of qCMη at least p wave
is important. The appropriate model would be needed as well as the high
statistics experimental measurements for different beam energy covering full
phase space are necessary to study this effect in details.
The angular distributions of the η meson are available as tables of numbers
in Appendix G.
Concluding, the multipion reactions in nucleon-nucleon collisions can be
used as a precision tool to directly access the properties of the baryon reso-
nances by using proposed in this work methods (one would name it multipion
spectroscopy):
• the baryon resonances are identified by their unique decays topology on
the missing mass of two protons MMpp dependent Dalitz and Nyborg
plots – the strength of the different resonances decays and branching
ratios could be precisely extracted (see Section 5.1.1 on page 71),
• the missing mass of the two protons MMpp distribution is sensitive to
the baryon resonance spectral line shape and to the interaction between
the baryons (see Section 5.1.1 on page 97).
Here also variable other than MMpp might be considered depending on the
reaction details.
It would be very valuable to investigate the properties of prompt pp →
pp3π0 reaction for many different energy regions to see the influence of the
different baryon resonances contributions as well as the pp → ppπ+π−π0
reaction to confirm the predictions for the cross section and to study the
dynamics of this reaction. Also never measured prompt pp → pp4π and
pp → pp5π reactions both for charged and neutral pions in final state could
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be very interesting object for studies to understand these processes; since e.g.
the pp → pp4π could proceed via simultaneous excitation of two N∗(1440)
resonances and in the pp→ pp5π case both the N∗(1440) and higher baryon
resonance might be involved.
Besides, there exist no dynamical microscopic model for the prompt pion
productions in nucleon-nucleon collisions like 3π, 4π, 5π productions in con-
trast to the NN → NNππ reactions where complete dynamical microscopic
model based on the excitations and decays of various baryon resonances ex-
ists [25]. The results presented in this work (available as tables of numbers
in Appendix G) could be used as an input for testing such a model in future.
Due to the high energy needed to excite 3π, 4π, 5π, it might be more plau-
sible to use for the future model the microscopic approaches based on the
Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) (which takes into account excitations
of quark-gluon degrees of freedom) [39–42] rather then common existing ef-
fective microscopic models [30–37] ( which mimic interaction by exchange of
various light mesons like π, η, ρ, ω and are more applicable for lower energies
[38]) and which might be very difficult theoretically.
Full Partial Wave Analysis [90] of the resulting data can also be performed
in order to get the more details of the reaction mechanism, again it forms a
formidable task.
Other approaches to the analysis and visualization of the multidimen-
sional data phase space of prompt multipion productions and model com-
parisons could be also considered. One may think about the generalization
of the Dalitz Plot to five-particle Dalitz Plot (five dimensional pentahedron
representation) and to even more-particle Dalitz Plot in the way how it was
proposed and successfully used to visualize atomic break-up processes by us-
ing Four-particle Dalitz Plot (four dimensional tetrahedron representation)
which visualize the multidimensional data phase space [94, 95].
Another idea would be to use the SOM – Self-Organizing Map [96] or the
GTM – The Generative Topographic Mapping [97] techniques which visu-
alize the multidimensional data phase space as a two-dimensional plot [98].
The Andrews Curves [99] and their extensions [100] which represent a mul-
tidimensional data points as an orthogonal curves could be also taken into
account. The methods like discussed above are mathematically complicated
and may require time-demanding supercomputing.
The multipion reactions seems to be promising field of the future scientific
exploitations particularly in the area of the baryon resonances spectroscopy.
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Appendix A Kinematics of five particle phase space
One would like to express the event distribution (Eq. 12 on page 28) in the
following variables:
M212 = (E1 + E2)
2 + (−→p1 +−→p2)2 = (E1 + E2)2 + p212 (A.1)
M225 = s− 2
√
s (E3 + E4)− 2E1
(√
s + E2 − E4
)
+ (A.2)
− (E2 − E4) (E2 + 2E3 + E4) +M2123
M234 = M
2
125 − s+ 2
√
s (E3 + E4) (A.3)
M21235 = s− 2
√
sE4 +m
2
4 (A.4)
M2123 = (E1 + E2 + E3)
2 + p2123 (A.5)
M245 =
(√
s− E1 −E2 − E3
)2
+ p2123 (A.6)
and the inverse relations are
E1 =
s−M234 +M2125
2
√
s
+ (A.7)
−
√
4sM225 + (s−M245)2 − 2M2123 (s+M245) +M4123
2
√
s
E2 =
√
4sM225 + (s−M2123)2 − 2M245 (s+M2123) +M445
2
√
s
+ (A.8)
+
m24 −M245 +M2123 −M21235
2
√
s
E3 =
M234 −m24 −M2125 +M21235
2
√
s
(A.9)
E4 =
s+m24 −M21235
2
√
s
(A.10)
p12 =
1
2
√
s
(
2m24
(
s−M234 −M245 +M2123 +M2125 −M21235
)
+ (A.11)
+
(
s−M234 −M245 +M2123 +M2125 −M21235
)2 − 4sM212 +m44
)1/2
p123 =
√
−2M245 (s+M2123) + (s−M2123)2 +M445
2
√
s
(A.12)
For the definitions of the symbols see Section 3.2 on page 27.
The Jacobian
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Jac =
∂ (E1E2E3E4p12p123)
∂ (M212M
2
25M
2
34M
2
1235M
2
123M
2
45)
=
1
8
√
B
√
C
√
D + E
(A.13)
where
B = 4sM225 +
(
s−M245
)2 − 2M2123 (s+M245)+M4123 (A.14)
C = −2M245
(
s+M2123
)
+
(
s−M2123
)2
+M445 (A.15)
D = 2m24
(
s−M234 −M245 +M2123 +M2125 −M21235
)
(A.16)
E =
(
s−M234 −M245 +M2123 +M2125 −M21235
)2 − 4sM212 +m44 (A.17)
one can rewrite (Eq. A.13):
Jac =
[
32s
(
s− 2E1
√
s−M234 +M2125
)
p12p123
]−1
(A.18)
with E1, p12, p123 given by (Eq. A.7, A.11, A.12).
Now one can now rewrite the event distribution (Eq. 12) in the invariant
masses
d6P = π
4dM212dM
2
25dM
2
34dM
2
1235dM
2
123dM
2
45
32s (s− 2E1
√
s−M234 +M2125) p12p123
|M|2 (A.19)
The boundaries of the physical region in E1, E2, E3, E4, p12, p123 variables
are [√
s− (E1 + E2 + E3)−E4
]2
= m25 + (p123 ± p4)2 (A.20)
p212 = (p1 ± p2)2 (A.21)
p2123 = (p12 ± p3)2 (A.22)
Which could be transformed into new variables by
the relations (Eq. A.7, A.8, A.9, A.10, A.11, A.12).
In order to obtain any two dimensional event distributions one has to inte-
grate (Eq. A.19) over four variables with the boundary conditions (Eq. A.20, A.21, A.22).
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Appendix B WASA-at-COSYDetector Calibration
The Calibration of the detectors is a conversion from electronic channels
of ADC(Analog To Digital Converter) or TDC(Time To Digital Converter)
i.e. arbitrary units of energy and time, which are measured by the detector
electronics, to the physical units like GeV and ns. The calibration procedure
is different for different detector type, since the principle of measurements
are based on other physics phenomena. The WASA at Cosy detector setup
section 2.2 is built from three different detector types i.e. Plastic Scintillators,
Straw Tube Detectors and Electromagnetic Calorimeter. The appropriate
calibration procedure for them is described below.
Plastic Scintillators
To obtain calibration of the plastic scintillators several effects have to be
taken into account which are causing the non linear conversion. One uses
fast protons from the proton-proton elastic scattering reaction which are close
to the minimum ionization having specific constant energy loss in detector
elements.
3.2. Calibration 49
In order to compensate for the deviation, a linear correction has been extracted
for each run of the beam time. The correction factor describes the averaged ratio
of the reconstructed and actual meson masses.
3.2.2 Plastic Scintillators
The calibration of the plastic scintill tor detectors comprises the conversion of
ADC and TDC channels into energy and time scales, respectively. Several effects
have to be taken into account that cause deviations from a simple linear trans-
formation. Among these are the light collection efficiency of the detectors, the
dependence of the sci tillation fficie cy on the p ticle species, and possible non
linear effects in the response behavior of the photomultiplier tubes.
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Figure 3.3: The light output of element 11 of the second layer of the Forward Trigger
Hodoscope is parametrized as function of the scattering angle. The red curve shows the
polynomial of third order which is used to describe the nonuniformity.
The uniformity of light collection efficiency depends on the geometrical shape
of the detector elements. The light output of elastically scattered protons is used
to parametrize the collection efficiency as a function of the scattering angle. The
specific energy loss of the fast protons is fairly constant since they are close to
minimum ionizing. Deviations from a constant light output of a detector element
can be attributed to a non uniform collection efficiency. Fig. 3.3 shows the de-
pendence of light output on the scattering angle for an element of the second
Figure B.1: The light output non uniformity check. ADC signal times cos(θ)
as a function of the scat ering angle θ of ne element of the FTH d tector
for the elastic scattered protons. Red curve shows the fit of the polynomial
of the third degree [101].
First the possible non uniformity of light collection efficiency by scintil-
lator has to be checked, which depends on geometrical shape of scintillators.
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The ADC signal times cos(θ) as a function of the scattering angle θ in detec-
tor element is checked (Fig. B.1). The deviations from straight line indicate
the non uniformity, the fit to the data is performed to correct for this effect.
3.2. Forward Detector 35
Figure 3.3: The light output for minimum ionizing protons (in ADC channels) per
path length as a function of the scattering angle in one module of the Forward
Range Hodoscope.
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Figure 3.4: (a) - the correlation between uniformity corrected energy deposit
in the modules of FRH and FRH . The ADC ADC cos( /f ) where
the function ) is a nonuniformity correction function. (b) - extraction of the
nonlinearity correction function: the measured deposited energy is compared to
simulated data. The dotted diagonal line indicates the correlation criteria.
in Fig. 3.3. The light output distribution is parametrized by a nonuniformity
polynomial correction function of scattering angle for each run.
The nonlinearity corrections, necessary due to light quenching and possibly
nonlinear responses of the phototubes, are extracted by comparing the measured
and simulated data. The light output of the element in one plane after correction
for nonuniformity is plotted versus the element in the next plane (e.g. ADCFRH
Figure B.2: Left Figure, ADC signal corrected for non uniformity of light
collection efficiency for the two subsequent layers of the FRH detector for the
elastic scattered protons, characteristic points marked. On the right Figure,
energy deposit for the characteristic points, as marked on left Figure, for the
Monte-Carlo simulation in GeV versus ADC value. The fit (solid line) to the
correlation describes the calibration function. The linear function marked as
a dotted line [102].
After the corrections for non uniformity of light collection efficiency for
each detector element the corrected ADC signal (energy loss) for two subse-
quent detector layers is plotted (dE-E plot) (B.2 left) and compared with the
same dependence for the Monte-Carlo simulation for the indicated points in
the plot which correspond to:
(0) Zero Point
(1) Minimum Ionizing Point
(3) Punch-through Point - the kinetic energy of the particle is larger then
the stopping power of the detector
(2),(4) Equilibrium Points - the energy loss of the particle punching through
the current layer (2) is as large as the energy loss of the particle stopped
in the current layer (4)
(5) Maximum Deposit Point
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Later for the indicated points the energy deposit in one layer is compared
to the energy deposit from the Monte-Carlo simulation, resulting as a corre-
lation plot (B.2 right). Next the fit to the correlation plot is performed to get
the conversion from the ADC energy deposit (light output) to energy deposit
in energy units. As it is seen the relation is not linear. The nonlinearities
can rise from the nonlinearities of the photomultiplier tubes as well as the
quenching effect in scintillator.
Straw Tube Detectors
The Calibration of the Straw Tube Detectors like MDC and FPC is essential
to achieve high spatial resolution with these detectors. In addition to the
positions of the anode wires the drift time is measured which is then converted
using calibration function to the drift distance which is understood as a
closest approach of the particle trajectory to the nearest anode wire of the
straw tube. The time to distance relation (the calibration) depends on the
magnetic field in which the detectors are, the gas mixture in the detectors
and the voltage applied to the anode wires. It has to be found for each change
of these conditions. To derive the calibration the following assumptions has
be fulfilled:
• the signals in the detectors are consequence of physical particle tracks
- no noise
• the straw tubes are 100% efficient
• the straw tubes are homogeneously irradiated
dn
dr
=
NTot
RTube
= const. (B.1)
where n - number of events, r - distance measured from anode wire,
NTot - total number of events registered by straw tube, RTube - the radius of
the straw tube.
Now one can write the drift velocity v(t) :
v(t) =
dr
dt
=
dn
dt
dr
dn
=
RTube
NTot
dn
dt
(B.2)
To get the time to distance relation (the calibration) one integrates (Eq. B.2)
and gets:
D(t) = RTube
∫ t
T0
n(t)dt∫ Tmax
T0
n(t)dt
= RTube
∫ t
T0
n(t)dt
NTot
(B.3)
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where T0 - starting point of the drift time measurement, Tmax - maximal
drift time It is essential to precisely determine the T0 which is also the time
reference of the individual TDCs. To eliminate the trigger time and jitter
one uses the relative time between the straws and nearest plastic scintillator.
For the FPC the FTH detector is used and for the MDC the PSB detector
respectively.
The process of the MDC calibration is shown (Fig. B.3), the gas mixture
used in the straw tubes Ar(80%) + C2H6(20%) causes the linearity of the
time to distance relation - the calibration.3.3. Track Reconstruction 53
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Figure 3.5: To derive the Time-to-Distance relation, the drift time spectrum (left),
here, the average drift time of layer 13 in the Mini Drift Chamber, is integrated after
the subtraction of a flat background. The red lines indicate the range of integration. In
the central panel, the integrated drift time distribution is shown. After identifying the
maximum drift range (blue lines), the distribution is parametrized and used as Time-
to-Distance relation. The linearity of he relation is a feature of the drift gas mixture
(80%Ar / 20% ).
3.3 Track Reconstruction
The reconstruction of particle trajectories is a basic step in the data analysis to
obtain four-momentum vectors. Hits in individual subdetector elements originat-
ing from the same particle are combined to clusters. The clusters in the different
subdetectors are merged into tracks. The methods used for cluster and track find-
ing differ depending on the subdetectors. In the following sections the algorithms
relevant for this work will be described.
3.3.1 Forward Detector
The track assignment in the Forward Detector begins with the formation of clus-
ters from hits in adjacent elements of each subdetector layer. Here, only time
coincident hits are assigned to a cluster, in order to ensure that the hits belong
to the same particle. Angular and timing information of a cluster are calculated
Figure B.3: The Calibration of the MDC, the gas mixture used (Ar(80%) +
C2H6(20%)). Left: the drift time spectra, Center: the integrated drift time
distribution (r d vertical lin s indicate integr ti range, after id ntifi ation
the maximal rift range - blu horizontal lines), Right: the time to distanc
relation used as a calibration [101]
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Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The first step in the calibration procedure of the electromagnetic Calorime-
ter was to obtain the preliminary calibration constants by measuring the re-
sponse of each individual crystal to photons coming from radioactive source
[9]. Using these calibration as a first step, for each data taking period the
two photon decays of the mesons π0, η are used to obtain the actual set of
calibration constants.
For the experimental data the events with the two neutral tracks in Cen-
tral Detector were selected (see Appendix D), regarded as photons, and in-
variant mass of them was computed:
IMγ1γ2 =
√
(Eγ1 + E
γ
2 )
2 − (−→p γ1 +−→p γ2)2 (B.4)
=
√
2k1k2E
γ
1E
γ
2 (1− cos(θγ1,2))
where Eγ1 , E
γ
2 - energies of the photons,
−→p γ1 ,−→p γ2 - momenta vectors of
the photons, cos(θγ1,2) - opening angle between the photons, k1, k2 - new
calibration factor for the photons.
For each central crystal element of the two neutral clusters in calorimeter,
defined as the element with the highest energy deposit in cluster, the invariant
mass of the two photons IMγ1γ2 was assigned. It is assumed that the central
crystal element of the cluster has the highest impact on the invariant mass
and the invariant mass shift is associated with it.
To correct for the shift in invariant mass, the deviation from the nominal
meson mass of π0 or η is used to determine the new calibration factor for the
photon energies for each crystal:
(
Eγ1,2
)
New
= k1,2E
γ
1,2 =
M2pi0,η
IM2γ1γ2
Eγ1,2 (B.5)
where
(
Eγ1,2
)
New
- individually calibrated energies of the photons, Mpi0 =
134.978 MeV/c2, Mη = 547.8 MeV/c
2 from PDG [1].
This procedure is repeated iteratively for each crystal until the correct meson
mass position is reached and the result remains stable.
After the iterations also the additional correction is used to improve the
result and avoid overcompensation. The individually calibrated energies of
the photons (
(
Eγ1,2
)
New
) are corrected for the average position of the invariant
mass:
(
Eγ1,2
)
Avg
= kAvg1,2
(
Eγ1,2
)
New
=
(
IM2γ1γ2
)Avg
IM2γ1γ2
(
Eγ1,2
)
New
(B.6)
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where
(
Eγ1,2
)
Avg
- average corrected energies of the photons and
(
IM2γ1γ2
)Avg
-
invariant mass average over all crystals.
The following way of the calibration implicitly corrects for the border
crystal effects and shower leakages.
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Appendix C The WASA-at-COSYMonte-Carlo
Simulation
It is a standard approach in the nuclear and high energy physics to have a
full Monte-Carlo simulation of the experimental setup. The reasons for that
are as follows:
• one needs to cross check the reconstruction procedure
• it is necessary to get the error parametrization for the Kinematic Fit
• one needs to estimate the total reconstruction efficiency (geometrical
acceptance, reconstruction efficiency) for later data correction
• it could be also used to determine the detector resolution for the indi-
rectly and directly measured observables
To do all of the above tasks a Monte-Carlo simulation should fulfill two
very important conditions:
• The virtual detector in Monte-Carlo simulation should be a reflection
of the physical one, as close as possible. It has to mimic the perfor-
mances and status of all the components as it was present during the
experiment
• The kinematics of the simulated events has to reflect the event kinemat-
ics during the experiment, one has to know the true physical mechanism
of the reaction or at least one has to mimic it by the model as accurate
as possible.
One needs excellent tools to fulfill these conditions.
The GEANT3 (Geometry and Tracking) program from CERN [103] is
used for simulation of the physical processes of particles interactions with
detector medium in which the whole geometry of WASA-at-COSY detector
is virtualized. That includes the active materials as particle detectors them-
selves as well as passive one e.g. flanches, supports, air around detector etc.
As an output from GEANT one gets the detector response for the kinematic
configuration (4-vectors of the particles).
For the generation of the kinematic configuration of the reaction one uses
Pluto++ Monte-Carlo event generator [71] version 5.31. In Pluto++ in
addition to generation of homogeneously and isotropically populated phase
space many realistic models of the reaction mechanism are implemented e.g.
the production of η meson via N∗(1535) with angular anisotropy or decays
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of baryon resonances like ∆(1232), N∗(1440). In the hadronic interactions
at low energies for the unstable hadrons (like baryon resonances) one has to
take into account the deviations from the fixed-width Breit-Wigner distribu-
tion. For realistic simulations this is done in Pluto++ by introducing the
mass dependent width ΓTot(m) being a function of the partial widths Γk(m).
The mass of the resonance m is sampled from the relativistic Breit-Wigner
distribution h(m) with an appropriate static pole mass MR Table C.1 of the
resonance and the mass dependent width ΓTot(m) (Eq. C.1, C.2).
h(m) = A
m2ΓTot.(m)
(M2R −m2)2 +m2 (ΓTot.(m))2
(C.1)
ΓTot(m) =
N∑
k
Γk(m) (C.2)
with N number of decay modes of the resonance. The constant A is
chosen that the integral of the h(m) is equal to 1.
Baryon Resonance name Pole Mass MR Static Width
[MeV/c2] [MeV/c2]
∆(1232)P33 1232 120
N∗(1440)P11 1440 350
N∗(1535)S11 1535 150
Table C.1: Pole Mass and Static Width the selected baryon resonances used
in Pluto++ event generator.
Also the decays of the resonances to stable and unstable particles are
considered by Pluto++. In case of the decays of the resonances to the
unstable particles spectral line shape of the resonance is modified by the
unstable particle spectral line shape. In Pluto++ such a cases are threated
explicitly giving a possibility to calculate the realistic spectral functions.
All in all these effects changes the spectral line shape of the resonances
from the relativistic Breit-Wigner distribution shape.
Realistic effective spectral line shapes g(m) for ∆(1232), N∗(1440) and
N∗(1535) in the reactions pp→ pN∗(1535)→ ppη(3π0) and pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440)
at incident proton momentum of 3.350 GeV/c2 calculated by Pluto++ are
presented in (Fig. C.1 and Fig. C.2). The ∆(1232) decays into pπ0 (stable
particles), the N∗(1440) decays into pπ0π0 (stable particles) or into p∆(1232)
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(unstable particle), when later ∆(1232) decays into pπ0. The strong differ-
ence between the N∗(1440) spectral line shape is seen in case of decays into
stable (Fig. 2(b)) and unstable particles (Fig. 2(d)).
The realistic effective spectral line shape of the resonances dependents on
the internal properties of the resonances as well as on their decay products.
The detail informations can be found [71].
]2m  [GeV/c
1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2
g(
m)
  a
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0
0.001
0.002
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Figure C.1: Realistic effective spectral line shape of N∗(1535) in the
pp → pN∗(1535) → ppη(3π0) reaction at incident proton momentum of
3.350 GeV/c2. The threshold for N∗(1535)→ pη is seen on the left. Calcu-
lations by Pluto++ (via Monte-Carlo method).
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(a) ∆(1232) line shape, where N∗(1440)→ ppi0pi0
(stable particles)
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(b) N∗(1440) line shape, where N∗(1440)→ ppi0pi0
(stable particles)
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(c) ∆(1232) line shape, where N∗(1440)→ pi0∆(1232)
(unstable particle)
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(d) N∗(1440) line shape, where N∗(1440)→ pi0∆(1232)
(unstable particle)
Figure C.2: Realistic effective spectral line shape g(m) of ∆(1232) and N∗(1440) in the pp→ ∆(1232)N∗(1440) re-
action at incident proton momentum of 3.350 GeV/c2. The ∆(1232) decays into pπ0 (stable particles), the N∗(1440)
decays into pπ0π0 (stable particles) or into π0∆(1232) (unstable particle), when later ∆(1232) decays into pπ0. The
strong difference between the N∗(1440) spectral line shape in case of decays into stable and unstable particles visible.
In case of N∗(1440) the pπ0π0 threshold is seen on the left. Calculations by Pluto++ (via Monte-Carlo method).
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Appendix D Track Reconstruction in WASA-at-COSY
The track reconstruction i.e. the reconstruction of particle trajectory from
the detector information is the main step of the analysis. When particle flies
through the detector medium it interacts with single detector elements, it
“hits the detector” and one is talking about the hit. Then one can combine
the hits related to the one particle in one detector to a group which we
call the cluster. Later the clusters from different detectors related to one
particle are combine to the particle trajectory called the track, which is the
goal of the track reconstruction. These assignments are done by several
different computer algorithms optimized for the given detector type. Due to
the structure of the WASA-at-COSY detector setup (Section 2.2 on page 8)
we have two types of tracks, described below.
The Forward Detector Tracks
These are the tracks in Forward Detector of the WASA-at-COSY identified
as charged particles (usually protons).
The creation of tracks begins with the creation of the clusters from the hits
in the layers of Forward Detector components, here only time coincidence is
used - the time of the cluster is calculated as an average time of contributing
hits. Now the creation of the track from clusters begins. First the FTH
clusters in all three layers of FTH detector are checked for time coincidence
and geometrical overlap forming uniquely defined pixel in FTH. The time of
the track is set to the average time of the clusters forming FTH pixel. The
position of the pixel sets the coordinate of the track (polar θ and azimuthal
φ angle ) in coordinate system of the WASA-at-COSY with origin at beam-
target overlap point. Later this information is refined by projecting the FTH
pixel to the FPC planes, in each layer of the four FPC the straw tube is
selected which is the closest one to the FTH pixel and then the crossing
point of these tubes is calculated which gives the corrected new coordinate
of the track.
By using this method with FPC detector, the so called binary mode, the
angular resolution improves by factor two giving FWHMθ ∼ 0.2 [deg] and
FWHMφ ∼ 3 [deg] (mainly due to the high granularity of the FPC).
In the last step the information from clusters from the FWC, FTH and
FVH detectors (The FRI is not used) is incorporated into the track by com-
paring time coincidence and azimuthal angle overlap between the track and
those clusters.
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The Central Detector Tracks
These are the tracks in Central Detector of the WASA-at-COSY identified
as neutral or charged particles (i.e. photons, electrons,pions, protons ).
The Central Detector consists of three completely different detector com-
ponents MDC, PSB, SEC which can contribute to the track creation and
track type.
The same as for the FD tracks procedure begins with a creation of the
clusters from hits in these three detector components, if a contribution of the
detector in track was justified. The tracks with MDC and/or PSB cluster
are charged tracks identified with a charged particle. The absence of MDC
and/or PSB cluster (the veto condition) determines the neutral particle iden-
tified with a photon. To distinguish between the charged and neutral track
one needs only one from two detector information (MDC or PSB).
The PSB is a plastic scintillator and it gives very fast binary information
if there was a charged particle. If one is interested in more details like
particle momentum one needs to to use the MDC in the track building (MDC
is a drift chamber). Since in this work the goal is to detect the photons
from the pion decays it is enough to use the contributions of PSB and SEC
detectors in track building process for distinguishing between neutral and
charged tracks. Also from the point of view of computing time the PSB
decision information is around one order of magnitude faster then the MDC
information. For pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ reaction only tracks with PSB and
SEC detector contribution were considered. The details about the MDC
reconstruction could be found in [104].
First the cluster in PSB is build from overlapping elements if the elements
are in time coincidence, then the azimuthal angle of the cluster is calculated
as an average of the elements. The polar angle is fixed for different parts of
the PSB detector, for forward 30[deg], central 90[deg] and backward 140[deg].
The time of the cluster is calculated as an average of the time for elements
and the energy deposit as a maximum from the elements.
Next the cluster is SEC detector is found. Since the photons hitting
SEC detector produce electromagnetic showers, their transversal develop-
ment depends on the Moliere Radius which exceeds the size of the crystal
so one photon hitting the crystal can develop to other crystals and the clus-
ter building has to combine it. The cluster building works iteratively, the
neighboring elements are checked for time coincidence (maximum 50 ns) and
minimum energy deposit of 2 MeV and combined to the cluster. The center
of the cluster is taken as a contributing crystal with highest energy deposit.
The time is taken from the cluster center. The energy deposit of the cluster
is the sum of all contributing elements. The position of the cluster
−→
R is
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calculated as a weighted average of the positions of the contributing crystals−→r i
−→
R =
∑
iwi
−→r i∑
iwi
(D.1)
where
wi =MAX
{
0;w0 + ln
(
Edepi∑
iEdepi
)}
(D.2)
here w0 = 5 and Edepi - energy deposit of the i− th crystal contributing
to the cluster.
Now the PSB cluster and SEC cluster information is combined to the
track by checking the angular overlapping between the clusters and time
coincidence. The neutral tracks (identified with photons) are those without
assigned PSB cluster (the veto condition).
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Appendix E The Kinematic Fit
The idea of the kinematic fit
The experimentalist deals with the measurements mi which are always
biased by the measurements specific uncertainly σim (i.e. accuracy of the
detectors, reconstruction accuracy etc.). All this informations has to be
taken into account in the data analysis, so that in the final results all those
effects are compensated. One way of handling that problem is the kinematic
fitting[105, 106]. The kinematic fitting procedure is a data transformation
technique which takes into account the information about the errors σim of
the measured quantities mi to compute the most probable value fi of the
true unknown value ti, the estimator of the true value
fi = T ({mj, σjm}) (E.1)
Considering reaction
A +B︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pin
→ 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + . . .+ k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pout
(E.2)
where Pin = PA + PB - 4-momentum vector of the input channel
Pout = P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + . . . - 4-momentum vector of the output channel
from the conservation of energy and momentum the relation has to be
fulfilled
C = Pin − Pout = O (E.3)
and one knows that the number of independent variables to describe this
reaction is
3k − 4 (E.4)
where k - number of final state particles [63].
Usually the initial state Pin is well known and is fixed(it is not a purpose of
the fit). What is measured, are the the final state particles i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k.
The following parameters of the final state particles are measured: their
Energy(Ei), polar angle (θi) an azimuthal angle (φi) which define clearly the
particle. Lets call such a parameters for one given particle mi, of course
each measurement has its uncertainly σim, where i denotes the final state
particles. Now define a vector of all measurementsM = [mi] and a covariance
matrix for the measurements V = [cov(p, l)](where p, l = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k) on
the diagonal of this matrix are (σim)
2, in case of no correlations between the
measurements the matrix is diagonal. What we want from this information
is the set of new variables which will ”replace“ the measurements. They have
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to take into account all the uncertainties V. Such a new vector will be called
F = [fi]. To realize the task to find the estimator F (Eq. E.1) one can use
the Least Square Method(The Chi-square Method). So first lets build the
the Chi-square functional:
H(F) = (F−M)V−1 (F−M)T . (E.5)
To incorporate the kinematic condition (Eq. E.3) to the functional one
uses the Lagrange Multipliers, now the functional has the form:
H(F) = (F−M)V−1 (F−M)T + λC (E.6)
here λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier vector. In general in addition
to the kinematic condition (Eq. E.3) one can request other condition as for
example: that two final state particles come from a intermediate resonance,
lets call these extra conditions D and rewriting functional as
H(F) = (F−M)V−1 (F−M)T + λCC+ λDD (E.7)
The solution for F one gets for H(F) having minimum. This corresponds
to well known mathematical problem of minimization of the functional with
extra boundary conditions.
The minimalH(F) = χ2F it, in case of GaussianV, is distributed as a χ
2
NDF
distribution with Number Degrees of Freedom NDF = 4 + ND [107], ND -
number of extra constraints D. In general not all of three variables (Ei, θi, φi)
for each final state particles have to be measured to identified completely the
reaction (Eq. E.2), (Eq. E.4) tells us about it. The unmeasured variables
could be retrieved from the available information, by solving (Eq. E.7). De-
noting Nu - number of unmeasured variables, the NDF of χ
2
F it distribution
changes now to NDF = 4+ND−Nu. Knowing the Probability Distribution
Function of χ2F it one can test the deviation from theoretical χ
2
NDF , it is easily
done by introducing the Probability of the Fit (Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function or survival function):
ProbF it(χ
2
F it) =
∫ ∞
χ2
Fit
χ2NDF (k)dk = 1− F (χ2F it, NDF ) (E.8)
where F (χ2F it, NDF ) is the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF). Since
the ProbF it is a type of Cumulative Function it should have a flat distribution
on range 0− 1.
One uses numerical methods to find a solution of (Eq. E.7) for givenM,V
[108–110]
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Example of the kinematic fit
As an Example of kinematic fit lets consider the following reaction:
pp→ ppπ0π0π0 → ppγγγγγγ (E.9)
One has 8 particles in the final state so the number of independent variables
to describe this reaction is 3 ∗ 8 − 4 = 20. If we would measure for each of
the particles Energy (E), polar angle (θ) and azimuthal angle (φ) then we
would have 8 ∗ 3 = 24 variables, the information would be redundant.
Lets consider that we measure E, θ, φ for photons and only θ, φ for the
protons, then we have still 6 ∗ 8 + 2 ∗ 2 = 22 independent variables, that is
still enough to fully describe our reaction. Having the following situation we
can now do the kinematic fitting, one has number of unmeasured variables
Nu = 2 (E for two protons - will come as a result of the fit) and additional
number constraints ND = 3 (the mass constraints for the photons which
should give three π0). The Number Degrees of Freedom NDF for the χ2F it
fit is NDF = 4 +ND −Nu = 4 + 3− 2 = 5 and if the errors are distributed
as Gaussian, the χ2F it should be distributed as a χ
2
NDF distribution with
NDF = 5.
Fit
2χ
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Figure E.1: Example of the χ2F it distribution for the kinematic fitting for the
reaction pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ for the Gaussian distributions of the errors.
The black histogram corresponds to the Monte-Carlo simulation, the red line
denotes theoretical χ2. Number of events is shown on vertical axis.
In the (Fig. E.1) is presented the χ2F it distribution for the Kinematic Fit
for the above case for the Monte-Carlo simulation assuming homogeneous
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Figure E.2: Example of the ProbF it distribution for the kinematic fitting for
the reaction pp→ pp3π0 → pp6γ for the Gaussian distributions of the errors,
the Monte-Carlo Simulation. Number of events is shown on vertical axis.
and isotropic populated Phase Space with Gaussian smearing used for the
variables. One sees that the χ2F it agrees with a theoretical χ
2
NDF distribution
with NDF = 5. Also the ProbF it distribution is presented in (Fig. E.2). It
is flat, it confirms ones more that χ2F it agrees with a theoretical χ
2
NDF and
that the errors of the variables are Gaussian.
When the errors are not Gaussian distributed, or the reaction hypothesis
is not true (e.g. background reaction contamination) the χ2F it does not agrees
with a theoretical χ2NDF distribution see (Fig. E.3). This is also reflected on
the ProbF it which is not homogeneously distributed anymore, the population
of small probability values is higher (Fig. E.4) in case of non Gaussian errors.
The ProbF it is slightly non homogeneous with very prominent increase at
small probability (Fig. E.5) in case the reaction hypothesis is not true. To
deal with this problem one selects events for which the probability ProbF it for
the signal reaction is in good agreement with flat distribution, in this example
that would be ProbF it > 0.2. Of course the bigger the ProbF it threshold for
selection the ”cleaner“ will be the data sample but the statistics will reduce
- one has to find always the compromise.
In addition to the probability function checks one can construct the
”Residual spectra” for fit:
residuali = mi − fi (E.10)
in case of Gaussian errors and no correlations between the measured variables
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Figure E.3: Example of the χ2F it distribution for the kinematic fitting for
the reaction pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ for the Non Gaussian distributions of the
errors. The black histogram corresponds to the Monte-Carlo simulation, the
red line denotes theoretical χ2. Number of events is shown on vertical axis.
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Figure E.4: Example of the ProbF it distribution for the kinematic fitting for
the reaction pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ for the Non Gaussian distributions of the
errors, the Monte-Carlo Simulation. Number of events is shown on vertical
axis.
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FitProb
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Figure E.5: Example of the ProbF it distribution for the kinematic fitting for
the reaction hypothesis pp → pp3π0 → pp6γ the Monte-Carlo simulation of
the pp→ pp4π0 → pp8γ, pp→ pp5π0 → pp10γ, pp→ ppη‘→ pp3π0 → pp6γ
reaction. The same amount of each reaction type was simulated.
(i.e. the V matrix diagonal) the residuali variable should be distributed as
Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation σiresidual given by
the relation [111]:
σiresidual =
√
(σim)
2 − (σif )2 (E.11)
which may still ”puzzle many users“ [112].
One can also define the ”Pulls” distribution:
pulli =
residuali
σiresidual
(E.12)
the pulli variable should be distributed as standard Gaussian distribution
with mean 0 and sigma 1.
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Illustration of the kinematic fit - simple example
To illustrate the idea of the kinematic fit and how it works look at some
simple example. Lets assume that we have measured x = 0.5 with the error
σx = 1 and y = 0.5 with the error σy = 1 and we know that the relation
xy = 1 (E.13)
should hold for the variables (as constraint; it corresponds to the (Eq. E.3)).
P1(1,1)
P2(−1,−1)
(0.5,0.5)
-2 -1 1 2
x
-4
-2
2
4
y
Figure E.6: Illustration of kinematic fitting. The measurement is marker,
lines correspond to the constraint. Two candidates for solution are marked
P1 and P2. The solution of the problem is P1.
Now we want to combine this information together, as in the kinematic
fit. One constructs the function to minimize:
h(x∗, y∗) =
(
x∗ − x
σx
)2
+
(
y∗ − y
σy
)2
(E.14)
with the constraint:
x∗y∗ = 1 (E.15)
where x∗, y∗ correspond to the most probable value which we are looking
for.
One has to find the minimum of (Eq. E.14) with condition (Eq. E.15). To
solve this problem one uses the Lagrange multipliers method. One constructs
the functional to minimize:
H(x∗, y∗) = h(x∗, y∗) + λ (x∗y∗ − 1) (E.16)
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here λ is Lagrange multiplier.
One gets the equations:
∂H(x∗, y∗)
∂x∗
= 0 (E.17)
∂H(x∗, y∗)
∂y∗
= 0
x∗y∗ − 1 = 0
There are two candidates for solution of these equations (Fig. E.6):
1. x∗ = 1, y∗ = 1, λ = −1 (P1)
2. x∗ = −1, y∗ = −1, λ = −3 (P2)
Since H(P1) < H(P2), so the P1 is the solution of the problem.
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Appendix F Bayesian Likelihood energy reconstruction
The idea of the method
The FRH dE-E telescope of the WASA at COSY detector (Section 2.2.2 on
page 11) enables the reconstruction of kinetic energy of the particles in FD
by the dE-E method. This is done in “standard” way using parametrization
of Edep − Ekin relations depending on the particle type, the detector plane
where the particle was stopped, the scattering angle, and the number of lay-
ers used for energy reconstruction. The method using full multidimensional
information from the telescope, taking into account all unique correlations
simultaneously - not iteratively - of the particle energy loss in five layers of
FRH, was missing. Such a method is presented below.
Generalizing the problem: Knowing the energy deposit of the particle in
five layers of FRH one wants to find the estimator of the kinetic energy of
the particle T (Ekin). There are two general methods of searching for the
estimators of the true values:
• Least Squares Estimation LSE (first described by Johann Carl Friedrich
Gauss) - the estimators of that method have no general asymptotic
properties, if measurements are Gaussian distributed then the estima-
tors are unbiased and most efficient [113].
• Maximum Likelihood Estimation MLE (first described by Sir Ronald
Aylmer Fisher) - the estimators of that method are asymptotically op-
timal, independently on the distribution of the measurements, the es-
timators are asymptotically unbiased and asymptotically most efficient
[114].
TheMLE method is the most general one with the optimal performances
of the estimators so it was chosen. The estimator of the kinetic energy of the
particle T (Ekin) is the one which maximizes the likelihood function L which
corresponds to minimization of l = − log(L). The likelihood for the dE-E
telescope is defined as the conditional probability f that the energy of the
particle E is equal to the true kinetic energy Ekin under the condition that one
has the energy deposits in layers of FRH telescope E1dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep
i.e.
L(E) = f
(
E = Ekin/E
1
dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep
)
(F.1)
Now using Bayes theorem [115] we can write
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L(E) = f
(
E = Ekin/E
1
dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep
)
(F.2)
=
f
(
E1dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep/E = Ekin
)∫
f
(
E1dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep/E = Ekin
)
dEkin
The only thing which one has to derive is the probability function
f
(
E1dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep/E = Ekin
)
which is five dimensional probability
function in energy deposits conditioned by energy (six dimensional function),
to simplify the problem one may assume the factorization:
L(E) = f
(
E1dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep/E = Ekin
)
(F.3)
= f1 ∗ f2 ∗ f3 ∗ f4 ∗ f5
where fi are independent and defined as
f1 = f
(
E1dep/E1 = Ekin
)
(F.4)
f2 = f
(
E2dep/E2 = Ekin − E1dep
)
(F.5)
f3 = f
(
E3dep/E3 = Ekin − E1dep −E2dep
)
(F.6)
f4 = f
(
E4dep/E4 = Ekin − E1dep −E2dep − E3dep
)
(F.7)
f5 = f
(
E5dep/E5 = Ekin − E1dep −E2dep − E3dep − E4dep
)
(F.8)
The fi functions were derived using Monte-Carlo GEANT3 simulation
for the single particle tracks in FRH telescope for the given kinetic energy.
Example of the derived probability function for protons is on (Fig. F.1).
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E3 = Ek-Edep1-Edep2
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
Ed
ep
3
0
0.02
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1
0.12
0.14
0.16
0.18
0.2
f3
Figure F.1: f3 probability function derived using Monte-Carlo GEANT3
simulated single protons tracks in FRH telescope. On vertical axis energy
loss in third layer of FRH in GeV (here denoted as Edep3). On horizontal
axis the difference between the kinetic energy and energy loss in first and
second layer of FRH in GeV (here denoted E3)
The reconstruction properties
Using above defined likelihood function L(E) (Eq. F.4) one may now recon-
struct the kinetic energy of the particles. The reconstruction of the protons
kinetic energy is in the most common interest of WASA-at-COSY collabora-
tion, due to interest of studying the decays of the η′ meson [116, 117].
Using Monte-Carlo GEANT3 simulation of the WASA-at-COSY detec-
tor, the single proton tracks illuminating FRH detector are generated with
the kinetic energy from 50 MeV to 2 GeV. The kinetic energy was recon-
structed using proposed method. On the (Fig. F.2) the relative resolution
for the reconstructed kinetic energy (Etrue −Erec)/Etrue as a function of the
minimized likelihood l = − log(L) is presented, as one can see when the like-
lihood l is getting larger(the degree of belief2 is getting smaller) the relative
resolution becomes worse. Cutting on the likelihood value rejects the events
with the bad resolution i.e. events witch have low degree of belief.
Since the likelihood function was derived using Monte-Carlo with some
final statistical sample of the data, to control this systematical effect, in
addition to the likelihood L one may calculate the relative error of the mini-
mized likelihood Lerr = ∆L/L, using standard error propagation method for
2term taken from [115]
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(Eq. F.4).
The relative resolution for the reconstructed kinetic energy as a function
of the error of the minimized likelihood Lerr is shown (Fig. F.3). One sees
that the energy resolution of the values above 0.25 of the Lerr is very bad.
Performing a cut on the Lerr can suppress this systematical effect on L.
Llog5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
(E
tru
e-E
5)/
Et
ru
e
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
Figure F.2: Relative resolution for the reconstructed kinetic energy versus the
minimized Likelihood function l (here denoted as Llog5) for the Monte-Carlo
single proton tracks.
When one plots true kinetic energy versus the Likelihood l (Fig. F.4) one
immediately sees that these variables are directly correlated, so performing
a cut on the Likelihood l one can select a certain range of the true kinetic
energy of the particle.
Having now good established Likelihood reconstruction, one may think
of doing particle identification i.e. one wants to test the hypothesis of the
particle type. Lets assume that we would like to distinguish protons from
charged pions knowing the energy deposits in FRH. The straightforward
way is to compare the probability function f conditioned by the particle
hypothesis:
RPID =
f
(
E = EProtonkin ,Proton/E
1
dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep
)
f
(
E = EPionkin ,Pion/E
1
dep, E
2
dep, E
3
dep, E
4
dep, E
5
dep
) (F.9)
=
L(EProton,Proton)
L(EPion,Pion)
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Figure F.3: Relative resolution for the reconstructed kinetic energy versus
the error of the minimized likelihood function Lerr (here denoted as LErr5)
for the Monte-Carlo single proton tracks.
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Figure F.4: True kinetic energy in GeV (i.e. assumed in the Monte-Carlo
simulations, here denoted as Etrue) versus the likelihood l for the Monte-
Carlo single proton tracks.
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which is exactly equal, from the definition, to the ratio of the likelihood
function for proton and pion (PID stays for Particle Identification).
Using the (Eq. F.10) the PID (F.5a,b). Restricting ourself to the particu-
lar range of the Likelihood and its error (F.5c) one can get a good separation
between protons, and pions up to ∼ 700MeV.
It is essential to know, as mentioned above, how the reconstruction works
for the protons coming from the pp → ppη′ production at incident proton
energy T = 2.54 GeV. These protons have the kinetic energy range of 300−
800 MeV. Once more the single proton tracks are generated using Monte-
Carlo GEANT3 simulation with energy range up to 2 GeV later the cut on
reconstructed kinetic energy was performed Erec = 300− 800 MeV.
The quality of the reconstruction for both reconstruction methods is
shown (Figs. F.6, F.7). The benefits of the likelihood method are seen on
(Fig. F.8): the wrongly reconstructed particles are cut out without loosing
efficiency. For the conditions (l < 4.4 and Lerr < 0.25) the reconstruction
efficiency of 0.57 was reached.
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Figure F.5: Particle Identification using likelihood function. RPID ration (Eq. F.10) versus the reconstructed kinetic
energy in GeV assuming proton as a particle for the single Monte-Carlo tracks of a) protons, b) charged pions, c)
protons(blue) and pions(red) with lproton < 4.4 and Lprotonerr < 0.25 condition.
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Figure F.6: True kinetic energy in GeV (i.e. assumed in the Monte-Carlo
simulations, here denoted as Etrue) versus reconstructed kinetic energy in
GeV using:a) standard reconstruction b) Likelihood based for l < 4.4 and
Lerr < 0.25; for the Monte-Carlo single proton tracks with Erec = 300 −
800 MeV.
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Figure F.7: Relative kinetic energy resolution for:a) standard reconstruction
b) Likelihood based for l < 4.4 and Lerr < 0.25, as a function of true kinetic
energy in GeV (i.e. assumed in the Monte-Carlo simulations, here denoted as
Etrue); for the Monte-Carlo single proton tracks with Erec = 300−800 MeV.
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Etrue-Erec
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Figure F.8: Energy resolution Etrue − Erec in GeV for the reconstructed
kinetic energy using:(blue) standard reconstruction, (red) Likelihood based
for l < 4.4 and Lerr < 0.25; for the Monte-Carlo single proton tracks with
Erec = 300− 800 MeV.
Verification of the method
Using Monte-Carlo simulation the pp→ ppη′ production at incident proton
energy T = 2.54 GeV was generated, and the missing mass of the two final
state protons was reconstructed using standard and likelihood one method
of kinetic energy reconstruction (Fig. F.9). Using the Likelihood based re-
construction one gets sharper η′ peak.
The pp→ ppη WASA-at-COSY data from April 2007 at incident proton
energy T = 1.4 GeV were analyzed. The comparison of the missing mass of
the two protons for standard and Likelihood method is shown (Fig. F.10).
For the Likelihood method the η signal is much more pronounced and the
multipion background is suppressed.
One concludes that the developed Bayesian likelihood kinetic energy re-
construction method had a better performances in all tests then the stan-
dard reconstruction method since it uses the full multidimensional informa-
tion simultaneously. The method could be easily generalized for the full FD
telescope, since it is based on the likelihood, also future detectors could be
treated the same way like planned TOF and DIRC detector.
Nevertheless further developments are required to fully adopt and opti-
mize the method for the experimental data, like derivation of the likelihood
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function using real experimental detector response.
]2  [GeV/cppMM
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Figure F.9: Missing mass of two protons, Monte-Carlo simulation of pp →
ppη′, reconstructed using: (blue) standard reconstruction, (red) Likelihood
based for l < 4.4 and Lerr < 0.25.
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Figure F.10: Missing Mass of the two protons with a cut on proton recon-
structed energy Erec = 150−500 MeV for the WASA-at-COSY, experimental
data pp→ ppη at incident proton energy T = 1.4 GeV using a) standard, b)
Likelihood one for l < 4.4 and Lerr < 0.25, proton kinetic energy reconstruc-
tion.
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Appendix G Data Tables – Results
Dalitz Plot ppX:  M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) versus M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) - Each event is filled two times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.4-0.5 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0): 0.0575 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^2(p_{1}p_{2}): 0.0775 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{3.1375,3.4775,0.0174797,0.018807},{3.2525,3.4775,0.261445,0.0701279},{3.3675,3.4775,0.491976,0.131835},{3.4825,3.4775,0.337561,0.0996555},
{3.5975,3.4775,0.00502498,0.00592007},{2.9075,3.6325,1.02536,0.184544},{3.0225,3.6325,2.12291,0.231854},{3.1375,3.6325,3.63787,0.35924},
{3.2525,3.6325,3.68257,0.358165},{3.3675,3.6325,3.2539,0.294329},{3.4825,3.6325,4.1901,0.420464},{3.5975,3.6325,2.69199,0.266603},{3.7125,3.6325,0.764874,0.159824},
{2.6775,3.7875,1.41741,0.282268},{2.7925,3.7875,3.73763,0.325932},{2.9075,3.7875,4.7208,0.364872},{3.0225,3.7875,4.88511,0.407791},{3.1375,3.7875,3.69048,0.284186},
{3.2525,3.7875,3.88397,0.308961},{3.3675,3.7875,3.88398,0.298999},{3.4825,3.7875,5.00449,0.413006},{3.5975,3.7875,4.70849,0.354093},{3.7125,3.7875,4.2155,0.391736},
{2.4475,3.9425,0.0328254,0.0224952},{2.5625,3.9425,3.0355,0.315005},{2.6775,3.9425,6.59154,0.448956},{2.7925,3.9425,6.09635,0.430104},
{2.9075,3.9425,5.66769,0.449077},{3.0225,3.9425,4.22978,0.325428},{3.1375,3.9425,4.4695,0.358734},{3.2525,3.9425,4.08232,0.317733},{3.3675,3.9425,5.00882,0.391812},
{3.4825,3.9425,5.37028,0.383899},{3.5975,3.9425,6.97521,0.489063},{3.7125,3.9425,6.07407,0.432689},{2.3325,4.0975,0.100675,0.0482124},
{2.4475,4.0975,4.6543,0.385888},{2.5625,4.0975,8.16989,0.523706},{2.6775,4.0975,7.11624,0.47761},{2.7925,4.0975,6.61185,0.539786},{2.9075,4.0975,4.94218,0.423436},
{3.0225,4.0975,5.51691,0.512892},{3.1375,4.0975,5.5405,0.51213},{3.2525,4.0975,4.84894,0.425921},{3.3675,4.0975,6.21782,0.517028},{3.4825,4.0975,7.62919,0.528102},
{3.5975,4.0975,7.43044,0.459133},{3.7125,4.0975,6.07615,0.458178},{2.2175,4.2525,0.014781,0.00742517},{2.3325,4.2525,3.67241,0.289163},
{2.4475,4.2525,8.9962,0.528426},{2.5625,4.2525,7.71055,0.534302},{2.6775,4.2525,6.87624,0.670021},{2.7925,4.2525,6.48654,0.708842},{2.9075,4.2525,5.087,0.568579},
{3.0225,4.2525,6.90866,0.842781},{3.1375,4.2525,5.46198,0.649803},{3.2525,4.2525,5.84001,0.610077},{3.3675,4.2525,6.52555,0.594335},{3.4825,4.2525,8.27967,0.537363},
{3.5975,4.2525,8.79431,0.50209},{3.7125,4.2525,2.10085,0.222115},{2.2175,4.4075,2.23241,0.244879},{2.3325,4.4075,8.39249,0.479131},{2.4475,4.4075,7.19706,0.531163},
{2.5625,4.4075,7.18008,0.931462},{2.6775,4.4075,7.114,1.1608},{2.7925,4.4075,6.20508,0.998695},{2.9075,4.4075,8.51726,1.61476},{3.0225,4.4075,7.86981,1.38567},
{3.1375,4.4075,5.45658,0.866037},{3.2525,4.4075,6.87668,1.02521},{3.3675,4.4075,7.66655,0.828966},{3.4825,4.4075,8.19602,0.474229},{3.5975,4.4075,5.76453,0.387057},
{2.1025,4.5625,0.437278,0.094854},{2.2175,4.5625,5.86262,0.380862},{2.3325,4.5625,8.88623,0.863359},{2.4475,4.5625,6.00173,1.15924},{2.5625,4.5625,7.08138,2.5577},
{2.6775,4.5625,2.6916,1.00795},{2.7925,4.5625,20.5465,16.8269},{2.9075,4.5625,4.72404,1.91132},{3.0225,4.5625,3.70918,1.7851},{3.1375,4.5625,3.60967,1.17574},
{3.2525,4.5625,6.2935,1.39343},{3.3675,4.5625,8.25147,0.949508},{3.4825,4.5625,6.81706,0.415901},{3.5975,4.5625,0.635083,0.117729},
{1.9875,4.7175,0.0765214,0.0837539},{2.1025,4.7175,3.42536,0.368101},{2.2175,4.7175,8.42509,0.796023},{2.3325,4.7175,7.59134,1.50078},
{2.4475,4.7175,4.10324,1.47949},{2.5625,4.7175,9.29245,8.65981},{2.6775,4.7175,28.3254,31.8561},{2.7925,4.7175,9.53683,13.2541},{3.0225,4.7175,5.30418,3.79407},
{3.1375,4.7175,4.78785,1.55479},{3.2525,4.7175,9.05299,1.61104},{3.3675,4.7175,8.42633,0.750061},{3.4825,4.7175,1.49538,0.188709},{1.9875,4.8725,0.33857,0.0908039},
{2.1025,4.8725,6.3783,0.662743},{2.2175,4.8725,8.67542,1.38354},{2.3325,4.8725,6.52215,1.91261},{2.4475,4.8725,6.2972,3.61201},{2.5625,4.8725,3.42587,3.85261},
{2.7925,4.8725,1.0444,1.38457},{2.9075,4.8725,4.52859,3.48024},{3.0225,4.8725,5.65446,2.03865},{3.1375,4.8725,7.08134,1.43643},{3.2525,4.8725,9.11126,1.04574},
{3.3675,4.8725,1.95546,0.274247},{1.9875,5.0275,1.7606,0.357606},{2.1025,5.0275,8.29153,1.0781},{2.2175,5.0275,12.1079,2.72267},{2.3325,5.0275,8.40841,3.89482},
{2.4475,5.0275,2.51329,1.51365},{2.6775,5.0275,1.40782,1.8404},{2.7925,5.0275,4.16865,2.97703},{2.9075,5.0275,8.43391,4.11218},{3.0225,5.0275,9.61317,2.35597},
{3.1375,5.0275,8.34345,1.14221},{3.2525,5.0275,2.27993,0.401442},{1.8725,5.1825,0.178989,0.175937},{1.9875,5.1825,2.11612,0.392844},{2.1025,5.1825,7.9617,1.29348},
{2.2175,5.1825,7.65753,2.42021},{2.3325,5.1825,23.3057,9.22882},{2.4475,5.1825,7.11902,7.45962},{2.6775,5.1825,7.31083,6.91889},{2.7925,5.1825,12.313,6.06399},
{2.9075,5.1825,7.91734,1.91426},{3.0225,5.1825,5.61624,0.90616},{3.1375,5.1825,1.79766,0.339612},{1.8725,5.3375,0.271656,0.155461},{1.9875,5.3375,3.00048,0.642847},
{2.1025,5.3375,6.70178,1.52439},{2.2175,5.3375,7.95728,2.79232},{2.3325,5.3375,9.40674,5.55021},{2.4475,5.3375,10.6207,8.53026},{2.5625,5.3375,62.0422,46.1063},
{2.6775,5.3375,7.29463,3.16797},{2.7925,5.3375,7.79153,1.98928},{2.9075,5.3375,5.09323,1.10407},{3.0225,5.3375,0.570924,0.182446},{1.8725,5.4925,0.265949,0.201073},
{1.9875,5.4925,3.60774,1.18242},{2.1025,5.4925,4.91299,1.6903},{2.2175,5.4925,56.4728,34.6586},{2.3325,5.4925,43.6614,46.4431},{2.4475,5.4925,26.4614,29.7595},
{2.5625,5.4925,170.782,169.419},{2.6775,5.4925,8.58401,2.55137},{2.7925,5.4925,2.41678,0.737233},{2.9075,5.4925,0.474332,0.323947},{1.8725,5.6475,0.414746,0.325622},
{1.9875,5.6475,1.47571,1.03575},{2.2175,5.6475,5.03593,5.05213},{2.4475,5.6475,4.01481,3.59535},{2.5625,5.6475,55.9362,56.5585},{2.6775,5.6475,0.907701,0.588852}}
Table G.1: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot ppX,
for MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2 (Fig. 92). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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Dalitz Plot ppX:  M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) versus M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) - Each event is filled two times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.6-0.7 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0): 0.023 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^2(p_{1}p_{2}): 0.031 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{3.425,3.493,0.144261,0.172171},{3.471,3.493,0.638871,0.522185},{3.517,3.493,0.253877,0.303098},{3.195,3.555,0.717029,0.233791},{3.241,3.555,3.83872,0.476267},{3.287,3.555,9.46322,0.754229},
{3.333,3.555,15.2864,1.00203},{3.379,3.555,20.0221,1.23572},{3.425,3.555,24.4798,1.49261},{3.471,3.555,26.61,1.69081},{3.517,3.555,23.2614,1.40015},{3.563,3.555,20.566,1.25609},
{3.609,3.555,13.077,0.886915},{3.655,3.555,5.38522,0.581806},{3.701,3.555,0.195404,0.130282},{3.057,3.617,0.149706,0.0721678},{3.103,3.617,3.00061,0.440607},{3.149,3.617,13.0436,1.06606},
{3.195,3.617,23.6314,1.41962},{3.241,3.617,29.8858,1.60859},{3.287,3.617,26.8697,1.36303},{3.333,3.617,26.559,1.32986},{3.379,3.617,26.415,1.3126},{3.425,3.617,25.0646,1.26055},
{3.471,3.617,24.8321,1.23632},{3.517,3.617,25.1389,1.24424},{3.563,3.617,29.5594,1.52274},{3.609,3.617,28.1906,1.4553},{3.655,3.617,29.8835,1.61796},{3.701,3.617,15.9822,1.16582},
{3.747,3.617,0.644988,0.358961},{2.965,3.679,0.288225,0.12942},{3.011,3.679,6.4197,0.981585},{3.057,3.679,17.2574,1.36347},{3.103,3.679,30.7316,1.72462},{3.149,3.679,34.3012,1.69064},
{3.195,3.679,35.0059,1.70844},{3.241,3.679,31.4577,1.50473},{3.287,3.679,28.4133,1.31107},{3.333,3.679,27.9521,1.31875},{3.379,3.679,29.6771,1.40924},{3.425,3.679,28.4411,1.35058},
{3.471,3.679,27.1365,1.2417},{3.517,3.679,31.7607,1.51368},{3.563,3.679,31.5902,1.5051},{3.609,3.679,33.4146,1.61966},{3.655,3.679,35.363,1.70522},{3.701,3.679,37.3202,1.97896},
{3.747,3.679,14.3286,1.50794},{2.873,3.741,0.0143844,0.0172694},{2.919,3.741,3.87257,0.733035},{2.965,3.741,17.859,1.5641},{3.011,3.741,34.5995,1.98575},{3.057,3.741,40.1951,1.88501},
{3.103,3.741,38.2233,1.73174},{3.149,3.741,38.7862,1.78108},{3.195,3.741,33.2322,1.49098},{3.241,3.741,33.1528,1.50957},{3.287,3.741,31.2907,1.4849},{3.333,3.741,32.1185,1.54781},
{3.379,3.741,31.2274,1.50362},{3.425,3.741,30.2092,1.42707},{3.471,3.741,34.9165,1.65465},{3.517,3.741,31.4878,1.4015},{3.563,3.741,36.226,1.66019},{3.609,3.741,38.8549,1.76344},
{3.655,3.741,41.6888,1.90005},{3.701,3.741,42.948,1.93472},{3.747,3.741,32.4979,2.22148},{2.827,3.803,2.1658,1.04709},{2.873,3.803,10.6503,1.2397},{2.919,3.803,27.6651,1.8263},
{2.965,3.803,44.2222,2.09437},{3.011,3.803,45.3381,1.95219},{3.057,3.803,41.8986,1.76933},{3.103,3.803,39.6302,1.71343},{3.149,3.803,34.5192,1.46707},{3.195,3.803,32.3433,1.44908},
{3.241,3.803,32.1632,1.46806},{3.287,3.803,30.8247,1.44642},{3.333,3.803,33.8229,1.70295},{3.379,3.803,32.0661,1.5403},{3.425,3.803,32.0895,1.48761},{3.471,3.803,33.713,1.49602},
{3.517,3.803,33.2292,1.42591},{3.563,3.803,39.9125,1.73875},{3.609,3.803,40.1507,1.70665},{3.655,3.803,45.373,1.90635},{3.701,3.803,52.1246,2.23425},{3.747,3.803,43.1802,2.48887},
{2.781,3.865,3.40495,0.861508},{2.827,3.865,19.4547,1.67642},{2.873,3.865,36.1683,1.9497},{2.919,3.865,52.2152,2.22498},{2.965,3.865,50.9528,2.103},{3.011,3.865,49.3339,2.14991},
{3.057,3.865,38.9265,1.60366},{3.103,3.865,38.1441,1.67092},{3.149,3.865,33.1037,1.45733},{3.195,3.865,31.5594,1.46627},{3.241,3.865,33.7099,1.69539},{3.287,3.865,34.0871,1.67815},
{3.333,3.865,32.7975,1.60359},{3.379,3.865,31.1836,1.52926},{3.425,3.865,33.7499,1.58717},{3.471,3.865,33.8605,1.48204},{3.517,3.865,37.3275,1.60237},{3.563,3.865,40.6225,1.70671},
{3.609,3.865,49.2943,2.08146},{3.655,3.865,50.2841,2.05291},{3.701,3.865,58.4505,2.35322},{3.747,3.865,48.8172,2.73593},{2.735,3.927,7.68382,1.51098},{2.781,3.927,19.8714,1.41204},
{2.827,3.927,38.7701,1.89632},{2.873,3.927,55.4878,2.2747},{2.919,3.927,52.9977,2.10571},{2.965,3.927,51.8445,2.14225},{3.011,3.927,46.562,1.94641},{3.057,3.927,42.2038,1.83451},
{3.103,3.927,36.3797,1.61101},{3.149,3.927,36.7138,1.83261},{3.195,3.927,34.5673,1.75746},{3.241,3.927,32.0003,1.68171},{3.287,3.927,33.1107,1.73357},{3.333,3.927,33.52,1.7569},
{3.379,3.927,35.9518,1.83147},{3.425,3.927,34.4101,1.60538},{3.471,3.927,38.836,1.70814},{3.517,3.927,45.2493,1.8976},{3.563,3.927,50.2887,2.10006},{3.609,3.927,50.5588,2.02899},
{3.655,3.927,58.2437,2.29508},{3.701,3.927,61.1107,2.38403},{3.747,3.927,34.6982,2.23201},{2.643,3.989,0.0531627,0.0564928},{2.689,3.989,6.5707,0.9202},{2.735,3.989,21.0642,1.36645},
{2.781,3.989,43.4424,2.10188},{2.827,3.989,62.7041,2.54167},{2.873,3.989,61.5103,2.43077},{2.919,3.989,53.9182,2.16059},{2.965,3.989,50.6911,2.09508},{3.011,3.989,43.7194,1.87368},
{3.057,3.989,40.0628,1.85487},{3.103,3.989,34.1084,1.69998},{3.149,3.989,36.4598,1.99341},{3.195,3.989,35.4993,1.98808},{3.241,3.989,33.8443,1.95982},{3.287,3.989,31.8205,1.80214},
{3.333,3.989,37.2815,2.03491},{3.379,3.989,36.364,1.90325},{3.425,3.989,39.3679,1.89527},{3.471,3.989,42.0368,1.76679},{3.517,3.989,50.9886,2.11547},{3.563,3.989,53.4128,2.12016},
{3.609,3.989,60.4144,2.4051},{3.655,3.989,67.5091,2.58451},{3.701,3.989,65.0478,2.54022},{3.747,3.989,12.6589,1.32259},{2.597,4.051,0.027313,0.0341311},{2.643,4.051,7.57316,1.15879},
{2.689,4.051,22.8623,1.56678},{2.735,4.051,39.017,1.88111},{2.781,4.051,55.4656,2.19686},{2.827,4.051,62.2322,2.40422},{2.873,4.051,57.6914,2.24606},{2.919,4.051,53.4548,2.1529},
{2.965,4.051,48.5409,2.15705},{3.011,4.051,43.4623,2.10545},{3.057,4.051,42.068,2.32784},{3.103,4.051,37.3865,2.22251},{3.149,4.051,35.5012,2.16803},{3.195,4.051,31.3188,1.87673},
{3.241,4.051,32.0951,1.89777},{3.287,4.051,37.5537,2.31741},{3.333,4.051,39.1608,2.34492},{3.379,4.051,38.548,2.13666},{3.425,4.051,42.7995,2.09257},{3.471,4.051,49.3859,2.03334},
{3.517,4.051,52.502,2.07887},{3.563,4.051,57.4665,2.20477},{3.609,4.051,66.0408,2.53283},{3.655,4.051,69.5935,2.61622},{3.701,4.051,46.9997,2.26238},{3.747,4.051,0.99606,0.558987},
{2.597,4.113,4.71585,0.842909},{2.643,4.113,19.8313,1.42338},{2.689,4.113,39.1664,1.97831},{2.735,4.113,56.486,2.36803},{2.781,4.113,63.0916,2.34244},{2.827,4.113,58.3352,2.18325},
{2.873,4.113,55.799,2.27764},{2.919,4.113,49.0367,2.18374},{2.965,4.113,42.0463,2.16554},{3.011,4.113,39.8805,2.42539},{3.057,4.113,42.1758,2.82593},{3.103,4.113,43.3186,2.96548},
{3.149,4.113,35.1955,2.50588},{3.195,4.113,38.8833,2.75193},{3.241,4.113,38.2756,2.69546},{3.287,4.113,40.3469,2.75788},{3.333,4.113,37.4419,2.39645},{3.379,4.113,40.1755,2.33869},
{3.425,4.113,46.4974,2.31982},{3.471,4.113,51.8368,2.07773},{3.517,4.113,56.0568,2.1271},{3.563,4.113,64.6047,2.42611},{3.609,4.113,69.4012,2.53003},{3.655,4.113,69.8826,2.76126},
{3.701,4.113,15.4626,1.46443},{2.551,4.175,4.25382,1.3963},{2.597,4.175,18.5564,1.59063},{2.643,4.175,35.2896,1.99804},{2.689,4.175,51.6835,2.32702},{2.735,4.175,66.1687,2.55854},
{2.781,4.175,63.4544,2.41241},{2.827,4.175,60.3965,2.4999},{2.873,4.175,57.9965,2.87242},{2.919,4.175,50.5191,3.0099},{2.965,4.175,44.9843,3.15789},{3.011,4.175,42.1336,3.17901},
{3.057,4.175,44.2907,3.59051},{3.103,4.175,38.967,3.06642},{3.149,4.175,39.6153,3.28028},{3.195,4.175,39.1764,3.26179},{3.241,4.175,40.6149,3.3274},{3.287,4.175,46.2392,3.60612},
{3.333,4.175,45.237,3.246},{3.379,4.175,45.8973,2.91685},{3.425,4.175,51.4414,2.64798},{3.471,4.175,60.639,2.42905},{3.517,4.175,68.8115,2.66167},{3.563,4.175,72.4284,2.69462},
{3.609,4.175,73.5339,2.79023},{3.655,4.175,38.3783,2.25999},{3.701,4.175,1.08112,0.661606},{2.505,4.237,0.402073,0.223792},{2.551,4.237,11.8316,1.26736},{2.597,4.237,24.5324,1.4951},
{2.643,4.237,42.748,2.01764},{2.689,4.237,55.3675,2.22101},{2.735,4.237,68.8567,2.64515},{2.781,4.237,59.2493,2.51246},{2.827,4.237,57.9358,3.10789},{2.873,4.237,52.4683,3.59872},
{2.919,4.237,47.7223,3.89709},{2.965,4.237,40.3251,3.56093},{3.011,4.237,40.4581,3.91241},{3.057,4.237,47.4946,4.90564},{3.103,4.237,46.24,4.87079},{3.149,4.237,45.7184,4.79325},
{3.195,4.237,40.9939,4.02245},{3.241,4.237,48.0861,4.72831},{3.287,4.237,40.9423,3.65294},{3.333,4.237,47.0065,3.83271},{3.379,4.237,50.9387,3.44258},{3.425,4.237,55.1873,2.90565},
{3.471,4.237,64.0341,2.48021},{3.517,4.237,71.4964,2.7224},{3.563,4.237,68.9222,2.47684},{3.609,4.237,46.0148,2.18838},{3.655,4.237,5.00599,0.792282},{2.505,4.299,4.46097,0.675549},
{2.551,4.299,19.8465,1.44936},{2.597,4.299,35.5658,1.89779},{2.643,4.299,48.1858,2.14341},{2.689,4.299,61.1955,2.54002},{2.735,4.299,72.6967,3.4844},{2.781,4.299,64.7497,3.96514},
{2.827,4.299,49.6674,3.91378},{2.873,4.299,46.1367,4.57907},{2.919,4.299,52.1594,6.15658},{2.965,4.299,47.6052,6.04418},{3.011,4.299,41.6091,5.53629},{3.057,4.299,31.6337,4.09214},
{3.103,4.299,50.7322,7.33156},{3.149,4.299,43.4793,5.83978},{3.195,4.299,38.0384,4.62714},{3.241,4.299,53.1742,6.91472},{3.287,4.299,49.6991,5.59634},{3.333,4.299,44.6475,4.05995},
{3.379,4.299,56.1519,4.2504},{3.425,4.299,57.2986,3.0796},{3.471,4.299,72.475,2.86059},{3.517,4.299,75.7439,2.86783},{3.563,4.299,51.0204,2.29531},{3.609,4.299,10.6896,1.0375},
{2.459,4.361,0.601168,0.1865},{2.505,4.361,10.642,0.978843},{2.551,4.361,22.8818,1.34773},{2.597,4.361,43.1364,2.23558},{2.643,4.361,52.0761,2.50468},{2.689,4.361,64.3925,3.30985},
{2.735,4.361,61.1183,4.14111},{2.781,4.361,50.4032,4.75403},{2.827,4.361,40.5252,4.96765},{2.873,4.361,40.04,5.96831},{2.919,4.361,49.5764,9.37772},{2.965,4.361,53.4931,10.5415},
{3.011,4.361,30.1589,6.06161},{3.057,4.361,48.3943,9.98658},{3.103,4.361,36.9757,7.78824},{3.149,4.361,38.1644,7.22504},{3.195,4.361,39.1454,7.0769},{3.241,4.361,38.4315,6.36286},
{3.287,4.361,41.2377,5.44834},{3.333,4.361,50.609,5.02549},{3.379,4.361,60.8605,4.81604},{3.425,4.361,63.7239,3.37104},{3.471,4.361,66.2881,2.53834},{3.517,4.361,52.2727,2.35753},
{3.563,4.361,15.7113,1.2887},{3.609,4.361,0.309411,0.31468},{2.459,4.423,4.07119,0.596565},{2.505,4.423,16.5633,1.23075},{2.551,4.423,29.1227,1.77748},{2.597,4.423,43.9937,2.70432},
{2.643,4.423,51.2921,3.27995},{2.689,4.423,63.8634,4.86576},{2.735,4.423,56.4557,5.62711},{2.781,4.423,38.6193,5.50876},{2.827,4.423,30.3689,5.35817},{2.873,4.423,31.2735,7.04847},
{2.919,4.423,28.0368,7.62295},{2.965,4.423,26.4236,9.69854},{3.011,4.423,14.6128,4.52117},{3.057,4.423,22.8037,8.54623},{3.103,4.423,22.6749,7.58352},{3.149,4.423,39.2671,10.9438},
{3.195,4.423,27.8679,6.53348},{3.241,4.423,28.5345,4.95333},{3.287,4.423,42.0843,5.50446},{3.333,4.423,56.2813,5.91429},{3.379,4.423,56.548,4.11414},{3.425,4.423,69.2695,3.66999},
{3.471,4.423,45.0144,2.10419},{3.517,4.423,18.1297,1.3963},{3.563,4.423,1.30844,0.63738},{2.413,4.485,0.463358,0.199692},{2.459,4.485,7.97979,0.839153},{2.505,4.485,21.4915,1.69457},
{2.551,4.485,31.8167,2.48306},{2.597,4.485,42.558,3.40464},{2.643,4.485,58.8061,5.19329},{2.689,4.485,55.9491,5.7302},{2.735,4.485,43.5742,5.76107},{2.781,4.485,33.4507,5.72106},
{2.827,4.485,41.6297,9.51024},{2.873,4.485,29.3798,8.26221},{2.919,4.485,38.0493,13.3758},{2.965,4.485,27.9417,10.8859},{3.011,4.485,23.6044,10.176},{3.057,4.485,14.4564,5.72774},
{3.103,4.485,43.9394,13.9957},{3.149,4.485,32.7033,8.25429},{3.195,4.485,36.4494,7.45209},{3.241,4.485,31.3777,4.80991},{3.287,4.485,50.5284,6.41199},{3.333,4.485,61.0926,5.50282},
{3.379,4.485,61.4932,4.20196},{3.425,4.485,44.0103,2.70878},{3.471,4.485,16.0161,1.24978},{3.517,4.485,1.61627,0.585959},{2.413,4.547,2.4363,0.568296},{2.459,4.547,18.4005,2.28067},
{2.505,4.547,22.9379,2.2597},{2.551,4.547,40.8317,4.37353},{2.597,4.547,36.9286,3.94591},{2.643,4.547,39.2364,4.46694},{2.689,4.547,45.8631,5.84876},{2.735,4.547,33.6438,5.17781},
{2.781,4.547,39.1077,7.83832},{2.827,4.547,37.9885,10.45},{2.873,4.547,23.2044,7.36817},{2.919,4.547,15.1104,5.36088},{2.965,4.547,18.3443,7.82452},{3.011,4.547,39.6167,14.5645},
{3.057,4.547,21.687,7.40696},{3.103,4.547,20.2717,5.99748},{3.149,4.547,48.7341,10.1322},{3.195,4.547,31.9706,5.18294},{3.241,4.547,41.4402,5.54246},{3.287,4.547,43.626,4.47743},
{3.333,4.547,55.791,5.13602},{3.379,4.547,40.2302,3.31349},{3.425,4.547,19.4098,2.04582},{3.471,4.547,1.90457,0.720502},{2.413,4.609,6.30301,1.36675},{2.459,4.609,15.2214,2.04923},
{2.505,4.609,21.7626,2.67584},{2.551,4.609,31.7661,4.12463},{2.597,4.609,38.7882,5.28434},{2.643,4.609,52.4904,7.97358},{2.689,4.609,33.6357,5.44371},{2.735,4.609,35.3312,6.5847},
{2.781,4.609,37.973,8.83723},{2.827,4.609,29.9238,8.78161},{2.873,4.609,12.0821,4.28929},{2.919,4.609,67.6724,27.379},{2.965,4.609,75.1691,35.9211},{3.011,4.609,24.9811,7.49905},
{3.057,4.609,19.4684,5.41544},{3.103,4.609,42.1141,9.51937},{3.149,4.609,49.5744,9.06433},{3.195,4.609,37.1929,5.40555},{3.241,4.609,50.406,6.6041},{3.287,4.609,39.2706,4.34676},
{3.333,4.609,31.9268,3.36458},{3.379,4.609,15.1112,2.1041},{3.425,4.609,1.12973,0.461008},{2.367,4.671,0.633611,0.381235},{2.413,4.671,7.14765,1.56599},{2.459,4.671,13.9177,2.38597},
{2.505,4.671,17.006,2.65554},{2.551,4.671,22.8918,3.7697},{2.597,4.671,20.7486,3.35375},{2.643,4.671,43.2814,7.85502},{2.689,4.671,26.3332,4.78274},{2.735,4.671,36.7716,7.77473},
{2.781,4.671,36.1986,8.82383},{2.827,4.671,40.6846,12.2846},{2.873,4.671,25.0683,8.11145},{2.919,4.671,30.6655,8.63852},{2.965,4.671,28.9526,7.98011},{3.011,4.671,33.2095,9.45153},
{3.057,4.671,33.9936,8.05818},{3.103,4.671,34.8928,6.27734},{3.149,4.671,40.538,6.60997},{3.195,4.671,26.0896,3.73444},{3.241,4.671,29.4438,4.31377},{3.287,4.671,19.196,2.56429},
{3.333,4.671,11.8388,2.32734},{3.379,4.671,0.877673,0.640201},{2.367,4.733,1.4021,0.715946},{2.413,4.733,4.8321,1.11405},{2.459,4.733,7.62263,1.40086},{2.505,4.733,16.1741,3.02994},
{2.551,4.733,17.0752,3.37875},{2.597,4.733,37.4981,7.90221},{2.643,4.733,23.0773,4.9682},{2.689,4.733,34.7287,8.5636},{2.735,4.733,26.9653,6.87024},{2.781,4.733,30.5296,9.15828},
{2.827,4.733,42.3338,14.5582},{2.873,4.733,53.957,19.1325},{2.919,4.733,47.3451,16.1284},{2.965,4.733,37.6077,11.6539},{3.011,4.733,29.5043,7.24798},{3.057,4.733,33.9121,7.19882},
{3.103,4.733,36.0949,7.01971},{3.149,4.733,23.3199,4.22773},{3.195,4.733,20.9588,3.64159},{3.241,4.733,10.9724,1.85421},{3.287,4.733,4.59442,1.08266},{3.333,4.733,0.477141,0.429059},
{2.367,4.795,0.231953,0.18841},{2.413,4.795,4.01954,1.2731},{2.459,4.795,14.5235,3.89933},{2.505,4.795,14.2696,3.40708},{2.551,4.795,21.3805,5.50705},{2.597,4.795,18.3249,4.43829},
{2.643,4.795,30.5313,8.2078},{2.689,4.795,32.5454,9.53823},{2.735,4.795,28.0636,9.89345},{2.781,4.795,35.1749,11.2322},{2.827,4.795,50.6965,21.9356},{2.873,4.795,32.9233,10.4416},
{2.919,4.795,33.5074,11.8218},{2.965,4.795,34.7746,10.8712},{3.011,4.795,25.0079,6.29517},{3.057,4.795,33.7762,8.02497},{3.103,4.795,18.6091,4.11651},{3.149,4.795,21.4859,4.77062},
{3.195,4.795,8.48632,2.15625},{3.241,4.795,3.08051,1.60066},{2.367,4.857,0.959558,0.72585},{2.413,4.857,7.31385,3.2277},{2.459,4.857,7.17975,2.17674},{2.505,4.857,13.0281,4.40499},
{2.551,4.857,21.0534,6.70446},{2.597,4.857,28.9242,9.71405},{2.643,4.857,24.3098,8.42981},{2.689,4.857,15.3401,5.69077},{2.735,4.857,54.3945,25.2527},{2.781,4.857,19.1526,9.11692},
{2.827,4.857,49.0496,24.1411},{2.873,4.857,17.7386,8.18861},{2.919,4.857,30.363,9.90057},{2.965,4.857,29.1988,9.2546},{3.011,4.857,32.8848,10.2226},{3.057,4.857,18.3278,5.83254},
{3.103,4.857,13.4319,3.82878},{3.149,4.857,5.14593,1.89952},{3.195,4.857,1.49941,0.958287},{2.413,4.919,2.52784,1.33743},{2.459,4.919,8.60308,3.64227},{2.505,4.919,8.48279,2.86586},
{2.551,4.919,11.7693,4.59508},{2.597,4.919,13.8249,5.14464},{2.643,4.919,7.62002,3.58178},{2.689,4.919,17.5545,8.32096},{2.735,4.919,22.8095,11.0562},{2.781,4.919,22.6861,10.1746},
{2.827,4.919,13.3277,5.9915},{2.873,4.919,8.67166,3.81856},{2.919,4.919,14.8063,5.9107},{2.965,4.919,15.343,5.71295},{3.011,4.919,8.9813,2.93801},{3.057,4.919,12.6894,5.35604},
{3.103,4.919,0.80873,0.446559},{2.413,4.981,1.77224,1.24784},{2.459,4.981,7.24842,3.8566},{2.505,4.981,9.2968,4.96044},{2.551,4.981,6.43142,3.19105},{2.597,4.981,40.4776,22.1099},
{2.643,4.981,16.876,8.46348},{2.689,4.981,191.205,124.36},{2.735,4.981,260.624,168.304},{2.781,4.981,17.849,10.4009},{2.827,4.981,49.994,32.5627},{2.873,4.981,20.8781,9.78121},
{2.919,4.981,6.85202,3.46595},{2.965,4.981,7.28471,3.73134},{3.011,4.981,5.07957,2.75352},{3.057,4.981,4.05249,3.43353},{2.413,5.043,0.352789,0.490017},{2.459,5.043,19.7416,15.4054},
{2.505,5.043,3.95804,2.72192},{2.551,5.043,14.5895,10.2331},{2.597,5.043,14.2865,13.433},{2.643,5.043,25.3673,21.9232},{2.689,5.043,6.84269,6.14103},{2.735,5.043,5.22176,4.14115},
{2.781,5.043,14.7335,13.6318},{2.827,5.043,9.68665,7.84269},{2.873,5.043,16.4074,14.398},{2.459,5.105,0.891613,0.989223},{2.505,5.105,1.98153,2.36992},{2.551,5.105,1.76259,2.35199},
{2.597,5.105,14.3157,12.902},{2.643,5.105,13.253,16.0458},{2.735,5.105,1.73547,2.15932},{2.781,5.105,1.36469,1.83189},{2.827,5.105,16.1499,19.325},{2.873,5.105,0.342169,0.475249}}
Table G.2: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot ppX,
for MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2 (Fig. 92). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot ppX:  M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) versus M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) - Each event is filled two times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.7-0.8 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0): 0.0115 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^2(p_{1}p_{2}): 0.0155 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{3.5285,3.5085,0.252593,0.209134},{3.5745,3.5085,1.03778,1.15619},{3.5975,3.5085,0.126218,0.152197},{3.3445,3.5395,0.0411685,0.0237064},{3.3675,3.5395,1.32124,0.421478},{3.3905,3.5395,4.6884,1.04784},{3.4135,3.5395,9.61662,1.45562},{3.4365,3.5395,15.487,1.94094},{3.4595,3.5395,20.914,2.29714},{3.4825,3.5395,27.3881,3.09326},
{3.5055,3.5395,30.8862,3.31281},{3.5285,3.5395,29.8593,3.14235},{3.5515,3.5395,35.902,3.95484},{3.5745,3.5395,30.9428,3.32454},{3.5975,3.5395,31.2906,3.3542},{3.6205,3.5395,23.3751,2.64219},{3.6435,3.5395,13.7311,1.7436},{3.6665,3.5395,5.70949,1.02307},{3.6895,3.5395,0.570463,0.239677},{3.2755,3.5705,0.451741,0.203402},
{3.2985,3.5705,3.12184,0.652584},{3.3215,3.5705,6.403,0.946969},{3.3445,3.5705,13.5222,1.56144},{3.3675,3.5705,22.2067,2.0906},{3.3905,3.5705,28.7629,2.52667},{3.4135,3.5705,41.0806,3.33766},{3.4365,3.5705,41.3634,3.31759},{3.4595,3.5705,35.2164,2.82513},{3.4825,3.5705,38.2975,3.086},{3.5055,3.5705,40.7017,3.37456},
{3.5285,3.5705,32.8401,2.58412},{3.5515,3.5705,40.8257,3.43324},{3.5745,3.5705,36.7673,2.91038},{3.5975,3.5705,39.2874,3.14648},{3.6205,3.5705,38.2196,3.08324},{3.6435,3.5705,35.3623,2.72492},{3.6665,3.5705,32.7048,2.64759},{3.6895,3.5705,21.8321,2.21628},{3.7125,3.5705,6.64431,1.21258},{3.7355,3.5705,0.580575,0.648683},
{3.2065,3.6015,0.352032,0.37726},{3.2295,3.6015,2.35454,0.795028},{3.2525,3.6015,7.01694,1.20946},{3.2755,3.6015,20.3787,2.88698},{3.2985,3.6015,23.3532,2.53914},{3.3215,3.6015,34.4877,3.05981},{3.3445,3.6015,40.5282,3.28829},{3.3675,3.6015,41.3123,3.12279},{3.3905,3.6015,39.4156,2.97725},{3.4135,3.6015,36.5623,2.57115},
{3.4365,3.6015,39.4856,2.91866},{3.4595,3.6015,38.8017,2.82227},{3.4825,3.6015,36.4486,2.60171},{3.5055,3.6015,36.9471,2.70797},{3.5285,3.6015,40.6068,2.98972},{3.5515,3.6015,41.5934,3.01397},{3.5745,3.6015,38.0231,2.73457},{3.5975,3.6015,38.2001,2.80531},{3.6205,3.6015,41.1762,3.09379},{3.6435,3.6015,46.673,3.60667},
{3.6665,3.6015,46.222,3.60351},{3.6895,3.6015,40.3973,3.13532},{3.7125,3.6015,30.9024,2.72952},{3.7355,3.6015,9.75826,1.95323},{3.1605,3.6325,0.316342,0.248371},{3.1835,3.6325,4.37959,1.36282},{3.2065,3.6325,10.629,1.96052},{3.2295,3.6325,19.1693,2.51245},{3.2525,3.6325,24.1943,2.33631},{3.2755,3.6325,37.5547,3.25016},
{3.2985,3.6325,39.3475,2.98401},{3.3215,3.6325,45.9985,3.42726},{3.3445,3.6325,44.0944,3.12316},{3.3675,3.6325,50.2333,3.71839},{3.3905,3.6325,46.1593,3.33445},{3.4135,3.6325,44.2074,3.05637},{3.4365,3.6325,40.4906,2.79033},{3.4595,3.6325,37.0869,2.5401},{3.4825,3.6325,44.2224,3.10327},{3.5055,3.6325,38.4898,2.64481},
{3.5285,3.6325,44.3514,3.16759},{3.5515,3.6325,44.3778,3.06472},{3.5745,3.6325,41.6881,2.91977},{3.5975,3.6325,43.9785,3.12045},{3.6205,3.6325,44.6936,3.09373},{3.6435,3.6325,48.6665,3.49511},{3.6665,3.6325,48.6672,3.52618},{3.6895,3.6325,49.2213,3.61125},{3.7125,3.6325,41.8196,3.24893},{3.7355,3.6325,33.6519,3.46324},
{3.7585,3.6325,2.45041,1.46215},{3.1375,3.6635,5.08424,1.99491},{3.1605,3.6635,12.5635,2.42748},{3.1835,3.6635,17.069,2.11122},{3.2065,3.6635,25.0282,2.5179},{3.2295,3.6635,40.7561,3.71369},{3.2525,3.6635,45.8184,3.66003},{3.2755,3.6635,58.5776,4.36018},{3.2985,3.6635,60.4469,4.401},{3.3215,3.6635,52.0032,3.58502},
{3.3445,3.6635,44.7957,2.8891},{3.3675,3.6635,49.8981,3.41555},{3.3905,3.6635,41.5248,2.72488},{3.4135,3.6635,36.0502,2.34783},{3.4365,3.6635,43.8139,2.94716},{3.4595,3.6635,50.1832,3.54956},{3.4825,3.6635,43.1411,2.90652},{3.5055,3.6635,45.9575,3.11671},{3.5285,3.6635,40.3768,2.71492},{3.5515,3.6635,50.8437,3.3935},
{3.5745,3.6635,45.5437,3.03363},{3.5975,3.6635,48.6942,3.30774},{3.6205,3.6635,52.7119,3.66168},{3.6435,3.6635,48.7462,3.3082},{3.6665,3.6635,52.3901,3.60615},{3.6895,3.6635,60.2405,4.30632},{3.7125,3.6635,54.887,4.01539},{3.7355,3.6635,45.7099,3.73328},{3.7585,3.6635,16.9489,5.29946},{3.0915,3.6945,5.27111,3.09325},
{3.1145,3.6945,11.2831,2.80184},{3.1375,3.6945,20.3957,2.89762},{3.1605,3.6945,29.613,3.45974},{3.1835,3.6945,37.0971,3.34776},{3.2065,3.6945,53.9237,4.353},{3.2295,3.6945,51.843,3.59312},{3.2525,3.6945,60.2731,4.11492},{3.2755,3.6945,61.0564,4.14775},{3.2985,3.6945,53.291,3.46658},{3.3215,3.6945,46.6272,2.95202},
{3.3445,3.6945,55.7152,3.73222},{3.3675,3.6945,55.6428,3.92175},{3.3905,3.6945,48.2982,3.2351},{3.4135,3.6945,47.2027,2.9892},{3.4365,3.6945,50.753,3.37454},{3.4595,3.6945,43.6394,2.75471},{3.4825,3.6945,46.566,3.06414},{3.5055,3.6945,51.144,3.44527},{3.5285,3.6945,46.608,3.03713},{3.5515,3.6945,51.9476,3.38804},
{3.5745,3.6945,56.6867,3.78362},{3.5975,3.6945,58.6367,3.90482},{3.6205,3.6945,51.5289,3.34693},{3.6435,3.6945,51.3203,3.34978},{3.6665,3.6945,63.5641,4.3806},{3.6895,3.6945,58.1513,3.8327},{3.7125,3.6945,62.96,4.23883},{3.7355,3.6945,55.2691,4.03874},{3.7585,3.6945,59.6855,14.8524},{3.0685,3.7255,5.18304,1.63521},
{3.0915,3.7255,13.8994,2.32203},{3.1145,3.7255,25.0548,2.96928},{3.1375,3.7255,34.0083,3.16964},{3.1605,3.7255,48.676,4.0266},{3.1835,3.7255,50.0663,3.56177},{3.2065,3.7255,66.1183,4.54787},{3.2295,3.7255,66.9216,4.35722},{3.2525,3.7255,65.1915,4.30134},{3.2755,3.7255,58.2359,3.71568},{3.2985,3.7255,55.2947,3.53856},
{3.3215,3.7255,55.6423,3.49289},{3.3445,3.7255,52.2671,3.33051},{3.3675,3.7255,53.0028,3.51538},{3.3905,3.7255,46.9334,3.03508},{3.4135,3.7255,46.6471,2.94528},{3.4365,3.7255,49.1834,3.34934},{3.4595,3.7255,49.1123,3.21702},{3.4825,3.7255,44.3058,2.81752},{3.5055,3.7255,59.4091,3.92393},{3.5285,3.7255,48.3599,3.06873},
{3.5515,3.7255,55.0875,3.60446},{3.5745,3.7255,55.8087,3.67601},{3.5975,3.7255,54.702,3.47772},{3.6205,3.7255,58.4731,3.84841},{3.6435,3.7255,64.9028,4.22133},{3.6665,3.7255,65.9064,4.18026},{3.6895,3.7255,60.0649,3.77238},{3.7125,3.7255,70.2574,4.49796},{3.7355,3.7255,59.8912,4.0058},{3.7585,3.7255,50.5751,10.5693},
{3.0225,3.7565,6.70857,6.88315},{3.0455,3.7565,16.5657,4.49346},{3.0685,3.7565,20.5424,2.73416},{3.0915,3.7565,32.945,3.36828},{3.1145,3.7565,50.8764,4.69719},{3.1375,3.7565,60.5955,4.79037},{3.1605,3.7565,56.8225,3.73317},{3.1835,3.7565,71.1842,4.72615},{3.2065,3.7565,65.9633,4.16678},{3.2295,3.7565,67.5486,4.28495},
{3.2525,3.7565,61.7699,3.95857},{3.2755,3.7565,51.6403,3.29254},{3.2985,3.7565,52.1013,3.28921},{3.3215,3.7565,48.4211,3.09168},{3.3445,3.7565,52.8458,3.4007},{3.3675,3.7565,55.4652,3.56517},{3.3905,3.7565,56.409,3.7269},{3.4135,3.7565,51.523,3.28696},{3.4365,3.7565,55.456,3.68818},{3.4595,3.7565,49.9743,3.14805},
{3.4825,3.7565,56.1027,3.72041},{3.5055,3.7565,53.8251,3.38497},{3.5285,3.7565,51.7264,3.32015},{3.5515,3.7565,52.2169,3.43401},{3.5745,3.7565,59.9044,3.92131},{3.5975,3.7565,55.8378,3.45739},{3.6205,3.7565,66.7732,4.24674},{3.6435,3.7565,57.7903,3.54939},{3.6665,3.7565,70.0676,4.3874},{3.6895,3.7565,72.04,4.5954},
{3.7125,3.7565,72.2166,4.52011},{3.7355,3.7565,75.3128,4.95042},{3.7585,3.7565,67.5965,12.8425},{2.9995,3.7875,6.20359,2.54419},{3.0225,3.7875,20.7079,3.88414},{3.0455,3.7875,30.4956,3.69455},{3.0685,3.7875,40.9625,4.02857},{3.0915,3.7875,45.7357,3.65426},{3.1145,3.7875,52.9385,3.76985},{3.1375,3.7875,59.3697,3.83206},
{3.1605,3.7875,68.3407,4.3058},{3.1835,3.7875,67.3475,4.19058},{3.2065,3.7875,68.9886,4.33673},{3.2295,3.7875,64.2604,3.98831},{3.2525,3.7875,56.9523,3.66225},{3.2755,3.7875,56.7425,3.46647},{3.2985,3.7875,56.1055,3.45083},{3.3215,3.7875,57.5323,3.7857},{3.3445,3.7875,49.9303,3.23004},{3.3675,3.7875,49.8101,3.20714},
{3.3905,3.7875,57.3654,3.86861},{3.4135,3.7875,49.2083,3.18668},{3.4365,3.7875,46.3923,3.02468},{3.4595,3.7875,47.7178,2.998},{3.4825,3.7875,48.7212,3.08359},{3.5055,3.7875,53.7233,3.42775},{3.5285,3.7875,59.7213,3.88576},{3.5515,3.7875,54.4394,3.36517},{3.5745,3.7875,56.1264,3.43189},{3.5975,3.7875,63.5505,3.90736},
{3.6205,3.7875,67.3765,4.1349},{3.6435,3.7875,70.3545,4.47216},{3.6665,3.7875,65.6534,4.03128},{3.6895,3.7875,71.1476,4.37738},{3.7125,3.7875,76.7658,4.6511},{3.7355,3.7875,82.1366,5.32789},{3.7585,3.7875,58.9708,12.2579},{2.9535,3.8185,0.959846,0.748619},{2.9765,3.8185,7.71691,2.08614},{2.9995,3.8185,25.2087,3.82955},
{3.0225,3.8185,33.0327,3.55538},{3.0455,3.8185,35.7361,3.0624},{3.0685,3.8185,45.8504,3.48668},{3.0915,3.8185,58.0947,3.97419},{3.1145,3.8185,70.2696,4.5394},{3.1375,3.8185,72.0263,4.46324},{3.1605,3.8185,72.6667,4.43539},{3.1835,3.8185,72.2716,4.61035},{3.2065,3.8185,69.2064,4.37645},{3.2295,3.8185,58.2662,3.54004},
{3.2525,3.8185,60.3911,3.83317},{3.2755,3.8185,59.6402,3.8446},{3.2985,3.8185,56.8237,3.50534},{3.3215,3.8185,51.093,3.21137},{3.3445,3.8185,57.5979,3.73697},{3.3675,3.8185,52.038,3.28772},{3.3905,3.8185,50.2245,3.34356},{3.4135,3.8185,55.3139,3.73931},{3.4365,3.8185,53.3442,3.53807},{3.4595,3.8185,51.7,3.31732},
{3.4825,3.8185,52.4728,3.14355},{3.5055,3.8185,60.2827,3.80608},{3.5285,3.8185,58.9752,3.68436},{3.5515,3.8185,67.6247,4.27237},{3.5745,3.8185,62.03,3.79615},{3.5975,3.8185,66.0173,4.11467},{3.6205,3.8185,69.8961,4.29838},{3.6435,3.8185,71.266,4.43969},{3.6665,3.8185,68.4056,4.06229},{3.6895,3.8185,76.0467,4.60517},
{3.7125,3.8185,82.7392,4.9578},{3.7355,3.8185,87.8181,5.81884},{3.7585,3.8185,26.5526,5.35866},{2.9305,3.8495,4.98853,4.53759},{2.9535,3.8495,10.0959,2.31437},{2.9765,3.8495,24.2591,3.4081},{2.9995,3.8495,26.3094,2.619},{3.0225,3.8495,38.1409,3.25808},{3.0455,3.8495,57.0622,4.39167},{3.0685,3.8495,56.3637,3.8595},
{3.0915,3.8495,63.1103,3.90532},{3.1145,3.8495,68.7279,4.06208},{3.1375,3.8495,76.227,4.67347},{3.1605,3.8495,65.6703,3.96483},{3.1835,3.8495,76.2626,5.00246},{3.2065,3.8495,64.1573,4.02435},{3.2295,3.8495,61.2416,3.86525},{3.2525,3.8495,60.9125,3.90203},{3.2755,3.8495,53.8203,3.43713},{3.2985,3.8495,55.9722,3.65683},
{3.3215,3.8495,53.9701,3.53305},{3.3445,3.8495,47.5123,3.11646},{3.3675,3.8495,57.1527,3.88801},{3.3905,3.8495,47.9416,3.18968},{3.4135,3.8495,48.3426,3.21672},{3.4365,3.8495,46.6271,2.99501},{3.4595,3.8495,52.9691,3.2629},{3.4825,3.8495,66.2097,4.32035},{3.5055,3.8495,51.9984,3.22857},{3.5285,3.8495,67.1313,4.37613},
{3.5515,3.8495,69.794,4.43437},{3.5745,3.8495,71.3831,4.51292},{3.5975,3.8495,62.6925,3.81767},{3.6205,3.8495,61.826,3.75128},{3.6435,3.8495,74.1279,4.38568},{3.6665,3.8495,74.7749,4.48528},{3.6895,3.8495,74.1905,4.34262},{3.7125,3.8495,83.9737,5.06495},{3.7355,3.8495,79.1738,5.86605},{3.7585,3.8495,15.5663,5.39932},
{2.9075,3.8805,1.21127,0.457875},{2.9305,3.8805,12.0921,2.42806},{2.9535,3.8805,20.4103,2.42471},{2.9765,3.8805,29.5792,2.92981},{2.9995,3.8805,38.219,3.18929},{3.0225,3.8805,62.3739,4.87554},{3.0455,3.8805,60.4204,4.10301},{3.0685,3.8805,67.6106,4.3237},{3.0915,3.8805,82.0875,4.87242},{3.1145,3.8805,71.7959,4.31314},
{3.1375,3.8805,74.3043,4.64553},{3.1605,3.8805,70.5272,4.26498},{3.1835,3.8805,66.06,4.01281},{3.2065,3.8805,61.4175,3.82926},{3.2295,3.8805,65.972,4.17038},{3.2525,3.8805,60.8185,3.92737},{3.2755,3.8805,58.336,3.86678},{3.2985,3.8805,58.7093,3.94571},{3.3215,3.8805,55.5681,3.83},{3.3445,3.8805,51.392,3.64147},
{3.3675,3.8805,51.4981,3.7135},{3.3905,3.8805,55.6394,3.96692},{3.4135,3.8805,53.8371,3.76409},{3.4365,3.8805,58.4271,3.91032},{3.4595,3.8805,63.0456,4.22088},{3.4825,3.8805,60.6661,3.83094},{3.5055,3.8805,59.1975,3.68038},{3.5285,3.8805,70.4611,4.41659},{3.5515,3.8805,66.2665,3.98287},{3.5745,3.8805,67.1512,4.1562},
{3.5975,3.8805,76.2928,4.69005},{3.6205,3.8805,72.3846,4.28012},{3.6435,3.8805,77.677,4.60754},{3.6665,3.8805,81.5316,4.77929},{3.6895,3.8805,92.1409,5.41348},{3.7125,3.8805,90.1614,5.61077},{3.7355,3.8805,46.6897,4.29086},{3.7585,3.8805,1.57516,1.00909},{2.8845,3.9115,1.87583,0.73829},{2.9075,3.9115,11.899,2.24158},
{2.9305,3.9115,22.1017,2.65208},{2.9535,3.9115,32.1336,3.19459},{2.9765,3.9115,47.0588,4.27968},{2.9995,3.9115,53.2807,4.02452},{3.0225,3.9115,70.1169,4.91802},{3.0455,3.9115,64.3671,4.11036},{3.0685,3.9115,81.2107,4.86478},{3.0915,3.9115,79.1029,4.65273},{3.1145,3.9115,76.0532,4.58914},{3.1375,3.9115,71.0866,4.31169},
{3.1605,3.9115,61.3347,3.73884},{3.1835,3.9115,65.4505,4.10475},{3.2065,3.9115,67.7213,4.38097},{3.2295,3.9115,55.7385,3.67561},{3.2525,3.9115,60.4454,4.13584},{3.2755,3.9115,54.6749,3.82714},{3.2985,3.9115,65.2769,4.8508},{3.3215,3.9115,61.7838,4.59343},{3.3445,3.9115,49.4481,3.60584},{3.3675,3.9115,54.7713,4.05973},
{3.3905,3.9115,56.5762,4.13124},{3.4135,3.9115,55.9366,3.98175},{3.4365,3.9115,60.2173,4.15864},{3.4595,3.9115,66.1961,4.43353},{3.4825,3.9115,63.727,4.12446},{3.5055,3.9115,56.881,3.46282},{3.5285,3.9115,65.7995,4.11947},{3.5515,3.9115,72.5069,4.54226},{3.5745,3.9115,66.3245,3.98054},{3.5975,3.9115,76.4709,4.53938},
{3.6205,3.9115,83.1351,4.94661},{3.6435,3.9115,87.5559,5.24471},{3.6665,3.9115,90.5796,5.26354},{3.6895,3.9115,96.6867,5.77289},{3.7125,3.9115,83.0966,5.84784},{3.7355,3.9115,21.1416,2.79941},{2.8615,3.9425,2.02702,0.991082},{2.8845,3.9425,9.82725,1.73872},{2.9075,3.9425,19.6907,2.36286},{2.9305,3.9425,26.3371,2.56828},
{2.9535,3.9425,46.1753,4.02303},{2.9765,3.9425,48.3848,3.55621},{2.9995,3.9425,63.8344,4.58111},{3.0225,3.9425,71.0343,4.67145},{3.0455,3.9425,80.32,4.87801},{3.0685,3.9425,77.7355,4.62183},{3.0915,3.9425,84.6312,5.25555},{3.1145,3.9425,71.2199,4.29922},{3.1375,3.9425,77.4292,4.87901},{3.1605,3.9425,71.2168,4.49904},
{3.1835,3.9425,54.3972,3.41242},{3.2065,3.9425,66.8857,4.3865},{3.2295,3.9425,63.2171,4.4635},{3.2525,3.9425,61.1919,4.314},{3.2755,3.9425,52.4453,3.75869},{3.2985,3.9425,60.3452,4.69311},{3.3215,3.9425,60.4925,4.72069},{3.3445,3.9425,55.0876,4.42581},{3.3675,3.9425,59.669,4.88918},{3.3905,3.9425,60.733,4.70822},
{3.4135,3.9425,55.9737,4.18997},{3.4365,3.9425,55.5882,3.81052},{3.4595,3.9425,66.7184,4.42697},{3.4825,3.9425,58.2979,3.60914},{3.5055,3.9425,70.8515,4.4016},{3.5285,3.9425,70.3057,4.33923},{3.5515,3.9425,73.0446,4.4278},{3.5745,3.9425,72.5628,4.32509},{3.5975,3.9425,91.7741,5.68238},{3.6205,3.9425,80.7299,4.67787},
{3.6435,3.9425,91.2958,5.31561},{3.6665,3.9425,105.535,6.30952},{3.6895,3.9425,79.6833,4.85374},{3.7125,3.9425,45.2491,3.70256},{3.7355,3.9425,7.53208,2.4174},{2.8385,3.9735,0.512078,0.269541},{2.8615,3.9735,7.14018,1.2899},{2.8845,3.9735,20.8287,2.68256},{2.9075,3.9735,23.9592,2.47789},{2.9305,3.9735,36.1888,3.02876},
{2.9535,3.9735,48.9215,3.89267},{2.9765,3.9735,55.2038,3.97172},{2.9995,3.9735,69.0681,4.66357},{3.0225,3.9735,82.318,5.19164},{3.0455,3.9735,87.6164,5.24462},{3.0685,3.9735,79.718,4.71351},{3.0915,3.9735,82.7002,5.1769},{3.1145,3.9735,78.4998,4.98674},{3.1375,3.9735,73.9881,4.586},{3.1605,3.9735,71.9073,4.74491},
{3.1835,3.9735,62.9537,4.21017},{3.2065,3.9735,55.6622,3.82059},{3.2295,3.9735,60.2559,4.38433},{3.2525,3.9735,58.3092,4.44778},{3.2755,3.9735,52.2864,4.22055},{3.2985,3.9735,53.1425,4.39989},{3.3215,3.9735,61.1981,5.19396},{3.3445,3.9735,59.9466,5.15365},{3.3675,3.9735,65.8922,5.65479},{3.3905,3.9735,51.6733,4.0149},
{3.4135,3.9735,57.3749,4.34611},{3.4365,3.9735,59.7879,4.12538},{3.4595,3.9735,64.2118,4.11796},{3.4825,3.9735,73.3035,4.73164},{3.5055,3.9735,69.394,4.29938},{3.5285,3.9735,80.9524,5.0044},{3.5515,3.9735,85.34,5.35729},{3.5745,3.9735,84.0349,5.09791},{3.5975,3.9735,79.9508,4.74562},{3.6205,3.9735,92.2933,5.39815},
{3.6435,3.9735,98.2812,5.67629},{3.6665,3.9735,74.953,4.21611},{3.6895,3.9735,69.8291,5.21714},{3.7125,3.9735,21.958,2.83952},{2.8155,4.0045,0.401572,0.349913},{2.8385,4.0045,5.76113,1.06079},{2.8615,4.0045,18.5941,2.58703},{2.8845,4.0045,29.4591,3.0682},{2.9075,4.0045,36.6954,3.4519},{2.9305,4.0045,43.016,3.40268},
{2.9535,4.0045,60.647,4.56656},{2.9765,4.0045,62.9349,4.22506},{2.9995,4.0045,77.76,5.22336},{3.0225,4.0045,80.9996,5.02055},{3.0455,4.0045,88.087,5.44649},{3.0685,4.0045,85.609,5.29406},{3.0915,4.0045,90.5372,5.83054},{3.1145,4.0045,67.1496,4.31854},{3.1375,4.0045,70.9176,4.61247},{3.1605,4.0045,64.4681,4.44504},
{3.1835,4.0045,67.2655,4.90935},{3.2065,4.0045,70.2198,5.63038},{3.2295,4.0045,54.1546,4.4424},{3.2525,4.0045,57.5089,4.90616},{3.2755,4.0045,64.9543,6.06331},{3.2985,4.0045,47.8268,4.18202},{3.3215,4.0045,58.6078,5.42779},{3.3445,4.0045,55.1,4.86729},{3.3675,4.0045,57.706,5.1074},{3.3905,4.0045,49.7974,4.09427},
{3.4135,4.0045,62.1702,4.8128},{3.4365,4.0045,65.2231,4.83743},{3.4595,4.0045,78.0636,5.37529},{3.4825,4.0045,78.3855,5.03205},{3.5055,4.0045,77.1732,4.82165},{3.5285,4.0045,79.2535,4.80876},{3.5515,4.0045,93.6251,5.73868},{3.5745,4.0045,87.6105,5.33988},{3.5975,4.0045,93.8262,5.66326},{3.6205,4.0045,98.7165,5.77725},
{3.6435,4.0045,92.4546,5.41478},{3.6665,4.0045,65.0713,4.21093},{3.6895,4.0045,43.464,4.37078},{3.7125,4.0045,4.16233,1.11918},{2.8155,4.0355,2.47824,0.558063},{2.8385,4.0355,15.0202,2.19106},{2.8615,4.0355,19.472,2.09112},{2.8845,4.0355,37.9632,3.62603},{2.9075,4.0355,39.2813,3.22026},{2.9305,4.0355,56.2869,4.24761},
{2.9535,4.0355,64.6966,4.63939},{2.9765,4.0355,73.523,5.07228},{2.9995,4.0355,77.5847,4.82622},{3.0225,4.0355,80.1264,4.89492},{3.0455,4.0355,80.1329,4.85947},{3.0685,4.0355,82.4896,5.22794},{3.0915,4.0355,79.912,5.21257},{3.1145,4.0355,76.5131,5.19201},{3.1375,4.0355,81.3422,5.93811},{3.1605,4.0355,63.8369,4.82111},
{3.1835,4.0355,59.6108,4.93234},{3.2065,4.0355,67.2744,5.98017},{3.2295,4.0355,59.6755,5.61735},{3.2525,4.0355,50.6994,4.82365},{3.2755,4.0355,54.3817,5.25819},{3.2985,4.0355,57.488,5.64763},{3.3215,4.0355,69.6532,6.74026},{3.3445,4.0355,57.5044,5.33862},{3.3675,4.0355,67.2571,6.51848},{3.3905,4.0355,56.8018,4.93791},
{3.4135,4.0355,70.0797,5.92954},{3.4365,4.0355,67.3365,4.91587},{3.4595,4.0355,68.4331,4.57956},{3.4825,4.0355,74.4099,4.83986},{3.5055,4.0355,82.7657,5.16688},{3.5285,4.0355,81.6058,4.86109},{3.5515,4.0355,80.2164,4.71365},{3.5745,4.0355,103.593,6.35148},{3.5975,4.0355,87.2563,4.90382},{3.6205,4.0355,98.4395,5.8887},
{3.6435,4.0355,79.2363,4.98294},{3.6665,4.0355,49.0261,4.10257},{3.6895,4.0355,13.9423,2.26968},{2.7925,4.0665,2.35316,0.86107},{2.8155,4.0665,11.8782,1.94422},{2.8385,4.0665,20.8314,2.50534},{2.8615,4.0665,29.8965,3.0406},{2.8845,4.0665,43.4489,3.90368},{2.9075,4.0665,47.6967,3.66508},{2.9305,4.0665,59.4117,4.42},
{2.9535,4.0665,65.4805,4.57685},{2.9765,4.0665,72.2563,4.85931},{2.9995,4.0665,88.4427,5.69093},{3.0225,4.0665,80.5468,4.93152},{3.0455,4.0665,91.1628,6.05975},{3.0685,4.0665,75.1279,4.84634},{3.0915,4.0665,69.7445,4.70573},{3.1145,4.0665,75.6179,5.71638},{3.1375,4.0665,63.5081,5.03155},{3.1605,4.0665,65.2418,5.71628},
{3.1835,4.0665,58.7374,5.81593},{3.2065,4.0665,57.1786,5.52419},{3.2295,4.0665,77.8651,8.25469},{3.2525,4.0665,63.4839,6.81823},{3.2755,4.0665,63.8164,6.94101},{3.2985,4.0665,51.1822,5.77545},{3.3215,4.0665,67.6139,7.21627},{3.3445,4.0665,81.7989,8.84971},{3.3675,4.0665,60.9681,5.89228},{3.3905,4.0665,57.0392,5.22431},
{3.4135,4.0665,67.2687,5.87473},{3.4365,4.0665,61.7357,4.52108},{3.4595,4.0665,75.5091,4.96515},{3.4825,4.0665,80.6213,5.099},{3.5055,4.0665,81.8689,5.01077},{3.5285,4.0665,90.9172,5.58361},{3.5515,4.0665,94.2501,5.72865},{3.5745,4.0665,89.5212,5.08702},{3.5975,4.0665,102.723,6.14251},{3.6205,4.0665,81.5938,5.57056},
{3.6435,4.0665,59.0084,4.64281},{3.6665,4.0665,24.3488,2.92846},{3.6895,4.0665,1.0441,0.536673},{2.7695,4.0975,0.346693,0.245121},{2.7925,4.0975,7.70642,1.56515},{2.8155,4.0975,16.2701,2.18015},{2.8385,4.0975,33.3535,3.76177},{2.8615,4.0975,34.8365,3.25385},{2.8845,4.0975,44.9258,3.71655},{2.9075,4.0975,54.1659,4.16685},
{2.9305,4.0975,62.6532,4.54088},{2.9535,4.0975,79.659,5.602},{2.9765,4.0975,78.1221,5.11264},{2.9995,4.0975,80.6874,5.26659},{3.0225,4.0975,88.7146,5.58985},{3.0455,4.0975,78.5317,5.2544},{3.0685,4.0975,85.0467,6.03778},{3.0915,4.0975,66.958,5.14442},{3.1145,4.0975,66.1691,5.53964},{3.1375,4.0975,65.4725,6.38355},
{3.1605,4.0975,76.3709,8.55495},{3.1835,4.0975,47.3517,5.23526},{3.2065,4.0975,65.6651,7.56139},{3.2295,4.0975,71.0806,8.60353},{3.2525,4.0975,73.0857,8.71905},{3.2755,4.0975,74.363,8.78091},{3.2985,4.0975,64.056,7.25149},{3.3215,4.0975,62.8756,7.43061},{3.3445,4.0975,70.0709,7.99356},{3.3675,4.0975,61.7179,6.50689},
{3.3905,4.0975,59.6503,5.91717},{3.4135,4.0975,72.328,6.66537},{3.4365,4.0975,67.5337,4.97231},{3.4595,4.0975,86.2702,5.79876},{3.4825,4.0975,89.9355,5.80688},{3.5055,4.0975,89.5766,5.30523},{3.5285,4.0975,94.8694,5.63678},{3.5515,4.0975,97.1273,5.68324},{3.5745,4.0975,94.0867,
5.61503},{3.5975,4.0975,78.9314,5.21766},{3.6205,4.0975,63.4085,5.03533},{3.6435,4.0975,31.0832,3.35656},{3.6665,4.0975,5.86484,1.69009},{2.7695,4.1285,4.12776,1.28915},{2.7925,4.1285,13.8041,2.2691},{2.8155,4.1285,26.2463,3.2508},{2.8385,4.1285,30.9333,3.1747},{2.8615,4.1285,43.7336,4.15216},{2.8845,4.1285,51.5599,4.15298},
{2.9075,4.1285,68.5555,5.41643},{2.9305,4.1285,61.8472,4.39456},{2.9535,4.1285,79.9097,5.77516},{2.9765,4.1285,75.7389,5.16875},{2.9995,4.1285,78.87,5.26574},{3.0225,4.1285,79.1885,5.45387},{3.0455,4.1285,79.3997,6.00232},{3.0685,4.1285,78.4458,6.7063},{3.0915,4.1285,79.2441,7.6298},{3.1145,4.1285,70.0259,7.11184},
{3.1375,4.1285,77.646,9.14268},{3.1605,4.1285,69.7575,8.71008},{3.1835,4.1285,48.2445,6.18957},{3.2065,4.1285,53.9645,7.20583},{3.2295,4.1285,52.0199,6.97517},{3.2525,4.1285,51.4587,6.54847},{3.2755,4.1285,55.8615,7.25469},{3.2985,4.1285,74.4804,9.76171},{3.3215,4.1285,57.7634,6.87281},{3.3445,4.1285,55.7354,6.46901},
{3.3675,4.1285,69.469,8.33591},{3.3905,4.1285,60.0536,6.02017},{3.4135,4.1285,84.1566,8.43206},{3.4365,4.1285,77.6908,6.30879},{3.4595,4.1285,75.278,4.86672},{3.4825,4.1285,95.2597,6.00604},{3.5055,4.1285,107.998,6.79596},{3.5285,4.1285,114.134,6.99247},{3.5515,4.1285,85.6723,5.21112},{3.5745,4.1285,79.1423,5.35403},
{3.5975,4.1285,61.4377,4.92753},{3.6205,4.1285,37.3097,3.86737},{3.6435,4.1285,8.50542,1.78116},{2.7465,4.1595,1.14352,0.79369},{2.7695,4.1595,8.15435,1.67891},{2.7925,4.1595,17.764,2.34276},{2.8155,4.1595,27.012,3.0106},{2.8385,4.1595,37.9582,3.65775},{2.8615,4.1595,56.0545,5.00415},{2.8845,4.1595,50.3288,3.94079},
{2.9075,4.1595,64.9939,5.06755},{2.9305,4.1595,59.4624,4.25678},{2.9535,4.1595,71.2584,5.17915},{2.9765,4.1595,72.3782,5.36078},{2.9995,4.1595,78.7846,5.99509},{3.0225,4.1595,76.1276,5.89082},{3.0455,4.1595,73.8277,6.496},{3.0685,4.1595,75.2383,7.40731},{3.0915,4.1595,57.7071,6.38456},{3.1145,4.1595,78.8524,10.1942},
{3.1375,4.1595,62.4336,8.24599},{3.1605,4.1595,51.0454,6.85151},{3.1835,4.1595,69.7571,10.1633},{3.2065,4.1595,60.5638,9.1047},{3.2295,4.1595,80.6674,13.2618},{3.2525,4.1595,47.094,6.7437},{3.2755,4.1595,64.2399,8.90158},{3.2985,4.1595,58.9177,8.59156},{3.3215,4.1595,61.7676,8.31171},{3.3445,4.1595,71.9584,9.36186},
{3.3675,4.1595,62.1881,7.42781},{3.3905,4.1595,73.6377,8.17609},{3.4135,4.1595,69.2936,6.52064},{3.4365,4.1595,84.4932,6.79626},{3.4595,4.1595,83.3,5.47049},{3.4825,4.1595,86.4099,5.32881},{3.5055,4.1595,94.2631,5.71151},{3.5285,4.1595,93.1649,5.87034},{3.5515,4.1595,76.003,5.27852},{3.5745,4.1595,64.6177,5.12595},
{3.5975,4.1595,34.3258,3.29202},{3.6205,4.1595,15.5005,3.09849},{2.7465,4.1905,4.05485,1.01432},{2.7695,4.1905,14.008,2.31765},{2.7925,4.1905,24.0706,3.01469},{2.8155,4.1905,27.3989,2.68089},{2.8385,4.1905,37.6094,3.50686},{2.8615,4.1905,48.9381,4.18485},{2.8845,4.1905,62.9861,5.29664},{2.9075,4.1905,58.1722,4.64891},
{2.9305,4.1905,57.4391,4.33115},{2.9535,4.1905,70.5713,5.55142},{2.9765,4.1905,82.8758,6.93703},{2.9995,4.1905,91.6984,8.37086},{3.0225,4.1905,74.3052,6.95331},{3.0455,4.1905,70.6688,7.34725},{3.0685,4.1905,72.6119,9.24878},{3.0915,4.1905,73.9969,10.6904},{3.1145,4.1905,67.6041,10.0301},{3.1375,4.1905,69.0144,11.1048},
{3.1605,4.1905,86.0353,15.1378},{3.1835,4.1905,47.9803,8.1119},{3.2065,4.1905,55.6365,9.40664},{3.2295,4.1905,72.7543,13.0486},{3.2525,4.1905,66.1973,11.332},{3.2755,4.1905,81.5093,14.2263},{3.2985,4.1905,82.2491,13.479},{3.3215,4.1905,56.1689,8.80573},{3.3445,4.1905,82.0502,12.5962},{3.3675,4.1905,69.5134,8.66957},
{3.3905,4.1905,93.6506,11.2112},{3.4135,4.1905,78.8908,7.8014},{3.4365,4.1905,82.6101,6.67003},{3.4595,4.1905,89.1064,5.77393},{3.4825,4.1905,94.7693,6.02865},{3.5055,4.1905,83.4292,5.36379},{3.5285,4.1905,68.7349,4.82301},{3.5515,4.1905,62.7887,5.26479},{3.5745,4.1905,34.9933,3.30705},{3.5975,4.1905,17.0426,2.7148},
{3.6205,4.1905,0.451948,0.241709},{2.7235,4.2215,1.32207,0.99604},{2.7465,4.2215,6.63639,1.36134},{2.7695,4.2215,15.0884,2.09357},{2.7925,4.2215,28.9286,3.39817},{2.8155,4.2215,35.4509,3.62504},{2.8385,4.2215,45.4656,4.36231},{2.8615,4.2215,55.4395,5.18094},{2.8845,4.2215,52.9957,4.60437},{2.9075,4.2215,53.3118,4.49701},
{2.9305,4.2215,71.8849,6.74075},{2.9535,4.2215,72.5633,6.80891},{2.9765,4.2215,58.7191,5.91694},{2.9995,4.2215,62.4479,6.78591},{3.0225,4.2215,70.2211,8.44885},{3.0455,4.2215,70.222,9.36228},{3.0685,4.2215,79.5959,12.2602},{3.0915,4.2215,66.3004,11.3098},{3.1145,4.2215,36.9507,6.71161},{3.1375,4.2215,82.3898,18.318},
{3.1605,4.2215,48.3149,9.93276},{3.1835,4.2215,109.959,26.9547},{3.2065,4.2215,69.9544,14.1414},{3.2295,4.2215,66.1048,14.5205},{3.2525,4.2215,89.3084,18.9287},{3.2755,4.2215,41.8629,8.00336},{3.2985,4.2215,58.9931,10.768},{3.3215,4.2215,65.4538,11.5462},{3.3445,4.2215,58.1296,8.44844},{3.3675,4.2215,58.94,7.60782},
{3.3905,4.2215,73.7739,8.56235},{3.4135,4.2215,99.958,9.91712},{3.4365,4.2215,79.4034,6.3065},{3.4595,4.2215,78.7779,5.41191},{3.4825,4.2215,84.0214,6.08354},{3.5055,4.2215,73.9552,5.78452},{3.5285,4.2215,62.7855,5.31923},{3.5515,4.2215,33.2666,3.30491},{3.5745,4.2215,15.6079,2.41001},{3.5975,4.2215,1.10133,0.593147},
{2.7235,4.2525,4.74387,1.85051},{2.7465,4.2525,10.9326,1.77339},{2.7695,4.2525,20.1371,2.87004},{2.7925,4.2525,26.2013,2.94803},{2.8155,4.2525,30.863,3.18379},{2.8385,4.2525,42.6465,3.88265},{2.8615,4.2525,51.8492,4.91838},{2.8845,4.2525,54.3023,5.41671},{2.9075,4.2525,61.0876,6.2381},{2.9305,4.2525,66.6509,7.59289},
{2.9535,4.2525,57.4649,6.84228},{2.9765,4.2525,60.4442,7.70854},{2.9995,4.2525,68.0306,9.71485},{3.0225,4.2525,67.7571,10.5252},{3.0455,4.2525,65.2377,11.4344},{3.0685,4.2525,47.6679,8.40931},{3.0915,4.2525,52.365,10.6472},{3.1145,4.2525,61.4938,14.4777},{3.1375,4.2525,36.6378,9.0211},{3.1605,4.2525,59.9126,15.3637},
{3.1835,4.2525,60.0011,15.6635},{3.2065,4.2525,60.5478,15.3324},{3.2295,4.2525,51.8868,13.2276},{3.2525,4.2525,45.4404,10.9377},{3.2755,4.2525,56.6262,12.7677},{3.2985,4.2525,61.237,11.6087},{3.3215,4.2525,51.3363,9.09911},{3.3445,4.2525,64.3533,9.94703},{3.3675,4.2525,92.8335,13.2734},{3.3905,4.2525,77.3695,8.83141},
{3.4135,4.2525,74.1309,7.40671},{3.4365,4.2525,82.2894,7.44252},{3.4595,4.2525,67.7213,5.08513},{3.4825,4.2525,61.3432,4.66525},{3.5055,4.2525,52.3436,4.73662},{3.5285,4.2525,33.837,3.54523},{3.5515,4.2525,17.8592,2.75541},{3.5745,4.2525,2.01608,1.1092},{2.7235,4.2835,5.24612,1.46379},{2.7465,4.2835,12.855,2.1601},
{2.7695,4.2835,24.2148,3.27281},{2.7925,4.2835,33.0405,3.75153},{2.8155,4.2835,34.1527,3.74126},{2.8385,4.2835,39.3076,4.04475},{2.8615,4.2835,37.8431,4.02669},{2.8845,4.2835,52.7921,6.36872},{2.9075,4.2835,52.0232,6.60608},{2.9305,4.2835,56.2955,7.96399},{2.9535,4.2835,52.7613,7.5825},{2.9765,4.2835,64.0229,10.7018},
{2.9995,4.2835,87.0361,16.5757},{3.0225,4.2835,44.0857,9.20085},{3.0455,4.2835,37.0298,7.53454},{3.0685,4.2835,63.0226,15.3268},{3.0915,4.2835,40.9636,9.76549},{3.1145,4.2835,35.6015,10.2801},{3.1375,4.2835,28.2419,8.8211},{3.1605,4.2835,40.1588,11.4621},{3.1835,4.2835,29.1154,8.71195},{3.2065,4.2835,31.221,9.51892},
{3.2295,4.2835,42.0495,11.9535},{3.2525,4.2835,39.3943,10.528},{3.2755,4.2835,55.2021,13.3102},{3.2985,4.2835,51.8019,11.3099},{3.3215,4.2835,70.7974,12.4196},{3.3445,4.2835,63.7157,10.3019},{3.3675,4.2835,58.8476,8.12333},{3.3905,4.2835,83.9299,10.2836},{3.4135,4.2835,66.548,7.16401},{3.4365,4.2835,58.1152,5.25069},
{3.4595,4.2835,51.43,4.29528},{3.4825,4.2835,48.7114,4.56451},{3.5055,4.2835,36.2947,4.12281},{3.5285,4.2835,12.8632,2.30322},{3.5515,4.2835,1.6317,1.16248},{2.7005,4.3145,0.950484,0.687937},{2.7235,4.3145,5.70283,1.21125},{2.7465,4.3145,17.521,2.83847},{2.7695,4.3145,22.4495,3.0493},{2.7925,4.3145,31.9502,4.0203},
{2.8155,4.3145,34.1013,4.24307},{2.8385,4.3145,29.4786,3.63139},{2.8615,4.3145,40.7869,5.50213},{2.8845,4.3145,41.9318,6.22471},{2.9075,4.3145,54.4499,8.73986},{2.9305,4.3145,65.5722,11.5438},{2.9535,4.3145,56.6444,10.9524},{2.9765,4.3145,51.3981,10.9541},{2.9995,4.3145,22.6056,5.7202},{3.0225,4.3145,47.8911,11.8947},
{3.0455,4.3145,57.8401,16.6779},{3.0685,4.3145,35.0215,11.4897},{3.0915,4.3145,41.7523,12.9682},{3.1145,4.3145,28.7124,10.356},{3.1375,4.3145,44.6614,17.109},{3.1605,4.3145,31.149,10.8159},{3.1835,4.3145,15.9365,5.62715},{3.2065,4.3145,52.1657,18.4723},{3.2295,4.3145,60.8054,18.5975},{3.2525,4.3145,28.1095,8.30374},
{3.2755,4.3145,29.6549,7.94312},{3.2985,4.3145,70.7651,15.6616},{3.3215,4.3145,64.0321,12.7282},{3.3445,4.3145,57.7243,9.90059},{3.3675,4.3145,59.6731,8.71349},{3.3905,4.3145,50.6014,6.33998},{3.4135,4.3145,56.0874,6.5019},{3.4365,4.3145,46.2025,4.79567},{3.4595,4.3145,43.4911,4.49809},{3.4825,4.3145,29.1135,3.52305},
{3.5055,4.3145,11.8728,2.09321},{3.5285,4.3145,0.983623,0.79874},{2.7005,4.3455,0.821568,0.32361},{2.7235,4.3455,10.8594,2.36581},{2.7465,4.3455,15.6784,2.45331},{2.7695,4.3455,25.8759,4.02958},{2.7925,4.3455,25.2755,3.94716},{2.8155,4.3455,31.251,4.40094},{2.8385,4.3455,37.27,5.86716},{2.8615,4.3455,43.1936,7.87994},
{2.8845,4.3455,40.3328,7.0212},{2.9075,4.3455,36.2309,7.59285},{2.9305,4.3455,45.3025,9.23453},{2.9535,4.3455,40.4229,9.46475},{2.9765,4.3455,50.0952,12.8568},{2.9995,4.3455,39.1085,9.88885},{3.0225,4.3455,49.2543,14.9793},{3.0455,4.3455,26.263,9.99207},{3.0685,4.3455,25.5955,8.6694},{3.0915,4.3455,20.8358,6.89405},
{3.1145,4.3455,23.4612,8.99093},{3.1375,4.3455,55.2863,18.4798},{3.1605,4.3455,12.8813,4.9686},{3.1835,4.3455,19.7506,7.20354},{3.2065,4.3455,72.0066,27.4794},{3.2295,4.3455,28.0172,7.01298},{3.2525,4.3455,39.5061,10.8515},{3.2755,4.3455,33.9858,9.90745},{3.2985,4.3455,49.1931,10.5641},{3.3215,4.3455,46.631,7.96406},
{3.3445,4.3455,63.686,11.909},{3.3675,4.3455,48.4907,7.60384},{3.3905,4.3455,57.8561,8.07471},{3.4135,4.3455,44.3636,5.70145},{3.4365,4.3455,31.4024,3.89135},{3.4595,4.3455,24.7675,3.31333},{3.4825,4.3455,11.1322,2.37073},{3.5055,4.3455,0.270562,0.250218},{2.7005,4.3765,2.27537,0.799225},{2.7235,4.3765,11.2035,2.49462},
{2.7465,4.3765,22.1119,4.75257},{2.7695,4.3765,21.3295,3.81697},{2.7925,4.3765,39.3697,7.08862},{2.8155,4.3765,29.5265,5.67043},{2.8385,4.3765,29.6199,5.37689},{2.8615,4.3765,38.253,8.25164},{2.8845,4.3765,36.0922,7.91062},{2.9075,4.3765,30.9079,6.88909},{2.9305,4.3765,40.7242,10.8553},{2.9535,4.3765,17.0008,6.01344},
{2.9765,4.3765,27.983,8.67329},{2.9995,4.3765,19.4909,6.65656},{3.0225,4.3765,18.5612,6.38509},{3.0455,4.3765,29.2245,10.6309},{3.0685,4.3765,22.1469,8.46378},{3.0915,4.3765,46.6673,16.8566},{3.1145,4.3765,32.1089,10.0968},{3.1375,4.3765,29.3514,11.37},{3.1605,4.3765,24.3608,8.64174},{3.1835,4.3765,24.933,8.26903},
{3.2065,4.3765,29.0276,11.3685},{3.2295,4.3765,29.4724,9.09761},{3.2525,4.3765,27.7461,8.47392},{3.2755,4.3765,35.9976,9.23882},{3.2985,4.3765,32.7619,7.55429},{3.3215,4.3765,52.1413,10.8581},{3.3445,4.3765,36.7644,6.32748},{3.3675,4.3765,50.1942,8.60353},{3.3905,4.3765,38.4594,5.64104},{3.4135,4.3765,32.4494,4.9815},
{3.4365,4.3765,20.5169,3.75398},{3.4595,4.3765,9.86981,2.65407},{3.4825,4.3765,0.21441,0.137941},{2.7005,4.4075,3.87666,1.41603},{2.7235,4.4075,12.2525,3.14528},{2.7465,4.4075,10.4955,2.07787},{2.7695,4.4075,21.9898,4.74151},{2.7925,4.4075,25.0389,5.31147},{2.8155,4.4075,22.6647,5.23863},{2.8385,4.4075,36.9817,8.62827},
{2.8615,4.4075,26.3488,6.69594},{2.8845,4.4075,29.7978,7.77842},{2.9075,4.4075,30.3064,9.16054},{2.9305,4.4075,37.5892,11.4357},{2.9535,4.4075,34.3518,10.5119},{2.9765,4.4075,22.0047,9.60524},{2.9995,4.4075,18.6884,7.14332},{3.0225,4.4075,39.527,15.0959},{3.0455,4.4075,35.6838,14.6859},{3.0685,4.4075,32.6696,16.909},
{3.0915,4.4075,8.78099,4.90745},{3.1145,4.4075,52.8775,21.9684},{3.1375,4.4075,27.7658,12.3353},{3.1605,4.4075,42.8476,18.2688},{3.1835,4.4075,47.8222,19.2684},{3.2065,4.4075,18.8917,6.41576},{3.2295,4.4075,25.9436,7.46601},{3.2525,4.4075,39.3276,11.0916},{3.2755,4.4075,43.8485,11.9466},{3.2985,4.4075,42.3958,10.1663},
{3.3215,4.4075,22.8043,4.78329},{3.3445,4.4075,43.3836,8.58222},{3.3675,4.4075,26.7597,4.93041},{3.3905,4.4075,27.4266,5.23048},{3.4135,4.4075,15.024,3.08781},{3.4365,4.4075,5.84887,2.02746},{2.7005,4.4385,2.41812,0.96913},{2.7235,4.4385,12.6025,3.77338},{2.7465,4.4385,14.9368,3.46314},{2.7695,4.4385,20.9234,4.96487},
{2.7925,4.4385,26.0854,7.02046},{2.8155,4.4385,19.6616,4.56798},{2.8385,4.4385,29.6859,7.7462},{2.8615,4.4385,19.7972,5.80332},{2.8845,4.4385,27.0841,8.14585},{2.9075,4.4385,57.7773,21.7316},{2.9305,4.4385,22.2891,7.24943},{2.9535,4.4385,13.6088,5.13531},{2.9765,4.4385,11.2083,4.49922},{2.9995,4.4385,22.1838,8.73765},
{3.0225,4.4385,22.6564,8.90612},{3.0455,4.4385,9.14883,4.26533},{3.0685,4.4385,16.8539,9.58254},{3.0915,4.4385,14.9579,5.61304},{3.1145,4.4385,15.8899,7.47748},{3.1375,4.4385,11.1659,4.63984},{3.1605,4.4385,17.676,7.13163},{3.1835,4.4385,32.5182,10.3598},{3.2065,4.4385,15.7649,6.27912},{3.2295,4.4385,24.6613,7.84096},
{3.2525,4.4385,41.5004,12.5363},{3.2755,4.4385,24.554,6.35573},{3.2985,4.4385,24.8996,5.65369},{3.3215,4.4385,35.7318,7.98902},{3.3445,4.4385,42.1277,9.39245},{3.3675,4.4385,16.3102,3.34549},{3.3905,4.4385,9.45303,2.38478},{3.4135,4.4385,2.84885,1.82238},{2.6775,4.4695,0.0244971,0.0328611},{2.7005,4.4695,1.60955,0.623549},
{2.7235,4.4695,7.00517,2.3093},{2.7465,4.4695,9.47948,2.8663},{2.7695,4.4695,13.2982,4.13414},{2.7925,4.4695,16.2672,4.24612},{2.8155,4.4695,18.2522,5.74312},{2.8385,4.4695,27.8156,8.56083},{2.8615,4.4695,14.4434,5.12802},{2.8845,4.4695,26.004,9.22048},{2.9075,4.4695,25.61,9.34063},{2.9305,4.4695,19.1905,7.65073},
{2.9535,4.4695,20.1081,8.62418},{2.9765,4.4695,14.1279,7.30578},{2.9995,4.4695,16.029,7.71538},{3.0225,4.4695,4.6791,5.09202},{3.0455,4.4695,40.4512,20.4054},{3.0685,4.4695,17.9007,9.55587},{3.0915,4.4695,1.91524,1.98601},{3.1145,4.4695,14.9465,8.349},{3.1375,4.4695,34.2863,15.2344},{3.1605,4.4695,20.9056,8.1638},
{3.1835,4.4695,27.6216,9.69343},{3.2065,4.4695,21.1872,8.01627},{3.2295,4.4695,15.0443,5.24877},{3.2525,4.4695,40.5882,12.4947},{3.2755,4.4695,23.3639,6.40745},{3.2985,4.4695,21.9675,6.14532},{3.3215,4.4695,15.3618,3.91777},{3.3445,4.4695,10.4694,2.69331},{3.3675,4.4695,4.90452,1.71771},{3.3905,4.4695,0.373861,0.288549},
{2.7005,4.5005,2.92764,1.44828},{2.7235,4.5005,6.28112,2.2751},{2.7465,4.5005,13.4268,5.6958},{2.7695,4.5005,7.36715,2.61055},{2.7925,4.5005,10.1834,3.42491},{2.8155,4.5005,12.9968,5.03605},{2.8385,4.5005,13.5572,5.48834},{2.8615,4.5005,24.8571,9.25589},{2.8845,4.5005,16.028,5.75445},{2.9075,4.5005,39.927,16.6527},
{2.9305,4.5005,15.8718,9.97874},{2.9535,4.5005,23.5947,13.9596},{2.9765,4.5005,7.07701,4.67294},{2.9995,4.5005,38.4279,20.8554},{3.0225,4.5005,29.0107,13.6813},{3.0455,4.5005,61.4232,35.1873},{3.0685,4.5005,26.7139,15.8796},{3.0915,4.5005,3.59324,3.84791},{3.1145,4.5005,27.4861,13.937},{3.1375,4.5005,21.9624,11.985},
{3.1605,4.5005,37.7095,16.2269},{3.1835,4.5005,24.4066,8.81265},{3.2065,4.5005,19.5213,6.14527},{3.2295,4.5005,16.5635,6.20474},{3.2525,4.5005,15.6211,5.46904},{3.2755,4.5005,14.9146,4.61565},{3.2985,4.5005,12.5574,4.27639},{3.3215,4.5005,6.82749,2.27963},{3.3445,4.5005,4.23746,2.43937},{2.7005,4.5315,4.87018,5.03641},
{2.7235,4.5315,4.29711,2.04125},{2.7465,4.5315,5.63609,2.4013},{2.7695,4.5315,5.24036,2.54337},{2.7925,4.5315,37.165,17.7566},{2.8155,4.5315,10.6446,5.09725},{2.8385,4.5315,17.4747,8.6531},{2.8615,4.5315,27.3173,12.5648},{2.8845,4.5315,22.8244,14.8386},{2.9075,4.5315,20.0014,8.19497},{2.9305,4.5315,20.8164,12.3465},
{2.9535,4.5315,15.8975,9.41982},{2.9765,4.5315,25.2944,19.1192},{2.9995,4.5315,4.46531,3.49183},{3.0225,4.5315,6.47306,7.36256},{3.0455,4.5315,22.507,18.9574},{3.0685,4.5315,17.2556,9.49744},{3.0915,4.5315,14.1138,9.05897},{3.1145,4.5315,17.1535,8.93333},{3.1375,4.5315,17.3958,7.41199},{3.1605,4.5315,40.694,20.4497},
{3.1835,4.5315,20.516,8.90539},{3.2065,4.5315,25.132,12.87},{3.2295,4.5315,25.0896,11.6015},{3.2525,4.5315,11.7114,4.51948},{3.2755,4.5315,4.90943,1.87396},{3.2985,4.5315,8.55661,5.12817},{2.7005,4.5625,0.714966,0.579084},{2.7235,4.5625,5.9248,3.84565},{2.7465,4.5625,7.27802,4.34633},{2.7695,4.5625,12.1609,7.0527},
{2.7925,4.5625,5.93838,2.93276},{2.8155,4.5625,5.33385,2.94142},{2.8385,4.5625,3.80111,1.99654},{2.8615,4.5625,48.2898,35.9621},{2.8845,4.5625,8.99791,5.18115},{2.9075,4.5625,23.4524,13.5315},{2.9305,4.5625,10.6949,5.23856},{2.9535,4.5625,7.16189,4.96506},{2.9765,4.5625,3.45088,3.77064},{2.9995,4.5625,26.6719,20.428},
{3.0225,4.5625,6.14402,4.99685},{3.0455,4.5625,15.1352,7.84356},{3.0685,4.5625,16.5153,10.4077},{3.0915,4.5625,11.8775,6.37248},{3.1145,4.5625,9.50349,4.5788},{3.1375,4.5625,29.76,16.912},{3.1605,4.5625,6.10132,2.84231},{3.1835,4.5625,5.76674,3.19099},{3.2065,4.5625,8.41547,3.73382},{3.2295,4.5625,10.0178,5.31473},
{3.2525,4.5625,21.1036,18.0297},{3.2755,4.5625,1.96175,1.35328},{2.7005,4.5935,0.767939,1.07268},{2.7235,4.5935,6.06901,5.20404},{2.7465,4.5935,4.06202,2.99778},{2.7695,4.5935,5.46024,3.93031},{2.7925,4.5935,8.40456,5.24129},{2.8155,4.5935,5.88343,3.39854},{2.8385,4.5935,24.7732,20.5306},{2.8615,4.5935,11.69,6.69719},
{2.8845,4.5935,11.7583,7.42288},{2.9075,4.5935,17.6922,15.5862},{2.9305,4.5935,20.1331,20.8873},{2.9535,4.5935,5.51026,4.65436},{2.9765,4.5935,2.6608,2.91903},{2.9995,4.5935,5.03454,5.82767},{3.0225,4.5935,42.8772,42.7074},{3.0455,4.5935,6.30216,5.26363},{3.0685,4.5935,3.33352,3.73057},{3.0915,4.5935,29.9575,21.1037},
{3.1145,4.5935,26.644,15.5511},{3.1375,4.5935,5.4808,3.89481},{3.1605,4.5935,5.05576,2.7986},{3.1835,4.5935,5.89832,3.9673},{3.2065,4.5935,8.56513,8.95124},{3.2295,4.5935,10.4529,7.88071},{3.2525,4.5935,1.35206,1.88437},{2.7235,4.6245,1.0294,1.22875},{2.7465,4.6245,8.38945,8.13946},{2.7695,4.6245,1.93663,1.68447},
{2.7925,4.6245,2.23174,1.86074},{2.8155,4.6245,7.03073,5.16623},{2.8385,4.6245,32.4076,33.9495},{2.8615,4.6245,11.6605,9.02757},{2.8845,4.6245,8.62129,5.86396},{2.9075,4.6245,8.97515,6.95946},{2.9305,4.6245,11.2248,9.4565},{2.9995,4.6245,14.7153,11.3263},{3.0225,4.6245,11.7878,9.4118},{3.0455,4.6245,5.24552,4.50767},
{3.0685,4.6245,13.5841,9.01595},{3.0915,4.6245,9.7302,6.06872},{3.1145,4.6245,3.95476,3.51116},{3.1375,4.6245,5.38912,4.37042},{3.1605,4.6245,2.58336,1.91989},{3.1835,4.6245,59.5019,63.3231},{3.2065,4.6245,0.315396,0.437101},{2.7695,4.6555,5.05877,5.80446},{2.7925,4.6555,2.97026,2.85306},{2.8155,4.6555,7.75419,8.65822},
{2.8385,4.6555,7.72243,6.67371},{2.8615,4.6555,8.70859,9.92836},{2.9075,4.6555,50.4862,70.1687},{2.9305,4.6555,27.1678,32.9366},{2.9535,4.6555,87.418,78.34},{2.9765,4.6555,51.9313,72.177},{3.0225,4.6555,3.38004,4.16807},{3.0455,4.6555,52.7498,51.9216},{3.0685,4.6555,10.7657,9.10936},{3.0915,4.6555,1.72522,2.02837},
{3.1145,4.6555,4.70317,5.22278},{2.7925,4.6865,1.7133,2.38},{2.8155,4.6865,0.768124,0.857873},{2.8845,4.6865,4.03888,5.61188},{2.9075,4.6865,37.9591,52.7602},{2.9535,4.6865,3.73804,4.96495},{2.9995,4.6865,3.70655,5.14997},{3.0225,4.6865,1.45575,1.6875},{3.0685,4.6865,1.69299,2.35173}}
Table G.3: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot ppX,
for MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2 (Fig. 92). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot ppX:  M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) versus M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) - Each event is filled two times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.8-0.9 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0): 0.0092 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^2(p_{1}p_{2}): 0.0124 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{3.6044,3.5116,0.541648,0.655714},{3.6412,3.5116,0.596555,0.683178},{3.678,3.5116,0.281725,0.339916},{3.4572,3.5364,0.145345,0.140382},{3.4756,3.5364,1.0515,0.398442},{3.494,3.5364,3.11392,0.826368},
{3.5124,3.5364,10.7203,2.21179},{3.5308,3.5364,12.3399,2.15593},{3.5492,3.5364,24.8505,3.72135},{3.5676,3.5364,27.6237,3.81123},{3.586,3.5364,38.3653,5.04571},{3.6044,3.5364,38.2992,5.04538},
{3.6228,3.5364,42.2633,5.30799},{3.6412,3.5364,46.5501,6.08295},{3.6596,3.5364,31.6086,3.94031},{3.678,3.5364,29.125,3.82414},{3.6964,3.5364,22.541,3.41809},{3.7148,3.5364,6.98936,1.63808},
{3.7332,3.5364,0.713549,0.577758},{3.402,3.5612,0.179433,0.12123},{3.4204,3.5612,2.60262,0.949159},{3.4388,3.5612,5.95235,1.19979},{3.4572,3.5612,15.4347,2.58025},{3.4756,3.5612,16.0202,2.02926},
{3.494,3.5612,26.3014,2.73451},{3.5124,3.5612,41.6138,4.27907},{3.5308,3.5612,43.697,4.0533},{3.5492,3.5612,47.6182,4.18813},{3.5676,3.5612,45.9377,3.95962},{3.586,3.5612,49.7589,4.37177},{3.6044,3.5612,48.0736,4.13747},
{3.6228,3.5612,49.8813,4.38438},{3.6412,3.5612,60.7416,5.41131},{3.6596,3.5612,49.9747,4.27317},{3.678,3.5612,47.2564,3.91117},{3.6964,3.5612,54.2294,4.70592},{3.7148,3.5612,34.6426,3.29021},{3.7332,3.5612,19.118,2.61881},
{3.7516,3.5612,6.25573,2.81273},{3.3652,3.586,0.560475,0.319238},{3.3836,3.586,4.72313,1.22947},{3.402,3.586,10.4217,1.8308},{3.4204,3.586,21.0789,2.88116},{3.4388,3.586,29.3916,3.35494},{3.4572,3.586,34.5858,3.53649},
{3.4756,3.586,43.1096,4.28933},{3.494,3.586,54.9662,4.6921},{3.5124,3.586,50.0574,3.95032},{3.5308,3.586,65.396,5.12134},{3.5492,3.586,58.4259,4.57783},{3.5676,3.586,57.7983,4.38558},{3.586,3.586,58.6052,4.52927},
{3.6044,3.586,60.1336,4.5506},{3.6228,3.586,58.2649,4.3037},{3.6412,3.586,61.0671,4.69608},{3.6596,3.586,59.1805,4.473},{3.678,3.586,58.996,4.68},{3.6964,3.586,61.064,4.68304},{3.7148,3.586,62.6251,4.96856},
{3.7332,3.586,53.5261,5.10097},{3.7516,3.586,25.0927,4.99066},{3.3284,3.6108,1.27578,0.885855},{3.3468,3.6108,6.07371,1.72073},{3.3652,3.6108,11.4017,2.16346},{3.3836,3.6108,15.6048,2.21732},{3.402,3.6108,35.1518,4.5203},
{3.4204,3.6108,31.3299,3.44546},{3.4388,3.6108,48.588,4.43621},{3.4572,3.6108,49.5395,4.22126},{3.4756,3.6108,61.6118,4.78581},{3.494,3.6108,58.5254,4.24661},{3.5124,3.6108,63.3241,4.51324},{3.5308,3.6108,65.1872,4.60895},
{3.5492,3.6108,69.8409,5.11958},{3.5676,3.6108,62.3564,4.32277},{3.586,3.6108,66.3151,4.86729},{3.6044,3.6108,62.9299,4.59067},{3.6228,3.6108,66.0218,4.86236},{3.6412,3.6108,65.3349,4.67089},
{3.6596,3.6108,69.8816,4.96869},{3.678,3.6108,63.2123,4.44623},{3.6964,3.6108,61.7591,4.39008},{3.7148,3.6108,60.0418,4.43431},{3.7332,3.6108,57.596,4.78431},{3.7516,3.6108,48.633,7.35435},{3.31,3.6356,5.20295,2.00887},
{3.3284,3.6356,13.9696,3.09329},{3.3468,3.6356,20.748,3.40572},{3.3652,3.6356,24.7756,2.99952},{3.3836,3.6356,36.1361,3.91551},{3.402,3.6356,46.6416,4.50073},{3.4204,3.6356,52.8007,4.56121},{3.4388,3.6356,64.8461,5.11861},
{3.4572,3.6356,72.0652,5.12419},{3.4756,3.6356,66.4611,4.55062},{3.494,3.6356,75.9268,5.28199},{3.5124,3.6356,63.9954,4.2683},{3.5308,3.6356,62.6636,4.17225},{3.5492,3.6356,68.7384,4.63374},{3.5676,3.6356,66.4334,4.42579},
{3.586,3.6356,64.4834,4.35065},{3.6044,3.6356,73.4526,5.12513},{3.6228,3.6356,66.6465,4.44559},{3.6412,3.6356,75.0621,5.08494},{3.6596,3.6356,72.8082,4.93995},{3.678,3.6356,67.7966,4.69837},{3.6964,3.6356,73.9464,5.0298},
{3.7148,3.6356,61.6976,4.30235},{3.7332,3.6356,72.7294,5.5073},{3.7516,3.6356,55.3619,7.41503},{3.2732,3.6604,3.42216,2.6983},{3.2916,3.6604,7.83748,2.26871},{3.31,3.6604,24.0627,4.29853},{3.3284,3.6604,26.5849,3.68256},
{3.3468,3.6604,35.7882,4.00779},{3.3652,3.6604,44.9766,4.4104},{3.3836,3.6604,54.5289,4.6116},{3.402,3.6604,57.9341,4.6045},{3.4204,3.6604,70.0575,5.20251},{3.4388,3.6604,67.6263,4.59227},{3.4572,3.6604,82.4921,5.36896},
{3.4756,3.6604,76.1656,4.89981},{3.494,3.6604,63.6227,4.04248},{3.5124,3.6604,73.5095,4.78301},{3.5308,3.6604,63.61,4.00735},{3.5492,3.6604,71.4506,4.59055},{3.5676,3.6604,59.3571,3.7932},{3.586,3.6604,66.4694,4.3841},
{3.6044,3.6604,70.9189,4.58617},{3.6228,3.6604,72.5315,4.72922},{3.6412,3.6604,65.3004,4.13473},{3.6596,3.6604,71.7841,4.73999},{3.678,3.6604,73.8501,4.72382},{3.6964,3.6604,80.6683,5.55206},{3.7148,3.6604,78.412,5.20358},
{3.7332,3.6604,81.2633,5.60647},{3.7516,3.6604,90.7083,10.8118},{3.2548,3.6852,30.0465,20.7552},{3.2732,3.6852,15.295,3.05917},{3.2916,3.6852,24.025,3.75052},{3.31,3.6852,28.6256,3.10643},{3.3284,3.6852,40.8264,4.16729},
{3.3468,3.6852,43.4861,3.79424},{3.3652,3.6852,61.2091,5.18415},{3.3836,3.6852,60.309,4.53091},{3.402,3.6852,62.3927,4.21548},{3.4204,3.6852,70.6914,4.59664},{3.4388,3.6852,75.753,4.77186},{3.4572,3.6852,68.6698,4.23879},
{3.4756,3.6852,66.8684,3.99825},{3.494,3.6852,71.6041,4.35272},{3.5124,3.6852,74.5903,4.78156},{3.5308,3.6852,74.623,4.71853},{3.5492,3.6852,70.8859,4.41118},{3.5676,3.6852,67.1543,4.27826},{3.586,3.6852,71.5841,4.45549},
{3.6044,3.6852,75.3384,4.68784},{3.6228,3.6852,63.9987,3.95688},{3.6412,3.6852,68.1801,4.20736},{3.6596,3.6852,80.269,5.07097},{3.678,3.6852,76.1048,4.63575},{3.6964,3.6852,85.958,5.54248},{3.7148,3.6852,77.7358,5.05116},
{3.7332,3.6852,72.0705,4.78296},{3.7516,3.6852,75.802,8.76135},{3.218,3.71,1.82701,1.20052},{3.2364,3.71,10.5526,2.89247},{3.2548,3.71,20.4274,3.6145},{3.2732,3.71,29.5067,3.83037},{3.2916,3.71,32.8622,3.494},
{3.31,3.71,41.7112,3.93817},{3.3284,3.71,49.5188,4.07207},{3.3468,3.71,66.4065,5.42218},{3.3652,3.71,68.1656,5.03823},{3.3836,3.71,69.2709,4.72922},{3.402,3.71,82.1232,5.31792},{3.4204,3.71,77.5278,4.84305},
{3.4388,3.71,77.8822,4.90288},{3.4572,3.71,79.5927,4.93361},{3.4756,3.71,74.4071,4.50158},{3.494,3.71,78.1272,4.96889},{3.5124,3.71,65.0328,4.0618},{3.5308,3.71,71.4013,4.39048},{3.5492,3.71,73.9413,4.52808},
{3.5676,3.71,70.7412,4.40644},{3.586,3.71,73.5192,4.48952},{3.6044,3.71,79.273,4.94957},{3.6228,3.71,75.6886,4.71917},{3.6412,3.71,90.2556,5.7311},{3.6596,3.71,88.781,5.57536},{3.678,3.71,90.8977,5.72653},
{3.6964,3.71,82.5793,5.21232},{3.7148,3.71,79.7951,4.93869},{3.7332,3.71,96.6879,6.63421},{3.7516,3.71,56.3514,6.92584},{3.1996,3.7348,3.36726,1.51561},{3.218,3.7348,16.3299,3.7282},{3.2364,3.7348,26.6511,4.15699},
{3.2548,3.7348,25.9201,3.06586},{3.2732,3.7348,43.2084,4.60773},{3.2916,3.7348,44.4146,3.93514},{3.31,3.7348,58.7258,4.72183},{3.3284,3.7348,62.2292,4.92269},{3.3468,3.7348,64.2957,4.6133},{3.3652,3.7348,69.7054,4.72153},
{3.3836,3.7348,73.2466,4.67316},{3.402,3.7348,81.0258,5.20592},{3.4204,3.7348,77.9057,4.82072},{3.4388,3.7348,75.4477,4.58728},{3.4572,3.7348,73.4548,4.41652},{3.4756,3.7348,81.7792,4.88222},{3.494,3.7348,74.5175,4.51072},
{3.5124,3.7348,70.032,4.29556},{3.5308,3.7348,68.2907,4.17157},{3.5492,3.7348,70.039,4.13974},{3.5676,3.7348,77.0838,4.74037},{3.586,3.7348,77.8795,4.79371},{3.6044,3.7348,77.8521,4.77672},{3.6228,3.7348,68.8396,4.19722},
{3.6412,3.7348,81.3878,4.9399},{3.6596,3.7348,87.4699,5.44321},{3.678,3.7348,85.2677,5.28847},{3.6964,3.7348,98.7551,6.27988},{3.7148,3.7348,88.3626,5.55971},{3.7332,3.7348,87.6206,6.15373},{3.7516,3.7348,55.5142,8.15992},
{3.1812,3.7596,5.59094,1.89659},{3.1996,3.7596,14.4476,2.78284},{3.218,3.7596,26.8001,3.78744},{3.2364,3.7596,31.6683,3.69586},{3.2548,3.7596,47.9204,5.34465},{3.2732,3.7596,49.8467,4.43396},
{3.2916,3.7596,51.6781,4.08514},{3.31,3.7596,58.7704,4.3608},{3.3284,3.7596,69.7275,4.83476},{3.3468,3.7596,73.0872,5.15278},{3.3652,3.7596,87.0452,5.82926},{3.3836,3.7596,90.1754,5.6527},{3.402,3.7596,92.3131,5.7788},
{3.4204,3.7596,82.738,5.1705},{3.4388,3.7596,81.2482,4.93422},{3.4572,3.7596,86.8965,5.1386},{3.4756,3.7596,76.7601,4.59237},{3.494,3.7596,80.3875,4.74285},{3.5124,3.7596,66.0998,3.93909},{3.5308,3.7596,77.2032,4.76239},
{3.5492,3.7596,82.0102,4.97637},{3.5676,3.7596,80.8425,4.86877},{3.586,3.7596,81.0444,4.95795},{3.6044,3.7596,86.3426,5.23364},{3.6228,3.7596,92.3236,5.72151},{3.6412,3.7596,92.502,5.71985},{3.6596,3.7596,95.855,5.82435},
{3.678,3.7596,99.6816,6.00855},{3.6964,3.7596,104.012,6.70871},{3.7148,3.7596,92.3925,6.05976},{3.7332,3.7596,74.9786,5.96396},{3.7516,3.7596,31.0701,5.73944},{3.1444,3.7844,0.128996,0.124401},{3.1628,3.7844,4.70904,1.5},
{3.1812,3.7844,13.1528,2.23874},{3.1996,3.7844,21.3886,2.81578},{3.218,3.7844,40.0728,4.74086},{3.2364,3.7844,33.9987,3.34701},{3.2548,3.7844,44.9483,4.11398},{3.2732,3.7844,57.0432,4.70507},
{3.2916,3.7844,61.1377,4.62266},{3.31,3.7844,65.1997,4.82927},{3.3284,3.7844,77.3497,5.45295},{3.3468,3.7844,80.295,5.32266},{3.3652,3.7844,85.5431,5.72348},{3.3836,3.7844,81.3942,5.09825},{3.402,3.7844,83.5492,5.18927},
{3.4204,3.7844,71.0451,4.31633},{3.4388,3.7844,74.2415,4.65706},{3.4572,3.7844,74.6218,4.31453},{3.4756,3.7844,72.4077,4.18804},{3.494,3.7844,79.2154,4.7749},{3.5124,3.7844,74.948,4.43851},{3.5308,3.7844,77.0147,4.63833},
{3.5492,3.7844,85.6824,5.35568},{3.5676,3.7844,69.0993,4.17977},{3.586,3.7844,78.56,4.68403},{3.6044,3.7844,82.5766,5.1199},{3.6228,3.7844,95.0492,6.01409},{3.6412,3.7844,87.2738,5.38038},{3.6596,3.7844,106.384,6.53508},
{3.678,3.7844,92.8494,5.67502},{3.6964,3.7844,97.7834,6.29157},{3.7148,3.7844,77.4246,5.87309},{3.7332,3.7844,48.1498,4.52382},{3.7516,3.7844,12.1482,3.56852},{3.1444,3.8092,5.44363,1.56577},{3.1628,3.8092,16.0357,2.8538},
{3.1812,3.8092,20.6858,2.82235},{3.1996,3.8092,32.8552,3.86395},{3.218,3.8092,40.4866,4.22651},{3.2364,3.8092,44.9133,4.1764},{3.2548,3.8092,55.391,4.83072},{3.2732,3.8092,60.6074,4.94075},{3.2916,3.8092,63.8079,4.88593},
{3.31,3.8092,75.8589,5.69201},{3.3284,3.8092,75.5697,5.11359},{3.3468,3.8092,76.8134,4.96095},{3.3652,3.8092,91.2413,5.91557},{3.3836,3.8092,96.8424,6.15194},{3.402,3.8092,76.2537,4.61537},{3.4204,3.8092,78.5977,4.8829},
{3.4388,3.8092,83.9617,5.12121},{3.4572,3.8092,81.5221,4.86373},{3.4756,3.8092,84.5611,4.98731},{3.494,3.8092,76.9956,4.61078},{3.5124,3.8092,77.9861,4.60666},{3.5308,3.8092,75.759,4.61365},{3.5492,3.8092,95.0948,5.82285},
{3.5676,3.8092,88.2256,5.25874},{3.586,3.8092,81.6901,5.08946},{3.6044,3.8092,83.5879,5.13687},{3.6228,3.8092,94.1421,5.98027},{3.6412,3.8092,86.4769,5.2819},{3.6596,3.8092,100.591,6.44069},{3.678,3.8092,102.624,6.56065},
{3.6964,3.8092,89.9454,6.51339},{3.7148,3.8092,67.6213,5.76515},{3.7332,3.8092,39.099,5.62055},{3.7516,3.8092,2.37342,2.66272},{3.126,3.834,4.01045,1.2831},{3.1444,3.834,8.49383,1.45488},{3.1628,3.834,18.4708,2.47513},
{3.1812,3.834,25.1393,2.86542},{3.1996,3.834,38.8932,3.83409},{3.218,3.834,40.4919,3.78414},{3.2364,3.834,48.3556,4.30216},{3.2548,3.834,63.7692,5.29224},{3.2732,3.834,58.7174,4.48714},{3.2916,3.834,86.1398,6.63118},
{3.31,3.834,77.1341,5.44382},{3.3284,3.834,79.1395,5.49151},{3.3468,3.834,83.1244,5.44286},{3.3652,3.834,87.9284,5.50959},{3.3836,3.834,84.5509,5.50987},{3.402,3.834,90.1779,5.60362},{3.4204,3.834,98.3015,6.14576},
{3.4388,3.834,77.1892,4.65141},{3.4572,3.834,77.3591,4.51305},{3.4756,3.834,93.0225,5.64093},{3.494,3.834,80.5704,4.74876},{3.5124,3.834,82.3944,4.98804},{3.5308,3.834,85.2973,5.10097},{3.5492,3.834,91.2613,5.58758},
{3.5676,3.834,96.9621,6.09418},{3.586,3.834,95.9396,6.20374},{3.6044,3.834,100.578,6.40213},{3.6228,3.834,98.7788,6.10465},{3.6412,3.834,108.211,6.92958},{3.6596,3.834,90.4604,5.86769},{3.678,3.834,82.4198,5.51944},
{3.6964,3.834,67.2882,5.42909},{3.7148,3.834,34.663,3.37748},{3.7332,3.834,9.62244,2.21407},{3.1076,3.8588,2.78742,0.971168},{3.126,3.8588,10.6464,2.32889},{3.1444,3.8588,22.2752,3.5234},{3.1628,3.8588,26.8887,3.17104},
{3.1812,3.8588,37.6524,4.22795},{3.1996,3.8588,41.0562,3.93211},{3.218,3.8588,40.0073,3.53378},{3.2364,3.8588,49.8547,4.18002},{3.2548,3.8588,64.0595,5.16807},{3.2732,3.8588,64.8421,5.1388},{3.2916,3.8588,66.0481,4.84333},
{3.31,3.8588,76.672,5.46912},{3.3284,3.8588,77.9706,5.54963},{3.3468,3.8588,89.7509,6.02422},{3.3652,3.8588,82.5212,5.40209},{3.3836,3.8588,83.4443,5.32831},{3.402,3.8588,85.837,5.52198},{3.4204,3.8588,87.0656,5.53403},
{3.4388,3.8588,84.7225,5.24675},{3.4572,3.8588,85.6392,5.16021},{3.4756,3.8588,86.2348,5.24299},{3.494,3.8588,80.8717,5.00733},{3.5124,3.8588,92.3153,5.71893},{3.5308,3.8588,81.0799,4.94506},
{3.5492,3.8588,86.6055,5.61542},{3.5676,3.8588,97.0963,6.36441},{3.586,3.8588,90.5944,5.77031},{3.6044,3.8588,88.0109,5.47409},{3.6228,3.8588,100.659,6.53075},{3.6412,3.8588,89.5801,5.92143},
{3.6596,3.8588,83.6308,6.12345},{3.678,3.8588,62.3388,4.79629},{3.6964,3.8588,53.1335,5.27062},{3.7148,3.8588,35.9597,5.89579},{3.7332,3.8588,3.33675,2.49481},{3.0892,3.8836,1.0839,0.46647},{3.1076,3.8836,12.2017,2.66009},
{3.126,3.8836,20.3025,3.26246},{3.1444,3.8836,21.9811,2.68214},{3.1628,3.8836,34.6345,3.97208},{3.1812,3.8836,38.2574,3.83728},{3.1996,3.8836,48.5908,4.54804},{3.218,3.8836,46.3173,4.13299},{3.2364,3.8836,56.5611,4.82748},
{3.2548,3.8836,59.5182,4.7978},{3.2732,3.8836,60.104,4.58792},{3.2916,3.8836,67.5336,4.93422},{3.31,3.8836,77.9873,5.86002},{3.3284,3.8836,69.2755,4.66251},{3.3468,3.8836,82.8707,5.70028},{3.3652,3.8836,83.759,5.51209},
{3.3836,3.8836,71.1724,4.58793},{3.402,3.8836,76.4197,5.07512},{3.4204,3.8836,92.8185,6.13086},{3.4388,3.8836,71.1354,4.59085},{3.4572,3.8836,87.1324,5.57061},{3.4756,3.8836,79.1749,4.8894},{3.494,3.8836,77.8024,4.7971},
{3.5124,3.8836,91.1953,5.8984},{3.5308,3.8836,95.1626,6.02428},{3.5492,3.8836,92.0766,5.89452},{3.5676,3.8836,82.6081,5.08608},{3.586,3.8836,87.54,5.76628},{3.6044,3.8836,98.3382,6.69565},{3.6228,3.8836,87.3582,5.99288},
{3.6412,3.8836,74.4085,5.3968},{3.6596,3.8836,63.683,4.95003},{3.678,3.8836,58.9126,5.5191},{3.6964,3.8836,37.4352,4.59009},{3.7148,3.8836,7.09174,2.09938},{3.0892,3.9084,3.02642,0.704648},{3.1076,3.9084,14.0712,2.61007},
{3.126,3.9084,18.1931,2.42565},{3.1444,3.9084,38.2399,4.75615},{3.1628,3.9084,34.8615,3.8217},{3.1812,3.9084,42.4229,4.32223},{3.1996,3.9084,61.9463,5.99974},{3.218,3.9084,51.1049,4.44078},{3.2364,3.9084,51.5338,4.37353},
{3.2548,3.9084,73.8673,6.16522},{3.2732,3.9084,70.7526,5.66682},{3.2916,3.9084,63.7241,4.77206},{3.31,3.9084,73.1489,5.19647},{3.3284,3.9084,79.8061,5.62064},{3.3468,3.9084,77.7482,5.74196},{3.3652,3.9084,70.9508,4.97621},
{3.3836,3.9084,76.3243,5.2601},{3.402,3.9084,69.3079,4.83615},{3.4204,3.9084,74.4622,5.18372},{3.4388,3.9084,83.3881,5.52111},{3.4572,3.9084,90.1122,5.75347},{3.4756,3.9084,87.3632,5.59822},{3.494,3.9084,81.9835,5.33852},
{3.5124,3.9084,88.5184,5.82756},{3.5308,3.9084,84.9316,5.46511},{3.5492,3.9084,91.9322,6.0836},{3.5676,3.9084,91.3714,6.09032},{3.586,3.9084,91.8259,6.62166},{3.6044,3.9084,81.7211,5.85999},{3.6228,3.9084,75.3639,5.65738},
{3.6412,3.9084,65.4419,5.40295},{3.6596,3.9084,58.1702,5.53773},{3.678,3.9084,34.0998,3.96313},{3.6964,3.9084,8.60921,1.87644},{3.0708,3.9332,3.20906,1.25694},{3.0892,3.9332,17.1217,3.85134},
{3.1076,3.9332,12.7687,1.85237},{3.126,3.9332,24.9264,3.23651},{3.1444,3.9332,32.8622,3.7957},{3.1628,3.9332,41.572,4.2969},{3.1812,3.9332,47.139,4.6596},{3.1996,3.9332,47.7087,4.41056},{3.218,3.9332,62.2494,5.53783},
{3.2364,3.9332,56.0567,4.70567},{3.2548,3.9332,59.7563,4.79396},{3.2732,3.9332,80.5832,6.61392},{3.2916,3.9332,72.4634,5.64207},{3.31,3.9332,71.966,5.48087},{3.3284,3.9332,74.0609,5.49895},{3.3468,3.9332,68.5339,5.14529},
{3.3652,3.9332,76.7139,5.67763},{3.3836,3.9332,67.7562,5.23336},{3.402,3.9332,74.8184,5.62938},{3.4204,3.9332,80.0973,6.13397},{3.4388,3.9332,67.2486,4.92269},{3.4572,3.9332,78.5436,5.25515},{3.4756,3.9332,79.8565,5.5147},
{3.494,3.9332,91.9893,6.2706},{3.5124,3.9332,78.0394,5.24213},{3.5308,3.9332,88.0444,6.25392},{3.5492,3.9332,84.5497,5.96049},{3.5676,3.9332,83.4525,6.08857},{3.586,3.9332,81.3414,6.04154},{3.6044,3.9332,84.6305,6.8595},
{3.6228,3.9332,67.5538,5.56881},{3.6412,3.9332,52.7445,4.87499},{3.6596,3.9332,32.4691,3.7114},{3.678,3.9332,18.4653,3.32853},{3.6964,3.9332,14.7763,16.1084},{3.0524,3.958,0.251913,0.139925},{3.0708,3.958,5.51748,1.49012},
{3.0892,3.958,12.7943,2.19712},{3.1076,3.958,25.2462,3.75026},{3.126,3.958,24.9122,3.14953},{3.1444,3.958,32.9958,3.6948},{3.1628,3.958,36.9951,3.69808},{3.1812,3.958,60.6247,6.22174},{3.1996,3.958,52.8726,4.85582},
{3.218,3.958,61.2424,5.71169},{3.2364,3.958,59.6667,5.07342},{3.2548,3.958,73.274,6.18636},{3.2732,3.958,59.5463,4.69234},{3.2916,3.958,62.0964,5.1234},{3.31,3.958,56.7222,4.51443},{3.3284,3.958,65.2427,5.25822},
{3.3468,3.958,62.975,5.05295},{3.3652,3.958,67.3864,5.63029},{3.3836,3.958,68.4265,5.52715},{3.402,3.958,71.7311,5.83879},{3.4204,3.958,65.732,5.5059},{3.4388,3.958,69.9138,5.72638},{3.4572,3.958,66.875,4.94487},
{3.4756,3.958,78.655,5.66001},{3.494,3.958,82.5555,5.92947},{3.5124,3.958,72.7785,5.36538},{3.5308,3.958,68.9605,4.91433},{3.5492,3.958,80.3731,6.27628},{3.5676,3.958,78.0145,6.12645},{3.586,3.958,78.7899,6.51614},
{3.6044,3.958,63.4695,5.50664},{3.6228,3.958,49.6441,4.82219},{3.6412,3.958,34.9617,4.16391},{3.6596,3.958,15.4865,2.50864},{3.678,3.958,2.25118,1.18159},{3.0524,3.9828,3.10261,1.45054},{3.0708,3.9828,11.0635,2.12152},
{3.0892,3.9828,14.7311,2.3073},{3.1076,3.9828,23.5463,3.06532},{3.126,3.9828,29.4541,3.56999},{3.1444,3.9828,39.9998,4.50379},{3.1628,3.9828,38.3811,3.82758},{3.1812,3.9828,42.0587,3.98226},{3.1996,3.9828,48.274,4.55785},
{3.218,3.9828,50.9317,4.72709},{3.2364,3.9828,53.5609,4.79367},{3.2548,3.9828,55.1049,4.71414},{3.2732,3.9828,65.4792,5.81107},{3.2916,3.9828,56.9023,4.95546},{3.31,3.9828,61.8442,5.5612},{3.3284,3.9828,69.4845,6.25009},
{3.3468,3.9828,54.9119,5.12782},{3.3652,3.9828,57.6156,5.49217},{3.3836,3.9828,62.389,5.96358},{3.402,3.9828,64.9269,6.53146},{3.4204,3.9828,59.9,6.06934},{3.4388,3.9828,69.6558,6.0325},{3.4572,3.9828,70.4653,5.66809},
{3.4756,3.9828,73.5537,5.75173},{3.494,3.9828,65.4821,5.11814},{3.5124,3.9828,75.7967,5.99778},{3.5308,3.9828,64.6817,5.03938},{3.5492,3.9828,67.981,5.68946},{3.5676,3.9828,55.6701,4.75589},{3.586,3.9828,52.3072,4.67947},
{3.6044,3.9828,51.3203,5.04543},{3.6228,3.9828,31.9711,3.68723},{3.6412,3.9828,20.2953,3.19416},{3.6596,3.9828,2.6739,1.491},{3.0524,4.0076,5.23027,1.52122},{3.0708,4.0076,12.5484,2.45388},{3.0892,4.0076,17.7093,2.66855},
{3.1076,4.0076,22.4618,2.85443},{3.126,4.0076,34.1641,4.20425},{3.1444,4.0076,41.5171,4.78906},{3.1628,4.0076,40.7777,4.4662},{3.1812,4.0076,45.9571,4.72049},{3.1996,4.0076,49.0934,4.6951},{3.218,4.0076,57.1278,5.41565},
{3.2364,4.0076,57.0255,5.3293},{3.2548,4.0076,49.3019,4.6934},{3.2732,4.0076,57.154,5.38276},{3.2916,4.0076,53.9632,5.45896},{3.31,4.0076,54.178,5.65927},{3.3284,4.0076,60.0412,6.44315},{3.3468,4.0076,50.1664,5.47199},
{3.3652,4.0076,69.7447,7.91146},{3.3836,4.0076,58.0005,6.34896},{3.402,4.0076,59.3305,6.64603},{3.4204,4.0076,60.1536,6.20049},{3.4388,4.0076,57.252,5.71483},{3.4572,4.0076,68.8399,5.89013},{3.4756,4.0076,68.6694,6.23369},
{3.494,4.0076,64.1824,5.25231},{3.5124,4.0076,62.4493,5.40492},{3.5308,4.0076,64.8311,5.54998},{3.5492,4.0076,75.696,6.97449},{3.5676,4.0076,53.5404,5.29416},{3.586,4.0076,37.5572,4.10655},{3.6044,4.0076,30.2207,3.58919},
{3.6228,4.0076,15.8956,2.82182},{3.6412,4.0076,4.28593,1.7041},{3.034,4.0324,0.823383,0.347286},{3.0524,4.0324,4.69225,1.05656},{3.0708,4.0324,11.6553,2.17241},{3.0892,4.0324,21.3941,3.29523},
{3.1076,4.0324,33.9461,5.00648},{3.126,4.0324,26.4206,3.1323},{3.1444,4.0324,40.6834,4.99159},{3.1628,4.0324,57.4823,6.69884},{3.1812,4.0324,39.4304,4.07071},{3.1996,4.0324,43.2554,4.41036},{3.218,4.0324,53.7911,5.26729},
{3.2364,4.0324,54.5,5.48574},{3.2548,4.0324,51.3093,5.48126},{3.2732,4.0324,59.7497,6.71944},{3.2916,4.0324,48.9153,5.73621},{3.31,4.0324,40.2256,4.88276},{3.3284,4.0324,72.1499,10.1812},{3.3468,4.0324,65.6935,8.88811},
{3.3652,4.0324,55.1907,8.00232},{3.3836,4.0324,60.9161,8.16068},{3.402,4.0324,57.1506,7.63141},{3.4204,4.0324,63.6711,7.67587},{3.4388,4.0324,46.9962,4.92599},{3.4572,4.0324,70.957,6.73398},{3.4756,4.0324,54.9114,4.86737},
{3.494,4.0324,62.9312,5.7103},{3.5124,4.0324,63.2551,5.71379},{3.5308,4.0324,55.1619,5.33578},{3.5492,4.0324,52.9591,5.70998},{3.5676,4.0324,42.304,5.18205},{3.586,4.0324,27.9768,3.71774},{3.6044,4.0324,13.0419,2.26119},
{3.6228,4.0324,2.78537,1.25745},{3.034,4.0572,1.60775,0.773963},{3.0524,4.0572,6.88786,1.65837},{3.0708,4.0572,17.5271,3.10006},{3.0892,4.0572,19.2541,2.90264},{3.1076,4.0572,24.2739,3.18714},{3.126,4.0572,26.0344,3.2672},
{3.1444,4.0572,39.4339,4.86533},{3.1628,4.0572,33.061,3.77912},{3.1812,4.0572,44.039,4.65397},{3.1996,4.0572,41.0834,4.5202},{3.218,4.0572,38.9148,4.4216},{3.2364,4.0572,47.5371,5.45073},{3.2548,4.0572,50.806,6.4161},
{3.2732,4.0572,45.945,6.30483},{3.2916,4.0572,51.4044,7.94122},{3.31,4.0572,43.3498,6.65133},{3.3284,4.0572,53.0339,8.261},{3.3468,4.0572,43.9166,7.37369},{3.3652,4.0572,61.457,9.74292},{3.3836,4.0572,44.711,6.87211},
{3.402,4.0572,48.3329,6.53436},{3.4204,4.0572,45.9936,5.8501},{3.4388,4.0572,50.4613,5.72821},{3.4572,4.0572,59.9967,5.96761},{3.4756,4.0572,49.0581,4.69911},{3.494,4.0572,50.6484,5.12184},{3.5124,4.0572,41.4805,4.29538},
{3.5308,4.0572,42.8114,4.62078},{3.5492,4.0572,29.0295,3.62518},{3.5676,4.0572,28.4599,3.98418},{3.586,4.0572,16.6533,3.66212},{3.6044,4.0572,0.717615,0.399393},{3.034,4.082,7.07463,2.72286},{3.0524,4.082,18.7975,4.91888},
{3.0708,4.082,20.3212,3.67649},{3.0892,4.082,24.6141,4.18552},{3.1076,4.082,36.6104,5.49447},{3.126,4.082,30.4146,4.08969},{3.1444,4.082,34.308,4.18395},{3.1628,4.082,37.6843,4.54125},{3.1812,4.082,31.8558,4.02498},
{3.1996,4.082,42.4136,5.41911},{3.218,4.082,45.4954,6.27078},{3.2364,4.082,36.7932,5.44133},{3.2548,4.082,39.734,6.51156},{3.2732,4.082,54.3924,9.18116},{3.2916,4.082,37.947,6.48832},{3.31,4.082,54.3064,10.8627},
{3.3284,4.082,73.5462,14.8018},{3.3468,4.082,40.845,8.00284},{3.3652,4.082,45.3848,8.5272},{3.3836,4.082,50.8765,8.14751},{3.402,4.082,56.1743,8.3057},{3.4204,4.082,52.619,7.7211},{3.4388,4.082,41.3109,5.29593},
{3.4572,4.082,42.9601,4.43382},{3.4756,4.082,43.2976,4.70594},{3.494,4.082,43.7842,4.87094},{3.5124,4.082,44.305,5.51726},{3.5308,4.082,36.4562,5.10036},{3.5492,4.082,33.5789,5.92775},{3.5676,4.082,23.8851,6.09274},
{3.586,4.082,2.60152,1.90212},{3.034,4.1068,2.64138,0.926992},{3.0524,4.1068,10.7466,2.468},{3.0708,4.1068,12.9903,2.18399},{3.0892,4.1068,24.2315,4.02146},{3.1076,4.1068,28.067,3.93714},{3.126,4.1068,26.9457,4.07616},
{3.1444,4.1068,33.4399,4.56451},{3.1628,4.1068,23.3287,3.2379},{3.1812,4.1068,26.4026,3.96885},{3.1996,4.1068,37.1067,6.75413},{3.218,4.1068,36.3263,6.77416},{3.2364,4.1068,24.1544,4.64553},{3.2548,4.1068,39.7474,8.87008},
{3.2732,4.1068,34.8118,7.6422},{3.2916,4.1068,36.5876,7.94821},{3.31,4.1068,42.1723,9.17306},{3.3284,4.1068,53.3249,12.3252},{3.3468,4.1068,39.3529,7.91981},{3.3652,4.1068,31.3611,6.80036},{3.3836,4.1068,40.3549,7.43191},
{3.402,4.1068,37.0879,6.67029},{3.4204,4.1068,31.31,5.20719},{3.4388,4.1068,37.8391,5.61156},{3.4572,4.1068,35.3127,4.31277},{3.4756,4.1068,39.1546,4.66811},{3.494,4.1068,32.1814,4.1633},{3.5124,4.1068,24.5378,3.424},
{3.5308,4.1068,17.3307,3.24901},{3.5492,4.1068,7.05739,2.00347},{3.5676,4.1068,0.123789,0.148899},{3.034,4.1316,3.51942,1.27947},{3.0524,4.1316,8.06828,1.87087},{3.0708,4.1316,14.1048,2.77153},
{3.0892,4.1316,20.4298,3.40583},{3.1076,4.1316,21.98,3.6951},{3.126,4.1316,22.119,3.50288},{3.1444,4.1316,23.6305,3.99231},{3.1628,4.1316,29.4505,6.07604},{3.1812,4.1316,23.3564,4.95156},{3.1996,4.1316,24.3077,5.65361},
{3.218,4.1316,36.8842,9.60703},{3.2364,4.1316,24.3188,5.76272},{3.2548,4.1316,18.659,5.13567},{3.2732,4.1316,29.0182,7.74059},{3.2916,4.1316,24.651,7.0574},{3.31,4.1316,21.9053,6.22731},{3.3284,4.1316,28.725,7.60088},
{3.3468,4.1316,22.0663,5.96734},{3.3652,4.1316,32.7589,7.77508},{3.3836,4.1316,29.4571,7.0803},{3.402,4.1316,24.1693,4.72383},{3.4204,4.1316,39.1646,7.18391},{3.4388,4.1316,35.2372,5.90024},{3.4572,4.1316,24.7397,3.35025},
{3.4756,4.1316,27.6283,4.34434},{3.494,4.1316,19.7471,3.1503},{3.5124,4.1316,11.3499,2.53224},{3.5308,4.1316,4.24541,1.70523},{3.034,4.1564,4.52842,1.94491},{3.0524,4.1564,7.06465,1.61371},{3.0708,4.1564,9.09905,1.90069},
{3.0892,4.1564,13.7151,2.71517},{3.1076,4.1564,14.6308,3.26162},{3.126,4.1564,18.2105,4.12295},{3.1444,4.1564,19.2336,4.21815},{3.1628,4.1564,18.2778,4.72072},{3.1812,4.1564,25.2151,7.19435},{3.1996,4.1564,23.265,7.28325},
{3.218,4.1564,16.1006,5.01785},{3.2364,4.1564,14.2855,4.46278},{3.2548,4.1564,25.808,7.81172},{3.2732,4.1564,31.2789,11.6688},{3.2916,4.1564,20.7115,7.41865},{3.31,4.1564,24.7443,7.3544},{3.3284,4.1564,12.2214,4.09904},
{3.3468,4.1564,39.5594,12.0329},{3.3652,4.1564,25.565,6.69811},{3.3836,4.1564,13.7442,3.95946},{3.402,4.1564,17.7125,3.83353},{3.4204,4.1564,28.6056,5.9236},{3.4388,4.1564,17.3026,3.69543},{3.4572,4.1564,17.2206,2.99953},
{3.4756,4.1564,12.1266,2.34581},{3.494,4.1564,8.86166,2.25885},{3.5124,4.1564,1.69684,1.37674},{3.034,4.1812,1.21504,0.640146},{3.0524,4.1812,5.54975,1.78701},{3.0708,4.1812,7.35031,1.92793},
{3.0892,4.1812,15.5914,4.53038},{3.1076,4.1812,13.3691,3.67478},{3.126,4.1812,38.946,12.2376},{3.1444,4.1812,18.4208,5.38207},{3.1628,4.1812,22.1486,6.91151},{3.1812,4.1812,15.6299,5.79175},{3.1996,4.1812,37.8517,18.2315},
{3.218,4.1812,20.792,7.83949},{3.2364,4.1812,12.7001,4.29214},{3.2548,4.1812,11.4643,4.44256},{3.2732,4.1812,18.2489,6.54639},{3.2916,4.1812,16.1179,5.49495},{3.31,4.1812,19.6857,8.84526},{3.3284,4.1812,20.3001,7.25277},
{3.3468,4.1812,22.6281,7.95405},{3.3652,4.1812,32.4795,10.6271},{3.3836,4.1812,24.2847,6.22168},{3.402,4.1812,26.985,7.79272},{3.4204,4.1812,22.657,5.59509},{3.4388,4.1812,7.91989,1.96937},{3.4572,4.1812,10.6854,3.05768},
{3.4756,4.1812,2.71919,1.2359},{3.034,4.206,0.816142,0.616354},{3.0524,4.206,2.06616,0.91632},{3.0708,4.206,5.23513,1.95759},{3.0892,4.206,8.26661,2.76115},{3.1076,4.206,14.9823,5.81256},{3.126,4.206,9.68809,3.43061},
{3.1444,4.206,13.165,5.5148},{3.1628,4.206,14.7655,5.77858},{3.1812,4.206,14.2607,6.46316},{3.1996,4.206,9.66212,4.55877},{3.218,4.206,14.2166,6.26859},{3.2364,4.206,32.8381,17.0796},{3.2548,4.206,7.87469,4.11545},
{3.2732,4.206,14.028,6.39904},{3.2916,4.206,14.3712,6.40101},{3.31,4.206,18.1137,7.68866},{3.3284,4.206,6.89773,3.63304},{3.3468,4.206,18.8365,6.9313},{3.3652,4.206,12.0486,4.23701},{3.3836,4.206,20.7724,7.56222},
{3.402,4.206,11.0418,3.48477},{3.4204,4.206,7.47736,2.55613},{3.4388,4.206,2.02392,0.944024},{3.4572,4.206,0.364887,0.349027},{3.0524,4.2308,2.26344,1.48567},{3.0708,4.2308,9.3843,6.56842},{3.0892,4.2308,9.0859,3.98671},
{3.1076,4.2308,10.9767,4.59996},{3.126,4.2308,11.6408,6.02872},{3.1444,4.2308,20.3358,9.13652},{3.1628,4.2308,8.27375,5.35175},{3.1812,4.2308,4.91122,2.93674},{3.1996,4.2308,17.9302,10.8106},{3.218,4.2308,5.09078,2.99451},
{3.2364,4.2308,15.345,10.4242},{3.2548,4.2308,2.72816,2.11165},{3.2732,4.2308,23.5394,15.3062},{3.2916,4.2308,9.53481,4.79664},{3.31,4.2308,8.4258,4.81307},{3.3284,4.2308,11.3536,4.97114},{3.3468,4.2308,28.4976,14.4999},
{3.3652,4.2308,11.8869,4.24955},{3.3836,4.2308,7.09535,3.74228},{3.4204,4.2308,0.959876,0.779587},{3.0708,4.2556,5.50331,5.97248},{3.0892,4.2556,1.488,1.03081},{3.1076,4.2556,5.52501,3.17668},
{3.126,4.2556,3.45685,1.91136},{3.1444,4.2556,2.50333,2.02746},{3.1628,4.2556,5.27362,3.08059},{3.1812,4.2556,10.6615,5.98882},{3.1996,4.2556,14.3533,9.60369},{3.218,4.2556,2.93211,1.93199},{3.2364,4.2556,2.52741,1.99616},
{3.2548,4.2556,12.0129,6.66796},{3.2732,4.2556,7.12498,4.3569},{3.2916,4.2556,5.39021,3.09412},{3.31,4.2556,4.49606,2.83741},{3.3284,4.2556,2.06684,1.35792},{3.3468,4.2556,4.33655,2.335},{3.3652,4.2556,5.57506,6.263},
{3.126,4.2804,3.36102,4.6692},{3.1444,4.2804,28.1174,21.208},{3.1628,4.2804,4.57747,3.50608},{3.1812,4.2804,1.30385,1.43217},{3.1996,4.2804,7.76386,8.82662},{3.218,4.2804,14.8058,15.2554},{3.2364,4.2804,0.991845,1.06937},
{3.2548,4.2804,4.45939,3.98615},{3.2732,4.2804,11.7601,12.4348},{3.31,4.2804,0.712409,0.808439},{3.126,4.3052,0.794005,1.10194},{3.1812,4.3052,2.15931,2.69578},{3.1996,4.3052,17.5949,24.4622},
{3.218,4.3052,4.3079,4.71797}}
Table G.4: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot ppX,
for MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2 (Fig. 92). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot ppX:  M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) versus M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) - Each event is filled two times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.9-1.0 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0): 0.0092 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^2(p_{1}p_{2}): 0.0124 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(p_{1,2}3pi0) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(p_{1}p_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{3.6964,3.5116,1.0775,1.28044},{3.7148,3.5116,0.425199,0.46287},{3.586,3.5364,1.088,0.581925},{3.6044,3.5364,4.10825,1.31608},{3.6228,3.5364,10.1694,2.42972},
{3.6412,3.5364,13.8889,2.66161},{3.6596,3.5364,28.3338,4.75683},{3.678,3.5364,25.7707,4.10794},{3.6964,3.5364,44.0459,6.2},{3.7148,3.5364,39.2999,5.49888},
{3.7332,3.5364,48.9846,7.02437},{3.7516,3.5364,11.1061,3.60382},{3.5492,3.5612,4.09424,2.95001},{3.5676,3.5612,8.52081,2.54972},{3.586,3.5612,18.7441,3.45899},
{3.6044,3.5612,18.0005,2.55105},{3.6228,3.5612,22.9513,2.95998},{3.6412,3.5612,37.8487,4.12865},{3.6596,3.5612,45.1759,4.59595},{3.678,3.5612,52.5015,4.93813},
{3.6964,3.5612,54.5681,4.7755},{3.7148,3.5612,54.5423,4.78838},{3.7332,3.5612,57.2934,5.30767},{3.7516,3.5612,44.4538,7.18247},{3.5124,3.586,2.17021,1.89152},
{3.5308,3.586,8.56278,2.35432},{3.5492,3.586,12.9857,2.44847},{3.5676,3.586,20.5402,2.83451},{3.586,3.586,29.842,3.41664},{3.6044,3.586,39.1989,4.01342},
{3.6228,3.586,48.0789,4.35772},{3.6412,3.586,47.3077,4.06359},{3.6596,3.586,47.2198,3.77053},{3.678,3.586,53.3684,4.01019},{3.6964,3.586,60.6264,4.48387},
{3.7148,3.586,62.7895,4.59452},{3.7332,3.586,53.0228,4.19947},{3.7516,3.586,55.3409,7.04509},{3.494,3.6108,3.67921,2.94916},{3.5124,3.6108,11.5252,2.44566},
{3.5308,3.6108,19.8939,3.17339},{3.5492,3.6108,29.3319,3.58173},{3.5676,3.6108,36.8485,3.85317},{3.586,3.6108,40.3689,3.51075},{3.6044,3.6108,45.8728,3.77083},
{3.6228,3.6108,48.8176,3.80095},{3.6412,3.6108,49.096,3.65526},{3.6596,3.6108,53.5801,3.78733},{3.678,3.6108,64.8683,4.59833},{3.6964,3.6108,66.3661,4.58204},
{3.7148,3.6108,66.9233,4.63416},{3.7332,3.6108,52.61,4.08817},{3.7516,3.6108,63.3909,9.48434},{3.4572,3.6356,21.8167,24.5824},{3.4756,3.6356,8.019,2.64738},
{3.494,3.6356,12.3298,2.02029},{3.5124,3.6356,17.9398,2.29273},{3.5308,3.6356,28.7945,2.95722},{3.5492,3.6356,32.5416,2.99692},{3.5676,3.6356,40.1561,3.3603},
{3.586,3.6356,46.5011,3.61828},{3.6044,3.6356,47.3817,3.5049},{3.6228,3.6356,59.9733,4.30498},{3.6412,3.6356,60.8496,4.16414},{3.6596,3.6356,56.762,3.9139},
{3.678,3.6356,58.256,3.89411},{3.6964,3.6356,58.7354,3.93614},{3.7148,3.6356,60.8809,4.20389},{3.7332,3.6356,42.9737,3.48417},{3.7516,3.6356,38.0801,5.91269},
{3.4388,3.6604,1.56585,1.33792},{3.4572,3.6604,6.54396,1.70104},{3.4756,3.6604,15.3001,2.43577},{3.494,3.6604,21.0138,2.45588},{3.5124,3.6604,26.7118,2.69277},
{3.5308,3.6604,29.7678,2.70924},{3.5492,3.6604,31.8194,2.70862},{3.5676,3.6604,41.7181,3.43892},{3.586,3.6604,46.0584,3.43123},{3.6044,3.6604,56.0223,4.13854},
{3.6228,3.6604,48.254,3.42812},{3.6412,3.6604,56.2067,3.85777},{3.6596,3.6604,59.2985,4.10662},{3.678,3.6604,55.3039,3.84596},{3.6964,3.6604,55.0392,4.03299},
{3.7148,3.6604,44.0797,3.42391},{3.7332,3.6604,41.2827,3.78728},{3.7516,3.6604,15.0369,3.02156},{3.4204,3.6852,0.894607,0.491971},{3.4388,3.6852,4.55871,1.02497},
{3.4572,3.6852,10.142,1.62238},{3.4756,3.6852,21.2014,2.42236},{3.494,3.6852,31.5513,3.34651},{3.5124,3.6852,32.7149,3.23813},{3.5308,3.6852,28.8195,2.55733},
{3.5492,3.6852,33.7302,2.74491},{3.5676,3.6852,42.7144,3.19144},{3.586,3.6852,41.8897,3.15508},{3.6044,3.6852,45.4207,3.38755},{3.6228,3.6852,48.1656,3.43189},
{3.6412,3.6852,51.1071,3.57869},{3.6596,3.6852,45.4037,3.35283},{3.678,3.6852,49.799,3.60203},{3.6964,3.6852,45.837,3.57627},{3.7148,3.6852,39.8847,3.53836},
{3.7332,3.6852,22.3566,2.61245},{3.7516,3.6852,3.31321,1.179},{3.402,3.71,0.160139,0.166911},{3.4204,3.71,3.81797,0.863741},{3.4388,3.71,8.63425,1.35253},
{3.4572,3.71,16.9862,2.223},{3.4756,3.71,21.1661,2.19113},{3.494,3.71,22.3635,2.21029},{3.5124,3.71,35.5557,3.26246},{3.5308,3.71,31.906,2.74521},
{3.5492,3.71,39.5898,3.22534},{3.5676,3.71,41.5412,3.29632},{3.586,3.71,54,4.26425},{3.6044,3.71,48.4893,3.56644},{3.6228,3.71,49.4734,3.73524},
{3.6412,3.71,44.8552,3.42158},{3.6596,3.71,41.7322,3.30434},{3.678,3.71,38.8343,3.09577},{3.6964,3.71,33.1182,2.93646},{3.7148,3.71,21.8157,2.22913},
{3.7332,3.71,9.88459,2.09701},{3.402,3.7348,3.09035,1.44484},{3.4204,3.7348,6.6052,1.22141},{3.4388,3.7348,11.8983,1.59969},{3.4572,3.7348,22.6036,2.78528},
{3.4756,3.7348,24.5573,2.60234},{3.494,3.7348,30.3698,2.9251},{3.5124,3.7348,32.7103,2.99359},{3.5308,3.7348,37.0517,3.0659},{3.5492,3.7348,37.9202,3.1523},
{3.5676,3.7348,37.4015,2.99926},{3.586,3.7348,40.782,3.12576},{3.6044,3.7348,40.2155,3.31869},{3.6228,3.7348,39.7779,3.17161},{3.6412,3.7348,46.0783,3.67756},
{3.6596,3.7348,38.2724,3.25016},{3.678,3.7348,33.2902,3.12109},{3.6964,3.7348,24.3341,2.68516},{3.7148,3.7348,11.7111,2.03705},{3.7332,3.7348,0.853918,0.590315},
{3.3836,3.7596,0.161222,0.113296},{3.402,3.7596,5.39269,1.41308},{3.4204,3.7596,8.40068,1.55422},{3.4388,3.7596,15.453,2.10565},{3.4572,3.7596,23.2474,2.80325},
{3.4756,3.7596,22.156,2.24853},{3.494,3.7596,27.7043,2.79803},{3.5124,3.7596,29.3648,2.71917},{3.5308,3.7596,27.1587,2.39816},{3.5492,3.7596,32.4354,2.72203},
{3.5676,3.7596,33.4371,2.86698},{3.586,3.7596,37.191,3.12856},{3.6044,3.7596,36.025,3.05069},{3.6228,3.7596,32.2491,2.78948},{3.6412,3.7596,30.6365,2.82116},
{3.6596,3.7596,28.1558,2.80294},{3.678,3.7596,21.9471,2.72436},{3.6964,3.7596,13.5639,2.44125},{3.7148,3.7596,5.1907,5.08971},{3.3836,3.7844,1.00224,0.49848},
{3.402,3.7844,6.49195,1.53528},{3.4204,3.7844,10.2974,1.67567},{3.4388,3.7844,20.4549,2.93153},{3.4572,3.7844,24.3366,2.88273},{3.4756,3.7844,24.4117,2.61193},
{3.494,3.7844,27.6985,2.82562},{3.5124,3.7844,26.7612,2.4979},{3.5308,3.7844,29.4337,2.78451},{3.5492,3.7844,30.9272,2.88552},{3.5676,3.7844,34.9994,3.1298},
{3.586,3.7844,29.3023,2.78373},{3.6044,3.7844,28.7854,2.65615},{3.6228,3.7844,31.9494,3.29711},{3.6412,3.7844,34.4153,3.87953},{3.6596,3.7844,17.986,2.42686},
{3.678,3.7844,10.4044,2.08388},{3.6964,3.7844,2.03006,1.41357},{3.3836,3.8092,0.806857,0.354865},{3.402,3.8092,5.15213,1.14316},{3.4204,3.8092,9.84351,1.80258},
{3.4388,3.8092,12.8243,1.85638},{3.4572,3.8092,11.2312,1.37833},{3.4756,3.8092,23.3284,2.70778},{3.494,3.8092,19.7567,2.12815},{3.5124,3.8092,24.0041,2.44644},
{3.5308,3.8092,24.4478,2.52008},{3.5492,3.8092,30.0236,2.97719},{3.5676,3.8092,24.0834,2.51753},{3.586,3.8092,21.4622,2.30775},{3.6044,3.8092,18.4112,2.05086},
{3.6228,3.8092,15.6093,2.08309},{3.6412,3.8092,11.1373,1.78823},{3.6596,3.8092,6.47241,1.54199},{3.678,3.8092,11.0496,12.4655},{3.3836,3.834,0.973906,0.583844},
{3.402,3.834,7.22493,1.79797},{3.4204,3.834,6.87385,1.43348},{3.4388,3.834,11.9947,1.77737},{3.4572,3.834,13.4002,1.76851},{3.4756,3.834,17.5411,2.21993},
{3.494,3.834,16.0445,1.94794},{3.5124,3.834,18.1786,1.98188},{3.5308,3.834,17.5137,2.01631},{3.5492,3.834,18.2053,2.12584},{3.5676,3.834,17.8764,2.13284},
{3.586,3.834,16.4922,2.195},{3.6044,3.834,11.3769,1.7231},{3.6228,3.834,11.0186,2.36772},{3.6412,3.834,3.75586,1.86658},{3.3836,3.8588,0.0579833,0.0692122},
{3.402,3.8588,2.56175,0.834902},{3.4204,3.8588,5.33095,1.33137},{3.4388,3.8588,8.92011,1.55534},{3.4572,3.8588,8.38127,1.23217},{3.4756,3.8588,15.0434,2.09252},
{3.494,3.8588,17.0784,2.29198},{3.5124,3.8588,15.6666,2.25888},{3.5308,3.8588,13.9856,1.88049},{3.5492,3.8588,12.8281,1.77336},{3.5676,3.8588,12.1413,2.05577},
{3.586,3.8588,4.91756,1.13806},{3.6044,3.8588,3.72473,1.31289},{3.6228,3.8588,0.442436,0.613198},{3.402,3.8836,0.431228,0.388931},{3.4204,3.8836,7.34865,2.4861},
{3.4388,3.8836,4.09088,1.04183},{3.4572,3.8836,5.86519,1.1768},{3.4756,3.8836,4.54023,0.889984},{3.494,3.8836,7.87931,1.42473},{3.5124,3.8836,5.65284,1.01553},
{3.5308,3.8836,5.54509,1.22505},{3.5492,3.8836,4.79992,1.25107},{3.5676,3.8836,7.20018,3.4687},{3.4388,3.9084,0.809838,0.470609},{3.4572,3.9084,1.03597,0.430993},
{3.4756,3.9084,1.15242,0.518849},{3.494,3.9084,1.04034,0.397789},{3.5124,3.9084,1.21577,0.620887}}
Table G.5: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot ppX,
for MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2 (Fig. 92). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot 3pi0:  M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) versus M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.4-0.5 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.00152 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}): 0.00152 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{0.07496,0.07192,2538.01,1793.71},{0.078,0.07192,1419.37,461.649},{0.08104,0.07192,3334.68,1235.94},{0.08408,0.07192,1924.84,598.086},{0.08712,0.07192,1404.78,394.034},{0.09016,0.07192,3380.76,1203.18},{0.0932,0.07192,3913.58,1303.82},
{0.09624,0.07192,3592.63,1266.19},{0.09928,0.07192,2207.08,630.63},{0.10232,0.07192,2474.93,640.239},{0.10536,0.07192,2799.21,740.962},{0.1084,0.07192,2128.36,539.397},{0.11144,0.07192,2385.13,712.151},{0.11448,0.07192,4902.7,2810.81},
{0.11752,0.07192,2265.88,1816.41},{0.07192,0.07496,2538.01,1793.71},{0.07496,0.07496,21280.3,2488.76},{0.078,0.07496,28604.2,2881.52},{0.08104,0.07496,28583.9,2433.64},{0.08408,0.07496,31021.9,2594.86},{0.08712,0.07496,30800.1,2514.06},
{0.09016,0.07496,30274.6,2389.32},{0.0932,0.07496,35813,3028.89},{0.09624,0.07496,29562.9,2316.16},{0.09928,0.07496,33850.6,2664.14},{0.10232,0.07496,28609,2172.54},{0.10536,0.07496,30215.1,2529.08},{0.1084,0.07496,28114.3,2523.19},
{0.11144,0.07496,19829.4,1889.25},{0.11448,0.07496,21276.6,2591.24},{0.11752,0.07496,15433.2,2192.83},{0.12056,0.07496,6525.41,963.023},{0.1236,0.07496,3337.06,772.815},{0.12664,0.07496,810.584,334.516},{0.07192,0.078,1419.37,461.649},
{0.07496,0.078,28604.2,2881.52},{0.078,0.078,40868.4,3395.18},{0.08104,0.078,41139.9,2976.78},{0.08408,0.078,47782.1,3437.36},{0.08712,0.078,49295.2,3415.36},{0.09016,0.078,43140.3,2807.55},{0.0932,0.078,44007.8,2823.18},
{0.09624,0.078,44955.3,2859.78},{0.09928,0.078,40392.4,2699.6},{0.10232,0.078,35845.1,2529.94},{0.10536,0.078,30587.9,2287.11},{0.1084,0.078,30873.7,2664.7},{0.11144,0.078,20417.2,1743.17},{0.11448,0.078,18980.7,1889.2},
{0.11752,0.078,13999.4,1464.99},{0.12056,0.078,9163.9,1048.6},{0.1236,0.078,11527.3,2025.61},{0.12664,0.078,3046.15,526.386},{0.12968,0.078,1258.71,490.212},{0.07192,0.08104,3334.68,1235.94},{0.07496,0.08104,28583.9,2433.64},
{0.078,0.08104,41139.9,2976.78},{0.08104,0.08104,44614.3,2902.28},{0.08408,0.08104,52330.7,3342.9},{0.08712,0.08104,60882.2,3911.26},{0.09016,0.08104,51509.2,3110.43},{0.0932,0.08104,50454.1,3090.58},{0.09624,0.08104,40717.6,2545.59},
{0.09928,0.08104,42743.7,3025.45},{0.10232,0.08104,35756.6,2624.12},{0.10536,0.08104,33058.2,2592.71},{0.1084,0.08104,26596.4,2214.08},{0.11144,0.08104,22096,1911.06},{0.11448,0.08104,17355.1,1615.19},{0.11752,0.08104,17941.5,1960.17},
{0.12056,0.08104,14323.6,1810.15},{0.1236,0.08104,7341.57,954.096},{0.12664,0.08104,4442.43,677.872},{0.12968,0.08104,1873.55,405.916},{0.13272,0.08104,417.675,425.303},{0.07192,0.08408,1924.84,598.086},{0.07496,0.08408,31021.9,2594.86},
{0.078,0.08408,47782.1,3437.36},{0.08104,0.08408,52330.7,3342.9},{0.08408,0.08408,62280.5,4085.57},{0.08712,0.08408,59184.5,3557.77},{0.09016,0.08408,54444.5,3356.24},{0.0932,0.08408,52414.2,3465.73},{0.09624,0.08408,41135,2732.47},
{0.09928,0.08408,43030.7,3169.64},{0.10232,0.08408,31955,2343.16},{0.10536,0.08408,31763.3,2541.46},{0.1084,0.08408,29077,2567.87},{0.11144,0.08408,25068.3,2297.13},{0.11448,0.08408,17482.4,1718.25},{0.11752,0.08408,15289.4,1608.92},
{0.12056,0.08408,13642,1673.61},{0.1236,0.08408,14883.2,2367.16},{0.12664,0.08408,7972.96,1413.88},{0.12968,0.08408,3405.88,735.116},{0.13272,0.08408,1057.94,627.235},{0.07192,0.08712,1404.78,394.034},{0.07496,0.08712,30800.1,2514.06},
{0.078,0.08712,49295.2,3415.36},{0.08104,0.08712,60882.2,3911.26},{0.08408,0.08712,59184.5,3557.77},{0.08712,0.08712,49129.6,2946.77},{0.09016,0.08712,45237.7,2826.57},{0.0932,0.08712,45501.7,3024.24},{0.09624,0.08712,37033.9,2475.23},
{0.09928,0.08712,34151.8,2398.3},{0.10232,0.08712,29587.7,2149.13},{0.10536,0.08712,27653.3,2235.21},{0.1084,0.08712,22826.8,1883.48},{0.11144,0.08712,21367.8,1983.05},{0.11448,0.08712,18528.3,1848.77},{0.11752,0.08712,14855.8,1610.02},
{0.12056,0.08712,14077.1,1844.82},{0.1236,0.08712,10624.1,1553.14},{0.12664,0.08712,5562.6,932.138},{0.12968,0.08712,3641.58,805.157},{0.13272,0.08712,1316.61,883.037},{0.07192,0.09016,3380.76,1203.18},{0.07496,0.09016,30274.6,2389.32},
{0.078,0.09016,43140.3,2807.55},{0.08104,0.09016,51509.2,3110.43},{0.08408,0.09016,54444.5,3356.25},{0.08712,0.09016,45237.7,2826.57},{0.09016,0.09016,42089.3,2759.44},{0.0932,0.09016,37912.6,2545.3},{0.09624,0.09016,35946.1,2617.82},
{0.09928,0.09016,30790.3,2308.9},{0.10232,0.09016,22454.2,1626.98},{0.10536,0.09016,26031.3,2178.62},{0.1084,0.09016,22224.7,1972.3},{0.11144,0.09016,21785.2,2134.39},{0.11448,0.09016,18883.9,2077.23},{0.11752,0.09016,12041.1,1268.04},
{0.12056,0.09016,10975.6,1393.68},{0.1236,0.09016,7518.78,1038.76},{0.12664,0.09016,5874.3,1073.87},{0.12968,0.09016,1723.28,374.349},{0.13272,0.09016,699.444,543.604},{0.07192,0.0932,3913.58,1303.82},{0.07496,0.0932,35813.1,3028.89},
{0.078,0.0932,44007.8,2823.18},{0.08104,0.0932,50454.1,3090.58},{0.08408,0.0932,52414.2,3465.73},{0.08712,0.0932,45501.7,3024.24},{0.09016,0.0932,37912.6,2545.3},{0.0932,0.0932,37839.1,2696.59},{0.09624,0.0932,35570.2,2728.53},
{0.09928,0.0932,25741.7,1867.91},{0.10232,0.0932,25677,2071.84},{0.10536,0.0932,22567.8,1895.18},{0.1084,0.0932,24015.7,2375.42},{0.11144,0.0932,20983,2181.12},{0.11448,0.0932,15118.6,1585.43},{0.11752,0.0932,12618.9,1538.29},
{0.12056,0.0932,8756.85,1150.21},{0.1236,0.0932,6325.38,987.484},{0.12664,0.0932,3673.45,643.928},{0.12968,0.0932,2009.66,610.964},{0.07192,0.09624,3592.63,1266.19},{0.07496,0.09624,29562.9,2316.16},{0.078,0.09624,44955.3,2859.78},
{0.08104,0.09624,40717.5,2545.59},{0.08408,0.09624,41135,2732.47},{0.08712,0.09624,37033.9,2475.23},{0.09016,0.09624,35946.1,2617.82},{0.0932,0.09624,35570.2,2728.53},{0.09624,0.09624,27077.6,2050.47},{0.09928,0.09624,25326.2,1974.29},
{0.10232,0.09624,23637.2,2010.43},{0.10536,0.09624,19406.5,1691.81},{0.1084,0.09624,18985.3,1827.42},{0.11144,0.09624,16654.7,1799.04},{0.11448,0.09624,17025.5,2104.79},{0.11752,0.09624,15474.9,2099.14},{0.12056,0.09624,9828.83,1418.25},
{0.1236,0.09624,7525.84,1395.18},{0.12664,0.09624,2949.11,607.889},{0.12968,0.09624,745.511,292.016},{0.07192,0.09928,2207.08,630.63},{0.07496,0.09928,33850.6,2664.14},{0.078,0.09928,40392.4,2699.6},{0.08104,0.09928,42743.7,3025.45},
{0.08408,0.09928,43030.7,3169.64},{0.08712,0.09928,34151.8,2398.3},{0.09016,0.09928,30790.3,2308.9},{0.0932,0.09928,25741.7,1867.91},{0.09624,0.09928,25326.2,1974.29},{0.09928,0.09928,30030.1,2754.31},{0.10232,0.09928,22001.4,1996.48},
{0.10536,0.09928,21019.8,2032.48},{0.1084,0.09928,21088,2315.85},{0.11144,0.09928,16456.3,1956.57},{0.11448,0.09928,18251,2627.35},{0.11752,0.09928,9122.12,1255.9},{0.12056,0.09928,7522.05,1182.75},{0.1236,0.09928,4649.55,915.851},
{0.12664,0.09928,1201.02,289.554},{0.12968,0.09928,210.022,194.221},{0.07192,0.10232,2474.93,640.239},{0.07496,0.10232,28609,2172.54},{0.078,0.10232,35845.1,2529.94},{0.08104,0.10232,35756.6,2624.12},{0.08408,0.10232,31955,2343.16},
{0.08712,0.10232,29587.7,2149.13},{0.09016,0.10232,22454.2,1626.98},{0.0932,0.10232,25677,2071.84},{0.09624,0.10232,23637.2,2010.43},{0.09928,0.10232,22001.4,1996.48},{0.10232,0.10232,16415.2,1470.11},{0.10536,0.10232,16439.7,1612.66},
{0.1084,0.10232,16269.8,1841.48},{0.11144,0.10232,15091.9,1934.51},{0.11448,0.10232,10180.3,1318.86},{0.11752,0.10232,6709.66,937.837},{0.12056,0.10232,4687.09,803.866},{0.1236,0.10232,3685.97,985.736},{0.12664,0.10232,834.361,399.113},
{0.07192,0.10536,2799.21,740.962},{0.07496,0.10536,30215.1,2529.08},{0.078,0.10536,30587.9,2287.11},{0.08104,0.10536,33058.2,2592.71},{0.08408,0.10536,31763.3,2541.46},{0.08712,0.10536,27653.3,2235.21},{0.09016,0.10536,26031.3,2178.62},
{0.0932,0.10536,22567.8,1895.18},{0.09624,0.10536,19406.5,1691.81},{0.09928,0.10536,21019.8,2032.48},{0.10232,0.10536,16439.7,1612.66},{0.10536,0.10536,20517.6,2415.87},{0.1084,0.10536,12663.2,1488.27},{0.11144,0.10536,8779.54,1049.7},
{0.11448,0.10536,10140.1,1607.5},{0.11752,0.10536,6616.65,1187.33},{0.12056,0.10536,2938.83,563.058},{0.1236,0.10536,1780.79,727.786},{0.07192,0.1084,2128.36,539.397},{0.07496,0.1084,28114.3,2523.19},{0.078,0.1084,30873.7,2664.7},
{0.08104,0.1084,26596.4,2214.08},{0.08408,0.1084,29077,2567.87},{0.08712,0.1084,22826.8,1883.48},{0.09016,0.1084,22224.7,1972.3},{0.0932,0.1084,24015.7,2375.42},{0.09624,0.1084,18985.3,1827.42},{0.09928,0.1084,21088,2315.85},
{0.10232,0.1084,16269.8,1841.48},{0.10536,0.1084,12663.2,1488.27},{0.1084,0.1084,12311.7,1647.29},{0.11144,0.1084,9009.3,1278.66},{0.11448,0.1084,9431.62,1818.31},{0.11752,0.1084,6813.62,1637.26},{0.12056,0.1084,2160.68,657.701},
{0.07192,0.11144,2385.13,712.151},{0.07496,0.11144,19829.4,1889.25},{0.078,0.11144,20417.2,1743.17},{0.08104,0.11144,22096,1911.06},{0.08408,0.11144,25068.3,2297.13},{0.08712,0.11144,21367.8,1983.05},{0.09016,0.11144,21785.2,2134.39},
{0.0932,0.11144,20983,2181.12},{0.09624,0.11144,16654.7,1799.04},{0.09928,0.11144,16456.3,1956.57},{0.10232,0.11144,15091.9,1934.51},{0.10536,0.11144,8779.54,1049.7},{0.1084,0.11144,9009.3,1278.66},{0.11144,0.11144,6123.94,923.801},
{0.11448,0.11144,4457.57,902.223},{0.11752,0.11144,5088.75,1951.21},{0.12056,0.11144,438.96,374.22},{0.07192,0.11448,4902.7,2810.81},{0.07496,0.11448,21276.6,2591.24},{0.078,0.11448,18980.7,1889.2},{0.08104,0.11448,17355.1,1615.19},
{0.08408,0.11448,17482.4,1718.25},{0.08712,0.11448,18528.3,1848.77},{0.09016,0.11448,18883.9,2077.23},{0.0932,0.11448,15118.6,1585.43},{0.09624,0.11448,17025.5,2104.79},{0.09928,0.11448,18251,2627.35},{0.10232,0.11448,10180.3,1318.86},
{0.10536,0.11448,10140.1,1607.5},{0.1084,0.11448,9431.62,1818.31},{0.11144,0.11448,4457.57,902.223},{0.11448,0.11448,3344.34,1020.28},{0.11752,0.11448,4028.88,2944.23},{0.07192,0.11752,2265.88,1816.41},{0.07496,0.11752,15433.2,2192.83},
{0.078,0.11752,13999.4,1464.99},{0.08104,0.11752,17941.5,1960.17},{0.08408,0.11752,15289.4,1608.92},{0.08712,0.11752,14855.8,1610.02},{0.09016,0.11752,12041.1,1268.04},{0.0932,0.11752,12618.9,1538.29},{0.09624,0.11752,15474.9,2099.14},
{0.09928,0.11752,9122.12,1255.9},{0.10232,0.11752,6709.66,937.837},{0.10536,0.11752,6616.65,1187.33},{0.1084,0.11752,6813.62,1637.26},{0.11144,0.11752,5088.75,1951.21},{0.11448,0.11752,4028.88,2944.23},{0.07496,0.12056,6525.41
,963.023},{0.078,0.12056,9163.9,1048.6},{0.08104,0.12056,14323.6,1810.15},{0.08408,0.12056,13642,1673.61},{0.08712,0.12056,14077.1,1844.82},{0.09016,0.12056,10975.6,1393.68},{0.0932,0.12056,8756.85,1150.21},{0.09624,0.12056,9828.83,1418.25},
{0.09928,0.12056,7522.05,1182.75},{0.10232,0.12056,4687.09,803.866},{0.10536,0.12056,2938.83,563.058},{0.1084,0.12056,2160.68,657.701},{0.11144,0.12056,438.96,374.22},{0.07496,0.1236,3337.06,772.815},{0.078,0.1236,11527.3,2025.61},
{0.08104,0.1236,7341.57,954.096},{0.08408,0.1236,14883.2,2367.16},{0.08712,0.1236,10624.1,1553.14},{0.09016,0.1236,7518.78,1038.76},{0.0932,0.1236,6325.38,987.484},{0.09624,0.1236,7525.84,1395.18},{0.09928,0.1236,4649.55,915.851},
{0.10232,0.1236,3685.97,985.737},{0.10536,0.1236,1780.79,727.786},{0.07496,0.12664,810.584,334.516},{0.078,0.12664,3046.15,526.386},{0.08104,0.12664,4442.43,677.872},{0.08408,0.12664,7972.96,1413.88},{0.08712,0.12664,5562.6,932.138},
{0.09016,0.12664,5874.3,1073.87},{0.0932,0.12664,3673.45,643.928},{0.09624,0.12664,2949.11,607.889},{0.09928,0.12664,1201.02,289.554},{0.10232,0.12664,834.361,399.113},{0.078,0.12968,1258.71,490.212},{0.08104,0.12968,1873.55,405.916},
{0.08408,0.12968,3405.88,735.116},{0.08712,0.12968,3641.58,805.157},{0.09016,0.12968,1723.28,374.349},{0.0932,0.12968,2009.66,610.964},{0.09624,0.12968,745.511,292.016},{0.09928,0.12968,210.022,194.221},{0.08104,0.13272,417.675,425.303},
{0.08408,0.13272,1057.94,627.235},{0.08712,0.13272,1316.61,883.037},{0.09016,0.13272,699.444,543.604}}
Table G.6: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot 3π0,
for MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2 (Fig. 95). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot 3pi0:  M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) versus M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.6-0.7 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.0019 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}): 0.0019 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{0.1559,0.0723,575.368,433.976},{0.1597,0.0723,224.431,101.824},{0.1635,0.0723,487.254,151.819},{0.1673,0.0723,1108.95,287.212},{0.1711,0.0723,1589.99,339.919},{0.1749,0.0723,2265.5,443.843},{0.1787,0.0723,2400.33,407.69},{0.1825,0.0723,2060.54,333.58},{0.1863,0.0723,2335.55,388.299},{0.1901,0.0723,2677.24,445.444},{0.1939,0.0723,2049.48,339.886},{0.1977,0.0723,2292.53,389.558},
{0.2015,0.0723,1700.71,275.516},{0.2053,0.0723,1747.83,274.912},{0.2091,0.0723,1730.59,286.828},{0.2129,0.0723,1600.25,274.719},{0.2167,0.0723,1507.51,260.855},{0.2205,0.0723,2036.93,426.967},{0.2243,0.0723,1619.58,337.091},{0.2281,0.0723,1084.2,220.17},{0.2319,0.0723,1751.5,501.443},{0.2357,0.0723,813.184,208.007},{0.2395,0.0723,520.464,141.779},{0.2433,0.0723,437.665,151.98},
{0.2471,0.0723,259.125,108.337},{0.2547,0.0723,30.8331,34.34},{0.1407,0.0761,755.536,423.267},{0.1445,0.0761,633.441,142.803},{0.1483,0.0761,1247.52,214.876},{0.1521,0.0761,2385.12,340.18},{0.1559,0.0761,3761.05,437.963},{0.1597,0.0761,5508.76,574.432},{0.1635,0.0761,5679.48,530.807},{0.1673,0.0761,7405.01,663.96},{0.1711,0.0761,6683.65,526.374},{0.1749,0.0761,6408.28,467.309},
{0.1787,0.0761,9463.72,724},{0.1825,0.0761,8736.04,628.535},{0.1863,0.0761,10558.1,745.492},{0.1901,0.0761,10632,736.459},{0.1939,0.0761,9665.32,636.285},{0.1977,0.0761,10812.7,772.783},{0.2015,0.0761,9073.07,618.703},{0.2053,0.0761,8601.96,613.016},{0.2091,0.0761,7797.34,587.594},{0.2129,0.0761,6370.73,490.298},{0.2167,0.0761,6681.27,554.103},{0.2205,0.0761,5555.73,469.042},
{0.2243,0.0761,5749.91,555.405},{0.2281,0.0761,4479.8,419.489},{0.2319,0.0761,4105.67,410.659},{0.2357,0.0761,2918.96,289.39},{0.2395,0.0761,3173.03,354.047},{0.2433,0.0761,3211.52,399.089},{0.2471,0.0761,2713.56,353.392},{0.2509,0.0761,1723.63,244.165},{0.2547,0.0761,1381.76,210.829},{0.2585,0.0761,936.285,159.516},{0.2623,0.0761,961.795,216.858},{0.2661,0.0761,621.345,154.259},
{0.2699,0.0761,1862.04,989.714},{0.2737,0.0761,138.222,63.2077},{0.2775,0.0761,227.45,173.195},{0.1293,0.0799,356.997,150.626},{0.1331,0.0799,947.286,207.433},{0.1369,0.0799,2651.11,488.272},{0.1407,0.0799,3035.31,374.34},{0.1445,0.0799,4351.19,489.261},{0.1483,0.0799,4624.44,433.113},{0.1521,0.0799,5293.11,471.051},{0.1559,0.0799,6947,575.379},{0.1597,0.0799,6810.82,536.757},
{0.1635,0.0799,7909.18,595.755},{0.1673,0.0799,8417.24,591.184},{0.1711,0.0799,8564.01,590.897},{0.1749,0.0799,10555.8,756.484},{0.1787,0.0799,8666.57,566.244},{0.1825,0.0799,9080.12,610.725},{0.1863,0.0799,8901.42,571.338},{0.1901,0.0799,10050.3,672.666},{0.1939,0.0799,10745.1,732.556},{0.1977,0.0799,10661.7,738.453},{0.2015,0.0799,9577.75,642.247},{0.2053,0.0799,9210.33,630.214},
{0.2091,0.0799,9319.51,667.229},{0.2129,0.0799,7839.78,562.451},{0.2167,0.0799,7846.86,583.493},{0.2205,0.0799,7115.24,560.359},{0.2243,0.0799,5721.89,452.529},{0.2281,0.0799,5661.77,486.642},{0.2319,0.0799,5395.48,485.463},{0.2357,0.0799,5225.65,507.296},{0.2395,0.0799,4234.78,394.633},{0.2433,0.0799,3844.26,400.148},{0.2471,0.0799,3041.48,310.946},{0.2509,0.0799,2647.76,303.108},
{0.2547,0.0799,2575.41,315.074},{0.2585,0.0799,2252.89,289.82},{0.2623,0.0799,1619.03,221.846},{0.2661,0.0799,1945.68,319.266},{0.2699,0.0799,961.799,156.82},{0.2737,0.0799,930.648,172.667},{0.2775,0.0799,840.436,219.293},{0.2813,0.0799,311.733,78.2426},{0.2851,0.0799,170.885,61.7406},{0.2889,0.0799,347.118,260.712},{0.1217,0.0837,459.134,156.957},{0.1255,0.0837,1485.01,278.741},
{0.1293,0.0837,2846.92,415.52},{0.1331,0.0837,4036.53,466.087},{0.1369,0.0837,3977.96,383.421},{0.1407,0.0837,5460.6,495.662},{0.1445,0.0837,6302.59,533.458},{0.1483,0.0837,5324.72,407.314},{0.1521,0.0837,6824.58,502.175},{0.1559,0.0837,6735.41,475.042},{0.1597,0.0837,8218.02,577.788},{0.1635,0.0837,8446.25,587.865},{0.1673,0.0837,8831.12,598.335},{0.1711,0.0837,9445.37,649.399},
{0.1749,0.0837,8585.02,591.453},{0.1787,0.0837,9434.44,657.114},{0.1825,0.0837,9210.59,623.733},{0.1863,0.0837,10688.2,761.96},{0.1901,0.0837,9150.74,628.532},{0.1939,0.0837,9244.32,643.436},{0.1977,0.0837,8756.51,586.346},{0.2015,0.0837,9659.18,671.212},{0.2053,0.0837,8471.17,567.9},{0.2091,0.0837,9241.27,627.142},{0.2129,0.0837,8876.84,626.127},{0.2167,0.0837,7979.73,569.564},
{0.2205,0.0837,7182.96,538.569},{0.2243,0.0837,6633.73,509.677},{0.2281,0.0837,6684.25,538.858},{0.2319,0.0837,5972.28,505.511},{0.2357,0.0837,4842.91,409.337},{0.2395,0.0837,4985.81,464.801},{0.2433,0.0837,4639.12,438.124},{0.2471,0.0837,3664.56,364.074},{0.2509,0.0837,2971.98,301.693},{0.2547,0.0837,3008.18,331.01},{0.2585,0.0837,2231.94,255.969},{0.2623,0.0837,2628.46,338.965},
{0.2661,0.0837,1747.02,229.632},{0.2699,0.0837,1398.46,185.404},{0.2737,0.0837,1596.88,254.625},{0.2775,0.0837,1526.12,271.563},{0.2813,0.0837,738.172,141.685},{0.2851,0.0837,908.056,214.448},{0.2889,0.0837,624.181,172.35},{0.2927,0.0837,303.769,104.239},{0.2965,0.0837,121.547,64.1859},{0.3003,0.0837,185.84,209.977},{0.1141,0.0875,201.864,77.7923},{0.1179,0.0875,1578.8,314.103},
{0.1217,0.0875,2344.5,327.657},{0.1255,0.0875,3269.41,355.058},{0.1293,0.0875,4185.59,405.7},{0.1331,0.0875,6057.14,553.039},{0.1369,0.0875,6308.7,544.802},{0.1407,0.0875,6545.18,519.059},{0.1445,0.0875,6679.77,493.923},{0.1483,0.0875,6991.95,496.881},{0.1521,0.0875,8883.55,646.862},{0.1559,0.0875,8365.29,584.913},{0.1597,0.0875,8143.82,543.702},{0.1635,0.0875,8022,555.393},
{0.1673,0.0875,8534.09,581.821},{0.1711,0.0875,9637.81,677.424},{0.1749,0.0875,8769.28,605.136},{0.1787,0.0875,8882.82,613.632},{0.1825,0.0875,8358.6,565.314},{0.1863,0.0875,9278.71,628.578},{0.1901,0.0875,8697.67,594.18},{0.1939,0.0875,9591.94,674.555},{0.1977,0.0875,8581.08,572.506},{0.2015,0.0875,9889.75,696.162},{0.2053,0.0875,9376.46,647.766},{0.2091,0.0875,9125.74,642.754},
{0.2129,0.0875,8444.65,587.372},{0.2167,0.0875,8858.25,671.644},{0.2205,0.0875,7588.44,562.161},{0.2243,0.0875,6379.19,466.737},{0.2281,0.0875,6285.26,495.99},{0.2319,0.0875,5464.26,432.583},{0.2357,0.0875,4866.15,393.512},{0.2395,0.0875,5345.62,473.829},{0.2433,0.0875,4014.59,367.696},{0.2471,0.0875,3185.2,279.962},{0.2509,0.0875,4041.98,408.796},{0.2547,0.0875,3216.17,339.796},
{0.2585,0.0875,3271.65,372.566},{0.2623,0.0875,2610.6,294.056},{0.2661,0.0875,2128.74,256.905},{0.2699,0.0875,1970.51,264.561},{0.2737,0.0875,1771.46,244.703},{0.2775,0.0875,1042.92,150.339},{0.2813,0.0875,1501.77,260.335},{0.2851,0.0875,992.32,181.287},{0.2889,0.0875,589.785,114.631},{0.2927,0.0875,576.454,141.339},{0.2965,0.0875,284.066,82.1286},{0.3003,0.0875,160.292,55.2487},
{0.3041,0.0875,69.3786,45.67},{0.1065,0.0913,169.197,170.746},{0.1103,0.0913,722.364,200.247},{0.1141,0.0913,1913.26,294.242},{0.1179,0.0913,3138.02,370.768},{0.1217,0.0913,3465.37,344.567},{0.1255,0.0913,5548.56,532.795},{0.1293,0.0913,5261.77,438.329},{0.1331,0.0913,7327.75,589.45},{0.1369,0.0913,7405.97,556.616},{0.1407,0.0913,7192.26,505.43},{0.1445,0.0913,7969.84,567.33},
{0.1483,0.0913,8653.38,620.637},{0.1521,0.0913,8613.83,615.062},{0.1559,0.0913,8208.04,569.715},{0.1597,0.0913,8061.67,555.111},{0.1635,0.0913,8059.97,551.139},{0.1673,0.0913,8588.09,591.503},{0.1711,0.0913,8374.43,574.613},{0.1749,0.0913,8386.78,574.497},{0.1787,0.0913,8302.72,564.995},{0.1825,0.0913,8651.29,598.957},{0.1863,0.0913,9120.46,640.499},{0.1901,0.0913,9258.42,657.454},
{0.1939,0.0913,8146.1,543.755},{0.1977,0.0913,8693.2,595.293},{0.2015,0.0913,8921.07,624.392},{0.2053,0.0913,9186.02,635.722},{0.2091,0.0913,8926.44,616.912},{0.2129,0.0913,8801.79,614.565},{0.2167,0.0913,7635.51,530.149},{0.2205,0.0913,8389.11,626.446},{0.2243,0.0913,6683.57,486.324},{0.2281,0.0913,6257.49,474.16},{0.2319,0.0913,6238.33,506.972},{0.2357,0.0913,5378.24,440.796},
{0.2395,0.0913,4711.63,390.394},{0.2433,0.0913,4626.16,418.23},{0.2471,0.0913,4171.94,383.208},{0.2509,0.0913,4616.61,463.662},{0.2547,0.0913,3619.48,368.351},{0.2585,0.0913,3558.52,385.965},{0.2623,0.0913,2361.49,255.181},{0.2661,0.0913,2527.45,308.433},{0.2699,0.0913,2439.43,304.345},{0.2737,0.0913,1544.11,200.045},{0.2775,0.0913,1827.84,269.844},{0.2813,0.0913,1396.02,209.057},
{0.2851,0.0913,1565.11,294.028},{0.2889,0.0913,533.413,95.6061},{0.2927,0.0913,712.588,135.553},{0.2965,0.0913,542.601,122.488},{0.3003,0.0913,591.705,181.02},{0.3041,0.0913,309.828,152.592},{0.3079,0.0913,66.3763,36.6491},{0.1027,0.0951,86.4859,57.5067},{0.1065,0.0951,1323.73,298.525},{0.1103,0.0951,2089.1,278.043},{0.1141,0.0951,2764.74,276.095},{0.1179,0.0951,4604.81,441.969},
{0.1217,0.0951,4869.63,420.309},{0.1255,0.0951,4926.2,387.55},{0.1293,0.0951,6801.64,529.011},{0.1331,0.0951,6949.07,497.761},{0.1369,0.0951,8244.69,619.432},{0.1407,0.0951,8273.13,590.108},{0.1445,0.0951,7302.05,500.569},{0.1483,0.0951,7661.26,526.105},{0.1521,0.0951,9375.32,687.601},{0.1559,0.0951,8540.42,615.405},{0.1597,0.0951,8880.39,627.505},{0.1635,0.0951,8302.34,577.476},
{0.1673,0.0951,8069.44,551.926},{0.1711,0.0951,9599.18,690.322},{0.1749,0.0951,9410.39,664.238},{0.1787,0.0951,7780.42,534.128},{0.1825,0.0951,8778.48,604.889},{0.1863,0.0951,8532.93,577.464},{0.1901,0.0951,9195.83,647.24},{0.1939,0.0951,7623.53,503.118},{0.1977,0.0951,8190.31,554.38},{0.2015,0.0951,8510.48,590.735},{0.2053,0.0951,9463.77,674.012},{0.2091,0.0951,7473.24,510.656},
{0.2129,0.0951,7662.01,519.161},{0.2167,0.0951,7756.37,537.548},{0.2205,0.0951,7947.16,553.704},{0.2243,0.0951,5936.2,426.176},{0.2281,0.0951,6920.2,552.598},{0.2319,0.0951,6327.9,495.543},{0.2357,0.0951,5804.82,483.173},{0.2395,0.0951,4974.28,417.182},{0.2433,0.0951,4025.32,335.86},{0.2471,0.0951,3997.41,356.7},{0.2509,0.0951,4188.39,407.595},{0.2547,0.0951,3429.34,342.046},
{0.2585,0.0951,3064.74,318.947},{0.2623,0.0951,2335.69,244.539},{0.2661,0.0951,3180.88,414.773},{0.2699,0.0951,2098.37,246.671},{0.2737,0.0951,2606.48,361.698},{0.2775,0.0951,2042.98,293.835},{0.2813,0.0951,1760.78,278.176},{0.2851,0.0951,1259.47,198.519},{0.2889,0.0951,951.746,169.152},{0.2927,0.0951,837.892,154.622},{0.2965,0.0951,495.329,96.4858},{0.3003,0.0951,544.317,147.675},
{0.3041,0.0951,724.922,311.312},{0.3079,0.0951,245.096,101.353},{0.3117,0.0951,48.3642,36.4876},{0.0989,0.0989,120.548,60.9844},{0.1027,0.0989,1331.92,239.863},{0.1065,0.0989,3045.57,413.968},{0.1103,0.0989,3825.09,420.382},{0.1141,0.0989,4050.81,361.955},{0.1179,0.0989,4981.97,423.812},{0.1217,0.0989,6338.81,512.338},{0.1255,0.0989,7285.69,552.732},{0.1293,0.0989,8517.37,667.963},
{0.1331,0.0989,7288.96,510.418},{0.1369,0.0989,7391.28,520.829},{0.1407,0.0989,7626.61,534.615},{0.1445,0.0989,8770.18,641.744},{0.1483,0.0989,7827.58,534.736},{0.1521,0.0989,8828.65,629.146},{0.1559,0.0989,8371.79,580.664},{0.1597,0.0989,7473.75,498.668},{0.1635,0.0989,9214.61,650.968},{0.1673,0.0989,8629.31,594.318},{0.1711,0.0989,8885.96,621.172},{0.1749,0.0989,8662.57,592.747},
{0.1787,0.0989,8654.47,586.132},{0.1825,0.0989,9171.85,633.412},{0.1863,0.0989,8070.2,546.701},{0.1901,0.0989,8490.58,579.207},{0.1939,0.0989,9177.84,651.041},{0.1977,0.0989,8883.88,616.514},{0.2015,0.0989,7642.73,500.353},{0.2053,0.0989,9034.24,636.344},{0.2091,0.0989,8702.55,600.291},{0.2129,0.0989,7776.28,543.134},{0.2167,0.0989,7160.7,476.791},{0.2205,0.0989,7137.78,501.513},
{0.2243,0.0989,8058.06,631.299},{0.2281,0.0989,7141.6,564.245},{0.2319,0.0989,5781.36,444.288},{0.2357,0.0989,5540.91,447.886},{0.2395,0.0989,5557.14,479.635},{0.2433,0.0989,4195.99,347.881},{0.2471,0.0989,3978.1,352.215},{0.2509,0.0989,4336.43,422.236},{0.2547,0.0989,3898.48,401.559},{0.2585,0.0989,3392.06,352.757},{0.2623,0.0989,2923.5,309.328},{0.2661,0.0989,2551.37,283.126},
{0.2699,0.0989,2161.11,255.366},{0.2737,0.0989,2200.75,280.912},{0.2775,0.0989,1942.4,252.738},{0.2813,0.0989,1687.86,255.193},{0.2851,0.0989,1719.73,280.792},{0.2889,0.0989,1092.2,181.034},{0.2927,0.0989,742.927,129.228},{0.2965,0.0989,519.946,96.6128},{0.3003,0.0989,728.012,199.728},{0.3041,0.0989,488.581,131.359},{0.3079,0.0989,340.869,131.331},{0.3117,0.0989,160.047,70.8213},
{0.3155,0.0989,372.189,397.373},{0.0951,0.1027,86.4859,57.5067},{0.0989,0.1027,1331.92,239.863},{0.1027,0.1027,3501.06,480.654},{0.1065,0.1027,3760.92,402.283},{0.1103,0.1027,4967.03,466.69},{0.1141,0.1027,5214.16,435.5},{0.1179,0.1027,5701.83,433.619},{0.1217,0.1027,6569.13,478.811},{0.1255,0.1027,6513.78,453.184},{0.1293,0.1027,6596.76,457.595},{0.1331,0.1027,8288.72,595.189},
{0.1369,0.1027,8128.6,586.359},{0.1407,0.1027,8040.4,572.287},{0.1445,0.1027,7911.72,555.717},{0.1483,0.1027,9177.95,663.643},{0.1521,0.1027,7526.52,514.71},{0.1559,0.1027,8306.89,578.459},{0.1597,0.1027,9248.44,682.562},{0.1635,0.1027,8286.45,573.428},{0.1673,0.1027,7498.72,504.416},{0.1711,0.1027,8562.71,586.684},{0.1749,0.1027,9200.19,653.971},{0.1787,0.1027,8728.16,601.881},
{0.1825,0.1027,8361.84,575.575},{0.1863,0.1027,8154.68,546.039},{0.1901,0.1027,8374.71,567.702},{0.1939,0.1027,8493.1,582.43},{0.1977,0.1027,8550.32,582.737},{0.2015,0.1027,8315.18,585.237},{0.2053,0.1027,8231.35,571.175},{0.2091,0.1027,7948.1,544.403},{0.2129,0.1027,8314.62,588.089},{0.2167,0.1027,7856.46,551.395},{0.2205,0.1027,7128.44,512.458},{0.2243,0.1027,7137.79,536.543},
{0.2281,0.1027,6790.23,524.378},{0.2319,0.1027,5653.33,439.303},{0.2357,0.1027,5050.82,411.135},{0.2395,0.1027,5378.41,451.228},{0.2433,0.1027,5681.83,537.04},{0.2471,0.1027,3889.17,349.965},{0.2509,0.1027,3574.18,319.438},{0.2547,0.1027,4470.75,462.354},{0.2585,0.1027,3241.94,341.047},{0.2623,0.1027,3155.06,339.259},{0.2661,0.1027,2357.59,255.666},{0.2699,0.1027,2377.89,283.437},
{0.2737,0.1027,2370.09,305.245},{0.2775,0.1027,1513.91,194.23},{0.2813,0.1027,1372.28,188.512},{0.2851,0.1027,1340.51,194.413},{0.2889,0.1027,1017.86,158.308},{0.2927,0.1027,1031.58,181.059},{0.2965,0.1027,711.318,140.932},{0.3003,0.1027,845.045,196.806},{0.3041,0.1027,387.305,94.3996},{0.3079,0.1027,291.339,87.3016},{0.3117,0.1027,302.07,148.728},{0.3155,0.1027,110.632,80.3667},
{0.0913,0.1065,169.197,170.746},{0.0951,0.1065,1323.73,298.525},{0.0989,0.1065,3045.57,413.968},{0.1027,0.1065,3760.92,402.283},{0.1065,0.1065,5713.24,574.937},{0.1103,0.1065,5261.47,426.349},{0.1141,0.1065,6344.01,484.802},{0.1179,0.1065,7558.89,585.525},{0.1217,0.1065,7331.12,522.213},{0.1255,0.1065,7527.68,553.882},{0.1293,0.1065,7517.33,522.1},{0.1331,0.1065,7764.57,549.806},
{0.1369,0.1065,7690.91,525.572},{0.1407,0.1065,9648.02,726.735},{0.1445,0.1065,7777.85,530.06},{0.1483,0.1065,7952.33,556.992},{0.1521,0.1065,7991.16,552.483},{0.1559,0.1065,7429.66,500.264},{0.1597,0.1065,8173.3,559.967},{0.1635,0.1065,8556.05,593.696},{0.1673,0.1065,8912.43,616.456},{0.1711,0.1065,8022.11,543.934},{0.1749,0.1065,8047.5,555.599},{0.1787,0.1065,9012.34,636.927},
{0.1825,0.1065,8362.82,561.82},{0.1863,0.1065,8634.25,592.163},{0.1901,0.1065,9574.59,696.297},{0.1939,0.1065,8061.76,551.849},{0.1977,0.1065,7740.12,527.862},{0.2015,0.1065,6870.89,461.487},{0.2053,0.1065,8209.85,569.393},{0.2091,0.1065,8232.85,575.349},{0.2129,0.1065,7847.39,544.313},{0.2167,0.1065,7689.44,538.038},{0.2205,0.1065,7131.7,515.738},{0.2243,0.1065,6609.91,491.405},
{0.2281,0.1065,6288.03,471.947},{0.2319,0.1065,6352.01,501.678},{0.2357,0.1065,5519.89,445.178},{0.2395,0.1065,5341.06,460.633},{0.2433,0.1065,4374.46,382.402},{0.2471,0.1065,4391.48,398.863},{0.2509,0.1065,3660.47,329.45},{0.2547,0.1065,3590.37,353.287},{0.2585,0.1065,3925.79,417.764},{0.2623,0.1065,2566.44,264.117},{0.2661,0.1065,2270.7,240.957},{0.2699,0.1065,2655.25,335.533},
{0.2737,0.1065,2134.94,275.612},{0.2775,0.1065,1956.14,251.919},{0.2813,0.1065,1645.5,229.085},{0.2851,0.1065,1114.79,164.352},{0.2889,0.1065,1336,219.525},{0.2927,0.1065,920.316,159.55},{0.2965,0.1065,485.978,86.3202},{0.3003,0.1065,683.622,148.59},{0.3041,0.1065,551.545,154.103},{0.3079,0.1065,351.578,105.276},{0.3117,0.1065,242.511,97.7311},{0.3155,0.1065,36.3678,23.5719},
{0.0913,0.1103,722.364,200.247},{0.0951,0.1103,2089.1,278.043},{0.0989,0.1103,3825.09,420.382},{0.1027,0.1103,4967.03,466.69},{0.1065,0.1103,5261.47,426.349},{0.1103,0.1103,6464.71,529.493},{0.1141,0.1103,6710.37,482.233},{0.1179,0.1103,6995.56,505.891},{0.1217,0.1103,7464.56,535.173},{0.1255,0.1103,8102.41,574.74},{0.1293,0.1103,8871.56,666.149},{0.1331,0.1103,8251.23,598.243},
{0.1369,0.1103,8093.72,583.4},{0.1407,0.1103,6860.12,459.984},{0.1445,0.1103,9303.6,664.02},{0.1483,0.1103,7708.82,528.541},{0.1521,0.1103,8621.95,612.695},{0.1559,0.1103,8417.67,575.712},{0.1597,0.1103,8632.19,603.533},{0.1635,0.1103,8756.78,619.074},{0.1673,0.1103,8244.85,553.883},{0.1711,0.1103,9292.02,657.568},{0.1749,0.1103,8355.92,580.941},{0.1787,0.1103,8490.97,594.255},
{0.1825,0.1103,9568.78,685.782},{0.1863,0.1103,8635.7,594.704},{0.1901,0.1103,8856.4,625.027},{0.1939,0.1103,8354.78,567.512},{0.1977,0.1103,9019.98,625.849},{0.2015,0.1103,7423.81,505.553},{0.2053,0.1103,8768.22,630.554},{0.2091,0.1103,8215.72,582.771},{0.2129,0.1103,9516.72,702.151},{0.2167,0.1103,8638.17,640.07},{0.2205,0.1103,7253.13,518.378},{0.2243,0.1103,6505.43,479.804},
{0.2281,0.1103,6231.47,489.424},{0.2319,0.1103,6091.83,488.341},{0.2357,0.1103,5063.6,415.171},{0.2395,0.1103,4984.24,436.249},{0.2433,0.1103,4426.91,386.727},{0.2471,0.1103,4071.56,369.508},{0.2509,0.1103,3390.48,320.777},{0.2547,0.1103,3484.67,353.288},{0.2585,0.1103,3799.66,382.779},{0.2623,0.1103,3423.36,375.488},{0.2661,0.1103,2585.43,289.012},{0.2699,0.1103,2369.93,275.387},
{0.2737,0.1103,2070.09,279.996},{0.2775,0.1103,1476.73,183.43},{0.2813,0.1103,1268.51,161.966},{0.2851,0.1103,1205.9,178.456},{0.2889,0.1103,1269.34,211.485},{0.2927,0.1103,1171.88,216.926},{0.2965,0.1103,612.072,119.016},{0.3003,0.1103,605.34,122.206},{0.3041,0.1103,476.959,118.936},{0.3079,0.1103,264.701,75.9226},{0.3117,0.1103,342.051,132.08},{0.3155,0.1103,63.9721,30.5722},
{0.0875,0.1141,201.864,77.7923},{0.0913,0.1141,1913.26,294.242},{0.0951,0.1141,2764.74,276.095},{0.0989,0.1141,4050.81,361.955},{0.1027,0.1141,5214.16,435.5},{0.1065,0.1141,6344.01,484.802},{0.1103,0.1141,6710.37,482.233},{0.1141,0.1141,7247.24,512.078},{0.1179,0.1141,7450.06,523.911},{0.1217,0.1141,6947.84,481.659},{0.1255,0.1141,8356.41,605.238},{0.1293,0.1141,7394.1,518.353},
{0.1331,0.1141,7346.26,513.282},{0.1369,0.1141,8173.7,578.793},{0.1407,0.1141,7588.69,525.262},{0.1445,0.1141,8715.32,625.009},{0.1483,0.1141,8368.15,570.938},{0.1521,0.1141,7997.29,546.772},{0.1559,0.1141,9458.39,679.087},{0.1597,0.1141,8706.66,601.291},{0.1635,0.1141,9875.77,709.711},{0.1673,0.1141,8706.41,608.33},{0.1711,0.1141,8681.14,597.677},{0.1749,0.1141,9122.72,640.742},
{0.1787,0.1141,7468.98,497.666},{0.1825,0.1141,8979.63,617.273},{0.1863,0.1141,8708.69,626.342},{0.1901,0.1141,8370.48,589.605},{0.1939,0.1141,8494.33,576.291},{0.1977,0.1141,6657.32,440.589},{0.2015,0.1141,7535.62,495.767},{0.2053,0.1141,8343.3,581.07},{0.2091,0.1141,8039.6,545.853},{0.2129,0.1141,6929.69,475.364},{0.2167,0.1141,8118.38,610.958},{0.2205,0.1141,6927.56,491.032},
{0.2243,0.1141,6056.54,448.517},{0.2281,0.1141,5661.72,424.856},{0.2319,0.1141,5586.3,442.051},{0.2357,0.1141,5133.89,425.81},{0.2395,0.1141,4846.62,415.935},{0.2433,0.1141,4119.53,352.853},{0.2471,0.1141,4504.46,427.329},{0.2509,0.1141,4037.01,405.241},{0.2547,0.1141,4001.37,424.095},{0.2585,0.1141,3112.42,330.336},{0.2623,0.1141,3365.43,383.944},{0.2661,0.1141,2578.66,287.999},
{0.2699,0.1141,1952.35,219.243},{0.2737,0.1141,2160.32,278.179},{0.2775,0.1141,1596.2,206.249},{0.2813,0.1141,1210.32,160.412},{0.2851,0.1141,1135.36,160.489},{0.2889,0.1141,904.943,136.203},{0.2927,0.1141,1052.89,178.681},{0.2965,0.1141,517.451,89.3151},{0.3003,0.1141,608.047,119.987},{0.3041,0.1141,421.281,116.617},{0.3079,0.1141,254.464,70.2101},{0.3117,0.1141,180.048,51.209},
{0.3155,0.1141,62.2029,28.3764},{0.3193,0.1141,22.2383,27.0536},{0.0875,0.1179,1578.8,314.103},{0.0913,0.1179,3138.02,370.768},{0.0951,0.1179,4604.81,441.969},{0.0989,0.1179,4981.98,423.812},{0.1027,0.1179,5701.83,433.619},{0.1065,0.1179,7558.89,585.525},{0.1103,0.1179,6995.56,505.891},{0.1141,0.1179,7450.06,523.911},{0.1179,0.1179,7572.8,555.057},{0.1217,0.1179,7449.94,523.791},
{0.1255,0.1179,8117.93,583.875},{0.1293,0.1179,7018.27,475.356},{0.1331,0.1179,7620.4,531.446},{0.1369,0.1179,8264.68,579.794},{0.1407,0.1179,8701.53,600.394},{0.1445,0.1179,7846.15,547.307},{0.1483,0.1179,7153.62,480.434},{0.1521,0.1179,8080.47,563.639},{0.1559,0.1179,7628.71,516.276},{0.1597,0.1179,9096.6,634.962},{0.1635,0.1179,8152.14,552.618},{0.1673,0.1179,7444.57,499.014},
{0.1711,0.1179,7087.32,467.593},{0.1749,0.1179,8132.81,553.876},{0.1787,0.1179,8417.15,572.492},{0.1825,0.1179,7486.88,512.842},{0.1863,0.1179,8569.21,583.75},{0.1901,0.1179,7095.33,477.61},{0.1939,0.1179,8181.04,573.313},{0.1977,0.1179,7966.87,537.723},{0.2015,0.1179,7385.58,494.138},{0.2053,0.1179,8680.33,632.155},{0.2091,0.1179,8740.29,618.956},{0.2129,0.1179,7536.62,524.519},
{0.2167,0.1179,7173.48,513.648},{0.2205,0.1179,6562.29,493.553},{0.2243,0.1179,5810.59,423.27},{0.2281,0.1179,6452.81,511.166},{0.2319,0.1179,5457.7,432.193},{0.2357,0.1179,5140.77,422.074},{0.2395,0.1179,5227.34,459.705},{0.2433,0.1179,4398.6,399.441},{0.2471,0.1179,3856.74,348.417},{0.2509,0.1179,3521.96,332.31},{0.2547,0.1179,3397.37,332.472},{0.2585,0.1179,2820.93,281.827},
{0.2623,0.1179,2379.22,252.518},{0.2661,0.1179,2669.39,301.113},{0.2699,0.1179,1950.93,226.867},{0.2737,0.1179,2215.18,289.925},{0.2775,0.1179,1810.42,257.051},{0.2813,0.1179,1488.09,208.25},{0.2851,0.1179,1263.22,196.824},{0.2889,0.1179,1328.63,228.59},{0.2927,0.1179,623.852,105.272},{0.2965,0.1179,627.053,121.085},{0.3003,0.1179,590.293,122.426},{0.3041,0.1179,414.709,108.924},
{0.3079,0.1179,343.589,107.365},{0.3117,0.1179,227.674,87.6486},{0.3155,0.1179,73.2448,49.4029},{0.0837,0.1217,459.134,156.957},{0.0875,0.1217,2344.5,327.657},{0.0913,0.1217,3465.37,344.567},{0.0951,0.1217,4869.63,420.309},{0.0989,0.1217,6338.81,512.338},{0.1027,0.1217,6569.13,478.811},{0.1065,0.1217,7331.12,522.213},{0.1103,0.1217,7464.56,535.173},{0.1141,0.1217,6947.84,481.659},
{0.1179,0.1217,7449.94,523.791},{0.1217,0.1217,7093.28,485.93},{0.1255,0.1217,7555.11,541.225},{0.1293,0.1217,9044.66,656.029},{0.1331,0.1217,7557.68,524.84},{0.1369,0.1217,7480.14,509.946},{0.1407,0.1217,8226.74,580.595},{0.1445,0.1217,8332.77,602.707},{0.1483,0.1217,8164.02,563.189},{0.1521,0.1217,7835.19,534.214},{0.1559,0.1217,8160.84,568.307},{0.1597,0.1217,8365.05,574.32},
{0.1635,0.1217,7908.13,527.267},{0.1673,0.1217,7559.31,509.345},{0.1711,0.1217,9150.47,650.401},{0.1749,0.1217,8620.32,612.714},{0.1787,0.1217,8116.56,544.523},{0.1825,0.1217,7609.54,518.3},{0.1863,0.1217,7785.9,529.772},{0.1901,0.1217,8929.1,628.272},{0.1939,0.1217,8541.21,591.624},{0.1977,0.1217,7997.88,544.027},{0.2015,0.1217,8444.22,592.536},{0.2053,0.1217,7901.85,554.624},
{0.2091,0.1217,8418.18,591.758},{0.2129,0.1217,7569.11,520.325},{0.2167,0.1217,6206.46,438.636},{0.2205,0.1217,6721.27,499.036},{0.2243,0.1217,5357.43,400.758},{0.2281,0.1217,5321.07,416.485},{0.2319,0.1217,4769.72,382.107},{0.2357,0.1217,4597.29,381.155},{0.2395,0.1217,4544.08,391.05},{0.2433,0.1217,3752.85,327.858},{0.2471,0.1217,4256.34,430.52},{0.2509,0.1217,3966.55,395},
{0.2547,0.1217,3055.46,306.592},{0.2585,0.1217,2694.03,275.006},{0.2623,0.1217,2785.9,321.422},{0.2661,0.1217,2949.18,352.468},{0.2699,0.1217,2855.19,368.515},{0.2737,0.1217,1926.56,246.347},{0.2775,0.1217,1439.59,181.032},{0.2813,0.1217,1396.71,200.694},{0.2851,0.1217,920.6,127.777},{0.2889,0.1217,835.473,134.543},{0.2927,0.1217,1047.88,193.19},{0.2965,0.1217,544.562,110.432},
{0.3003,0.1217,683.503,143.841},{0.3041,0.1217,358.373,100.779},{0.3079,0.1217,327.431,111.919},{0.3117,0.1217,253.235,103.49},{0.3155,0.1217,82.9168,62.1799},{0.0837,0.1255,1485.01,278.741},{0.0875,0.1255,3269.41,355.058},{0.0913,0.1255,5548.56,532.795},{0.0951,0.1255,4926.2,387.55},{0.0989,0.1255,7285.69,552.732},{0.1027,0.1255,6513.78,453.184},{0.1065,0.1255,7527.68,553.882},
{0.1103,0.1255,8102.41,574.74},{0.1141,0.1255,8356.41,605.238},{0.1179,0.1255,8117.93,583.875},{0.1217,0.1255,7555.11,541.225},{0.1255,0.1255,6572.74,444.806},{0.1293,0.1255,8089.04,566.411},{0.1331,0.1255,8243.11,559.233},{0.1369,0.1255,7965.16,549.136},{0.1407,0.1255,7980.82,540.832},{0.1445,0.1255,8480.8,586.136},{0.1483,0.1255,8445.38,585.165},{0.1521,0.1255,8403.44,579.227},
{0.1559,0.1255,8372.82,571.373},{0.1597,0.1255,8655.4,582.75},{0.1635,0.1255,7824.3,529.52},{0.1673,0.1255,7851.86,513.04},{0.1711,0.1255,7868.67,520.149},{0.1749,0.1255,8550.92,596.82},{0.1787,0.1255,8134.34,541.956},{0.1825,0.1255,8214.28,549.146},{0.1863,0.1255,9083.56,643.942},{0.1901,0.1255,7487.47,505.078},{0.1939,0.1255,8076.89,546.391},{0.1977,0.1255,7771.78,527.814},
{0.2015,0.1255,6674.72,443.396},{0.2053,0.1255,7498.57,505.198},{0.2091,0.1255,7818.67,538.025},{0.2129,0.1255,7743.84,551.521},{0.2167,0.1255,6131.88,430.1},{0.2205,0.1255,6870.75,531.522},{0.2243,0.1255,5986.28,473.519},{0.2281,0.1255,5535.69,442.539},{0.2319,0.1255,5236.23,445.938},{0.2357,0.1255,4785.27,396.802},{0.2395,0.1255,3852.6,328.144},{0.2433,0.1255,4204.5,386.517},
{0.2471,0.1255,3377.13,306.768},{0.2509,0.1255,3108.42,287.246},{0.2547,0.1255,3270.65,344},{0.2585,0.1255,2902.71,323.684},{0.2623,0.1255,2891.16,318.984},{0.2661,0.1255,2215.28,256.453},{0.2699,0.1255,2192.55,263.387},{0.2737,0.1255,2468.77,364.878},{0.2775,0.1255,1744.33,244.914},{0.2813,0.1255,1563.38,236.187},{0.2851,0.1255,1193.43,183.172},{0.2889,0.1255,940.557,160.631},
{0.2927,0.1255,1032.12,199.444},{0.2965,0.1255,569.998,109.778},{0.3003,0.1255,508.031,104.24},{0.3041,0.1255,322.665,84.9144},{0.3079,0.1255,150.472,43.4708},{0.3117,0.1255,303.105,155.995},{0.3155,0.1255,63.4391,48.4107},{0.0799,0.1293,356.997,150.626},{0.0837,0.1293,2846.92,415.52},{0.0875,0.1293,4185.59,405.7},{0.0913,0.1293,5261.77,438.329},{0.0951,0.1293,6801.64,529.011},
{0.0989,0.1293,8517.37,667.963},{0.1027,0.1293,6596.76,457.595},{0.1065,0.1293,7517.33,522.1},{0.1103,0.1293,8871.56,666.149},{0.1141,0.1293,7394.1,518.353},{0.1179,0.1293,7018.27,475.356},{0.1217,0.1293,9044.66,656.029},{0.1255,0.1293,8089.04,566.411},{0.1293,0.1293,10861.3,824.15},{0.1331,0.1293,8134.52,570.909},{0.1369,0.1293,8456.6,585.333},{0.1407,0.1293,7502.11,499.462},
{0.1445,0.1293,8420.41,582.666},{0.1483,0.1293,8099.8,551.75},{0.1521,0.1293,8774.45,631.47},{0.1559,0.1293,8272.69,578.378},{0.1597,0.1293,9090.62,630.033},{0.1635,0.1293,7759.91,520.846},{0.1673,0.1293,8209.54,580.291},{0.1711,0.1293,7943.88,544.692},{0.1749,0.1293,8017.24,534.304},{0.1787,0.1293,8121.87,550.686},{0.1825,0.1293,8432.51,583.699},{0.1863,0.1293,9275.06,654.036},
{0.1901,0.1293,9219.33,658.469},{0.1939,0.1293,9546.04,685.992},{0.1977,0.1293,8474.43,589.161},{0.2015,0.1293,8355.72,582.459},{0.2053,0.1293,8461.99,593.403},{0.2091,0.1293,7823.43,556.429},{0.2129,0.1293,7404.57,543.374},{0.2167,0.1293,6794.88,505.919},{0.2205,0.1293,7031.66,572.164},{0.2243,0.1293,5724.98,448.614},{0.2281,0.1293,5440.96,435.873},{0.2319,0.1293,4693.24,393.919},
{0.2357,0.1293,4694.44,390.911},{0.2395,0.1293,4222.38,373.553},{0.2433,0.1293,4229.83,397.158},{0.2471,0.1293,3620.75,365.114},{0.2509,0.1293,3542.16,347.622},{0.2547,0.1293,2916.5,299.36},{0.2585,0.1293,2614.9,272.528},{0.2623,0.1293,2166.71,242.684},{0.2661,0.1293,2563.18,316.111},{0.2699,0.1293,2040.44,261.461},{0.2737,0.1293,1748.16,235.594},{0.2775,0.1293,1823.48,278.27},
{0.2813,0.1293,1420.7,214.776},{0.2851,0.1293,942.415,151.286},{0.2889,0.1293,887.574,149.815},{0.2927,0.1293,692.64,126.976},{0.2965,0.1293,488.534,99.1689},{0.3003,0.1293,868.744,244.271},{0.3041,0.1293,585.677,175.843},{0.3079,0.1293,351.968,144.3},{0.3117,0.1293,249.925,136.06},{0.3155,0.1293,417.637,445.739},{0.0799,0.1331,947.286,207.433},{0.0837,0.1331,4036.53,466.087},
{0.0875,0.1331,6057.14,553.039},{0.0913,0.1331,7327.75,589.45},{0.0951,0.1331,6949.07,497.761},{0.0989,0.1331,7288.96,510.418},{0.1027,0.1331,8288.72,595.189},{0.1065,0.1331,7764.57,549.806},{0.1103,0.1331,8251.23,598.243},{0.1141,0.1331,7346.27,513.282},{0.1179,0.1331,7620.4,531.446},{0.1217,0.1331,7557.68,524.84},{0.1255,0.1331,8243.11,559.233},{0.1293,0.1331,8134.52,570.909},
{0.1331,0.1331,9405.44,706.616},{0.1369,0.1331,7935.56,537.951},{0.1407,0.1331,8165.51,557.483},{0.1445,0.1331,8857.07,620.717},{0.1483,0.1331,7485.17,506.194},{0.1521,0.1331,8239.58,572.163},{0.1559,0.1331,8413.67,584.387},{0.1597,0.1331,8576.86,589.933},{0.1635,0.1331,8084.5,554.012},{0.1673,0.1331,7806.57,519.078},{0.1711,0.1331,9013.83,620.548},{0.1749,0.1331,8028.57,542.976},
{0.1787,0.1331,7243.64,486.329},{0.1825,0.1331,7964.99,536.572},{0.1863,0.1331,9318.74,675.246},{0.1901,0.1331,8115.77,558.531},{0.1939,0.1331,9567.1,679.018},{0.1977,0.1331,7267.6,487.155},{0.2015,0.1331,8556.06,602.58},{0.2053,0.1331,8651.28,631.276},{0.2091,0.1331,8296.7,604.02},{0.2129,0.1331,6902.21,516.068},{0.2167,0.1331,6917.84,538.614},{0.2205,0.1331,5871.82,463.298},
{0.2243,0.1331,6414.46,521.23},{0.2281,0.1331,4705.85,377.03},{0.2319,0.1331,5617.25,494.937},{0.2357,0.1331,4574.43,402.208},{0.2395,0.1331,4515.37,410.423},{0.2433,0.1331,3606.89,339.43},{0.2471,0.1331,3791.24,378.479},{0.2509,0.1331,3725.46,383.789},{0.2547,0.1331,3538.43,392.583},{0.2585,0.1331,2847.79,314.638},{0.2623,0.1331,2497.45,296.916},{0.2661,0.1331,1992.68,241.365},
{0.2699,0.1331,1826.07,234.336},{0.2737,0.1331,1896,268.226},{0.2775,0.1331,1753.48,263.053},{0.2813,0.1331,1174.9,171.705},{0.2851,0.1331,882.316,138.464},{0.2889,0.1331,930.034,169.835},{0.2927,0.1331,683.176,131.455},{0.2965,0.1331,342.57,67.4906},{0.3003,0.1331,652.55,181.954},{0.3041,0.1331,329.117,89.4295},{0.3079,0.1331,241.638,102.066},{0.3117,0.1331,65.3558,39.0687},
{0.0799,0.1369,2651.11,488.272},{0.0837,0.1369,3977.96,383.421},{0.0875,0.1369,6308.7,544.802},{0.0913,0.1369,7405.97,556.616},{0.0951,0.1369,8244.69,619.432},{0.0989,0.1369,7391.28,520.829},{0.1027,0.1369,8128.6,586.359},{0.1065,0.1369,7690.91,525.572},{0.1103,0.1369,8093.72,583.4},{0.1141,0.1369,8173.7,578.793},{0.1179,0.1369,8264.68,579.794},{0.1217,0.1369,7480.14,509.946},
{0.1255,0.1369,7965.16,549.136},{0.1293,0.1369,8456.6,585.333},{0.1331,0.1369,7935.56,537.951},{0.1369,0.1369,6528.09,417.437},{0.1407,0.1369,8836.44,622.359},{0.1445,0.1369,7543.85,512.393},{0.1483,0.1369,8234.13,569.101},{0.1521,0.1369,7787.61,518.263},{0.1559,0.1369,7689.6,520.393},{0.1597,0.1369,7824.99,519.994},{0.1635,0.1369,8250.05,568.306},{0.1673,0.1369,6934.23,450.395},
{0.1711,0.1369,7408.99,497.617},{0.1749,0.1369,7683.4,520.276},{0.1787,0.1369,8386.98,579.062},{0.1825,0.1369,7638.71,524.101},{0.1863,0.1369,9220.81,659.685},{0.1901,0.1369,9591.73,675.947},{0.1939,0.1369,8954.35,622.721},{0.1977,0.1369,8789.78,603.524},{0.2015,0.1369,8168.58,570.859},{0.2053,0.1369,8311.89,617.102},{0.2091,0.1369,6930,499.336},{0.2129,0.1369,6513.44,489.768},
{0.2167,0.1369,6292.84,493.824},{0.2205,0.1369,6003.13,466.569},{0.2243,0.1369,5271.05,439.003},{0.2281,0.1369,4501,365.552},{0.2319,0.1369,4668.47,400.061},{0.2357,0.1369,3640.53,319.062},{0.2395,0.1369,3669.05,330.052},{0.2433,0.1369,3307.11,302.962},{0.2471,0.1369,3522.74,361.861},{0.2509,0.1369,2886.12,290.497},{0.2547,0.1369,3287.55,364.905},{0.2585,0.1369,2440.37,272.76},
{0.2623,0.1369,2662.73,323.43},{0.2661,0.1369,2340.39,291.382},{0.2699,0.1369,2351.63,315.2},{0.2737,0.1369,1878.54,275.082},{0.2775,0.1369,1631.89,260.143},{0.2813,0.1369,1055.93,163.581},{0.2851,0.1369,1057.6,174.832},{0.2889,0.1369,666.726,130.386},{0.2927,0.1369,1047.04,253.187},{0.2965,0.1369,472.339,109.754},{0.3003,0.1369,471.707,129.216},{0.3041,0.1369,671.776,307.13},
{0.3079,0.1369,155.204,64.936},{0.3117,0.1369,47.9452,37.8054},{0.0761,0.1407,755.536,423.267},{0.0799,0.1407,3035.31,374.34},{0.0837,0.1407,5460.6,495.662},{0.0875,0.1407,6545.18,519.059},{0.0913,0.1407,7192.26,505.43},{0.0951,0.1407,8273.13,590.108},{0.0989,0.1407,7626.61,534.615},{0.1027,0.1407,8040.4,572.287},{0.1065,0.1407,9648.02,726.735},{0.1103,0.1407,6860.12,459.984},
{0.1141,0.1407,7588.69,525.263},{0.1179,0.1407,8701.53,600.394},{0.1217,0.1407,8226.74,580.595},{0.1255,0.1407,7980.82,540.832},{0.1293,0.1407,7502.11,499.462},{0.1331,0.1407,8165.51,557.483},{0.1369,0.1407,8836.44,622.359},{0.1407,0.1407,9211.1,636.465},{0.1445,0.1407,8035.9,545.932},{0.1483,0.1407,8199.1,572.59},{0.1521,0.1407,9275.88,646.357},{0.1559,0.1407,7761.5,517.972},
{0.1597,0.1407,8005.85,532.208},{0.1635,0.1407,8654.34,588.566},{0.1673,0.1407,7740.68,516.593},{0.1711,0.1407,9307.38,655.051},{0.1749,0.1407,8013.76,545.472},{0.1787,0.1407,8250.13,572.096},{0.1825,0.1407,9354.71,659.129},{0.1863,0.1407,8416.69,570.57},{0.1901,0.1407,7954.58,537.573},{0.1939,0.1407,8044.6,551.171},{0.1977,0.1407,7807.74,527.357},{0.2015,0.1407,9205.11,661.904},
{0.2053,0.1407,6511.8,468.291},{0.2091,0.1407,7095.36,525.444},{0.2129,0.1407,6610.13,516.617},{0.2167,0.1407,6492.79,518.473},{0.2205,0.1407,5084.78,404.238},{0.2243,0.1407,4901.35,392.359},{0.2281,0.1407,4671.62,384.177},{0.2319,0.1407,4919.1,428.64},{0.2357,0.1407,4446.94,422.366},{0.2395,0.1407,3974.01,363.623},{0.2433,0.1407,3456.89,332.155},{0.2471,0.1407,3184.9,320.684},
{0.2509,0.1407,2791.09,276.37},{0.2547,0.1407,3005.06,335.976},{0.2585,0.1407,2351.82,270.951},{0.2623,0.1407,2643.84,352.82},{0.2661,0.1407,2040.72,264.179},{0.2699,0.1407,1612.62,209.495},{0.2737,0.1407,1607.8,235.87},{0.2775,0.1407,1170.44,176.226},{0.2813,0.1407,841.908,131.421},{0.2851,0.1407,922.564,152.454},{0.2889,0.1407,810.4,158.229},{0.2927,0.1407,658.322,132.734},
{0.2965,0.1407,542.37,130.37},{0.3003,0.1407,549.78,189.403},{0.3041,0.1407,349.564,163.714},{0.3079,0.1407,157.074,81.6152},{0.0761,0.1445,633.441,142.803},{0.0799,0.1445,4351.19,489.261},{0.0837,0.1445,6302.59,533.458},{0.0875,0.1445,6679.77,493.923},{0.0913,0.1445,7969.84,567.33},{0.0951,0.1445,7302.05,500.569},{0.0989,0.1445,8770.18,641.744},{0.1027,0.1445,7911.72,555.717},
{0.1065,0.1445,7777.85,530.06},{0.1103,0.1445,9303.6,664.02},{0.1141,0.1445,8715.32,625.009},{0.1179,0.1445,7846.14,547.307},{0.1217,0.1445,8332.77,602.707},{0.1255,0.1445,8480.8,586.136},{0.1293,0.1445,8420.41,582.666},{0.1331,0.1445,8857.07,620.717},{0.1369,0.1445,7543.85,512.393},{0.1407,0.1445,8035.9,545.932},{0.1445,0.1445,8788.46,590.811},{0.1483,0.1445,8129.99,549.482},
{0.1521,0.1445,9319.53,666.57},{0.1559,0.1445,8271.63,580.17},{0.1597,0.1445,8299.69,577.939},{0.1635,0.1445,8470.47,586.056},{0.1673,0.1445,8673.43,603.374},{0.1711,0.1445,8454.89,578.768},{0.1749,0.1445,7717.26,515.169},{0.1787,0.1445,8312.16,570.66},{0.1825,0.1445,8593.49,595.374},{0.1863,0.1445,8894.89,615.195},{0.1901,0.1445,7885.08,520.095},{0.1939,0.1445,9287.09,662.984},
{0.1977,0.1445,8148.54,575.402},{0.2015,0.1445,7422.78,529.842},{0.2053,0.1445,7675.67,587.513},{0.2091,0.1445,6692.26,505.182},{0.2129,0.1445,6276.48,491.676},{0.2167,0.1445,5607.43,448.218},{0.2205,0.1445,6233.58,541.212},{0.2243,0.1445,4646.37,381.491},{0.2281,0.1445,4774.42,429.425},{0.2319,0.1445,4851.74,454.383},{0.2357,0.1445,3894.6,359.938},{0.2395,0.1445,3883.31,376.303},
{0.2433,0.1445,3092.28,305.436},{0.2471,0.1445,3385.38,354.917},{0.2509,0.1445,2708.86,292.438},{0.2547,0.1445,2973.9,350.248},{0.2585,0.1445,2468.2,296.13},{0.2623,0.1445,2091.31,264.986},{0.2661,0.1445,1752.22,221.436},{0.2699,0.1445,1594.83,213.125},{0.2737,0.1445,1688.05,263.738},{0.2775,0.1445,1175.23,180.441},{0.2813,0.1445,1064.28,172.24},{0.2851,0.1445,997.897,185.258},
{0.2889,0.1445,599.418,109.95},{0.2927,0.1445,414.63,83.2764},{0.2965,0.1445,317.668,80.5279},{0.3003,0.1445,341.283,115.16},{0.3041,0.1445,134.992,73.3726},{0.3079,0.1445,34.979,27.6649},{0.0761,0.1483,1247.52,214.876},{0.0799,0.1483,4624.44,433.113},{0.0837,0.1483,5324.72,407.314},{0.0875,0.1483,6991.95,496.881},{0.0913,0.1483,8653.38,620.637},{0.0951,0.1483,7661.26,526.105},
{0.0989,0.1483,7827.58,534.736},{0.1027,0.1483,9177.95,663.643},{0.1065,0.1483,7952.33,556.992},{0.1103,0.1483,7708.82,528.541},{0.1141,0.1483,8368.15,570.938},{0.1179,0.1483,7153.62,480.434},{0.1217,0.1483,8164.02,563.189},{0.1255,0.1483,8445.38,585.165},{0.1293,0.1483,8099.8,551.75},{0.1331,0.1483,7485.17,506.194},{0.1369,0.1483,8234.13,569.101},{0.1407,0.1483,8199.1,572.59},
{0.1445,0.1483,8130,549.482},{0.1483,0.1483,8524.52,576.519},{0.1521,0.1483,8233.91,576.346},{0.1559,0.1483,8799.83,605.98},{0.1597,0.1483,7730.14,510.14},{0.1635,0.1483,8879.43,615.412},{0.1673,0.1483,8307.37,568.483},{0.1711,0.1483,8832.18,611.708},{0.1749,0.1483,8217.91,546.09},{0.1787,0.1483,8245.08,575.341},{0.1825,0.1483,7514.7,495.6},{0.1863,0.1483,8183.1,558.157},
{0.1901,0.1483,8312.7,565.203},{0.1939,0.1483,7694.51,542.181},{0.1977,0.1483,7419.06,530.24},{0.2015,0.1483,7036.84,523.766},{0.2053,0.1483,6956.67,526.691},{0.2091,0.1483,7291.35,578.071},{0.2129,0.1483,6841.02,558.141},{0.2167,0.1483,5415.69,431.912},{0.2205,0.1483,5733.11,479.619},{0.2243,0.1483,3806.18,304.953},{0.2281,0.1483,4056.49,355.388},{0.2319,0.1483,3693.94,338.653},
{0.2357,0.1483,3931.19,362.749},{0.2395,0.1483,3185.26,302.167},{0.2433,0.1483,3192.67,323.07},{0.2471,0.1483,2591.39,268.624},{0.2509,0.1483,3376.03,404.456},{0.2547,0.1483,2647.91,305.898},{0.2585,0.1483,2467.14,310.736},{0.2623,0.1483,1750.02,231.314},{0.2661,0.1483,1869.53,248.892},{0.2699,0.1483,1504.13,211.621},{0.2737,0.1483,1472.73,247.535},{0.2775,0.1483,1109.1,168.803},
{0.2813,0.1483,915.118,153.798},{0.2851,0.1483,727.208,135.118},{0.2889,0.1483,633.615,135.149},{0.2927,0.1483,471.997,110.193},{0.2965,0.1483,302.959,83.1247},{0.3003,0.1483,194.618,71.3877},{0.3041,0.1483,104.586,57.6547},{0.0761,0.1521,2385.12,340.18},{0.0799,0.1521,5293.11,471.051},{0.0837,0.1521,6824.58,502.175},{0.0875,0.1521,8883.55,646.862},{0.0913,0.1521,8613.83,615.062},
{0.0951,0.1521,9375.32,687.601},{0.0989,0.1521,8828.65,629.146},{0.1027,0.1521,7526.52,514.71},{0.1065,0.1521,7991.16,552.483},{0.1103,0.1521,8621.95,612.695},{0.1141,0.1521,7997.29,546.772},{0.1179,0.1521,8080.47,563.639},{0.1217,0.1521,7835.19,534.214},{0.1255,0.1521,8403.44,579.227},{0.1293,0.1521,8774.45,631.47},{0.1331,0.1521,8239.58,572.163},{0.1369,0.1521,7787.61,518.263},
{0.1407,0.1521,9275.88,646.357},{0.1445,0.1521,9319.53,666.57},{0.1483,0.1521,8233.91,576.346},{0.1521,0.1521,7986.12,541.819},{0.1559,0.1521,8487.15,585.477},{0.1597,0.1521,8454.05,587.79},{0.1635,0.1521,8900.21,611.746},{0.1673,0.1521,7824.2,515.903},{0.1711,0.1521,7519.45,495.318},{0.1749,0.1521,9764.97,702.141},{0.1787,0.1521,8861.98,615.515},{0.1825,0.1521,8794.14,622.712},
{0.1863,0.1521,8690.4,608.506},{0.1901,0.1521,7384.21,497.244},{0.1939,0.1521,7383.96,519.903},{0.1977,0.1521,7427.2,549.121},{0.2015,0.1521,8111.78,630.49},{0.2053,0.1521,5960.62,452.08},{0.2091,0.1521,6364.71,510.741},{0.2129,0.1521,6186.95,519.067},{0.2167,0.1521,5010,410.623},{0.2205,0.1521,5114.39,437.547},{0.2243,0.1521,4155.9,349.447},{0.2281,0.1521,3594.52,312.122},
{0.2319,0.1521,3658.19,333.475},{0.2357,0.1521,3676.7,364.497},{0.2395,0.1521,3570.99,366.56},{0.2433,0.1521,3766.63,418.405},{0.2471,0.1521,2283.34,225.949},{0.2509,0.1521,2677.29,318.35},{0.2547,0.1521,4316.92,633.319},{0.2585,0.1521,1913.94,250.381},{0.2623,0.1521,2175.72,305.807},{0.2661,0.1521,1582.9,204.651},{0.2699,0.1521,1406.1,204.626},{0.2737,0.1521,1362.35,207.91},
{0.2775,0.1521,1057.83,174.422},{0.2813,0.1521,1013.59,188.569},{0.2851,0.1521,1009.75,245.658},{0.2889,0.1521,396.719,90.2235},{0.2927,0.1521,422.913,106.663},{0.2965,0.1521,316.674,104.379},{0.3003,0.1521,177.024,81.5752},{0.3041,0.1521,108.598,113.328},{0.0723,0.1559,575.368,433.976},{0.0761,0.1559,3761.05,437.963},{0.0799,0.1559,6947,575.379},{0.0837,0.1559,6735.41,475.042},
{0.0875,0.1559,8365.29,584.913},{0.0913,0.1559,8208.04,569.715},{0.0951,0.1559,8540.42,615.405},{0.0989,0.1559,8371.79,580.664},{0.1027,0.1559,8306.89,578.459},{0.1065,0.1559,7429.66,500.264},{0.1103,0.1559,8417.67,575.712},{0.1141,0.1559,9458.39,679.087},{0.1179,0.1559,7628.71,516.276},{0.1217,0.1559,8160.84,568.307},{0.1255,0.1559,8372.82,571.373},{0.1293,0.1559,8272.69,578.378},
{0.1331,0.1559,8413.67,584.387},{0.1369,0.1559,7689.6,520.393},{0.1407,0.1559,7761.5,517.972},{0.1445,0.1559,8271.63,580.17},{0.1483,0.1559,8799.83,605.98},{0.1521,0.1559,8487.16,585.477},{0.1559,0.1559,9359.35,641.944},{0.1597,0.1559,7681.6,514.302},{0.1635,0.1559,9506.37,657.175},{0.1673,0.1559,6965.41,450.541},{0.1711,0.1559,8969.82,627.339},{0.1749,0.1559,8887.18,620.236},{0
.1787,0.1559,7950.94,547.374},{0.1825,0.1559,9177.59,630.417},{0.1863,0.1559,8785.83,605.639},{0.1901,0.1559,9122.53,668.827},{0.1939,0.1559,7816.62,577.543},{0.1977,0.1559,6393.23,466.225},{0.2015,0.1559,6078.99,455.722},{0.2053,0.1559,6020.92,465.076},{0.2091,0.1559,6161.56,503.548},{0.2129,0.1559,6002.49,501.812},{0.2167,0.1559,4424.04,357.334},{0.2205,0.1559,4654.06,390.199},
{0.2243,0.1559,4069.6,372.399},{0.2281,0.1559,3673.31,327.512},{0.2319,0.1559,4469.16,463.528},{0.2357,0.1559,3581.7,358.281},{0.2395,0.1559,3509.66,382.523},{0.2433,0.1559,3282.75,361.083},{0.2471,0.1559,2011.59,216.179},{0.2509,0.1559,2287.63,257.949},{0.2547,0.1559,2001.46,247.568},{0.2585,0.1559,1877.76,234.497},{0.2623,0.1559,1489.52,206.155},{0.2661,0.1559,1238.88,181.858},
{0.2699,0.1559,1394.53,209.901},{0.2737,0.1559,1360.73,234.622},{0.2775,0.1559,1038.43,186.414},{0.2813,0.1559,855.155,175.754},{0.2851,0.1559,822.737,196.3},{0.2889,0.1559,395.177,101.956},{0.2927,0.1559,218.341,60.7433},{0.2965,0.1559,120.272,41.9033},{0.3003,0.1559,84.9016,47.1042},{0.0723,0.1597,224.431,101.824},{0.0761,0.1597,5508.76,574.432},{0.0799,0.1597,6810.82,536.757},
{0.0837,0.1597,8218.02,577.788},{0.0875,0.1597,8143.82,543.702},{0.0913,0.1597,8061.67,555.111},{0.0951,0.1597,8880.39,627.505},{0.0989,0.1597,7473.75,498.668},{0.1027,0.1597,9248.44,682.562},{0.1065,0.1597,8173.3,559.967},{0.1103,0.1597,8632.19,603.533},{0.1141,0.1597,8706.66,601.291},{0.1179,0.1597,9096.6,634.962},{0.1217,0.1597,8365.05,574.32},{0.1255,0.1597,8655.4,582.75},
{0.1293,0.1597,9090.62,630.033},{0.1331,0.1597,8576.86,589.933},{0.1369,0.1597,7824.98,519.994},{0.1407,0.1597,8005.85,532.208},{0.1445,0.1597,8299.69,577.939},{0.1483,0.1597,7730.14,510.14},{0.1521,0.1597,8454.05,587.79},{0.1559,0.1597,7681.6,514.302},{0.1597,0.1597,10062.5,739.004},{0.1635,0.1597,7600.42,527.261},{0.1673,0.1597,7439.9,491.41},{0.1711,0.1597,9003.12,617.293},
{0.1749,0.1597,9103.52,659.512},{0.1787,0.1597,8225.53,560.502},{0.1825,0.1597,8554.69,586.994},{0.1863,0.1597,8334.09,560.111},{0.1901,0.1597,7188.12,517.521},{0.1939,0.1597,7478.74,543.587},{0.1977,0.1597,7710.9,599.322},{0.2015,0.1597,7096.2,572.768},{0.2053,0.1597,6904.24,574.17},{0.2091,0.1597,5377.1,445.195},{0.2129,0.1597,4696.1,384.124},{0.2167,0.1597,5143.48,446.845},
{0.2205,0.1597,4469.49,396.665},{0.2243,0.1597,3913.15,362.932},{0.2281,0.1597,3792.22,347.048},{0.2319,0.1597,3582.86,354.108},{0.2357,0.1597,2696.65,264.65},{0.2395,0.1597,2882.69,294.842},{0.2433,0.1597,2574.53,271.733},{0.2471,0.1597,2412.69,270.875},{0.2509,0.1597,2180.66,249.842},{0.2547,0.1597,2075.32,270.474},{0.2585,0.1597,2305.32,320.233},{0.2623,0.1597,1588.81,232.343},
{0.2661,0.1597,1790.81,297.63},{0.2699,0.1597,1126.24,186.828},{0.2737,0.1597,1204.09,212.772},{0.2775,0.1597,840.236,153.347},{0.2813,0.1597,1115.75,255.179},{0.2851,0.1597,895.391,249.924},{0.2889,0.1597,242.828,61.2312},{0.2927,0.1597,647.867,272.848},{0.2965,0.1597,385.774,307.048},{0.3003,0.1597,196.234,235.406},{0.0723,0.1635,487.254,151.819},{0.0761,0.1635,5679.48,530.807},
{0.0799,0.1635,7909.18,595.755},{0.0837,0.1635,8446.25,587.864},{0.0875,0.1635,8022,555.393},{0.0913,0.1635,8059.97,551.138},{0.0951,0.1635,8302.34,577.476},{0.0989,0.1635,9214.61,650.968},{0.1027,0.1635,8286.45,573.428},{0.1065,0.1635,8556.05,593.696},{0.1103,0.1635,8756.78,619.074},{0.1141,0.1635,9875.77,709.711},{0.1179,0.1635,8152.14,552.618},{0.1217,0.1635,7908.13,527.267},
{0.1255,0.1635,7824.3,529.52},{0.1293,0.1635,7759.91,520.846},{0.1331,0.1635,8084.5,554.012},{0.1369,0.1635,8250.05,568.306},{0.1407,0.1635,8654.34,588.566},{0.1445,0.1635,8470.47,586.056},{0.1483,0.1635,8879.43,615.412},{0.1521,0.1635,8900.21,611.746},{0.1559,0.1635,9506.37,657.175},{0.1597,0.1635,7600.42,527.261},{0.1635,0.1635,9016.54,639.297},{0.1673,0.1635,8305.78,565.823},
{0.1711,0.1635,9480.02,667.207},{0.1749,0.1635,8958.79,622.448},{0.1787,0.1635,10721.8,776.231},{0.1825,0.1635,7615.93,509.054},{0.1863,0.1635,8382.68,610.506},{0.1901,0.1635,7620.06,572.991},{0.1939,0.1635,6695.69,497.807},{0.1977,0.1635,5977.81,451.7},{0.2015,0.1635,6669.19,562.212},{0.2053,0.1635,5342,421.199},{0.2091,0.1635,4381.28,342.731},{0.2129,0.1635,5133.51,457.802},
{0.2167,0.1635,4957.27,452.955},{0.2205,0.1635,4321.14,395.605},{0.2243,0.1635,3389.78,312.08},{0.2281,0.1635,3819.02,376.291},{0.2319,0.1635,3631.1,367.884},{0.2357,0.1635,2992.14,300.742},{0.2395,0.1635,2852.99,304.145},{0.2433,0.1635,2207.75,242.284},{0.2471,0.1635,3188.47,427.664},{0.2509,0.1635,2229.27,280.946},{0.2547,0.1635,2367.55,325.739},{0.2585,0.1635,1914.2,266.995},
{0.2623,0.1635,1734.44,271.498},{0.2661,0.1635,1219.5,181.873},{0.2699,0.1635,1074.42,191.516},{0.2737,0.1635,664.589,109.632},{0.2775,0.1635,836.938,179.265},{0.2813,0.1635,1126.89,304.382},{0.2851,0.1635,569.091,151.562},{0.2889,0.1635,438.513,164.208},{0.2927,0.1635,249.499,109.063},{0.2965,0.1635,183.055,152.962},{0.0723,0.1673,1108.95,287.212},{0.0761,0.1673,7405.01,663.96},
{0.0799,0.1673,8417.24,591.184},{0.0837,0.1673,8831.12,598.335},{0.0875,0.1673,8534.09,581.821},{0.0913,0.1673,8588.09,591.503},{0.0951,0.1673,8069.44,551.926},{0.0989,0.1673,8629.31,594.318},{0.1027,0.1673,7498.72,504.416},{0.1065,0.1673,8912.43,616.456},{0.1103,0.1673,8244.85,553.883},{0.1141,0.1673,8706.41,608.33},{0.1179,0.1673,7444.57,499.014},{0.1217,0.1673,7559.31,509.345},
{0.1255,0.1673,7851.86,513.04},{0.1293,0.1673,8209.54,580.29},{0.1331,0.1673,7806.57,519.078},{0.1369,0.1673,6934.23,450.395},{0.1407,0.1673,7740.68,516.593},{0.1445,0.1673,8673.43,603.374},{0.1483,0.1673,8307.37,568.483},{0.1521,0.1673,7824.2,515.903},{0.1559,0.1673,6965.41,450.541},{0.1597,0.1673,7439.9,491.41},{0.1635,0.1673,8305.78,565.823},{0.1673,0.1673,8735.96,608.927},
{0.1711,0.1673,7802.4,516.373},{0.1749,0.1673,9617.05,660.544},{0.1787,0.1673,8315.45,565.744},{0.1825,0.1673,7755.36,554.976},{0.1863,0.1673,6205.01,438.88},{0.1901,0.1673,6430.51,474.019},{0.1939,0.1673,6155.38,463.815},{0.1977,0.1673,5858.85,444.043},{0.2015,0.1673,6084.26,493.192},{0.2053,0.1673,5791.62,478.653},{0.2091,0.1673,4921.23,425.256},{0.2129,0.1673,4974.06,438.332},
{0.2167,0.1673,5118.78,474.247},{0.2205,0.1673,3694.44,332.272},{0.2243,0.1673,3490.43,328.712},{0.2281,0.1673,3401.47,339.14},{0.2319,0.1673,2555.64,250.806},{0.2357,0.1673,3158.46,336.027},{0.2395,0.1673,2680.73,292.812},{0.2433,0.1673,2153.8,237.508},{0.2471,0.1673,2670.39,333.625},{0.2509,0.1673,1745.58,223.106},{0.2547,0.1673,2065.17,283.359},{0.2585,0.1673,1947.01,275.233},
{0.2623,0.1673,1091.05,150.457},{0.2661,0.1673,1197.51,194.454},{0.2699,0.1673,886.204,158.785},{0.2737,0.1673,1109.91,246.256},{0.2775,0.1673,594.37,128.302},{0.2813,0.1673,522.359,139.589},{0.2851,0.1673,306.378,92.3997},{0.2889,0.1673,361.033,138.161},{0.2927,0.1673,123.935,73.4697},{0.0723,0.1711,1589.99,339.919},{0.0761,0.1711,6683.65,526.374},{0.0799,0.1711,8564.01,590.897},
{0.0837,0.1711,9445.37,649.399},{0.0875,0.1711,9637.81,677.424},{0.0913,0.1711,8374.43,574.613},{0.0951,0.1711,9599.18,690.322},{0.0989,0.1711,8885.96,621.172},{0.1027,0.1711,8562.71,586.684},{0.1065,0.1711,8022.11,543.934},{0.1103,0.1711,9292.02,657.568},{0.1141,0.1711,8681.14,597.677},{0.1179,0.1711,7087.32,467.593},{0.1217,0.1711,9150.47,650.401},{0.1255,0.1711,7868.67,520.149},
{0.1293,0.1711,7943.88,544.693},{0.1331,0.1711,9013.83,620.548},{0.1369,0.1711,7408.99,497.618},{0.1407,0.1711,9307.38,655.051},{0.1445,0.1711,8454.89,578.768},{0.1483,0.1711,8832.18,611.708},{0.1521,0.1711,7519.45,495.318},{0.1559,0.1711,8969.82,627.339},{0.1597,0.1711,9003.12,617.293},{0.1635,0.1711,9480.02,667.207},{0.1673,0.1711,7802.4,516.373},{0.1711,0.1711,7270.44,467.531},
{0.1749,0.1711,7933.86,544.11},{0.1787,0.1711,7265.24,503.394},{0.1825,0.1711,7498.4,552.178},{0.1863,0.1711,7719,585.311},{0.1901,0.1711,6552.88,491.668},{0.1939,0.1711,6775.97,528.549},{0.1977,0.1711,5988.84,498.17},{0.2015,0.1711,5515.04,453.566},{0.2053,0.1711,5171.65,439.133},{0.2091,0.1711,4863.13,427.301},{0.2129,0.1711,4747.46,431.326},{0.2167,0.1711,3955.45,368.823},
{0.2205,0.1711,4150.32,399.2},{0.2243,0.1711,3410.37,333.692},{0.2281,0.1711,3462.52,358.975},{0.2319,0.1711,2885.5,298.011},{0.2357,0.1711,2941.35,321.965},{0.2395,0.1711,2641.3,316.474},{0.2433,0.1711,2436.49,300.508},{0.2471,0.1711,1924.55,240.506},{0.2509,0.1711,1955.1,245.91},{0.2547,0.1711,2022.09,298.402},{0.2585,0.1711,1405.14,215.163},{0.2623,0.1711,1612.24,258.616},
{0.2661,0.1711,982.2,170.736},{0.2699,0.1711,714.031,124.935},{0.2737,0.1711,765.628,160.86},{0.2775,0.1711,637.967,170.641},{0.2813,0.1711,645.769,184.96},{0.2851,0.1711,519.522,233.198},{0.2889,0.1711,248.861,160.727},{0.0723,0.1749,2265.5,443.843},{0.0761,0.1749,6408.28,467.309},{0.0799,0.1749,10555.8,756.484},{0.0837,0.1749,8585.02,591.453},{0.0875,0.1749,8769.28,605.136},
{0.0913,0.1749,8386.78,574.497},{0.0951,0.1749,9410.39,664.238},{0.0989,0.1749,8662.57,592.747},{0.1027,0.1749,9200.19,653.971},{0.1065,0.1749,8047.5,555.599},{0.1103,0.1749,8355.92,580.941},{0.1141,0.1749,9122.72,640.742},{0.1179,0.1749,8132.81,553.876},{0.1217,0.1749,8620.32,612.714},{0.1255,0.1749,8550.92,596.82},{0.1293,0.1749,8017.24,534.304},{0.1331,0.1749,8028.57,542.976},
{0.1369,0.1749,7683.4,520.276},{0.1407,0.1749,8013.76,545.472},{0.1445,0.1749,7717.26,515.169},{0.1483,0.1749,8217.91,546.09},{0.1521,0.1749,9764.97,702.141},{0.1559,0.1749,8887.18,620.236},{0.1597,0.1749,9103.52,659.512},{0.1635,0.1749,8958.79,622.448},{0.1673,0.1749,9617.05,660.544},{0.1711,0.1749,7933.86,544.11},{0.1749,0.1749,7109.89,482.383},{0.1787,0.1749,8202.63,619.326},
{0.1825,0.1749,6817.65,505.618},{0.1863,0.1749,6625.11,499.76},{0.1901,0.1749,5891.2,464.41},{0.1939,0.1749,6185,520.819},{0.1977,0.1749,5696.82,469.969},{0.2015,0.1749,4685.51,383.898},{0.2053,0.1749,5324.92,478.523},{0.2091,0.1749,4937.13,450.488},{0.2129,0.1749,5297.68,529.876},{0.2167,0.1749,3859.46,364.731},{0.2205,0.1749,3576.14,345.481},{0.2243,0.1749,3446.42,369.627},
{0.2281,0.1749,3211.65,324.472},{0.2319,0.1749,2761.9,310.756},{0.2357,0.1749,2151.99,244.291},{0.2395,0.1749,2507.03,306.62},{0.2433,0.1749,1914.46,233.818},{0.2471,0.1749,1794.24,237.751},{0.2509,0.1749,1789.13,253.909},{0.2547,0.1749,2174.1,366.455},{0.2585,0.1749,1082.05,173.931},{0.2623,0.1749,1736.93,329.867},{0.2661,0.1749,1357.58,286.543},{0.2699,0.1749,921.042,180.083},
{0.2737,0.1749,993.907,257.294},{0.2775,0.1749,483.771,135.675},{0.2813,0.1749,251.384,78.6006},{0.2851,0.1749,151.893,63.0906},{0.2889,0.1749,222.614,199.759},{0.0723,0.1787,2400.33,407.69},{0.0761,0.1787,9463.72,724},{0.0799,0.1787,8666.57,566.244},{0.0837,0.1787,9434.44,657.114},{0.0875,0.1787,8882.82,613.632},{0.0913,0.1787,8302.72,564.995},{0.0951,0.1787,7780.42,534.128},
{0.0989,0.1787,8654.47,586.132},{0.1027,0.1787,8728.16,601.881},{0.1065,0.1787,9012.34,636.928},{0.1103,0.1787,8490.97,594.255},{0.1141,0.1787,7468.98,497.666},{0.1179,0.1787,8417.15,572.493},{0.1217,0.1787,8116.56,544.523},{0.1255,0.1787,8134.34,541.956},{0.1293,0.1787,8121.87,550.686},{0.1331,0.1787,7243.64,486.329},{0.1369,0.1787,8386.98,579.062},{0.1407,0.1787,8250.13,572.096},
{0.1445,0.1787,8312.16,570.66},{0.1483,0.1787,8245.08,575.341},{0.1521,0.1787,8861.98,615.515},{0.1559,0.1787,7950.94,547.374},{0.1597,0.1787,8225.53,560.502},{0.1635,0.1787,10721.8,776.231},{0.1673,0.1787,8315.45,565.744},{0.1711,0.1787,7265.24,503.394},{0.1749,0.1787,8202.63,619.326},{0.1787,0.1787,6583.16,493.773},{0.1825,0.1787,7420.28,583.011},{0.1863,0.1787,6122.3,479.095},
{0.1901,0.1787,5638.41,447.851},{0.1939,0.1787,5344.59,430.502},{0.1977,0.1787,5374.25,456.413},{0.2015,0.1787,4286.61,364.289},{0.2053,0.1787,4161.93,382.631},{0.2091,0.1787,4033.18,366.271},{0.2129,0.1787,3760.96,364.124},{0.2167,0.1787,3543.73,342.481},{0.2205,0.1787,3157.27,318.946},{0.2243,0.1787,3444.12,355.278},{0.2281,0.1787,2589.92,269.068},{0.2319,0.1787,2501.43,276.287},
{0.2357,0.1787,2606.07,313.443},{0.2395,0.1787,2074.74,253.151},{0.2433,0.1787,2142.13,289.255},{0.2471,0.1787,1590.77,217.126},{0.2509,0.1787,1532.99,219.013},{0.2547,0.1787,1202.58,184.095},{0.2585,0.1787,1119.12,185.068},{0.2623,0.1787,759.499,129.002},{0.2661,0.1787,900.357,185.219},{0.2699,0.1787,945.67,217.974},{0.2737,0.1787,682.81,187.636},{0.2775,0.1787,770.455,263.012},
{0.2813,0.1787,165.621,55.7994},{0.2851,0.1787,44.9439,26.4463},{0.0723,0.1825,2060.54,333.58},{0.0761,0.1825,8736.04,628.535},{0.0799,0.1825,9080.12,610.725},{0.0837,0.1825,9210.59,623.733},{0.0875,0.1825,8358.6,565.314},{0.0913,0.1825,8651.29,598.957},{0.0951,0.1825,8778.48,604.889},{0.0989,0.1825,9171.85,633.412},{0.1027,0.1825,8361.84,575.575},{0.1065,0.1825,8362.82,561.82},
{0.1103,0.1825,9568.78,685.782},{0.1141,0.1825,8979.63,617.273},{0.1179,0.1825,7486.88,512.842},{0.1217,0.1825,7609.54,518.3},{0.1255,0.1825,8214.28,549.146},{0.1293,0.1825,8432.51,583.699},{0.1331,0.1825,7964.99,536.572},{0.1369,0.1825,7638.71,524.101},{0.1407,0.1825,9354.71,659.129},{0.1445,0.1825,8593.49,595.374},{0.1483,0.1825,7514.7,495.6},{0.1521,0.1825,8794.14,622.712},
{0.1559,0.1825,9177.59,630.417},{0.1597,0.1825,8554.69,586.994},{0.1635,0.1825,7615.93,509.054},{0.1673,0.1825,7755.36,554.976},{0.1711,0.1825,7498.41,552.178},{0.1749,0.1825,6817.65,505.618},{0.1787,0.1825,7420.28,583.011},{0.1825,0.1825,6034.36,471.37},{0.1863,0.1825,5438,430.201},{0.1901,0.1825,6312.16,527.26},{0.1939,0.1825,5023.43,421.047},{0.1977,0.1825,5941.25,541.789},
{0.2015,0.1825,4979.75,445.234},{0.2053,0.1825,4497.55,412.643},{0.2091,0.1825,4176.35,416.566},{0.2129,0.1825,3168.38,298.116},{0.2167,0.1825,3530.83,353.632},{0.2205,0.1825,3255.04,349.087},{0.2243,0.1825,2717.1,281.135},{0.2281,0.1825,2708.47,307.456},{0.2319,0.1825,2703.19,324.681},{0.2357,0.1825,2494.73,315.803},{0.2395,0.1825,2042.03,259.394},{0.2433,0.1825,2090.59,299.209},
{0.2471,0.1825,1788.33,269.743},{0.2509,0.1825,1423.19,224.624},{0.2547,0.1825,1370.69,224.051},{0.2585,0.1825,803.65,131.461},{0.2623,0.1825,900.633,177.011},{0.2661,0.1825,1086.96,269.206},{0.2699,0.1825,527.559,128.791},{0.2737,0.1825,222.698,56.0775},{0.2775,0.1825,308.25,124.333},{0.2813,0.1825,51.0634,25.205},{0.0723,0.1863,2335.55,388.299},{0.0761,0.1863,10558.1,745.492},
{0.0799,0.1863,8901.42,571.338},{0.0837,0.1863,10688.2,761.96},{0.0875,0.1863,9278.71,628.578},{0.0913,0.1863,9120.46,640.499},{0.0951,0.1863,8532.93,577.464},{0.0989,0.1863,8070.2,546.701},{0.1027,0.1863,8154.68,546.039},{0.1065,0.1863,8634.25,592.163},{0.1103,0.1863,8635.7,594.704},{0.1141,0.1863,8708.69,626.342},{0.1179,0.1863,8569.21,583.75},{0.1217,0.1863,7785.9,529.772},
{0.1255,0.1863,9083.56,643.942},{0.1293,0.1863,9275.06,654.036},{0.1331,0.1863,9318.74,675.246},{0.1369,0.1863,9220.81,659.685},{0.1407,0.1863,8416.69,570.57},{0.1445,0.1863,8894.89,615.195},{0.1483,0.1863,8183.1,558.157},{0.1521,0.1863,8690.4,608.506},{0.1559,0.1863,8785.83,605.638},{0.1597,0.1863,8334.09,560.111},{0.1635,0.1863,8382.68,610.506},{0.1673,0.1863,6205.01,438.88},
{0.1711,0.1863,7719,585.311},{0.1749,0.1863,6625.11,499.76},{0.1787,0.1863,6122.3,479.095},{0.1825,0.1863,5438,430.201},{0.1863,0.1863,5628.71,473.212},{0.1901,0.1863,5538.21,458.717},{0.1939,0.1863,5442.82,466.197},{0.1977,0.1863,5380.81,490.846},{0.2015,0.1863,4742.2,444.529},{0.2053,0.1863,4402.78,422.216},{0.2091,0.1863,3680.37,360.984},{0.2129,0.1863,4029.41,419.13},
{0.2167,0.1863,3956.68,419.848},{0.2205,0.1863,3054.79,326.396},{0.2243,0.1863,2243.41,241.012},{0.2281,0.1863,2402.08,268.663},{0.2319,0.1863,2549.9,310.653},{0.2357,0.1863,2013.63,247.827},{0.2395,0.1863,2371.97,350.888},{0.2433,0.1863,1725.66,242.081},{0.2471,0.1863,1445.88,211.173},{0.2509,0.1863,1085.18,163.864},{0.2547,0.1863,846.866,140.359},{0.2585,0.1863,1001.73,184.592},
{0.2623,0.1863,645.866,137.611},{0.2661,0.1863,735.772,179.885},{0.2699,0.1863,353.021,93.002},{0.2737,0.1863,230.254,67.8944},{0.2775,0.1863,317.971,186.111},{0.0723,0.1901,2677.24,445.444},{0.0761,0.1901,10632,736.459},{0.0799,0.1901,10050.3,672.666},{0.0837,0.1901,9150.74,628.532},{0.0875,0.1901,8697.67,594.18},{0.0913,0.1901,9258.42,657.454},{0.0951,0.1901,9195.83,647.24},
{0.0989,0.1901,8490.58,579.207},{0.1027,0.1901,8374.71,567.702},{0.1065,0.1901,9574.59,696.297},{0.1103,0.1901,8856.4,625.027},{0.1141,0.1901,8370.48,589.605},{0.1179,0.1901,7095.33,477.61},{0.1217,0.1901,8929.1,628.272},{0.1255,0.1901,7487.47,505.078},{0.1293,0.1901,9219.33,658.47},{0.1331,0.1901,8115.77,558.531},{0.1369,0.1901,9591.73,675.947},{0.1407,0.1901,7954.58,537.573},
{0.1445,0.1901,7885.08,520.095},{0.1483,0.1901,8312.7,565.203},{0.1521,0.1901,7384.21,497.244},{0.1559,0.1901,9122.53,668.827},{0.1597,0.1901,7188.12,517.521},{0.1635,0.1901,7620.06,572.991},{0.1673,0.1901,6430.51,474.019},{0.1711,0.1901,6552.88,491.668},{0.1749,0.1901,5891.2,464.41},{0.1787,0.1901,5638.41,447.851},{0.1825,0.1901,6312.16,527.26},{0.1863,0.1901,5538.21,458.717},
{0.1901,0.1901,5052.11,455.489},{0.1939,0.1901,5449.2,533.617},{0.1977,0.1901,4206.1,371.072},{0.2015,0.1901,3534.13,314.415},{0.2053,0.1901,3832.99,362.829},{0.2091,0.1901,4609.5,496.425},{0.2129,0.1901,3158.52,338.388},{0.2167,0.1901,2815.17,301.787},{0.2205,0.1901,3575.05,409.946},{0.2243,0.1901,2628.03,301.155},{0.2281,0.1901,2517.66,300.452},{0.2319,0.1901,2100.68,264.756},
{0.2357,0.1901,2359.81,319.925},{0.2395,0.1901,2112.91,309.345},{0.2433,0.1901,1607.14,247.59},{0.2471,0.1901,1321.56,198.929},{0.2509,0.1901,1310.69,232.914},{0.2547,0.1901,1280.61,255.447},{0.2585,0.1901,1249.34,287.835},{0.2623,0.1901,594.196,126.025},{0.2661,0.1901,324.795,88.9282},{0.2699,0.1901,346.205,109.275},{0.2737,0.1901,247.697,107.755},{0.2775,0.1901,16.9121,16.124},
{0.0723,0.1939,2049.48,339.886},{0.0761,0.1939,9665.32,636.285},{0.0799,0.1939,10745.1,732.556},{0.0837,0.1939,9244.32,643.436},{0.0875,0.1939,9591.94,674.555},{0.0913,0.1939,8146.1,543.755},{0.0951,0.1939,7623.53,503.118},{0.0989,0.1939,9177.84,651.041},{0.1027,0.1939,8493.1,582.43},{0.1065,0.1939,8061.76,551.849},{0.1103,0.1939,8354.78,567.512},{0.1141,0.1939,8494.33,576.291},
{0.1179,0.1939,8181.04,573.313},{0.1217,0.1939,8541.21,591.624},{0.1255,0.1939,8076.89,546.391},{0.1293,0.1939,9546.04,685.992},{0.1331,0.1939,9567.1,679.018},{0.1369,0.1939,8954.34,622.721},{0.1407,0.1939,8044.6,551.171},{0.1445,0.1939,9287.09,662.984},{0.1483,0.1939,7694.51,542.181},{0.1521,0.1939,7383.96,519.903},{0.1559,0.1939,7816.62,577.543},{0.1597,0.1939,7478.74,543.587},
{0.1635,0.1939,6695.69,497.807},{0.1673,0.1939,6155.38,463.815},{0.1711,0.1939,6775.97,528.549},{0.1749,0.1939,6185,520.819},{0.1787,0.1939,5344.59,430.502},{0.1825,0.1939,5023.43,421.047},{0.1863,0.1939,5442.82,466.197},{0.1901,0.1939,5449.2,533.617},{0.1939,0.1939,3858.09,344.684},{0.1977,0.1939,4437.4,410.69},{0.2015,0.1939,3555.77,321.657},{0.2053,0.1939,3633.91,357.161},
{0.2091,0.1939,3067.03,303.801},{0.2129,0.1939,2930.61,321.46},{0.2167,0.1939,2660.08,279.682},{0.2205,0.1939,3023.43,358.421},{0.2243,0.1939,2252.58,266.836},{0.2281,0.1939,1962.92,238.238},{0.2319,0.1939,1772.94,220.682},{0.2357,0.1939,1757.88,257.668},{0.2395,0.1939,1784.43,274.804},{0.2433,0.1939,2243.27,396.569},{0.2471,0.1939,1058.89,169.295},{0.2509,0.1939,1179.28,224.464},
{0.2547,0.1939,938.311,205.416},{0.2585,0.1939,667.341,145.379},{0.2623,0.1939,1086.27,337.991},{0.2661,0.1939,516.852,156.231},{0.2699,0.1939,453.608,216.275},{0.2737,0.1939,323.667,290.015},{0.0723,0.1977,2292.53,389.559},{0.0761,0.1977,10812.7,772.783},{0.0799,0.1977,10661.7,738.453},{0.0837,0.1977,8756.51,586.346},{0.0875,0.1977,8581.08,572.506},{0.0913,0.1977,8693.2,595.293},
{0.0951,0.1977,8190.31,554.38},{0.0989,0.1977,8883.88,616.514},{0.1027,0.1977,8550.32,582.737},{0.1065,0.1977,7740.12,527.862},{0.1103,0.1977,9019.98,625.849},{0.1141,0.1977,6657.32,440.589},{0.1179,0.1977,7966.87,537.723},{0.1217,0.1977,7997.88,544.027},{0.1255,0.1977,7771.78,527.814},{0.1293,0.1977,8474.43,589.161},{0.1331,0.1977,7267.6,487.155},{0.1369,0.1977,8789.78,603.524},
{0.1407,0.1977,7807.74,527.357},{0.1445,0.1977,8148.54,575.402},{0.1483,0.1977,7419.06,530.24},{0.1521,0.1977,7427.2,549.121},{0.1559,0.1977,6393.23,466.225},{0.1597,0.1977,7710.9,599.322},{0.1635,0.1977,5977.81,451.699},{0.1673,0.1977,5858.85,444.043},{0.1711,0.1977,5988.84,498.17},{0.1749,0.1977,5696.82,469.969},{0.1787,0.1977,5374.25,456.413},{0.1825,0.1977,5941.25,541.789},
{0.1863,0.1977,5380.81,490.846},{0.1901,0.1977,4206.1,371.072},{0.1939,0.1977,4437.4,410.69},{0.1977,0.1977,3044.23,260.886},{0.2015,0.1977,3449.91,341.075},{0.2053,0.1977,3254.98,314.438},{0.2091,0.1977,2830.54,293.476},{0.2129,0.1977,3354.97,373.217},{0.2167,0.1977,2861.23,333.005},{0.2205,0.1977,2144.93,245.053},{0.2243,0.1977,2131.74,262.934},{0.2281,0.1977,2676.16,375.447},
{0.2319,0.1977,1739.6,227.081},{0.2357,0.1977,1319.05,194.834},{0.2395,0.1977,1985.72,313.375},{0.2433,0.1977,1536.07,255.28},{0.2471,0.1977,962.787,160.747},{0.2509,0.1977,950.729,188.44},{0.2547,0.1977,1079.96,267.549},{0.2585,0.1977,593.763,156.318},{0.2623,0.1977,329.898,92.3484},{0.2661,0.1977,271.638,110.056},{0.2699,0.1977,128.639,92.1695},{0.0723,0.2015,1700.71,275.516},
{0.0761,0.2015,9073.07,618.703},{0.0799,0.2015,9577.75,642.247},{0.0837,0.2015,9659.18,671.212},{0.0875,0.2015,9889.75,696.162},{0.0913,0.2015,8921.07,624.392},{0.0951,0.2015,8510.48,590.735},{0.0989,0.2015,7642.73,500.353},{0.1027,0.2015,8315.18,585.237},{0.1065,0.2015,6870.89,461.487},{0.1103,0.2015,7423.81,505.553},{0.1141,0.2015,7535.62,495.767},{0.1179,0.2015,7385.58,494.138},
{0.1217,0.2015,8444.22,592.536},{0.1255,0.2015,6674.72,443.396},{0.1293,0.2015,8355.72,582.459},{0.1331,0.2015,8556.06,602.58},{0.1369,0.2015,8168.58,570.859},{0.1407,0.2015,9205.11,661.904},{0.1445,0.2015,7422.78,529.842},{0.1483,0.2015,7036.84,523.766},{0.1521,0.2015,8111.78,630.49},{0.1559,0.2015,6078.99,455.722},{0.1597,0.2015,7096.2,572.768},{0.1635,0.2015,6669.19,562.212},
{0.1673,0.2015,6084.26,493.192},{0.1711,0.2015,5515.04,453.566},{0.1749,0.2015,4685.51,383.898},{0.1787,0.2015,4286.61,364.289},{0.1825,0.2015,4979.75,445.234},{0.1863,0.2015,4742.2,444.529},{0.1901,0.2015,3534.13,314.415},{0.1939,0.2015,3555.77,321.657},{0.1977,0.2015,3449.91,341.075},{0.2015,0.2015,3094.57,308.868},{0.2053,0.2015,3343.4,365.802},{0.2091,0.2015,2681.51,287.196},
{0.2129,0.2015,2871.48,338.067},{0.2167,0.2015,2283.22,252.045},{0.2205,0.2015,1854.59,218.633},{0.2243,0.2015,2074.9,282.163},{0.2281,0.2015,2358.18,341.403},{0.2319,0.2015,1943.31,306.507},{0.2357,0.2015,1223.85,183.631},{0.2395,0.2015,1367.24,238.739},{0.2433,0.2015,1138.25,206.187},{0.2471,0.2015,1246.37,256.324},{0.2509,0.2015,1052.87,249.228},{0.2547,0.2015,569.388,125.829},
{0.2585,0.2015,369.638,101.93},{0.2623,0.2015,1514.3,817.327},{0.2661,0.2015,76.9093,42.7795},{0.0723,0.2053,1747.83,274.912},{0.0761,0.2053,8601.96,613.016},{0.0799,0.2053,9210.33,630.214},{0.0837,0.2053,8471.17,567.9},{0.0875,0.2053,9376.46,647.766},{0.0913,0.2053,9186.02,635.722},{0.0951,0.2053,9463.77,674.012},{0.0989,0.2053,9034.24,636.344},{0.1027,0.2053,8231.35,571.175},
{0.1065,0.2053,8209.85,569.393},{0.1103,0.2053,8768.22,630.554},{0.1141,0.2053,8343.3,581.07},{0.1179,0.2053,8680.33,632.155},{0.1217,0.2053,7901.85,554.624},{0.1255,0.2053,7498.57,505.198},{0.1293,0.2053,8461.98,593.403},{0.1331,0.2053,8651.28,631.276},{0.1369,0.2053,8311.89,617.102},{0.1407,0.2053,6511.8,468.291},{0.1445,0.2053,7675.67,587.513},{0.1483,0.2053,6956.67,526.691},
{0.1521,0.2053,5960.62,452.08},{0.1559,0.2053,6020.92,465.076},{0.1597,0.2053,6904.24,574.17},{0.1635,0.2053,5342,421.199},{0.1673,0.2053,5791.62,478.653},{0.1711,0.2053,5171.65,439.133},{0.1749,0.2053,5324.92,478.523},{0.1787,0.2053,4161.93,382.631},{0.1825,0.2053,4497.55,412.643},{0.1863,0.2053,4402.78,422.216},{0.1901,0.2053,3832.99,362.829},{0.1939,0.2053,3633.91,357.161},
{0.1977,0.2053,3254.98,314.438},{0.2015,0.2053,3343.4,365.802},{0.2053,0.2053,2629.35,292.898},{0.2091,0.2053,2977,347.366},{0.2129,0.2053,2823.59,347.059},{0.2167,0.2053,1971.84,240.573},{0.2205,0.2053,2282.53,310.951},{0.2243,0.2053,1925.96,277.108},{0.2281,0.2053,1901.24,284.844},{0.2319,0.2053,1676.65,271.079},{0.2357,0.2053,1913.72,331.414},{0.2395,0.2053,990.425,166.434},
{0.2433,0.2053,949.543,170.245},{0.2471,0.2053,677.766,141.856},{0.2509,0.2053,634.009,155.725},{0.2547,0.2053,377.165,110.938},{0.2585,0.2053,267.044,83.7932},{0.2623,0.2053,105.731,60.77},{0.0723,0.2091,1730.59,286.828},{0.0761,0.2091,7797.34,587.594},{0.0799,0.2091,9319.51,667.229},{0.0837,0.2091,9241.27,627.142},{0.0875,0.2091,9125.74,642.754},{0.0913,0.2091,8926.44,616.912},
{0.0951,0.2091,7473.24,510.656},{0.0989,0.2091,8702.55,600.291},{0.1027,0.2091,7948.1,544.403},{0.1065,0.2091,8232.85,575.349},{0.1103,0.2091,8215.72,582.771},{0.1141,0.2091,8039.6,545.853},{0.1179,0.2091,8740.29,618.956},{0.1217,0.2091,8418.18,591.758},{0.1255,0.2091,7818.67,538.025},{0.1293,0.2091,7823.43,556.429},{0.1331,0.2091,8296.7,604.02},{0.1369,0.2091,6930,499.336},
{0.1407,0.2091,7095.36,525.444},{0.1445,0.2091,6692.26,505.182},{0.1483,0.2091,7291.35,578.071},{0.1521,0.2091,6364.71,510.741},{0.1559,0.2091,6161.56,503.548},{0.1597,0.2091,5377.1,445.195},{0.1635,0.2091,4381.28,342.731},{0.1673,0.2091,4921.23,425.256},{0.1711,0.2091,4863.13,427.301},{0.1749,0.2091,4937.13,450.488},{0.1787,0.2091,4033.18,366.271},{0.1825,0.2091,4176.35,416.566},
{0.1863,0.2091,3680.37,360.984},{0.1901,0.2091,4609.5,496.425},{0.1939,0.2091,3067.03,303.801},{0.1977,0.2091,2830.54,293.476},{0.2015,0.2091,2681.51,287.196},{0.2053,0.2091,2977,347.366},{0.2091,0.2091,2490.96,300.756},{0.2129,0.2091,2433.38,312.71},{0.2167,0.2091,2336.15,305.814},{0.2205,0.2091,1942.26,268.797},{0.2243,0.2091,2157.33,321.258},{0.2281,0.2091,1468.22,224.61},
{0.2319,0.2091,1536.9,247.964},{0.2357,0.2091,1120.14,196.79},{0.2395,0.2091,873.593,158.847},{0.2433,0.2091,634.262,136.059},{0.2471,0.2091,876.3,205.659},{0.2509,0.2091,381.359,104.971},{0.2547,0.2091,378.85,132.986},{0.2585,0.2091,48.3357,30.7738},{0.0723,0.2129,1600.25,274.719},{0.0761,0.2129,6370.73,490.298},{0.0799,0.2129,7839.78,562.451},{0.0837,0.2129,8876.84,626.127},
{0.0875,0.2129,8444.65,587.372},{0.0913,0.2129,8801.79,614.565},{0.0951,0.2129,7662.01,519.161},{0.0989,0.2129,7776.28,543.134},{0.1027,0.2129,8314.62,588.089},{0.1065,0.2129,7847.39,544.313},{0.1103,0.2129,9516.72,702.151},{0.1141,0.2129,6929.69,475.364},{0.1179,0.2129,7536.62,524.519},{0.1217,0.2129,7569.11,520.325},{0.1255,0.2129,7743.84,551.521},{0.1293,0.2129,7404.57,543.374},
{0.1331,0.2129,6902.21,516.068},{0.1369,0.2129,6513.44,489.768},{0.1407,0.2129,6610.13,516.617},{0.1445,0.2129,6276.48,491.676},{0.1483,0.2129,6841.02,558.141},{0.1521,0.2129,6186.95,519.067},{0.1559,0.2129,6002.49,501.812},{0.1597,0.2129,4696.1,384.124},{0.1635,0.2129,5133.51,457.802},{0.1673,0.2129,4974.06,438.332},{0.1711,0.2129,4747.46,431.326},{0.1749,0.2129,5297.68,529.876},
{0.1787,0.2129,3760.96,364.124},{0.1825,0.2129,3168.38,298.116},{0.1863,0.2129,4029.41,419.13},{0.1901,0.2129,3158.52,338.388},{0.1939,0.2129,2930.61,321.46},{0.1977,0.2129,3354.97,373.217},{0.2015,0.2129,2871.48,338.067},{0.2053,0.2129,2823.59,347.059},{0.2091,0.2129,2433.38,312.71},{0.2129,0.2129,1908.03,251.717},{0.2167,0.2129,1939.61,270.569},{0.2205,0.2129,1722.63,243.932},
{0.2243,0.2129,1359.92,209.654},{0.2281,0.2129,1228.68,189.239},{0.2319,0.2129,1136.71,198.206},{0.2357,0.2129,854.91,160.824},{0.2395,0.2129,920.263,211.988},{0.2433,0.2129,691.359,165.939},{0.2471,0.2129,302.542,69.3911},{0.2509,0.2129,240.391,77.1483},{0.2547,0.2129,114.044,61.4624},{0.0723,0.2167,1507.51,260.855},{0.0761,0.2167,6681.27,554.103},{0.0799,0.2167,7846.86,583.493},
{0.0837,0.2167,7979.73,569.564},{0.0875,0.2167,8858.25,671.644},{0.0913,0.2167,7635.51,530.149},{0.0951,0.2167,7756.37,537.548},{0.0989,0.2167,7160.7,476.791},{0.1027,0.2167,7856.46,551.395},{0.1065,0.2167,7689.44,538.038},{0.1103,0.2167,8638.17,640.07},{0.1141,0.2167,8118.38,610.958},{0.1179,0.2167,7173.48,513.648},{0.1217,0.2167,6206.46,438.636},{0.1255,0.2167,6131.88,430.1},
{0.1293,0.2167,6794.88,505.919},{0.1331,0.2167,6917.84,538.614},{0.1369,0.2167,6292.84,493.824},{0.1407,0.2167,6492.79,518.473},{0.1445,0.2167,5607.43,448.218},{0.1483,0.2167,5415.69,431.912},{0.1521,0.2167,5010,410.623},{0.1559,0.2167,4424.04,357.334},{0.1597,0.2167,5143.48,446.845},{0.1635,0.2167,4957.27,452.955},{0.1673,0.2167,5118.78,474.247},{0.1711,0.2167,3955.45,368.823},
{0.1749,0.2167,3859.46,364.731},{0.1787,0.2167,3543.73,342.481},{0.1825,0.2167,3530.83,353.632},{0.1863,0.2167,3956.68,419.848},{0.1901,0.2167,2815.17,301.787},{0.1939,0.2167,2660.08,279.682},{0.1977,0.2167,2861.23,333.005},{0.2015,0.2167,2283.22,252.045},{0.2053,0.2167,1971.84,240.573},{0.2091,0.2167,2336.15,305.814},{0.2129,0.2167,1939.61,270.569},{0.2167,0.2167,1777.21,257.778},
{0.2205,0.2167,1714.38,286.053},{0.2243,0.2167,1405.9,238.438},{0.2281,0.2167,1449.94,268.885},{0.2319,0.2167,911.164,172.197},{0.2357,0.2167,1082.72,249.277},{0.2395,0.2167,544.35,117.901},{0.2433,0.2167,1043.14,333.932},{0.2471,0.2167,531.753,197.872},{0.2509,0.2167,190.189,81.8676},{0.2547,0.2167,99.6793,138.764},{0.0723,0.2205,2036.93,426.967},{0.0761,0.2205,5555.73,469.042},
{0.0799,0.2205,7115.24,560.359},{0.0837,0.2205,7182.96,538.569},{0.0875,0.2205,7588.44,562.161},{0.0913,0.2205,8389.11,626.446},{0.0951,0.2205,7947.16,553.704},{0.0989,0.2205,7137.78,501.513},{0.1027,0.2205,7128.44,512.458},{0.1065,0.2205,7131.7,515.738},{0.1103,0.2205,7253.13,518.378},{0.1141,0.2205,6927.56,491.032},{0.1179,0.2205,6562.29,493.553},{0.1217,0.2205,6721.27,499.036},
{0.1255,0.2205,6870.75,531.522},{0.1293,0.2205,7031.66,572.164},{0.1331,0.2205,5871.82,463.298},{0.1369,0.2205,6003.13,466.569},{0.1407,0.2205,5084.78,404.238},{0.1445,0.2205,6233.58,541.212},{0.1483,0.2205,5733.11,479.619},{0.1521,0.2205,5114.39,437.547},{0.1559,0.2205,4654.06,390.199},{0.1597,0.2205,4469.49,396.665},{0.1635,0.2205,4321.14,395.605},{0.1673,0.2205,3694.44,332.272},
{0.1711,0.2205,4150.32,399.2},{0.1749,0.2205,3576.14,345.481},{0.1787,0.2205,3157.27,318.946},{0.1825,0.2205,3255.04,349.087},{0.1863,0.2205,3054.79,326.396},{0.1901,0.2205,3575.05,409.946},{0.1939,0.2205,3023.43,358.421},{0.1977,0.2205,2144.93,245.053},{0.2015,0.2205,1854.59,218.633},{0.2053,0.2205,2282.53,310.951},{0.2091,0.2205,1942.26,268.797},{0.2129,0.2205,1722.63,243.932},
{0.2167,0.2205,1714.38,286.053},{0.2205,0.2205,1377.32,209.711},{0.2243,0.2205,1484.31,272.154},{0.2281,0.2205,1753.65,406.193},{0.2319,0.2205,951.073,190.42},{0.2357,0.2205,616.159,130.685},{0.2395,0.2205,704.962,175.068},{0.2433,0.2205,417.796,150.666},{0.2471,0.2205,272.848,116.276},{0.0723,0.2243,1619.58,337.091},{0.0761,0.2243,5749.91,555.405},{0.0799,0.2243,5721.89,452.529},
{0.0837,0.2243,6633.73,509.677},{0.0875,0.2243,6379.19,466.737},{0.0913,0.2243,6683.57,486.324},{0.0951,0.2243,5936.2,426.176},{0.0989,0.2243,8058.06,631.299},{0.1027,0.2243,7137.79,536.542},{0.1065,0.2243,6609.91,491.405},{0.1103,0.2243,6505.43,479.804},{0.1141,0.2243,6056.54,448.517},{0.1179,0.2243,5810.59,423.27},{0.1217,0.2243,5357.43,400.758},{0.1255,0.2243,5986.28,473.519},
{0.1293,0.2243,5724.98,448.614},{0.1331,0.2243,6414.46,521.23},{0.1369,0.2243,5271.05,439.002},{0.1407,0.2243,4901.35,392.359},{0.1445,0.2243,4646.37,381.491},{0.1483,0.2243,3806.18,304.953},{0.1521,0.2243,4155.9,349.447},{0.1559,0.2243,4069.6,372.399},{0.1597,0.2243,3913.15,362.932},{0.1635,0.2243,3389.78,312.08},{0.1673,0.2243,3490.43,328.712},{0.1711,0.2243,3410.37,333.692},
{0.1749,0.2243,3446.42,369.627},{0.1787,0.2243,3444.12,355.278},{0.1825,0.2243,2717.1,281.135},{0.1863,0.2243,2243.41,241.012},{0.1901,0.2243,2628.03,301.155},{0.1939,0.2243,2252.58,266.836},{0.1977,0.2243,2131.74,262.934},{0.2015,0.2243,2074.9,282.163},{0.2053,0.2243,1925.96,277.108},{0.2091,0.2243,2157.33,321.258},{0.2129,0.2243,1359.92,209.654},{0.2167,0.2243,1405.9,238.438},
{0.2205,0.2243,1484.31,272.154},{0.2243,0.2243,812.037,149.666},{0.2281,0.2243,1047.78,219.099},{0.2319,0.2243,814.304,207.135},{0.2357,0.2243,1016.47,310.501},{0.2395,0.2243,323.229,97.34},{0.2433,0.2243,543.853,274.026},{0.2471,0.2243,25.3569,26.0453},{0.0723,0.2281,1084.2,220.17},{0.0761,0.2281,4479.8,419.489},{0.0799,0.2281,5661.77,486.642},{0.0837,0.2281,6684.25,538.858},
{0.0875,0.2281,6285.26,495.99},{0.0913,0.2281,6257.49,474.16},{0.0951,0.2281,6920.2,552.598},{0.0989,0.2281,7141.6,564.245},{0.1027,0.2281,6790.23,524.378},{0.1065,0.2281,6288.03,471.947},{0.1103,0.2281,6231.47,489.424},{0.1141,0.2281,5661.72,424.856},{0.1179,0.2281,6452.81,511.166},{0.1217,0.2281,5321.07,416.485},{0.1255,0.2281,5535.69,442.539},{0.1293,0.2281,5440.96,435.873},
{0.1331,0.2281,4705.85,377.029},{0.1369,0.2281,4501,365.552},{0.1407,0.2281,4671.62,384.177},{0.1445,0.2281,4774.42,429.425},{0.1483,0.2281,4056.49,355.388},{0.1521,0.2281,3594.52,312.122},{0.1559,0.2281,3673.31,327.512},{0.1597,0.2281,3792.22,347.048},{0.1635,0.2281,3819.02,376.291},{0.1673,0.2281,3401.47,339.14},{0.1711,0.2281,3462.52,358.975},{0.1749,0.2281,3211.65,324.472},
{0.1787,0.2281,2589.92,269.068},{0.1825,0.2281,2708.47,307.456},{0.1863,0.2281,2402.08,268.663},{0.1901,0.2281,2517.66,300.452},{0.1939,0.2281,1962.92,238.238},{0.1977,0.2281,2676.16,375.447},{0.2015,0.2281,2358.18,341.403},{0.2053,0.2281,1901.24,284.844},{0.2091,0.2281,1468.22,224.61},{0.2129,0.2281,1228.68,189.239},{0.2167,0.2281,1449.94,268.885},{0.2205,0.2281,1753.65,406.193},
{0.2243,0.2281,1047.78,219.099},{0.2281,0.2281,766.702,173.156},{0.2319,0.2281,431.356,110.311},{0.2357,0.2281,374.566,119.527},{0.2395,0.2281,265.672,110.712},{0.2433,0.2281,45.9252,32.7919},{0.0723,0.2319,1751.5,501.443},{0.0761,0.2319,4105.67,410.659},{0.0799,0.2319,5395.48,485.463},{0.0837,0.2319,5972.28,505.511},{0.0875,0.2319,5464.26,432.583},{0.0913,0.2319,6238.33,506.972},
{0.0951,0.2319,6327.9,495.543},{0.0989,0.2319,5781.36,444.288},{0.1027,0.2319,5653.33,439.303},{0.1065,0.2319,6352.01,501.678},{0.1103,0.2319,6091.83,488.341},{0.1141,0.2319,5586.3,442.051},{0.1179,0.2319,5457.71,432.193},{0.1217,0.2319,4769.72,382.107},{0.1255,0.2319,5236.23,445.938},{0.1293,0.2319,4693.24,393.919},{0.1331,0.2319,5617.25,494.937},{0.1369,0.2319,4668.47,400.061},
{0.1407,0.2319,4919.1,428.64},{0.1445,0.2319,4851.74,454.383},{0.1483,0.2319,3693.94,338.653},{0.1521,0.2319,3658.19,333.475},{0.1559,0.2319,4469.16,463.528},{0.1597,0.2319,3582.86,354.108},{0.1635,0.2319,3631.1,367.884},{0.1673,0.2319,2555.64,250.806},{0.1711,0.2319,2885.5,298.011},{0.1749,0.2319,2761.9,310.756},{0.1787,0.2319,2501.43,276.287},{0.1825,0.2319,2703.19,324.681},
{0.1863,0.2319,2549.9,310.653},{0.1901,0.2319,2100.68,264.756},{0.1939,0.2319,1772.94,220.682},{0.1977,0.2319,1739.6,227.081},{0.2015,0.2319,1943.31,306.507},{0.2053,0.2319,1676.65,271.079},{0.2091,0.2319,1536.9,247.964},{0.2129,0.2319,1136.71,198.206},{0.2167,0.2319,911.164,172.197},{0.2205,0.2319,951.073,190.42},{0.2243,0.2319,814.304,207.135},{0.2281,0.2319,431.356,110.311},
{0.2319,0.2319,324.999,95.5578},{0.2357,0.2319,358.899,147.116},{0.2395,0.2319,66.7763,67.7788},{0.0723,0.2357,813.184,208.007},{0.0761,0.2357,2918.96,289.39},{0.0799,0.2357,5225.65,507.296},{0.0837,0.2357,4842.91,409.336},{0.0875,0.2357,4866.15,393.512},{0.0913,0.2357,5378.24,440.796},{0.0951,0.2357,5804.82,483.173},{0.0989,0.2357,5540.91,447.886},{0.1027,0.2357,5050.82,411.135},
{0.1065,0.2357,5519.89,445.178},{0.1103,0.2357,5063.6,415.171},{0.1141,0.2357,5133.89,425.81},{0.1179,0.2357,5140.77,422.074},{0.1217,0.2357,4597.29,381.155},{0.1255,0.2357,4785.27,396.802},{0.1293,0.2357,4694.44,390.911},{0.1331,0.2357,4574.43,402.208},{0.1369,0.2357,3640.53,319.062},{0.1407,0.2357,4446.94,422.366},{0.1445,0.2357,3894.6,359.938},{0.1483,0.2357,3931.19,362.749},
{0.1521,0.2357,3676.7,364.497},{0.1559,0.2357,3581.7,358.281},{0.1597,0.2357,2696.65,264.65},{0.1635,0.2357,2992.14,300.742},{0.1673,0.2357,3158.46,336.027},{0.1711,0.2357,2941.35,321.965},{0.1749,0.2357,2151.99,244.291},{0.1787,0.2357,2606.07,313.443},{0.1825,0.2357,2494.73,315.803},{0.1863,0.2357,2013.63,247.827},{0.1901,0.2357,2359.81,319.925},{0.1939,0.2357,1757.88,257.668},
{0.1977,0.2357,1319.05,194.834},{0.2015,0.2357,1223.85,183.631},{0.2053,0.2357,1913.72,331.414},{0.2091,0.2357,1120.14,196.79},{0.2129,0.2357,854.91,160.824},{0.2167,0.2357,1082.72,249.277},{0.2205,0.2357,616.159,130.685},{0.2243,0.2357,1016.47,310.501},{0.2281,0.2357,374.566,119.527},{0.2319,0.2357,358.899,147.116},{0.2357,0.2357,30.6389,18.614},{0.0723,0.2395,520.464,141.779},
{0.0761,0.2395,3173.03,354.047},{0.0799,0.2395,4234.78,394.633},{0.0837,0.2395,4985.81,464.801},{0.0875,0.2395,5345.62,473.829},{0.0913,0.2395,4711.63,390.394},{0.0951,0.2395,4974.28,417.182},{0.0989,0.2395,5557.14,479.635},{0.1027,0.2395,5378.41,451.228},{0.1065,0.2395,5341.06,460.633},{0.1103,0.2395,4984.24,436.249},{0.1141,0.2395,4846.62,415.935},{0.1179,0.2395,5227.34,459.705},
{0.1217,0.2395,4544.08,391.05},{0.1255,0.2395,3852.6,328.144},{0.1293,0.2395,4222.38,373.553},{0.1331,0.2395,4515.37,410.423},{0.1369,0.2395,3669.05,330.052},{0.1407,0.2395,3974.01,363.623},{0.1445,0.2395,3883.31,376.303},{0.1483,0.2395,3185.26,302.167},{0.1521,0.2395,3570.99,366.56},{0.1559,0.2395,3509.66,382.523},{0.1597,0.2395,2882.69,294.842},{0.1635,0.2395,2852.99,304.145},
{0.1673,0.2395,2680.73,292.812},{0.1711,0.2395,2641.3,316.474},{0.1749,0.2395,2507.03,306.62},{0.1787,0.2395,2074.74,253.151},{0.1825,0.2395,2042.03,259.394},{0.1863,0.2395,2371.97,350.888},{0.1901,0.2395,2112.91,309.345},{0.1939,0.2395,1784.43,274.804},{0.1977,0.2395,1985.72,313.375},{0.2015,0.2395,1367.24,238.739},{0.2053,0.2395,990.425,166.434},{0.2091,0.2395,873.593,158.847},
{0.2129,0.2395,920.263,211.988},{0.2167,0.2395,544.35,117.901},{0.2205,0.2395,704.961,175.068},{0.2243,0.2395,323.229,97.34},{0.2281,0.2395,265.672,110.712},{0.2319,0.2395,66.7763,67.7788},{0.0723,0.2433,437.665,151.98},{0.0761,0.2433,3211.52,399.089},{0.0799,0.2433,3844.26,400.148},{0.0837,0.2433,4639.12,438.124},{0.0875,0.2433,4014.59,367.696},{0.0913,0.2433,4626.15,418.23},
{0.0951,0.2433,4025.32,335.86},{0.0989,0.2433,4195.99,347.881},{0.1027,0.2433,5681.83,537.04},{0.1065,0.2433,4374.46,382.402},{0.1103,0.2433,4426.91,386.727},{0.1141,0.2433,4119.53,352.853},{0.1179,0.2433,4398.6,399.441},{0.1217,0.2433,3752.85,327.858},{0.1255,0.2433,4204.5,386.517},{0.1293,0.2433,4229.83,397.158},{0.1331,0.2433,3606.89,339.43},{0.1369,0.2433,3307.11,302.962},
{0.1407,0.2433,3456.89,332.155},{0.1445,0.2433,3092.28,305.436},{0.1483,0.2433,3192.67,323.07},{0.1521,0.2433,3766.63,418.405},{0.1559,0.2433,3282.75,361.083},{0.1597,0.2433,2574.53,271.733},{0.1635,0.2433,2207.75,242.284},{0.1673,0.2433,2153.8,237.508},{0.1711,0.2433,2436.49,300.508},{0.1749,0.2433,1914.46,233.818},{0.1787,0.2433,2142.13,289.255},{0.1825,0.2433,2090.59,299.209},
{0.1863,0.2433,1725.66,242.081},{0.1901,0.2433,1607.14,247.59},{0.1939,0.2433,2243.27,396.569},{0.1977,0.2433,1536.07,255.28},{0.2015,0.2433,1138.25,206.187},{0.2053,0.2433,949.543,170.245},{0.2091,0.2433,634.262,136.059},{0.2129,0.2433,691.359,165.939},{0.2167,0.2433,1043.14,333.932},{0.2205,0.2433,417.796,150.666},{0.2243,0.2433,543.853,274.026},{0.2281,0.2433,45.9252,32.7919},
{0.0723,0.2471,259.125,108.337},{0.0761,0.2471,2713.56,353.392},{0.0799,0.2471,3041.48,310.946},{0.0837,0.2471,3664.56,364.074},{0.0875,0.2471,3185.2,279.962},{0.0913,0.2471,4171.94,383.208},{0.0951,0.2471,3997.41,356.7},{0.0989,0.2471,3978.1,352.215},{0.1027,0.2471,3889.17,349.965},{0.1065,0.2471,4391.48,398.863},{0.1103,0.2471,4071.56,369.508},{0.1141,0.2471,4504.46,427.329},
{0.1179,0.2471,3856.74,348.417},{0.1217,0.2471,4256.34,430.52},{0.1255,0.2471,3377.13,306.768},{0.1293,0.2471,3620.75,365.114},{0.1331,0.2471,3791.24,378.479},{0.1369,0.2471,3522.74,361.861},{0.1407,0.2471,3184.9,320.684},{0.1445,0.2471,3385.38,354.917},{0.1483,0.2471,2591.39,268.624},{0.1521,0.2471,2283.34,225.949},{0.1559,0.2471,2011.59,216.179},{0.1597,0.2471,2412.69,270.875},
{0.1635,0.2471,3188.47,427.664},{0.1673,0.2471,2670.39,333.625},{0.1711,0.2471,1924.55,240.506},{0.1749,0.2471,1794.24,237.751},{0.1787,0.2471,1590.77,217.126},{0.1825,0.2471,1788.33,269.743},{0.1863,0.2471,1445.88,211.173},{0.1901,0.2471,1321.56,198.929},{0.1939,0.2471,1058.89,169.295},{0.1977,0.2471,962.787,160.747},{0.2015,0.2471,1246.37,256.324},{0.2053,0.2471,677.766,141.856},
{0.2091,0.2471,876.3,205.659},{0.2129,0.2471,302.542,69.3911},{0.2167,0.2471,531.753,197.872},{0.2205,0.2471,272.848,116.276},{0.2243,0.2471,25.3569,26.0453},{0.0761,0.2509,1723.63,244.165},{0.0799,0.2509,2647.76,303.108},{0.0837,0.2509,2971.98,301.693},{0.0875,0.2509,4041.98,408.796},{0.0913,0.2509,4616.61,463.661},{0.0951,0.2509,4188.39,407.595},{0.0989,0.2509,4336.43,422.236},
{0.1027,0.2509,3574.18,319.438},{0.1065,0.2509,3660.47,329.45},{0.1103,0.2509,3390.48,320.777},{0.1141,0.2509,4037.01,405.24},{0.1179,0.2509,3521.96,332.31},{0.1217,0.2509,3966.55,395},{0.1255,0.2509,3108.42,287.246},{0.1293,0.2509,3542.16,347.622},{0.1331,0.2509,3725.46,383.789},{0.1369,0.2509,2886.12,290.497},{0.1407,0.2509,2791.09,276.37},{0.1445,0.2509,2708.86,292.438},
{0.1483,0.2509,3376.03,404.456},{0.1521,0.2509,2677.29,318.35},{0.1559,0.2509,2287.63,257.949},{0.1597,0.2509,2180.66,249.842},{0.1635,0.2509,2229.27,280.946},{0.1673,0.2509,1745.58,223.106},{0.1711,0.2509,1955.1,245.91},{0.1749,0.2509,1789.13,253.909},{0.1787,0.2509,1532.99,219.013},{0.1825,0.2509,1423.19,224.624},{0.1863,0.2509,1085.18,163.864},{0.1901,0.2509,1310.69,232.914},
{0.1939,0.2509,1179.28,224.464},{0.1977,0.2509,950.729,188.44},{0.2015,0.2509,1052.87,249.228},{0.2053,0.2509,634.009,155.725},{0.2091,0.2509,381.359,104.971},{0.2129,0.2509,240.391,77.1483},{0.2167,0.2509,190.189,81.8676},{0.0723,0.2547,30.8331,34.34},{0.0761,0.2547,1381.76,210.829},{0.0799,0.2547,2575.41,315.074},{0.0837,0.2547,3008.18,331.01},{0.0875,0.2547,3216.17,339.796},
{0.0913,0.2547,3619.48,368.351},{0.0951,0.2547,3429.34,342.046},{0.0989,0.2547,3898.48,401.559},{0.1027,0.2547,4470.75,462.354},{0.1065,0.2547,3590.37,353.287},{0.1103,0.2547,3484.67,353.288},{0.1141,0.2547,4001.37,424.095},{0.1179,0.2547,3397.37,332.472},{0.1217,0.2547,3055.46,306.592},{0.1255,0.2547,3270.65,344},{0.1293,0.2547,2916.5,299.36},{0.1331,0.2547,3538.42,392.583},
{0.1369,0.2547,3287.55,364.905},{0.1407,0.2547,3005.06,335.976},{0.1445,0.2547,2973.9,350.248},{0.1483,0.2547,2647.91,305.898},{0.1521,0.2547,4316.92,633.319},{0.1559,0.2547,2001.46,247.568},{0.1597,0.2547,2075.32,270.474},{0.1635,0.2547,2367.55,325.739},{0.1673,0.2547,2065.17,283.359},{0.1711,0.2547,2022.09,298.402},{0.1749,0.2547,2174.09,366.455},{0.1787,0.2547,1202.58,184.095},
{0.1825,0.2547,1370.69,224.051},{0.1863,0.2547,846.866,140.36},{0.1901,0.2547,1280.61,255.447},{0.1939,0.2547,938.311,205.416},{0.1977,0.2547,1079.96,267.549},{0.2015,0.2547,569.388,125.829},{0.2053,0.2547,377.165,110.938},{0.2091,0.2547,378.85,132.986},{0.2129,0.2547,114.044,61.4624},{0.2167,0.2547,99.6793,138.764},{0.0761,0.2585,936.285,159.516},{0.0799,0.2585,2252.89,289.82},
{0.0837,0.2585,2231.94,255.969},{0.0875,0.2585,3271.65,372.566},{0.0913,0.2585,3558.52,385.965},{0.0951,0.2585,3064.74,318.947},{0.0989,0.2585,3392.06,352.757},{0.1027,0.2585,3241.94,341.047},{0.1065,0.2585,3925.79,417.764},{0.1103,0.2585,3799.66,382.779},{0.1141,0.2585,3112.42,330.336},{0.1179,0.2585,2820.93,281.827},{0.1217,0.2585,2694.03,275.006},{0.1255,0.2585,2902.71,323.684},
{0.1293,0.2585,2614.9,272.528},{0.1331,0.2585,2847.79,314.638},{0.1369,0.2585,2440.37,272.76},{0.1407,0.2585,2351.82,270.951},{0.1445,0.2585,2468.2,296.13},{0.1483,0.2585,2467.14,310.736},{0.1521,0.2585,1913.94,250.381},{0.1559,0.2585,1877.76,234.497},{0.1597,0.2585,2305.32,320.233},{0.1635,0.2585,1914.2,266.995},{0.1673,0.2585,1947.01,275.233},{0.1711,0.2585,1405.14,215.163},
{0.1749,0.2585,1082.05,173.931},{0.1787,0.2585,1119.12,185.068},{0.1825,0.2585,803.65,131.461},{0.1863,0.2585,1001.73,184.592},{0.1901,0.2585,1249.34,287.835},{0.1939,0.2585,667.341,145.379},{0.1977,0.2585,593.763,156.318},{0.2015,0.2585,369.638,101.93},{0.2053,0.2585,267.044,83.7932},{0.2091,0.2585,48.3357,30.7738},{0.0761,0.2623,961.795,216.858},{0.0799,0.2623,1619.03,221.846},
{0.0837,0.2623,2628.46,338.965},{0.0875,0.2623,2610.59,294.056},{0.0913,0.2623,2361.49,255.181},{0.0951,0.2623,2335.69,244.539},{0.0989,0.2623,2923.5,309.328},{0.1027,0.2623,3155.06,339.259},{0.1065,0.2623,2566.44,264.117},{0.1103,0.2623,3423.36,375.488},{0.1141,0.2623,3365.43,383.944},{0.1179,0.2623,2379.21,252.518},{0.1217,0.2623,2785.9,321.422},{0.1255,0.2623,2891.16,318.984},
{0.1293,0.2623,2166.71,242.684},{0.1331,0.2623,2497.45,296.916},{0.1369,0.2623,2662.73,323.43},{0.1407,0.2623,2643.84,352.82},{0.1445,0.2623,2091.31,264.986},{0.1483,0.2623,1750.02,231.314},{0.1521,0.2623,2175.72,305.807},{0.1559,0.2623,1489.52,206.155},{0.1597,0.2623,1588.81,232.343},{0.1635,0.2623,1734.44,271.498},{0.1673,0.2623,1091.05,150.457},{0.1711,0.2623,1612.24,258.616},
{0.1749,0.2623,1736.93,329.867},{0.1787,0.2623,759.499,129.002},{0.1825,0.2623,900.633,177.011},{0.1863,0.2623,645.866,137.611},{0.1901,0.2623,594.196,126.025},{0.1939,0.2623,1086.27,337.991},{0.1977,0.2623,329.898,92.3484},{0.2015,0.2623,1514.3,817.327},{0.2053,0.2623,105.731,60.77},{0.0761,0.2661,621.345,154.259},{0.0799,0.2661,1945.68,319.266},{0.0837,0.2661,1747.02,229.632},
{0.0875,0.2661,2128.74,256.905},{0.0913,0.2661,2527.45,308.433},{0.0951,0.2661,3180.88,414.773},{0.0989,0.2661,2551.37,283.126},{0.1027,0.2661,2357.59,255.666},{0.1065,0.2661,2270.7,240.957},{0.1103,0.2661,2585.43,289.012},{0.1141,0.2661,2578.66,287.999},{0.1179,0.2661,2669.39,301.113},{0.1217,0.2661,2949.18,352.468},{0.1255,0.2661,2215.28,256.453},{0.1293,0.2661,2563.18,316.111},
{0.1331,0.2661,1992.68,241.365},{0.1369,0.2661,2340.39,291.382},{0.1407,0.2661,2040.72,264.179},{0.1445,0.2661,1752.22,221.436},{0.1483,0.2661,1869.53,248.892},{0.1521,0.2661,1582.9,204.651},{0.1559,0.2661,1238.88,181.858},{0.1597,0.2661,1790.81,297.63},{0.1635,0.2661,1219.5,181.873},{0.1673,0.2661,1197.51,194.454},{0.1711,0.2661,982.2,170.736},{0.1749,0.2661,1357.58,286.543},
{0.1787,0.2661,900.357,185.219},{0.1825,0.2661,1086.96,269.206},{0.1863,0.2661,735.772,179.885},{0.1901,0.2661,324.795,88.9282},{0.1939,0.2661,516.852,156.231},{0.1977,0.2661,271.638,110.056},{0.2015,0.2661,76.9093,42.7795},{0.0761,0.2699,1862.04,989.714},{0.0799,0.2699,961.799,156.82},{0.0837,0.2699,1398.46,185.404},{0.0875,0.2699,1970.51,264.561},{0.0913,0.2699,2439.43,304.345},
{0.0951,0.2699,2098.37,246.671},{0.0989,0.2699,2161.11,255.366},{0.1027,0.2699,2377.89,283.437},{0.1065,0.2699,2655.25,335.533},{0.1103,0.2699,2369.93,275.387},{0.1141,0.2699,1952.35,219.243},{0.1179,0.2699,1950.93,226.867},{0.1217,0.2699,2855.19,368.515},{0.1255,0.2699,2192.55,263.387},{0.1293,0.2699,2040.44,261.461},{0.1331,0.2699,1826.07,234.336},{0.1369,0.2699,2351.63,315.2},
{0.1407,0.2699,1612.62,209.495},{0.1445,0.2699,1594.83,213.125},{0.1483,0.2699,1504.13,211.621},{0.1521,0.2699,1406.1,204.626},{0.1559,0.2699,1394.53,209.901},{0.1597,0.2699,1126.24,186.828},{0.1635,0.2699,1074.42,191.516},{0.1673,0.2699,886.204,158.785},{0.1711,0.2699,714.031,124.935},{0.1749,0.2699,921.042,180.083},{0.1787,0.2699,945.67,217.974},{0.1825,0.2699,527.559,128.791},
{0.1863,0.2699,353.021,93.002},{0.1901,0.2699,346.205,109.275},{0.1939,0.2699,453.608,216.275},{0.1977,0.2699,128.639,92.1695},{0.0761,0.2737,138.222,63.2077},{0.0799,0.2737,930.648,172.667},{0.0837,0.2737,1596.88,254.625},{0.0875,0.2737,1771.46,244.703},{0.0913,0.2737,1544.11,200.045},{0.0951,0.2737,2606.48,361.698},{0.0989,0.2737,2200.75,280.912},{0.1027,0.2737,2370.09,305.245},
{0.1065,0.2737,2134.94,275.612},{0.1103,0.2737,2070.09,279.996},{0.1141,0.2737,2160.32,278.179},{0.1179,0.2737,2215.18,289.925},{0.1217,0.2737,1926.56,246.347},{0.1255,0.2737,2468.77,364.878},{0.1293,0.2737,1748.16,235.594},{0.1331,0.2737,1896,268.226},{0.1369,0.2737,1878.54,275.082},{0.1407,0.2737,1607.8,235.87},{0.1445,0.2737,1688.05,263.738},{0.1483,0.2737,1472.73,247.535},
{0.1521,0.2737,1362.35,207.91},{0.1559,0.2737,1360.73,234.622},{0.1597,0.2737,1204.09,212.772},{0.1635,0.2737,664.589,109.632},{0.1673,0.2737,1109.91,246.256},{0.1711,0.2737,765.628,160.86},{0.1749,0.2737,993.907,257.294},{0.1787,0.2737,682.81,187.636},{0.1825,0.2737,222.698,56.0775},{0.1863,0.2737,230.254,67.8944},{0.1901,0.2737,247.697,107.755},{0.1939,0.2737,323.667,290.015},
{0.0761,0.2775,227.45,173.195},{0.0799,0.2775,840.436,219.293},{0.0837,0.2775,1526.12,271.563},{0.0875,0.2775,1042.92,150.339},{0.0913,0.2775,1827.84,269.844},{0.0951,0.2775,2042.98,293.835},{0.0989,0.2775,1942.4,252.738},{0.1027,0.2775,1513.91,194.23},{0.1065,0.2775,1956.14,251.919},{0.1103,0.2775,1476.73,183.43},{0.1141,0.2775,1596.2,206.249},{0.1179,0.2775,1810.42,257.051},
{0.1217,0.2775,1439.59,181.032},{0.1255,0.2775,1744.33,244.914},{0.1293,0.2775,1823.48,278.27},{0.1331,0.2775,1753.48,263.053},{0.1369,0.2775,1631.89,260.143},{0.1407,0.2775,1170.44,176.226},{0.1445,0.2775,1175.23,180.441},{0.1483,0.2775,1109.1,168.803},{0.1521,0.2775,1057.83,174.422},{0.1559,0.2775,1038.43,186.414},{0.1597,0.2775,840.236,153.347},{0.1635,0.2775,836.938,179.265},
{0.1673,0.2775,594.37,128.302},{0.1711,0.2775,637.967,170.64},{0.1749,0.2775,483.771,135.675},{0.1787,0.2775,770.455,263.012},{0.1825,0.2775,308.25,124.333},{0.1863,0.2775,317.971,186.111},{0.1901,0.2775,16.9121,16.124},{0.0799,0.2813,311.733,78.2426},{0.0837,0.2813,738.172,141.685},{0.0875,0.2813,1501.77,260.335},{0.0913,0.2813,1396.02,209.057},{0.0951,0.2813,1760.78,278.176},
{0.0989,0.2813,1687.86,255.193},{0.1027,0.2813,1372.28,188.512},{0.1065,0.2813,1645.5,229.085},{0.1103,0.2813,1268.51,161.966},{0.1141,0.2813,1210.32,160.412},{0.1179,0.2813,1488.09,208.25},{0.1217,0.2813,1396.71,200.694},{0.1255,0.2813,1563.38,236.187},{0.1293,0.2813,1420.7,214.776},{0.1331,0.2813,1174.9,171.705},{0.1369,0.2813,1055.93,163.581},{0.1407,0.2813,841.908,131.421},
{0.1445,0.2813,1064.28,172.24},{0.1483,0.2813,915.118,153.798},{0.1521,0.2813,1013.59,188.569},{0.1559,0.2813,855.155,175.754},{0.1597,0.2813,1115.75,255.179},{0.1635,0.2813,1126.89,304.382},{0.1673,0.2813,522.359,139.589},{0.1711,0.2813,645.769,184.96},{0.1749,0.2813,251.384,78.6006},{0.1787,0.2813,165.621,55.7994},{0.1825,0.2813,51.0634,25.205},{0.0799,0.2851,170.885,61.7406},
{0.0837,0.2851,908.056,214.448},{0.0875,0.2851,992.32,181.287},{0.0913,0.2851,1565.11,294.028},{0.0951,0.2851,1259.47,198.519},{0.0989,0.2851,1719.73,280.792},{0.1027,0.2851,1340.51,194.413},{0.1065,0.2851,1114.79,164.352},{0.1103,0.2851,1205.9,178.456},{0.1141,0.2851,1135.36,160.489},{0.1179,0.2851,1263.22,196.824},{0.1217,0.2851,920.6,127.777},{0.1255,0.2851,1193.43,183.172},
{0.1293,0.2851,942.416,151.286},{0.1331,0.2851,882.316,138.464},{0.1369,0.2851,1057.6,174.832},{0.1407,0.2851,922.564,152.454},{0.1445,0.2851,997.897,185.258},{0.1483,0.2851,727.208,135.118},{0.1521,0.2851,1009.75,245.658},{0.1559,0.2851,822.737,196.3},{0.1597,0.2851,895.391,249.924},{0.1635,0.2851,569.091,151.562},{0.1673,0.2851,306.378,92.3997},{0.1711,0.2851,519.522,233.198},
{0.1749,0.2851,151.893,63.0906},{0.1787,0.2851,44.9438,26.4463},{0.0799,0.2889,347.118,260.712},{0.0837,0.2889,624.181,172.35},{0.0875,0.2889,589.785,114.631},{0.0913,0.2889,533.413,95.6061},{0.0951,0.2889,951.746,169.152},{0.0989,0.2889,1092.2,181.034},{0.1027,0.2889,1017.86,158.308},{0.1065,0.2889,1336,219.525},{0.1103,0.2889,1269.34,211.485},{0.1141,0.2889,904.943,136.203},
{0.1179,0.2889,1328.63,228.59},{0.1217,0.2889,835.473,134.543},{0.1255,0.2889,940.557,160.631},{0.1293,0.2889,887.574,149.815},{0.1331,0.2889,930.034,169.835},{0.1369,0.2889,666.726,130.386},{0.1407,0.2889,810.4,158.229},{0.1445,0.2889,599.418,109.95},{0.1483,0.2889,633.615,135.149},{0.1521,0.2889,396.719,90.2235},{0.1559,0.2889,395.177,101.956},{0.1597,0.2889,242.828,61.2312},
{0.1635,0.2889,438.513,164.208},{0.1673,0.2889,361.033,138.161},{0.1711,0.2889,248.861,160.727},{0.1749,0.2889,222.614,199.759},{0.0837,0.2927,303.769,104.239},{0.0875,0.2927,576.454,141.339},{0.0913,0.2927,712.588,135.553},{0.0951,0.2927,837.892,154.622},{0.0989,0.2927,742.927,129.228},{0.1027,0.2927,1031.58,181.059},{0.1065,0.2927,920.316,159.55},{0.1103,0.2927,1171.88,216.926},
{0.1141,0.2927,1052.89,178.681},{0.1179,0.2927,623.852,105.272},{0.1217,0.2927,1047.88,193.19},{0.1255,0.2927,1032.12,199.444},{0.1293,0.2927,692.64,126.976},{0.1331,0.2927,683.176,131.455},{0.1369,0.2927,1047.04,253.187},{0.1407,0.2927,658.322,132.734},{0.1445,0.2927,414.63,83.2764},{0.1483,0.2927,471.998,110.193},{0.1521,0.2927,422.913,106.663},{0.1559,0.2927,218.341,60.7433},
{0.1597,0.2927,647.867,272.848},{0.1635,0.2927,249.499,109.063},{0.1673,0.2927,123.935,73.4697},{0.0837,0.2965,121.547,64.1859},{0.0875,0.2965,284.066,82.1287},{0.0913,0.2965,542.601,122.488},{0.0951,0.2965,495.329,96.4858},{0.0989,0.2965,519.946,96.6128},{0.1027,0.2965,711.318,140.932},{0.1065,0.2965,485.978,86.3202},{0.1103,0.2965,612.072,119.016},{0.1141,0.2965,517.451,89.3151},
{0.1179,0.2965,627.053,121.085},{0.1217,0.2965,544.562,110.432},{0.1255,0.2965,569.998,109.778},{0.1293,0.2965,488.534,99.1689},{0.1331,0.2965,342.57,67.4906},{0.1369,0.2965,472.339,109.754},{0.1407,0.2965,542.37,130.37},{0.1445,0.2965,317.668,80.5279},{0.1483,0.2965,302.959,83.1247},{0.1521,0.2965,316.674,104.379},{0.1559,0.2965,120.272,41.9033},{0.1597,0.2965,385.774,307.048},
{0.1635,0.2965,183.055,152.962},{0.0837,0.3003,185.84,209.977},{0.0875,0.3003,160.292,55.2487},{0.0913,0.3003,591.705,181.02},{0.0951,0.3003,544.317,147.675},{0.0989,0.3003,728.011,199.728},{0.1027,0.3003,845.045,196.806},{0.1065,0.3003,683.622,148.59},{0.1103,0.3003,605.34,122.205},{0.1141,0.3003,608.047,119.987},{0.1179,0.3003,590.293,122.426},{0.1217,0.3003,683.503,143.841},
{0.1255,0.3003,508.031,104.24},{0.1293,0.3003,868.744,244.271},{0.1331,0.3003,652.55,181.954},{0.1369,0.3003,471.707,129.216},{0.1407,0.3003,549.78,189.403},{0.1445,0.3003,341.283,115.16},{0.1483,0.3003,194.618,71.3877},{0.1521,0.3003,177.024,81.5752},{0.1559,0.3003,84.9016,47.1042},{0.1597,0.3003,196.234,235.406},{0.0875,0.3041,69.3786,45.67},{0.0913,0.3041,309.828,152.592},
{0.0951,0.3041,724.922,311.312},{0.0989,0.3041,488.581,131.359},{0.1027,0.3041,387.305,94.3996},{0.1065,0.3041,551.545,154.103},{0.1103,0.3041,476.959,118.936},{0.1141,0.3041,421.281,116.617},{0.1179,0.3041,414.709,108.924},{0.1217,0.3041,358.373,100.779},{0.1255,0.3041,322.665,84.9144},{0.1293,0.3041,585.677,175.842},{0.1331,0.3041,329.117,89.4295},{0.1369,0.3041,671.776,307.13},
{0.1407,0.3041,349.564,163.714},{0.1445,0.3041,134.992,73.3726},{0.1483,0.3041,104.586,57.6547},{0.1521,0.3041,108.598,113.328},{0.0913,0.3079,66.3763,36.6491},{0.0951,0.3079,245.096,101.353},{0.0989,0.3079,340.869,131.331},{0.1027,0.3079,291.338,87.3016},{0.1065,0.3079,351.578,105.276},{0.1103,0.3079,264.701,75.9226},{0.1141,0.3079,254.464,70.2101},{0.1179,0.3079,343.589,107.365},
{0.1217,0.3079,327.431,111.919},{0.1255,0.3079,150.471,43.4708},{0.1293,0.3079,351.968,144.3},{0.1331,0.3079,241.638,102.066},{0.1369,0.3079,155.204,64.936},{0.1407,0.3079,157.074,81.6152},{0.1445,0.3079,34.979,27.6649},{0.0951,0.3117,48.3642,36.4876},{0.0989,0.3117,160.047,70.8213},{0.1027,0.3117,302.07,148.728},{0.1065,0.3117,242.511,97.7311},{0.1103,0.3117,342.051,132.08},
{0.1141,0.3117,180.048,51.209},{0.1179,0.3117,227.675,87.6486},{0.1217,0.3117,253.235,103.49},{0.1255,0.3117,303.105,155.995},{0.1293,0.3117,249.925,136.06},{0.1331,0.3117,65.3558,39.0687},{0.1369,0.3117,47.9452,37.8054},{0.0989,0.3155,372.189,397.373},{0.1027,0.3155,110.632,80.3667},{0.1065,0.3155,36.3678,23.5719},{0.1103,0.3155,63.9721,30.5722},{0.1141,0.3155,62.2029,28.3764},
{0.1179,0.3155,73.2448,49.4029},{0.1217,0.3155,82.9168,62.1799},{0.1255,0.3155,63.4391,48.4107},{0.1293,0.3155,417.637,445.739},{0.1141,0.3193,22.2383,27.0536}}
Table G.7: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot 3π0,
for MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2 (Fig. 95). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot 3pi0:  M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) versus M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.7-0.8 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.0038 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}): 0.0038 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{0.1882,0.0742,21.5862,11.217},{0.1958,0.0742,187.466,43.5553},{0.2034,0.0742,473.956,79.5377},{0.211,0.0742,861.758,103.907},{0.2186,0.0742,941.111,88.9312},{0.2262,0.0742,1435.05,118.383},{0.2338,0.0742,1575.75,112.073},{0.2414,0.0742,1881.01,123.749},{0.249,0.0742,2054.49,128.898},{0.2566,0.0742,2220.1,137.693},
{0.2642,0.0742,2212.84,138.773},{0.2718,0.0742,1951.44,124.618},{0.2794,0.0742,1921.77,127.753},{0.287,0.0742,1470.46,102.35},{0.2946,0.0742,1131.26,86.1821},{0.3022,0.0742,1022.81,83.5233},{0.3098,0.0742,869.855,80.7469},{0.3174,0.0742,698.91,77.8231},{0.325,0.0742,486.847,57.859},{0.3326,0.0742,352.103,52.5768},
{0.3402,0.0742,280.518,51.6069},{0.3478,0.0742,126.437,24.2839},{0.3554,0.0742,76.3822,22.4097},{0.363,0.0742,49.2372,19.0688},{0.3706,0.0742,7.47951,5.11123},{0.1578,0.0818,115.858,123.699},{0.1654,0.0818,165.364,38.1155},{0.173,0.0818,369.195,44.5642},{0.1806,0.0818,902.971,86.2472},{0.1882,0.0818,1435.91,109.632},
{0.1958,0.0818,1806.08,115.805},{0.2034,0.0818,2190.73,128.54},{0.211,0.0818,2289.58,121.696},{0.2186,0.0818,2720.13,142.08},{0.2262,0.0818,2859.03,143.821},{0.2338,0.0818,3059.78,155.979},{0.2414,0.0818,3360.72,167.065},{0.249,0.0818,3254.17,160.199},{0.2566,0.0818,3294.76,160.891},{0.2642,0.0818,2932.8,143.336},
{0.2718,0.0818,3319.69,163.83},{0.2794,0.0818,3089.51,151.95},{0.287,0.0818,2991.17,147.809},{0.2946,0.0818,3008.49,155.227},{0.3022,0.0818,2447.53,134.461},{0.3098,0.0818,2100.74,122.91},{0.3174,0.0818,1649.69,100.14},{0.325,0.0818,1574.62,106.593},{0.3326,0.0818,1205.75,87.1604},{0.3402,0.0818,1002.13,79.6507},
{0.3478,0.0818,942.305,87.1523},{0.3554,0.0818,638.935,66.8321},{0.363,0.0818,438.391,51.1929},{0.3706,0.0818,299.352,42.7863},{0.3782,0.0818,200.104,36.7135},{0.3858,0.0818,93.6766,22.5144},{0.3934,0.0818,29.7539,11.0765},{0.401,0.0818,7.06652,6.28563},{0.1426,0.0894,58.8327,27.0785},{0.1502,0.0894,343.169,55.4934},
{0.1578,0.0894,730.212,68.6895},{0.1654,0.0894,1170.1,89.0934},{0.173,0.0894,1648,107.479},{0.1806,0.0894,2006.18,119.288},{0.1882,0.0894,2491.3,146.282},{0.1958,0.0894,2527.95,136.401},{0.2034,0.0894,2678.22,139.341},{0.211,0.0894,2671.04,136.084},{0.2186,0.0894,2507.13,123.964},{0.2262,0.0894,3063.41,157.725},
{0.2338,0.0894,3079.31,156.745},{0.2414,0.0894,2903.44,143.401},{0.249,0.0894,2878.31,141.268},{0.2566,0.0894,2788.96,133.004},{0.2642,0.0894,2801.34,137.079},{0.2718,0.0894,2792.46,137.292},{0.2794,0.0894,3036.77,151.402},{0.287,0.0894,2709.39,135.108},{0.2946,0.0894,2786.19,142.485},{0.3022,0.0894,2704.3,141.024},
{0.3098,0.0894,2468.57,131.449},{0.3174,0.0894,2284.57,129.077},{0.325,0.0894,1823.38,108.206},{0.3326,0.0894,1652.62,106.362},{0.3402,0.0894,1264.65,85.689},{0.3478,0.0894,1106.14,82.7562},{0.3554,0.0894,931.205,78.8035},{0.363,0.0894,731.982,67.2289},{0.3706,0.0894,633.975,65.1623},{0.3782,0.0894,463.161,54.9294},
{0.3858,0.0894,336.435,45.9563},{0.3934,0.0894,253.749,40.9123},{0.401,0.0894,100.714,21.7858},{0.4086,0.0894,87.7671,27.5485},{0.4162,0.0894,6.42152,3.74763},{0.1274,0.097,14.6497,10.8822},{0.135,0.097,236.668,37.9439},{0.1426,0.097,631.994,57.5046},{0.1502,0.097,1135.21,85.1612},{0.1578,0.097,1392.01,88.3054},
{0.1654,0.097,1633.45,91.8196},{0.173,0.097,1831.5,99.7128},{0.1806,0.097,2107.11,111.189},{0.1882,0.097,2223.66,114.994},{0.1958,0.097,2211.45,111.686},{0.2034,0.097,2786.15,144.704},{0.211,0.097,2263.21,111.076},{0.2186,0.097,2684.85,132.136},{0.2262,0.097,2662.72,130.855},{0.2338,0.097,2547.43,123.811},
{0.2414,0.097,2729.3,132.222},{0.249,0.097,2438.56,117.085},{0.2566,0.097,2643.49,128.027},{0.2642,0.097,2642.51,128.79},{0.2718,0.097,2581.69,129.493},{0.2794,0.097,2275.9,107.647},{0.287,0.097,2787.2,139.368},{0.2946,0.097,2461.62,121.993},{0.3022,0.097,2367.92,118.228},{0.3098,0.097,2183.14,112.035},
{0.3174,0.097,2278.39,120.424},{0.325,0.097,1885.54,105.094},{0.3326,0.097,1521.4,90.8244},{0.3402,0.097,1327,81.7352},{0.3478,0.097,1170.43,78.6175},{0.3554,0.097,919.689,67.4885},{0.363,0.097,768.599,64.1094},{0.3706,0.097,645.442,60.0347},{0.3782,0.097,459.604,43.3752},{0.3858,0.097,446.312,49.3932},{0.3934,0.097,272.95,33.4076},
{0.401,0.097,170.925,24.6781},{0.4086,0.097,156.779,29.6289},{0.4162,0.097,70.3786,17.1528},{0.4238,0.097,69.4424,37.7365},{0.1198,0.1046,122.803,54.7261},{0.1274,0.1046,412.77,48.4041},{0.135,0.1046,900.638,70.5444},{0.1426,0.1046,1204.46,78.343},{0.1502,0.1046,1542.37,91.9522},{0.1578,0.1046,1850.78,102.404},
{0.1654,0.1046,2090.46,115.947},{0.173,0.1046,1997.64,106.175},{0.1806,0.1046,2241.11,119.406},{0.1882,0.1046,2101.15,107.95},{0.1958,0.1046,2365.72,119.304},{0.2034,0.1046,2430.53,120.107},{0.211,0.1046,2567.53,131.21},{0.2186,0.1046,2780.15,136.848},{0.2262,0.1046,2641.42,131.141},{0.2338,0.1046,2598.8,125.77},
{0.2414,0.1046,2840.32,140.115},{0.249,0.1046,2700.51,132.291},{0.2566,0.1046,2760.03,133.896},{0.2642,0.1046,2565.06,122.649},{0.2718,0.1046,2659.73,129.021},{0.2794,0.1046,2385.51,114.857},{0.287,0.1046,2470.97,121.882},{0.2946,0.1046,2143.48,105.783},{0.3022,0.1046,2320,116.089},{0.3098,0.1046,2418.55,123.632},
{0.3174,0.1046,2182.52,116.283},{0.325,0.1046,1719.97,90.4329},{0.3326,0.1046,1706.35,101.05},{0.3402,0.1046,1388.95,86.0681},{0.3478,0.1046,1209.66,80.7702},{0.3554,0.1046,945.439,67.2619},{0.363,0.1046,839.045,65.9951},{0.3706,0.1046,698.06,60.5077},{0.3782,0.1046,499.625,44.8762},{0.3858,0.1046,436.069,44.7397},
{0.3934,0.1046,358.675,43.3165},{0.401,0.1046,258.845,32.7632},{0.4086,0.1046,159.341,25.0929},{0.4162,0.1046,122.247,24.3663},{0.4238,0.1046,44.7217,11.2495},{0.4314,0.1046,56.2404,28.0247},{0.1122,0.1122,71.6941,19.5364},{0.1198,0.1122,585.214,60.3176},{0.1274,0.1122,1120,85.2193},{0.135,0.1122,1377.99,85.2253},
{0.1426,0.1122,1769.19,103.178},{0.1502,0.1122,1762.23,95.9832},{0.1578,0.1122,1845.59,98.6398},{0.1654,0.1122,2125.98,115.618},{0.173,0.1122,1982.21,100.698},{0.1806,0.1122,2382.69,123.341},{0.1882,0.1122,2440.16,124.672},{0.1958,0.1122,2229.05,111.7},{0.2034,0.1122,2389.59,117.035},{0.211,0.1122,2418.01,119.194},
{0.2186,0.1122,2448.68,116.779},{0.2262,0.1122,2545.69,122.779},{0.2338,0.1122,2667.08,128.686},{0.2414,0.1122,2602.55,125.311},{0.249,0.1122,2342.16,112.023},{0.2566,0.1122,2450.05,117.636},{0.2642,0.1122,2459.64,118.155},{0.2718,0.1122,2539.4,122.716},{0.2794,0.1122,2455.75,120.655},{0.287,0.1122,2439.17,121.387},
{0.2946,0.1122,2199.96,107.33},{0.3022,0.1122,2186.7,107.647},{0.3098,0.1122,2262.7,112.21},{0.3174,0.1122,2279.94,118.485},{0.325,0.1122,1930.01,103.178},{0.3326,0.1122,1529.32,86.8105},{0.3402,0.1122,1429.2,88.9704},{0.3478,0.1122,1327.09,89.0671},{0.3554,0.1122,1003.95,71.3127},{0.363,0.1122,880.836,67.7372},
{0.3706,0.1122,799.018,67.9731},{0.3782,0.1122,579.027,50.7853},{0.3858,0.1122,409.877,40.6948},{0.3934,0.1122,387.938,42.9504},{0.401,0.1122,311.059,39.1201},{0.4086,0.1122,184.908,28.2357},{0.4162,0.1122,141.284,25.512},{0.4238,0.1122,117.531,25.3576},{0.4314,0.1122,70.5542,22.7903},{0.439,0.1122,1.8653,1.56294},
{0.1046,0.1198,122.803,54.7261},{0.1122,0.1198,585.214,60.3176},{0.1198,0.1198,958.42,68.0274},{0.1274,0.1198,1296.81,80.2426},{0.135,0.1198,1652.82,91.9812},{0.1426,0.1198,1813.6,100.874},{0.1502,0.1198,1624.83,83.7027},{0.1578,0.1198,2060.87,110.195},{0.1654,0.1198,2265.44,118.363},{0.173,0.1198,1966.61,98.7203},
{0.1806,0.1198,2313.74,117.548},{0.1882,0.1198,2268.28,111.085},{0.1958,0.1198,2427.17,119.87},{0.2034,0.1198,2412.37,117.567},{0.211,0.1198,2408.39,116.468},{0.2186,0.1198,2612.09,127.049},{0.2262,0.1198,2509.47,118.988},{0.2338,0.1198,2510.66,119.662},{0.2414,0.1198,2540.13,117.859},{0.249,0.1198,2494.82,117.11},
{0.2566,0.1198,2486.53,116.668},{0.2642,0.1198,2473.6,117.574},{0.2718,0.1198,2197.66,104.296},{0.2794,0.1198,2255.48,107.354},{0.287,0.1198,2281.92,108.633},{0.2946,0.1198,2271.44,111.353},{0.3022,0.1198,2206.64,108.532},{0.3098,0.1198,1922.84,96.0542},{0.3174,0.1198,2102.69,109.349},{0.325,0.1198,1764.43,92.6606},
{0.3326,0.1198,1823.11,107.718},{0.3402,0.1198,1279.41,76.5526},{0.3478,0.1198,1171.02,75.407},{0.3554,0.1198,986.123,67.1215},{0.363,0.1198,855.532,65.2758},{0.3706,0.1198,641.782,53.0888},{0.3782,0.1198,538.943,46.8992},{0.3858,0.1198,410.064,39.005},{0.3934,0.1198,371.821,42.2745},{0.401,0.1198,316.628,40.9401},
{0.4086,0.1198,188.948,26.3843},{0.4162,0.1198,155.578,27.6432},{0.4238,0.1198,93.6411,19.7519},{0.4314,0.1198,77.0973,23.1112},{0.439,0.1198,8.33795,6.31021},{0.097,0.1274,14.6497,10.8822},{0.1046,0.1274,412.77,48.4041},{0.1122,0.1274,1120,85.2193},{0.1198,0.1274,1296.81,80.2426},{0.1274,0.1274,1649.96,90.8916},
{0.135,0.1274,1768.11,94.7219},{0.1426,0.1274,1936.19,104.053},{0.1502,0.1274,1830.98,94.3663},{0.1578,0.1274,2120.4,109.05},{0.1654,0.1274,2131.07,105.564},{0.173,0.1274,2083.58,102.187},{0.1806,0.1274,2192.43,106.942},{0.1882,0.1274,2284.21,108.681},{0.1958,0.1274,2396.77,114.21},{0.2034,0.1274,2551.47,122.822},
{0.211,0.1274,2457.17,114.637},{0.2186,0.1274,2453.9,116.598},{0.2262,0.1274,2771,134.565},{0.2338,0.1274,2871.65,138.068},{0.2414,0.1274,2448.43,113.016},{0.249,0.1274,2506.86,117.74},{0.2566,0.1274,2357.19,108.109},{0.2642,0.1274,2668.99,129.805},{0.2718,0.1274,2495.97,119.158},{0.2794,0.1274,2566.92,127.017},
{0.287,0.1274,2623.68,129.935},{0.2946,0.1274,2324.22,113.105},{0.3022,0.1274,2033.76,99.3636},{0.3098,0.1274,1952.16,95.0077},{0.3174,0.1274,2078.2,107.12},{0.325,0.1274,1759.28,92.0503},{0.3326,0.1274,1665.94,96.2963},{0.3402,0.1274,1403.76,86.969},{0.3478,0.1274,1181.41,75.532},{0.3554,0.1274,910.175,62.4778},
{0.363,0.1274,900.64,69.5731},{0.3706,0.1274,688.456,56.0249},{0.3782,0.1274,499.52,42.9235},{0.3858,0.1274,424.055,40.8838},{0.3934,0.1274,320.162,34.6909},{0.401,0.1274,255.88,32.3747},{0.4086,0.1274,186.476,26.5374},{0.4162,0.1274,135.998,21.8566},{0.4238,0.1274,108.331,21.9528},{0.4314,0.1274,33.6486,9.57991},
{0.439,0.1274,5.91762,2.66459},{0.097,0.135,236.668,37.9439},{0.1046,0.135,900.638,70.5444},{0.1122,0.135,1377.99,85.2253},{0.1198,0.135,1652.82,91.9812},{0.1274,0.135,1768.11,94.7219},{0.135,0.135,1815.62,95.2792},{0.1426,0.135,1720.85,87.1729},{0.1502,0.135,1886.29,94.7125},{0.1578,0.135,2151.73,106.36},
{0.1654,0.135,2143.51,105.286},{0.173,0.135,2384.4,119.916},{0.1806,0.135,2205.42,106.929},{0.1882,0.135,2499.35,121.909},{0.1958,0.135,2327.99,110.174},{0.2034,0.135,2507.09,119.6},{0.211,0.135,2346.87,109.824},{0.2186,0.135,2530.02,120.493},{0.2262,0.135,2305.92,108.267},{0.2338,0.135,2364.93,107.641},
{0.2414,0.135,2568.33,122.45},{0.249,0.135,2521.48,120.318},{0.2566,0.135,2545.73,121.904},{0.2642,0.135,2506.47,119.728},{0.2718,0.135,2281.94,107.736},{0.2794,0.135,2374.25,115.509},{0.287,0.135,2232.29,106.938},{0.2946,0.135,2205.07,106.103},{0.3022,0.135,2093.06,100.943},{0.3098,0.135,2135.54,105.897},
{0.3174,0.135,1965.68,99.9232},{0.325,0.135,1447.27,75.2833},{0.3326,0.135,1487.46,84.5797},{0.3402,0.135,1180.62,71.3572},{0.3478,0.135,1098.49,71.1683},{0.3554,0.135,1050.32,74.7698},{0.363,0.135,909.579,72.5207},{0.3706,0.135,631.769,50.8996},{0.3782,0.135,464.693,39.741},{0.3858,0.135,491.69,47.9068},
{0.3934,0.135,287.136,28.8762},{0.401,0.135,261.195,32.6464},{0.4086,0.135,195.949,27.5871},{0.4162,0.135,127.141,23.0946},{0.4238,0.135,91.2193,18.8638},{0.4314,0.135,56.009,17.0844},{0.439,0.135,5.62522,4.12154},{0.0894,0.1426,58.8327,27.0785},{0.097,0.1426,631.994,57.5046},{0.1046,0.1426,1204.46,78.343},
{0.1122,0.1426,1769.19,103.178},{0.1198,0.1426,1813.6,100.874},{0.1274,0.1426,1936.19,104.053},{0.135,0.1426,1720.85,87.1729},{0.1426,0.1426,2101.47,106.825},{0.1502,0.1426,2136.28,107.415},{0.1578,0.1426,2302.78,116.501},{0.1654,0.1426,2028.85,95.6192},{0.173,0.1426,2205.84,106.218},{0.1806,0.1426,2517.99,122.034},
{0.1882,0.1426,2454.41,118.574},{0.1958,0.1426,2304.46,108.533},{0.2034,0.1426,2602.61,125.197},{0.211,0.1426,2422.29,114.832},{0.2186,0.1426,2520.78,118.739},{0.2262,0.1426,2517.77,117.451},{0.2338,0.1426,2511.19,118.565},{0.2414,0.1426,2430.92,114.546},{0.249,0.1426,2231.27,103.33},{0.2566,0.1426,2458.23,117.806},
{0.2642,0.1426,2335.62,111.395},{0.2718,0.1426,2523.2,122.014},{0.2794,0.1426,2306.72,108.267},{0.287,0.1426,2249.18,108.238},{0.2946,0.1426,2196.58,104.505},{0.3022,0.1426,2108.31,100.828},{0.3098,0.1426,2093.28,104.102},{0.3174,0.1426,1889.3,98.3464},{0.325,0.1426,1472.68,79.8434},{0.3326,0.1426,1579.93,92.0406},
{0.3402,0.1426,1123.21,69.8419},{0.3478,0.1426,1099.23,73.9898},{0.3554,0.1426,1003.07,75.4965},{0.363,0.1426,747.581,57.9245},{0.3706,0.1426,672.493,55.731},{0.3782,0.1426,502.58,47.6731},{0.3858,0.1426,395.725,40.0251},{0.3934,0.1426,354.541,39.7653},{0.401,0.1426,270.544,34.3547},{0.4086,0.1426,196.863,29.0933},
{0.4162,0.1426,113.674,21.1265},{0.4238,0.1426,90.0727,19.3713},{0.4314,0.1426,53.1886,16.1534},{0.439,0.1426,3.71108,3.35619},{0.0894,0.1502,343.169,55.4934},{0.097,0.1502,1135.21,85.1612},{0.1046,0.1502,1542.37,91.9522},{0.1122,0.1502,1762.23,95.9831},{0.1198,0.1502,1624.83,83.7027},{0.1274,0.1502,1830.98,94.3663},
{0.135,0.1502,1886.29,94.7125},{0.1426,0.1502,2136.28,107.415},{0.1502,0.1502,2144.03,106.682},{0.1578,0.1502,2166.49,104.463},{0.1654,0.1502,2289.61,112.57},{0.173,0.1502,2328.44,112.296},{0.1806,0.1502,2364.32,111.692},{0.1882,0.1502,2411.28,116.392},{0.1958,0.1502,2528.72,122.244},{0.2034,0.1502,2481.33,117.276},
{0.211,0.1502,2376.33,110.967},{0.2186,0.1502,2542.26,122.302},{0.2262,0.1502,2350.48,109.739},{0.2338,0.1502,2684.96,129.152},{0.2414,0.1502,2641.58,127.696},{0.249,0.1502,2598.26,125.457},{0.2566,0.1502,2465.23,116.994},{0.2642,0.1502,2046.9,95.589},{0.2718,0.1502,2339.9,113.403},{0.2794,0.1502,2404.85,116.123},
{0.287,0.1502,2175.95,104.803},{0.2946,0.1502,2090.93,101.529},{0.3022,0.1502,2184.38,105.817},{0.3098,0.1502,2028.58,102.468},{0.3174,0.1502,1614.61,85.445},{0.325,0.1502,1747.42,100.377},{0.3326,0.1502,1360.79,80.4272},{0.3402,0.1502,1358.92,89.969},{0.3478,0.1502,928.225,61.0149},{0.3554,0.1502,900.55,68.9272},
{0.363,0.1502,609.339,47.243},{0.3706,0.1502,581.124,48.7565},{0.3782,0.1502,533.643,50.7725},{0.3858,0.1502,263.994,27.1664},{0.3934,0.1502,279.62,31.4042},{0.401,0.1502,247.173,32.964},{0.4086,0.1502,128.934,19.2099},{0.4162,0.1502,146.872,29.9235},{0.4238,0.1502,77.4007,19.4417},{0.4314,0.1502,44.6754,18.4967},
{0.0818,0.1578,115.858,123.699},{0.0894,0.1578,730.212,68.6895},{0.097,0.1578,1392.01,88.3054},{0.1046,0.1578,1850.78,102.404},{0.1122,0.1578,1845.59,98.6398},{0.1198,0.1578,2060.87,110.195},{0.1274,0.1578,2120.4,109.05},{0.135,0.1578,2151.73,106.36},{0.1426,0.1578,2302.78,116.501},{0.1502,0.1578,2166.49,104.463},
{0.1578,0.1578,2321.39,111.96},{0.1654,0.1578,2613.08,132.346},{0.173,0.1578,2430,119.152},{0.1806,0.1578,2201.99,103.471},{0.1882,0.1578,2568.8,122.881},{0.1958,0.1578,2569.72,122.316},{0.2034,0.1578,2471.13,115.814},{0.211,0.1578,2286.94,105.626},{0.2186,0.1578,2521.11,121.059},{0.2262,0.1578,2736.08,131.088},
{0.2338,0.1578,2418.8,111.118},{0.2414,0.1578,2477.34,114.376},{0.249,0.1578,2456.02,114.965},{0.2566,0.1578,2527.24,121.18},{0.2642,0.1578,2395.48,111.484},{0.2718,0.1578,2211.99,105.891},{0.2794,0.1578,2198.16,104.7},{0.287,0.1578,2343.38,114.729},{0.2946,0.1578,2322.81,113.645},{0.3022,0.1578,2188.72,108.284},
{0.3098,0.1578,2022.45,107.977},{0.3174,0.1578,1789.67,100.141},{0.325,0.1578,1458.63,84.3562},{0.3326,0.1578,1299.68,79.6035},{0.3402,0.1578,1106.4,72.182},{0.3478,0.1578,893.481,62.4262},{0.3554,0.1578,881.841,66.6984},{0.363,0.1578,825.815,69.7862},{0.3706,0.1578,556.871,49.9559},{0.3782,0.1578,442.08,42.0049},
{0.3858,0.1578,375.303,39.4153},{0.3934,0.1578,273.869,34.8753},{0.401,0.1578,184.085,25.7698},{0.4086,0.1578,187.651,34.7021},{0.4162,0.1578,92.2553,20.849},{0.4238,0.1578,32.5991,9.55119},{0.4314,0.1578,28.8984,18.0197},{0.0818,0.1654,165.364,38.1155},{0.0894,0.1654,1170.1,89.0934},{0.097,0.1654,1633.45,91.8196},
{0.1046,0.1654,2090.46,115.947},{0.1122,0.1654,2125.98,115.618},{0.1198,0.1654,2265.44,118.363},{0.1274,0.1654,2131.07,105.564},{0.135,0.1654,2143.51,105.286},{0.1426,0.1654,2028.85,95.6192},{0.1502,0.1654,2289.61,112.57},{0.1578,0.1654,2613.08,132.346},{0.1654,0.1654,2266.31,105.147},{0.173,0.1654,2391.36,114.597},
{0.1806,0.1654,2511.22,120.43},{0.1882,0.1654,2439.68,113.987},{0.1958,0.1654,2498.45,117.6},{0.2034,0.1654,2851.38,139.954},{0.211,0.1654,2596.26,121.377},{0.2186,0.1654,2685.31,126.988},{0.2262,0.1654,2484.99,115.427},{0.2338,0.1654,2790.52,135.261},{0.2414,0.1654,2592.19,124.308},{0.249,0.1654,2624.64,121.392},
{0.2566,0.1654,2530.15,122.23},{0.2642,0.1654,2394.74,113.834},{0.2718,0.1654,2355.82,112.366},{0.2794,0.1654,2273.5,107.934},{0.287,0.1654,2396.09,114.599},{0.2946,0.1654,2297.72,111.501},{0.3022,0.1654,2053.96,106.212},{0.3098,0.1654,1821.67,97.2622},{0.3174,0.1654,1710.62,97.3465},{0.325,0.1654,1351.28,81.0182},
{0.3326,0.1654,1380.31,89.1382},{0.3402,0.1654,1182.23,83.3877},{0.3478,0.1654,713.574,51.0266},{0.3554,0.1654,683.637,52.4181},{0.363,0.1654,718.957,63.1671},{0.3706,0.1654,503.856,46.6351},{0.3782,0.1654,382.141,38.6686},{0.3858,0.1654,296.634,35.3453},{0.3934,0.1654,246.178,32.0659},{0.401,0.1654,233.973,37.7601},
{0.4086,0.1654,112.141,21.5852},{0.4162,0.1654,81.3937,18.8963},{0.4238,0.1654,41.2141,16.0497},{0.4314,0.1654,7.61761,7.47231},{0.0818,0.173,369.194,44.5642},{0.0894,0.173,1648,107.479},{0.097,0.173,1831.5,99.7128},{0.1046,0.173,1997.64,106.175},{0.1122,0.173,1982.21,100.698},{0.1198,0.173,1966.61,98.7203},
{0.1274,0.173,2083.58,102.187},{0.135,0.173,2384.4,119.916},{0.1426,0.173,2205.84,106.218},{0.1502,0.173,2328.44,112.296},{0.1578,0.173,2430,119.152},{0.1654,0.173,2391.36,114.597},{0.173,0.173,2600,126.645},{0.1806,0.173,2434.18,114.752},{0.1882,0.173,2422.94,114.375},{0.1958,0.173,2638.67,128.133},{0.2034,0.173,2449.91,113.803},
{0.211,0.173,2761.45,132.395},{0.2186,0.173,2487.23,117.359},{0.2262,0.173,2731.85,135.259},{0.2338,0.173,2733.28,135.093},{0.2414,0.173,2608.22,126.179},{0.249,0.173,2391.76,112.984},{0.2566,0.173,2300.71,106.089},{0.2642,0.173,2483.64,116.69},{0.2718,0.173,2483.05,119.349},{0.2794,0.173,2444.79,118.404},
{0.287,0.173,2468.15,120.613},{0.2946,0.173,2161.79,105.56},{0.3022,0.173,1968.7,104.66},{0.3098,0.173,1621.2,90.7037},{0.3174,0.173,1385.49,79.4275},{0.325,0.173,1304.82,79.7999},{0.3326,0.173,1122.08,73.8805},{0.3402,0.173,1014.07,71.716},{0.3478,0.173,809.984,60.0288},{0.3554,0.173,716.922,59.0852},{0.363,0.173,619.356,56.8775},
{0.3706,0.173,488.38,47.0866},{0.3782,0.173,359.47,36.6025},{0.3858,0.173,248.811,28.3347},{0.3934,0.173,302.333,47.4259},{0.401,0.173,135.852,21.818},{0.4086,0.173,99.7201,21.5681},{0.4162,0.173,61.4856,18.6917},{0.4238,0.173,30.0512,21.3808},{0.0818,0.1806,902.971,86.2472},{0.0894,0.1806,2006.18,119.288},
{0.097,0.1806,2107.11,111.189},{0.1046,0.1806,2241.11,119.406},{0.1122,0.1806,2382.69,123.341},{0.1198,0.1806,2313.74,117.548},{0.1274,0.1806,2192.43,106.942},{0.135,0.1806,2205.42,106.929},{0.1426,0.1806,2517.99,122.034},{0.1502,0.1806,2364.32,111.692},{0.1578,0.1806,2201.99,103.471},{0.1654,0.1806,2511.22,120.43},
{0.173,0.1806,2434.18,114.752},{0.1806,0.1806,2565.25,119.266},{0.1882,0.1806,2459.02,116.079},{0.1958,0.1806,2232.73,103.235},{0.2034,0.1806,2536.45,120.012},{0.211,0.1806,2610.25,124.086},{0.2186,0.1806,2609.42,122.064},{0.2262,0.1806,2438.61,114.515},{0.2338,0.1806,2267.24,103.975},{0.2414,0.1806,2489.41,115.46},
{0.249,0.1806,2673.17,126.797},{0.2566,0.1806,2306.97,106.098},{0.2642,0.1806,2437.25,116.922},{0.2718,0.1806,2690.59,131.464},{0.2794,0.1806,2362.65,112.931},{0.287,0.1806,2635.53,131.538},{0.2946,0.1806,2105.2,108.44},{0.3022,0.1806,1879.98,102.004},{0.3098,0.1806,1485.25,82.6227},{0.3174,0.1806,1433.95,87.2301},
{0.325,0.1806,1286.43,81.7619},{0.3326,0.1806,969.897,64.9767},{0.3402,0.1806,868.767,64.0313},{0.3478,0.1806,831.92,64.6251},{0.3554,0.1806,663.779,56.4986},{0.363,0.1806,427.654,40.5032},{0.3706,0.1806,451.481,46.98},{0.3782,0.1806,330.607,37.139},{0.3858,0.1806,315.643,43.2269},{0.3934,0.1806,198.156,30.1207},
{0.401,0.1806,95.052,17.5678},{0.4086,0.1806,86.0825,21.6372},{0.4162,0.1806,21.7324,7.88759},{0.0742,0.1882,21.5862,11.217},{0.0818,0.1882,1435.91,109.632},{0.0894,0.1882,2491.3,146.282},{0.097,0.1882,2223.66,114.994},{0.1046,0.1882,2101.15,107.95},{0.1122,0.1882,2440.16,124.672},{0.1198,0.1882,2268.28,111.085},
{0.1274,0.1882,2284.21,108.681},{0.135,0.1882,2499.35,121.909},{0.1426,0.1882,2454.41,118.574},{0.1502,0.1882,2411.28,116.392},{0.1578,0.1882,2568.8,122.881},{0.1654,0.1882,2439.68,113.987},{0.173,0.1882,2422.94,114.375},{0.1806,0.1882,2459.02,116.079},{0.1882,0.1882,2213.24,100.287},{0.1958,0.1882,2554.65,120.899},
{0.2034,0.1882,2686.7,127.223},{0.211,0.1882,2603.76,122.391},{0.2186,0.1882,2404.12,111.722},{0.2262,0.1882,2517.48,118.419},{0.2338,0.1882,2599.94,122.005},{0.2414,0.1882,2584.25,122.027},{0.249,0.1882,2741.26,133.561},{0.2566,0.1882,2567.25,122.039},{0.2642,0.1882,2578.98,123.968},{0.2718,0.1882,2393.73,113.913},
{0.2794,0.1882,2735.55,138.165},{0.287,0.1882,2315.92,115.87},{0.2946,0.1882,1920.9,103.828},{0.3022,0.1882,1834.41,104.406},{0.3098,0.1882,1336.14,77.8995},{0.3174,0.1882,1507.39,96.1732},{0.325,0.1882,1236.11,82.3784},{0.3326,0.1882,846.447,60.0034},{0.3402,0.1882,945.633,73.9085},{0.3478,0.1882,766.797,62.8384},
{0.3554,0.1882,634.364,56.2648},{0.363,0.1882,505.482,52.574},{0.3706,0.1882,428.4,47.0606},{0.3782,0.1882,260.117,30.8426},{0.3858,0.1882,246.182,33.9548},{0.3934,0.1882,149.053,25.3867},{0.401,0.1882,70.6506,16.2833},{0.4086,0.1882,120.404,44.6872},{0.4162,0.1882,62.1706,46.75},{0.0742,0.1958,187.466,43.5553},
{0.0818,0.1958,1806.08,115.805},{0.0894,0.1958,2527.95,136.401},{0.097,0.1958,2211.45,111.686},{0.1046,0.1958,2365.72,119.303},{0.1122,0.1958,2229.05,111.7},{0.1198,0.1958,2427.17,119.87},{0.1274,0.1958,2396.77,114.21},{0.135,0.1958,2327.99,110.174},{0.1426,0.1958,2304.46,108.533},{0.1502,0.1958,2528.72,122.244},
{0.1578,0.1958,2569.72,122.316},{0.1654,0.1958,2498.45,117.6},{0.173,0.1958,2638.67,128.133},{0.1806,0.1958,2232.73,103.235},{0.1882,0.1958,2554.65,120.899},{0.1958,0.1958,2353.49,107.72},{0.2034,0.1958,2751.72,132.394},{0.211,0.1958,2489.91,115.619},{0.2186,0.1958,2621.07,123.78},{0.2262,0.1958,2537.75,119.959},
{0.2338,0.1958,2722.55,128.932},{0.2414,0.1958,2629.05,124.236},{0.249,0.1958,2441.54,115.63},{0.2566,0.1958,2501.62,117.163},{0.2642,0.1958,2673.13,127.804},{0.2718,0.1958,2582.72,124.65},{0.2794,0.1958,2153.26,105.548},{0.287,0.1958,2141.74,112.238},{0.2946,0.1958,1787.81,95.6442},{0.3022,0.1958,1537.42,88.7631},
{0.3098,0.1958,1390.38,84.268},{0.3174,0.1958,1143.72,72.9727},{0.325,0.1958,968.445,66.3977},{0.3326,0.1958,861.438,62.5957},{0.3402,0.1958,851.918,67.3214},{0.3478,0.1958,596.705,51.2105},{0.3554,0.1958,535.829,52.8505},{0.363,0.1958,458.356,47.1954},{0.3706,0.1958,372.135,46.8718},{0.3782,0.1958,261.098,36.1799},
{0.3858,0.1958,216.147,34.9026},{0.3934,0.1958,105.157,20.4525},{0.401,0.1958,104.732,33.0615},{0.4086,0.1958,31.2799,16.1845},{0.0742,0.2034,473.956,79.5377},{0.0818,0.2034,2190.73,128.54},{0.0894,0.2034,2678.22,139.341},{0.097,0.2034,2786.15,144.704},{0.1046,0.2034,2430.53,120.107},{0.1122,0.2034,2389.59,117.035},
{0.1198,0.2034,2412.37,117.567},{0.1274,0.2034,2551.47,122.822},{0.135,0.2034,2507.09,119.6},{0.1426,0.2034,2602.61,125.197},{0.1502,0.2034,2481.33,117.276},{0.1578,0.2034,2471.13,115.814},{0.1654,0.2034,2851.38,139.954},{0.173,0.2034,2449.91,113.803},{0.1806,0.2034,2536.45,120.012},{0.1882,0.2034,2686.7,127.223},
{0.1958,0.2034,2751.72,132.394},{0.2034,0.2034,2720.21,127.31},{0.211,0.2034,2678.27,127.876},{0.2186,0.2034,2746.01,134.837},{0.2262,0.2034,2600.28,122.162},{0.2338,0.2034,2734.04,128.996},{0.2414,0.2034,2743.51,132.405},{0.249,0.2034,2579.74,120.74},{0.2566,0.2034,2678.33,127.581},{0.2642,0.2034,2921.11,142.004},
{0.2718,0.2034,2442.92,118.575},{0.2794,0.2034,2225.5,114.559},{0.287,0.2034,1974.56,106.483},{0.2946,0.2034,1662.03,93.9505},{0.3022,0.2034,1581.79,98.5948},{0.3098,0.2034,1454.48,92.7352},{0.3174,0.2034,1263.29,86.1116},{0.325,0.2034,1014.05,71.4449},{0.3326,0.2034,878.823,69.6907},{0.3402,0.2034,735.138,61.6287},
{0.3478,0.2034,432.055,38.8952},{0.3554,0.2034,427.941,41.906},{0.363,0.2034,456.607,54.0606},{0.3706,0.2034,407.965,55.4129},{0.3782,0.2034,230.54,33.4532},{0.3858,0.2034,141.354,24.5043},{0.3934,0.2034,146.998,39.6391},{0.401,0.2034,26.5984,10.1283},{0.0742,0.211,861.758,103.907},{0.0818,0.211,2289.58,121.696},
{0.0894,0.211,2671.04,136.084},{0.097,0.211,2263.21,111.076},{0.1046,0.211,2567.53,131.21},{0.1122,0.211,2418.01,119.194},{0.1198,0.211,2408.39,116.468},{0.1274,0.211,2457.17,114.637},{0.135,0.211,2346.87,109.824},{0.1426,0.211,2422.29,114.832},{0.1502,0.211,2376.33,110.967},{0.1578,0.211,2286.94,105.626},
{0.1654,0.211,2596.26,121.377},{0.173,0.211,2761.45,132.395},{0.1806,0.211,2610.25,124.086},{0.1882,0.211,2603.76,122.391},{0.1958,0.211,2489.91,115.619},{0.2034,0.211,2678.27,127.876},{0.211,0.211,2523.9,117.414},{0.2186,0.211,2500.51,115.911},{0.2262,0.211,2480.43,117.825},{0.2338,0.211,2508.87,117.318},
{0.2414,0.211,2465.77,114.9},{0.249,0.211,2576.91,122.593},{0.2566,0.211,2568.61,121.648},{0.2642,0.211,2285.83,109.616},{0.2718,0.211,2120.23,105.378},{0.2794,0.211,2142.44,117.621},{0.287,0.211,1657.21,91.7313},{0.2946,0.211,1534.98,89.9262},{0.3022,0.211,1367.22,85.8578},{0.3098,0.211,1155.01,75.3658},
{0.3174,0.211,1037.78,73.0754},{0.325,0.211,930.658,70.3028},{0.3326,0.211,753.26,62.1379},{0.3402,0.211,626.26,56.6164},{0.3478,0.211,548.439,52.1966},{0.3554,0.211,389.541,42.1353},{0.363,0.211,329.646,41.8489},{0.3706,0.211,235.46,33.5288},{0.3782,0.211,204.02,34.8175},{0.3858,0.211,99.9317,21.5535},
{0.3934,0.211,55.6588,17.3197},{0.401,0.211,2.3816,2.1026},{0.0742,0.2186,941.111,88.9312},{0.0818,0.2186,2720.13,142.08},{0.0894,0.2186,2507.13,123.964},{0.097,0.2186,2684.85,132.136},{0.1046,0.2186,2780.15,136.848},{0.1122,0.2186,2448.68,116.779},{0.1198,0.2186,2612.09,127.049},{0.1274,0.2186,2453.9,116.598},
{0.135,0.2186,2530.02,120.493},{0.1426,0.2186,2520.78,118.739},{0.1502,0.2186,2542.26,122.302},{0.1578,0.2186,2521.11,121.059},{0.1654,0.2186,2685.31,126.988},{0.173,0.2186,2487.23,117.359},{0.1806,0.2186,2609.42,122.064},{0.1882,0.2186,2404.12,111.722},{0.1958,0.2186,2621.07,123.78},{0.2034,0.2186,2746.01,134.837},
{0.211,0.2186,2500.51,115.911},{0.2186,0.2186,2603.46,123.514},{0.2262,0.2186,2376.61,110.313},{0.2338,0.2186,2745.61,127.816},{0.2414,0.2186,2605.64,122.343},{0.249,0.2186,2856.24,136.154},{0.2566,0.2186,2766.71,132.931},{0.2642,0.2186,2217.07,110.816},{0.2718,0.2186,2176.66,116.171},{0.2794,0.2186,1699.83,94.5707},
{0.287,0.2186,1597.57,94.1379},{0.2946,0.2186,1408.22,88.6831},{0.3022,0.2186,1268.13,81.3315},{0.3098,0.2186,1076.01,71.5623},{0.3174,0.2186,934.116,69.0013},{0.325,0.2186,774.745,61.3666},{0.3326,0.2186,711.293,62.9581},{0.3402,0.2186,573.18,51.4729},{0.3478,0.2186,529.804,54.3476},{0.3554,0.2186,430.624,53.3984},
{0.363,0.2186,293.115,39.4797},{0.3706,0.2186,244.646,39.8193},{0.3782,0.2186,135.973,27.0699},{0.3858,0.2186,76.6263,22.05},{0.3934,0.2186,33.3093,27.6147},{0.0742,0.2262,1435.05,118.383},{0.0818,0.2262,2859.03,143.821},{0.0894,0.2262,3063.41,157.725},{0.097,0.2262,2662.72,130.855},{0.1046,0.2262,2641.42,131.141},
{0.1122,0.2262,2545.69,122.779},{0.1198,0.2262,2509.47,118.988},{0.1274,0.2262,2771,134.565},{0.135,0.2262,2305.92,108.267},{0.1426,0.2262,2517.77,117.451},{0.1502,0.2262,2350.48,109.739},{0.1578,0.2262,2736.08,131.088},{0.1654,0.2262,2484.99,115.427},{0.173,0.2262,2731.85,135.259},{0.1806,0.2262,2438.61,114.515},
{0.1882,0.2262,2517.48,118.419},{0.1958,0.2262,2537.75,119.959},{0.2034,0.2262,2600.28,122.162},{0.211,0.2262,2480.43,117.825},{0.2186,0.2262,2376.61,110.313},{0.2262,0.2262,2963.46,147.13},{0.2338,0.2262,2589.16,121.327},{0.2414,0.2262,2639.09,124.539},{0.249,0.2262,2538.2,120.446},{0.2566,0.2262,2376.06,121.299},
{0.2642,0.2262,2069.02,107.834},{0.2718,0.2262,1932.71,106.994},{0.2794,0.2262,1796.42,103.033},{0.287,0.2262,1561.23,96.4406},{0.2946,0.2262,1472.12,95.1971},{0.3022,0.2262,1159.67,78.9977},{0.3098,0.2262,1101.79,81.6063},{0.3174,0.2262,905.117,74.5558},{0.325,0.2262,746.03,62.286},{0.3326,0.2262,577.946,54.24},
{0.3402,0.2262,506.894,51.6521},{0.3478,0.2262,474.543,55.2519},{0.3554,0.2262,365.03,50.479},{0.363,0.2262,218.357,33.7418},{0.3706,0.2262,186.191,34.7254},{0.3782,0.2262,56.1965,14.9719},{0.3858,0.2262,18.5386,10.3082},{0.0742,0.2338,1575.75,112.073},{0.0818,0.2338,3059.78,155.979},{0.0894,0.2338,3079.31,156.745},
{0.097,0.2338,2547.43,123.811},{0.1046,0.2338,2598.8,125.77},{0.1122,0.2338,2667.08,128.686},{0.1198,0.2338,2510.66,119.662},{0.1274,0.2338,2871.65,138.068},{0.135,0.2338,2364.93,107.641},{0.1426,0.2338,2511.19,118.565},{0.1502,0.2338,2684.96,129.152},{0.1578,0.2338,2418.8,111.118},{0.1654,0.2338,2790.52,135.261},
{0.173,0.2338,2733.28,135.093},{0.1806,0.2338,2267.24,103.975},{0.1882,0.2338,2599.94,122.005},{0.1958,0.2338,2722.55,128.932},{0.2034,0.2338,2734.04,128.996},{0.211,0.2338,2508.87,117.318},{0.2186,0.2338,2745.61,127.816},{0.2262,0.2338,2589.16,121.327},{0.2338,0.2338,3203.57,158.006},{0.2414,0.2338,2688.05,128.305},
{0.249,0.2338,2287.39,113.236},{0.2566,0.2338,2327.08,122.391},{0.2642,0.2338,1921.33,106.815},{0.2718,0.2338,1700.64,97.9434},{0.2794,0.2338,1428.81,83.994},{0.287,0.2338,1332.6,84.2005},{0.2946,0.2338,1018.64,66.4015},{0.3022,0.2338,1033.1,74.1215},{0.3098,0.2338,903.745,69.7013},{0.3174,0.2338,817.214,71.0188},
{0.325,0.2338,779.425,73.6761},{0.3326,0.2338,658.948,68.9275},{0.3402,0.2338,411.91,42.9615},{0.3478,0.2338,272.918,33.1558},{0.3554,0.2338,218.637,31.5052},{0.363,0.2338,215.156,39.2899},{0.3706,0.2338,133.974,36.2504},{0.3782,0.2338,73.7942,34.9339},{0.0742,0.2414,1881.01,123.749},{0.0818,0.2414,3360.72,167.065},
{0.0894,0.2414,2903.44,143.401},{0.097,0.2414,2729.3,132.222},{0.1046,0.2414,2840.32,140.115},{0.1122,0.2414,2602.55,125.311},{0.1198,0.2414,2540.13,117.859},{0.1274,0.2414,2448.43,113.016},{0.135,0.2414,2568.33,122.45},{0.1426,0.2414,2430.92,114.546},{0.1502,0.2414,2641.58,127.696},{0.1578,0.2414,2477.34,114.376},
{0.1654,0.2414,2592.19,124.308},{0.173,0.2414,2608.22,126.179},{0.1806,0.2414,2489.41,115.46},{0.1882,0.2414,2584.25,122.027},{0.1958,0.2414,2629.05,124.236},{0.2034,0.2414,2743.51,132.405},{0.211,0.2414,2465.77,114.9},{0.2186,0.2414,2605.64,122.343},{0.2262,0.2414,2639.09,124.539},{0.2338,0.2414,2688.05,128.305},
{0.2414,0.2414,2557.57,126.551},{0.249,0.2414,2401.99,126.441},{0.2566,0.2414,1974,104.487},{0.2642,0.2414,1715.79,96.4191},{0.2718,0.2414,1760.83,108.547},{0.2794,0.2414,1571.35,99.249},{0.287,0.2414,1142.39,76.2003},{0.2946,0.2414,978.14,69.9546},{0.3022,0.2414,951.81,72.9941},{0.3098,0.2414,784.709,64.0324},
{0.3174,0.2414,700.885,62.547},{0.325,0.2414,754.38,76.2787},{0.3326,0.2414,514.344,56.9173},{0.3402,0.2414,366.977,42.8188},{0.3478,0.2414,411.181,59.1978},{0.3554,0.2414,196.844,34.5544},{0.363,0.2414,155.767,32.8611},{0.3706,0.2414,110.652,46.1025},{0.0742,0.249,2054.49,128.898},{0.0818,0.249,3254.17,160.199},
{0.0894,0.249,2878.31,141.268},{0.097,0.249,2438.56,117.085},{0.1046,0.249,2700.51,132.291},{0.1122,0.249,2342.16,112.023},{0.1198,0.249,2494.82,117.11},{0.1274,0.249,2506.86,117.74},{0.135,0.249,2521.48,120.318},{0.1426,0.249,2231.27,103.33},{0.1502,0.249,2598.26,125.457},{0.1578,0.249,2456.02,114.965},
{0.1654,0.249,2624.64,121.392},{0.173,0.249,2391.76,112.984},{0.1806,0.249,2673.17,126.797},{0.1882,0.249,2741.26,133.561},{0.1958,0.249,2441.54,115.63},{0.2034,0.249,2579.74,120.74},{0.211,0.249,2576.91,122.593},{0.2186,0.249,2856.24,136.154},{0.2262,0.249,2538.2,120.446},{0.2338,0.249,2287.39,113.236},
{0.2414,0.249,2401.99,126.441},{0.249,0.249,1904.73,101.856},{0.2566,0.249,1764.28,98.7216},{0.2642,0.249,1590.83,93.4377},{0.2718,0.249,1273.83,78.3352},{0.2794,0.249,1265.74,84.2907},{0.287,0.249,1016.23,70.5212},{0.2946,0.249,903.717,67.1023},{0.3022,0.249,757.611,60.8235},{0.3098,0.249,649.02,57.5509},
{0.3174,0.249,564.299,54.0058},{0.325,0.249,398.48,40.4263},{0.3326,0.249,411.903,51.0437},{0.3402,0.249,307.972,42.3306},{0.3478,0.249,285.571,51.2166},{0.3554,0.249,138.007,30.1844},{0.363,0.249,123.576,45.1739},{0.3706,0.249,4.90484,3.45881},{0.0742,0.2566,2220.1,137.693},{0.0818,0.2566,3294.76,160.891},
{0.0894,0.2566,2788.96,133.004},{0.097,0.2566,2643.49,128.027},{0.1046,0.2566,2760.03,133.896},{0.1122,0.2566,2450.04,117.636},{0.1198,0.2566,2486.53,116.668},{0.1274,0.2566,2357.19,108.109},{0.135,0.2566,2545.73,121.904},{0.1426,0.2566,2458.23,117.806},{0.1502,0.2566,2465.23,116.994},{0.1578,0.2566,2527.24,121.18},
{0.1654,0.2566,2530.15,122.23},{0.173,0.2566,2300.71,106.089},{0.1806,0.2566,2306.97,106.098},{0.1882,0.2566,2567.25,122.039},{0.1958,0.2566,2501.62,117.163},{0.2034,0.2566,2678.33,127.581},{0.211,0.2566,2568.61,121.648},{0.2186,0.2566,2766.71,132.931},{0.2262,0.2566,2376.06,121.299},{0.2338,0.2566,2327.08,122.391},
{0.2414,0.2566,1974,104.487},{0.249,0.2566,1764.28,98.7216},{0.2566,0.2566,1576.62,90.8992},{0.2642,0.2566,1394.2,88.0833},{0.2718,0.2566,1130.43,75.6543},{0.2794,0.2566,998.917,67.2771},{0.287,0.2566,1023.84,77.8451},{0.2946,0.2566,885.457,70.3764},{0.3022,0.2566,754.609,66.4681},{0.3098,0.2566,693.37,68.43},
{0.3174,0.2566,661.569,74.3888},{0.325,0.2566,406.514,47.9844},{0.3326,0.2566,377.895,51.5075},{0.3402,0.2566,219.686,35.5272},{0.3478,0.2566,175.881,34.0501},{0.3554,0.2566,57.0707,16.0204},{0.363,0.2566,10.9726,8.04218},{0.0742,0.2642,2212.84,138.773},{0.0818,0.2642,2932.8,143.336},{0.0894,0.2642,2801.34,137.079},
{0.097,0.2642,2642.51,128.79},{0.1046,0.2642,2565.06,122.649},{0.1122,0.2642,2459.64,118.155},{0.1198,0.2642,2473.6,117.574},{0.1274,0.2642,2668.99,129.805},{0.135,0.2642,2506.47,119.728},{0.1426,0.2642,2335.62,111.395},{0.1502,0.2642,2046.9,95.589},{0.1578,0.2642,2395.48,111.484},{0.1654,0.2642,2394.74,113.834},
{0.173,0.2642,2483.64,116.69},{0.1806,0.2642,2437.25,116.921},{0.1882,0.2642,2578.98,123.968},{0.1958,0.2642,2673.13,127.804},{0.2034,0.2642,2921.11,142.004},{0.211,0.2642,2285.83,109.616},{0.2186,0.2642,2217.07,110.816},{0.2262,0.2642,2069.02,107.834},{0.2338,0.2642,1921.33,106.815},{0.2414,0.2642,1715.79,96.4191},
{0.249,0.2642,1590.83,93.4377},{0.2566,0.2642,1394.2,88.0833},{0.2642,0.2642,1212.78,79.7572},{0.2718,0.2642,1129.26,78.2816},{0.2794,0.2642,952.121,70.0109},{0.287,0.2642,832.522,64.8412},{0.2946,0.2642,837.679,75.2097},{0.3022,0.2642,557.398,51.1712},{0.3098,0.2642,610.572,68.6977},{0.3174,0.2642,511.732,62.233},
{0.325,0.2642,306.849,40.1364},{0.3326,0.2642,194.117,30.6678},{0.3402,0.2642,137.456,28.6199},{0.3478,0.2642,75.8214,22.2115},{0.3554,0.2642,26.8494,29.1083},{0.0742,0.2718,1951.44,124.618},{0.0818,0.2718,3319.69,163.83},{0.0894,0.2718,2792.46,137.292},{0.097,0.2718,2581.69,129.493},{0.1046,0.2718,2659.73,129.021},
{0.1122,0.2718,2539.4,122.716},{0.1198,0.2718,2197.66,104.296},{0.1274,0.2718,2495.97,119.158},{0.135,0.2718,2281.94,107.736},{0.1426,0.2718,2523.2,122.014},{0.1502,0.2718,2339.9,113.403},{0.1578,0.2718,2211.99,105.891},{0.1654,0.2718,2355.82,112.366},{0.173,0.2718,2483.05,119.349},{0.1806,0.2718,2690.59,131.464},
{0.1882,0.2718,2393.73,113.913},{0.1958,0.2718,2582.72,124.65},{0.2034,0.2718,2442.92,118.575},{0.211,0.2718,2120.23,105.378},{0.2186,0.2718,2176.66,116.171},{0.2262,0.2718,1932.71,106.994},{0.2338,0.2718,1700.64,97.9434},{0.2414,0.2718,1760.83,108.547},{0.249,0.2718,1273.83,78.3352},{0.2566,0.2718,1130.43,75.6543},
{0.2642,0.2718,1129.26,78.2816},{0.2718,0.2718,1155.45,89.8498},{0.2794,0.2718,943.763,77.5826},{0.287,0.2718,836.992,72.2597},{0.2946,0.2718,582.261,52.133},{0.3022,0.2718,484.965,50.5037},{0.3098,0.2718,402.351,45.5896},{0.3174,0.2718,349.631,44.5964},{0.325,0.2718,201.976,29.9266},{0.3326,0.2718,156.931,29.2727},
{0.3402,0.2718,113.658,32.8566},{0.3478,0.2718,23.0903,14.5541},{0.0742,0.2794,1921.77,127.753},{0.0818,0.2794,3089.51,151.95},{0.0894,0.2794,3036.77,151.402},{0.097,0.2794,2275.9,107.647},{0.1046,0.2794,2385.51,114.857},{0.1122,0.2794,2455.75,120.655},{0.1198,0.2794,2255.48,107.354},{0.1274,0.2794,2566.92,127.017},
{0.135,0.2794,2374.25,115.509},{0.1426,0.2794,2306.72,108.267},{0.1502,0.2794,2404.85,116.123},{0.1578,0.2794,2198.16,104.7},{0.1654,0.2794,2273.5,107.934},{0.173,0.2794,2444.79,118.404},{0.1806,0.2794,2362.65,112.931},{0.1882,0.2794,2735.55,138.165},{0.1958,0.2794,2153.26,105.548},{0.2034,0.2794,2225.5,114.559},
{0.211,0.2794,2142.44,117.621},{0.2186,0.2794,1699.83,94.5707},{0.2262,0.2794,1796.42,103.033},{0.2338,0.2794,1428.81,83.994},{0.2414,0.2794,1571.35,99.249},{0.249,0.2794,1265.74,84.2907},{0.2566,0.2794,998.917,67.2771},{0.2642,0.2794,952.121,70.0109},{0.2718,0.2794,943.763,77.5826},{0.2794,0.2794,816.79,69.7868},
{0.287,0.2794,588.485,54.9934},{0.2946,0.2794,561.858,59.9896},{0.3022,0.2794,367.371,40.6276},{0.3098,0.2794,393.271,51.9362},{0.3174,0.2794,207.27,29.3309},{0.325,0.2794,214.328,41.2493},{0.3326,0.2794,141.995,39.35},{0.3402,0.2794,22.2516,11.1893},{0.0742,0.287,1470.46,102.35},{0.0818,0.287,2991.17,147.809},
{0.0894,0.287,2709.39,135.108},{0.097,0.287,2787.2,139.368},{0.1046,0.287,2470.97,121.882},{0.1122,0.287,2439.17,121.387},{0.1198,0.287,2281.92,108.633},{0.1274,0.287,2623.68,129.935},{0.135,0.287,2232.29,106.938},{0.1426,0.287,2249.18,108.238},{0.1502,0.287,2175.95,104.803},{0.1578,0.287,2343.38,114.729},
{0.1654,0.287,2396.09,114.599},{0.173,0.287,2468.15,120.613},{0.1806,0.287,2635.53,131.538},{0.1882,0.287,2315.92,115.87},{0.1958,0.287,2141.74,112.238},{0.2034,0.287,1974.56,106.483},{0.211,0.287,1657.21,91.7313},{0.2186,0.287,1597.57,94.1379},{0.2262,0.287,1561.23,96.4406},{0.2338,0.287,1332.6,84.2005},
{0.2414,0.287,1142.39,76.2003},{0.249,0.287,1016.23,70.5212},{0.2566,0.287,1023.84,77.8451},{0.2642,0.287,832.522,64.8412},{0.2718,0.287,836.992,72.2597},{0.2794,0.287,588.485,54.9934},{0.287,0.287,584.664,61.0407},{0.2946,0.287,433.721,49.9413},{0.3022,0.287,365.997,46.8939},{0.3098,0.287,243.697,34.7585},
{0.3174,0.287,198.624,36.1911},{0.325,0.287,90.2015,20.9126},{0.3326,0.287,17.468,8.78155},{0.0742,0.2946,1131.26,86.1821},{0.0818,0.2946,3008.49,155.227},{0.0894,0.2946,2786.19,142.485},{0.097,0.2946,2461.62,121.993},{0.1046,0.2946,2143.48,105.783},{0.1122,0.2946,2199.96,107.33},{0.1198,0.2946,2271.44,111.353},
{0.1274,0.2946,2324.22,113.105},{0.135,0.2946,2205.07,106.103},{0.1426,0.2946,2196.58,104.505},{0.1502,0.2946,2090.93,101.529},{0.1578,0.2946,2322.81,113.645},{0.1654,0.2946,2297.72,111.501},{0.173,0.2946,2161.79,105.56},{0.1806,0.2946,2105.2,108.44},{0.1882,0.2946,1920.9,103.828},{0.1958,0.2946,1787.81,95.6442},
{0.2034,0.2946,1662.03,93.9506},{0.211,0.2946,1534.98,89.9262},{0.2186,0.2946,1408.22,88.6831},{0.2262,0.2946,1472.12,95.1971},{0.2338,0.2946,1018.64,66.4015},{0.2414,0.2946,978.14,69.9546},{0.249,0.2946,903.717,67.1023},{0.2566,0.2946,885.457,70.3764},{0.2642,0.2946,837.679,75.2097},{0.2718,0.2946,582.261,52.133},
{0.2794,0.2946,561.858,59.9896},{0.287,0.2946,433.721,49.9413},{0.2946,0.2946,367.284,48.1583},{0.3022,0.2946,269.877,38.2779},{0.3098,0.2946,253.282,49.1192},{0.3174,0.2946,84.3994,21.8115},{0.325,0.2946,24.5267,12.272},{0.0742,0.3022,1022.81,83.5233},{0.0818,0.3022,2447.53,134.461},{0.0894,0.3022,2704.3,141.024},
{0.097,0.3022,2367.92,118.228},{0.1046,0.3022,2320,116.089},{0.1122,0.3022,2186.7,107.647},{0.1198,0.3022,2206.64,108.532},{0.1274,0.3022,2033.76,99.3636},{0.135,0.3022,2093.06,100.943},{0.1426,0.3022,2108.31,100.828},{0.1502,0.3022,2184.38,105.817},{0.1578,0.3022,2188.72,108.284},{0.1654,0.3022,2053.96,106.212},
{0.173,0.3022,1968.7,104.66},{0.1806,0.3022,1879.98,102.004},{0.1882,0.3022,1834.41,104.406},{0.1958,0.3022,1537.42,88.7631},{0.2034,0.3022,1581.79,98.5947},{0.211,0.3022,1367.22,85.8578},{0.2186,0.3022,1268.13,81.3315},{0.2262,0.3022,1159.67,78.9977},{0.2338,0.3022,1033.1,74.1215},{0.2414,0.3022,951.81,72.9941},
{0.249,0.3022,757.611,60.8235},{0.2566,0.3022,754.609,66.4681},{0.2642,0.3022,557.398,51.1712},{0.2718,0.3022,484.965,50.5037},{0.2794,0.3022,367.371,40.6276},{0.287,0.3022,365.997,46.8939},{0.2946,0.3022,269.877,38.2779},{0.3022,0.3022,185.401,32.721},{0.3098,0.3022,132.395,32.026},{0.3174,0.3022,33.0199,17.9994},
{0.0742,0.3098,869.855,80.7469},{0.0818,0.3098,2100.74,122.91},{0.0894,0.3098,2468.57,131.449},{0.097,0.3098,2183.14,112.035},{0.1046,0.3098,2418.55,123.632},{0.1122,0.3098,2262.7,112.21},{0.1198,0.3098,1922.84,96.0542},{0.1274,0.3098,1952.16,95.0077},{0.135,0.3098,2135.54,105.897},{0.1426,0.3098,2093.28,104.102},
{0.1502,0.3098,2028.58,102.468},{0.1578,0.3098,2022.45,107.977},{0.1654,0.3098,1821.67,97.2622},{0.173,0.3098,1621.2,90.7037},{0.1806,0.3098,1485.25,82.6227},{0.1882,0.3098,1336.14,77.8995},{0.1958,0.3098,1390.38,84.268},{0.2034,0.3098,1454.48,92.7352},{0.211,0.3098,1155.01,75.3658},{0.2186,0.3098,1076.01,71.5623},
{0.2262,0.3098,1101.79,81.6062},{0.2338,0.3098,903.745,69.7013},{0.2414,0.3098,784.709,64.0324},{0.249,0.3098,649.02,57.5509},{0.2566,0.3098,693.37,68.43},{0.2642,0.3098,610.572,68.6978},{0.2718,0.3098,402.351,45.5896},{0.2794,0.3098,393.271,51.9362},{0.287,0.3098,243.697,34.7585},{0.2946,0.3098,253.282,49.1192},
{0.3022,0.3098,132.395,32.026},{0.3098,0.3098,42.4281,18.8681},{0.0742,0.3174,698.91,77.8231},{0.0818,0.3174,1649.69,100.14},{0.0894,0.3174,2284.57,129.077},{0.097,0.3174,2278.39,120.424},{0.1046,0.3174,2182.52,116.283},{0.1122,0.3174,2279.94,118.485},{0.1198,0.3174,2102.69,109.349},{0.1274,0.3174,2078.2,107.12},
{0.135,0.3174,1965.68,99.9232},{0.1426,0.3174,1889.3,98.3463},{0.1502,0.3174,1614.61,85.445},{0.1578,0.3174,1789.67,100.141},{0.1654,0.3174,1710.62,97.3465},{0.173,0.3174,1385.49,79.4275},{0.1806,0.3174,1433.95,87.2301},{0.1882,0.3174,1507.39,96.1732},{0.1958,0.3174,1143.72,72.9727},{0.2034,0.3174,1263.29,86.1116},
{0.211,0.3174,1037.78,73.0754},{0.2186,0.3174,934.116,69.0013},{0.2262,0.3174,905.117,74.5558},{0.2338,0.3174,817.214,71.0189},{0.2414,0.3174,700.885,62.547},{0.249,0.3174,564.299,54.0058},{0.2566,0.3174,661.569,74.3888},{0.2642,0.3174,511.732,62.233},{0.2718,0.3174,349.631,44.5964},{0.2794,0.3174,207.27,29.3309},
{0.287,0.3174,198.624,36.1911},{0.2946,0.3174,84.3994,21.8115},{0.3022,0.3174,33.0199,17.9994},{0.0742,0.325,486.847,57.859},{0.0818,0.325,1574.62,106.593},{0.0894,0.325,1823.38,108.206},{0.097,0.325,1885.54,105.094},{0.1046,0.325,1719.97,90.4329},{0.1122,0.325,1930.01,103.178},{0.1198,0.325,1764.43,92.6606},
{0.1274,0.325,1759.28,92.0503},{0.135,0.325,1447.27,75.2833},{0.1426,0.325,1472.68,79.8434},{0.1502,0.325,1747.42,100.377},{0.1578,0.325,1458.63,84.3562},{0.1654,0.325,1351.28,81.0182},{0.173,0.325,1304.82,79.7999},{0.1806,0.325,1286.43,81.7619},{0.1882,0.325,1236.11,82.3784},{0.1958,0.325,968.445,66.3977},
{0.2034,0.325,1014.05,71.4449},{0.211,0.325,930.658,70.3028},{0.2186,0.325,774.745,61.3666},{0.2262,0.325,746.03,62.286},{0.2338,0.325,779.425,73.6761},{0.2414,0.325,754.38,76.2787},{0.249,0.325,398.48,40.4263},{0.2566,0.325,406.514,47.9844},{0.2642,0.325,306.849,40.1364},{0.2718,0.325,201.976,29.9266},
{0.2794,0.325,214.328,41.2494},{0.287,0.325,90.2015,20.9126},{0.2946,0.325,24.5267,12.272},{0.0742,0.3326,352.103,52.5768},{0.0818,0.3326,1205.75,87.1604},{0.0894,0.3326,1652.62,106.362},{0.097,0.3326,1521.4,90.8244},{0.1046,0.3326,1706.35,101.05},{0.1122,0.3326,1529.32,86.8105},{0.1198,0.3326,1823.11,107.718},
{0.1274,0.3326,1665.94,96.2963},{0.135,0.3326,1487.46,84.5797},{0.1426,0.3326,1579.93,92.0406},{0.1502,0.3326,1360.79,80.4272},{0.1578,0.3326,1299.68,79.6035},{0.1654,0.3326,1380.31,89.1382},{0.173,0.3326,1122.08,73.8805},{0.1806,0.3326,969.897,64.9767},{0.1882,0.3326,846.447,60.0034},{0.1958,0.3326,861.438,62.5957},
{0.2034,0.3326,878.823,69.6907},{0.211,0.3326,753.26,62.1379},{0.2186,0.3326,711.293,62.9581},{0.2262,0.3326,577.946,54.24},{0.2338,0.3326,658.948,68.9275},{0.2414,0.3326,514.344,56.9173},{0.249,0.3326,411.903,51.0437},{0.2566,0.3326,377.895,51.5075},{0.2642,0.3326,194.117,30.6678},{0.2718,0.3326,156.931,29.2727},
{0.2794,0.3326,141.995,39.35},{0.287,0.3326,17.468,8.78155},{0.0742,0.3402,280.518,51.6069},{0.0818,0.3402,1002.13,79.6507},{0.0894,0.3402,1264.65,85.689},{0.097,0.3402,1327,81.7352},{0.1046,0.3402,1388.95,86.0681},{0.1122,0.3402,1429.2,88.9704},{0.1198,0.3402,1279.41,76.5526},{0.1274,0.3402,1403.76,86.969},
{0.135,0.3402,1180.62,71.3572},{0.1426,0.3402,1123.21,69.8419},{0.1502,0.3402,1358.92,89.969},{0.1578,0.3402,1106.4,72.182},{0.1654,0.3402,1182.23,83.3877},{0.173,0.3402,1014.07,71.716},{0.1806,0.3402,868.767,64.0313},{0.1882,0.3402,945.633,73.9085},{0.1958,0.3402,851.918,67.3215},{0.2034,0.3402,735.138,61.6287},
{0.211,0.3402,626.26,56.6164},{0.2186,0.3402,573.18,51.4729},{0.2262,0.3402,506.894,51.6521},{0.2338,0.3402,411.91,42.9615},{0.2414,0.3402,366.977,42.8188},{0.249,0.3402,307.972,42.3306},{0.2566,0.3402,219.686,35.5272},{0.2642,0.3402,137.456,28.6199},{0.2718,0.3402,113.658,32.8566},{0.2794,0.3402,22.2516,11.1893},
{0.0742,0.3478,126.437,24.2839},{0.0818,0.3478,942.305,87.1523},{0.0894,0.3478,1106.14,82.7562},{0.097,0.3478,1170.43,78.6175},{0.1046,0.3478,1209.66,80.7702},{0.1122,0.3478,1327.09,89.0671},{0.1198,0.3478,1171.02,75.407},{0.1274,0.3478,1181.41,75.532},{0.135,0.3478,1098.49,71.1683},{0.1426,0.3478,1099.23,73.9898},
{0.1502,0.3478,928.225,61.0149},{0.1578,0.3478,893.481,62.4262},{0.1654,0.3478,713.574,51.0266},{0.173,0.3478,809.984,60.0288},{0.1806,0.3478,831.92,64.6251},{0.1882,0.3478,766.797,62.8384},{0.1958,0.3478,596.705,51.2105},{0.2034,0.3478,432.055,38.8952},{0.211,0.3478,548.439,52.1966},{0.2186,0.3478,529.804,54.3476},
{0.2262,0.3478,474.543,55.2519},{0.2338,0.3478,272.918,33.1558},{0.2414,0.3478,411.181,59.1978},{0.249,0.3478,285.571,51.2166},{0.2566,0.3478,175.881,34.0501},{0.2642,0.3478,75.8214,22.2115},{0.2718,0.3478,23.0903,14.5541},{0.0742,0.3554,76.3822,22.4097},{0.0818,0.3554,638.935,66.8321},{0.0894,0.3554,931.205,78.8035},
{0.097,0.3554,919.689,67.4885},{0.1046,0.3554,945.439,67.2619},{0.1122,0.3554,1003.95,71.3127},{0.1198,0.3554,986.123,67.1215},{0.1274,0.3554,910.175,62.4778},{0.135,0.3554,1050.32,74.7698},{0.1426,0.3554,1003.07,75.4965},{0.1502,0.3554,900.55,68.9272},{0.1578,0.3554,881.841,66.6984},{0.1654,0.3554,683.637,52.4181},
{0.173,0.3554,716.922,59.0852},{0.1806,0.3554,663.779,56.4986},{0.1882,0.3554,634.364,56.2648},{0.1958,0.3554,535.829,52.8505},{0.2034,0.3554,427.941,41.906},{0.211,0.3554,389.541,42.1353},{0.2186,0.3554,430.624,53.3984},{0.2262,0.3554,365.03,50.479},{0.2338,0.3554,218.637,31.5052},{0.2414,0.3554,196.844,34.5544},
{0.249,0.3554,138.007,30.1844},{0.2566,0.3554,57.0707,16.0204},{0.2642,0.3554,26.8494,29.1083},{0.0742,0.363,49.2372,19.0688},{0.0818,0.363,438.391,51.1929},{0.0894,0.363,731.982,67.2289},{0.097,0.363,768.599,64.1094},{0.1046,0.363,839.045,65.9951},{0.1122,0.363,880.836,67.7372},{0.1198,0.363,855.532,65.2758},
{0.1274,0.363,900.64,69.5731},{0.135,0.363,909.579,72.5207},{0.1426,0.363,747.581,57.9245},{0.1502,0.363,609.339,47.243},{0.1578,0.363,825.815,69.7862},{0.1654,0.363,718.957,63.1671},{0.173,0.363,619.356,56.8775},{0.1806,0.363,427.654,40.5032},{0.1882,0.363,505.482,52.574},{0.1958,0.363,458.356,47.1954},
{0.2034,0.363,456.607,54.0606},{0.211,0.363,329.646,41.8489},{0.2186,0.363,293.115,39.4797},{0.2262,0.363,218.357,33.7418},{0.2338,0.363,215.156,39.2899},{0.2414,0.363,155.767,32.8611},{0.249,0.363,123.576,45.1739},{0.2566,0.363,10.9726,8.04218},{0.0742,0.3706,7.47951,5.11123},{0.0818,0.3706,299.352,42.7863},
{0.0894,0.3706,633.975,65.1623},{0.097,0.3706,645.442,60.0347},{0.1046,0.3706,698.06,60.5077},{0.1122,0.3706,799.018,67.9731},{0.1198,0.3706,641.782,53.0888},{0.1274,0.3706,688.456,56.0249},{0.135,0.3706,631.769,50.8996},{0.1426,0.3706,672.493,55.731},{0.1502,0.3706,581.124,48.7565},{0.1578,0.3706,556.871,49.9559},
{0.1654,0.3706,503.856,46.6351},{0.173,0.3706,488.38,47.0866},{0.1806,0.3706,451.481,46.98},{0.1882,0.3706,428.4,47.0606},{0.1958,0.3706,372.135,46.8718},{0.2034,0.3706,407.965,55.4129},{0.211,0.3706,235.46,33.5288},{0.2186,0.3706,244.646,39.8193},{0.2262,0.3706,186.191,34.7254},{0.2338,0.3706,133.974,36.2504},
{0.2414,0.3706,110.652,46.1025},{0.249,0.3706,4.90484,3.45881},{0.0818,0.3782,200.104,36.7135},{0.0894,0.3782,463.161,54.9294},{0.097,0.3782,459.604,43.3752},{0.1046,0.3782,499.625,44.8762},{0.1122,0.3782,579.027,50.7853},{0.1198,0.3782,538.943,46.8992},{0.1274,0.3782,499.52,42.9235},{0.135,0.3782,464.693,39.741},
{0.1426,0.3782,502.58,47.6731},{0.1502,0.3782,533.643,50.7725},{0.1578,0.3782,442.08,42.0049},{0.1654,0.3782,382.141,38.6686},{0.173,0.3782,359.47,36.6025},{0.1806,0.3782,330.607,37.139},{0.1882,0.3782,260.117,30.8426},{0.1958,0.3782,261.098,36.1799},{0.2034,0.3782,230.54,33.4532},{0.211,0.3782,204.02,34.8175},
{0.2186,0.3782,135.973,27.0699},{0.2262,0.3782,56.1965,14.9719},{0.2338,0.3782,73.7942,34.9339},{0.0818,0.3858,93.6766,22.5144},{0.0894,0.3858,336.435,45.9563},{0.097,0.3858,446.312,49.3932},{0.1046,0.3858,436.069,44.7397},{0.1122,0.3858,409.877,40.6948},{0.1198,0.3858,410.064,39.005},{0.1274,0.3858,424.055,40.8838},
{0.135,0.3858,491.69,47.9068},{0.1426,0.3858,395.725,40.0251},{0.1502,0.3858,263.994,27.1664},{0.1578,0.3858,375.303,39.4153},{0.1654,0.3858,296.634,35.3453},{0.173,0.3858,248.811,28.3347},{0.1806,0.3858,315.643,43.2269},{0.1882,0.3858,246.182,33.9548},{0.1958,0.3858,216.147,34.9026},{0.2034,0.3858,141.354,24.5043},
{0.211,0.3858,99.9317,21.5535},{0.2186,0.3858,76.6263,22.05},{0.2262,0.3858,18.5386,10.3082},{0.0818,0.3934,29.7539,11.0765},{0.0894,0.3934,253.749,40.9123},{0.097,0.3934,272.95,33.4076},{0.1046,0.3934,358.675,43.3165},{0.1122,0.3934,387.938,42.9504},{0.1198,0.3934,371.821,42.2745},{0.1274,0.3934,320.162,34.6909},
{0.135,0.3934,287.136,28.8762},{0.1426,0.3934,354.541,39.7653},{0.1502,0.3934,279.62,31.4042},{0.1578,0.3934,273.869,34.8753},{0.1654,0.3934,246.178,32.0659},{0.173,0.3934,302.333,47.4259},{0.1806,0.3934,198.156,30.1207},{0.1882,0.3934,149.053,25.3867},{0.1958,0.3934,105.157,20.4525},{0.2034,0.3934,146.998,39.6391},
{0.211,0.3934,55.6588,17.3197},{0.2186,0.3934,33.3093,27.6147},{0.0818,0.401,7.06652,6.28563},{0.0894,0.401,100.714,21.7858},{0.097,0.401,170.925,24.6781},{0.1046,0.401,258.845,32.7632},{0.1122,0.401,311.059,39.1201},{0.1198,0.401,316.628,40.9401},{0.1274,0.401,255.88,32.3747},{0.135,0.401,261.195,32.6463},
{0.1426,0.401,270.544,34.3547},{0.1502,0.401,247.173,32.964},{0.1578,0.401,184.085,25.7698},{0.1654,0.401,233.973,37.7601},{0.173,0.401,135.852,21.8179},{0.1806,0.401,95.052,17.5678},{0.1882,0.401,70.6506,16.2833},{0.1958,0.401,104.732,33.0615},{0.2034,0.401,26.5984,10.1283},{0.211,0.401,2.3816,2.1026},
{0.0894,0.4086,87.7671,27.5485},{0.097,0.4086,156.779,29.6289},{0.1046,0.4086,159.341,25.0929},{0.1122,0.4086,184.908,28.2357},{0.1198,0.4086,188.948,26.3843},{0.1274,0.4086,186.476,26.5374},{0.135,0.4086,195.949,27.5871},{0.1426,0.4086,196.863,29.0933},{0.1502,0.4086,128.934,19.2099},{0.1578,0.4086,187.651,34.7021},
{0.1654,0.4086,112.141,21.5852},{0.173,0.4086,99.7201,21.5681},{0.1806,0.4086,86.0825,21.6372},{0.1882,0.4086,120.404,44.6872},{0.1958,0.4086,31.2799,16.1845},{0.0894,0.4162,6.42152,3.74763},{0.097,0.4162,70.3786,17.1528},{0.1046,0.4162,122.247,24.3663},{0.1122,0.4162,141.284,25.512},{0.1198,0.4162,155.578,27.6432},
{0.1274,0.4162,135.998,21.8566},{0.135,0.4162,127.141,23.0946},{0.1426,0.4162,113.674,21.1265},{0.1502,0.4162,146.872,29.9235},{0.1578,0.4162,92.2553,20.849},{0.1654,0.4162,81.3937,18.8963},{0.173,0.4162,61.4856,18.6917},{0.1806,0.4162,21.7324,7.88759},{0.1882,0.4162,62.1706,46.75},{0.097,0.4238,69.4424,37.7365},
{0.1046,0.4238,44.7217,11.2495},{0.1122,0.4238,117.531,25.3576},{0.1198,0.4238,93.6411,19.7519},{0.1274,0.4238,108.331,21.9528},{0.135,0.4238,91.2193,18.8638},{0.1426,0.4238,90.0727,19.3713},{0.1502,0.4238,77.4007,19.4417},{0.1578,0.4238,32.5991,9.55119},{0.1654,0.4238,41.2141,16.0497},{0.173,0.4238,30.0512,21.3808},
{0.1046,0.4314,56.2404,28.0247},{0.1122,0.4314,70.5542,22.7903},{0.1198,0.4314,77.0973,23.1112},{0.1274,0.4314,33.6486,9.57991},{0.135,0.4314,56.009,17.0844},{0.1426,0.4314,53.1886,16.1534},{0.1502,0.4314,44.6754,18.4967},{0.1578,0.4314,28.8984,18.0197},{0.1654,0.4314,7.61761,7.47231},{0.1122,0.439,1.8653,1.56294},
{0.1198,0.439,8.33795,6.31021},{0.1274,0.439,5.91762,2.66459},{0.135,0.439,5.62522,4.12154},{0.1426,0.439,3.71108,3.35619}}
Table G.8: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot 3π0,
for MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2 (Fig. 95). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot 3pi0:  M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) versus M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.8-0.9 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.0076 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}): 0.0076 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{0.1996,0.078,1.11463,1.56555},{0.2148,0.078,29.7945,6.89685},{0.23,0.078,91.1146,10.8706},{0.2452,0.078,206.896,17.3053},{0.2604,0.078,319.49,21.7803},{0.2756,0.078,437.862,26.1315},{0.2908,0.078,484.918,25.4043},{0.306,0.078,550.259,27.8981},{0.3212,0.078,672.058,32.4128},{0.3364,0.078,675.745,32.2104},
{0.3516,0.078,733.434,36.2814},{0.3668,0.078,613.758,31.0891},{0.382,0.078,573.977,30.5733},{0.3972,0.078,433.795,26.0353},{0.4124,0.078,275.181,18.8589},{0.4276,0.078,182.123,14.8278},{0.4428,0.078,123.652,12.5835},{0.458,0.078,61.008,7.77846},{0.4732,0.078,37.1574,6.27166},{0.4884,0.078,23.1172,6.98904},
{0.5036,0.078,5.21031,2.44401},{0.5188,0.078,0.0945187,0.103864},{0.1692,0.0932,10.3075,2.30187},{0.1844,0.0932,95.861,9.2912},{0.1996,0.0932,244.818,16.5765},{0.2148,0.0932,355.102,19.7768},{0.23,0.0932,455.732,22.6882},{0.2452,0.0932,483.173,21.9438},{0.2604,0.0932,615.046,27.6051},{0.2756,0.0932,590.613,25.1192},
{0.2908,0.0932,639.934,27.4212},{0.306,0.0932,730.181,31.1472},{0.3212,0.0932,707.028,29.9057},{0.3364,0.0932,680.164,27.5597},{0.3516,0.0932,708.372,29.2262},{0.3668,0.0932,661.263,28.2457},{0.382,0.0932,612.032,25.9119},{0.3972,0.0932,616.338,27.2738},{0.4124,0.0932,570.383,26.5166},{0.4276,0.0932,455.227,22.5115},
{0.4428,0.0932,290.36,16.4775},{0.458,0.0932,244.421,15.8421},{0.4732,0.0932,142.531,11.4461},{0.4884,0.0932,99.8162,9.6208},{0.5036,0.0932,64.0351,7.67582},{0.5188,0.0932,36.063,6.27109},{0.534,0.0932,14.2948,3.37259},{0.5492,0.0932,2.12469,1.12511},{0.1388,0.1084,5.85016,2.48385},{0.154,0.1084,76.8611,8.11118},
{0.1692,0.1084,248.152,15.5971},{0.1844,0.1084,325.145,17.165},{0.1996,0.1084,369.995,18.1293},{0.2148,0.1084,467.719,22.0876},{0.23,0.1084,460.628,20.4835},{0.2452,0.1084,560.44,24.3349},{0.2604,0.1084,545.632,22.7299},{0.2756,0.1084,598.159,24.4714},{0.2908,0.1084,661.434,27.028},{0.306,0.1084,646.586,26.3828},
{0.3212,0.1084,643.265,25.3738},{0.3364,0.1084,582.68,23.0161},{0.3516,0.1084,643.752,26.1633},{0.3668,0.1084,655.253,26.8797},{0.382,0.1084,589.116,24.3474},{0.3972,0.1084,547.162,23.8072},{0.4124,0.1084,495.54,21.8105},{0.4276,0.1084,433.375,19.6533},{0.4428,0.1084,371.084,18.5575},{0.458,0.1084,280.54,15.8155},
{0.4732,0.1084,181.644,11.6947},{0.4884,0.1084,135.724,10.2672},{0.5036,0.1084,99.8336,9.01057},{0.5188,0.1084,59.0028,6.58913},{0.534,0.1084,35.9109,5.21457},{0.5492,0.1084,13.8742,2.76189},{0.5644,0.1084,6.29255,2.2155},{0.1236,0.1236,13.7261,3.64761},{0.1388,0.1236,148.053,11.3703},{0.154,0.1236,254.789,14.299},
{0.1692,0.1236,309.447,15.7924},{0.1844,0.1236,324.068,15.5491},{0.1996,0.1236,409.632,18.5165},{0.2148,0.1236,475.909,20.5021},{0.23,0.1236,520.459,21.5182},{0.2452,0.1236,549.836,22.3401},{0.2604,0.1236,576.607,22.9915},{0.2756,0.1236,572.715,22.5208},{0.2908,0.1236,570.336,22.149},{0.306,0.1236,595.04,23.0369},
{0.3212,0.1236,614.246,23.0931},{0.3364,0.1236,598.839,23.4405},{0.3516,0.1236,617.456,24.1865},{0.3668,0.1236,561.959,22.0482},{0.382,0.1236,550.217,21.9908},{0.3972,0.1236,516.31,21.167},{0.4124,0.1236,454.41,19.1641},{0.4276,0.1236,402.752,17.7906},{0.4428,0.1236,408.417,19.4688},{0.458,0.1236,269.295,14.1509},
{0.4732,0.1236,209.986,12.9067},{0.4884,0.1236,139.394,9.79079},{0.5036,0.1236,83.0313,6.95703},{0.5188,0.1236,72.716,7.29625},{0.534,0.1236,32.9009,4.21369},{0.5492,0.1236,23.8922,3.77977},{0.5644,0.1236,6.87072,2.09481},{0.5796,0.1236,1.1685,0.719288},{0.1084,0.1388,5.85016,2.48385},{0.1236,0.1388,148.053,11.3703},
{0.1388,0.1388,231.796,12.0806},{0.154,0.1388,281.089,13.8367},{0.1692,0.1388,381.85,18.0282},{0.1844,0.1388,393.228,17.5756},{0.1996,0.1388,464.179,20.036},{0.2148,0.1388,432.773,18.0113},{0.23,0.1388,490.832,19.4172},{0.2452,0.1388,542.479,21.6862},{0.2604,0.1388,567.089,22.191},{0.2756,0.1388,538.11,20.3511},
{0.2908,0.1388,566.528,21.2611},{0.306,0.1388,593.187,22.454},{0.3212,0.1388,568.991,21.4771},{0.3364,0.1388,523.363,20.3083},{0.3516,0.1388,561.569,21.3871},{0.3668,0.1388,514.862,19.576},{0.382,0.1388,523.168,20.7944},{0.3972,0.1388,450.764,18.1287},{0.4124,0.1388,425.604,17.8391},{0.4276,0.1388,410.861,17.9989},
{0.4428,0.1388,363.229,16.6481},{0.458,0.1388,257.171,13.6065},{0.4732,0.1388,179.879,10.7042},{0.4884,0.1388,142.443,9.73912},{0.5036,0.1388,97.3468,7.72241},{0.5188,0.1388,62.0301,6.13131},{0.534,0.1388,44.2847,5.49628},{0.5492,0.1388,24.8603,3.96066},{0.5644,0.1388,10.1397,2.29526},{0.5796,0.1388,5.06709,2.07976},
{0.1084,0.154,76.8611,8.11118},{0.1236,0.154,254.789,14.299},{0.1388,0.154,281.089,13.8367},{0.154,0.154,371.501,17.8388},{0.1692,0.154,369.681,16.4655},{0.1844,0.154,386.247,16.7489},{0.1996,0.154,458.512,19.4299},{0.2148,0.154,489.23,19.7815},{0.23,0.154,541.241,20.8502},{0.2452,0.154,547.063,20.9509},
{0.2604,0.154,532.415,19.8701},{0.2756,0.154,529.319,19.5105},{0.2908,0.154,569.072,21.2377},{0.306,0.154,588.357,21.3639},{0.3212,0.154,582.239,21.7868},{0.3364,0.154,555.9,20.7024},{0.3516,0.154,529.39,19.9772},{0.3668,0.154,544.264,21.2848},{0.382,0.154,506.332,19.9752},{0.3972,0.154,484.751,20.0944},
{0.4124,0.154,395.253,16.376},{0.4276,0.154,364.608,15.7223},{0.4428,0.154,354.438,17.0612},{0.458,0.154,241.256,13.4636},{0.4732,0.154,162.612,9.97856},{0.4884,0.154,126.901,9.12214},{0.5036,0.154,90.3812,7.6127},{0.5188,0.154,65.2164,6.54917},{0.534,0.154,38.5855,4.98875},{0.5492,0.154,24.1278,3.68267},
{0.5644,0.154,7.88754,2.04463},{0.5796,0.154,2.82324,1.44086},{0.0932,0.1692,10.3075,2.30187},{0.1084,0.1692,248.152,15.5971},{0.1236,0.1692,309.447,15.7924},{0.1388,0.1692,381.85,18.0282},{0.154,0.1692,369.681,16.4655},{0.1692,0.1692,395.766,16.5377},{0.1844,0.1692,452.901,18.8731},{0.1996,0.1692,512.568,20.5051},
{0.2148,0.1692,494.286,19.2182},{0.23,0.1692,508.474,19.522},{0.2452,0.1692,563.253,21.0482},{0.2604,0.1692,620.406,23.207},{0.2756,0.1692,584.659,21.6234},{0.2908,0.1692,583.146,21.4801},{0.306,0.1692,545.621,20.1856},{0.3212,0.1692,571.062,21.0966},{0.3364,0.1692,606.201,23.0945},{0.3516,0.1692,508.712,19.5506},
{0.3668,0.1692,511.224,19.4691},{0.382,0.1692,480.471,18.6776},{0.3972,0.1692,474.048,18.7545},{0.4124,0.1692,414.585,17.3034},{0.4276,0.1692,378.074,16.5711},{0.4428,0.1692,314.354,15.1885},{0.458,0.1692,240.376,13.7078},{0.4732,0.1692,160.054,10.5852},{0.4884,0.1692,114.727,8.47104},{0.5036,0.1692,85.3067,7.36646},
{0.5188,0.1692,52.0761,5.35445},{0.534,0.1692,32.9675,4.40264},{0.5492,0.1692,26.0451,4.64906},{0.5644,0.1692,6.53783,2.19514},{0.5796,0.1692,1.11737,1.13421},{0.0932,0.1844,95.861,9.2912},{0.1084,0.1844,325.145,17.165},{0.1236,0.1844,324.068,15.5491},{0.1388,0.1844,393.228,17.5756},{0.154,0.1844,386.247,16.7489},
{0.1692,0.1844,452.901,18.8731},{0.1844,0.1844,488.489,19.1277},{0.1996,0.1844,492.718,19.2327},{0.2148,0.1844,497.265,18.9113},{0.23,0.1844,534.444,20.14},{0.2452,0.1844,594.123,22.3161},{0.2604,0.1844,560.652,20.7454},{0.2756,0.1844,574.571,21.1985},{0.2908,0.1844,570.898,21.0503},{0.306,0.1844,539.711,19.6189},
{0.3212,0.1844,545.405,20.238},{0.3364,0.1844,535.785,20.0369},{0.3516,0.1844,556.604,21.3046},{0.3668,0.1844,516.335,19.9139},{0.382,0.1844,480.198,18.6842},{0.3972,0.1844,459.518,18.4683},{0.4124,0.1844,418.922,17.6301},{0.4276,0.1844,347.896,15.7035},{0.4428,0.1844,253.2,12.9554},{0.458,0.1844,182.779,10.8038},
{0.4732,0.1844,149.289,10.2388},{0.4884,0.1844,112.917,9.0277},{0.5036,0.1844,73.4334,7.08561},{0.5188,0.1844,50.0954,5.75913},{0.534,0.1844,29.0599,4.78967},{0.5492,0.1844,14.4514,3.4049},{0.5644,0.1844,4.71495,1.8719},{0.078,0.1996,1.11463,1.56555},{0.0932,0.1996,244.818,16.5765},{0.1084,0.1996,369.995,18.1293},
{0.1236,0.1996,409.632,18.5165},{0.1388,0.1996,464.179,20.036},{0.154,0.1996,458.512,19.4299},{0.1692,0.1996,512.568,20.5051},{0.1844,0.1996,492.718,19.2327},{0.1996,0.1996,518.541,19.7556},{0.2148,0.1996,560.558,21.4693},{0.23,0.1996,564.767,20.9543},{0.2452,0.1996,560.806,20.8758},{0.2604,0.1996,550.139,19.8647},
{0.2756,0.1996,546.325,19.7498},{0.2908,0.1996,512.695,19.0273},{0.306,0.1996,534.676,19.8664},{0.3212,0.1996,557.177,20.3498},{0.3364,0.1996,525.768,19.4834},{0.3516,0.1996,543.426,20.4017},{0.3668,0.1996,496.387,19.0528},{0.382,0.1996,485.218,19.1639},{0.3972,0.1996,515.064,20.7184},{0.4124,0.1996,430.087,18.298},
{0.4276,0.1996,330.726,16.2458},{0.4428,0.1996,276.305,14.9629},{0.458,0.1996,200.055,12.4275},{0.4732,0.1996,131.806,9.76234},{0.4884,0.1996,85.9994,7.66096},{0.5036,0.1996,70.982,7.57071},{0.5188,0.1996,46.9338,6.40338},{0.534,0.1996,12.8218,2.18219},{0.5492,0.1996,6.55786,1.64513},{0.5644,0.1996,1.32437,0.798851},
{0.078,0.2148,29.7945,6.89685},{0.0932,0.2148,355.102,19.7768},{0.1084,0.2148,467.719,22.0876},{0.1236,0.2148,475.909,20.5021},{0.1388,0.2148,432.773,18.0113},{0.154,0.2148,489.23,19.7815},{0.1692,0.2148,494.286,19.2182},{0.1844,0.2148,497.265,18.9113},{0.1996,0.2148,560.558,21.4693},{0.2148,0.2148,573.158,21.62},
{0.23,0.2148,588.516,21.6068},{0.2452,0.2148,596.618,21.4848},{0.2604,0.2148,576.413,20.8957},{0.2756,0.2148,583.998,21.1135},{0.2908,0.2148,587.054,21.6688},{0.306,0.2148,539.349,19.3913},{0.3212,0.2148,574.312,21.0725},{0.3364,0.2148,509.63,18.9038},{0.3516,0.2148,510.922,19.5171},{0.3668,0.2148,542.52,20.7892},
{0.382,0.2148,570.729,22.5809},{0.3972,0.2148,476.152,19.7598},{0.4124,0.2148,382.172,17.2323},{0.4276,0.2148,292.265,15.1822},{0.4428,0.2148,209.212,12.5712},{0.458,0.2148,152.193,10.2451},{0.4732,0.2148,111.38,8.94705},{0.4884,0.2148,75.0009,7.06632},{0.5036,0.2148,43.6189,5.031},{0.5188,0.2148,26.834,4.3914},
{0.534,0.2148,19.5218,4.61073},{0.5492,0.2148,2.83706,1.28224},{0.078,0.23,91.1146,10.8706},{0.0932,0.23,455.732,22.6882},{0.1084,0.23,460.628,20.4835},{0.1236,0.23,520.459,21.5182},{0.1388,0.23,490.832,19.4172},{0.154,0.23,541.241,20.8502},{0.1692,0.23,508.474,19.522},{0.1844,0.23,534.444,20.14},{0.1996,0.23,564.767,20.9543},
{0.2148,0.23,588.516,21.6068},{0.23,0.23,580.271,21.4378},{0.2452,0.23,612.122,22.4005},{0.2604,0.23,666.913,24.311},{0.2756,0.23,570.745,20.858},{0.2908,0.23,583.194,21.5081},{0.306,0.23,576.398,20.8682},{0.3212,0.23,580.572,21.6858},{0.3364,0.23,572.94,21.3031},{0.3516,0.23,511.857,19.0267},{0.3668,0.23,563.748,21.5616},
{0.382,0.23,514.658,20.6243},{0.3972,0.23,423.535,18.0122},{0.4124,0.23,326.478,15.9281},{0.4276,0.23,234.652,12.6293},{0.4428,0.23,200.139,12.7713},{0.458,0.23,145.917,10.3841},{0.4732,0.23,107.081,9.74696},{0.4884,0.23,87.4159,9.57525},{0.5036,0.23,35.109,4.79955},{0.5188,0.23,16.9176,3.78487},{0.534,0.23,7.87705,2.76856},
{0.078,0.2452,206.896,17.3053},{0.0932,0.2452,483.173,21.9438},{0.1084,0.2452,560.44,24.3349},{0.1236,0.2452,549.836,22.3401},{0.1388,0.2452,542.479,21.6862},{0.154,0.2452,547.063,20.9509},{0.1692,0.2452,563.253,21.0482},{0.1844,0.2452,594.123,22.3161},{0.1996,0.2452,560.806,20.8758},{0.2148,0.2452,596.618,21.4848},
{0.23,0.2452,612.122,22.4005},{0.2452,0.2452,610.033,21.8952},{0.2604,0.2452,648.581,23.3807},{0.2756,0.2452,590.868,21.1617},{0.2908,0.2452,599.748,22.0341},{0.306,0.2452,593.625,21.4819},{0.3212,0.2452,588.045,21.982},{0.3364,0.2452,559.312,21.184},{0.3516,0.2452,578.511,22.3895},{0.3668,0.2452,565.229,22.1919},
{0.382,0.2452,486.748,20.2291},{0.3972,0.2452,399.103,18.5481},{0.4124,0.2452,281.114,14.5143},{0.4276,0.2452,223.509,13.1864},{0.4428,0.2452,161.531,11.3805},{0.458,0.2452,128.378,10.2822},{0.4732,0.2452,83.8534,8.1542},{0.4884,0.2452,48.9255,5.99768},{0.5036,0.2452,24.4714,4.37976},{0.5188,0.2452,11.7808,3.31591},
{0.534,0.2452,1.40784,1.04981},{0.078,0.2604,319.49,21.7803},{0.0932,0.2604,615.046,27.6051},{0.1084,0.2604,545.632,22.7299},{0.1236,0.2604,576.607,22.9915},{0.1388,0.2604,567.089,22.191},{0.154,0.2604,532.415,19.8701},{0.1692,0.2604,620.406,23.207},{0.1844,0.2604,560.652,20.7454},{0.1996,0.2604,550.139,19.8647},
{0.2148,0.2604,576.413,20.8957},{0.23,0.2604,666.913,24.311},{0.2452,0.2604,648.581,23.3807},{0.2604,0.2604,603.357,21.6903},{0.2756,0.2604,556.675,20.0845},{0.2908,0.2604,630.606,23.3759},{0.306,0.2604,607.297,22.0699},{0.3212,0.2604,576.343,21.3397},{0.3364,0.2604,569.479,21.5656},{0.3516,0.2604,590.989,22.4313},
{0.3668,0.2604,491.417,20.0899},{0.382,0.2604,458.284,20.8966},{0.3972,0.2604,328.452,16.6049},{0.4124,0.2604,235.683,13.4971},{0.4276,0.2604,187.727,12.3713},{0.4428,0.2604,127.73,9.39854},{0.458,0.2604,98.451,8.71627},{0.4732,0.2604,61.126,7.15099},{0.4884,0.2604,42.5671,6.96857},{0.5036,0.2604,26.0647,6.37618},
{0.5188,0.2604,2.41563,1.22034},{0.078,0.2756,437.862,26.1315},{0.0932,0.2756,590.613,25.1192},{0.1084,0.2756,598.159,24.4714},{0.1236,0.2756,572.715,22.5208},{0.1388,0.2756,538.11,20.3511},{0.154,0.2756,529.319,19.5105},{0.1692,0.2756,584.659,21.6234},{0.1844,0.2756,574.571,21.1985},{0.1996,0.2756,546.325,19.7498},
{0.2148,0.2756,583.998,21.1135},{0.23,0.2756,570.745,20.858},{0.2452,0.2756,590.868,21.1617},{0.2604,0.2756,556.675,20.0845},{0.2756,0.2756,618.989,22.5385},{0.2908,0.2756,546.412,20.1017},{0.306,0.2756,567.357,20.5921},{0.3212,0.2756,568.873,20.9901},{0.3364,0.2756,577.571,22.0743},{0.3516,0.2756,575.678,22.6942},
{0.3668,0.2756,410.489,17.6235},{0.382,0.2756,346.107,16.8742},{0.3972,0.2756,268.977,14.8725},{0.4124,0.2756,206.161,13.1372},{0.4276,0.2756,169.584,12.3996},{0.4428,0.2756,132.395,11.9168},{0.458,0.2756,62.9612,6.7566},{0.4732,0.2756,35.7154,5.46181},{0.4884,0.2756,23.6255,5.87618},{0.5036,0.2756,2.72321,1.13922},
{0.078,0.2908,484.918,25.4043},{0.0932,0.2908,639.934,27.4212},{0.1084,0.2908,661.434,27.028},{0.1236,0.2908,570.336,22.149},{0.1388,0.2908,566.528,21.2611},{0.154,0.2908,569.072,21.2377},{0.1692,0.2908,583.146,21.4801},{0.1844,0.2908,570.898,21.0503},{0.1996,0.2908,512.695,19.0273},{0.2148,0.2908,587.054,21.6688},
{0.23,0.2908,583.194,21.5081},{0.2452,0.2908,599.748,22.0341},{0.2604,0.2908,630.606,23.3759},{0.2756,0.2908,546.412,20.1017},{0.2908,0.2908,524.472,19.3315},{0.306,0.2908,584.137,21.8745},{0.3212,0.2908,581.93,21.4281},{0.3364,0.2908,549.446,21.6199},{0.3516,0.2908,506.209,22.2},{0.3668,0.2908,415.928,20.2426},
{0.382,0.2908,316.662,17.0147},{0.3972,0.2908,217.814,13.2853},{0.4124,0.2908,173.533,12.1398},{0.4276,0.2908,118.599,9.92273},{0.4428,0.2908,87.8163,9.23651},{0.458,0.2908,47.5112,6.3063},{0.4732,0.2908,30.848,5.88024},{0.4884,0.2908,6.34425,2.68719},{0.078,0.306,550.259,27.8981},{0.0932,0.306,730.181,31.1472},
{0.1084,0.306,646.586,26.3828},{0.1236,0.306,595.04,23.0369},{0.1388,0.306,593.187,22.454},{0.154,0.306,588.357,21.3639},{0.1692,0.306,545.621,20.1856},{0.1844,0.306,539.711,19.6189},{0.1996,0.306,534.676,19.8664},{0.2148,0.306,539.349,19.3913},{0.23,0.306,576.398,20.8682},{0.2452,0.306,593.625,21.4819},
{0.2604,0.306,607.297,22.0699},{0.2756,0.306,567.357,20.5921},{0.2908,0.306,584.137,21.8745},{0.306,0.306,597.29,22.2513},{0.3212,0.306,568.82,21.9777},{0.3364,0.306,441.429,18.8581},{0.3516,0.306,421.171,20.0436},{0.3668,0.306,314.64,16.7364},{0.382,0.306,252.462,15.3018},{0.3972,0.306,186.587,13.0521},
{0.4124,0.306,135.245,11.0044},{0.4276,0.306,109.403,11.0783},{0.4428,0.306,55.3502,7.1837},{0.458,0.306,29.4378,5.80966},{0.4732,0.306,6.88974,2.15445},{0.078,0.3212,672.058,32.4128},{0.0932,0.3212,707.028,29.9057},{0.1084,0.3212,643.265,25.3738},{0.1236,0.3212,614.246,23.0931},{0.1388,0.3212,568.991,21.4771},
{0.154,0.3212,582.239,21.7868},{0.1692,0.3212,571.062,21.0966},{0.1844,0.3212,545.405,20.238},{0.1996,0.3212,557.177,20.3498},{0.2148,0.3212,574.312,21.0725},{0.23,0.3212,580.572,21.6858},{0.2452,0.3212,588.045,21.982},{0.2604,0.3212,576.343,21.3397},{0.2756,0.3212,568.873,20.9901},{0.2908,0.3212,581.93,21.4281},
{0.306,0.3212,568.82,21.9777},{0.3212,0.3212,517.294,22.1259},{0.3364,0.3212,402.826,18.7269},{0.3516,0.3212,346.977,18.1853},{0.3668,0.3212,275.411,16.18},{0.382,0.3212,189.772,12.6666},{0.3972,0.3212,150.11,12.3615},{0.4124,0.3212,101.538,9.37982},{0.4276,0.3212,61.6029,7.42243},{0.4428,0.3212,37.0586,6.32321},
{0.458,0.3212,11.2693,3.19972},{0.078,0.3364,675.745,32.2104},{0.0932,0.3364,680.164,27.5597},{0.1084,0.3364,582.68,23.0161},{0.1236,0.3364,598.839,23.4405},{0.1388,0.3364,523.363,20.3083},{0.154,0.3364,555.9,20.7024},{0.1692,0.3364,606.201,23.0945},{0.1844,0.3364,535.785,20.0369},{0.1996,0.3364,525.768,19.4834},
{0.2148,0.3364,509.63,18.9038},{0.23,0.3364,572.94,21.3031},{0.2452,0.3364,559.312,21.184},{0.2604,0.3364,569.479,21.5656},{0.2756,0.3364,577.571,22.0743},{0.2908,0.3364,549.446,21.6199},{0.306,0.3364,441.429,18.8581},{0.3212,0.3364,402.826,18.7269},{0.3364,0.3364,366.648,18.7914},{0.3516,0.3364,275.52,16.3985},
{0.3668,0.3364,198.01,13.1592},{0.382,0.3364,159.691,12.4506},{0.3972,0.3364,120.295,11.3665},{0.4124,0.3364,73.3065,8.89433},{0.4276,0.3364,44.2265,6.80649},{0.4428,0.3364,23.3695,7.02071},{0.458,0.3364,0.732625,0.9325},{0.078,0.3516,733.434,36.2814},{0.0932,0.3516,708.372,29.2262},{0.1084,0.3516,643.751,26.1632},
{0.1236,0.3516,617.456,24.1865},{0.1388,0.3516,561.569,21.3871},{0.154,0.3516,529.39,19.9772},{0.1692,0.3516,508.712,19.5506},{0.1844,0.3516,556.604,21.3046},{0.1996,0.3516,543.426,20.4017},{0.2148,0.3516,510.922,19.5171},{0.23,0.3516,511.857,19.0267},{0.2452,0.3516,578.511,22.3895},{0.2604,0.3516,590.989,22.4313},
{0.2756,0.3516,575.678,22.6942},{0.2908,0.3516,506.209,22.2},{0.306,0.3516,421.171,20.0436},{0.3212,0.3516,346.977,18.1853},{0.3364,0.3516,275.52,16.3985},{0.3516,0.3516,216.199,14.4663},{0.3668,0.3516,156.294,11.9344},{0.382,0.3516,112.923,10.5604},{0.3972,0.3516,73.7929,8.52808},{0.4124,0.3516,51.9417,7.94228},
{0.4276,0.3516,17.0887,4.40456},{0.4428,0.3516,1.04591,1.0235},{0.078,0.3668,613.758,31.0891},{0.0932,0.3668,661.263,28.2457},{0.1084,0.3668,655.253,26.8797},{0.1236,0.3668,561.959,22.0482},{0.1388,0.3668,514.862,19.576},{0.154,0.3668,544.264,21.2848},{0.1692,0.3668,511.224,19.4691},{0.1844,0.3668,516.335,19.9139},
{0.1996,0.3668,496.387,19.0528},{0.2148,0.3668,542.52,20.7892},{0.23,0.3668,563.748,21.5616},{0.2452,0.3668,565.229,22.1919},{0.2604,0.3668,491.417,20.0899},{0.2756,0.3668,410.489,17.6235},{0.2908,0.3668,415.928,20.2426},{0.306,0.3668,314.64,16.7364},{0.3212,0.3668,275.411,16.18},{0.3364,0.3668,198.01,13.1592},
{0.3516,0.3668,156.294,11.9344},{0.3668,0.3668,151.883,15.3978},{0.382,0.3668,88.496,10.4649},{0.3972,0.3668,42.6024,6.77605},{0.4124,0.3668,21.8751,5.72653},{0.4276,0.3668,5.05644,4.56619},{0.078,0.382,573.977,30.5733},{0.0932,0.382,612.032,25.9119},{0.1084,0.382,589.116,24.3474},{0.1236,0.382,550.217,21.9908},
{0.1388,0.382,523.168,20.7944},{0.154,0.382,506.332,19.9752},{0.1692,0.382,480.471,18.6776},{0.1844,0.382,480.198,18.6842},{0.1996,0.382,485.218,19.1639},{0.2148,0.382,570.729,22.5809},{0.23,0.382,514.658,20.6243},{0.2452,0.382,486.748,20.2291},{0.2604,0.382,458.284,20.8966},{0.2756,0.382,346.107,16.8742},
{0.2908,0.382,316.662,17.0147},{0.306,0.382,252.462,15.3018},{0.3212,0.382,189.772,12.6666},{0.3364,0.382,159.691,12.4506},{0.3516,0.382,112.923,10.5604},{0.3668,0.382,88.496,10.4649},{0.382,0.382,61.5721,9.14579},{0.3972,0.382,24.6857,6.14187},{0.4124,0.382,2.01419,1.50021},{0.078,0.3972,433.795,26.0353},
{0.0932,0.3972,616.338,27.2738},{0.1084,0.3972,547.162,23.8072},{0.1236,0.3972,516.31,21.167},{0.1388,0.3972,450.764,18.1287},{0.154,0.3972,484.751,20.0944},{0.1692,0.3972,474.048,18.7545},{0.1844,0.3972,459.518,18.4683},{0.1996,0.3972,515.064,20.7184},{0.2148,0.3972,476.152,19.7598},{0.23,0.3972,423.535,18.0122},
{0.2452,0.3972,399.103,18.5481},{0.2604,0.3972,328.452,16.6049},{0.2756,0.3972,268.977,14.8725},{0.2908,0.3972,217.814,13.2853},{0.306,0.3972,186.587,13.0521},{0.3212,0.3972,150.11,12.3615},{0.3364,0.3972,120.295,11.3665},{0.3516,0.3972,73.7929,8.52808},{0.3668,0.3972,42.6024,6.77605},{0.382,0.3972,24.6857,6.14187},
{0.078,0.4124,275.181,18.8589},{0.0932,0.4124,570.383,26.5166},{0.1084,0.4124,495.54,21.8105},{0.1236,0.4124,454.41,19.1641},{0.1388,0.4124,425.604,17.8391},{0.154,0.4124,395.253,16.376},{0.1692,0.4124,414.585,17.3034},{0.1844,0.4124,418.922,17.6301},{0.1996,0.4124,430.087,18.298},{0.2148,0.4124,382.172,17.2323},
{0.23,0.4124,326.478,15.9281},{0.2452,0.4124,281.114,14.5143},{0.2604,0.4124,235.683,13.4971},{0.2756,0.4124,206.161,13.1372},{0.2908,0.4124,173.533,12.1398},{0.306,0.4124,135.245,11.0044},{0.3212,0.4124,101.538,9.37982},{0.3364,0.4124,73.3065,8.89433},{0.3516,0.4124,51.9417,7.94228},{0.3668,0.4124,21.8751,5.72653},
{0.382,0.4124,2.01419,1.50021},{0.078,0.4276,182.123,14.8278},{0.0932,0.4276,455.227,22.5115},{0.1084,0.4276,433.375,19.6533},{0.1236,0.4276,402.752,17.7906},{0.1388,0.4276,410.861,17.9989},{0.154,0.4276,364.608,15.7223},{0.1692,0.4276,378.074,16.5711},{0.1844,0.4276,347.896,15.7035},{0.1996,0.4276,330.726,16.2458},
{0.2148,0.4276,292.265,15.1822},{0.23,0.4276,234.652,12.6293},{0.2452,0.4276,223.509,13.1864},{0.2604,0.4276,187.727,12.3713},{0.2756,0.4276,169.584,12.3996},{0.2908,0.4276,118.599,9.92273},{0.306,0.4276,109.403,11.0783},{0.3212,0.4276,61.6029,7.42243},{0.3364,0.4276,44.2265,6.80649},{0.3516,0.4276,17.0887,4.40456},
{0.3668,0.4276,5.05644,4.56619},{0.078,0.4428,123.652,12.5835},{0.0932,0.4428,290.36,16.4775},{0.1084,0.4428,371.084,18.5575},{0.1236,0.4428,408.417,19.4688},{0.1388,0.4428,363.229,16.6481},{0.154,0.4428,354.438,17.0612},{0.1692,0.4428,314.354,15.1885},{0.1844,0.4428,253.2,12.9554},{0.1996,0.4428,276.305,14.9629},
{0.2148,0.4428,209.212,12.5712},{0.23,0.4428,200.139,12.7713},{0.2452,0.4428,161.531,11.3805},{0.2604,0.4428,127.73,9.39854},{0.2756,0.4428,132.395,11.9168},{0.2908,0.4428,87.8163,9.23651},{0.306,0.4428,55.3502,7.1837},{0.3212,0.4428,37.0586,6.32321},{0.3364,0.4428,23.3695,7.02071},{0.3516,0.4428,1.04591,1.0235},
{0.078,0.458,61.008,7.77846},{0.0932,0.458,244.421,15.8421},{0.1084,0.458,280.54,15.8155},{0.1236,0.458,269.295,14.1509},{0.1388,0.458,257.171,13.6065},{0.154,0.458,241.256,13.4636},{0.1692,0.458,240.376,13.7078},{0.1844,0.458,182.779,10.8038},{0.1996,0.458,200.055,12.4275},{0.2148,0.458,152.193,10.2451},
{0.23,0.458,145.917,10.3841},{0.2452,0.458,128.378,10.2822},{0.2604,0.458,98.451,8.71627},{0.2756,0.458,62.9612,6.7566},{0.2908,0.458,47.5112,6.3063},{0.306,0.458,29.4378,5.80966},{0.3212,0.458,11.2693,3.19972},{0.3364,0.458,0.732625,0.9325},{0.078,0.4732,37.1574,6.27166},{0.0932,0.4732,142.531,11.4461},
{0.1084,0.4732,181.644,11.6947},{0.1236,0.4732,209.986,12.9067},{0.1388,0.4732,179.879,10.7042},{0.154,0.4732,162.612,9.97856},{0.1692,0.4732,160.054,10.5852},{0.1844,0.4732,149.289,10.2388},{0.1996,0.4732,131.806,9.76234},{0.2148,0.4732,111.38,8.94705},{0.23,0.4732,107.081,9.74696},{0.2452,0.4732,83.8534,8.1542},
{0.2604,0.4732,61.126,7.15099},{0.2756,0.4732,35.7154,5.46181},{0.2908,0.4732,30.848,5.88024},{0.306,0.4732,6.88974,2.15445},{0.078,0.4884,23.1172,6.98904},{0.0932,0.4884,99.8162,9.62079},{0.1084,0.4884,135.724,10.2672},{0.1236,0.4884,139.394,9.79079},{0.1388,0.4884,142.443,9.73912},{0.154,0.4884,126.901,9.12214},
{0.1692,0.4884,114.727,8.47104},{0.1844,0.4884,112.917,9.0277},{0.1996,0.4884,85.9994,7.66096},{0.2148,0.4884,75.0009,7.06632},{0.23,0.4884,87.4159,9.57525},{0.2452,0.4884,48.9255,5.99768},{0.2604,0.4884,42.5671,6.96857},{0.2756,0.4884,23.6255,5.87618},{0.2908,0.4884,6.34425,2.68719},{0.078,0.5036,5.21031,2.44401},
{0.0932,0.5036,64.0351,7.67582},{0.1084,0.5036,99.8336,9.01057},{0.1236,0.5036,83.0313,6.95703},{0.1388,0.5036,97.3468,7.72241},{0.154,0.5036,90.3812,7.6127},{0.1692,0.5036,85.3067,7.36646},{0.1844,0.5036,73.4334,7.08561},{0.1996,0.5036,70.982,7.57071},{0.2148,0.5036,43.6189,5.031},{0.23,0.5036,35.109,4.79955},
{0.2452,0.5036,24.4714,4.37976},{0.2604,0.5036,26.0647,6.37618},{0.2756,0.5036,2.72321,1.13922},{0.078,0.5188,0.0945187,0.103864},{0.0932,0.5188,36.063,6.27109},{0.1084,0.5188,59.0028,6.58913},{0.1236,0.5188,72.716,7.29625},{0.1388,0.5188,62.0301,6.13131},{0.154,0.5188,65.2164,6.54917},{0.1692,0.5188,52.0761,5.35445},
{0.1844,0.5188,50.0954,5.75913},{0.1996,0.5188,46.9338,6.40338},{0.2148,0.5188,26.834,4.3914},{0.23,0.5188,16.9176,3.78487},{0.2452,0.5188,11.7808,3.31591},{0.2604,0.5188,2.41563,1.22034},{0.0932,0.534,14.2948,3.37259},{0.1084,0.534,35.9109,5.21457},{0.1236,0.534,32.9009,4.21369},{0.1388,0.534,44.2847,5.49628},
{0.154,0.534,38.5855,4.98875},{0.1692,0.534,32.9675,4.40264},{0.1844,0.534,29.0599,4.78967},{0.1996,0.534,12.8218,2.18219},{0.2148,0.534,19.5218,4.61073},{0.23,0.534,7.87705,2.76856},{0.2452,0.534,1.40784,1.04981},{0.0932,0.5492,2.12469,1.12511},{0.1084,0.5492,13.8742,2.76189},{0.1236,0.5492,23.8922,3.77977},
{0.1388,0.5492,24.8603,3.96066},{0.154,0.5492,24.1278,3.68267},{0.1692,0.5492,26.0451,4.64906},{0.1844,0.5492,14.4514,3.4049},{0.1996,0.5492,6.55786,1.64513},{0.2148,0.5492,2.83706,1.28224},{0.1084,0.5644,6.29255,2.2155},{0.1236,0.5644,6.87072,2.09481},{0.1388,0.5644,10.1397,2.29526},{0.154,0.5644,7.88754,2.04463},
{0.1692,0.5644,6.53783,2.19514},{0.1844,0.5644,4.71495,1.8719},{0.1996,0.5644,1.32437,0.798851},{0.1236,0.5796,1.1685,0.719288},{0.1388,0.5796,5.06709,2.07976},{0.154,0.5796,2.82324,1.44086},{0.1692,0.5796,1.11737,1.13421}}
Table G.9: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot 3π0,
for MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2 (Fig. 95). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Dalitz Plot 3pi0:  M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) versus M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.9-1.0 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.0095 GeV^{2}/c^{4} Error of M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}): 0.0095 GeV^{2}/c^{4}
The data are in the following format:  {{M^{2}(pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], M^{2}(pi^{0}_{1}pi^{0}_{2}) [GeV^{2}/c^{4}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{0.3155,0.0685,3.97196,3.17704},{0.3345,0.0685,3.11625,1.16597},{0.3535,0.0685,11.0104,2.85879},{0.3725,0.0685,12.6238,3.15231},{0.3915,0.0685,20.3641,4.46382},{0.4105,0.0685,23.6206,5.17257},{0.4295,0.0685,22.9771,4.87041},{0.4485,0.0685,24.9041,5.92463},{0.4675,0.0685,13.4976,4.14261},{0.4865,0.0685,9.16804,3.08867},
{0.5055,0.0685,3.11593,1.61466},{0.5245,0.0685,18.7201,16.0054},{0.5435,0.0685,3.11925,4.35073},{0.2205,0.0875,1.13667,0.599195},{0.2395,0.0875,9.89745,2.58557},{0.2585,0.0875,16.2239,2.80922},{0.2775,0.0875,28.7499,4.3011},{0.2965,0.0875,32.7352,4.52913},{0.3155,0.0875,40.4331,4.77285},{0.3345,0.0875,59.7105,7.13763},
{0.3535,0.0875,63.666,7.38473},{0.3725,0.0875,79.6138,8.44787},{0.3915,0.0875,70.8324,7.41983},{0.4105,0.0875,77.7145,7.84532},{0.4295,0.0875,74.8171,7.7472},{0.4485,0.0875,65.8968,7.27617},{0.4675,0.0875,62.5353,7.09963},{0.4865,0.0875,62.9978,7.73089},{0.5055,0.0875,38.317,4.53889},{0.5245,0.0875,53.5248,7.3026},
{0.5435,0.0875,22.2186,3.62564},{0.5625,0.0875,14.867,3.13248},{0.5815,0.0875,6.7379,2.35075},{0.6005,0.0875,1.4239,0.785351},{0.6195,0.0875,0.896828,0.704717},{0.1825,0.1065,3.33017,1.15778},{0.2015,0.1065,9.87166,1.66052},{0.2205,0.1065,22.6377,3.25371},{0.2395,0.1065,28.0688,3.45058},{0.2585,0.1065,32.8223,3.87315},
{0.2775,0.1065,34.229,3.8964},{0.2965,0.1065,43.2326,4.93086},{0.3155,0.1065,54.4766,5.44941},{0.3345,0.1065,65.6731,6.37607},{0.3535,0.1065,60.9965,6.18382},{0.3725,0.1065,66.3233,6.26352},{0.3915,0.1065,59.6203,5.46503},{0.4105,0.1065,63.391,6.00293},{0.4295,0.1065,74.9326,7.41794},{0.4485,0.1065,67.4109,6.53426},
{0.4675,0.1065,53.0984,5.24066},{0.4865,0.1065,51.3271,5.40147},{0.5055,0.1065,42.466,4.5346},{0.5245,0.1065,39.2646,4.60549},{0.5435,0.1065,38.1256,4.59765},{0.5625,0.1065,21.0784,2.7082},{0.5815,0.1065,20.7582,3.2207},{0.6005,0.1065,6.63276,1.50157},{0.6195,0.1065,5.21076,1.67351},{0.6385,0.1065,3.04008,1.54642},
{0.6575,0.1065,0.304439,0.342498},{0.6765,0.1065,0.160787,0.194473},{0.1445,0.1255,0.432281,0.281606},{0.1635,0.1255,6.48678,1.4406},{0.1825,0.1255,15.2236,2.10018},{0.2015,0.1255,21.0085,2.80653},{0.2205,0.1255,28.2853,3.26266},{0.2395,0.1255,36.0228,4.05282},{0.2585,0.1255,30.3067,3.22044},{0.2775,0.1255,46.6594,4.56357},
{0.2965,0.1255,43.8159,4.15182},{0.3155,0.1255,49.796,4.60473},{0.3345,0.1255,48.2208,4.48229},{0.3535,0.1255,57.2727,5.06658},{0.3725,0.1255,49.9228,4.34074},{0.3915,0.1255,59.5872,4.92465},{0.4105,0.1255,51.4158,4.51316},{0.4295,0.1255,55.455,4.88026},{0.4485,0.1255,53.8107,4.83994},{0.4675,0.1255,51.545,4.6837},
{0.4865,0.1255,49.5775,4.65713},{0.5055,0.1255,41.5386,4.09707},{0.5245,0.1255,40.7495,4.48593},{0.5435,0.1255,27.0763,3.02899},{0.5625,0.1255,25.0862,3.16301},{0.5815,0.1255,16.2812,2.33075},{0.6005,0.1255,13.3396,2.25221},{0.6195,0.1255,6.53643,1.56298},{0.6385,0.1255,2.43984,0.850332},{0.6575,0.1255,3.05421,1.69894},
{0.6765,0.1255,0.53072,0.37809},{0.1255,0.1445,0.432281,0.281606},{0.1445,0.1445,5.70163,1.13535},{0.1635,0.1445,13.9309,1.88074},{0.1825,0.1445,17.9937,2.32324},{0.2015,0.1445,18.5323,2.2696},{0.2205,0.1445,31.7847,3.73556},{0.2395,0.1445,34.9388,3.66268},{0.2585,0.1445,33.7859,3.35568},{0.2775,0.1445,39.2879,3.68261},
{0.2965,0.1445,49.5199,4.48228},{0.3155,0.1445,44.6768,3.90558},{0.3345,0.1445,49.0625,4.13214},{0.3535,0.1445,52.7566,4.5657},{0.3725,0.1445,53.9344,4.44642},{0.3915,0.1445,61.2826,5.16379},{0.4105,0.1445,53.4574,4.51028},{0.4295,0.1445,49.3022,4.19574},{0.4485,0.1445,50.7809,4.50079},{0.4675,0.1445,50.2551,4.6265},
{0.4865,0.1445,42.5685,3.96548},{0.5055,0.1445,36.4374,3.51207},{0.5245,0.1445,29.685,3.29943},{0.5435,0.1445,25.3051,2.80437},{0.5625,0.1445,18.4878,2.3877},{0.5815,0.1445,19.9983,2.68218},{0.6005,0.1445,7.13794,1.25564},{0.6195,0.1445,5.90938,1.29983},{0.6385,0.1445,5.49462,1.57809},{0.6575,0.1445,2.4132,1.09994},
{0.6765,0.1445,0.188002,0.20369},{0.6955,0.1445,0.275476,0.356917},{0.1255,0.1635,6.48678,1.4406},{0.1445,0.1635,13.9309,1.88074},{0.1635,0.1635,17.8709,2.36318},{0.1825,0.1635,20.3326,2.52954},{0.2015,0.1635,32.24,3.53053},{0.2205,0.1635,37.2732,3.97463},{0.2395,0.1635,38.497,3.80313},{0.2585,0.1635,34.039,3.27285},
{0.2775,0.1635,47.2345,4.21408},{0.2965,0.1635,42.6605,3.628},{0.3155,0.1635,47.5153,4.12589},{0.3345,0.1635,59.8619,4.84045},{0.3535,0.1635,60.6265,4.87868},{0.3725,0.1635,54.5753,4.47824},{0.3915,0.1635,60.0495,4.99307},{0.4105,0.1635,51.2454,4.09448},{0.4295,0.1635,49.2568,4.06177},{0.4485,0.1635,49.699,4.37237},
{0.4675,0.1635,39.614,3.58898},{0.4865,0.1635,45.75,4.23623},{0.5055,0.1635,36.7354,3.73007},{0.5245,0.1635,31.7476,3.53904},{0.5435,0.1635,25.9348,2.86554},{0.5625,0.1635,20.2133,2.60992},{0.5815,0.1635,20.6327,2.7522},{0.6005,0.1635,7.3382,1.33131},{0.6195,0.1635,7.77485,1.81502},{0.6385,0.1635,6.28299,2.26355},
{0.6575,0.1635,1.11023,0.476283},{0.6955,0.1635,0.0453464,0.0485538},{0.1065,0.1825,3.33017,1.15778},{0.1255,0.1825,15.2236,2.10018},{0.1445,0.1825,17.9937,2.32324},{0.1635,0.1825,20.3326,2.52954},{0.1825,0.1825,40.0743,4.71989},{0.2015,0.1825,31.4776,3.23522},{0.2205,0.1825,34.5249,3.38261},{0.2395,0.1825,38.6692,3.57546},
{0.2585,0.1825,45.1363,3.98361},{0.2775,0.1825,43.7354,3.78945},{0.2965,0.1825,44.4701,3.85265},{0.3155,0.1825,50.4702,4.06524},{0.3345,0.1825,54.7369,4.3397},{0.3535,0.1825,46.7723,3.71549},{0.3725,0.1825,54.7358,4.1632},{0.3915,0.1825,47.1854,3.77093},{0.4105,0.1825,46.8611,3.83738},{0.4295,0.1825,51.2769,4.18175},
{0.4485,0.1825,48.3335,4.09002},{0.4675,0.1825,44.2,4.00118},{0.4865,0.1825,42.4659,4.03904},{0.5055,0.1825,36.7906,3.56154},{0.5245,0.1825,32.5155,3.56129},{0.5435,0.1825,27.2859,3.24736},{0.5625,0.1825,20.916,2.51246},{0.5815,0.1825,17.7264,2.52971},{0.6005,0.1825,10.1139,1.96871},{0.6195,0.1825,5.05688,1.36253},
{0.6385,0.1825,2.2207,0.780873},{0.6575,0.1825,1.93575,0.976311},{0.6765,0.1825,0.647467,0.500329},{0.1065,0.2015,9.87166,1.66052},{0.1255,0.2015,21.0085,2.80653},{0.1445,0.2015,18.5323,2.2696},{0.1635,0.2015,32.24,3.53053},{0.1825,0.2015,31.4776,3.23522},{0.2015,0.2015,39.137,3.85914},{0.2205,0.2015,42.8953,3.99583},
{0.2395,0.2015,50.4527,4.47381},{0.2585,0.2015,54.6684,4.56926},{0.2775,0.2015,55.8381,4.53445},{0.2965,0.2015,53.4562,4.36321},{0.3155,0.2015,51.9065,4.20019},{0.3345,0.2015,47.5818,3.72534},{0.3535,0.2015,52.9319,4.24866},{0.3725,0.2015,44.8022,3.47858},{0.3915,0.2015,50.305,4.01974},{0.4105,0.2015,53.6248,4.34477},
{0.4295,0.2015,56.0983,4.61218},{0.4485,0.2015,49.8129,4.13129},{0.4675,0.2015,52.7925,4.71604},{0.4865,0.2015,51.7767,4.78348},{0.5055,0.2015,41.265,4.14047},{0.5245,0.2015,32.4464,3.55861},{0.5435,0.2015,24.1338,2.68091},{0.5625,0.2015,23.2385,2.83375},{0.5815,0.2015,13.2101,2.11258},{0.6005,0.2015,6.225,1.32059},
{0.6195,0.2015,5.23207,1.55929},{0.6385,0.2015,2.79979,1.13026},{0.6575,0.2015,1.27863,0.871074},{0.6765,0.2015,0.162418,0.183953},{0.0875,0.2205,1.13667,0.599195},{0.1065,0.2205,22.6377,3.25371},{0.1255,0.2205,28.2853,3.26266},{0.1445,0.2205,31.7847,3.73556},{0.1635,0.2205,37.2732,3.97463},{0.1825,0.2205,34.5249,3.38261},
{0.2015,0.2205,42.8953,3.99583},{0.2205,0.2205,47.5175,4.05061},{0.2395,0.2205,46.3917,3.79811},{0.2585,0.2205,48.3841,3.93047},{0.2775,0.2205,45.4696,3.78592},{0.2965,0.2205,44.9494,3.70557},{0.3155,0.2205,59.154,4.70934},{0.3345,0.2205,53.3811,4.19959},{0.3535,0.2205,52.8457,4.27041},{0.3725,0.2205,44.8987,3.70151},
{0.3915,0.2205,55.623,4.37733},{0.4105,0.2205,54.2261,4.45836},{0.4295,0.2205,42.8234,3.60508},{0.4485,0.2205,42.3057,3.48911},{0.4675,0.2205,42.0852,3.63633},{0.4865,0.2205,50.8278,4.54367},{0.5055,0.2205,40.0487,3.85742},{0.5245,0.2205,36.64,4.05136},{0.5435,0.2205,32.8262,3.805},{0.5625,0.2205,22.3652,3.24543},
{0.5815,0.2205,15.5719,2.81415},{0.6005,0.2205,4.79651,1.20365},{0.6195,0.2205,3.13266,1.16276},{0.6385,0.2205,1.39932,0.895534},{0.6575,0.2205,1.51767,1.70034},{0.6765,0.2205,2.66589,3.71589},{0.0875,0.2395,9.89745,2.58557},{0.1065,0.2395,28.0688,3.45058},{0.1255,0.2395,36.0228,4.05282},{0.1445,0.2395,34.9388,3.66268},
{0.1635,0.2395,38.497,3.80313},{0.1825,0.2395,38.6692,3.57546},{0.2015,0.2395,50.4527,4.47381},{0.2205,0.2395,46.3917,3.79811},{0.2395,0.2395,48.6668,3.97635},{0.2585,0.2395,56.0233,4.60514},{0.2775,0.2395,55.2459,4.29585},{0.2965,0.2395,52.6195,4.12766},{0.3155,0.2395,51.0761,4.01886},{0.3345,0.2395,51.7092,4.17265},
{0.3535,0.2395,58.2821,4.50322},{0.3725,0.2395,56.6083,4.49595},{0.3915,0.2395,51.3008,3.98327},{0.4105,0.2395,56.7606,4.57929},{0.4295,0.2395,51.7626,4.28393},{0.4485,0.2395,48.8097,4.08094},{0.4675,0.2395,47.618,4.18412},{0.4865,0.2395,43.3495,3.99624},{0.5055,0.2395,39.9475,3.83309},{0.5245,0.2395,35.0632,3.74227},
{0.5435,0.2395,27.5022,3.26839},{0.5625,0.2395,16.2594,2.86893},{0.5815,0.2395,8.01947,1.81122},{0.6005,0.2395,8.57177,3.09542},{0.6195,0.2395,2.80524,1.25995},{0.6385,0.2395,2.17456,1.49124},{0.0875,0.2585,16.2239,2.80922},{0.1065,0.2585,32.8223,3.87315},{0.1255,0.2585,30.3067,3.22044},{0.1445,0.2585,33.7859,3.35568},
{0.1635,0.2585,34.039,3.27285},{0.1825,0.2585,45.1363,3.98361},{0.2015,0.2585,54.6684,4.56926},{0.2205,0.2585,48.3841,3.93047},{0.2395,0.2585,56.0233,4.60514},{0.2585,0.2585,48.5038,3.82992},{0.2775,0.2585,55.1877,4.21651},{0.2965,0.2585,60.2926,4.64325},{0.3155,0.2585,51.1928,4.12146},{0.3345,0.2585,60.2593,4.71168},
{0.3535,0.2585,57.5399,4.36964},{0.3725,0.2585,46.3315,3.6163},{0.3915,0.2585,50.0519,3.95564},{0.4105,0.2585,54.2324,4.40895},{0.4295,0.2585,54.6756,4.48482},{0.4485,0.2585,48.2873,4.12606},{0.4675,0.2585,45.4567,4.02089},{0.4865,0.2585,44.4951,4.12173},{0.5055,0.2585,32.3131,3.14304},{0.5245,0.2585,34.6477,3.94509},
{0.5435,0.2585,19.9363,2.85041},{0.5625,0.2585,7.0335,1.3756},{0.5815,0.2585,8.02287,2.35195},{0.6005,0.2585,2.34191,0.987549},{0.6195,0.2585,0.64709,0.523234},{0.0875,0.2775,28.7499,4.3011},{0.1065,0.2775,34.229,3.8964},{0.1255,0.2775,46.6594,4.56357},{0.1445,0.2775,39.2879,3.6826},{0.1635,0.2775,47.2345,4.21408},
{0.1825,0.2775,43.7354,3.78945},{0.2015,0.2775,55.8381,4.53445},{0.2205,0.2775,45.4696,3.78592},{0.2395,0.2775,55.2459,4.29585},{0.2585,0.2775,55.1877,4.21651},{0.2775,0.2775,62.2003,4.87583},{0.2965,0.2775,48.0502,3.81595},{0.3155,0.2775,47.228,3.60573},{0.3345,0.2775,59.8692,4.56566},{0.3535,0.2775,54.9669,4.29046},
{0.3725,0.2775,58.4288,4.65325},{0.3915,0.2775,53.0386,4.05961},{0.4105,0.2775,46.8356,3.68347},{0.4295,0.2775,52.0064,4.32063},{0.4485,0.2775,51.6959,4.50657},{0.4675,0.2775,49.9963,4.47405},{0.4865,0.2775,46.8065,4.49029},{0.5055,0.2775,37.9929,3.87726},{0.5245,0.2775,33.2849,4.70461},{0.5435,0.2775,15.51,2.57119},
{0.5625,0.2775,9.44074,2.6054},{0.5815,0.2775,5.06431,2.07099},{0.6005,0.2775,2.0145,0.948254},{0.6195,0.2775,0.466253,0.393135},{0.6385,0.2775,0.479937,0.665312},{0.0875,0.2965,32.7352,4.52913},{0.1065,0.2965,43.2326,4.93086},{0.1255,0.2965,43.8159,4.15182},{0.1445,0.2965,49.5199,4.48228},{0.1635,0.2965,42.6605,3.628},
{0.1825,0.2965,44.4701,3.85265},{0.2015,0.2965,53.4562,4.36321},{0.2205,0.2965,44.9494,3.70557},{0.2395,0.2965,52.6195,4.12766},{0.2585,0.2965,60.2926,4.64325},{0.2775,0.2965,48.0502,3.81595},{0.2965,0.2965,52.3196,4.24998},{0.3155,0.2965,50.0321,3.98856},{0.3345,0.2965,56.3379,4.39168},{0.3535,0.2965,51.504,4.06086},
{0.3725,0.2965,50.3747,4.01414},{0.3915,0.2965,54.4203,4.3194},{0.4105,0.2965,44.174,3.5918},{0.4295,0.2965,49.9126,4.04372},{0.4485,0.2965,50.2061,4.38011},{0.4675,0.2965,50.0999,4.51232},{0.4865,0.2965,47.8196,5.04798},{0.5055,0.2965,33.7773,4.42523},{0.5245,0.2965,19.4361,3.21547},{0.5435,0.2965,11.8394,2.8576},
{0.5625,0.2965,3.14873,1.05957},{0.5815,0.2965,3.78826,1.6233},{0.6005,0.2965,1.01986,0.921736},{0.6195,0.2965,1.14837,1.36904},{0.0685,0.3155,3.97196,3.17704},{0.0875,0.3155,40.4331,4.77285},{0.1065,0.3155,54.4766,5.44941},{0.1255,0.3155,49.796,4.60473},{0.1445,0.3155,44.6768,3.90558},{0.1635,0.3155,47.5154,4.12589},
{0.1825,0.3155,50.4702,4.06524},{0.2015,0.3155,51.9065,4.20019},{0.2205,0.3155,59.154,4.70934},{0.2395,0.3155,51.0761,4.01886},{0.2585,0.3155,51.1928,4.12146},{0.2775,0.3155,47.228,3.60573},{0.2965,0.3155,50.0321,3.98856},{0.3155,0.3155,46.6139,3.65748},{0.3345,0.3155,54.2706,4.23604},{0.3535,0.3155,66.609,5.43964},
{0.3725,0.3155,53.2229,4.10224},{0.3915,0.3155,51.884,4.07563},{0.4105,0.3155,49.917,4.15248},{0.4295,0.3155,53.7747,4.4992},{0.4485,0.3155,54.986,4.86194},{0.4675,0.3155,42.3063,4.12676},{0.4865,0.3155,42.1452,4.91878},{0.5055,0.3155,20.9533,3.05106},{0.5245,0.3155,14.6784,3.03567},{0.5435,0.3155,8.91397,2.41085},
{0.5625,0.3155,3.38682,1.38636},{0.5815,0.3155,1.34401,0.999205},{0.0685,0.3345,3.11625,1.16597},{0.0875,0.3345,59.7105,7.13763},{0.1065,0.3345,65.6731,6.37607},{0.1255,0.3345,48.2208,4.48229},{0.1445,0.3345,49.0625,4.13214},{0.1635,0.3345,59.8619,4.84045},{0.1825,0.3345,54.7369,4.3397},{0.2015,0.3345,47.5818,3.72534},
{0.2205,0.3345,53.3811,4.19959},{0.2395,0.3345,51.7092,4.17265},{0.2585,0.3345,60.2593,4.71168},{0.2775,0.3345,59.8692,4.56566},{0.2965,0.3345,56.3379,4.39168},{0.3155,0.3345,54.2706,4.23604},{0.3345,0.3345,59.4386,4.68099},{0.3535,0.3345,57.439,4.51333},{0.3725,0.3345,50.0272,3.93948},{0.3915,0.3345,57.5471,4.69024},
{0.4105,0.3345,55.958,4.52243},{0.4295,0.3345,51.6355,4.41186},{0.4485,0.3345,52.0177,4.7614},{0.4675,0.3345,52.6223,5.93617},{0.4865,0.3345,31.4954,4.44731},{0.5055,0.3345,12.8353,2.49834},{0.5245,0.3345,17.1136,5.03166},{0.5435,0.3345,6.20394,2.53828},{0.5625,0.3345,3.5955,2.50816},{0.0685,0.3535,11.0104,2.85879},
{0.0875,0.3535,63.666,7.38473},{0.1065,0.3535,60.9965,6.18382},{0.1255,0.3535,57.2727,5.06658},{0.1445,0.3535,52.7566,4.5657},{0.1635,0.3535,60.6265,4.87868},{0.1825,0.3535,46.7723,3.71549},{0.2015,0.3535,52.9319,4.24866},{0.2205,0.3535,52.8457,4.27041},{0.2395,0.3535,58.2821,4.50322},{0.2585,0.3535,57.5399,4.36964},
{0.2775,0.3535,54.9669,4.29046},{0.2965,0.3535,51.504,4.06086},{0.3155,0.3535,66.609,5.43964},{0.3345,0.3535,57.439,4.51333},{0.3535,0.3535,49.587,3.79899},{0.3725,0.3535,50.6553,3.99155},{0.3915,0.3535,57.1591,4.65878},{0.4105,0.3535,62.6078,5.48829},{0.4295,0.3535,54.9635,5.21365},{0.4485,0.3535,57.4622,6.21073},
{0.4675,0.3535,25.371,3.58279},{0.4865,0.3535,21.5933,4.00369},{0.5055,0.3535,13.7911,3.57729},{0.5245,0.3535,13.0234,5.04378},{0.5435,0.3535,7.28726,5.3755},{0.5625,0.3535,4.22558,3.50343},{0.0685,0.3725,12.6238,3.15231},{0.0875,0.3725,79.6139,8.44787},{0.1065,0.3725,66.3233,6.26352},{0.1255,0.3725,49.9228,4.34074},
{0.1445,0.3725,53.9344,4.44642},{0.1635,0.3725,54.5753,4.47824},{0.1825,0.3725,54.7358,4.1632},{0.2015,0.3725,44.8022,3.47858},{0.2205,0.3725,44.8987,3.70151},{0.2395,0.3725,56.6083,4.49595},{0.2585,0.3725,46.3315,3.6163},{0.2775,0.3725,58.4288,4.65325},{0.2965,0.3725,50.3747,4.01414},{0.3155,0.3725,53.2229,4.10224},
{0.3345,0.3725,50.0272,3.93948},{0.3535,0.3725,50.6553,3.99155},{0.3725,0.3725,50.7565,4.05143},{0.3915,0.3725,54.0576,4.52111},{0.4105,0.3725,57.4581,5.07503},{0.4295,0.3725,54.3878,5.55967},{0.4485,0.3725,45.421,5.96711},{0.4675,0.3725,25.0652,4.34013},{0.4865,0.3725,12.4137,2.91113},{0.5055,0.3725,6.29409,1.86656},
{0.5245,0.3725,1.94805,1.08659},{0.5435,0.3725,1.37434,1.22372},{0.0685,0.3915,20.3641,4.46382},{0.0875,0.3915,70.8324,7.41983},{0.1065,0.3915,59.6203,5.46503},{0.1255,0.3915,59.5872,4.92465},{0.1445,0.3915,61.2826,5.16379},{0.1635,0.3915,60.0495,4.99307},{0.1825,0.3915,47.1854,3.77093},{0.2015,0.3915,50.305,4.01974},
{0.2205,0.3915,55.623,4.37733},{0.2395,0.3915,51.3008,3.98327},{0.2585,0.3915,50.0519,3.95564},{0.2775,0.3915,53.0386,4.05961},{0.2965,0.3915,54.4203,4.3194},{0.3155,0.3915,51.884,4.07563},{0.3345,0.3915,57.5471,4.69024},{0.3535,0.3915,57.1591,4.65878},{0.3725,0.3915,54.0576,4.52111},{0.3915,0.3915,53.0187,4.60442},
{0.4105,0.3915,57.3753,5.81922},{0.4295,0.3915,45.6909,5.69691},{0.4485,0.3915,23.4597,3.78636},{0.4675,0.3915,14.4946,3.2893},{0.4865,0.3915,8.57888,2.50074},{0.5055,0.3915,8.79837,4.93488},{0.5245,0.3915,0.793373,0.708869},{0.0685,0.4105,23.6206,5.17257},{0.0875,0.4105,77.7145,7.84532},{0.1065,0.4105,63.391,6.00293},
{0.1255,0.4105,51.4158,4.51316},{0.1445,0.4105,53.4574,4.51028},{0.1635,0.4105,51.2454,4.09448},{0.1825,0.4105,46.8611,3.83738},{0.2015,0.4105,53.6248,4.34477},{0.2205,0.4105,54.2261,4.45836},{0.2395,0.4105,56.7606,4.57929},{0.2585,0.4105,54.2324,4.40895},{0.2775,0.4105,46.8356,3.68347},{0.2965,0.4105,44.174,3.5918},
{0.3155,0.4105,49.917,4.15248},{0.3345,0.4105,55.958,4.52243},{0.3535,0.4105,62.6078,5.48829},{0.3725,0.4105,57.4581,5.07503},{0.3915,0.4105,57.3753,5.81922},{0.4105,0.4105,37.951,4.6123},{0.4295,0.4105,27.6175,4.46838},{0.4485,0.4105,19.6602,4.30576},{0.4675,0.4105,16.9468,5.76736},{0.4865,0.4105,6.5802,4.3546},
{0.5055,0.4105,1.66468,1.31072},{0.0685,0.4295,22.9771,4.87041},{0.0875,0.4295,74.8172,7.7472},{0.1065,0.4295,74.9326,7.41794},{0.1255,0.4295,55.455,4.88026},{0.1445,0.4295,49.3022,4.19574},{0.1635,0.4295,49.2568,4.06177},{0.1825,0.4295,51.2769,4.18175},{0.2015,0.4295,56.0983,4.61218},{0.2205,0.4295,42.8234,3.60508},
{0.2395,0.4295,51.7626,4.28393},{0.2585,0.4295,54.6756,4.48482},{0.2775,0.4295,52.0064,4.32063},{0.2965,0.4295,49.9126,4.04372},{0.3155,0.4295,53.7747,4.4992},{0.3345,0.4295,51.6355,4.41186},{0.3535,0.4295,54.9635,5.21365},{0.3725,0.4295,54.3878,5.55967},{0.3915,0.4295,45.6909,5.69691},{0.4105,0.4295,27.6175,4.46838},
{0.4295,0.4295,20.5844,4.16117},{0.4485,0.4295,14.6222,4.79278},{0.4675,0.4295,4.85503,2.06573},{0.4865,0.4295,10.6419,9.93439},{0.0685,0.4485,24.9041,5.92463},{0.0875,0.4485,65.8968,7.27617},{0.1065,0.4485,67.4109,6.53426},{0.1255,0.4485,53.8107,4.83994},{0.1445,0.4485,50.7809,4.5008},{0.1635,0.4485,49.699,4.37237},
{0.1825,0.4485,48.3335,4.09002},{0.2015,0.4485,49.8129,4.13129},{0.2205,0.4485,42.3057,3.48911},{0.2395,0.4485,48.8097,4.08094},{0.2585,0.4485,48.2873,4.12606},{0.2775,0.4485,51.6959,4.50657},{0.2965,0.4485,50.2061,4.38011},{0.3155,0.4485,54.986,4.86194},{0.3345,0.4485,52.0177,4.7614},{0.3535,0.4485,57.4622,6.21073},
{0.3725,0.4485,45.421,5.96711},{0.3915,0.4485,23.4597,3.78636},{0.4105,0.4485,19.6602,4.30576},{0.4295,0.4485,14.6222,4.79278},{0.4485,0.4485,2.84847,1.48097},{0.4675,0.4485,9.05805,9.61934},{0.0685,0.4675,13.4976,4.14261},{0.0875,0.4675,62.5353,7.09963},{0.1065,0.4675,53.0984,5.24066},{0.1255,0.4675,51.545,4.6837},
{0.1445,0.4675,50.2551,4.6265},{0.1635,0.4675,39.614,3.58898},{0.1825,0.4675,44.2,4.00118},{0.2015,0.4675,52.7925,4.71604},{0.2205,0.4675,42.0852,3.63633},{0.2395,0.4675,47.618,4.18412},{0.2585,0.4675,45.4567,4.02089},{0.2775,0.4675,49.9963,4.47405},{0.2965,0.4675,50.0999,4.51232},{0.3155,0.4675,42.3063,4.12676},
{0.3345,0.4675,52.6223,5.93617},{0.3535,0.4675,25.371,3.58279},{0.3725,0.4675,25.0652,4.34013},{0.3915,0.4675,14.4946,3.2893},{0.4105,0.4675,16.9468,5.76736},{0.4295,0.4675,4.85503,2.06573},{0.4485,0.4675,9.05805,9.61934},{0.4675,0.4675,0.689202,0.634858},{0.0685,0.4865,9.16804,3.08867},{0.0875,0.4865,62.9978,7.73089},
{0.1065,0.4865,51.3271,5.40147},{0.1255,0.4865,49.5775,4.65713},{0.1445,0.4865,42.5685,3.96548},{0.1635,0.4865,45.75,4.23623},{0.1825,0.4865,42.4659,4.03904},{0.2015,0.4865,51.7767,4.78348},{0.2205,0.4865,50.8278,4.54367},{0.2395,0.4865,43.3495,3.99624},{0.2585,0.4865,44.4951,4.12173},{0.2775,0.4865,46.8065,4.49029},
{0.2965,0.4865,47.8196,5.04798},{0.3155,0.4865,42.1452,4.91878},{0.3345,0.4865,31.4954,4.44731},{0.3535,0.4865,21.5933,4.00369},{0.3725,0.4865,12.4137,2.91113},{0.3915,0.4865,8.57888,2.50074},{0.4105,0.4865,6.5802,4.3546},{0.4295,0.4865,10.6419,9.93439},{0.0685,0.5055,3.11593,1.61466},{0.0875,0.5055,38.317,4.53889},
{0.1065,0.5055,42.466,4.5346},{0.1255,0.5055,41.5386,4.09707},{0.1445,0.5055,36.4374,3.51207},{0.1635,0.5055,36.7354,3.73007},{0.1825,0.5055,36.7906,3.56154},{0.2015,0.5055,41.265,4.14047},{0.2205,0.5055,40.0487,3.85742},{0.2395,0.5055,39.9475,3.83309},{0.2585,0.5055,32.3131,3.14304},{0.2775,0.5055,37.9929,3.87726},
{0.2965,0.5055,33.7773,4.42523},{0.3155,0.5055,20.9533,3.05106},{0.3345,0.5055,12.8353,2.49834},{0.3535,0.5055,13.7911,3.57729},{0.3725,0.5055,6.29409,1.86656},{0.3915,0.5055,8.79837,4.93488},{0.4105,0.5055,1.66468,1.31072},{0.0685,0.5245,18.7201,16.0054},{0.0875,0.5245,53.5248,7.3026},{0.1065,0.5245,39.2646,4.60549},
{0.1255,0.5245,40.7495,4.48593},{0.1445,0.5245,29.685,3.29943},{0.1635,0.5245,31.7476,3.53904},{0.1825,0.5245,32.5155,3.56129},{0.2015,0.5245,32.4464,3.55861},{0.2205,0.5245,36.64,4.05136},{0.2395,0.5245,35.0632,3.74227},{0.2585,0.5245,34.6477,3.94509},{0.2775,0.5245,33.2849,4.70461},{0.2965,0.5245,19.4361,3.21547},
{0.3155,0.5245,14.6784,3.03567},{0.3345,0.5245,17.1136,5.03166},{0.3535,0.5245,13.0234,5.04378},{0.3725,0.5245,1.94805,1.08659},{0.3915,0.5245,0.793373,0.708869},{0.0685,0.5435,3.11925,4.35073},{0.0875,0.5435,22.2186,3.62564},{0.1065,0.5435,38.1256,4.59765},{0.1255,0.5435,27.0763,3.02899},{0.1445,0.5435,25.3051,2.80437},
{0.1635,0.5435,25.9348,2.86554},{0.1825,0.5435,27.2859,3.24736},{0.2015,0.5435,24.1338,2.68091},{0.2205,0.5435,32.8262,3.805},{0.2395,0.5435,27.5022,3.26839},{0.2585,0.5435,19.9363,2.85041},{0.2775,0.5435,15.51,2.57119},{0.2965,0.5435,11.8394,2.8576},{0.3155,0.5435,8.91397,2.41085},{0.3345,0.5435,6.20394,2.53828},
{0.3535,0.5435,7.28726,5.3755},{0.3725,0.5435,1.37434,1.22372},{0.0875,0.5625,14.867,3.13248},{0.1065,0.5625,21.0784,2.7082},{0.1255,0.5625,25.0862,3.16301},{0.1445,0.5625,18.4878,2.3877},{0.1635,0.5625,20.2133,2.60992},{0.1825,0.5625,20.916,2.51246},{0.2015,0.5625,23.2385,2.83375},{0.2205,0.5625,22.3652,3.24543},
{0.2395,0.5625,16.2594,2.86893},{0.2585,0.5625,7.0335,1.3756},{0.2775,0.5625,9.44074,2.6054},{0.2965,0.5625,3.14873,1.05957},{0.3155,0.5625,3.38682,1.38636},{0.3345,0.5625,3.5955,2.50816},{0.3535,0.5625,4.22558,3.50343},{0.0875,0.5815,6.7379,2.35075},{0.1065,0.5815,20.7582,3.2207},{0.1255,0.5815,16.2812,2.33075},
{0.1445,0.5815,19.9983,2.68218},{0.1635,0.5815,20.6327,2.7522},{0.1825,0.5815,17.7264,2.52971},{0.2015,0.5815,13.2101,2.11258},{0.2205,0.5815,15.5719,2.81415},{0.2395,0.5815,8.01947,1.81122},{0.2585,0.5815,8.02287,2.35195},{0.2775,0.5815,5.06431,2.07099},{0.2965,0.5815,3.78826,1.6233},{0.3155,0.5815,1.34401,0.999205},
{0.0875,0.6005,1.4239,0.785351},{0.1065,0.6005,6.63276,1.50157},{0.1255,0.6005,13.3396,2.25221},{0.1445,0.6005,7.13794,1.25564},{0.1635,0.6005,7.3382,1.33131},{0.1825,0.6005,10.1139,1.96871},{0.2015,0.6005,6.225,1.32059},{0.2205,0.6005,4.79651,1.20365},{0.2395,0.6005,8.57177,3.09542},{0.2585,0.6005,2.34191,0.987549},
{0.2775,0.6005,2.0145,0.948254},{0.2965,0.6005,1.01986,0.921736},{0.0875,0.6195,0.896828,0.704717},{0.1065,0.6195,5.21076,1.67351},{0.1255,0.6195,6.53643,1.56298},{0.1445,0.6195,5.90938,1.29983},{0.1635,0.6195,7.77485,1.81502},{0.1825,0.6195,5.05688,1.36253},{0.2015,0.6195,5.23207,1.55929},{0.2205,0.6195,3.13266,1.16276},
{0.2395,0.6195,2.80524,1.25995},{0.2585,0.6195,0.64709,0.523234},{0.2775,0.6195,0.466253,0.393135},{0.2965,0.6195,1.14837,1.36904},{0.1065,0.6385,3.04008,1.54642},{0.1255,0.6385,2.43984,0.850332},{0.1445,0.6385,5.49462,1.57809},{0.1635,0.6385,6.28299,2.26355},{0.1825,0.6385,2.2207,0.780873},{0.2015,0.6385,2.79979,1.13026},
{0.2205,0.6385,1.39932,0.895534},{0.2395,0.6385,2.17456,1.49124},{0.2775,0.6385,0.479937,0.665312},{0.1065,0.6575,0.304439,0.342498},{0.1255,0.6575,3.05421,1.69894},{0.1445,0.6575,2.4132,1.09994},{0.1635,0.6575,1.11023,0.476283},{0.1825,0.6575,1.93575,0.976311},{0.2015,0.6575,1.27863,0.871074},{0.2205,0.6575,1.51767,1.70034},
{0.1065,0.6765,0.160787,0.194473},{0.1255,0.6765,0.53072,0.37809},{0.1445,0.6765,0.188002,0.20369},{0.1825,0.6765,0.647467,0.500329},{0.2015,0.6765,0.162418,0.183953},{0.2205,0.6765,2.66589,3.71589},{0.1445,0.6955,0.275476,0.356917},{0.1635,0.6955,0.0453464,0.0485538}}
Table G.10: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Dalitz Plot 3π0,
for MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2 (Fig. 95). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Nyborg Plot:  M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) versus M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.4-0.5 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.008 GeV/c^{2} Error of M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}): 0.007 GeV/c^{2}
The data are in the following format:  {{M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV/c^{2}], M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) [GeV/c^{2}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{1.348,1.077,103.415,116.291},{1.38,1.077,109.207,74.6101},{1.396,1.077,523.349,304.001},{1.412,1.077,96.6646,51.9487},{1.428,1.077,152.609,74.7302},{1.444,1.077,211.963,84.7972},{1.46,1.077,123.919,41.4658},{1.476,1.077,190.552,58.7482},{1.492,1.077,200.769,55.774},{1.508,1.077,178.065,48.7775},{1.524,1.077,297.648,63.543},
{1.54,1.077,152.473,37.2782},{1.556,1.077,190.693,42.3142},{1.572,1.077,161.574,35.3399},{1.588,1.077,236.095,53.1621},{1.604,1.077,180.733,43.892},{1.62,1.077,182.658,37.5114},{1.636,1.077,213.207,41.3353},{1.652,1.077,144.859,27.5711},{1.668,1.077,120.199,21.0136},{1.684,1.077,90.4153,13.7755},{1.7,1.077,94.3786,14.9871},
{1.716,1.077,81.837,14.5285},{1.732,1.077,62.7604,13.129},{1.748,1.077,23.2575,4.7358},{1.764,1.077,27.7501,10.9886},{1.796,1.077,6.42227,6.81875},{1.252,1.091,248.027,269.653},{1.284,1.091,133.953,131.754},{1.332,1.091,493.464,590.421},{1.348,1.091,851.469,695.31},{1.364,1.091,142.022,113.285},{1.38,1.091,1264.33,598.495},
{1.396,1.091,765.911,306.781},{1.412,1.091,400.754,170.642},{1.428,1.091,538.002,150.476},{1.444,1.091,521.349,157.122},{1.46,1.091,383.347,110.336},{1.476,1.091,477.199,128.401},{1.492,1.091,485.257,105.893},{1.508,1.091,938.348,172.992},{1.524,1.091,368.353,75.916},{1.54,1.091,433.165,87.3525},{1.556,1.091,511.419,93.8105},
{1.572,1.091,387.478,63.282},{1.588,1.091,548.786,91.7034},{1.604,1.091,518.664,80.3367},{1.62,1.091,425.835,60.9165},{1.636,1.091,461.416,64.1067},{1.652,1.091,345.219,40.9061},{1.668,1.091,340.448,38.2128},{1.684,1.091,241.156,24.2852},{1.7,1.091,190.122,19.2697},{1.716,1.091,164.194,18.4469},{1.732,1.091,114.081,14.9051},
{1.748,1.091,71.8473,11.2307},{1.764,1.091,66.0851,17.9922},{1.78,1.091,13.1125,5.91337},{1.252,1.105,59.5129,53.5905},{1.268,1.105,159.563,94.9564},{1.284,1.105,434.05,292.701},{1.3,1.105,68.0652,39.0896},{1.316,1.105,1789.78,1319.42},{1.332,1.105,342.593,291.998},{1.348,1.105,1208.62,680.519},{1.364,1.105,2506.41,1338.99},
{1.38,1.105,1502.94,651.138},{1.396,1.105,713.12,205.891},{1.412,1.105,442.657,190.487},{1.428,1.105,574.304,203.3},{1.444,1.105,788.092,268.052},{1.46,1.105,680.025,189.183},{1.476,1.105,481.638,120.48},{1.492,1.105,659.935,140.782},{1.508,1.105,496.022,105.327},{1.524,1.105,734.904,145.739},{1.54,1.105,613.957,113.834},
{1.556,1.105,633.142,106.593},{1.572,1.105,596.475,92.5589},{1.588,1.105,484.705,68.8582},{1.604,1.105,393.946,49.691},{1.62,1.105,495.648,58.7812},{1.636,1.105,418.611,45.0065},{1.652,1.105,403.779,39.8084},{1.668,1.105,357.96,33.6304},{1.684,1.105,288.044,25.7276},{1.7,1.105,244.579,22.6105},{1.716,1.105,212.543,22.5939},
{1.732,1.105,156.022,19.5897},{1.748,1.105,89.6399,14.6198},{1.764,1.105,36.1744,9.82856},{1.236,1.119,191.456,215.344},{1.268,1.119,1116.4,1157.22},{1.284,1.119,417.721,171.795},{1.3,1.119,130.108,59.2044},{1.316,1.119,745.004,366.205},{1.332,1.119,588.066,332.099},{1.348,1.119,529.514,256.618},{1.364,1.119,568.283,269.68},
{1.38,1.119,449.333,182.18},{1.396,1.119,565.718,228.675},{1.412,1.119,1068.68,367.07},{1.428,1.119,509.43,149.32},{1.444,1.119,682.036,208.679},{1.46,1.119,1297.31,303.865},{1.476,1.119,599.334,132.446},{1.492,1.119,557.985,123.125},{1.508,1.119,511.193,96.9012},{1.524,1.119,730.49,142.712},{1.54,1.119,649.581,108.828},
{1.556,1.119,658.718,106.405},{1.572,1.119,608.636,89.4925},{1.588,1.119,482.95,58.7044},{1.604,1.119,520.092,62.6031},{1.62,1.119,409.367,40.7823},{1.636,1.119,482.547,47.2015},{1.652,1.119,384.553,33.4183},{1.668,1.119,339.468,28.4053},{1.684,1.119,273.616,22.6552},{1.7,1.119,244.355,21.9562},{1.716,1.119,226.35,24.0959},
{1.732,1.119,127.147,16.0511},{1.748,1.119,79.3019,16.4282},{1.764,1.119,4.48175,2.76085},{1.236,1.133,123.09,88.0013},{1.252,1.133,120.972,54.7196},{1.268,1.133,191.271,123.744},{1.284,1.133,232.168,91.9491},{1.3,1.133,693.071,293.983},{1.316,1.133,1066.78,509.808},{1.332,1.133,1231.12,534.913},{1.348,1.133,1105,453.968},
{1.364,1.133,529.802,160.882},{1.38,1.133,918.317,317.225},{1.396,1.133,1120.66,334.092},{1.412,1.133,958.797,301.395},{1.428,1.133,744.771,196.744},{1.444,1.133,494.337,113.534},{1.46,1.133,935.36,236.8},{1.476,1.133,585.105,117.404},{1.492,1.133,1171.51,274.144},{1.508,1.133,631.79,109.906},{1.524,1.133,665.269,108.383},
{1.54,1.133,616.711,95.6228},{1.556,1.133,606.492,85.7746},{1.572,1.133,525.528,63.321},{1.588,1.133,748.554,92.8109},{1.604,1.133,434.262,44.1059},{1.62,1.133,470.808,44.6904},{1.636,1.133,407.172,35.3001},{1.652,1.133,408.901,35.581},{1.668,1.133,341.399,28.0176},{1.684,1.133,307.186,27.1483},{1.7,1.133,251.302,24.6587},
{1.716,1.133,166.007,18.6202},{1.732,1.133,96.3348,15.6067},{1.748,1.133,14.1037,6.46482},{1.22,1.147,8.92977,11.4903},{1.236,1.147,16.5886,15.9568},{1.252,1.147,361.363,172.173},{1.268,1.147,242.792,98.1969},{1.284,1.147,486.889,173.445},{1.3,1.147,1055.54,387.374},{1.316,1.147,917.202,357.778},{1.332,1.147,653.403,203.833},
{1.348,1.147,596.992,149.724},{1.364,1.147,753.028,212.873},{1.38,1.147,688.263,194.193},{1.396,1.147,1065.09,308.75},{1.412,1.147,906.663,222.057},{1.428,1.147,625.279,134.916},{1.444,1.147,853.292,196.471},{1.46,1.147,918.431,205.346},{1.476,1.147,1136.59,241.763},{1.492,1.147,649.808,114.58},{1.508,1.147,919.212,165.911},
{1.524,1.147,728.638,116.802},{1.54,1.147,501.307,62.0697},{1.556,1.147,567.096,69.795},{1.572,1.147,628.547,72.6141},{1.588,1.147,548.763,58.3142},{1.604,1.147,501.5,49.3728},{1.62,1.147,457.107,39.0044},{1.636,1.147,446.746,38.5721},{1.652,1.147,402.306,33.251},{1.668,1.147,335.466,28.297},{1.684,1.147,276.96,25.6503},
{1.7,1.147,263.168,30.5453},{1.716,1.147,123.478,17.5818},{1.732,1.147,36.1384,12.7146},{1.22,1.161,4.61206,5.33861},{1.236,1.161,96.5492,45.1169},{1.252,1.161,181.632,78.7699},{1.268,1.161,258.355,95.354},{1.284,1.161,329.639,100.483},{1.3,1.161,677.399,178.964},{1.316,1.161,921.769,254.698},{1.332,1.161,592.183,138.17},
{1.348,1.161,598.477,133.232},{1.364,1.161,855.927,197.388},{1.38,1.161,1242.6,300.204},{1.396,1.161,897.117,182.633},{1.412,1.161,1296.63,328.892},{1.428,1.161,1014.2,212.626},{1.444,1.161,1391.67,344.022},{1.46,1.161,1038.13,201.443},{1.476,1.161,917.262,168.284},{1.492,1.161,829.969,130.359},{1.508,1.161,698.08,100.327},
{1.524,1.161,761.279,104.397},{1.54,1.161,566.527,66.5563},{1.556,1.161,521.267,54.1971},{1.572,1.161,611.363,64.2733},{1.588,1.161,471.864,42.6063},{1.604,1.161,559.587,51.4045},{1.62,1.161,509.08,44.1913},{1.636,1.161,395.06,32.0586},{1.652,1.161,416.737,36.3601},{1.668,1.161,282.095,23.412},{1.684,1.161,237.325,23.5695},
{1.7,1.161,189.165,25.3542},{1.716,1.161,46.9258,11.4915},{1.22,1.175,25.2047,20.0598},{1.236,1.175,71.9342,42.7338},{1.252,1.175,365.844,133.627},{1.268,1.175,325.664,107.572},{1.284,1.175,476.025,127.142},{1.3,1.175,414.954,95.8476},{1.316,1.175,640.918,136.286},{1.332,1.175,713.758,148.481},{1.348,1.175,993.146,213.833},
{1.364,1.175,608.979,107.116},{1.38,1.175,925.726,168.13},{1.396,1.175,870.655,151.347},{1.412,1.175,695.848,118.059},{1.428,1.175,705.035,113.621},{1.444,1.175,812.361,126.64},{1.46,1.175,1072.57,185.953},{1.476,1.175,696.077,98.5583},{1.492,1.175,716.123,95.8322},{1.508,1.175,633.921,74.9087},{1.524,1.175,729.006,86.9432},
{1.54,1.175,648.731,72.2886},{1.556,1.175,644.525,63.3481},{1.572,1.175,577.049,51.8737},{1.588,1.175,567.716,48.0904},{1.604,1.175,491.029,38.6046},{1.62,1.175,503.139,42.3417},{1.636,1.175,387.749,31.0768},{1.652,1.175,346.138,29.7516},{1.668,1.175,250.097,23.114},{1.684,1.175,154.98,17.5582},{1.7,1.175,44.2975,7.82475},
{1.22,1.189,58.7774,35.593},{1.236,1.189,88.4361,43.1959},{1.252,1.189,290.791,78.0586},{1.268,1.189,324.642,85.3215},{1.284,1.189,432.744,102.728},{1.3,1.189,886.535,209.64},{1.316,1.189,603.781,114.682},{1.332,1.189,703.601,130.97},{1.348,1.189,614.566,107.993},{1.364,1.189,793.017,131.707},{1.38,1.189,954.215,157.095},
{1.396,1.189,936.193,145.086},{1.412,1.189,902.924,137.897},{1.428,1.189,1682.69,329.401},{1.444,1.189,846.368,122.575},{1.46,1.189,720.301,97.7254},{1.476,1.189,888.156,112.925},{1.492,1.189,628.991,66.9282},{1.508,1.189,862.996,100.696},{1.524,1.189,707.736,72.1035},{1.54,1.189,634.148,58.8814},{1.556,1.189,661.684,58.3524},
{1.572,1.189,579.992,47.5067},{1.588,1.189,551.812,43.4588},{1.604,1.189,457.726,34.2428},{1.62,1.189,429.212,33.1664},{1.636,1.189,397.889,33.1863},{1.652,1.189,375.887,37.5032},{1.668,1.189,250.259,30.2713},{1.684,1.189,66.2411,11.0661},{1.22,1.203,75.6558,64.804},{1.236,1.203,67.5692,35.2552},{1.252,1.203,181.86,64.317},
{1.268,1.203,400.121,101.735},{1.284,1.203,432.192,83.8161},{1.3,1.203,874.298,183.475},{1.316,1.203,869.377,172.215},{1.332,1.203,1060.68,200.974},{1.348,1.203,847.073,133.525},{1.364,1.203,802.578,118.382},{1.38,1.203,1278.21,204.83},{1.396,1.203,810.815,113.93},{1.412,1.203,771.633,96.3523},{1.428,1.203,834.728,104.811},
{1.444,1.203,942.829,123.979},{1.46,1.203,933.149,117.896},{1.476,1.203,788.865,88.6951},{1.492,1.203,808.288,87.4945},{1.508,1.203,642.331,60.4474},{1.524,1.203,664.13,60.2007},{1.54,1.203,626.671,52.0318},{1.556,1.203,599.165,48.5406},{1.572,1.203,657.115,54.5667},{1.588,1.203,498.381,36.7888},{1.604,1.203,469.618,36.0783},
{1.62,1.203,435.404,36.5257},{1.636,1.203,298.478,25.4907},{1.652,1.203,249.849,27.3124},{1.668,1.203,112.733,18.8359},{1.684,1.203,1.54695,0.936524},{1.22,1.217,49.166,32.4973},{1.236,1.217,88.2852,32.7175},{1.252,1.217,146.378,48.146},{1.268,1.217,235.452,57.5522},{1.284,1.217,493.096,104.398},{1.3,1.217,542.693,99.012},
{1.316,1.217,665.762,111.966},{1.332,1.217,777.396,121.07},{1.348,1.217,769.098,111.509},{1.364,1.217,988.919,146.893},{1.38,1.217,1402.37,214.068},{1.396,1.217,1217.83,172.814},{1.412,1.217,773.329,91.1074},{1.428,1.217,1036.13,132.425},{1.444,1.217,761.065,84.6782},{1.46,1.217,807.183,88.0924},{1.476,1.217,841.224,88.687},
{1.492,1.217,728.716,69.7294},{1.508,1.217,748.972,72.0628},{1.524,1.217,799.146,74.7483},{1.54,1.217,589.357,46.0731},{1.556,1.217,534.151,40.9211},{1.572,1.217,482.373,35.9},{1.588,1.217,525.327,42.3132},{1.604,1.217,384.12,30.6968},{1.62,1.217,392.101,35.4384},{1.636,1.217,231.915,23.2609},{1.652,1.217,121.407,17.4504},
{1.668,1.217,9.07727,5.47281},{1.22,1.231,10.3144,10.6784},{1.236,1.231,112.393,35.7803},{1.252,1.231,269.841,70.5504},{1.268,1.231,296.999,69.5734},{1.284,1.231,564.32,113.515},{1.3,1.231,798.754,147.854},{1.316,1.231,654.578,111.44},{1.332,1.231,908.538,149.624},{1.348,1.231,905.042,141.491},{1.364,1.231,847.663,116.273},
{1.38,1.231,881.015,114.865},{1.396,1.231,1119.33,152.819},{1.412,1.231,950.167,115.833},{1.428,1.231,934.88,111.559},{1.444,1.231,813.988,92.7912},{1.46,1.231,927.204,102.78},{1.476,1.231,877.489,95.1296},{1.492,1.231,691.347,65.4499},{1.508,1.231,616.079,55.6077},{1.524,1.231,566.189,47.439},{1.54,1.231,638.634,54.1689},
{1.556,1.231,480.361,36.8653},{1.572,1.231,492.192,39.971},{1.588,1.231,391.919,31.5973},{1.604,1.231,309.039,26.9538},{1.62,1.231,213.261,21.2304},{1.636,1.231,120.76,16.5706},{1.652,1.231,16.4513,7.40864},{1.22,1.245,36.6022,19.8293},{1.236,1.245,153.077,48.4087},{1.252,1.245,102.388,28.0365},{1.268,1.245,308.502,66.4656},
{1.284,1.245,307.349,58.073},{1.3,1.245,518.616,90.4693},{1.316,1.245,494.674,74.2912},{1.332,1.245,858.166,142.669},{1.348,1.245,1075.91,172.247},{1.364,1.245,693.308,88.3675},{1.38,1.245,1200.1,176.448},{1.396,1.245,836.527,99.1252},{1.412,1.245,871.784,110.436},{1.428,1.245,838.268,97.7555},{1.444,1.245,780.649,88.1542},
{1.46,1.245,516.186,48.2498},{1.476,1.245,496.897,43.145},{1.492,1.245,543.418,49.1617},{1.508,1.245,498.197,42.8768},{1.524,1.245,617.637,56.9303},{1.54,1.245,441.721,35.6717},{1.556,1.245,339.84,25.9228},{1.572,1.245,382.621,34.0118},{1.588,1.245,348.548,32.9539},{1.604,1.245,208.787,20.532},{1.62,1.245,123.017,16.0411},
{1.636,1.245,13.0249,3.51318},{1.22,1.259,28.6862,16.2786},{1.236,1.259,104.635,37.5703},{1.252,1.259,164.635,44.3041},{1.268,1.259,325.054,71.4499},{1.284,1.259,282.004,51.3324},{1.3,1.259,541.227,99.6165},{1.316,1.259,613.64,100.207},{1.332,1.259,465.097,65.1959},{1.348,1.259,518.263,68.3966},{1.364,1.259,691.982,89.5606},
{1.38,1.259,737.93,91.6014},{1.396,1.259,836.398,104.947},{1.412,1.259,732.298,88.2738},{1.428,1.259,887.193,112.51},{1.444,1.259,578.325,60.1525},{1.46,1.259,577.009,57.3474},{1.476,1.259,589.64,57.983},{1.492,1.259,475.911,43.2543},{1.508,1.259,514.031,48.0905},{1.524,1.259,390.051,33.2162},{1.54,1.259,380.338,32.8956},
{1.556,1.259,365.575,33.2465},{1.572,1.259,323.298,32.48},{1.588,1.259,208.173,23.2695},{1.604,1.259,140.457,19.3144},{1.62,1.259,26.5638,7.32818},{1.22,1.273,74.659,59.9517},{1.236,1.273,84.9195,27.0455},{1.252,1.273,128.251,34.917},{1.268,1.273,259.949,56.7605},{1.284,1.273,493.397,99.6001},{1.3,1.273,373.374,61.7634},
{1.316,1.273,524.549,85.5502},{1.332,1.273,448.39,63.1943},{1.348,1.273,488.988,63.4361},{1.364,1.273,543.443,66.7031},{1.38,1.273,689.876,89.7496},{1.396,1.273,616.531,74.7315},{1.412,1.273,688.332,83.0747},{1.428,1.273,682.038,80.1437},{1.444,1.273,473.797,49.2508},{1.46,1.273,510.93,50.6521},{1.476,1.273,425.412,40.6001},
{1.492,1.273,368.458,32.7307},{1.508,1.273,311.41,27.4343},{1.524,1.273,383.087,37.025},{1.54,1.273,250.578,21.9517},{1.556,1.273,273.252,28.1687},{1.572,1.273,166.69,17.1936},{1.588,1.273,148.203,21.1892},{1.604,1.273,41.3397,11.642},{1.22,1.287,16.7006,12.8295},{1.236,1.287,86.0144,29.4378},{1.252,1.287,212.773,53.6943},
{1.268,1.287,284.038,69.5968},{1.284,1.287,254.087,47.784},{1.3,1.287,408.761,69.9719},{1.316,1.287,370.542,59.0513},{1.332,1.287,399.533,56.5279},{1.348,1.287,529.413,74.0104},{1.364,1.287,358.794,41.2239},{1.38,1.287,574.974,71.683},{1.396,1.287,552.183,67.7285},{1.412,1.287,546.926,65.0792},{1.428,1.287,542.407,62.6835},
{1.444,1.287,440.493,45.0147},{1.46,1.287,456.993,47.254},{1.476,1.287,397.413,39.7079},{1.492,1.287,381.084,38.3234},{1.508,1.287,305.234,29.7423},{1.524,1.287,288.28,30.4663},{1.54,1.287,237.94,24.7158},{1.556,1.287,150.925,16.4742},{1.572,1.287,91.6427,11.7868},{1.588,1.287,69.0372,21.5852},{1.22,1.301,39.2518,20.8956},
{1.236,1.301,130.992,39.194},{1.252,1.301,130.947,34.6676},{1.268,1.301,444.995,120.575},{1.284,1.301,471.47,97.049},{1.3,1.301,391.549,71.6163},{1.316,1.301,501.579,85.7826},{1.332,1.301,345.458,48.4432},{1.348,1.301,498.86,71.7926},{1.364,1.301,548.644,75.0503},{1.38,1.301,543.974,67.224},{1.396,1.301,543.9,66.2367},
{1.412,1.301,401.871,44.877},{1.428,1.301,393.406,42.6436},{1.444,1.301,324.535,31.9275},{1.46,1.301,412.994,43.8616},{1.476,1.301,372.491,39.7657},{1.492,1.301,295.07,29.4292},{1.508,1.301,236.343,23.4064},{1.524,1.301,202.189,21.2951},{1.54,1.301,177.215,21.8124},{1.556,1.301,106.342,14.6612},{1.572,1.301,43.2108,9.60626},
{1.22,1.315,19.6876,10.5086},{1.236,1.315,35.2145,14.2326},{1.252,1.315,101.571,24.7834},{1.268,1.315,212.355,46.1603},{1.284,1.315,368.091,74.6268},{1.3,1.315,340.997,60.9735},{1.316,1.315,387.139,62.6398},{1.332,1.315,351.036,53.2925},{1.348,1.315,406.965,58.3506},{1.364,1.315,455.048,61.8858},{1.38,1.315,373.979,44.2553},
{1.396,1.315,506.344,64.1344},{1.412,1.315,486.226,59.5079},{1.428,1.315,335.862,35.5144},{1.444,1.315,317.164,33.4541},{1.46,1.315,302.547,32.551},{1.476,1.315,282.871,30.5173},{1.492,1.315,189.788,18.6704},{1.508,1.315,175.957,19.7024},{1.524,1.315,142.729,17.1433},{1.54,1.315,100.871,14.4842},{1.556,1.315,150.501,52.9577},
{1.572,1.315,1.37137,1.01427},{1.22,1.329,6.50506,4.97591},{1.236,1.329,103.691,42.0318},{1.252,1.329,209.589,69.8602},{1.268,1.329,291.222,75.7335},{1.284,1.329,349.752,69.8281},{1.3,1.329,343.019,62.1779},{1.316,1.329,325.156,53.6893},{1.332,1.329,325.223,48.5102},{1.348,1.329,336.695,47.303},{1.364,1.329,434.618,59.0519},
{1.38,1.329,361.104,45.1161},{1.396,1.329,478.942,62.6514},{1.412,1.329,344.263,38.1102},{1.428,1.329,311.609,33.4758},{1.444,1.329,373.152,45.8623},{1.46,1.329,260.982,28.4339},{1.476,1.329,197.517,21.2998},{1.492,1.329,206.662,26.1097},{1.508,1.329,130.433,15.8005},{1.524,1.329,80.8557,11.0278},{1.54,1.329,47.0819,8.66227},
{1.556,1.329,8.9066,8.12},{1.22,1.343,5.05088,2.73658},{1.236,1.343,124.345,56.5412},{1.252,1.343,127.053,35.7981},{1.268,1.343,207.403,45.1529},{1.284,1.343,201.948,37.2762},{1.3,1.343,326.033,63.7676},{1.316,1.343,261.8,41.717},{1.332,1.343,249.159,34.8571},{1.348,1.343,360.019,52.8575},{1.364,1.343,307.979,39.1399},
{1.38,1.343,323.205,39.9133},{1.396,1.343,428.439,57.7915},{1.412,1.343,296.417,33.764},{1.428,1.343,246.294,27.681},{1.444,1.343,249.131,29.3517},{1.46,1.343,222.501,27.2361},{1.476,1.343,207.291,27.4625},{1.492,1.343,122.733,15.1078},{1.508,1.343,86.4302,11.9171},{1.524,1.343,48.6441,9.60079},{1.54,1.343,9.72256,4.96643},
{1.22,1.357,19.9613,9.16234},{1.236,1.357,127.499,36.4253},{1.252,1.357,124.447,34.5414},{1.268,1.357,143.958,31.2844},{1.284,1.357,204.373,38.2103},{1.3,1.357,235.756,39.8394},{1.316,1.357,218.46,33.2057},{1.332,1.357,240.576,32.2885},{1.348,1.357,268.299,35.261},{1.364,1.357,322.539,44.5826},{1.38,1.357,249.179,29.9048},
{1.396,1.357,287.592,36.6254},{1.412,1.357,255.74,31.2358},{1.428,1.357,235.493,27.9867},{1.444,1.357,176.87,20.8221},{1.46,1.357,136.689,16.8738},{1.476,1.357,137.417,18.5938},{1.492,1.357,85.0563,12.3828},{1.508,1.357,65.0894,15.0618},{1.524,1.357,5.19189,2.10864},{1.22,1.371,30.8323,16.9023},{1.236,1.371,71.906,27.8896},
{1.252,1.371,180.911,51.6764},{1.268,1.371,241.569,56.3115},{1.284,1.371,164.69,28.8307},{1.3,1.371,180.614,31.2357},{1.316,1.371,182.888,27.011},{1.332,1.371,238.755,34.9625},{1.348,1.371,287.294,42.5866},{1.364,1.371,260.954,36.448},{1.38,1.371,237.725,30.0663},{1.396,1.371,197.569,23.4841},{1.412,1.371,248.242,33.4687},
{1.428,1.371,156.368,18.4732},{1.444,1.371,142.766,19.3046},{1.46,1.371,123.61,17.1694},{1.476,1.371,100.739,16.0554},{1.492,1.371,68.878,14.9913},{1.508,1.371,25.7498,14.2719},{1.22,1.385,18.9951,9.10006},{1.236,1.385,48.134,19.4588},{1.252,1.385,123.487,32.9877},{1.268,1.385,111.687,23.199},{1.284,1.385,103.447,16.4977},
{1.3,1.385,171.809,28.8213},{1.316,1.385,208.769,35.4058},{1.332,1.385,247.98,41.2185},{1.348,1.385,178.508,23.683},{1.364,1.385,230.491,32.9996},{1.38,1.385,161.682,19.8585},{1.396,1.385,185.628,24.6049},{1.412,1.385,142.104,18.1436},{1.428,1.385,140.445,20.1667},{1.444,1.385,85.6376,12.0175},{1.46,1.385,88.3956,15.246},
{1.476,1.385,49.6001,9.7958},{1.492,1.385,19.8688,8.31917},{1.22,1.399,27.0668,13.0953},{1.236,1.399,40.9728,13.8102},{1.252,1.399,105.751,30.5204},{1.268,1.399,157.541,35.94},{1.284,1.399,138.43,27.4988},{1.3,1.399,144.575,24.4066},{1.316,1.399,146.328,22.6577},{1.332,1.399,182.353,26.9751},{1.348,1.399,198.685,32.0523},
{1.364,1.399,194.78,30.2665},{1.38,1.399,150.725,20.4322},{1.396,1.399,130.072,19.0628},{1.412,1.399,105.383,15.0083},{1.428,1.399,84.1022,12.7348},{1.444,1.399,71.2374,12.2659},{1.46,1.399,47.7413,9.73603},{1.476,1.399,66.0994,43.6189},{1.22,1.413,26.0754,13.502},{1.236,1.413,34.2808,11.669},{1.252,1.413,68.8169,16.7732},
{1.268,1.413,102.669,20.4189},{1.284,1.413,105.455,19.1358},{1.3,1.413,160.013,28.6318},{1.316,1.413,134.134,22.6124},{1.332,1.413,115.355,16.7355},{1.348,1.413,172.688,29.2748},{1.364,1.413,114.416,16.0415},{1.38,1.413,88.8407,11.8962},{1.396,1.413,73.9949,11.1283},{1.412,1.413,72.102,11.2546},{1.428,1.413,69.7309,12.9122},
{1.444,1.413,52.7568,13.0004},{1.46,1.413,33.1928,13.3567},{1.22,1.427,5.62131,3.41862},{1.236,1.427,45.8874,15.747},{1.252,1.427,133.214,40.8957},{1.268,1.427,78.9432,16.4044},{1.284,1.427,77.8171,13.2635},{1.3,1.427,95.6908,16.0925},{1.316,1.427,100.132,16.4625},{1.332,1.427,131.158,22.838},{1.348,1.427,96.0753,15.4765},
{1.364,1.427,116.506,21.0031},{1.38,1.427,83.4001,14.2815},{1.396,1.427,70.9132,13.34},{1.412,1.427,67.9844,13.9639},{1.428,1.427,51.3886,11.9806},{1.444,1.427,20.8771,7.58521},{1.22,1.441,9.78964,6.4938},{1.236,1.441,34.2931,11.2974},{1.252,1.441,54.2272,13.409},{1.268,1.441,62.6486,12.5504},{1.284,1.441,86.0886,17.5816},
{1.3,1.441,97.6099,19.3812},{1.316,1.441,94.5954,17.1201},{1.332,1.441,79.3596,15.0294},{1.348,1.441,87.3311,17.0545},{1.364,1.441,58.9843,11.0474},{1.38,1.441,83.2432,19.186},{1.396,1.441,37.3889,7.70814},{1.412,1.441,41.7815,10.3775},{1.428,1.441,21.7707,7.68584},{1.22,1.455,5.14678,2.46025},{1.236,1.455,32.4602,10.7004},
{1.252,1.455,61.2749,16.1278},{1.268,1.455,42.2013,7.64757},{1.284,1.455,82.5749,17.0836},{1.3,1.455,56.0568,9.51695},{1.316,1.455,81.12,17.4194},{1.332,1.455,94.2922,22.4311},{1.348,1.455,59.1229,13.3031},{1.364,1.455,66.3759,17.1895},{1.38,1.455,38.1032,9.54303},{1.396,1.455,42.3899,13.1857},{1.412,1.455,34.8536,15.22},
{1.428,1.455,0.410355,0.298804},{1.22,1.469,14.6669,6.60863},{1.236,1.469,140.235,44.8599},{1.252,1.469,53.4442,15.619},{1.268,1.469,45.6338,10.4898},{1.284,1.469,39.0853,7.51183},{1.3,1.469,61.7974,13.8903},{1.316,1.469,51.956,11.457},{1.332,1.469,29.014,6.2184},{1.348,1.469,66.0433,20.7721},{1.364,1.469,60.3925,21.2905},
{1.38,1.469,27.8628,8.74123},{1.396,1.469,15.1763,5.78286},{1.412,1.469,0.805501,0.480109},{1.22,1.483,4.32938,2.18056},{1.236,1.483,35.8344,15.2195},{1.252,1.483,32.8024,8.35029},{1.268,1.483,44.158,11.1367},{1.284,1.483,34.8627,8.12686},{1.3,1.483,40.9654,9.56148},{1.316,1.483,25.476,6.65869},{1.332,1.483,18.745,4.70195},
{1.348,1.483,20.034,6.03685},{1.364,1.483,16.4647,5.1459},{1.38,1.483,16.1511,6.5332},{1.396,1.483,2.4881,1.42632},{1.22,1.497,6.40889,4.27344},{1.236,1.497,9.04377,2.73609},{1.252,1.497,29.2875,9.16043},{1.268,1.497,26.0405,6.66671},{1.284,1.497,27.4344,7.47375},{1.3,1.497,18.7267,5.00064},{1.316,1.497,28.4026,9.67875},
{1.332,1.497,10.3512,3.11499},{1.348,1.497,11.369,3.83771},{1.364,1.497,22.9926,13.0589},{1.38,1.497,3.05922,3.13854},{1.22,1.511,19.4536,10.479},{1.236,1.511,12.9559,5.50003},{1.252,1.511,24.2599,8.75923},{1.268,1.511,29.3421,10.6084},{1.284,1.511,26.3125,10.3058},{1.3,1.511,11.8903,3.7667},{1.316,1.511,11.8442,4.61818},
{1.332,1.511,10.59,4.59824},{1.348,1.511,3.29068,1.57037},{1.22,1.525,6.71269,5.92034},{1.236,1.525,7.3342,3.01346},{1.252,1.525,26.4415,14.306},{1.268,1.525,7.4673,2.74911},{1.284,1.525,9.90531,4.76552},{1.3,1.525,6.98148,3.00996},{1.316,1.525,17.4887,15.5536},{1.332,1.525,2.40946,1.70611},{1.348,1.525,1.49957,1.45176},
{1.22,1.539,3.43052,1.66573},{1.236,1.539,3.92609,3.30194},{1.252,1.539,7.92039,4.26839},{1.268,1.539,3.04061,1.11213},{1.284,1.539,96.507,68.8712},{1.3,1.539,8.05051,7.11126},{1.332,1.539,0.994668,1.01503},{1.236,1.553,1.6979,1.32901},{1.252,1.553,16.3687,12.2645},{1.268,1.553,5.90018,5.20169},{1.284,1.553,2.05718,1.72201},
{1.252,1.567,1.01208,0.926912},{1.268,1.567,0.906473,0.747921},{1.284,1.567,3.99769,4.31405},{1.3,1.567,0.102808,0.100531}}
Table G.11: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Nyborg Plot,
for MMpp = 0.4 − 0.5 GeV/c2 (Fig. 97). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Nyborg Plot:  M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) versus M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.6-0.7 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.004 GeV/c^{2} Error of M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}): 0.0035 GeV/c^{2}
The data are in the following format:  {{M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV/c^{2}], M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) [GeV/c^{2}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{1.32,1.0735,3.77262,5.2276},{1.328,1.0735,110.767,132.72},{1.352,1.0735,30.3673,36.2955},{1.36,1.0735,304.439,273.681},{1.368,1.0735,295.659,265.527},{1.376,1.0735,121.161,82.5257},{1.384,1.0735,350.97,218.307},{1.392,1.0735,50.5285,26.194},{1.4,1.0735,174.617,78.1536},{1.408,1.0735,283.482,158.798},{1.416,1.0735,655.98,370.654},{1.424,1.0735,243.743,107.211},{1.432,1.0735,534.016,236.354},
{1.44,1.0735,412.869,197.643},{1.448,1.0735,503.453,207.45},{1.456,1.0735,421.026,192.224},{1.464,1.0735,306.081,116.224},{1.472,1.0735,460.738,194.295},{1.48,1.0735,228.921,75.7428},{1.488,1.0735,391.411,153.595},{1.496,1.0735,891.959,480.827},{1.504,1.0735,358.77,163.508},{1.512,1.0735,580.434,240.018},{1.52,1.0735,399.926,170.875},{1.528,1.0735,315.148,111.664},{1.536,1.0735,533.745,252.862},
{1.544,1.0735,166.76,64.3052},{1.552,1.0735,158.065,56.2353},{1.56,1.0735,345.924,131.387},{1.568,1.0735,291.605,113.581},{1.576,1.0735,327.973,117.289},{1.584,1.0735,257.142,92.1283},{1.592,1.0735,441.488,172.983},{1.6,1.0735,224.289,81.0925},{1.608,1.0735,278.806,116.034},{1.616,1.0735,254.324,87.6104},{1.624,1.0735,196.977,66.5288},{1.632,1.0735,168.401,51.7013},{1.64,1.0735,182.296,56.9869},
{1.648,1.0735,349.379,112.258},{1.656,1.0735,193.985,51.0997},{1.664,1.0735,141.117,36.2537},{1.672,1.0735,155.298,37.3618},{1.68,1.0735,144.246,28.6813},{1.688,1.0735,199.252,39.9501},{1.696,1.0735,222.269,45.2477},{1.704,1.0735,167.957,30.4904},{1.712,1.0735,152.375,25.4631},{1.72,1.0735,194.484,35.2219},{1.728,1.0735,110.436,18.8034},{1.736,1.0735,117.347,21.074},{1.744,1.0735,98.9202,18.6753},
{1.752,1.0735,82.6826,15.2291},{1.76,1.0735,96.413,18.9158},{1.768,1.0735,83.926,17.9692},{1.776,1.0735,78.9807,19.3376},{1.784,1.0735,75.4686,20.1281},{1.792,1.0735,55.3154,18.8359},{1.8,1.0735,13.4607,8.27131},{1.344,1.0805,80.228,90.0798},{1.352,1.0805,178.847,87.8125},{1.36,1.0805,300.179,172.891},{1.368,1.0805,816.931,381.641},{1.376,1.0805,235.371,88.6942},{1.384,1.0805,501.828,182.741},
{1.392,1.0805,736.786,255.346},{1.4,1.0805,667.601,208.666},{1.408,1.0805,583.836,189.531},{1.416,1.0805,782.601,203.124},{1.424,1.0805,1315.42,353.551},{1.432,1.0805,1386.25,378.524},{1.44,1.0805,1290.05,314.606},{1.448,1.0805,797.525,177.77},{1.456,1.0805,1922.7,435.698},{1.464,1.0805,1182.18,271.987},{1.472,1.0805,1233.56,254.283},{1.48,1.0805,879.513,176.44},{1.488,1.0805,1164.43,257.508},
{1.496,1.0805,1141.03,238.307},{1.504,1.0805,890.831,171.113},{1.512,1.0805,1638.47,389.122},{1.52,1.0805,963.446,198.017},{1.528,1.0805,915.536,188.296},{1.536,1.0805,979.741,195.293},{1.544,1.0805,1067.29,224.496},{1.552,1.0805,1110.09,239.871},{1.56,1.0805,1003.38,198.267},{1.568,1.0805,1160.89,235.2},{1.576,1.0805,814.504,159.617},{1.584,1.0805,787.086,144.054},{1.592,1.0805,717.343,132.528},
{1.6,1.0805,995.986,191.678},{1.608,1.0805,631.511,100.781},{1.616,1.0805,886.363,150.591},{1.624,1.0805,777.07,124.122},{1.632,1.0805,686.109,104.998},{1.64,1.0805,526.585,78.9687},{1.648,1.0805,653.562,88.1979},{1.656,1.0805,738.59,98.9595},{1.664,1.0805,737.155,90.9002},{1.672,1.0805,572.023,62.7087},{1.68,1.0805,741.448,82.9316},{1.688,1.0805,712.573,74.7603},{1.696,1.0805,582.2,55.7416},
{1.704,1.0805,561.593,53.5148},{1.712,1.0805,523.107,48.5934},{1.72,1.0805,487.397,43.3848},{1.728,1.0805,612.74,64.422},{1.736,1.0805,456.024,45.3625},{1.744,1.0805,390.545,37.6265},{1.752,1.0805,387.996,41.6682},{1.76,1.0805,409.692,47.425},{1.768,1.0805,317.437,41.0819},{1.776,1.0805,301.508,42.0964},{1.784,1.0805,132.937,19.6113},{1.792,1.0805,120.644,28.5469},{1.8,1.0805,23.5962,24.6094},
{1.336,1.0875,341.005,293.985},{1.344,1.0875,2175.79,1380.88},{1.352,1.0875,526.554,419.724},{1.36,1.0875,241.026,103.402},{1.368,1.0875,1247.68,654.106},{1.376,1.0875,478.972,161.887},{1.384,1.0875,488.64,146.648},{1.392,1.0875,1842.37,644.618},{1.4,1.0875,1037.51,329.139},{1.408,1.0875,768.745,191.118},{1.416,1.0875,1590.73,419.741},{1.424,1.0875,1358.78,344.477},{1.432,1.0875,1155.4,244.734},
{1.44,1.0875,1238.14,254.384},{1.448,1.0875,1439.35,295.805},{1.456,1.0875,1644.59,316.52},{1.464,1.0875,1265.3,226.158},{1.472,1.0875,1596,286.165},{1.48,1.0875,2019.62,391.256},{1.488,1.0875,1741.47,322.466},{1.496,1.0875,1657.81,300.306},{1.504,1.0875,1778.24,319.37},{1.512,1.0875,1326.01,225.999},{1.52,1.0875,1718.42,321.947},{1.528,1.0875,1563.7,276.73},{1.536,1.0875,1716.47,293.425},
{1.544,1.0875,1225.06,202.005},{1.552,1.0875,1683.5,326.261},{1.56,1.0875,964.355,148.631},{1.568,1.0875,1394.64,233.08},{1.576,1.0875,1203.46,192.244},{1.584,1.0875,1073.12,165.888},{1.592,1.0875,1026.15,145.509},{1.6,1.0875,1167.94,159.501},{1.608,1.0875,1021.35,141.505},{1.616,1.0875,1316.27,175.948},{1.624,1.0875,1118.08,134.525},{1.632,1.0875,1089.1,130.28},{1.64,1.0875,841.862,93.0516},
{1.648,1.0875,973.696,98.8068},{1.656,1.0875,1144,113.222},{1.664,1.0875,933.116,84.8111},{1.672,1.0875,1036.15,92.0855},{1.68,1.0875,951.018,79.4453},{1.688,1.0875,830.242,67.3416},{1.696,1.0875,840.977,67.2207},{1.704,1.0875,973.27,81.3696},{1.712,1.0875,768.06,59.9366},{1.72,1.0875,678.252,53.0097},{1.728,1.0875,671.056,54.9697},{1.736,1.0875,701.82,62.579},{1.744,1.0875,564.432,50.5452},
{1.752,1.0875,543.429,53.0894},{1.76,1.0875,413.46,41.1945},{1.768,1.0875,319.883,32.3882},{1.776,1.0875,369.475,53.7399},{1.784,1.0875,145.64,25.7919},{1.792,1.0875,279.532,174.811},{1.304,1.0945,31.6844,44.0193},{1.312,1.0945,78.7968,94.2397},{1.32,1.0945,1381.33,1553.78},{1.328,1.0945,171.742,132.664},{1.336,1.0945,74.7916,51.2312},{1.344,1.0945,2811.31,1552.89},{1.352,1.0945,479.939,222.833},
{1.36,1.0945,646.99,270.849},{1.368,1.0945,572.978,217.718},{1.376,1.0945,959.478,350.724},{1.384,1.0945,779.779,247.535},{1.392,1.0945,734.454,186.573},{1.4,1.0945,1016.5,234.947},{1.408,1.0945,1084.62,254.815},{1.416,1.0945,1026.46,211.451},{1.424,1.0945,1138.41,249.149},{1.432,1.0945,1364.84,275.945},{1.44,1.0945,1237.04,230.227},{1.448,1.0945,1408.14,237.398},{1.456,1.0945,1089.12,170.116},
{1.464,1.0945,1604.09,257.604},{1.472,1.0945,1655.85,260.318},{1.48,1.0945,1842.1,293.189},{1.488,1.0945,1735.65,285.208},{1.496,1.0945,1499.46,227.772},{1.504,1.0945,2114.6,324.425},{1.512,1.0945,1891.52,318.186},{1.52,1.0945,1696.9,255.136},{1.528,1.0945,1484.85,207.947},{1.536,1.0945,2172.42,339.069},{1.544,1.0945,1679.45,256.377},{1.552,1.0945,1724.53,245.037},{1.56,1.0945,1739.24,242.043},
{1.568,1.0945,1526.56,215.043},{1.576,1.0945,1616.16,216.552},{1.584,1.0945,1496.08,186.313},{1.592,1.0945,1613.68,201.653},{1.6,1.0945,1696.69,202.516},{1.608,1.0945,1274.61,144.37},{1.616,1.0945,1615.66,174.275},{1.624,1.0945,1133.24,107.235},{1.632,1.0945,1488.33,142.882},{1.64,1.0945,1453.09,135.816},{1.648,1.0945,1333.89,112.856},{1.656,1.0945,1234.79,99.379},{1.664,1.0945,1130.45,87.3529},
{1.672,1.0945,1183.16,89.1935},{1.68,1.0945,1210.85,88.1872},{1.688,1.0945,1110.88,81.1924},{1.696,1.0945,876.323,60.8624},{1.704,1.0945,982.694,70.8864},{1.712,1.0945,839.002,59.1658},{1.72,1.0945,906.789,66.1757},{1.728,1.0945,778.768,57.3308},{1.736,1.0945,770.734,60.5151},{1.744,1.0945,624.74,51.5412},{1.752,1.0945,618.422,55.2138},{1.76,1.0945,526.441,53.4827},{1.768,1.0945,431.262,52.146},
{1.776,1.0945,240.463,36.8405},{1.784,1.0945,69.4785,25.1729},{1.312,1.1015,22.8866,27.7006},{1.32,1.1015,136.814,127.454},{1.328,1.1015,296.851,359.462},{1.336,1.1015,206.055,122.837},{1.344,1.1015,731.994,412.675},{1.352,1.1015,1106.22,692.869},{1.36,1.1015,1234.66,631.5},{1.368,1.1015,552.541,208.55},{1.376,1.1015,964.458,323.275},{1.384,1.1015,1139.65,335.099},{1.392,1.1015,745.699,176.566},
{1.4,1.1015,1133.76,247.799},{1.408,1.1015,903.659,182.223},{1.416,1.1015,1509.13,309.098},{1.424,1.1015,1128.87,202.222},{1.432,1.1015,1780.66,336.642},{1.44,1.1015,2480.12,470.919},{1.448,1.1015,1673.3,268.361},{1.456,1.1015,1441.6,210.56},{1.464,1.1015,1635.41,233.092},{1.472,1.1015,1797.11,283.722},{1.48,1.1015,2190.61,322.585},{1.488,1.1015,2604.36,398.037},{1.496,1.1015,1823.45,245.627},
{1.504,1.1015,1825.66,245.675},{1.512,1.1015,1694.7,227.686},{1.52,1.1015,1995.55,270.933},{1.528,1.1015,2376.31,339.306},{1.536,1.1015,2050.36,276.949},{1.544,1.1015,1717.02,219.693},{1.552,1.1015,1749.66,229.374},{1.56,1.1015,1614.95,194.74},{1.568,1.1015,1521.14,174.146},{1.576,1.1015,2029.35,238.558},{1.584,1.1015,1757.46,202.19},{1.592,1.1015,1430.01,142.037},{1.6,1.1015,1701.52,171.551},
{1.608,1.1015,1692.73,156.307},{1.616,1.1015,1397.07,116.306},{1.624,1.1015,1915.58,166.377},{1.632,1.1015,1526.06,120.835},{1.64,1.1015,1650.85,126.231},{1.648,1.1015,1437.05,102.477},{1.656,1.1015,1163.25,78.6973},{1.664,1.1015,1479.72,101.82},{1.672,1.1015,1553.96,106.753},{1.68,1.1015,1359.67,91.6866},{1.688,1.1015,1189.28,76.7162},{1.696,1.1015,1179.5,77.9569},{1.704,1.1015,1257.14,83.8732},
{1.712,1.1015,1048.12,70.5568},{1.72,1.1015,1080.21,75.4028},{1.728,1.1015,1015.17,73.9576},{1.736,1.1015,685.407,51.4293},{1.744,1.1015,831.802,72.4091},{1.752,1.1015,619.956,54.9114},{1.76,1.1015,438.229,44.5091},{1.768,1.1015,437.728,62.8553},{1.776,1.1015,84.9131,19.5799},{1.296,1.1085,340.77,473.687},{1.304,1.1085,695.577,832.396},{1.312,1.1085,2418.12,2572.71},{1.32,1.1085,1694.33,1905.76},
{1.328,1.1085,293.44,205.136},{1.336,1.1085,166.931,88.2102},{1.344,1.1085,303.555,121.47},{1.352,1.1085,2075.34,1090.79},{1.36,1.1085,614.94,245.118},{1.368,1.1085,1092.35,371.674},{1.376,1.1085,907.361,272.98},{1.384,1.1085,716.566,174.203},{1.392,1.1085,1149.7,284.638},{1.4,1.1085,1154.44,256.616},{1.408,1.1085,1401.82,279.25},{1.416,1.1085,1186.19,223.388},{1.424,1.1085,1321.65,243.344},
{1.432,1.1085,1624.73,264.423},{1.44,1.1085,1781.71,286.049},{1.448,1.1085,2149.34,346.144},{1.456,1.1085,1690.59,239.503},{1.464,1.1085,2010.88,281.876},{1.472,1.1085,2470.85,359.399},{1.48,1.1085,1842.32,244.656},{1.488,1.1085,1904.37,254.31},{1.496,1.1085,2280.19,313.793},{1.504,1.1085,1681.09,202.878},{1.512,1.1085,1881.78,232.689},{1.52,1.1085,2535.88,339.04},{1.528,1.1085,1784.79,207.222},
{1.536,1.1085,2146.72,249.055},{1.544,1.1085,1660.8,183.036},{1.552,1.1085,2263.9,267.053},{1.56,1.1085,2075.59,227.517},{1.568,1.1085,1899.35,201.121},{1.576,1.1085,1971.99,205.328},{1.584,1.1085,1890.69,184.897},{1.592,1.1085,1620.86,145.369},{1.6,1.1085,1775.38,148.52},{1.608,1.1085,1812.71,146.221},{1.616,1.1085,1880.35,147.074},{1.624,1.1085,1889.69,141.738},{1.632,1.1085,1628.75,116.388},
{1.64,1.1085,1886.97,132.87},{1.648,1.1085,1774.74,121.58},{1.656,1.1085,1527.59,98.7121},{1.664,1.1085,1464.38,92.6521},{1.672,1.1085,1700.49,109.904},{1.68,1.1085,1522.82,96.9255},{1.688,1.1085,1326.53,81.2117},{1.696,1.1085,1505.77,98.8446},{1.704,1.1085,1211.8,76.8605},{1.712,1.1085,1024.59,62.9119},{1.72,1.1085,1047.13,70.3816},{1.728,1.1085,881.893,61.6804},{1.736,1.1085,762.798,55.6529},
{1.744,1.1085,815.461,71.2133},{1.752,1.1085,591.477,58.458},{1.76,1.1085,515.63,68.2128},{1.768,1.1085,139.127,26.1202},{1.304,1.1155,139.728,124.329},{1.312,1.1155,386.941,411.517},{1.32,1.1155,222.508,213.754},{1.328,1.1155,276.459,205.924},{1.336,1.1155,352.558,209.148},{1.344,1.1155,1217.68,647.93},{1.352,1.1155,452.774,185.061},{1.36,1.1155,537.642,176.908},{1.368,1.1155,1383.6,477.593},
{1.376,1.1155,780.034,201.243},{1.384,1.1155,621.283,143.82},{1.392,1.1155,1125.84,256.7},{1.4,1.1155,1323.79,272.177},{1.408,1.1155,1741.35,350.78},{1.416,1.1155,1993.28,385.64},{1.424,1.1155,1553.77,262.903},{1.432,1.1155,1942.55,314.773},{1.44,1.1155,1650,243.527},{1.448,1.1155,2674.91,434.448},{1.456,1.1155,2806.7,426.034},{1.464,1.1155,2131.21,281.589},{1.472,1.1155,2105.24,261.413},
{1.48,1.1155,2250.08,275.129},{1.488,1.1155,1705.79,199.997},{1.496,1.1155,2065.63,242.285},{1.504,1.1155,2175.7,241.646},{1.512,1.1155,2516.03,295.031},{1.52,1.1155,2036.08,217.374},{1.528,1.1155,2796.42,335.75},{1.536,1.1155,2366.15,273.853},{1.544,1.1155,2291.67,249.286},{1.552,1.1155,2326.09,251.66},{1.56,1.1155,2339.93,236.378},{1.568,1.1155,2178.17,205.015},{1.576,1.1155,2091.64,183.487},
{1.584,1.1155,1947.81,158.646},{1.592,1.1155,1994.7,158.673},{1.6,1.1155,1926.92,146.299},{1.608,1.1155,2099.35,154.805},{1.616,1.1155,2067.75,151.077},{1.624,1.1155,2246.07,161.617},{1.632,1.1155,1926.35,125.289},{1.64,1.1155,1925.64,125.106},{1.648,1.1155,1862.62,117.965},{1.656,1.1155,1745.85,106.055},{1.664,1.1155,1895.03,118.313},{1.672,1.1155,1670.96,98.8428},{1.68,1.1155,1573.04,92.8068},
{1.688,1.1155,1671.85,102.502},{1.696,1.1155,1285.07,74.7077},{1.704,1.1155,1475.42,93.185},{1.712,1.1155,1183.41,74.84},{1.72,1.1155,1156.49,77.1133},{1.728,1.1155,898.236,63.335},{1.736,1.1155,797.578,60.8552},{1.744,1.1155,661.586,58.795},{1.752,1.1155,470.141,52.0343},{1.76,1.1155,250.867,42.8928},{1.768,1.1155,12.3707,12.857},{1.288,1.1225,427.083,511.124},{1.304,1.1225,670.604,802.459},
{1.312,1.1225,133.565,136.696},{1.32,1.1225,199.074,142.978},{1.328,1.1225,123.44,56.9509},{1.336,1.1225,205.684,85.485},{1.344,1.1225,636.718,259.952},{1.352,1.1225,567.361,220.011},{1.36,1.1225,486.26,143.924},{1.368,1.1225,994.214,289.386},{1.376,1.1225,967.176,226.349},{1.384,1.1225,1257.46,314.281},{1.392,1.1225,1050.81,216.641},{1.4,1.1225,1409.38,276.424},{1.408,1.1225,1426.97,270.961},
{1.416,1.1225,1173.78,185.991},{1.424,1.1225,1566.51,249.717},{1.432,1.1225,1603.26,235.492},{1.44,1.1225,1735.67,246.044},{1.448,1.1225,2057.46,272.817},{1.456,1.1225,1850.05,237.022},{1.464,1.1225,2013.71,247.484},{1.472,1.1225,2520.48,316.016},{1.48,1.1225,2596.98,303.584},{1.488,1.1225,1879.02,205.569},{1.496,1.1225,2403.81,271.515},{1.504,1.1225,3133.8,373.92},{1.512,1.1225,2371.08,252.797},
{1.52,1.1225,2378.25,247.698},{1.528,1.1225,1999.38,193.24},{1.536,1.1225,2434.19,247.503},{1.544,1.1225,2628.45,261.532},{1.552,1.1225,2034.96,180.831},{1.56,1.1225,2547.56,234.914},{1.568,1.1225,2212.71,191.354},{1.576,1.1225,2004.3,157.127},{1.584,1.1225,2255.75,177.165},{1.592,1.1225,2244.21,166.958},{1.6,1.1225,2066.25,148.139},{1.608,1.1225,2221.74,152.512},{1.616,1.1225,2071.02,139.58},
{1.624,1.1225,2185.39,143.283},{1.632,1.1225,2112.33,132.233},{1.64,1.1225,1964.96,118.668},{1.648,1.1225,2215.99,137.238},{1.656,1.1225,1733.17,100.461},{1.664,1.1225,1829.38,107.489},{1.672,1.1225,1822.69,105.779},{1.68,1.1225,1605.09,92.3919},{1.688,1.1225,1545.02,89.2163},{1.696,1.1225,1456.05,86.1121},{1.704,1.1225,1371.47,84.1663},{1.712,1.1225,1311.21,82.4131},{1.72,1.1225,1171.99,80.2779},
{1.728,1.1225,999.585,75.3425},{1.736,1.1225,906.246,78.0002},{1.744,1.1225,702.745,75.3859},{1.752,1.1225,376.941,54.5549},{1.76,1.1225,36.5649,25.5883},{1.264,1.1295,118.769,165.13},{1.288,1.1295,69.3997,82.9978},{1.304,1.1295,992.662,668.776},{1.312,1.1295,124.219,101.685},{1.32,1.1295,250.845,131.288},{1.328,1.1295,3481.31,1704.65},{1.336,1.1295,1061.76,720.286},{1.344,1.1295,443.931,174.549},
{1.352,1.1295,662.923,207.649},{1.36,1.1295,1542.08,584.312},{1.368,1.1295,1327.37,383.201},{1.376,1.1295,918.858,224.41},{1.384,1.1295,1467.58,340.713},{1.392,1.1295,1264.83,249.635},{1.4,1.1295,1454.7,247.316},{1.408,1.1295,1139.2,173.497},{1.416,1.1295,1488.2,234.7},{1.424,1.1295,1657.87,237.055},{1.432,1.1295,1720.35,230.274},{1.44,1.1295,1804.64,238.246},{1.448,1.1295,1833.81,225.457},
{1.456,1.1295,2055.51,247.954},{1.464,1.1295,2512.88,307.427},{1.472,1.1295,2379.12,262.964},{1.48,1.1295,2867.96,321.807},{1.488,1.1295,2412.87,253.402},{1.496,1.1295,2601.93,284.125},{1.504,1.1295,2702.72,275.488},{1.512,1.1295,2681.11,271.002},{1.52,1.1295,2674.97,263.993},{1.528,1.1295,2144.8,192.926},{1.536,1.1295,2407.72,212.208},{1.544,1.1295,2501.85,215.561},{1.552,1.1295,2582.26,221.803},
{1.56,1.1295,2182.87,174.173},{1.568,1.1295,2386.17,180.709},{1.576,1.1295,2221,162.971},{1.584,1.1295,2267.54,168.06},{1.592,1.1295,2360.6,166.785},{1.6,1.1295,2374.15,161.294},{1.608,1.1295,2541.43,171.834},{1.616,1.1295,2240.07,140.488},{1.624,1.1295,2073.38,126.655},{1.632,1.1295,2232.06,131.447},{1.64,1.1295,2036.22,118.329},{1.648,1.1295,1926.73,108.664},{1.656,1.1295,2036.2,115.727},
{1.664,1.1295,1929.53,108.877},{1.672,1.1295,1924.22,111.8},{1.68,1.1295,1704.32,96.3641},{1.688,1.1295,1723.74,97.0532},{1.696,1.1295,1521.54,89.4371},{1.704,1.1295,1367.53,82.7522},{1.712,1.1295,1208.57,76.1967},{1.72,1.1295,1117.16,80.6618},{1.728,1.1295,1039.74,86.7673},{1.736,1.1295,687.164,64.2058},{1.744,1.1295,632.945,92.363},{1.752,1.1295,43.2072,15.5441},{1.28,1.1365,17.9312,23.1841},
{1.304,1.1365,267.885,260.38},{1.312,1.1365,4092.24,4289},{1.32,1.1365,155.615,88.401},{1.328,1.1365,604.322,419.88},{1.336,1.1365,589.395,256.495},{1.344,1.1365,579.86,205.72},{1.352,1.1365,844.088,274.636},{1.36,1.1365,579.72,158.287},{1.368,1.1365,811.641,194.978},{1.376,1.1365,639.529,121.935},{1.384,1.1365,1119.29,224.32},{1.392,1.1365,1244.95,226.715},{1.4,1.1365,1614.71,299.863},
{1.408,1.1365,1754.79,292.729},{1.416,1.1365,1267.98,173.298},{1.424,1.1365,2149.73,301.35},{1.432,1.1365,1651.87,205.862},{1.44,1.1365,2448.73,316.237},{1.448,1.1365,1667.28,185.659},{1.456,1.1365,2260.78,257.17},{1.464,1.1365,1898.32,197.856},{1.472,1.1365,2312.53,236.853},{1.48,1.1365,2478.93,259.139},{1.488,1.1365,2569.45,258.626},{1.496,1.1365,2439.16,231.321},{1.504,1.1365,2428.19,229.713},
{1.512,1.1365,2224.22,198.341},{1.52,1.1365,2269.29,188.04},{1.528,1.1365,2460.08,216.606},{1.536,1.1365,2808.68,233.62},{1.544,1.1365,2932.07,240.082},{1.552,1.1365,2948.34,243.893},{1.56,1.1365,2518.33,189.395},{1.568,1.1365,2561.64,186.665},{1.576,1.1365,2279.88,161.104},{1.584,1.1365,2406.53,162.782},{1.592,1.1365,2481.2,161.907},{1.6,1.1365,2310.71,146.845},{1.608,1.1365,2323.15,143.92},
{1.616,1.1365,2384.63,143.543},{1.624,1.1365,2272.67,134.876},{1.632,1.1365,2219.17,129.418},{1.64,1.1365,2178.77,127.152},{1.648,1.1365,2134.3,120.459},{1.656,1.1365,2081.27,116.531},{1.664,1.1365,1959.06,107.096},{1.672,1.1365,1920.67,107.483},{1.68,1.1365,1680.38,91.1255},{1.688,1.1365,1537.68,83.8515},{1.696,1.1365,1495.56,87.2511},{1.704,1.1365,1331.58,81.0746},{1.712,1.1365,1351.08,92.6813},
{1.72,1.1365,1168.68,87.5329},{1.728,1.1365,794.81,68.461},{1.736,1.1365,571.427,65.5415},{1.744,1.1365,87.8654,26.7951},{1.256,1.1435,8.57162,11.391},{1.272,1.1435,25.9953,34.3223},{1.288,1.1435,360.892,356.545},{1.296,1.1435,110.48,120.956},{1.304,1.1435,1827.01,1986.15},{1.312,1.1435,268.812,166.026},{1.32,1.1435,221.225,113.975},{1.328,1.1435,387.911,173.213},{1.336,1.1435,395.453,150.086},
{1.344,1.1435,691.836,253.31},{1.352,1.1435,841.344,247.721},{1.36,1.1435,1477.44,447.755},{1.368,1.1435,721.173,162.719},{1.376,1.1435,1235.93,268.284},{1.384,1.1435,1630.93,349.918},{1.392,1.1435,1034.97,173.171},{1.4,1.1435,1059.43,155.87},{1.408,1.1435,1680.75,256.399},{1.416,1.1435,1893.45,269.353},{1.424,1.1435,1881.59,240.975},{1.432,1.1435,1989.68,253.992},{1.44,1.1435,2722.62,337.427},
{1.448,1.1435,2630.43,309.211},{1.456,1.1435,2313.56,241.673},{1.464,1.1435,2221.96,221.913},{1.472,1.1435,2144.45,207.058},{1.48,1.1435,2748.1,263.036},{1.488,1.1435,2514.53,234.532},{1.496,1.1435,2730.4,250.85},{1.504,1.1435,2886.19,256.236},{1.512,1.1435,2863.95,237.211},{1.52,1.1435,2630.82,210.775},{1.528,1.1435,2695.74,216.442},{1.536,1.1435,2878.19,227.16},{1.544,1.1435,2561.28,187.341},
{1.552,1.1435,2879.99,216.274},{1.56,1.1435,2489.22,171.793},{1.568,1.1435,2532.47,169.497},{1.576,1.1435,2355.01,151.248},{1.584,1.1435,2341.72,147.431},{1.592,1.1435,2589.07,164.515},{1.6,1.1435,2354.92,142.388},{1.608,1.1435,2560.69,154.567},{1.616,1.1435,2245.3,127.494},{1.624,1.1435,2157.31,119.885},{1.632,1.1435,2331.85,130.316},{1.64,1.1435,2100.95,114.798},{1.648,1.1435,2044.74,110.772},
{1.656,1.1435,2112.41,115.044},{1.664,1.1435,2002.92,109.67},{1.672,1.1435,2060.9,116.192},{1.68,1.1435,1807.72,100.447},{1.688,1.1435,1598.35,89.7624},{1.696,1.1435,1507.67,91.0455},{1.704,1.1435,1347.72,87.237},{1.712,1.1435,1153.49,81.5975},{1.72,1.1435,1107.93,91.6136},{1.728,1.1435,613.93,60.9326},{1.736,1.1435,123.046,26.6009},{1.264,1.1505,20.1722,28.0189},{1.272,1.1505,70.5969,79.33},
{1.28,1.1505,26.7626,35.6843},{1.288,1.1505,285.401,229.54},{1.296,1.1505,798.862,571.288},{1.304,1.1505,292.258,248.219},{1.312,1.1505,351.565,236.037},{1.32,1.1505,437.792,252.236},{1.328,1.1505,325.205,156.026},{1.336,1.1505,507.833,183.246},{1.344,1.1505,566.058,174.73},{1.352,1.1505,620.828,165.884},{1.36,1.1505,768.632,179.378},{1.368,1.1505,941.69,205.851},{1.376,1.1505,1585.98,327.866},
{1.384,1.1505,936.872,157.431},{1.392,1.1505,1679.69,297.428},{1.4,1.1505,1987.71,303.305},{1.408,1.1505,1867.99,252.811},{1.416,1.1505,1771.42,229.502},{1.424,1.1505,2353.86,292.466},{1.432,1.1505,2062.24,238.044},{1.44,1.1505,1819.17,190.103},{1.448,1.1505,2482.1,255.717},{1.456,1.1505,2556.24,259.501},{1.464,1.1505,2525.28,241.286},{1.472,1.1505,2444.93,218.961},{1.48,1.1505,2513.74,220.099},
{1.488,1.1505,2659.73,223.037},{1.496,1.1505,2919.21,247.242},{1.504,1.1505,2925.18,242.43},{1.512,1.1505,2719.51,212.108},{1.52,1.1505,2820.48,219.335},{1.528,1.1505,2799.8,203.678},{1.536,1.1505,2795.81,202.011},{1.544,1.1505,2700.8,191.352},{1.552,1.1505,2514.74,172.374},{1.56,1.1505,2993.33,207.151},{1.568,1.1505,2515.9,162.105},{1.576,1.1505,2983.37,196.824},{1.584,1.1505,2379.86,145.276},
{1.592,1.1505,2661.1,163.91},{1.6,1.1505,2503.44,144.601},{1.608,1.1505,2505.53,141.344},{1.616,1.1505,2665.89,152.989},{1.624,1.1505,2367.51,131.913},{1.632,1.1505,2105.66,111.575},{1.64,1.1505,2082.59,109.891},{1.648,1.1505,2113.85,111.464},{1.656,1.1505,2088.62,111.498},{1.664,1.1505,1820.67,94.8298},{1.672,1.1505,1894.32,104.56},{1.68,1.1505,1709.91,95.6831},{1.688,1.1505,1618.58,91.8622},
{1.696,1.1505,1393.22,85.1283},{1.704,1.1505,1177.01,76.4808},{1.712,1.1505,906.589,66.7289},{1.72,1.1505,713.581,66.5013},{1.728,1.1505,250.499,51.2916},{1.264,1.1575,208.208,289.424},{1.28,1.1575,114.823,131.75},{1.288,1.1575,85.3613,69.8027},{1.296,1.1575,1108.87,1326.87},{1.304,1.1575,1999.03,1275.76},{1.312,1.1575,466.075,293.706},{1.32,1.1575,1051.6,627.606},{1.328,1.1575,625.43,267.833},
{1.336,1.1575,1131.6,409.406},{1.344,1.1575,875.122,273.939},{1.352,1.1575,488.271,106.175},{1.36,1.1575,866.128,206.626},{1.368,1.1575,1166.96,234.051},{1.376,1.1575,1049.4,181.434},{1.384,1.1575,1394.71,222.731},{1.392,1.1575,1571.61,238.362},{1.4,1.1575,1650.72,228.529},{1.408,1.1575,1513.72,191.268},{1.416,1.1575,1853.41,224.529},{1.424,1.1575,2410.42,281.749},{1.432,1.1575,2407.65,261.991},
{1.44,1.1575,2379.73,247.921},{1.448,1.1575,2073.91,187.257},{1.456,1.1575,2697.1,255.638},{1.464,1.1575,2623.7,236.946},{1.472,1.1575,2727.84,227.036},{1.48,1.1575,2454.47,196.64},{1.488,1.1575,2707.09,214.139},{1.496,1.1575,2878.85,226.819},{1.504,1.1575,2536.66,183.411},{1.512,1.1575,2574.72,179.024},{1.52,1.1575,3510.41,270.066},{1.528,1.1575,2564.87,177.309},{1.536,1.1575,2758.63,189.118},
{1.544,1.1575,2665.37,174.775},{1.552,1.1575,2544.54,162.864},{1.56,1.1575,2446.37,151.061},{1.568,1.1575,2796.4,177.218},{1.576,1.1575,2442.54,145.935},{1.584,1.1575,2425.53,143.767},{1.592,1.1575,2628.67,150.826},{1.6,1.1575,2417.91,137.184},{1.608,1.1575,2476.87,138.06},{1.616,1.1575,2148.46,113.407},{1.624,1.1575,2272.25,118.092},{1.632,1.1575,2354.52,124.031},{1.64,1.1575,2153.57,110.672},
{1.648,1.1575,2214.37,117.927},{1.656,1.1575,2133.29,113.83},{1.664,1.1575,1860.55,98.6967},{1.672,1.1575,1943.26,106.661},{1.68,1.1575,1607.3,90.898},{1.688,1.1575,1541.48,91.4617},{1.696,1.1575,1215.66,74.8651},{1.704,1.1575,879.258,59.1761},{1.712,1.1575,752.287,60.6627},{1.72,1.1575,269.986,37.6783},{1.264,1.1645,145.462,202.187},{1.272,1.1645,884.078,706.915},{1.28,1.1645,1591.72,1693.44},
{1.288,1.1645,1310.95,844.582},{1.296,1.1645,3303.17,3461.97},{1.304,1.1645,406.29,305.484},{1.312,1.1645,278.322,141.56},{1.32,1.1645,4491.95,1841.62},{1.328,1.1645,943.532,367.511},{1.336,1.1645,583.593,212.599},{1.344,1.1645,514.603,120.593},{1.352,1.1645,631.399,136.896},{1.36,1.1645,1166.59,271.279},{1.368,1.1645,2028.39,461.98},{1.376,1.1645,1189.27,190.357},{1.384,1.1645,1652.83,258.037},
{1.392,1.1645,1851.65,274.86},{1.4,1.1645,1590.58,204.011},{1.408,1.1645,1679.03,196.343},{1.416,1.1645,1955.03,210.234},{1.424,1.1645,2274.8,240.718},{1.432,1.1645,2393.86,246.036},{1.44,1.1645,2823.14,277.635},{1.448,1.1645,2743.07,253.648},{1.456,1.1645,2684.5,227.03},{1.464,1.1645,2776.58,223.107},{1.472,1.1645,2653.37,201.598},{1.48,1.1645,3049.14,234.146},{1.488,1.1645,3067.76,225.505},
{1.496,1.1645,3015.51,219.426},{1.504,1.1645,3039.07,215.225},{1.512,1.1645,2720.11,182.311},{1.52,1.1645,2944.69,203.136},{1.528,1.1645,2865.33,189.149},{1.536,1.1645,2880.53,182.858},{1.544,1.1645,3170.08,205.013},{1.552,1.1645,2560.79,157.576},{1.56,1.1645,2687.22,158.86},{1.568,1.1645,2598.62,153.282},{1.576,1.1645,2830,171.339},{1.584,1.1645,2433.96,136.58},{1.592,1.1645,2734.54,158.638},
{1.6,1.1645,2669.21,147.492},{1.608,1.1645,2292.33,119.457},{1.616,1.1645,2224.56,116.618},{1.624,1.1645,2233.08,112.938},{1.632,1.1645,2183.76,111.834},{1.64,1.1645,2257.02,117.355},{1.648,1.1645,2038.29,102.3},{1.656,1.1645,2015.37,101.914},{1.664,1.1645,1912.22,99.6614},{1.672,1.1645,2049.1,114.009},{1.68,1.1645,1623.64,91.6777},{1.688,1.1645,1358.33,79.5001},{1.696,1.1645,1079.93,69.1436},
{1.704,1.1645,805.653,59.8141},{1.712,1.1645,453.354,59.7252},{1.264,1.1715,494.853,592.185},{1.272,1.1715,53.091,63.4745},{1.28,1.1715,598.365,716.001},{1.288,1.1715,1042.62,850.937},{1.296,1.1715,108.098,60.557},{1.304,1.1715,273.822,152.388},{1.312,1.1715,333.257,147.694},{1.32,1.1715,452.901,163.103},{1.328,1.1715,432.296,128.874},{1.336,1.1715,769.661,209.483},{1.344,1.1715,645.598,161.448},
{1.352,1.1715,720.898,157.996},{1.36,1.1715,861.445,164.535},{1.368,1.1715,1221.83,219.24},{1.376,1.1715,1220.22,197.807},{1.384,1.1715,1395.31,193.718},{1.392,1.1715,1277.66,159.351},{1.4,1.1715,1902.35,238.239},{1.408,1.1715,2050.8,235.222},{1.416,1.1715,2221.5,228.732},{1.424,1.1715,2096.08,197.495},{1.432,1.1715,2235.37,206.08},{1.44,1.1715,2847.41,253.196},{1.448,1.1715,2993.83,251.59},
{1.456,1.1715,2511.84,190.446},{1.464,1.1715,2787.42,217.517},{1.472,1.1715,2945.92,212.434},{1.48,1.1715,3082.2,222.102},{1.488,1.1715,3538.39,251.629},{1.496,1.1715,3131.76,215.401},{1.504,1.1715,3199.26,216.139},{1.512,1.1715,3371.09,227.293},{1.52,1.1715,2787.5,178.001},{1.528,1.1715,3035.08,192.391},{1.536,1.1715,2781.14,164.658},{1.544,1.1715,3052.13,183.183},{1.552,1.1715,2986.92,176.132},
{1.56,1.1715,3015.01,178.828},{1.568,1.1715,2699.47,153.607},{1.576,1.1715,2783.87,156.924},{1.584,1.1715,2646.49,145.224},{1.592,1.1715,2651.67,144.923},{1.6,1.1715,2535.18,131.052},{1.608,1.1715,2576.48,135.077},{1.616,1.1715,2424.69,124.366},{1.624,1.1715,2321,119.058},{1.632,1.1715,2302.49,115.581},{1.64,1.1715,2413.91,125.427},{1.648,1.1715,2042.29,102.935},{1.656,1.1715,1953.14,104.199},
{1.664,1.1715,1834.13,96.7854},{1.672,1.1715,1777.22,97.2633},{1.68,1.1715,1530,89.1061},{1.688,1.1715,1059.33,64.1348},{1.696,1.1715,1094.48,82.5507},{1.704,1.1715,427.173,43.3208},{1.712,1.1715,16.2887,10.0387},{1.272,1.1785,397.29,552.206},{1.28,1.1785,44.6363,42.3067},{1.288,1.1785,118.096,84.7614},{1.296,1.1785,147.248,91.7599},{1.304,1.1785,343.012,188.109},{1.312,1.1785,518.488,236.684},
{1.32,1.1785,275.612,90.7864},{1.328,1.1785,550.344,161.689},{1.336,1.1785,467.172,113.962},{1.344,1.1785,672.25,148.006},{1.352,1.1785,981.579,196.322},{1.36,1.1785,1310.55,241.164},{1.368,1.1785,1523.9,254.006},{1.376,1.1785,1341.3,188.471},{1.384,1.1785,1779.06,236.823},{1.392,1.1785,2306.56,318.106},{1.4,1.1785,1672.45,183.749},{1.408,1.1785,2562.08,273.886},{1.416,1.1785,2357.96,239.734},
{1.424,1.1785,2685.43,257.66},{1.432,1.1785,2777.11,240.363},{1.44,1.1785,2449.17,199.746},{1.448,1.1785,2873.17,217.125},{1.456,1.1785,3008.23,226.641},{1.464,1.1785,2995.13,213.453},{1.472,1.1785,3388.95,244.913},{1.48,1.1785,2724.86,180.103},{1.488,1.1785,3590.01,245.347},{1.496,1.1785,2942.24,183.999},{1.504,1.1785,3510.26,230.314},{1.512,1.1785,3194.84,195.742},{1.52,1.1785,3179.07,196.751},
{1.528,1.1785,3095.2,184.329},{1.536,1.1785,2992.32,175.429},{1.544,1.1785,2879.1,165.671},{1.552,1.1785,3015.16,168.214},{1.56,1.1785,3174.86,183.589},{1.568,1.1785,3180.93,182.604},{1.576,1.1785,2918.28,162.612},{1.584,1.1785,2763.71,145.033},{1.592,1.1785,2913.62,153.979},{1.6,1.1785,2551.65,129.234},{1.608,1.1785,2760.62,145.058},{1.616,1.1785,2427.75,121.742},{1.624,1.1785,2342.99,116.251},
{1.632,1.1785,2363.39,119.813},{1.64,1.1785,2482.17,133.01},{1.648,1.1785,2131.54,111.221},{1.656,1.1785,1897.1,97.4524},{1.664,1.1785,1856.32,99.5586},{1.672,1.1785,1388.55,76.3668},{1.68,1.1785,1394.11,86.0185},{1.688,1.1785,966.043,64.7364},{1.696,1.1785,513.103,47.9535},{1.704,1.1785,47.5943,18.9934},{1.264,1.1855,97.524,111.701},{1.272,1.1855,47.368,62.1329},{1.28,1.1855,234.118,200.812},
{1.288,1.1855,165.434,129.515},{1.296,1.1855,505.546,300.754},{1.304,1.1855,610.55,297.626},{1.312,1.1855,701.916,292.118},{1.32,1.1855,1035.19,418.713},{1.328,1.1855,734.32,211.541},{1.336,1.1855,548.987,129.981},{1.344,1.1855,672.75,134.49},{1.352,1.1855,1163.27,232.469},{1.36,1.1855,1334.02,238.796},{1.368,1.1855,1223.5,183.514},{1.376,1.1855,1726.85,239.802},{1.384,1.1855,1613.56,191.199},
{1.392,1.1855,2009.3,233.811},{1.4,1.1855,2012.66,201.703},{1.408,1.1855,2391.9,231.498},{1.416,1.1855,2834.57,272.531},{1.424,1.1855,2430.93,205.673},{1.432,1.1855,2558.85,204.125},{1.44,1.1855,2810.31,215.499},{1.448,1.1855,3561.8,278.592},{1.456,1.1855,2997.23,209.683},{1.464,1.1855,3362.91,232.342},{1.472,1.1855,3367.27,219.354},{1.48,1.1855,3470.53,224.034},{1.488,1.1855,3228.92,198.854},
{1.496,1.1855,3539.8,211.691},{1.504,1.1855,2987.29,177.255},{1.512,1.1855,3722.12,223.794},{1.52,1.1855,3158.41,184.116},{1.528,1.1855,3163.16,180.103},{1.536,1.1855,3116.35,177.029},{1.544,1.1855,3136.35,170.933},{1.552,1.1855,3308.2,185.984},{1.56,1.1855,3140.26,172.145},{1.568,1.1855,3157.14,170.796},{1.576,1.1855,2817,146.069},{1.584,1.1855,3220.29,173.622},{1.592,1.1855,2622.38,130.518},
{1.6,1.1855,2541.77,126.369},{1.608,1.1855,2735.12,138.339},{1.616,1.1855,2436.81,120.445},{1.624,1.1855,2465.17,122.039},{1.632,1.1855,2240.47,112.178},{1.64,1.1855,2113.49,104.986},{1.648,1.1855,1880.26,93.3709},{1.656,1.1855,1749.49,88.2055},{1.664,1.1855,1602.05,86.1086},{1.672,1.1855,1448.26,83.3068},{1.68,1.1855,1045.31,66.5832},{1.688,1.1855,642.111,53.4477},{1.696,1.1855,113.49,32.4547},
{1.264,1.1925,80.3826,77.1361},{1.272,1.1925,928.961,616.188},{1.28,1.1925,150.612,101.648},{1.288,1.1925,930.916,452.282},{1.296,1.1925,498.072,280.549},{1.304,1.1925,214.438,77.8362},{1.312,1.1925,501.17,182.58},{1.32,1.1925,527.58,154.405},{1.328,1.1925,783.69,205.732},{1.336,1.1925,877.439,190.292},{1.344,1.1925,826.095,148.136},{1.352,1.1925,982.506,179.474},{1.36,1.1925,1319.03,195.385},
{1.368,1.1925,1510.62,213.716},{1.376,1.1925,1789.05,232.416},{1.384,1.1925,1801.97,206.428},{1.392,1.1925,1922.33,194.616},{1.4,1.1925,1897.29,184.579},{1.408,1.1925,2099.67,185.008},{1.416,1.1925,2989.65,266.961},{1.424,1.1925,2652.54,213.398},{1.432,1.1925,3699.91,302.004},{1.44,1.1925,2683.21,190.741},{1.448,1.1925,2902.98,199.704},{1.456,1.1925,3546.17,244.044},{1.464,1.1925,3312.99,212.504},
{1.472,1.1925,3578.5,227.088},{1.48,1.1925,3255.51,195.359},{1.488,1.1925,3687.15,228.303},{1.496,1.1925,3443.88,199.519},{1.504,1.1925,3446.14,196.742},{1.512,1.1925,3482.87,197.927},{1.52,1.1925,3625.65,204.844},{1.528,1.1925,2957.08,156.301},{1.536,1.1925,3398.64,185.608},{1.544,1.1925,3575.95,199.241},{1.552,1.1925,3157.51,168.642},{1.56,1.1925,3031.04,157.764},{1.568,1.1925,2920.38,151.714},
{1.576,1.1925,3065.36,157.812},{1.584,1.1925,2948,148.747},{1.592,1.1925,2917.28,145.848},{1.6,1.1925,2540.27,123.963},{1.608,1.1925,2707.82,135.255},{1.616,1.1925,2290.19,110.802},{1.624,1.1925,2501.51,122.544},{1.632,1.1925,2273.37,112.245},{1.64,1.1925,2102.09,105.809},{1.648,1.1925,1893.62,96.7127},{1.656,1.1925,1804.56,98.2101},{1.664,1.1925,1659.02,96.1072},{1.672,1.1925,1119.84,68.4566},
{1.68,1.1925,720.891,55.0531},{1.688,1.1925,167.824,38.8567},{1.256,1.1995,58.752,74.6647},{1.264,1.1995,35.8624,37.7086},{1.272,1.1995,105.548,79.8558},{1.28,1.1995,116.934,71.6958},{1.288,1.1995,263.516,125.851},{1.296,1.1995,404.642,227.863},{1.304,1.1995,530.303,232.492},{1.312,1.1995,482.071,152.377},{1.32,1.1995,563.405,150.984},{1.328,1.1995,719.305,159.745},{1.336,1.1995,656.614,128.195},
{1.344,1.1995,872.797,158.001},{1.352,1.1995,1217.38,191.083},{1.36,1.1995,1229.85,172.108},{1.368,1.1995,1553.93,194.992},{1.376,1.1995,1777.38,200.632},{1.384,1.1995,1766.56,185.413},{1.392,1.1995,2089.77,204.646},{1.4,1.1995,2256.11,208.995},{1.408,1.1995,2769.33,246.157},{1.416,1.1995,2963.23,246.082},{1.424,1.1995,2712.65,204.523},{1.432,1.1995,2702.51,190.624},{1.44,1.1995,3070.02,214.433},
{1.448,1.1995,3883.08,274.769},{1.456,1.1995,3412.87,219.301},{1.464,1.1995,3481.24,214.008},{1.472,1.1995,3734.68,228.977},{1.48,1.1995,3697.37,219.519},{1.488,1.1995,4221.6,253.531},{1.496,1.1995,3263.63,181.95},{1.504,1.1995,3655.79,205.531},{1.512,1.1995,3475.62,187.168},{1.52,1.1995,3342.24,184.335},{1.528,1.1995,3016.46,161.127},{1.536,1.1995,3496.06,188.608},{1.544,1.1995,3184.47,165.236},
{1.552,1.1995,3032.52,155.105},{1.56,1.1995,3016.12,150.156},{1.568,1.1995,3207.71,164.546},{1.576,1.1995,2820.77,139.636},{1.584,1.1995,2812.82,136.982},{1.592,1.1995,2854.67,143.725},{1.6,1.1995,2963.93,147.318},{1.608,1.1995,2579.62,124.757},{1.616,1.1995,2437.34,118.301},{1.624,1.1995,2427.56,120.757},{1.632,1.1995,2263.46,113.006},{1.64,1.1995,2029.36,105.634},{1.648,1.1995,1729.51,88.2},
{1.656,1.1995,1468.79,78.5735},{1.664,1.1995,1219.53,73.3939},{1.672,1.1995,874.866,63.9332},{1.68,1.1995,184.158,29.3947},{1.248,1.2065,121.321,109.27},{1.256,1.2065,140.845,120.679},{1.264,1.2065,94.2481,60.231},{1.272,1.2065,300.427,217.227},{1.28,1.2065,73.7815,53.9731},{1.288,1.2065,217.805,102.142},{1.296,1.2065,325.969,172.198},{1.304,1.2065,297.547,104.469},{1.312,1.2065,322.627,87.4375},
{1.32,1.2065,743.779,187.596},{1.328,1.2065,835.593,187.223},{1.336,1.2065,818.54,150.232},{1.344,1.2065,1193.65,208.457},{1.352,1.2065,1186.04,179.115},{1.36,1.2065,1502.1,194.437},{1.368,1.2065,1759.9,209.513},{1.376,1.2065,1654.6,173.464},{1.384,1.2065,2257.01,230.668},{1.392,1.2065,2117.27,202.029},{1.4,1.2065,2466.64,214.033},{1.408,1.2065,2422.82,195.015},{1.416,1.2065,3017.58,233.736},
{1.424,1.2065,3444.67,260.338},{1.432,1.2065,2848.39,196.218},{1.44,1.2065,3248.72,217.079},{1.448,1.2065,3393.01,216.557},{1.456,1.2065,3519.54,219.348},{1.464,1.2065,3536.4,212.172},{1.472,1.2065,3832.94,222.498},{1.48,1.2065,3594.16,202.353},{1.488,1.2065,3888.12,221.103},{1.496,1.2065,3457.15,187.017},{1.504,1.2065,3536.7,192.01},{1.512,1.2065,3288.62,174.472},{1.52,1.2065,3389.15,173.983},
{1.528,1.2065,3420.45,178.124},{1.536,1.2065,3513.42,187.041},{1.544,1.2065,3383.78,174.04},{1.552,1.2065,3384.78,173.145},{1.56,1.2065,3386.28,171.855},{1.568,1.2065,3202.7,163.834},{1.576,1.2065,3154.49,157.138},{1.584,1.2065,2949.18,142.689},{1.592,1.2065,2649.14,129.364},{1.6,1.2065,2685.43,133.497},{1.608,1.2065,2439.61,118.207},{1.616,1.2065,2373.93,115.585},{1.624,1.2065,2332.65,115.636},
{1.632,1.2065,2113.75,108.888},{1.64,1.2065,1778.07,91.0422},{1.648,1.2065,1628.27,90.1791},{1.656,1.2065,1257.94,73.4229},{1.664,1.2065,959.975,68.6872},{1.672,1.2065,279.829,39.05},{1.248,1.2135,361.663,432.708},{1.256,1.2135,25.4452,32.5105},{1.264,1.2135,20.9277,23.9726},{1.272,1.2135,665.328,321.957},{1.28,1.2135,70.7656,39.4659},{1.288,1.2135,168.734,79.9306},{1.296,1.2135,280.899,97.6875},
{1.304,1.2135,258.801,68.5808},{1.312,1.2135,664.649,189.728},{1.32,1.2135,748.099,196.743},{1.328,1.2135,563.012,112.755},{1.336,1.2135,811.265,140.747},{1.344,1.2135,772.057,114.44},{1.352,1.2135,1186.78,167.701},{1.36,1.2135,1595.32,196.626},{1.368,1.2135,1528.17,174.073},{1.376,1.2135,1939.3,207.209},{1.384,1.2135,2125.87,206.881},{1.392,1.2135,2058.86,182.777},{1.4,1.2135,2549.82,211.627},
{1.408,1.2135,2593.31,201.998},{1.416,1.2135,2933.67,217.836},{1.424,1.2135,2959.84,208.167},{1.432,1.2135,3359.68,228.227},{1.44,1.2135,3536.42,233.434},{1.448,1.2135,3316.91,202.179},{1.456,1.2135,3573.89,213.974},{1.464,1.2135,4013.95,242.082},{1.472,1.2135,3492.8,193.248},{1.48,1.2135,4016.78,221.332},{1.488,1.2135,3808.18,210.345},{1.496,1.2135,3607.12,192.97},{1.504,1.2135,4076.58,223.792},
{1.512,1.2135,3477.43,179.025},{1.52,1.2135,3267.93,167.192},{1.528,1.2135,3326.73,172.134},{1.536,1.2135,3827.64,203.888},{1.544,1.2135,3022.29,151.034},{1.552,1.2135,3529.43,183.784},{1.56,1.2135,3298.05,169.275},{1.568,1.2135,2830.77,139.223},{1.576,1.2135,2906.02,145.159},{1.584,1.2135,2577.31,123.074},{1.592,1.2135,2788.02,137.181},{1.6,1.2135,2408.4,114.758},{1.608,1.2135,2464.27,120.901},
{1.616,1.2135,2195.47,109.766},{1.624,1.2135,1968.69,99.0715},{1.632,1.2135,1891.15,96.4712},{1.64,1.2135,1708.75,91.6934},{1.648,1.2135,1344.95,77.831},{1.656,1.2135,1011.28,68.4451},{1.664,1.2135,314.472,31.9557},{1.248,1.2205,191.436,266.055},{1.256,1.2205,289.398,224.393},{1.264,1.2205,275.685,206.292},{1.272,1.2205,186.431,123.772},{1.28,1.2205,673.158,289.698},{1.288,1.2205,207.682,88.6225},
{1.296,1.2205,252.706,96.6661},{1.304,1.2205,321.75,96.8904},{1.312,1.2205,337.544,82.2455},{1.32,1.2205,469.241,95.1553},{1.328,1.2205,783.289,144.529},{1.336,1.2205,918.139,154.764},{1.344,1.2205,1137.43,169.521},{1.352,1.2205,1369.33,200.049},{1.36,1.2205,1315.47,153.875},{1.368,1.2205,1858.25,202.542},{1.376,1.2205,1789.34,172.051},{1.384,1.2205,2276.1,209.994},{1.392,1.2205,2207.71,186.826},
{1.4,1.2205,2642.84,213.838},{1.408,1.2205,2873.06,213.321},{1.416,1.2205,3329.03,254.34},{1.424,1.2205,3100.73,211.952},{1.432,1.2205,3525,235.733},{1.44,1.2205,3342.58,216.291},{1.448,1.2205,3493.9,213.493},{1.456,1.2205,3391.29,199.261},{1.464,1.2205,3343.37,183.469},{1.472,1.2205,3979.36,229.015},{1.48,1.2205,3501.55,192.668},{1.488,1.2205,3164.69,166.845},{1.496,1.2205,3692.75,201.599},
{1.504,1.2205,3066.81,155.922},{1.512,1.2205,3435.32,178.648},{1.52,1.2205,3309.16,168.776},{1.528,1.2205,3179.93,165.778},{1.536,1.2205,3267.31,169.622},{1.544,1.2205,3256.2,165.275},{1.552,1.2205,3143.34,158.623},{1.56,1.2205,2803.44,139.045},{1.568,1.2205,3008.44,151.427},{1.576,1.2205,2717.61,132.817},{1.584,1.2205,2491.31,122.925},{1.592,1.2205,2391.78,118.671},{1.6,1.2205,2392.16,118.32},
{1.608,1.2205,2171.52,109.208},{1.616,1.2205,2211.51,113.459},{1.624,1.2205,1758.69,91.1939},{1.632,1.2205,1522.02,81.5182},{1.64,1.2205,1289.81,73.3977},{1.648,1.2205,892.935,58.3221},{1.656,1.2205,451.852,46.5687},{1.664,1.2205,19.2448,19.4781},{1.224,1.2275,181.164,251.767},{1.24,1.2275,34.9101,38.0989},{1.248,1.2275,43.4154,34.932},{1.256,1.2275,315.535,438.549},{1.264,1.2275,269.938,152.419},
{1.272,1.2275,745.181,564.853},{1.28,1.2275,290.547,158.157},{1.288,1.2275,414.511,177.728},{1.296,1.2275,222.012,65.2156},{1.304,1.2275,296.183,78.8673},{1.312,1.2275,396.925,105.038},{1.32,1.2275,405.943,81.8559},{1.328,1.2275,626.381,108.207},{1.336,1.2275,957.771,167.992},{1.344,1.2275,1172.47,172.891},{1.352,1.2275,1031.1,128.033},{1.36,1.2275,1384.8,161.912},{1.368,1.2275,1356.13,142.394},
{1.376,1.2275,1977.93,193.174},{1.384,1.2275,1904.23,170.306},{1.392,1.2275,2600.04,231.853},{1.4,1.2275,2890.73,240.604},{1.408,1.2275,2417.74,168.579},{1.416,1.2275,2771.04,192.994},{1.424,1.2275,3128.12,214.698},{1.432,1.2275,3191.43,209.283},{1.44,1.2275,3535.22,229.398},{1.448,1.2275,3229.02,190.661},{1.456,1.2275,3247.3,185.69},{1.464,1.2275,3528.65,195.76},{1.472,1.2275,3305.37,181.318},
{1.48,1.2275,3641.99,199.266},{1.488,1.2275,4073.06,227.637},{1.496,1.2275,3252.6,166.916},{1.504,1.2275,3412.25,177.621},{1.512,1.2275,3197.31,166.063},{1.52,1.2275,3338.05,174.484},{1.528,1.2275,3458.98,179.704},{1.536,1.2275,2994.89,150.031},{1.544,1.2275,2762.74,137.647},{1.552,1.2275,2743.9,135.441},{1.56,1.2275,2627.19,129.253},{1.568,1.2275,2596.73,128.472},{1.576,1.2275,2661.97,134.381},
{1.584,1.2275,2372.61,119.909},{1.592,1.2275,2163.31,107.615},{1.6,1.2275,2281.68,119.113},{1.608,1.2275,1766.42,86.6356},{1.616,1.2275,1733.22,89.3785},{1.624,1.2275,1449.69,75.4493},{1.632,1.2275,1142.73,61.713},{1.64,1.2275,874.324,53.7626},{1.648,1.2275,589.687,56.513},{1.656,1.2275,22.0801,12.6343},{1.24,1.2345,139.068,104.76},{1.248,1.2345,29.6067,31.6109},{1.256,1.2345,237.843,157.445},
{1.264,1.2345,35.4534,24.9439},{1.272,1.2345,129.851,90.8135},{1.28,1.2345,228.917,87.0481},{1.288,1.2345,236.877,81.0201},{1.296,1.2345,344.65,100.789},{1.304,1.2345,608.663,173.078},{1.312,1.2345,400.469,102.759},{1.32,1.2345,494.743,98.9914},{1.328,1.2345,565.507,99.1022},{1.336,1.2345,971.059,159.461},{1.344,1.2345,1136.64,158.384},{1.352,1.2345,1385.02,189.175},{1.36,1.2345,1369.1,152.383},
{1.368,1.2345,1449.63,143.637},{1.376,1.2345,1679.04,154.998},{1.384,1.2345,2260.64,199.371},{1.392,1.2345,2143.6,169.79},{1.4,1.2345,2445.93,186.801},{1.408,1.2345,2585.67,191.1},{1.416,1.2345,2442.9,164.336},{1.424,1.2345,2653.86,173.151},{1.432,1.2345,3422.39,222.874},{1.44,1.2345,3039.44,183.915},{1.448,1.2345,3579.82,214.561},{1.456,1.2345,3591.61,209.795},{1.464,1.2345,3418.93,191.211},
{1.472,1.2345,3602.41,202.238},{1.48,1.2345,3683.55,207.876},{1.488,1.2345,3234.58,171.646},{1.496,1.2345,3314.49,175.625},{1.504,1.2345,3166.21,167.745},{1.512,1.2345,3041.45,158.733},{1.52,1.2345,2801.63,144.69},{1.528,1.2345,3109.4,160.5},{1.536,1.2345,2894.53,149.596},{1.544,1.2345,2645.85,134.376},{1.552,1.2345,2424.64,119.085},{1.56,1.2345,2359.23,118.163},{1.568,1.2345,2567.28,130.178},
{1.576,1.2345,2273.92,114.296},{1.584,1.2345,2168.7,110.501},{1.592,1.2345,1917.91,98.5809},{1.6,1.2345,1869.94,96.84},{1.608,1.2345,1440.83,71.6972},{1.616,1.2345,1434.16,77.7142},{1.624,1.2345,1230.99,72.2544},{1.632,1.2345,1024.67,66.7927},{1.64,1.2345,556.407,49.0834},{1.648,1.2345,37.985,14.2897},{1.232,1.2415,34.2441,37.3014},{1.248,1.2415,11.7742,13.9707},{1.256,1.2415,50.0966,38.4123},
{1.264,1.2415,67.9221,44.0738},{1.272,1.2415,106.654,61.4302},{1.28,1.2415,236.144,114.511},{1.288,1.2415,158.813,54.849},{1.296,1.2415,251.539,80.5311},{1.304,1.2415,359.323,104.408},{1.312,1.2415,521.267,110.147},{1.32,1.2415,458.562,99.3598},{1.328,1.2415,643.564,110.503},{1.336,1.2415,824.475,123.86},{1.344,1.2415,915.183,122.387},{1.352,1.2415,1057.8,125.808},{1.36,1.2415,1148.95,123.188},
{1.368,1.2415,1609.79,166.161},{1.376,1.2415,1750.27,162.858},{1.384,1.2415,2021.31,170.631},{1.392,1.2415,2197.43,175.181},{1.4,1.2415,2177.97,160.624},{1.408,1.2415,2475.92,176.018},{1.416,1.2415,3128.03,227.576},{1.424,1.2415,2890.4,191.39},{1.432,1.2415,3196.75,206.212},{1.44,1.2415,3384.03,209.659},{1.448,1.2415,3251.91,195.872},{1.456,1.2415,3851.13,241.052},{1.464,1.2415,3516.59,200.465},
{1.472,1.2415,3060.4,168.411},{1.48,1.2415,3011.7,162.947},{1.488,1.2415,3147.56,167.252},{1.496,1.2415,2989.6,156.045},{1.504,1.2415,2892.94,153.421},{1.512,1.2415,2884.09,152.283},{1.52,1.2415,2796.46,147.601},{1.528,1.2415,2653.97,139.288},{1.536,1.2415,2698.46,140.351},{1.544,1.2415,2394.02,123.812},{1.552,1.2415,2511.84,130.877},{1.56,1.2415,2291.63,118.82},{1.568,1.2415,2186.6,111.001},
{1.576,1.2415,1976.64,99.5222},{1.584,1.2415,1873.7,93.7414},{1.592,1.2415,1658.71,83.7659},{1.6,1.2415,1513.7,76.9121},{1.608,1.2415,1338.67,71.7949},{1.616,1.2415,1279.43,76.3098},{1.624,1.2415,985.933,62.0295},{1.632,1.2415,589.293,47.4838},{1.64,1.2415,81.847,20.5632},{1.24,1.2485,46.0521,52.9004},{1.256,1.2485,93.8686,76.2667},{1.264,1.2485,190.392,103.715},{1.272,1.2485,202.113,121.102},
{1.28,1.2485,207.885,94.9627},{1.288,1.2485,206.604,74.8513},{1.296,1.2485,226,66.4827},{1.304,1.2485,505.225,151.316},{1.312,1.2485,523.318,106.731},{1.32,1.2485,566.826,111.516},{1.328,1.2485,937.968,165.28},{1.336,1.2485,779.577,112.2},{1.344,1.2485,1060.26,145.947},{1.352,1.2485,1021.37,123.097},{1.36,1.2485,1425.99,157.165},{1.368,1.2485,1543.48,155.046},{1.376,1.2485,2034.39,198.55},
{1.384,1.2485,2378.87,212.674},{1.392,1.2485,2243.16,185.055},{1.4,1.2485,2393.27,181.699},{1.408,1.2485,2616.79,192.216},{1.416,1.2485,2598.78,174.604},{1.424,1.2485,2704.41,182.539},{1.432,1.2485,3422.3,231.112},{1.44,1.2485,3163.95,200.796},{1.448,1.2485,3114.16,190.265},{1.456,1.2485,3441.58,207.905},{1.464,1.2485,3142.7,181.977},{1.472,1.2485,3296.96,190.907},{1.48,1.2485,3204.35,175.398},
{1.488,1.2485,3065.72,170.749},{1.496,1.2485,3084.52,170.483},{1.504,1.2485,2972.1,166.251},{1.512,1.2485,2667.82,142.311},{1.52,1.2485,2844.1,154.423},{1.528,1.2485,2542.78,135.52},{1.536,1.2485,2451.42,128.967},{1.544,1.2485,2417.39,130.861},{1.552,1.2485,2345.6,124.9},{1.56,1.2485,2081.85,106.289},{1.568,1.2485,1957.28,102.199},{1.576,1.2485,1831.39,96.2429},{1.584,1.2485,1807.78,96.4766},
{1.592,1.2485,1494.57,80.7502},{1.6,1.2485,1343.01,73.5404},{1.608,1.2485,1012.77,57.427},{1.616,1.2485,922.264,58.5244},{1.624,1.2485,602.711,47.2117},{1.632,1.2485,105.884,21.6921},{1.24,1.2555,39.1225,31.4076},{1.248,1.2555,199.334,114.069},{1.256,1.2555,55.9186,41.5541},{1.264,1.2555,186.393,110.506},{1.272,1.2555,182.069,78.2991},{1.28,1.2555,267.894,127.087},{1.288,1.2555,230.76,75.7287},
{1.296,1.2555,219.712,63.098},{1.304,1.2555,301.49,78.8745},{1.312,1.2555,402.245,87.1195},{1.32,1.2555,636.38,120.545},{1.328,1.2555,659.788,106.468},{1.336,1.2555,870.047,126.76},{1.344,1.2555,857.149,114.057},{1.352,1.2555,952.806,113.568},{1.36,1.2555,1419.62,157.501},{1.368,1.2555,1473.43,152.409},{1.376,1.2555,1724.56,162.579},{1.384,1.2555,1902.12,161.982},{1.392,1.2555,2123.34,171.205},
{1.4,1.2555,2171.37,167.146},{1.408,1.2555,2461.05,179.583},{1.416,1.2555,2925,216.863},{1.424,1.2555,2584.55,172.231},{1.432,1.2555,3311.61,226.558},{1.44,1.2555,2890.83,179.044},{1.448,1.2555,3024.62,188.337},{1.456,1.2555,2801.81,162.411},{1.464,1.2555,3046.47,173.303},{1.472,1.2555,3000.8,174.956},{1.48,1.2555,2868.2,156.783},{1.488,1.2555,2794.68,152.848},{1.496,1.2555,2928.16,164.795},
{1.504,1.2555,2801.63,156.701},{1.512,1.2555,2679.84,148.962},{1.52,1.2555,2439.36,130.894},{1.528,1.2555,2295.73,122.038},{1.536,1.2555,2196.71,116.509},{1.544,1.2555,1952.24,101.133},{1.552,1.2555,1922.63,101.35},{1.56,1.2555,2014.77,108.437},{1.568,1.2555,1889.83,102.369},{1.576,1.2555,1638.25,89.8095},{1.584,1.2555,1492.16,82.0008},{1.592,1.2555,1282.75,70.9349},{1.6,1.2555,1021.94,58.2532},
{1.608,1.2555,801.952,49.4147},{1.616,1.2555,697.84,56.298},{1.624,1.2555,131.856,22.0944},{1.248,1.2625,7.40677,8.44548},{1.256,1.2625,163.913,94.9305},{1.264,1.2625,80.2217,49.8967},{1.272,1.2625,289.847,122.338},{1.28,1.2625,182.621,62.7839},{1.288,1.2625,128.829,39.2503},{1.296,1.2625,229.498,74.7778},{1.304,1.2625,450.961,108.953},{1.312,1.2625,760.133,182.916},{1.32,1.2625,688.563,126.899},
{1.328,1.2625,656.786,100.259},{1.336,1.2625,882.304,131.016},{1.344,1.2625,869.345,112.907},{1.352,1.2625,1092.74,126.837},{1.36,1.2625,1105.08,117.065},{1.368,1.2625,1386.26,138.6},{1.376,1.2625,1593.42,142.94},{1.384,1.2625,1873.31,162.536},{1.392,1.2625,2086.03,171.665},{1.4,1.2625,2388.92,187.022},{1.408,1.2625,2332.7,165.757},{1.416,1.2625,2446.35,168.949},{1.424,1.2625,2927.49,204.575},
{1.432,1.2625,2754.29,180.374},{1.44,1.2625,2866.23,186.771},{1.448,1.2625,2803.36,174.917},{1.456,1.2625,2804.25,172.092},{1.464,1.2625,2928.61,172.734},{1.472,1.2625,2480.92,137.502},{1.48,1.2625,2493.03,143.78},{1.488,1.2625,2574.53,148.078},{1.496,1.2625,2515.81,136.539},{1.504,1.2625,2339.02,126.065},{1.512,1.2625,2386.87,131.328},{1.52,1.2625,2250.74,124.937},{1.528,1.2625,2083.55,110.685},
{1.536,1.2625,1999.13,109.194},{1.544,1.2625,2041.98,116.735},{1.552,1.2625,1703.02,92.7774},{1.56,1.2625,1641.61,88.1198},{1.568,1.2625,1728.02,97.632},{1.576,1.2625,1292.14,71.1893},{1.584,1.2625,1316.44,77.4452},{1.592,1.2625,1176.04,71.72},{1.6,1.2625,895.917,58.0168},{1.608,1.2625,550.859,42.1295},{1.616,1.2625,164.602,22.0329},{1.224,1.2695,40.6837,46.6694},{1.256,1.2695,61.4193,41.9447},
{1.264,1.2695,46.715,28.8698},{1.272,1.2695,96.2849,47.8964},{1.28,1.2695,206.293,80.7933},{1.288,1.2695,178.145,55.9235},{1.296,1.2695,408.197,123.094},{1.304,1.2695,373.84,91.2835},{1.312,1.2695,587.545,121.576},{1.32,1.2695,759.545,156.98},{1.328,1.2695,912.629,163.003},{1.336,1.2695,877.79,127.835},{1.344,1.2695,1019.21,139.467},{1.352,1.2695,1152.78,140.136},{1.36,1.2695,1131.44,121.495},
{1.368,1.2695,1308.12,125.462},{1.376,1.2695,1573.79,147.626},{1.384,1.2695,1746.41,150.328},{1.392,1.2695,1969.1,158.514},{1.4,1.2695,1964.62,144.464},{1.408,1.2695,2361.64,171.87},{1.416,1.2695,2411.87,168.896},{1.424,1.2695,2619.31,185.591},{1.432,1.2695,2575.63,171.947},{1.44,1.2695,2700.76,172.165},{1.448,1.2695,2446.32,150.521},{1.456,1.2695,2913.24,180.684},{1.464,1.2695,2909.03,174.769},
{1.472,1.2695,2591.98,149.556},{1.48,1.2695,2628.12,152.198},{1.488,1.2695,2303.98,130.455},{1.496,1.2695,2489.3,142.108},{1.504,1.2695,2359.84,134.795},{1.512,1.2695,2300.57,130.976},{1.52,1.2695,2413.36,141.88},{1.528,1.2695,1981.04,109.806},{1.536,1.2695,1689.49,91.8446},{1.544,1.2695,1743.2,96.7187},{1.552,1.2695,1730.24,99.4069},{1.56,1.2695,1466.05,83.0754},{1.568,1.2695,1366.74,76.9786},
{1.576,1.2695,1329.14,79.1793},{1.584,1.2695,997.761,60.4586},{1.592,1.2695,919.666,61.5013},{1.6,1.2695,594.044,42.8546},{1.608,1.2695,196.904,23.4853},{1.224,1.2765,44.6285,54.2308},{1.24,1.2765,65.028,78.8728},{1.248,1.2765,73.7115,51.6075},{1.256,1.2765,29.957,19.8625},{1.264,1.2765,54.1026,34.1272},{1.272,1.2765,87.9061,36.2292},{1.28,1.2765,151.956,60.5978},{1.288,1.2765,174.891,51.7392},
{1.296,1.2765,179.876,47.0418},{1.304,1.2765,417.696,103.726},{1.312,1.2765,333.447,64.2634},{1.32,1.2765,606.788,110.458},{1.328,1.2765,836.795,144.472},{1.336,1.2765,802.947,119.591},{1.344,1.2765,847.995,107.998},{1.352,1.2765,930.855,102.869},{1.36,1.2765,1060.03,109.3},{1.368,1.2765,1194.8,113.18},{1.376,1.2765,1508.81,135.94},{1.384,1.2765,1719.31,150.824},{1.392,1.2765,1730.94,136.882},
{1.4,1.2765,2154.72,164.484},{1.408,1.2765,2009.58,145.495},{1.416,1.2765,2488.03,179.764},{1.424,1.2765,2324.13,154.554},{1.432,1.2765,2465.68,162.578},{1.44,1.2765,2508.66,160.925},{1.448,1.2765,2607.48,165.345},{1.456,1.2765,2631.85,166.163},{1.464,1.2765,2486.58,150.17},{1.472,1.2765,2526.1,150.375},{1.48,1.2765,2242.86,131.615},{1.488,1.2765,2476.3,151.754},{1.496,1.2765,23
96.69,143.804},{1.504,1.2765,2090.34,120.816},{1.512,1.2765,1852.5,106.614},{1.52,1.2765,1883.08,106.079},{1.528,1.2765,1701.71,96.7272},{1.536,1.2765,1663.44,93.27},{1.544,1.2765,1596.72,90.3074},{1.552,1.2765,1536.86,90.381},{1.56,1.2765,1226.89,69.9657},{1.568,1.2765,1121.27,67.5778},{1.576,1.2765,978.764,59.4036},{1.584,1.2765,789.729,50.2355},{1.592,1.2765,545.547,37.9826},
{1.6,1.2765,223.574,23.682},{1.608,1.2765,14.4111,14.421},{1.24,1.2835,32.2918,37.0014},{1.248,1.2835,112.709,62.5637},{1.256,1.2835,394.486,244.911},{1.264,1.2835,272.675,149.936},{1.272,1.2835,71.8836,29.4531},{1.28,1.2835,160.97,60.754},{1.288,1.2835,184.829,56.2189},{1.296,1.2835,206.474,47.9579},{1.304,1.2835,359.767,82.7355},{1.312,1.2835,371.761,67.313},{1.32,1.2835,658.161,134.212},
{1.328,1.2835,816.4,142.02},{1.336,1.2835,665.268,91.8301},{1.344,1.2835,720.382,96.0788},{1.352,1.2835,883.402,99.4706},{1.36,1.2835,928.904,92.1062},{1.368,1.2835,1447.03,146.549},{1.376,1.2835,1474.58,136.528},{1.384,1.2835,1849.06,163.035},{1.392,1.2835,1870.85,154.281},{1.4,1.2835,2137.57,168.243},{1.408,1.2835,2617.84,206.166},{1.416,1.2835,2421.84,174.358},{1.424,1.2835,2508.23,172.106},
{1.432,1.2835,2488.73,171.332},{1.44,1.2835,2694.04,182.37},{1.448,1.2835,2686.25,175.489},{1.456,1.2835,2239.04,135.417},{1.464,1.2835,2448.83,149.962},{1.472,1.2835,2299.56,137.744},{1.48,1.2835,2166.53,128.86},{1.488,1.2835,2176.34,130.165},{1.496,1.2835,1892.85,108.145},{1.504,1.2835,2118.98,126.685},{1.512,1.2835,1931.08,114.084},{1.52,1.2835,1832.43,109.677},{1.528,1.2835,1544.14,90.0734},
{1.536,1.2835,1306.46,74.2264},{1.544,1.2835,1255.86,70.9875},{1.552,1.2835,1137.15,65.1382},{1.56,1.2835,1153.77,69.2747},{1.568,1.2835,946.304,58.4513},{1.576,1.2835,821.199,54.0726},{1.584,1.2835,621.997,45.691},{1.592,1.2835,334.766,36.6004},{1.6,1.2835,8.84379,6.2905},{1.232,1.2905,22.1954,17.9804},{1.24,1.2905,22.333,19.3149},{1.248,1.2905,67.0954,47.0955},{1.256,1.2905,58.9577,38.7744},
{1.264,1.2905,116.53,57.2869},{1.272,1.2905,65.8981,27.0068},{1.28,1.2905,156.021,58.7942},{1.288,1.2905,169.146,58.4589},{1.296,1.2905,255.243,68.9332},{1.304,1.2905,258.991,53.7912},{1.312,1.2905,369.102,72.2888},{1.32,1.2905,535.229,101.11},{1.328,1.2905,566.061,92.1916},{1.336,1.2905,712.539,97.9858},{1.344,1.2905,762.741,94.7421},{1.352,1.2905,942.86,110.968},{1.36,1.2905,1177.3,128.205},
{1.368,1.2905,1480.12,147.813},{1.376,1.2905,1288.29,115.858},{1.384,1.2905,1472.94,120.821},{1.392,1.2905,1677.3,136.057},{1.4,1.2905,1759.95,130.806},{1.408,1.2905,2087.9,155.018},{1.416,1.2905,2504.05,185.823},{1.424,1.2905,2350.31,161.339},{1.432,1.2905,2311.34,158.256},{1.44,1.2905,2285.01,147.416},{1.448,1.2905,2277.13,146.238},{1.456,1.2905,2485.59,159.416},{1.464,1.2905,2634.35,170.615},
{1.472,1.2905,2219.45,138.537},{1.48,1.2905,2278.03,137.867},{1.488,1.2905,1998.67,122.184},{1.496,1.2905,1893.07,115.872},{1.504,1.2905,1755.89,104.114},{1.512,1.2905,1710.29,101.821},{1.52,1.2905,1537.91,92.116},{1.528,1.2905,1605.17,98.7829},{1.536,1.2905,1379.73,82.4435},{1.544,1.2905,1318.93,81.6787},{1.552,1.2905,1077.88,64.8298},{1.56,1.2905,977.764,61.691},{1.568,1.2905,764.508,50.2533},
{1.576,1.2905,565.569,41.6125},{1.584,1.2905,322.621,32.4833},{1.592,1.2905,14.1872,6.59863},{1.224,1.2975,49.4538,44.8222},{1.24,1.2975,19.4121,21.5687},{1.248,1.2975,114.216,80.2051},{1.256,1.2975,87.2984,71.4359},{1.264,1.2975,43.3954,22.8128},{1.272,1.2975,59.8831,25.8622},{1.28,1.2975,126.585,43.7385},{1.288,1.2975,167.314,47.706},{1.296,1.2975,341.573,98.8281},{1.304,1.2975,287.203,61.0043},
{1.312,1.2975,452.813,93.4602},{1.32,1.2975,433.014,69.8724},{1.328,1.2975,586.809,91.2233},{1.336,1.2975,855.887,122.743},{1.344,1.2975,902.291,116.854},{1.352,1.2975,1018.68,117.593},{1.36,1.2975,1212.47,131.138},{1.368,1.2975,1344.14,136.786},{1.376,1.2975,1559.6,148.157},{1.384,1.2975,1684.15,148.124},{1.392,1.2975,2008.89,173.765},{1.4,1.2975,1880.94,148.153},{1.408,1.2975,2053.17,154.014},
{1.416,1.2975,2379.7,177.027},{1.424,1.2975,2222.86,152.634},{1.432,1.2975,2361.78,161.415},{1.44,1.2975,2336.79,156.478},{1.448,1.2975,2208.11,145.396},{1.456,1.2975,2263.38,144.537},{1.464,1.2975,2159.96,137.283},{1.472,1.2975,2047.93,128.355},{1.48,1.2975,2104.33,133.948},{1.488,1.2975,1953.62,121.723},{1.496,1.2975,1860.38,118.413},{1.504,1.2975,1469.07,88.1149},{1.512,1.2975,1483.37,87.8203},
{1.52,1.2975,1471.49,88.0041},{1.528,1.2975,1168.37,69.8052},{1.536,1.2975,1148.23,70.4785},{1.544,1.2975,968.373,57.9262},{1.552,1.2975,863.343,57.0904},{1.56,1.2975,750.277,50.0146},{1.568,1.2975,673.561,51.4656},{1.576,1.2975,419.667,41.8621},{1.584,1.2975,38.6893,9.94029},{1.24,1.3045,4.51622,5.30136},{1.248,1.3045,41.6969,28.0891},{1.256,1.3045,16.5214,11.079},{1.264,1.3045,125.214,67.0765},
{1.272,1.3045,175.723,75.5736},{1.28,1.3045,214.242,82.8661},{1.288,1.3045,196.219,55.0123},{1.296,1.3045,238.668,60.4062},{1.304,1.3045,306.299,68.1877},{1.312,1.3045,428.308,82.3764},{1.32,1.3045,555.072,95.6059},{1.328,1.3045,709.805,113.589},{1.336,1.3045,920.992,134.182},{1.344,1.3045,723.877,86.3466},{1.352,1.3045,917.964,99.2285},{1.36,1.3045,1266.74,134.037},{1.368,1.3045,1507.89,153.628},
{1.376,1.3045,1437.37,126.739},{1.384,1.3045,1758.61,157.44},{1.392,1.3045,1471.02,115.285},{1.4,1.3045,1933.26,153.371},{1.408,1.3045,2080.46,157.322},{1.416,1.3045,2108.3,155.944},{1.424,1.3045,1986.88,135.469},{1.432,1.3045,2221.83,155.948},{1.44,1.3045,2184.82,151.125},{1.448,1.3045,1939.1,122.154},{1.456,1.3045,2118.98,139.748},{1.464,1.3045,2307.06,150.599},{1.472,1.3045,2084,133.264},
{1.48,1.3045,1969.91,123.367},{1.488,1.3045,1865.18,119.102},{1.496,1.3045,1636.81,101.64},{1.504,1.3045,1627.58,99.4277},{1.512,1.3045,1490.57,95.0119},{1.52,1.3045,1309.12,81.6384},{1.528,1.3045,1195.85,76.9086},{1.536,1.3045,1070.84,70.1467},{1.544,1.3045,899.784,58.1133},{1.552,1.3045,770.965,53.1642},{1.56,1.3045,563.458,40.0768},{1.568,1.3045,366.141,32.4985},{1.576,1.3045,41.4113,8.7038},
{1.24,1.3115,24.3121,19.7258},{1.248,1.3115,14.3859,10.1698},{1.256,1.3115,55.2951,31.155},{1.264,1.3115,92.893,43.1757},{1.272,1.3115,95.7314,39.384},{1.28,1.3115,199.192,71.5319},{1.288,1.3115,228.6,68.3151},{1.296,1.3115,298.078,79.6737},{1.304,1.3115,341.742,66.5579},{1.312,1.3115,303.782,56.2906},{1.32,1.3115,358.039,55.6149},{1.328,1.3115,537.881,79.5426},{1.336,1.3115,794.203,111.744},
{1.344,1.3115,683.558,83.4081},{1.352,1.3115,837.22,93.8013},{1.36,1.3115,894.897,92.9756},{1.368,1.3115,1119.61,107.769},{1.376,1.3115,1404.18,130.043},{1.384,1.3115,1306.35,106.71},{1.392,1.3115,1810.37,153.96},{1.4,1.3115,1764.69,138.139},{1.408,1.3115,1902.09,146.269},{1.416,1.3115,1907.57,137.255},{1.424,1.3115,2211.03,163.211},{1.432,1.3115,2397.1,171.257},{1.44,1.3115,2085.11,138.259},
{1.448,1.3115,1720.4,110.405},{1.456,1.3115,1905.05,123.125},{1.464,1.3115,1895.7,124.141},{1.472,1.3115,1906.35,125.304},{1.48,1.3115,1564.05,96.0406},{1.488,1.3115,1572.97,98.5819},{1.496,1.3115,1431.23,89.9692},{1.504,1.3115,1301.09,79.9531},{1.512,1.3115,1467.9,94.7132},{1.52,1.3115,1126.93,70.3919},{1.528,1.3115,1112.98,73.0177},{1.536,1.3115,907.304,60.5065},{1.544,1.3115,841.788,60.6162},
{1.552,1.3115,568.971,42.9706},{1.56,1.3115,394.424,35.8545},{1.568,1.3115,68.369,13.0221},{1.232,1.3185,13.9296,13.4493},{1.24,1.3185,14.6,15.9135},{1.248,1.3185,14.5861,15.1307},{1.256,1.3185,56.252,41.5567},{1.264,1.3185,54.9915,21.8926},{1.272,1.3185,98.5865,33.5807},{1.28,1.3185,81.0565,25.3946},{1.288,1.3185,258.623,83.325},{1.296,1.3185,385.576,100.126},{1.304,1.3185,256.327,56.6097},
{1.312,1.3185,546.512,109.339},{1.32,1.3185,442.947,72.0467},{1.328,1.3185,648.254,99.2423},{1.336,1.3185,636.384,83.2257},{1.344,1.3185,746.748,91.8594},{1.352,1.3185,899.07,105.61},{1.36,1.3185,918.365,91.7904},{1.368,1.3185,1314.05,133.639},{1.376,1.3185,1248.57,109.293},{1.384,1.3185,1615.54,138.106},{1.392,1.3185,1672.8,138.408},{1.4,1.3185,2014.95,168},{1.408,1.3185,1786.19,132.955},
{1.416,1.3185,2121.72,159.521},{1.424,1.3185,2146.61,155.855},{1.432,1.3185,2108.94,149.057},{1.44,1.3185,2058.39,144.581},{1.448,1.3185,2140.73,152.44},{1.456,1.3185,1724.02,109.765},{1.464,1.3185,1397.72,84.9555},{1.472,1.3185,1578.8,101.06},{1.48,1.3185,1333.56,80.6598},{1.488,1.3185,1533.95,99.9976},{1.496,1.3185,1281.3,79.1353},{1.504,1.3185,1237.91,77.957},{1.512,1.3185,1054.28,66.0934},
{1.52,1.3185,986.843,63.6415},{1.528,1.3185,866.639,58.4483},{1.536,1.3185,739.351,51.7154},{1.544,1.3185,558.322,42.0555},{1.552,1.3185,413.052,37.8842},{1.56,1.3185,110.992,19.6914},{1.232,1.3255,89.0832,79.6848},{1.24,1.3255,11.289,12.1467},{1.248,1.3255,12.4294,8.34915},{1.256,1.3255,280.337,153.822},{1.264,1.3255,38.609,18.638},{1.272,1.3255,116.099,42.6499},{1.28,1.3255,130.551,38.0737},
{1.288,1.3255,174.082,47.945},{1.296,1.3255,288.697,72.8897},{1.304,1.3255,247.422,48.6596},{1.312,1.3255,323.044,58.0265},{1.32,1.3255,491.809,82.1248},{1.328,1.3255,440.732,64.9974},{1.336,1.3255,814.954,114.275},{1.344,1.3255,637.043,72.725},{1.352,1.3255,1036.3,118.45},{1.36,1.3255,1156.79,125.386},{1.368,1.3255,1217.43,122.515},{1.376,1.3255,1438.7,133.376},{1.384,1.3255,1518.12,134.35},
{1.392,1.3255,1448.72,114.05},{1.4,1.3255,1814.77,142.35},{1.408,1.3255,2110.38,164.482},{1.416,1.3255,2036.5,155.331},{1.424,1.3255,1954.04,141.46},{1.432,1.3255,1815.04,123.001},{1.44,1.3255,1898.52,133.044},{1.448,1.3255,2041.5,140.21},{1.456,1.3255,1806.78,121.094},{1.464,1.3255,1948.81,134.436},{1.472,1.3255,1547.51,101.359},{1.48,1.3255,1350.33,86.1805},{1.488,1.3255,1456.92,95.7656},
{1.496,1.3255,1292.58,86.1804},{1.504,1.3255,1122.56,74.172},{1.512,1.3255,1037.3,71.2667},{1.52,1.3255,941.1,65.0494},{1.528,1.3255,716.92,50.4142},{1.536,1.3255,559.725,42.0929},{1.544,1.3255,395.839,34.5387},{1.552,1.3255,146.445,21.7799},{1.24,1.3325,10.0578,10.7296},{1.248,1.3325,44.7794,36.2147},{1.256,1.3325,30.9048,16.8135},{1.264,1.3325,76.9964,34.954},{1.272,1.3325,149.114,61.9415},
{1.28,1.3325,167.344,50.4714},{1.288,1.3325,270.864,80.1949},{1.296,1.3325,221.005,48.3347},{1.304,1.3325,443.707,99.132},{1.312,1.3325,459.768,88.9837},{1.32,1.3325,465.85,74.2929},{1.328,1.3325,678.589,98.7567},{1.336,1.3325,525.69,65.0659},{1.344,1.3325,585.04,66.7881},{1.352,1.3325,913.368,100.103},{1.36,1.3325,1224.25,134.479},{1.368,1.3325,1172.94,111.406},{1.376,1.3325,1409.83,130.155},
{1.384,1.3325,1522.24,134.185},{1.392,1.3325,1479.97,122.767},{1.4,1.3325,1587.44,122.816},{1.408,1.3325,1923.86,149.338},{1.416,1.3325,1767.06,130.926},{1.424,1.3325,1665.2,118.092},{1.432,1.3325,1884.07,133.488},{1.44,1.3325,1639.6,111.534},{1.448,1.3325,1713.7,118.269},{1.456,1.3325,1478.42,97.7237},{1.464,1.3325,1697.36,112.528},{1.472,1.3325,1336.61,87.6132},{1.48,1.3325,1382.16,92.4674},
{1.488,1.3325,1347.41,90.3673},{1.496,1.3325,1109.29,74.3585},{1.504,1.3325,1105.31,78.2393},{1.512,1.3325,809.737,55.3254},{1.52,1.3325,718.744,52.1624},{1.528,1.3325,517.478,39.0792},{1.536,1.3325,345.502,28.7507},{1.544,1.3325,173.997,23.1778},{1.232,1.3395,12.6247,15.0548},{1.24,1.3395,16.4842,14.6107},{1.248,1.3395,30.4088,22.2669},{1.256,1.3395,25.5573,14.7608},{1.264,1.3395,218.923,122.912},
{1.272,1.3395,267.834,115.4},{1.28,1.3395,177.017,58.4323},{1.288,1.3395,169.894,52.416},{1.296,1.3395,281.226,64.1798},{1.304,1.3395,324.474,63.3153},{1.312,1.3395,395.269,71.6594},{1.32,1.3395,552.001,92.4818},{1.328,1.3395,622.779,88.9352},{1.336,1.3395,685.775,95.3691},{1.344,1.3395,870.673,109.576},{1.352,1.3395,913.168,105.077},{1.36,1.3395,1101.02,118.097},{1.368,1.3395,1157.14,112.286},
{1.376,1.3395,1387.88,130.231},{1.384,1.3395,1467.77,131.516},{1.392,1.3395,1905.79,166.889},{1.4,1.3395,1705.99,134.898},{1.408,1.3395,1697.36,127.456},{1.416,1.3395,1628.38,118.915},{1.424,1.3395,1650.46,116.603},{1.432,1.3395,1789.26,130.368},{1.44,1.3395,1827.04,136.793},{1.448,1.3395,1517.5,101.26},{1.456,1.3395,1727.51,123.286},{1.464,1.3395,1532.28,104.883},{1.472,1.3395,1446.08,98.7812},
{1.48,1.3395,1171.42,77.888},{1.488,1.3395,1092.28,73.3503},{1.496,1.3395,829.584,54.0895},{1.504,1.3395,864.393,60.2069},{1.512,1.3395,799.675,60.1364},{1.52,1.3395,513.881,37.9222},{1.528,1.3395,442.253,41.4475},{1.536,1.3395,201.292,24.5266},{1.544,1.3395,5.12128,3.21772},{1.224,1.3465,11.9623,13.7259},{1.232,1.3465,9.69556,10.585},{1.24,1.3465,71.9298,100.004},{1.248,1.3465,575.142,596.53},
{1.256,1.3465,41.3445,18.431},{1.264,1.3465,100.611,50.5002},{1.272,1.3465,70.9284,23.1091},{1.28,1.3465,151.235,48.4986},{1.288,1.3465,218.056,56.1164},{1.296,1.3465,209.705,45.5915},{1.304,1.3465,324.107,70.2809},{1.312,1.3465,402.335,70.6314},{1.32,1.3465,537.735,90.1961},{1.328,1.3465,533.574,73.3354},{1.336,1.3465,785.942,105.451},{1.344,1.3465,854.367,105.939},{1.352,1.3465,927.673,106.132},
{1.36,1.3465,1118.98,122.568},{1.368,1.3465,911.414,80.9639},{1.376,1.3465,1192.12,106.449},{1.384,1.3465,1308.74,108.575},{1.392,1.3465,1581.32,135.448},{1.4,1.3465,1451.08,112.563},{1.408,1.3465,1640.12,122.782},{1.416,1.3465,1534.42,111.277},{1.424,1.3465,1660.36,118.835},{1.432,1.3465,1437.01,97.8934},{1.44,1.3465,1387.18,92.8716},{1.448,1.3465,1265.03,84.4715},{1.456,1.3465,1370.94,95.4653},
{1.464,1.3465,1409.66,98.9185},{1.472,1.3465,1194.27,81.841},{1.48,1.3465,1107.29,75.9569},{1.488,1.3465,1067.71,77.2556},{1.496,1.3465,856.216,62.0755},{1.504,1.3465,677.942,49.9856},{1.512,1.3465,665.401,55.102},{1.52,1.3465,395.607,34.6049},{1.528,1.3465,237.612,28.3757},{1.536,1.3465,14.6883,6.20866},{1.232,1.3535,12.5694,14.4248},{1.24,1.3535,10.632,10.0632},{1.248,1.3535,316.024,199.738},
{1.256,1.3535,76.5781,58.3605},{1.264,1.3535,153.321,74.5124},{1.272,1.3535,118.917,43.9593},{1.28,1.3535,112.478,32.3644},{1.288,1.3535,148.016,35.6728},{1.296,1.3535,346.018,81.7079},{1.304,1.3535,329.967,60.0636},{1.312,1.3535,458.011,81.9991},{1.32,1.3535,638.781,113.064},{1.328,1.3535,615.819,94.3155},{1.336,1.3535,724.532,100.549},{1.344,1.3535,791.339,99.5276},{1.352,1.3535,799.85,84.2834},
{1.36,1.3535,829.251,79.9594},{1.368,1.3535,897.759,81.4666},{1.376,1.3535,1172.62,103.855},{1.384,1.3535,1338.61,114.87},{1.392,1.3535,1270.02,102.502},{1.4,1.3535,1645.93,136.824},{1.408,1.3535,1424.15,107.826},{1.416,1.3535,1451.38,107.433},{1.424,1.3535,1684.54,123.863},{1.432,1.3535,1478.44,106.687},{1.44,1.3535,1352.85,95.9486},{1.448,1.3535,1301.15,89.2423},{1.456,1.3535,1327.26,94.8438},
{1.464,1.3535,1120.94,79.9826},{1.472,1.3535,1155.16,81.3848},{1.48,1.3535,1074.03,78.8322},{1.488,1.3535,837.614,61.8828},{1.496,1.3535,800.255,59.9491},{1.504,1.3535,661.876,54.2269},{1.512,1.3535,481.137,43.8894},{1.52,1.3535,294.985,34.5109},{1.528,1.3535,30.7713,10.1116},{1.232,1.3605,8.78266,9.59824},{1.24,1.3605,74.4692,53.9091},{1.248,1.3605,37.4286,22.7156},{1.256,1.3605,41.0143,20.2162},
{1.264,1.3605,64.6893,24.9137},{1.272,1.3605,141.421,50.1176},{1.28,1.3605,216.025,64.7025},{1.288,1.3605,121.758,29.4768},{1.296,1.3605,482.607,125.465},{1.304,1.3605,338.18,65.9111},{1.312,1.3605,339.588,56.1581},{1.32,1.3605,404.463,60.823},{1.328,1.3605,557.471,82.9749},{1.336,1.3605,573.732,69.2477},{1.344,1.3605,800.456,94.3637},{1.352,1.3605,1080.82,126.874},{1.36,1.3605,1022.31,106.444},
{1.368,1.3605,1223.37,121.689},{1.376,1.3605,968.269,84.3467},{1.384,1.3605,1433.1,129.614},{1.392,1.3605,1542.24,129.826},{1.4,1.3605,1520.32,122.779},{1.408,1.3605,1491.65,115.788},{1.416,1.3605,1721.49,133.825},{1.424,1.3605,1550.53,117.47},{1.432,1.3605,1285.54,90.9319},{1.44,1.3605,1280.83,91.0716},{1.448,1.3605,1151.46,80.3864},{1.456,1.3605,1166.27,85.9682},{1.464,1.3605,1005.15,70.5801},
{1.472,1.3605,932.609,67.1388},{1.48,1.3605,824.128,59.5498},{1.488,1.3605,737.662,58.2902},{1.496,1.3605,657.989,55.6775},{1.504,1.3605,488.763,42.7727},{1.512,1.3605,276.987,29.4815},{1.52,1.3605,41.6858,12.2362},{1.224,1.3675,30.1294,41.8757},{1.232,1.3675,161.682,175.869},{1.24,1.3675,9.56685,10.4529},{1.248,1.3675,109.887,70.2065},{1.256,1.3675,82.0604,44.2277},{1.264,1.3675,416.872,169.314},
{1.272,1.3675,90.0694,27.5775},{1.28,1.3675,126.343,34.4609},{1.288,1.3675,218.571,64.5313},{1.296,1.3675,459.934,116.369},{1.304,1.3675,282.363,53.5838},{1.312,1.3675,345.256,58.6166},{1.32,1.3675,431.741,65.4601},{1.328,1.3675,588.505,85.1998},{1.336,1.3675,741.099,98.3883},{1.344,1.3675,685.629,77.3595},{1.352,1.3675,898.985,95.5058},{1.36,1.3675,979.494,96.745},{1.368,1.3675,1102.13,108.537},
{1.376,1.3675,1326.62,123.304},{1.384,1.3675,1273.78,110.845},{1.392,1.3675,1458.03,123.092},{1.4,1.3675,1388.98,107.22},{1.408,1.3675,1571.17,126.512},{1.416,1.3675,1444.84,109.22},{1.424,1.3675,1557.14,121.203},{1.432,1.3675,1355.88,101.141},{1.44,1.3675,1101.2,76.4893},{1.448,1.3675,1110.14,79.0234},{1.456,1.3675,1030.85,75.2496},{1.464,1.3675,973.504,74.7947},{1.472,1.3675,738.268,55.4632},
{1.48,1.3675,753.957,59.5519},{1.488,1.3675,643.531,53.6458},{1.496,1.3675,493.168,46.4871},{1.504,1.3675,286.508,30.3498},{1.512,1.3675,66.0062,15.7958},{1.24,1.3745,32.9358,28.7748},{1.248,1.3745,162.581,96.5097},{1.256,1.3745,88.7577,51.411},{1.264,1.3745,104.869,51.284},{1.272,1.3745,126.135,45.1086},{1.28,1.3745,132.742,36.4146},{1.288,1.3745,373.487,105.567},{1.296,1.3745,299.092,64.0699},
{1.304,1.3745,295.853,56.072},{1.312,1.3745,325.248,54.3444},{1.32,1.3745,481.961,73.4344},{1.328,1.3745,571.982,80.0729},{1.336,1.3745,755.766,101.324},{1.344,1.3745,609.347,66.9888},{1.352,1.3745,854.695,91.1679},{1.36,1.3745,1036.27,107.247},{1.368,1.3745,1294.42,132.354},{1.376,1.3745,1349.73,126.273},{1.384,1.3745,1375.49,121.539},{1.392,1.3745,1134.25,92.0234},{1.4,1.3745,1462.66,120.448},
{1.408,1.3745,1201.02,93.8772},{1.416,1.3745,1317.51,101.974},{1.424,1.3745,1322.86,100.223},{1.432,1.3745,1326.76,101.439},{1.44,1.3745,1278.61,101.145},{1.448,1.3745,1021.15,78.3732},{1.456,1.3745,906.995,67.7345},{1.464,1.3745,806.178,59.9234},{1.472,1.3745,716.524,55.9631},{1.48,1.3745,549.093,43.8582},{1.488,1.3745,405.572,35.8602},{1.496,1.3745,309.554,32.9775},{1.504,1.3745,85.4308,16.6213},
{1.232,1.3815,7.49803,8.17657},{1.24,1.3815,37.1174,33.5044},{1.248,1.3815,30.4104,19.5737},{1.256,1.3815,35.1891,14.8345},{1.264,1.3815,154.753,68.895},{1.272,1.3815,109.808,37.1565},{1.28,1.3815,100.273,25.7198},{1.288,1.3815,173.361,41.5143},{1.296,1.3815,232.761,49.7393},{1.304,1.3815,426.652,91.1984},{1.312,1.3815,375.044,63.9584},{1.32,1.3815,447.563,65.9978},{1.328,1.3815,497.581,69.9909},
{1.336,1.3815,608.364,76.6403},{1.344,1.3815,881.359,105.352},{1.352,1.3815,827.675,87.4489},{1.36,1.3815,811.641,77.5403},{1.368,1.3815,987.481,92.5087},{1.376,1.3815,1124.93,98.1277},{1.384,1.3815,1416.62,124.864},{1.392,1.3815,1182.8,98.3093},{1.4,1.3815,1198.85,97.6632},{1.408,1.3815,1260.99,96.2671},{1.416,1.3815,1377.69,109.178},{1.424,1.3815,1207.43,94.9773},{1.432,1.3815,1206.96,92.7604},
{1.44,1.3815,1085.46,85.4125},{1.448,1.3815,967.982,75.483},{1.456,1.3815,701.107,52.0317},{1.464,1.3815,681.944,54.7754},{1.472,1.3815,598.34,51.6847},{1.48,1.3815,496.008,46.4451},{1.488,1.3815,343.742,35.4724},{1.496,1.3815,107.458,18.294},{1.232,1.3885,3.14692,4.16585},{1.24,1.3885,65.8713,41.8618},{1.248,1.3885,31.6495,20.4038},{1.256,1.3885,44.5811,22.3703},{1.264,1.3885,266.279,75.246},
{1.272,1.3885,88.7138,28.7087},{1.28,1.3885,169.319,46.7675},{1.288,1.3885,152.467,35.7107},{1.296,1.3885,236.807,48.2796},{1.304,1.3885,310.637,59.1955},{1.312,1.3885,370.182,62.196},{1.32,1.3885,557.221,84.6122},{1.328,1.3885,720.755,106.074},{1.336,1.3885,785.396,103.292},{1.344,1.3885,695.399,77.8186},{1.352,1.3885,902.445,96.9851},{1.36,1.3885,805.146,77.2254},{1.368,1.3885,1123.27,108.033},
{1.376,1.3885,1064.42,94.984},{1.384,1.3885,1311.48,117.291},{1.392,1.3885,1054.5,85.9014},{1.4,1.3885,1246.92,102.08},{1.408,1.3885,1065.57,82.6063},{1.416,1.3885,1330.13,108.762},{1.424,1.3885,1132.03,89.3102},{1.432,1.3885,1010.62,81.9806},{1.44,1.3885,954.882,76.8172},{1.448,1.3885,758.224,59.7911},{1.456,1.3885,640.72,51.9408},{1.464,1.3885,651.965,55.0567},{1.472,1.3885,441.828,40.1265},
{1.48,1.3885,371.786,41.9641},{1.488,1.3885,151.473,24.1292},{1.496,1.3885,1.82582,2.14817},{1.232,1.3955,51.2356,45.9704},{1.24,1.3955,22.4956,14.0275},{1.248,1.3955,36.1466,25.6558},{1.256,1.3955,212.764,85.8226},{1.264,1.3955,59.6959,22.6169},{1.272,1.3955,106.122,36.9569},{1.28,1.3955,144.693,42.3225},{1.288,1.3955,145.029,32.2297},{1.296,1.3955,239.284,48.0851},{1.304,1.3955,376.199,70.1206},
{1.312,1.3955,460.787,79.3787},{1.32,1.3955,519.645,79.8991},{1.328,1.3955,362.955,44.7885},{1.336,1.3955,776.79,99.5077},{1.344,1.3955,853.715,100.238},{1.352,1.3955,1200.38,144.152},{1.36,1.3955,1048.14,110.204},{1.368,1.3955,1083.92,109.707},{1.376,1.3955,933.866,80.7445},{1.384,1.3955,1165.32,100.636},{1.392,1.3955,1260.04,109.858},{1.4,1.3955,1135.04,94.0804},{1.408,1.3955,1039.9,82.844},
{1.416,1.3955,968.392,77.0063},{1.424,1.3955,865.408,67.2362},{1.432,1.3955,951.544,76.2375},{1.44,1.3955,789.558,64.349},{1.448,1.3955,679.2,53.7448},{1.456,1.3955,495.868,40.5796},{1.464,1.3955,474.577,45.1795},{1.472,1.3955,350.362,37.1203},{1.48,1.3955,179.246,28.6406},{1.488,1.3955,4.90663,3.23917},{1.224,1.4025,6.86833,7.89424},{1.232,1.4025,21.902,19.7451},{1.24,1.4025,12.7713,8.28885},
{1.248,1.4025,17.673,9.44745},{1.256,1.4025,88.2221,44.8256},{1.264,1.4025,49.9883,16.1485},{1.272,1.4025,241.365,80.8604},{1.28,1.4025,106.65,27.2075},{1.288,1.4025,237.407,60.0947},{1.296,1.4025,225.416,45.0828},{1.304,1.4025,252.159,42.2042},{1.312,1.4025,451.506,82.8252},{1.32,1.4025,441.103,61.1543},{1.328,1.4025,433.048,52.4339},{1.336,1.4025,614.561,74.3137},{1.344,1.4025,724.108,82.2734},
{1.352,1.4025,863.395,90.6267},{1.36,1.4025,961.304,97.9537},{1.368,1.4025,972.249,94.0099},{1.376,1.4025,934.464,81.9071},{1.384,1.4025,1016.72,87.04},{1.392,1.4025,986.133,80.4001},{1.4,1.4025,1045.93,86.2744},{1.408,1.4025,944.184,74.6468},{1.416,1.4025,857.971,68.0744},{1.424,1.4025,846.975,71.1574},{1.432,1.4025,843.714,72.9066},{1.44,1.4025,573.12,45.5587},{1.448,1.4025,675.732,64.3912},
{1.456,1.4025,479.151,46.7579},{1.464,1.4025,318.565,33.3226},{1.472,1.4025,199.196,28.763},{1.48,1.4025,30.2134,18.17},{1.232,1.4095,15.3961,18.6625},{1.24,1.4095,27.3146,26.3393},{1.248,1.4095,36.8443,22.4168},{1.256,1.4095,70.5728,29.1576},{1.264,1.4095,256.663,147.2},{1.272,1.4095,125.603,41.8445},{1.28,1.4095,130.652,35.0028},{1.288,1.4095,135.274,27.5276},{1.296,1.4095,304.509,61.5972},
{1.304,1.4095,358.934,66.2462},{1.312,1.4095,384.654,62.7453},{1.32,1.4095,505.523,77.6285},{1.328,1.4095,520.241,68.2763},{1.336,1.4095,645.962,77.3102},{1.344,1.4095,529.34,55.2873},{1.352,1.4095,873.975,93.4617},{1.36,1.4095,904.031,90.2492},{1.368,1.4095,1064.79,102.66},{1.376,1.4095,925.078,81.6592},{1.384,1.4095,1085.7,95.8378},{1.392,1.4095,981.362,84.4078},{1.4,1.4095,1011.31,85.8702},
{1.408,1.4095,911.063,77.1136},{1.416,1.4095,828.151,70.6631},{1.424,1.4095,806.734,69.0022},{1.432,1.4095,682.086,57.8125},{1.44,1.4095,619.974,60.0129},{1.448,1.4095,496.517,47.7163},{1.456,1.4095,397.94,44.5629},{1.464,1.4095,212.771,29.5486},{1.472,1.4095,26.003,9.80841},{1.224,1.4165,11.6757,10.5543},{1.232,1.4165,5.31802,5.35592},{1.24,1.4165,21.9615,14.6247},{1.248,1.4165,37.0509,24.5436},
{1.256,1.4165,83.2507,38.4174},{1.264,1.4165,85.4288,32.1109},{1.272,1.4165,110.371,33.7543},{1.28,1.4165,177.192,49.4287},{1.288,1.4165,181.689,41.0811},{1.296,1.4165,218.402,39.9998},{1.304,1.4165,327.15,60.7145},{1.312,1.4165,369.255,58.5188},{1.32,1.4165,469.996,66.7553},{1.328,1.4165,602.305,86.2445},{1.336,1.4165,691.941,86.0852},{1.344,1.4165,775.712,87.5776},{1.352,1.4165,913.883,100.966},
{1.36,1.4165,886.074,91.2935},{1.368,1.4165,891.474,83.2563},{1.376,1.4165,922.366,85.5171},{1.384,1.4165,927.57,82.3482},{1.392,1.4165,958.806,83.2425},{1.4,1.4165,812.068,69.3111},{1.408,1.4165,819.392,70.5085},{1.416,1.4165,756.934,64.8301},{1.424,1.4165,731.781,66.8106},{1.432,1.4165,523.924,48.5389},{1.44,1.4165,466.723,45.6364},{1.448,1.4165,421.454,48.3732},{1.456,1.4165,210.653,28.1121},
{1.464,1.4165,85.0563,37.76},{1.224,1.4235,19.7178,19.4016},{1.232,1.4235,4.58661,3.73822},{1.24,1.4235,31.2304,20.9021},{1.248,1.4235,53.9779,29.8761},{1.256,1.4235,46.2592,19.8616},{1.264,1.4235,57.7916,20.2082},{1.272,1.4235,107.984,29.6758},{1.28,1.4235,153.088,42.4521},{1.288,1.4235,201.921,44.9443},{1.296,1.4235,211.265,38.6527},{1.304,1.4235,259.263,43.4129},{1.312,1.4235,398.532,64.627},
{1.32,1.4235,403.13,56.4252},{1.328,1.4235,483.528,62.9739},{1.336,1.4235,692.917,87.8986},{1.344,1.4235,765.127,86.6562},{1.352,1.4235,807.97,92.0406},{1.36,1.4235,771.287,76.8649},{1.368,1.4235,1066.52,108.853},{1.376,1.4235,984.557,93.5449},{1.384,1.4235,756.118,67.4412},{1.392,1.4235,821.922,72.5039},{1.4,1.4235,819.883,75.376},{1.408,1.4235,607.597,51.8417},{1.416,1.4235,597.421,54.9424},
{1.424,1.4235,560.107,54.5431},{1.432,1.4235,534.698,57.4652},{1.44,1.4235,302.352,33.2496},{1.448,1.4235,295.87,40.5862},{1.456,1.4235,112.913,46.852},{1.224,1.4305,30.897,36.9901},{1.232,1.4305,37.3428,33.8112},{1.24,1.4305,20.6463,11.2509},{1.248,1.4305,23.1382,11.4012},{1.256,1.4305,76.3964,34.7132},{1.264,1.4305,46.0825,14.0414},{1.272,1.4305,231.529,79.8798},{1.28,1.4305,243.368,67.3489},
{1.288,1.4305,218.611,47.4648},{1.296,1.4305,289.103,61.1505},{1.304,1.4305,398.379,71.5834},{1.312,1.4305,280.577,42.3064},{1.32,1.4305,398.89,55.1038},{1.328,1.4305,584.96,76.1733},{1.336,1.4305,549.609,67.4341},{1.344,1.4305,627.947,69.1805},{1.352,1.4305,765.799,82.0695},{1.36,1.4305,829.217,86.9108},{1.368,1.4305,958.62,99.2308},{1.376,1.4305,927.206,91.1488},{1.384,1.4305,812.665,74.8635},
{1.392,1.4305,736.34,68.1922},{1.4,1.4305,653.008,58.1162},{1.408,1.4305,653.468,62.9855},{1.416,1.4305,623.204,63.3005},{1.424,1.4305,453.001,47.1312},{1.432,1.4305,333.25,37.5799},{1.44,1.4305,205.642,26.372},{1.448,1.4305,67.1306,17.8758},{1.232,1.4375,26.5662,26.2497},{1.24,1.4375,33.4147,20.1102},{1.248,1.4375,48.914,31.7947},{1.256,1.4375,43.0552,18.1844},{1.264,1.4375,70.3396,21.3104},
{1.272,1.4375,165.636,50.9544},{1.28,1.4375,151.503,36.39},{1.288,1.4375,204.266,41.8205},{1.296,1.4375,259.718,47.0199},{1.304,1.4375,367.219,65.6665},{1.312,1.4375,440.424,69.8994},{1.32,1.4375,462.932,66.6993},{1.328,1.4375,520.284,68.9967},{1.336,1.4375,566.047,65.0725},{1.344,1.4375,677.038,74.8452},{1.352,1.4375,744.097,82.5704},{1.36,1.4375,661.221,66.7144},{1.368,1.4375,722.479,73.4078},
{1.376,1.4375,850.437,82.0021},{1.384,1.4375,676.18,62.9917},{1.392,1.4375,758.669,74.3958},{1.4,1.4375,620.693,60.3439},{1.408,1.4375,598.886,61.9025},{1.416,1.4375,456.702,50.0105},{1.424,1.4375,333.716,38.7076},{1.432,1.4375,241.603,32.2245},{1.44,1.4375,65.3601,13.0644},{1.224,1.4445,7.83582,9.58018},{1.232,1.4445,17.0008,15.3733},{1.24,1.4445,25.6252,13.8945},{1.248,1.4445,14.4451,6.98452},
{1.256,1.4445,45.0611,19.9024},{1.264,1.4445,65.1491,23.3074},{1.272,1.4445,154.047,46.4885},{1.28,1.4445,129.689,29.9431},{1.288,1.4445,229.113,48.8347},{1.296,1.4445,254.632,48.3665},{1.304,1.4445,222.715,35.5157},{1.312,1.4445,396.007,60.1816},{1.32,1.4445,541.069,81.5452},{1.328,1.4445,480.073,59.7107},{1.336,1.4445,559.277,69.1703},{1.344,1.4445,640.04,71.4948},{1.352,1.4445,650.82,71.6137},
{1.36,1.4445,765.333,78.5118},{1.368,1.4445,719.36,74.9932},{1.376,1.4445,694.182,68.8708},{1.384,1.4445,688.826,68.4036},{1.392,1.4445,532.022,50.977},{1.4,1.4445,558.188,58.2151},{1.408,1.4445,400.721,42.4772},{1.416,1.4445,341.018,39.9636},{1.424,1.4445,202.233,24.7171},{1.432,1.4445,134.297,31.6184},{1.224,1.4515,10.2714,7.73549},{1.232,1.4515,9.33811,7.25689},{1.24,1.4515,30.3861,20.3829},
{1.248,1.4515,107.649,42.6227},{1.256,1.4515,85.5472,34.4174},{1.264,1.4515,78.0595,26.0443},{1.272,1.4515,142.76,42.1659},{1.28,1.4515,271.506,78.4853},{1.288,1.4515,240.823,53.8546},{1.296,1.4515,294.43,55.7981},{1.304,1.4515,280.538,43.5399},{1.312,1.4515,394.139,61.3686},{1.32,1.4515,420.637,56.7467},{1.328,1.4515,567.363,76.9665},{1.336,1.4515,484.689,58.2698},{1.344,1.4515,556.367,63.1405},
{1.352,1.4515,839.914,99.3844},{1.36,1.4515,600.464,60.1979},{1.368,1.4515,534.622,53.3795},{1.376,1.4515,529.205,50.6952},{1.384,1.4515,536.853,57.2131},{1.392,1.4515,433.596,46.1531},{1.4,1.4515,510.592,60.7611},{1.408,1.4515,355.883,42.6939},{1.416,1.4515,244.502,35.549},{1.424,1.4515,99.7242,19.043},{1.432,1.4515,4.97051,5.32723},{1.224,1.4585,15.9352,15.6697},{1.232,1.4585,14.2616,12.9438},
{1.24,1.4585,13.0903,7.73554},{1.248,1.4585,40.9061,20.6965},{1.256,1.4585,51.9634,18.2891},{1.264,1.4585,53.4172,15.4944},{1.272,1.4585,123.365,32.4119},{1.28,1.4585,184.359,42.9645},{1.288,1.4585,184.115,37.6573},{1.296,1.4585,177.22,32.4978},{1.304,1.4585,321.296,59.1829},{1.312,1.4585,357.174,56.2658},{1.32,1.4585,525.543,77.6034},{1.328,1.4585,471.923,60.2626},{1.336,1.4585,598.605,77.2334},
{1.344,1.4585,621.29,72.0795},{1.352,1.4585,483.453,49.9127},{1.36,1.4585,491.1,50.0383},{1.368,1.4585,581.463,62.254},{1.376,1.4585,527.908,58.6555},{1.384,1.4585,522.682,61.4065},{1.392,1.4585,296.21,31.3101},{1.4,1.4585,347.037,44.951},{1.408,1.4585,228.311,31.3489},{1.416,1.4585,132.732,23.9517},{1.424,1.4585,9.5039,8.15007},{1.224,1.4655,1.71501,2.14638},{1.232,1.4655,4.16409,3.84254},
{1.24,1.4655,33.5943,28.4445},{1.248,1.4655,26.5749,13.2243},{1.256,1.4655,44.1973,17.792},{1.264,1.4655,72.974,22.2392},{1.272,1.4655,182.404,57.102},{1.28,1.4655,101.998,22.3079},{1.288,1.4655,169.41,35.4214},{1.296,1.4655,280.632,53.1913},{1.304,1.4655,307.517,51.9332},{1.312,1.4655,422.407,66.4896},{1.32,1.4655,416.731,59.739},{1.328,1.4655,497.133,64.4343},{1.336,1.4655,475.081,56.629},
{1.344,1.4655,615.274,83.2538},{1.352,1.4655,484.824,53.1573},{1.36,1.4655,508.931,57.2161},{1.368,1.4655,587.721,67.9931},{1.376,1.4655,450.911,54.7255},{1.384,1.4655,449.241,53.5197},{1.392,1.4655,389.925,53.9841},{1.4,1.4655,267.158,39.0711},{1.408,1.4655,166.643,33.0951},{1.416,1.4655,20.0512,14.846},{1.232,1.4725,11.0498,6.69569},{1.24,1.4725,22.3949,12.8293},{1.248,1.4725,27.0493,11.561},
{1.256,1.4725,31.9787,10.6587},{1.264,1.4725,102.78,32.6052},{1.272,1.4725,122.905,34.9782},{1.28,1.4725,115.121,23.5574},{1.288,1.4725,170.195,36.3681},{1.296,1.4725,192.976,33.7685},{1.304,1.4725,262.006,41.1183},{1.312,1.4725,377.109,56.4519},{1.32,1.4725,426.364,62.5109},{1.328,1.4725,502.726,69.104},{1.336,1.4725,424.635,49.1401},{1.344,1.4725,536.638,62.9081},{1.352,1.4725,703.926,90.4588},
{1.36,1.4725,528.55,64.5562},{1.368,1.4725,365.986,43.5822},{1.376,1.4725,417.767,54.1063},{1.384,1.4725,282.54,36.6001},{1.392,1.4725,242.079,35.16},{1.4,1.4725,204.648,41.4604},{1.408,1.4725,22.5562,10.2741},{1.224,1.4795,22.9371,20.6045},{1.232,1.4795,43.0948,36.5562},{1.24,1.4795,20.7364,12.1442},{1.248,1.4795,32.4526,15.7469},{1.256,1.4795,62.3252,27.3756},{1.264,1.4795,82.4861,27.9257},
{1.272,1.4795,122.641,34.8694},{1.28,1.4795,154.524,37.5834},{1.288,1.4795,258.918,58.2393},{1.296,1.4795,213.357,36.8886},{1.304,1.4795,263.512,43.8212},{1.312,1.4795,284.642,40.0409},{1.32,1.4795,395.513,57.6876},{1.328,1.4795,470.592,63.1176},{1.336,1.4795,482.71,62.3583},{1.344,1.4795,437.256,54.5665},{1.352,1.4795,534.55,69.8832},{1.36,1.4795,419.912,53.3869},{1.368,1.4795,296.258,37.1205},
{1.376,1.4795,282.92,39.1329},{1.384,1.4795,201.757,29.2566},{1.392,1.4795,124.982,21.0032},{1.4,1.4795,32.149,13.1809},{1.224,1.4865,0.798033,0.954793},{1.232,1.4865,18.711,12.431},{1.24,1.4865,18.1259,10.9634},{1.248,1.4865,28.9919,15.104},{1.256,1.4865,75.5464,31.6952},{1.264,1.4865,90.3912,31.2722},{1.272,1.4865,200.732,58.2896},{1.28,1.4865,159.015,39.7082},{1.288,1.4865,190.513,38.1851},
{1.296,1.4865,240.164,44.3998},{1.304,1.4865,261.398,43.5998},{1.312,1.4865,321.404,48.8152},{1.32,1.4865,427.301,65.9584},{1.328,1.4865,442.348,60.5277},{1.336,1.4865,371.048,47.4064},{1.344,1.4865,426.273,58.5906},{1.352,1.4865,321.789,38.3369},{1.36,1.4865,276.452,35.6627},{1.368,1.4865,332.045,52.4386},{1.376,1.4865,220.628,33.9305},{1.384,1.4865,168.196,32.1764},{1.392,1.4865,71.4594,30.6389},
{1.224,1.4935,1.68808,1.67546},{1.232,1.4935,185.752,191.355},{1.24,1.4935,30.7125,16.0259},{1.248,1.4935,40.9794,18.8802},{1.256,1.4935,38.1354,14.0614},{1.264,1.4935,57.8346,15.4877},{1.272,1.4935,102.43,26.2555},{1.28,1.4935,185.591,45.7566},{1.288,1.4935,288.326,65.2515},{1.296,1.4935,243.774,47.5016},{1.304,1.4935,396.999,76.3764},{1.312,1.4935,325.22,51.5614},{1.32,1.4935,388.639,56.4737},
{1.328,1.4935,322.239,40.8542},{1.336,1.4935,334.166,43.5381},{1.344,1.4935,410.889,56.4552},{1.352,1.4935,251.831,33.0064},{1.36,1.4935,291.172,42.2399},{1.368,1.4935,180.277,29.098},{1.376,1.4935,140.364,25.6501},{1.384,1.4935,47.1894,15.6486},{1.224,1.5005,3.04382,2.40196},{1.232,1.5005,27.3917,14.3036},{1.24,1.5005,13.8091,7.26046},{1.248,1.5005,17.9858,7.46017},{1.256,1.5005,45.3361,17.9144},
{1.264,1.5005,56.283,16.992},{1.272,1.5005,61.8516,16.4584},{1.28,1.5005,157.953,34.0704},{1.288,1.5005,159.476,30.2239},{1.296,1.5005,282.197,54.5441},{1.304,1.5005,174.055,26.4616},{1.312,1.5005,334.025,56.2532},{1.32,1.5005,385.958,59.6109},{1.328,1.5005,274.81,37.9419},{1.336,1.5005,401.926,60.3827},{1.344,1.5005,355.62,57.8441},{1.352,1.5005,237.669,35.9402},{1.36,1.5005,219.74,38.9152},
{1.368,1.5005,177.387,36.8242},{1.376,1.5005,55.9741,14.8238},{1.216,1.5075,11.9982,10.884},{1.224,1.5075,7.17031,5.18808},{1.232,1.5075,29.1549,20.949},{1.24,1.5075,46.8473,21.1693},{1.248,1.5075,39.3355,17.3097},{1.256,1.5075,58.3316,22.317},{1.264,1.5075,51.4917,14.8292},{1.272,1.5075,99.1266,25.7307},{1.28,1.5075,114.876,27.6195},{1.288,1.5075,164.983,31.0898},{1.296,1.5075,140.651,23.5966},
{1.304,1.5075,288.051,49.0329},{1.312,1.5075,300.099,49.6979},{1.32,1.5075,295.281,50.0443},{1.328,1.5075,304.337,47.0411},{1.336,1.5075,307.979,50.3837},{1.344,1.5075,258.501,41.2863},{1.352,1.5075,226.773,40.3681},{1.36,1.5075,151.914,31.4925},{1.368,1.5075,77.7155,22.3139},{1.224,1.5145,17.6106,12.6479},{1.232,1.5145,3.75697,2.73038},{1.24,1.5145,61.5253,27.0209},{1.248,1.5145,71.0066,43.9664},
{1.256,1.5145,34.6351,14.3516},{1.264,1.5145,80.7182,24.0965},{1.272,1.5145,120.81,31.8711},{1.28,1.5145,135.334,30.1918},{1.288,1.5145,233.238,49.4718},{1.296,1.5145,176.534,32.311},{1.304,1.5145,283.274,51.6643},{1.312,1.5145,257.493,42.4649},{1.32,1.5145,183.708,28.4724},{1.328,1.5145,193.763,30.7178},{1.336,1.5145,189.046,34.1042},{1.344,1.5145,192.645,35.1295},{1.352,1.5145,164.286,38.0149},
{1.36,1.5145,87.3874,29.2693},{1.216,1.5215,11.2828,13.4668},{1.224,1.5215,3.516,2.64968},{1.232,1.5215,5.0229,3.05623},{1.24,1.5215,22.9957,13.2231},{1.248,1.5215,74.1491,40.5229},{1.256,1.5215,47.625,17.3165},{1.264,1.5215,78.9955,23.4443},{1.272,1.5215,96.6481,25.5718},{1.28,1.5215,159.256,38.3558},{1.288,1.5215,174.739,36.5516},{1.296,1.5215,266.319,55.1606},{1.304,1.5215,154.014,26.7917},
{1.312,1.5215,264.758,48.1435},{1.32,1.5215,251.732,49.2046},{1.328,1.5215,150.474,27.1492},{1.336,1.5215,168.981,30.6677},{1.344,1.5215,146.859,34.2877},{1.352,1.5215,129.98,39.6139},{1.36,1.5215,105.932,78.6442},{1.216,1.5285,4.90832,4.43657},{1.224,1.5285,10.8541,8.92967},{1.232,1.5285,21.4462,9.89754},{1.24,1.5285,22.1944,11.6936},{1.248,1.5285,20.201,8.77907},{1.256,1.5285,56.0418,21.9078},
{1.264,1.5285,99.3247,30.2374},{1.272,1.5285,60.1225,14.3718},{1.28,1.5285,106.915,23.1182},{1.288,1.5285,165.042,35.9703},{1.296,1.5285,146.944,28.776},{1.304,1.5285,217.025,38.9222},{1.312,1.5285,200.605,39.8832},{1.32,1.5285,153.348,29.7024},{1.328,1.5285,135.307,26.1236},{1.336,1.5285,182.341,45.8906},{1.344,1.5285,125.404,43.4924},{1.352,1.5285,38.4228,35.063},{1.224,1.5355,13.2566,9.65763},
{1.232,1.5355,4.50084,3.41799},{1.24,1.5355,16.6258,10.2644},{1.248,1.5355,66.2018,34.2654},{1.256,1.5355,31.3894,11.7305},{1.264,1.5355,122.874,40.3527},{1.272,1.5355,114.65,34.3985},{1.28,1.5355,155.725,38.2371},{1.288,1.5355,148.395,34.0456},{1.296,1.5355,212.366,47.4173},{1.304,1.5355,112.663,21.0515},{1.312,1.5355,173.81,36.2513},{1.32,1.5355,137.816,29.0929},{1.328,1.5355,101.109,24.7187},
{1.336,1.5355,132.548,45.8565},{1.344,1.5355,37.5918,34.5632},{1.224,1.5425,6.12722,5.28538},{1.232,1.5425,11.9985,7.76797},{1.24,1.5425,47.5415,19.9363},{1.248,1.5425,36.0565,16.2183},{1.256,1.5425,27.8752,10.2971},{1.264,1.5425,54.3431,17.0683},{1.272,1.5425,119.375,33.442},{1.28,1.5425,107.336,24.8318},{1.288,1.5425,122.529,25.6851},{1.296,1.5425,132.508,27.8189},{1.304,1.5425,261.479,61.8819},
{1.312,1.5425,136.802,33.737},{1.32,1.5425,98.8236,25.3931},{1.328,1.5425,46.9457,13.1146},{1.336,1.5425,101.002,51.515},{1.216,1.5495,2.62071,2.23378},{1.224,1.5495,1.2214,1.30824},{1.232,1.5495,1.89496,1.81679},{1.24,1.5495,4.95135,3.15492},{1.248,1.5495,32.7039,14.5606},{1.256,1.5495,57.8563,20.7257},{1.264,1.5495,46.5392,13.6866},{1.272,1.5495,56.4663,14.8134},{1.28,1.5495,87.0588,19.9532},
{1.288,1.5495,175.695,49.1962},{1.296,1.5495,95.5415,20.6884},{1.304,1.5495,147.291,37.4883},{1.312,1.5495,111.123,29.4659},{1.32,1.5495,64.1253,18.9305},{1.328,1.5495,31.437,16.9132},{1.224,1.5565,4.37596,3.06467},{1.232,1.5565,3.81467,2.56232},{1.24,1.5565,21.3037,12.3045},{1.248,1.5565,14.4841,6.63775},{1.256,1.5565,36.9026,12.1853},{1.264,1.5565,80.5841,23.1785},{1.272,1.5565,83.4629,24.2686},
{1.28,1.5565,96.5036,23.5813},{1.288,1.5565,96.8338,24.8333},{1.296,1.5565,110.394,28.4414},{1.304,1.5565,77.2358,21.8683},{1.312,1.5565,51.9801,16.0928},{1.32,1.5565,28.4309,12.6295},{1.216,1.5635,1.77602,2.03042},{1.224,1.5635,10.3314,5.8982},{1.232,1.5635,6.80661,5.39664},{1.24,1.5635,9.86664,5.24796},{1.248,1.5635,31.0046,12.797},{1.256,1.5635,26.7944,8.18325},{1.264,1.5635,36.378,11.5107},
{1.272,1.5635,77.0587,25.3982},{1.28,1.5635,81.54,22.5538},{1.288,1.5635,127.719,42.7808},{1.296,1.5635,98.7243,35.3066},{1.304,1.5635,67.3204,25.0155},{1.312,1.5635,21.7598,13.1899},{1.224,1.5705,4.78817,3.36531},{1.232,1.5705,13.6736,7.95592},{1.24,1.5705,10.7588,5.12777},{1.248,1.5705,17.7476,7.39998},{1.256,1.5705,46.1458,18.2766},{1.264,1.5705,56.7368,19.0869},{1.272,1.5705,65.3506,19.2868},
{1.28,1.5705,92.3868,32.5208},{1.288,1.5705,48.3737,14.3283},{1.296,1.5705,59.0115,22.5213},{1.304,1.5705,106.611,37.4753},{1.312,1.5705,4.5563,5.56544},{1.216,1.5775,1.76797,2.02536},{1.224,1.5775,3.79235,4.61293},{1.232,1.5775,18.3157,12.1431},{1.24,1.5775,29.3082,10.6881},{1.248,1.5775,19.6415,8.56497},{1.256,1.5775,37.0326,13.26},{1.264,1.5775,93.4656,32.0135},{1.272,1.5775,41.6973,13.0324},
{1.28,1.5775,35.8743,11.3608},{1.288,1.5775,33.7745,11.9762},{1.296,1.5775,45.3613,23.6326},{1.304,1.5775,1.71058,1.85992},{1.224,1.5845,2.17752,1.73362},{1.232,1.5845,11.0383,6.55881},{1.24,1.5845,15.5496,6.77797},{1.248,1.5845,19.3808,8.03527},{1.256,1.5845,75.9985,26.1162},{1.264,1.5845,27.5764,9.10193},{1.272,1.5845,52.9407,20.9364},{1.28,1.5845,55.7511,20.4772},{1.288,1.5845,45.6601,26.1321},
{1.296,1.5845,7.52103,6.71237},{1.224,1.5915,4.63732,3.98511},{1.232,1.5915,25.5815,16.2798},{1.24,1.5915,5.77728,3.12961},{1.248,1.5915,25.8763,15.5479},{1.256,1.5915,55.6353,32.623},{1.264,1.5915,20.1769,7.68923},{1.272,1.5915,64.7664,32.0157},{1.28,1.5915,36.0756,18.4607},{1.288,1.5915,1.0843,1.1358},{1.216,1.5985,4.42834,6.14101},{1.224,1.5985,11.5059,8.20314},{1.232,1.5985,22.308,12.9706},
{1.24,1.5985,16.5943,7.69343},{1.248,1.5985,15.1869,6.2437},{1.256,1.5985,10.511,4.495},{1.264,1.5985,16.8414,9.4191},{1.272,1.5985,17.8773,9.51194},{1.28,1.5985,5.89892,6.17199},{1.224,1.6055,4.99032,3.09841},{1.232,1.6055,5.91607,3.17653},{1.24,1.6055,8.09833,4.86205},{1.248,1.6055,21.8884,10.4748},{1.256,1.6055,17.8061,8.91037},{1.264,1.6055,13.8347,7.14152},{1.272,1.6055,3.49136,2.85637},
{1.216,1.6125,2.05037,2.48235},{1.224,1.6125,2.61511,2.91355},{1.232,1.6125,15.7575,11.8788},{1.24,1.6125,7.58511,4.7331},{1.248,1.6125,13.1314,7.63273},{1.256,1.6125,17.6232,9.45829},{1.264,1.6125,54.4257,58.1543},{1.216,1.6195,4.26426,5.91193},{1.224,1.6195,4.46576,2.57556},{1.232,1.6195,4.45046,3.6298},{1.24,1.6195,6.69723,4.28847},{1.248,1.6195,16.6604,13.6042},{1.256,1.6195,3.1604,2.63314},
{1.224,1.6265,11.55,8.25355},{1.232,1.6265,3.17245,2.29858},{1.24,1.6265,2.63566,2.88389},{1.248,1.6265,5.70378,4.89274},{1.224,1.6335,1.93651,2.15479},{1.232,1.6335,2.26392,2.47555},{1.24,1.6335,0.792392,0.976225},{1.216,1.6405,4.98432,6.9357},{1.224,1.6405,1.0
8125,1.17943},{1.232,1.6405,10.403,9.33446}}
Table G.12: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Nyborg Plot,
for MMpp = 0.6 − 0.7 GeV/c2 (Fig. 97). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Nyborg Plot:  M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) versus M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.7-0.8 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.004 GeV/c^{2} Error of M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}): 0.0035 GeV/c^{2}
The data are in the following format:  {{M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV/c^{2}], M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) [GeV/c^{2}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{1.416,1.0735,5.33583,6.12036},{1.424,1.0735,9.09613,10.8342},{1.432,1.0735,39.8861,28.8037},{1.448,1.0735,23.2666,21.8234},{1.456,1.0735,52.413,41.1856},{1.464,1.0735,78.784,44.7276},{1.472,1.0735,131.719,56.5054},{1.48,1.0735,125.973,54.9025},{1.488,1.0735,124.207,48.5714},{1.496,1.0735,249.472,96.117},{1.504,1.0735,88.1326,33.2315},{1.512,1.0735,175.999,73.9248},{1.52,1.0735,111.477,35.853},
{1.528,1.0735,277.082,103.486},{1.536,1.0735,160.251,51.07},{1.544,1.0735,51.0526,18.7738},{1.552,1.0735,88.416,27.0402},{1.56,1.0735,125.513,37.4862},{1.568,1.0735,112.134,31.81},{1.576,1.0735,77.1036,21.7722},{1.584,1.0735,124.704,35.236},{1.592,1.0735,123.341,36.4138},{1.6,1.0735,162.964,50.1757},{1.608,1.0735,98.1938,29.6287},{1.616,1.0735,215.901,75.6703},{1.624,1.0735,113.857,30.5473},
{1.632,1.0735,208.854,60.01},{1.64,1.0735,112.79,32.9327},{1.648,1.0735,172.494,53.2139},{1.656,1.0735,183.185,53.7213},{1.664,1.0735,221.065,67.1569},{1.672,1.0735,119.48,28.0962},{1.68,1.0735,108.534,26.4609},{1.688,1.0735,111.572,23.5975},{1.696,1.0735,95.8555,20.356},{1.704,1.0735,80.9928,16.0295},{1.712,1.0735,82.2525,15.311},{1.72,1.0735,74.3974,14.2844},{1.728,1.0735,69.6592,13.7949},
{1.736,1.0735,70.2846,14.306},{1.744,1.0735,56.7617,11.6337},{1.752,1.0735,68.3281,13.9841},{1.76,1.0735,56.7649,13},{1.768,1.0735,36.4268,7.70408},{1.776,1.0735,43.1571,11.5782},{1.784,1.0735,59.1479,17.3421},{1.792,1.0735,32.2435,13.726},{1.8,1.0735,43.123,60.0071},{1.384,1.0805,5.7707,8.00461},{1.4,1.0805,10.7108,9.99096},{1.408,1.0805,22.5104,19.4521},{1.416,1.0805,277.294,147.281},
{1.424,1.0805,116.76,72.6415},{1.432,1.0805,72.1834,33.6219},{1.44,1.0805,211.622,125.154},{1.448,1.0805,278.354,121.893},{1.456,1.0805,211.113,74.5384},{1.464,1.0805,250.573,78.3245},{1.472,1.0805,300.892,78.3216},{1.48,1.0805,329.786,89.2055},{1.488,1.0805,478.914,115.254},{1.496,1.0805,466.502,111.571},{1.504,1.0805,376.699,72.5481},{1.512,1.0805,511.083,118.051},{1.52,1.0805,494.351,92.3083},
{1.528,1.0805,405.182,71.8242},{1.536,1.0805,344.214,60.907},{1.544,1.0805,610.372,103.047},{1.552,1.0805,692.763,121.331},{1.56,1.0805,719.253,128.154},{1.568,1.0805,488.554,78.1677},{1.576,1.0805,644.828,104.948},{1.584,1.0805,489.405,76.3177},{1.592,1.0805,649.138,112.765},{1.6,1.0805,483.186,73.0605},{1.608,1.0805,479.203,74.3253},{1.616,1.0805,477.192,75.6482},{1.624,1.0805,556.77,89.6826},
{1.632,1.0805,441.072,62.2984},{1.64,1.0805,560.873,84.0942},{1.648,1.0805,474.557,68.5309},{1.656,1.0805,417.564,55.0822},{1.664,1.0805,480.496,62.9468},{1.672,1.0805,405.241,46.5521},{1.68,1.0805,468.858,57.1953},{1.688,1.0805,342.453,38.1152},{1.696,1.0805,408.612,45.4712},{1.704,1.0805,345.111,35.4806},{1.712,1.0805,266.173,26.5721},{1.72,1.0805,344.924,35.9376},{1.728,1.0805,306.483,32.0463},
{1.736,1.0805,260.403,28.4124},{1.744,1.0805,287.548,33.1943},{1.752,1.0805,262.305,29.8182},{1.76,1.0805,209.984,25.6438},{1.768,1.0805,204.719,27.0397},{1.776,1.0805,178.809,26.8719},{1.784,1.0805,149.703,27.8175},{1.792,1.0805,37.8657,10.0115},{1.352,1.0875,103.068,123.512},{1.376,1.0875,15.6857,14.9967},{1.384,1.0875,104.698,101.334},{1.392,1.0875,126.425,103.978},{1.4,1.0875,98.4148,54.4832},
{1.408,1.0875,241.721,122.699},{1.416,1.0875,212.155,94.348},{1.424,1.0875,408.278,192.049},{1.432,1.0875,212.831,64.3091},{1.44,1.0875,383.357,133.493},{1.448,1.0875,233.589,54.2269},{1.456,1.0875,292.239,73.0974},{1.464,1.0875,305.074,73.6972},{1.472,1.0875,481.082,109.696},{1.48,1.0875,658.797,149.591},{1.488,1.0875,458.237,84.7103},{1.496,1.0875,692.693,128.691},{1.504,1.0875,640.878,115.341},
{1.512,1.0875,745.668,125.676},{1.52,1.0875,618.115,98.3616},{1.528,1.0875,874.017,141.835},{1.536,1.0875,753.06,105.886},{1.544,1.0875,853.024,123.859},{1.552,1.0875,827.127,119.643},{1.56,1.0875,824.908,109.907},{1.568,1.0875,749.658,106.478},{1.576,1.0875,848.453,118.92},{1.584,1.0875,832.738,114.239},{1.592,1.0875,795.995,104.399},{1.6,1.0875,861.017,112.836},{1.608,1.0875,867.068,107.706},
{1.616,1.0875,728.484,93.6113},{1.624,1.0875,751.819,91.2712},{1.632,1.0875,767.633,88.6315},{1.64,1.0875,887.766,109.566},{1.648,1.0875,813.845,94.716},{1.656,1.0875,753.606,78.0414},{1.664,1.0875,594.926,55.2245},{1.672,1.0875,599.376,54.6859},{1.68,1.0875,720.336,68.5593},{1.688,1.0875,615.266,54.6285},{1.696,1.0875,550.412,47.5347},{1.704,1.0875,566.414,48.303},{1.712,1.0875,498.95,42.6183},
{1.72,1.0875,538.877,47.4901},{1.728,1.0875,551.183,52.1449},{1.736,1.0875,395.656,36.9038},{1.744,1.0875,396.2,37.7633},{1.752,1.0875,392.911,40.5391},{1.76,1.0875,304.487,31.469},{1.768,1.0875,281.353,34.4968},{1.776,1.0875,244.814,36.8313},{1.784,1.0875,130.206,26.0463},{1.792,1.0875,11.1587,6.15327},{1.344,1.0945,31.2044,35.0434},{1.352,1.0945,5.91521,6.8847},{1.36,1.0945,84.6999,89.2057},
{1.368,1.0945,68.5787,46.1833},{1.376,1.0945,99.9948,58.7655},{1.384,1.0945,124.418,61.8892},{1.392,1.0945,204.041,95.1723},{1.4,1.0945,125.551,55.8239},{1.408,1.0945,176.989,67.8475},{1.416,1.0945,278.252,89.3897},{1.424,1.0945,244.351,70.4009},{1.432,1.0945,323.856,77.4532},{1.44,1.0945,518.509,134.157},{1.448,1.0945,527.145,117.241},{1.456,1.0945,438.776,95.3112},{1.464,1.0945,689.288,144.472},
{1.472,1.0945,712.931,140.349},{1.48,1.0945,947.594,183.908},{1.488,1.0945,691.128,108.564},{1.496,1.0945,625.419,94.4094},{1.504,1.0945,1016.81,162.786},{1.512,1.0945,1337.07,223.905},{1.52,1.0945,943.602,132.63},{1.528,1.0945,1106.47,155.01},{1.536,1.0945,1034.48,141.519},{1.544,1.0945,974.601,120.258},{1.552,1.0945,1229.56,160.933},{1.56,1.0945,896.489,107.022},{1.568,1.0945,1139.98,135.534},
{1.576,1.0945,1143.87,137.144},{1.584,1.0945,1118.39,130.527},{1.592,1.0945,880.873,100.727},{1.6,1.0945,1104.51,124.874},{1.608,1.0945,1050.98,113.784},{1.616,1.0945,883.783,92.8649},{1.624,1.0945,1145.91,114.483},{1.632,1.0945,956.766,93.8728},{1.64,1.0945,908.766,83.7775},{1.648,1.0945,894.062,76.3144},{1.656,1.0945,834.254,71.641},{1.664,1.0945,802.312,64.6249},{1.672,1.0945,744.052,59.4897},
{1.68,1.0945,672.648,52.9745},{1.688,1.0945,662.48,49.4081},{1.696,1.0945,747.156,58.5173},{1.704,1.0945,709.638,56.4611},{1.712,1.0945,639.558,50.5159},{1.72,1.0945,632.632,49.7179},{1.728,1.0945,642.567,53.9328},{1.736,1.0945,656.2,56.2816},{1.744,1.0945,516.595,47.1623},{1.752,1.0945,523.251,52.0264},{1.76,1.0945,437.487,46.2083},{1.768,1.0945,362.311,48.2712},{1.776,1.0945,191.378,31.9352},
{1.784,1.0945,70.7025,29.397},{1.336,1.1015,13.5933,18.8773},{1.344,1.1015,14.0798,13.2271},{1.352,1.1015,172.871,163.616},{1.36,1.1015,23.3465,15.0341},{1.368,1.1015,159.843,90.4601},{1.376,1.1015,128.383,78.9419},{1.384,1.1015,209.531,119.947},{1.392,1.1015,459.099,197.349},{1.4,1.1015,280.747,94.0675},{1.408,1.1015,294.112,84.9415},{1.416,1.1015,546.792,157.953},{1.424,1.1015,549.936,148.04},
{1.432,1.1015,403.176,91.2002},{1.44,1.1015,536.78,109.561},{1.448,1.1015,844.79,175.272},{1.456,1.1015,869.888,170.368},{1.464,1.1015,735.24,141.407},{1.472,1.1015,773.736,129.414},{1.48,1.1015,908.035,143.877},{1.488,1.1015,928.414,139.455},{1.496,1.1015,1066.2,155.157},{1.504,1.1015,1091.36,161.615},{1.512,1.1015,1031.48,129.064},{1.52,1.1015,1193.88,149.653},{1.528,1.1015,1454.75,184.95},
{1.536,1.1015,1365.8,166.844},{1.544,1.1015,1411.61,168.658},{1.552,1.1015,1229.05,141.025},{1.56,1.1015,1372.17,147.619},{1.568,1.1015,1367.58,141.008},{1.576,1.1015,1298.72,135.118},{1.584,1.1015,1192.86,120.363},{1.592,1.1015,1164.75,112.966},{1.6,1.1015,1137.49,104.095},{1.608,1.1015,1046.82,89.2778},{1.616,1.1015,1284.05,113.705},{1.624,1.1015,1094.1,92.3874},{1.632,1.1015,1274.89,106.535},
{1.64,1.1015,1035,77.6737},{1.648,1.1015,1283.22,101.156},{1.656,1.1015,1150.32,87.0467},{1.664,1.1015,993.422,72.5066},{1.672,1.1015,1110.69,81.4256},{1.68,1.1015,949.09,64.9408},{1.688,1.1015,1011.59,73.8788},{1.696,1.1015,907.265,63.8818},{1.704,1.1015,764.275,53.3548},{1.712,1.1015,848.029,62.317},{1.72,1.1015,762.515,56.3287},{1.728,1.1015,702.059,53.8651},{1.736,1.1015,585.337,46.6994},
{1.744,1.1015,529.665,44.3695},{1.752,1.1015,559.22,52.6744},{1.76,1.1015,338.592,35.894},{1.768,1.1015,223.189,29.8021},{1.776,1.1015,284.797,109.39},{1.32,1.1085,10.0617,13.969},{1.328,1.1085,43.216,48.5458},{1.336,1.1085,99.0707,95.0886},{1.344,1.1085,43.0462,29.1351},{1.352,1.1085,66.1237,55.9023},{1.36,1.1085,116.17,71.3569},{1.368,1.1085,152.76,102.996},{1.376,1.1085,205.605,86.804},
{1.384,1.1085,241.023,84.6984},{1.392,1.1085,152.648,50.5292},{1.4,1.1085,307.025,78.3218},{1.408,1.1085,248.794,68.352},{1.416,1.1085,458.402,110.139},{1.424,1.1085,651.172,148.579},{1.432,1.1085,778.287,155.33},{1.44,1.1085,766.807,144.517},{1.448,1.1085,855.247,163.104},{1.456,1.1085,710.036,116.725},{1.464,1.1085,787.075,123.377},{1.472,1.1085,821.774,117.894},{1.48,1.1085,962.94,133.741},
{1.488,1.1085,916.341,129.154},{1.496,1.1085,986.04,132.993},{1.504,1.1085,1153.4,142.257},{1.512,1.1085,1297.96,156.753},{1.52,1.1085,1163.54,128.763},{1.528,1.1085,1284.27,139.937},{1.536,1.1085,1558.31,167.903},{1.544,1.1085,1509.35,159.381},{1.552,1.1085,1320.59,124.755},{1.56,1.1085,1370.76,130.027},{1.568,1.1085,1438.66,136.319},{1.576,1.1085,1506.92,139.646},{1.584,1.1085,1662.66,146.102},
{1.592,1.1085,1398.22,117.998},{1.6,1.1085,1533.12,121.77},{1.608,1.1085,1764.68,143.116},{1.616,1.1085,1756.81,139.309},{1.624,1.1085,1494.74,107.249},{1.632,1.1085,1344.28,95.5739},{1.64,1.1085,1356.43,98.7709},{1.648,1.1085,1271.77,85.89},{1.656,1.1085,1281.53,85.1585},{1.664,1.1085,1263.83,82.663},{1.672,1.1085,1123.47,71.1092},{1.68,1.1085,1202.49,80.611},{1.688,1.1085,991.789,63.3706},
{1.696,1.1085,952.863,61.1419},{1.704,1.1085,965.931,64.5001},{1.712,1.1085,941.061,64.0435},{1.72,1.1085,911.653,65.357},{1.728,1.1085,776.055,57.4234},{1.736,1.1085,741.447,60.2073},{1.744,1.1085,579.943,50.6792},{1.752,1.1085,592.464,61.0236},{1.76,1.1085,304.825,37.2558},{1.768,1.1085,160.553,33.7392},{1.328,1.1155,59.6766,58.3007},{1.336,1.1155,25.5681,33.9799},{1.344,1.1155,57.6243,35.5207},
{1.352,1.1155,216.856,127.97},{1.36,1.1155,213.587,118.786},{1.368,1.1155,396.016,196.729},{1.376,1.1155,202.643,68.1237},{1.384,1.1155,253.758,87.0329},{1.392,1.1155,482.335,139.61},{1.4,1.1155,1037.47,329.964},{1.408,1.1155,634.483,174.77},{1.416,1.1155,423.996,89.7632},{1.424,1.1155,581.16,118.333},{1.432,1.1155,591.367,108.179},{1.44,1.1155,830.329,146.683},{1.448,1.1155,644.898,94.209},
{1.456,1.1155,680.628,102.171},{1.464,1.1155,933.224,131.911},{1.472,1.1155,1283.13,180.115},{1.48,1.1155,1090.75,138.367},{1.488,1.1155,1185.61,147.586},{1.496,1.1155,1210.19,140.622},{1.504,1.1155,1438.36,167.097},{1.512,1.1155,1348.05,145.961},{1.52,1.1155,1494.84,150.974},{1.528,1.1155,1352.64,131.153},{1.536,1.1155,1610.2,158.825},{1.544,1.1155,1776.08,175.096},{1.552,1.1155,1329.51,113.689},
{1.56,1.1155,1649.07,142.733},{1.568,1.1155,1720.21,140.004},{1.576,1.1155,1762.07,143.319},{1.584,1.1155,1630.64,125.723},{1.592,1.1155,1865.55,138.972},{1.6,1.1155,1731.53,125.716},{1.608,1.1155,1515.91,106.32},{1.616,1.1155,1458.27,99.8315},{1.624,1.1155,1534.84,101.869},{1.632,1.1155,1456.04,93.4409},{1.64,1.1155,1456.18,92.643},{1.648,1.1155,1391.26,85.5122},{1.656,1.1155,1264.64,77.7451},
{1.664,1.1155,1435.99,91.1222},{1.672,1.1155,1316.62,79.7223},{1.68,1.1155,1287.77,78.936},{1.688,1.1155,1061.65,63.2382},{1.696,1.1155,1369.89,90.7631},{1.704,1.1155,1094.14,70.975},{1.712,1.1155,1045.6,68.4639},{1.72,1.1155,1001.91,71.9545},{1.728,1.1155,836.773,60.8173},{1.736,1.1155,717.781,56.0982},{1.744,1.1155,652.013,59.7981},{1.752,1.1155,428.368,45.0643},{1.76,1.1155,245.252,40.803},
{1.768,1.1155,85.7133,91.6167},{1.312,1.1225,12.3722,17.1787},{1.328,1.1225,102.089,110.893},{1.336,1.1225,179.048,153.53},{1.344,1.1225,136.498,85.7186},{1.352,1.1225,233.759,138.691},{1.36,1.1225,341.439,177.785},{1.368,1.1225,223.46,87.1894},{1.376,1.1225,242.031,70.245},{1.384,1.1225,326.437,91.7007},{1.392,1.1225,227.808,53.7169},{1.4,1.1225,333.32,72.9445},{1.408,1.1225,599.367,128.23},
{1.416,1.1225,632.403,134.666},{1.424,1.1225,851.136,161.7},{1.432,1.1225,682.804,104.24},{1.44,1.1225,788.841,125.368},{1.448,1.1225,924.652,144.69},{1.456,1.1225,1005.17,138.101},{1.464,1.1225,1163.07,156.517},{1.472,1.1225,1292.36,161.792},{1.48,1.1225,1204.49,150.736},{1.488,1.1225,1202.02,138.752},{1.496,1.1225,1389.06,151.723},{1.504,1.1225,1493.95,158.899},{1.512,1.1225,1356.79,132.128},
{1.52,1.1225,1729.19,162.635},{1.528,1.1225,1612.64,143.365},{1.536,1.1225,1667.16,141.711},{1.544,1.1225,1838.95,158.402},{1.552,1.1225,1692.83,135.429},{1.56,1.1225,1564.28,115.428},{1.568,1.1225,1801.57,131.055},{1.576,1.1225,1789.47,126.565},{1.584,1.1225,1816.8,124.409},{1.592,1.1225,1632.96,105.461},{1.6,1.1225,1683.07,110.943},{1.608,1.1225,1710.05,107.209},{1.616,1.1225,1809.43,113.769},
{1.624,1.1225,1760.29,107.07},{1.632,1.1225,1924.35,118.583},{1.64,1.1225,1734.21,104.417},{1.648,1.1225,1488.59,84.7401},{1.656,1.1225,1465.26,83.945},{1.664,1.1225,1528.96,89.5319},{1.672,1.1225,1378.74,76.4436},{1.68,1.1225,1494.46,89.348},{1.688,1.1225,1374.93,82.9793},{1.696,1.1225,1366.82,85.0379},{1.704,1.1225,1225.4,75.7957},{1.712,1.1225,1040.56,65.6326},{1.72,1.1225,1084.72,75.8274},
{1.728,1.1225,804.896,59.054},{1.736,1.1225,697.156,58.5301},{1.744,1.1225,489.812,46.2921},{1.752,1.1225,451.312,68.064},{1.76,1.1225,42.4273,30.4524},{1.32,1.1295,695.74,756.559},{1.328,1.1295,104.012,89.6064},{1.336,1.1295,145.147,94.1839},{1.344,1.1295,2457.17,1857.83},{1.352,1.1295,62.1497,28.4634},{1.36,1.1295,129.04,39.4489},{1.368,1.1295,220.223,75.0277},{1.376,1.1295,220.802,56.2437},
{1.384,1.1295,372.027,100.896},{1.392,1.1295,479.576,106.213},{1.4,1.1295,482.621,101.212},{1.408,1.1295,400.061,69.8255},{1.416,1.1295,501.839,84.8999},{1.424,1.1295,735.132,118.812},{1.432,1.1295,680.839,105.707},{1.44,1.1295,1104.15,167.685},{1.448,1.1295,1049.28,149.591},{1.456,1.1295,1197.05,162.98},{1.464,1.1295,950.778,114.406},{1.472,1.1295,1213.19,142.97},{1.48,1.1295,1347.63,151.682},
{1.488,1.1295,1425.61,148.46},{1.496,1.1295,1431.79,141.447},{1.504,1.1295,1236.1,115.49},{1.512,1.1295,1786.89,170.152},{1.52,1.1295,1998.22,185.953},{1.528,1.1295,2054.77,177.001},{1.536,1.1295,1760.72,137.186},{1.544,1.1295,1880.07,141.131},{1.552,1.1295,1689.44,120.398},{1.56,1.1295,1888.64,131.677},{1.568,1.1295,1949.01,132.597},{1.576,1.1295,2034.78,131.788},{1.584,1.1295,2122.65,137.32},
{1.592,1.1295,1956.58,121.068},{1.6,1.1295,1835.35,111.739},{1.608,1.1295,1791.98,104.813},{1.616,1.1295,1639.43,93.155},{1.624,1.1295,1905.92,111.535},{1.632,1.1295,1788.32,101.975},{1.64,1.1295,1712.16,97.1159},{1.648,1.1295,1477.52,78.8105},{1.656,1.1295,1687.54,94.4063},{1.664,1.1295,1440.45,76.5274},{1.672,1.1295,1465.62,81.6253},{1.68,1.1295,1756.48,100.468},{1.688,1.1295,1428.49,80.3332},
{1.696,1.1295,1257.01,71.918},{1.704,1.1295,1242.92,74.9954},{1.712,1.1295,1174.54,78.2826},{1.72,1.1295,1014.83,70.3304},{1.728,1.1295,851.252,66.3086},{1.736,1.1295,755.868,69.5153},{1.744,1.1295,411.777,49.0222},{1.752,1.1295,42.6267,16.359},{1.312,1.1365,18.2023,24.3082},{1.32,1.1365,856.751,931.569},{1.328,1.1365,93.5551,92.8881},{1.336,1.1365,215.221,142.995},{1.344,1.1365,120.79,52.0903},
{1.352,1.1365,837.073,639.203},{1.36,1.1365,203.319,78.2711},{1.368,1.1365,319.047,102.645},{1.376,1.1365,220.752,59.374},{1.384,1.1365,479.75,118.598},{1.392,1.1365,425.318,82.3142},{1.4,1.1365,514.174,96.4466},{1.408,1.1365,496.634,89.0922},{1.416,1.1365,898.725,151.508},{1.424,1.1365,693.575,109.055},{1.432,1.1365,720.591,94.3185},{1.44,1.1365,1159.47,167.017},{1.448,1.1365,901.206,114.854},
{1.456,1.1365,1001.07,125.198},{1.464,1.1365,1231.04,142.784},{1.472,1.1365,1444.63,157.563},{1.48,1.1365,1229.8,124.781},{1.488,1.1365,1496.95,147.048},{1.496,1.1365,1465.51,137.806},{1.504,1.1365,1907.76,168.244},{1.512,1.1365,1725.55,145.213},{1.52,1.1365,1779.75,143.043},{1.528,1.1365,1720.98,130.843},{1.536,1.1365,1751.51,129.868},{1.544,1.1365,1708.12,115.453},{1.552,1.1365,1855.93,122.837},
{1.56,1.1365,2014.68,131.478},{1.568,1.1365,2035.89,127.63},{1.576,1.1365,2056.52,126.315},{1.584,1.1365,1884.31,109.183},{1.592,1.1365,2045.21,119.402},{1.6,1.1365,1988.7,112.345},{1.608,1.1365,1931,110.27},{1.616,1.1365,1747.94,96.7622},{1.624,1.1365,1833.14,100.603},{1.632,1.1365,1764.02,91.7234},{1.64,1.1365,1674.01,87.1747},{1.648,1.1365,1833.71,94.2522},{1.656,1.1365,1709.78,89.2659},
{1.664,1.1365,1673,88.9933},{1.672,1.1365,1594.34,83.3291},{1.68,1.1365,1502.03,79.8362},{1.688,1.1365,1415.81,76.8682},{1.696,1.1365,1384.84,78.6424},{1.704,1.1365,1240.91,72.9566},{1.712,1.1365,1215.06,80.7393},{1.72,1.1365,897.484,63.178},{1.728,1.1365,801.192,66.1711},{1.736,1.1365,510.571,53.1622},{1.744,1.1365,114.068,30.8399},{1.32,1.1435,1610.4,1713.57},{1.328,1.1435,137.351,103.316},
{1.336,1.1435,130.028,78.8923},{1.344,1.1435,312.483,141.314},{1.352,1.1435,174.758,64.6675},{1.36,1.1435,448.516,183.833},{1.368,1.1435,323.914,91.4288},{1.376,1.1435,485.845,131.637},{1.384,1.1435,941.204,226.09},{1.392,1.1435,398.498,77.6223},{1.4,1.1435,688.265,136.4},{1.408,1.1435,584.593,97.2402},{1.416,1.1435,808.308,121.705},{1.424,1.1435,720.99,101.047},{1.432,1.1435,910.845,128.272},
{1.44,1.1435,1009.66,134.275},{1.448,1.1435,842.218,95.8954},{1.456,1.1435,1223.04,138.804},{1.464,1.1435,1396.08,148.766},{1.472,1.1435,1199.33,114.669},{1.48,1.1435,1359.62,125.278},{1.488,1.1435,1427.42,126.461},{1.496,1.1435,1690.98,141.368},{1.504,1.1435,1691.73,134.066},{1.512,1.1435,1851.35,141.97},{1.52,1.1435,1979.73,145.839},{1.528,1.1435,2085.9,146.058},{1.536,1.1435,1875.3,124.391},
{1.544,1.1435,1998.77,125.301},{1.552,1.1435,2043.09,122.877},{1.56,1.1435,2219.05,135.876},{1.568,1.1435,2090.15,120.73},{1.576,1.1435,2239.06,128.414},{1.584,1.1435,2041.84,111.853},{1.592,1.1435,2225.39,123.154},{1.6,1.1435,2066.82,110.322},{1.608,1.1435,2225.83,119.492},{1.616,1.1435,2074.13,106.514},{1.624,1.1435,2014.04,100.618},{1.632,1.1435,1975.68,102.123},{1.64,1.1435,1970.11,97.6014},
{1.648,1.1435,1779.01,88.4168},{1.656,1.1435,1808.2,90.1302},{1.664,1.1435,1790.72,91.9419},{1.672,1.1435,1663.82,86.3144},{1.68,1.1435,1523.64,78.7218},{1.688,1.1435,1549.07,83.9478},{1.696,1.1435,1472.2,84.1494},{1.704,1.1435,1282.95,77.6808},{1.712,1.1435,1187.69,82.4654},{1.72,1.1435,893.813,66.7462},{1.728,1.1435,653.826,61.9732},{1.736,1.1435,125.259,26.6156},{1.32,1.1505,124.604,106.783},
{1.328,1.1505,116.922,54.6141},{1.336,1.1505,182.403,91.3428},{1.344,1.1505,98.9129,39.5932},{1.352,1.1505,274.291,108.772},{1.36,1.1505,334.215,98.7012},{1.368,1.1505,413.37,111.077},{1.376,1.1505,262.153,61.1009},{1.384,1.1505,524.489,105.202},{1.392,1.1505,527.867,92.0494},{1.4,1.1505,647.914,110.074},{1.408,1.1505,800.682,126.266},{1.416,1.1505,929.753,135.248},{1.424,1.1505,1074.11,148.163},
{1.432,1.1505,891.34,111.613},{1.44,1.1505,1237.21,157.403},{1.448,1.1505,1060.6,109.021},{1.456,1.1505,1324.33,136.865},{1.464,1.1505,1343.25,131.462},{1.472,1.1505,1239.88,107.557},{1.48,1.1505,1568.45,131.527},{1.488,1.1505,1559.89,126.681},{1.496,1.1505,1586.19,122.13},{1.504,1.1505,1751.01,126.917},{1.512,1.1505,1830.74,127.149},{1.52,1.1505,1923.87,125.635},{1.528,1.1505,2438.83,167.186},
{1.536,1.1505,2012.7,124.796},{1.544,1.1505,2157.4,128.929},{1.552,1.1505,1985.5,112.145},{1.56,1.1505,2170.01,120.625},{1.568,1.1505,2215.08,124.238},{1.576,1.1505,2307.11,126.418},{1.584,1.1505,2461.92,132.643},{1.592,1.1505,2321.53,125.277},{1.6,1.1505,2192.46,112.323},{1.608,1.1505,2166.85,109.21},{1.616,1.1505,2300.26,113.864},{1.624,1.1505,2159.27,108.463},{1.632,1.1505,2043.64,99.122},
{1.64,1.1505,1982.52,96.6865},{1.648,1.1505,2031.16,102.295},{1.656,1.1505,1959.52,95.1724},{1.664,1.1505,1672.06,80.0935},{1.672,1.1505,1839.84,93.2899},{1.68,1.1505,1611.15,85.1043},{1.688,1.1505,1447.16,76.7064},{1.696,1.1505,1274.77,70.8572},{1.704,1.1505,1182.38,74.118},{1.712,1.1505,1157.91,82.0319},{1.72,1.1505,756.253,61.8624},{1.728,1.1505,247.889,40.1227},{1.304,1.1575,44.4501,53.1412},
{1.32,1.1575,124.456,118.868},{1.328,1.1575,103.386,60.0447},{1.336,1.1575,142.882,76.917},{1.344,1.1575,167.307,68.1721},{1.352,1.1575,339.651,107.282},{1.36,1.1575,317.299,89.3601},{1.368,1.1575,468.012,112.993},{1.376,1.1575,684.464,164.872},{1.384,1.1575,538.107,103.493},{1.392,1.1575,447.775,72.8655},{1.4,1.1575,752.598,124.948},{1.408,1.1575,933.393,139.881},{1.416,1.1575,850.783,110.316},
{1.424,1.1575,872.89,107.633},{1.432,1.1575,988.301,117.868},{1.44,1.1575,1121.41,120.324},{1.448,1.1575,1100.31,106.804},{1.456,1.1575,1308.24,120.8},{1.464,1.1575,1580.6,143.866},{1.472,1.1575,1357.9,111.105},{1.48,1.1575,1419.63,108.281},{1.488,1.1575,1666.37,120.001},{1.496,1.1575,2095.44,151.427},{1.504,1.1575,1928.98,128.394},{1.512,1.1575,1882.35,121.268},{1.52,1.1575,1987.57,121.751},
{1.528,1.1575,2204.52,136.747},{1.536,1.1575,2279.88,135.865},{1.544,1.1575,2160,123.118},{1.552,1.1575,2214.16,117.006},{1.56,1.1575,2166.7,113.176},{1.568,1.1575,2524.18,134.279},{1.576,1.1575,2354.42,120.499},{1.584,1.1575,2250.57,113.594},{1.592,1.1575,2495.21,124.896},{1.6,1.1575,2401.21,117.201},{1.608,1.1575,2518.64,122.222},{1.616,1.1575,2214.26,105.666},{1.624,1.1575,2010.21,94.4483},
{1.632,1.1575,2296.53,109.966},{1.64,1.1575,2051,95.9174},{1.648,1.1575,1930.19,92.9492},{1.656,1.1575,1978.48,93.7079},{1.664,1.1575,1722.75,82.1244},{1.672,1.1575,1802.32,89.3942},{1.68,1.1575,1705.29,90.2464},{1.688,1.1575,1492.91,80.6303},{1.696,1.1575,1379.78,80.0308},{1.704,1.1575,1121.64,70.8085},{1.712,1.1575,943.522,74.4844},{1.72,1.1575,425.997,59.9427},{1.304,1.1645,247.457,343.967},
{1.312,1.1645,41.3465,33.5288},{1.32,1.1645,283.096,222.593},{1.328,1.1645,142.278,67.3395},{1.336,1.1645,188.014,86.826},{1.344,1.1645,325.062,106.844},{1.352,1.1645,389.27,120.345},{1.36,1.1645,220.48,49.6149},{1.368,1.1645,364.727,80.2323},{1.376,1.1645,529.485,111.244},{1.384,1.1645,575.613,95.679},{1.392,1.1645,812.203,130.205},{1.4,1.1645,640.375,88.8658},{1.408,1.1645,824.941,105.439},
{1.416,1.1645,936.996,117.964},{1.424,1.1645,1029.1,115.697},{1.432,1.1645,1210.3,126.624},{1.44,1.1645,1131.77,109.471},{1.448,1.1645,1016.22,88.6352},{1.456,1.1645,1219.68,98.0489},{1.464,1.1645,1570.98,127.198},{1.472,1.1645,1527.27,115.625},{1.48,1.1645,1728.84,126.279},{1.488,1.1645,1695.69,119.066},{1.496,1.1645,2036.28,137.736},{1.504,1.1645,2118.07,134.602},{1.512,1.1645,2111.76,128.408},
{1.52,1.1645,2046.12,118.056},{1.528,1.1645,2443.13,139.548},{1.536,1.1645,2252.65,125.605},{1.544,1.1645,2481.02,134.196},{1.552,1.1645,2279.74,116.333},{1.56,1.1645,2709.49,142.001},{1.568,1.1645,2507.53,125.214},{1.576,1.1645,2470.96,119.916},{1.584,1.1645,2478.83,119.313},{1.592,1.1645,2361.34,111.379},{1.6,1.1645,2640.08,127.546},{1.608,1.1645,2360.66,109.191},{1.616,1.1645,2337.62,106.621},
{1.624,1.1645,2562.44,122.709},{1.632,1.1645,2342.02,106.757},{1.64,1.1645,2112.62,96.3257},{1.648,1.1645,2139.7,99.6139},{1.656,1.1645,1986.53,93.9662},{1.664,1.1645,1882.38,89.6068},{1.672,1.1645,1794.62,88.5052},{1.68,1.1645,1650.92,85.7688},{1.688,1.1645,1373.74,73.5188},{1.696,1.1645,1328.52,81.2876},{1.704,1.1645,845.751,55.9101},{1.712,1.1645,394.477,40.2369},{1.312,1.1715,105.784,103.634},
{1.32,1.1715,182.69,105.299},{1.328,1.1715,81.4591,43.5504},{1.336,1.1715,266.324,100.824},{1.344,1.1715,206.799,69.0834},{1.352,1.1715,744.19,259.267},{1.36,1.1715,555.53,136.167},{1.368,1.1715,492.388,106.6},{1.376,1.1715,514.451,86.6113},{1.384,1.1715,410.506,59.6506},{1.392,1.1715,701.289,101.626},{1.4,1.1715,1025.72,146.114},{1.408,1.1715,888.132,106.133},{1.416,1.1715,1134.39,130.36},
{1.424,1.1715,1103.22,115.526},{1.432,1.1715,1010.12,97.793},{1.44,1.1715,1420.71,129.941},{1.448,1.1715,1287.99,107.309},{1.456,1.1715,1437.25,110.621},{1.464,1.1715,1744.3,132.671},{1.472,1.1715,1802.14,130.208},{1.48,1.1715,1846.43,125.191},{1.488,1.1715,2014.52,134.624},{1.496,1.1715,1988.57,124.175},{1.504,1.1715,1946.61,114.396},{1.512,1.1715,2234.65,128.15},{1.52,1.1715,2443.09,138.932},
{1.528,1.1715,2562.51,139.655},{1.536,1.1715,2527.7,134.022},{1.544,1.1715,2448.6,125.509},{1.552,1.1715,2507.44,125.716},{1.56,1.1715,2548.86,125.067},{1.568,1.1715,2413.8,112.797},{1.576,1.1715,2761.63,131.274},{1.584,1.1715,2584.49,119.406},{1.592,1.1715,2689.41,125.873},{1.6,1.1715,2636.13,120.235},{1.608,1.1715,2607.75,118.932},{1.616,1.1715,2386.55,107.505},{1.624,1.1715,2482.49,112.658},
{1.632,1.1715,2373.27,108.117},{1.64,1.1715,2195.86,98.4677},{1.648,1.1715,2450.71,115.627},{1.656,1.1715,2245.86,106.067},{1.664,1.1715,2100,100.001},{1.672,1.1715,1899.48,96.3543},{1.68,1.1715,1566.9,79.2737},{1.688,1.1715,1445.95,80.2662},{1.696,1.1715,1188.61,76.9843},{1.704,1.1715,512.338,46.322},{1.712,1.1715,21.9824,10.8075},{1.296,1.1785,1205.75,1310.92},{1.304,1.1785,102.543,100.434},
{1.312,1.1785,89.2782,55.4711},{1.32,1.1785,93.1457,48.8194},{1.328,1.1785,219.015,92.3173},{1.336,1.1785,170.504,62.6125},{1.344,1.1785,371.179,106.574},{1.352,1.1785,440.815,120.747},{1.36,1.1785,426.884,81.8461},{1.368,1.1785,566.855,110.727},{1.376,1.1785,590.404,94.7993},{1.384,1.1785,670.08,90.8121},{1.392,1.1785,711.427,91.2142},{1.4,1.1785,897.973,111.463},{1.408,1.1785,990.563,107.294},
{1.416,1.1785,1269.67,132.613},{1.424,1.1785,1019.76,95.2402},{1.432,1.1785,1286.16,113.048},{1.44,1.1785,1438.61,124.008},{1.448,1.1785,1480.71,118.383},{1.456,1.1785,1543.53,114.493},{1.464,1.1785,1754.6,123.619},{1.472,1.1785,1965.38,133.423},{1.48,1.1785,2034.8,127.863},{1.488,1.1785,2119.13,127.068},{1.496,1.1785,2173.49,127.982},{1.504,1.1785,2480.6,141.358},{1.512,1.1785,2340,122.431},
{1.52,1.1785,2513.72,131.123},{1.528,1.1785,2364.53,118.122},{1.536,1.1785,2728.56,140.769},{1.544,1.1785,2725.65,133.871},{1.552,1.1785,2746.91,129.615},{1.56,1.1785,2568.63,119.495},{1.568,1.1785,2769.88,125.607},{1.576,1.1785,2616.16,116.979},{1.584,1.1785,2795.08,128.056},{1.592,1.1785,2547.69,111.012},{1.6,1.1785,2489.32,108.376},{1.608,1.1785,2429.71,102.816},{1.616,1.1785,2674.12,117.196},
{1.624,1.1785,2471.98,107.768},{1.632,1.1785,2452.73,107.039},{1.64,1.1785,2162.62,95.7264},{1.648,1.1785,2179.34,96.7115},{1.656,1.1785,1881.42,83.7284},{1.664,1.1785,1928.81,91.7444},{1.672,1.1785,1817.81,91.8273},{1.68,1.1785,1654.48,89.2758},{1.688,1.1785,1236.69,72.6582},{1.696,1.1785,790.467,64.2718},{1.704,1.1785,45.4892,13.4215},{1.28,1.1855,95.0625,115.56},{1.296,1.1855,55.4949,60.5735},
{1.304,1.1855,51.6107,40.1416},{1.312,1.1855,179.572,109.221},{1.32,1.1855,168.445,73.7096},{1.328,1.1855,226.091,82.8289},{1.336,1.1855,343.886,102.096},{1.344,1.1855,350.024,84.369},{1.352,1.1855,446.25,92.0237},{1.36,1.1855,410.141,76.4583},{1.368,1.1855,570.146,94.3388},{1.376,1.1855,560.596,79.1413},{1.384,1.1855,676.157,93.0988},{1.392,1.1855,878.86,101.839},{1.4,1.1855,811.136,83.6496},
{1.408,1.1855,1231.88,129.057},{1.416,1.1855,1078.05,101.726},{1.424,1.1855,1442.3,127.405},{1.432,1.1855,1379.59,113.765},{1.44,1.1855,1274.96,96.1192},{1.448,1.1855,1561.46,111.833},{1.456,1.1855,1687.07,117.008},{1.464,1.1855,1792.56,114.954},{1.472,1.1855,1819.25,113.02},{1.48,1.1855,1930.42,112.585},{1.488,1.1855,1934.44,110.896},{1.496,1.1855,2228.86,119.865},{1.504,1.1855,2199,116.58},
{1.512,1.1855,2421.93,128.029},{1.52,1.1855,2410.93,118.292},{1.528,1.1855,2578.56,125.074},{1.536,1.1855,2567.72,122.786},{1.544,1.1855,2807.5,132.031},{1.552,1.1855,2960.54,136.41},{1.56,1.1855,2970.88,133.26},{1.568,1.1855,2766.92,121.196},{1.576,1.1855,2908.81,127.46},{1.584,1.1855,3030.94,132.488},{1.592,1.1855,3053.69,134.919},{1.6,1.1855,2750.22,117.235},{1.608,1.1855,2508.88,104.098},
{1.616,1.1855,2518.53,105.87},{1.624,1.1855,2388.42,101.736},{1.632,1.1855,2617.03,112.154},{1.64,1.1855,2339.44,102.916},{1.648,1.1855,2151.58,94.8254},{1.656,1.1855,2027.03,92.4555},{1.664,1.1855,1992.25,95.265},{1.672,1.1855,1632.06,81.4126},{1.68,1.1855,1433.36,80.4986},{1.688,1.1855,867.633,62.2578},{1.696,1.1855,136.732,32.0351},{1.288,1.1925,49.868,42.0457},{1.296,1.1925,36.7979,33.4691},
{1.304,1.1925,499.255,394.795},{1.312,1.1925,517.366,299.925},{1.32,1.1925,169.219,75.0902},{1.328,1.1925,437.334,155.575},{1.336,1.1925,237.756,56.8832},{1.344,1.1925,367.693,76.8872},{1.352,1.1925,467.946,88.0563},{1.36,1.1925,379.685,60.2882},{1.368,1.1925,522.154,75.1841},{1.376,1.1925,641.203,92.8564},{1.384,1.1925,684.026,78.2203},{1.392,1.1925,949.356,104.345},{1.4,1.1925,817.095,78.2259},
{1.408,1.1925,1212.27,113.578},{1.416,1.1925,1177.74,101.991},{1.424,1.1925,1200.65,95.4915},{1.432,1.1925,1425.66,109.855},{1.44,1.1925,1395.15,99.0704},{1.448,1.1925,1543.53,106.142},{1.456,1.1925,1589.18,102.42},{1.464,1.1925,1874.38,114.874},{1.472,1.1925,1996.46,117.287},{1.48,1.1925,1996.72,110.372},{1.488,1.1925,2224.42,122.733},{1.496,1.1925,2364.87,122.207},{1.504,1.1925,2629.98,132.311},
{1.512,1.1925,2563.22,124.187},{1.52,1.1925,2876.86,140.472},{1.528,1.1925,2639.99,123.251},{1.536,1.1925,2964.94,137},{1.544,1.1925,2875.6,129.922},{1.552,1.1925,2961.28,129.272},{1.56,1.1925,2795.54,118.058},{1.568,1.1925,3060.53,134.101},{1.576,1.1925,2787.83,118.523},{1.584,1.1925,2798,115.438},{1.592,1.1925,2780.78,116.48},{1.6,1.1925,2562.97,104.821},{1.608,1.1925,2676.07,111.901},
{1.616,1.1925,2551.26,106.468},{1.624,1.1925,2626.49,110.629},{1.632,1.1925,2200.89,93.2105},{1.64,1.1925,2051.8,87.7473},{1.648,1.1925,2167.81,97.6387},{1.656,1.1925,2007.4,92.946},{1.664,1.1925,1757.21,84.6939},{1.672,1.1925,1345.22,68.5979},{1.68,1.1925,914.742,59.6153},{1.688,1.1925,293.539,57.0783},{1.296,1.1995,175.417,176.802},{1.304,1.1995,561.226,278.062},{1.312,1.1995,131.847,50.7169},
{1.32,1.1995,184.245,61.6528},{1.328,1.1995,237.99,82.6849},{1.336,1.1995,224.246,55.6341},{1.344,1.1995,437.924,93.3239},{1.352,1.1995,432.125,75.9029},{1.36,1.1995,612.024,88.9888},{1.368,1.1995,605.936,81.2565},{1.376,1.1995,898.836,105.923},{1.384,1.1995,950.686,104.622},{1.392,1.1995,1140.62,122.826},{1.4,1.1995,1165.72,113.334},{1.408,1.1995,1036.99,90.4032},{1.416,1.1995,1296.02,104.515},
{1.424,1.1995,1312.18,98.2187},{1.432,1.1995,1542.63,114.923},{1.44,1.1995,1645.84,112.423},{1.448,1.1995,1783.1,117.409},{1.456,1.1995,1895.78,117.772},{1.464,1.1995,1956.24,113.068},{1.472,1.1995,2091.93,119.239},{1.48,1.1995,2366.59,131.348},{1.488,1.1995,2318.7,121.89},{1.496,1.1995,2678.69,138.348},{1.504,1.1995,2807.09,137.57},{1.512,1.1995,3009.69,146.697},{1.52,1.1995,2907.19,135.95},
{1.528,1.1995,2896.74,129.187},{1.536,1.1995,3033.82,136.436},{1.544,1.1995,3032.71,133.338},{1.552,1.1995,3016.57,127.959},{1.56,1.1995,2838.89,117.493},{1.568,1.1995,2955.84,126.014},{1.576,1.1995,2998.2,124.757},{1.584,1.1995,2938.26,123.509},{1.592,1.1995,2770.75,114.747},{1.6,1.1995,2855.88,118.537},{1.608,1.1995,2699.54,113.237},{1.616,1.1995,2634.97,109.821},{1.624,1.1995,2543.48,106.791},
{1.632,1.1995,2411.08,103.491},{1.64,1.1995,2120.18,90.4098},{1.648,1.1995,2115.57,93.4733},{1.656,1.1995,1837.66,85.008},{1.664,1.1995,1559.65,77.7283},{1.672,1.1995,1290.15,82.0612},{1.68,1.1995,238.651,33.6144},{1.288,1.2065,34.0752,30.6657},{1.296,1.2065,147.628,114.788},{1.304,1.2065,1751.32,761.84},{1.312,1.2065,279.227,125.804},{1.32,1.2065,186.569,54.8682},{1.328,1.2065,230.859,61.075},
{1.336,1.2065,351.091,77.91},{1.344,1.2065,384.872,68.85},{1.352,1.2065,435.871,64.8632},{1.36,1.2065,626.274,88.1788},{1.368,1.2065,501.676,61.0482},{1.376,1.2065,672.849,72.2986},{1.384,1.2065,824.566,85.6905},{1.392,1.2065,1015.68,96.3086},{1.4,1.2065,999.776,88.8192},{1.408,1.2065,1162.78,96.4569},{1.416,1.2065,1324.09,104.488},{1.424,1.2065,1557.17,114.452},{1.432,1.2065,1601.48,110.614},
{1.44,1.2065,1768.44,115.345},{1.448,1.2065,1951.45,123.579},{1.456,1.2065,1833.27,108.345},{1.464,1.2065,2243.73,129.675},{1.472,1.2065,2071.85,108.614},{1.48,1.2065,2323.34,119.413},{1.488,1.2065,2429.52,121.78},{1.496,1.2065,2685.14,133.584},{1.504,1.2065,2645.04,126.024},{1.512,1.2065,2789.8,130.686},{1.52,1.2065,2713.86,120.28},{1.528,1.2065,3060.49,134.105},{1.536,1.2065,2933.48,129.526},
{1.544,1.2065,3049.74,129.495},{1.552,1.2065,2980.15,122.968},{1.56,1.2065,3082.57,128.691},{1.568,1.2065,3104.46,126.77},{1.576,1.2065,2842.13,115.085},{1.584,1.2065,2745.96,111.135},{1.592,1.2065,2725.82,112.838},{1.6,1.2065,2728.96,110.612},{1.608,1.2065,2748.83,112.35},{1.616,1.2065,2503.6,103.696},{1.624,1.2065,2471.05,102.203},{1.632,1.2065,2276.39,96.5895},{1.64,1.2065,2002.9,84.6322},
{1.648,1.2065,1922.18,87.211},{1.656,1.2065,1754.21,87.3745},{1.664,1.2065,1227.27,69.4012},{1.672,1.2065,369.958,39.7051},{1.264,1.2135,23.209,32.235},{1.28,1.2135,157.633,135.199},{1.288,1.2135,61.0429,39.8995},{1.296,1.2135,88.0064,49.3499},{1.304,1.2135,123.823,51.2147},{1.312,1.2135,111.428,44.6322},{1.32,1.2135,267.805,71.389},{1.328,1.2135,244.257,61.8027},{1.336,1.2135,361.875,73.8616},
{1.344,1.2135,375.894,63.727},{1.352,1.2135,581.5,87.6729},{1.36,1.2135,663.721,88.0544},{1.368,1.2135,700.408,78.2769},{1.376,1.2135,673.904,75.5452},{1.384,1.2135,755.779,73.5994},{1.392,1.2135,1093.85,103.628},{1.4,1.2135,1280.42,109.988},{1.408,1.2135,1120.32,86.6037},{1.416,1.2135,1315.76,99.6975},{1.424,1.2135,1364.9,91.7279},{1.432,1.2135,1338.14,86.365},{1.44,1.2135,1837.95,116.623},
{1.448,1.2135,2091.46,129.858},{1.456,1.2135,1813.61,101.125},{1.464,1.2135,2177.59,120.26},{1.472,1.2135,2240.76,119.429},{1.48,1.2135,2363.44,121.263},{1.488,1.2135,2444.65,117.864},{1.496,1.2135,2674.93,128.683},{1.504,1.2135,2735.23,124.685},{1.512,1.2135,3077.77,143.152},{1.52,1.2135,2917.67,129.962},{1.528,1.2135,3118.61,133.632},{1.536,1.2135,2961.83,125.349},{1.544,1.2135,3059.92,128.587},
{1.552,1.2135,2938.59,122.609},{1.56,1.2135,2831.45,115.906},{1.568,1.2135,2858.45,117.177},{1.576,1.2135,2860.95,115.883},{1.584,1.2135,2801.47,113.865},{1.592,1.2135,2816.57,115.73},{1.6,1.2135,2722.73,112.479},{1.608,1.2135,2701.64,112.138},{1.616,1.2135,2551.54,106.082},{1.624,1.2135,2200.14,92.3173},{1.632,1.2135,1939.87,82.7026},{1.64,1.2135,1935.12,88.1814},{1.648,1.2135,1746.95,83.8827},
{1.656,1.2135,1269.28,69.1364},{1.664,1.2135,435.256,39.6086},{1.264,1.2205,54.0231,60.088},{1.28,1.2205,42.9359,38.991},{1.288,1.2205,107.262,44.9434},{1.296,1.2205,102.741,59.3687},{1.304,1.2205,224.881,108.047},{1.312,1.2205,105.411,30.5379},{1.32,1.2205,320.852,77.3986},{1.328,1.2205,260.714,59.8528},{1.336,1.2205,323.45,55.2506},{1.344,1.2205,442.191,68.8205},{1.352,1.2205,416.785,57.2075},
{1.36,1.2205,563.031,67.3954},{1.368,1.2205,649.888,71.6298},{1.376,1.2205,871.186,88.3573},{1.384,1.2205,723.341,68.6659},{1.392,1.2205,1142.77,100.58},{1.4,1.2205,1192.56,96.2371},{1.408,1.2205,1265.31,94.3231},{1.416,1.2205,1382.48,100.305},{1.424,1.2205,1552.98,105.631},{1.432,1.2205,1749.21,115.437},{1.44,1.2205,1656.09,102.003},{1.448,1.2205,1805.47,107.055},{1.456,1.2205,2200.41,128.552},
{1.464,1.2205,2240.78,120.582},{1.472,1.2205,2160.42,111.254},{1.48,1.2205,2796.47,144.111},{1.488,1.2205,2564.31,122.79},{1.496,1.2205,2741.44,129.621},{1.504,1.2205,2646.18,121.638},{1.512,1.2205,2975.73,135.258},{1.52,1.2205,3162.19,139.281},{1.528,1.2205,2947.54,125.471},{1.536,1.2205,3011.57,124.503},{1.544,1.2205,2949.97,123.026},{1.552,1.2205,2961.81,122.016},{1.56,1.2205,2768.38,112.704},
{1.568,1.2205,2875.37,118.223},{1.576,1.2205,2894.68,119.637},{1.584,1.2205,2734.21,112.369},{1.592,1.2205,2612.23,108.143},{1.6,1.2205,2749.21,116.395},{1.608,1.2205,2417.44,100.354},{1.616,1.2205,2265.27,94.9264},{1.624,1.2205,2110.02,89.1583},{1.632,1.2205,1974.43,88.3937},{1.64,1.2205,1660.21,76.7202},{1.648,1.2205,1293.38,67.7809},{1.656,1.2205,589.043,46.7962},{1.664,1.2205,3.79518,2.22915},
{1.264,1.2275,32.2532,30.3685},{1.272,1.2275,47.9982,51.8171},{1.28,1.2275,40.6136,31.2489},{1.288,1.2275,62.4695,33.3019},{1.296,1.2275,93.2772,41.5849},{1.304,1.2275,143.143,45.4365},{1.312,1.2275,202.761,60.4002},{1.32,1.2275,284.552,76.1655},{1.328,1.2275,328.771,63.0122},{1.336,1.2275,342.706,59.477},{1.344,1.2275,474.284,80.0021},{1.352,1.2275,487.422,65.6793},{1.36,1.2275,647.428,78.9238},
{1.368,1.2275,700.484,79.885},{1.376,1.2275,849.514,81.2373},{1.384,1.2275,880.796,80.3768},{1.392,1.2275,1154.19,101.301},{1.4,1.2275,1156.64,92.0802},{1.408,1.2275,1274.05,94.712},{1.416,1.2275,1392.75,97.0993},{1.424,1.2275,1591.29,105.196},{1.432,1.2275,1537.99,96.6668},{1.44,1.2275,1712.52,103.923},{1.448,1.2275,1870,109.061},{1.456,1.2275,1938.74,105.6},{1.464,1.2275,2350.81,126.234},
{1.472,1.2275,2262.64,114.826},{1.48,1.2275,2280.96,110.571},{1.488,1.2275,2398.57,113.094},{1.496,1.2275,2636.95,123.999},{1.504,1.2275,2835.44,132.37},{1.512,1.2275,2868.63,129.719},{1.52,1.2275,2936.62,128.297},{1.528,1.2275,3124.19,136.221},{1.536,1.2275,2704.44,112.673},{1.544,1.2275,2854.43,117.314},{1.552,1.2275,2744.92,111.513},{1.56,1.2275,2838.39,118.293},{1.568,1.2275,3099.57,130.821},
{1.576,1.2275,2726.38,113.033},{1.584,1.2275,2457.96,98.3459},{1.592,1.2275,2428.93,99.1458},{1.6,1.2275,2479.46,106.396},{1.608,1.2275,2281.62,95.4542},{1.616,1.2275,2002.26,84.4057},{1.624,1.2275,1876.81,82.7261},{1.632,1.2275,1569.02,70.7929},{1.64,1.2275,1265.53,63.9913},{1.648,1.2275,662.109,47.574},{1.656,1.2275,22.8475,11.0845},{1.248,1.2345,90.6236,125.938},{1.264,1.2345,87.7396,60.0055},
{1.272,1.2345,41.0547,36.0992},{1.28,1.2345,73.6443,68.2863},{1.288,1.2345,228.779,110.417},{1.296,1.2345,128.656,51.0455},{1.304,1.2345,87.7804,28.1726},{1.312,1.2345,312.715,83.5566},{1.32,1.2345,219.044,58.0341},{1.328,1.2345,272.363,55.0026},{1.336,1.2345,416.606,70.0427},{1.344,1.2345,408.931,60.0538},{1.352,1.2345,486.969,64.683},{1.36,1.2345,519.361,61.6856},{1.368,1.2345,571.893,58.61},
{1.376,1.2345,827.299,79.5079},{1.384,1.2345,927.895,81.7574},{1.392,1.2345,1023.48,85.9908},{1.4,1.2345,1298.09,101.091},{1.408,1.2345,1349.77,102.811},{1.416,1.2345,1363.52,94.2214},{1.424,1.2345,1397.1,92.2328},{1.432,1.2345,1558.01,97.6866},{1.44,1.2345,1797.51,109.872},{1.448,1.2345,1925.19,109.128},{1.456,1.2345,1891.54,102.855},{1.464,1.2345,1956.94,102.582},{1.472,1.2345,2218.03,113.451},
{1.48,1.2345,2146.89,105.135},{1.488,1.2345,2488.9,119.127},{1.496,1.2345,2559.33,118.883},{1.504,1.2345,2721.06,125.684},{1.512,1.2345,2676.3,118.407},{1.52,1.2345,2804.45,123.838},{1.528,1.2345,2795.26,119.453},{1.536,1.2345,2829.05,121.075},{1.544,1.2345,2754.29,115.705},{1.552,1.2345,2797.82,119.012},{1.56,1.2345,2726.62,115.007},{1.568,1.2345,2559.49,106.213},{1.576,1.2345,2400.95,99.7069},
{1.584,1.2345,2606.17,111.654},{1.592,1.2345,2346.76,98.4072},{1.6,1.2345,2219.7,95.691},{1.608,1.2345,1903.52,79.8144},{1.616,1.2345,1836.31,79.6058},{1.624,1.2345,1556.4,70.7346},{1.632,1.2345,1203.38,58.8942},{1.64,1.2345,713.543,47.0066},{1.648,1.2345,52.8026,12.2283},{1.24,1.2415,24.5462,27.3119},{1.248,1.2415,17.1204,13.1131},{1.264,1.2415,46.2626,35.7081},{1.272,1.2415,33.6811,19.8771},
{1.28,1.2415,66.9658,36.175},{1.288,1.2415,97.2004,48.612},{1.296,1.2415,118.692,46.0681},{1.304,1.2415,83.7203,26.1206},{1.312,1.2415,256.571,72.0792},{1.32,1.2415,249.24,54.2533},{1.328,1.2415,339.118,68.4977},{1.336,1.2415,346.953,58.651},{1.344,1.2415,415.065,59.9667},{1.352,1.2415,507.17,64.3832},{1.36,1.2415,594.988,67.3949},{1.368,1.2415,604.281,63.6288},{1.376,1.2415,734.884,72.1897},
{1.384,1.2415,942.709,86.1241},{1.392,1.2415,976.594,79.2231},{1.4,1.2415,1236.92,93.816},{1.408,1.2415,1287.4,93.812},{1.416,1.2415,1259.91,87.2227},{1.424,1.2415,1353.29,85.4518},{1.432,1.2415,1632.77,102.831},{1.44,1.2415,1526.84,89.9126},{1.448,1.2415,1792.62,103.069},{1.456,1.2415,2062.58,113.434},{1.464,1.2415,2276.9,123.193},{1.472,1.2415,2323.8,118.141},{1.48,1.2415,2143.22,101.576},
{1.488,1.2415,2433.14,117.664},{1.496,1.2415,2360.61,108.858},{1.504,1.2415,2370.15,105.971},{1.512,1.2415,2654.94,118.081},{1.52,1.2415,2721.68,121.074},{1.528,1.2415,2551.26,110.184},{1.536,1.2415,2576.82,110.847},{1.544,1.2415,2818.82,121.483},{1.552,1.2415,2658.98,115.703},{1.56,1.2415,2663.77,113.938},{1.568,1.2415,2645.33,114.333},{1.576,1.2415,2370.55,101.712},{1.584,1.2415,2217.46,94.2418},
{1.592,1.2415,2138.22,92.0501},{1.6,1.2415,1991.39,87.5645},{1.608,1.2415,1779.38,79.9555},{1.616,1.2415,1527.16,68.7335},{1.624,1.2415,1127.98,54.2831},{1.632,1.2415,688.143,41.1146},{1.64,1.2415,82.7159,15.6516},{1.256,1.2485,20.2843,18.5238},{1.264,1.2485,27.7542,19.9263},{1.272,1.2485,23.5768,13.6082},{1.28,1.2485,134.208,57.2542},{1.288,1.2485,90.6028,39.0509},{1.296,1.2485,84.1562,24.4991},
{1.304,1.2485,103.404,26.9406},{1.312,1.2485,88.6785,23.4189},{1.32,1.2485,337.442,76.4393},{1.328,1.2485,246.891,41.7738},{1.336,1.2485,356.681,60.5318},{1.344,1.2485,402.279,57.7216},{1.352,1.2485,623.422,81.6975},{1.36,1.2485,731.344,84.6857},{1.368,1.2485,748.558,83.392},{1.376,1.2485,823.865,81.9204},{1.384,1.2485,808.997,71.9368},{1.392,1.2485,1040.75,84.6977},{1.4,1.2485,1126.34,88.7914},
{1.408,1.2485,1232.15,94.1639},{1.416,1.2485,1342.15,93.5147},{1.424,1.2485,1431.66,92.6339},{1.432,1.2485,1361.59,84.8446},{1.44,1.2485,1627.31,96.4665},{1.448,1.2485,1989.11,118.2},{1.456,1.2485,1706.66,95.4457},{1.464,1.2485,2037.65,109.089},{1.472,1.2485,2160.35,110.997},{1.48,1.2485,2313.44,118.047},{1.488,1.2485,2503.01,121.742},{1.496,1.2485,2414.76,113.733},{1.504,1.2485,2475.39,113.83},
{1.512,1.2485,2737.41,124.163},{1.52,1.2485,2529.45,114.824},{1.528,1.2485,2565.49,109.942},{1.536,1.2485,2386.45,103.688},{1.544,1.2485,2601.43,116.518},{1.552,1.2485,2456.06,105.776},{1.56,1.2485,2362.87,102.638},{1.568,1.2485,2459.59,107.7},{1.576,1.2485,2043.14,88.0747},{1.584,1.2485,2108.74,92.3778},{1.592,1.2485,2019.88,89.7456},{1.6,1.2485,1685.54,74.1995},{1.608,1.2485,1643.74,77.0783},
{1.616,1.2485,1193.24,59.0152},{1.624,1.2485,787.347,46.163},{1.632,1.2485,181.779,31.7608},{1.24,1.2555,17.1789,18.7401},{1.248,1.2555,13.9451,15.0023},{1.256,1.2555,28.2794,30.8616},{1.264,1.2555,22.884,17.2029},{1.272,1.2555,31.0469,20.1655},{1.28,1.2555,120.677,53.8307},{1.288,1.2555,29.472,12.919},{1.296,1.2555,110.516,42.2665},{1.304,1.2555,137.008,43.9152},{1.312,1.2555,169.971,43.723},
{1.32,1.2555,184.962,39.6253},{1.328,1.2555,253.947,45.4968},{1.336,1.2555,302.115,44.4857},{1.344,1.2555,358.959,50.4478},{1.352,1.2555,529.606,72.6425},{1.36,1.2555,554.18,62.5987},{1.368,1.2555,754.057,79.2702},{1.376,1.2555,810.483,80.0291},{1.384,1.2555,909.299,79.3927},{1.392,1.2555,1019.83,84.5151},{1.4,1.2555,1141.98,87.4559},{1.408,1.2555,1240.35,89.3834},{1.416,1.2555,1212.12,81.8064},
{1.424,1.2555,1417.52,92.4359},{1.432,1.2555,1508.12,93.5176},{1.44,1.2555,1630.57,97.7515},{1.448,1.2555,1846.51,107.855},{1.456,1.2555,1983.74,109.796},{1.464,1.2555,1922.53,99.4527},{1.472,1.2555,2132.47,111.936},{1.48,1.2555,2332.8,117.527},{1.488,1.2555,2375.65,116.541},{1.496,1.2555,2356.04,113.114},{1.504,1.2555,2222.83,103.065},{1.512,1.2555,2506.69,115.623},{1.52,1.2555,2516.41,114.083},
{1.528,1.2555,2351,103.968},{1.536,1.2555,2407.77,107.783},{1.544,1.2555,2305.67,102.064},{1.552,1.2555,2512.64,112.36},{1.56,1.2555,2264.01,100.92},{1.568,1.2555,2142.27,94.9582},{1.576,1.2555,1888.23,83.5763},{1.584,1.2555,1786.01,78.1502},{1.592,1.2555,1600.88,72.4719},{1.6,1.2555,1379.58,64.9135},{1.608,1.2555,1176.3,57.4494},{1.616,1.2555,869.324,51.075},{1.624,1.2555,235.058,31.1722},
{1.232,1.2625,10.2517,11.0343},{1.248,1.2625,24.9755,19.917},{1.256,1.2625,35.8162,24.805},{1.264,1.2625,45.3781,29.4266},{1.272,1.2625,55.7655,31.8699},{1.28,1.2625,65.5488,31.9171},{1.288,1.2625,106.013,46.5617},{1.296,1.2625,108.497,37.4018},{1.304,1.2625,128.796,38.8383},{1.312,1.2625,196.874,49.3537},{1.32,1.2625,416.362,97.9203},{1.328,1.2625,375.868,71.4521},{1.336,1.2625,248.476,37.5137},
{1.344,1.2625,344.518,48.1265},{1.352,1.2625,489.822,62.0438},{1.36,1.2625,659.395,81.4495},{1.368,1.2625,570.561,56.1711},{1.376,1.2625,788.891,73.933},{1.384,1.2625,802.424,68.5576},{1.392,1.2625,859.871,69.5576},{1.4,1.2625,1028.78,78.3486},{1.408,1.2625,1208.34,88.3052},{1.416,1.2625,1369.25,97.7442},{1.424,1.2625,1346.23,89.0098},{1.432,1.2625,1316.53,81.9189},{1.44,1.2625,1464.56,86.5339},
{1.448,1.2625,1680.65,98.0509},{1.456,1.2625,1796.95,100.593},{1.464,1.2625,1929.37,103.685},{1.472,1.2625,2122.23,112.993},{1.48,1.2625,2029.66,103.267},{1.488,1.2625,2098.63,103.38},{1.496,1.2625,2272.55,110.319},{1.504,1.2625,2452.11,116.049},{1.512,1.2625,2124.94,98.0178},{1.52,1.2625,2341.3,106.371},{1.528,1.2625,2271.87,105.421},{1.536,1.2625,2326.93,105.664},{1.544,1.2625,2105.46,93.6317},
{1.552,1.2625,2258.58,103.968},{1.56,1.2625,2058.73,93.3611},{1.568,1.2625,1793.41,78.7549},{1.576,1.2625,1692.46,76.8196},{1.584,1.2625,1562.14,71.6332},{1.592,1.2625,1430.37,68.2054},{1.6,1.2625,1297.57,65.1845},{1.608,1.2625,849.805,47.1381},{1.616,1.2625,315.058,33.6285},{1.24,1.2695,49.6921,37.5357},{1.248,1.2695,4.29678,4.88697},{1.264,1.2695,69.8444,43.055},{1.272,1.2695,104.752,60.2956},
{1.28,1.2695,66.4096,30.17},{1.288,1.2695,74.955,26.6989},{1.296,1.2695,120.408,38.8416},{1.304,1.2695,197.156,57.3987},{1.312,1.2695,130.056,31.7371},{1.32,1.2695,184.344,35.8666},{1.328,1.2695,260.627,48.2737},{1.336,1.2695,374.142,61.4394},{1.344,1.2695,386.784,53.4273},{1.352,1.2695,492.09,63.6466},{1.36,1.2695,577.794,66.9756},{1.368,1.2695,669.3,69.9828},{1.376,1.2695,722.337,70.3062},
{1.384,1.2695,892.424,79.4236},{1.392,1.2695,919.983,75.394},{1.4,1.2695,1084.77,85.8098},{1.408,1.2695,1136.29,82.5464},{1.416,1.2695,1150.6,78.3059},{1.424,1.2695,1274.88,85.0872},{1.432,1.2695,1347.86,85.0792},{1.44,1.2695,1718.02,108.062},{1.448,1.2695,1567.03,91.0735},{1.456,1.2695,1830.89,104.715},{1.464,1.2695,1917.35,102.567},{1.472,1.2695,1938,100.572},{1.48,1.2695,2117.88,109.94},
{1.488,1.2695,2091.49,106.128},{1.496,1.2695,2199.44,106.911},{1.504,1.2695,2334.76,112.67},{1.512,1.2695,2335.82,112.054},{1.52,1.2695,2375.81,111.129},{1.528,1.2695,2323.98,110.63},{1.536,1.2695,2388.34,113.549},{1.544,1.2695,2002.42,91.1926},{1.552,1.2695,1924.25,86.692},{1.56,1.2695,1901.52,88.0126},{1.568,1.2695,1768.36,82.0625},{1.576,1.2695,1562.88,72.3999},{1.584,1.2695,1406,66.9616},
{1.592,1.2695,1214.73,60.3527},{1.6,1.2695,862.36,47.0337},{1.608,1.2695,376.071,35.8145},{1.232,1.2765,68.3938,95.0451},{1.24,1.2765,44.3557,33.485},{1.248,1.2765,7.62698,8.01861},{1.256,1.2765,24.677,16.5421},{1.264,1.2765,40.065,34.6165},{1.272,1.2765,62.3944,31.8358},{1.28,1.2765,80.381,33.1433},{1.288,1.2765,57.3047,20.0647},{1.296,1.2765,161.099,55.8116},{1.304,1.2765,133.048,34.5782},
{1.312,1.2765,113.397,27.3508},{1.32,1.2765,260.543,57.1853},{1.328,1.2765,237.725,39.9385},{1.336,1.2765,396.547,62.3835},{1.344,1.2765,420.362,58.5867},{1.352,1.2765,542.605,71.3842},{1.36,1.2765,534.524,59.2034},{1.368,1.2765,658.241,66.0431},{1.376,1.2765,608.917,56.5033},{1.384,1.2765,821.395,70.1262},{1.392,1.2765,804.579,65.7218},{1.4,1.2765,1089.44,86.7581},{1.408,1.2765,1060.62,76.3765},
{1.416,1.2765,1191.83,84.0393},{1.424,1.2765,1243.4,82.4812},{1.432,1.2765,1600.26,105.921},{1.44,1.2765,1349.34,82.6104},{1.448,1.2765,1621.8,94.9415},{1.456,1.2765,1900.36,112.053},{1.464,1.2765,1714.28,92.4898},{1.472,1.2765,2011.4,109.861},{1.48,1.2765,2073.28,109.395},{1.488,1.2765,2110.58,105.793},{1.496,1.2765,2084.5,103.948},{1.504,1.2765,2187.52,107.459},{1.512,1.2765,2141.16,103.937},
{1.52,1.2765,1994.54,95.4688},{1.528,1.2765,2105.6,100.046},{1.536,1.2765,2022.37,95.9058},{1.544,1.2765,2153.73,102.539},{1.552,1.2765,1830.06,85.8376},{1.56,1.2765,1572.5,71.9442},{1.568,1.2765,1557.21,71.8195},{1.576,1.2765,1348.38,64.6256},{1.584,1.2765,1159.4,58.5428},{1.592,1.2765,858.347,46.4943},{1.6,1.2765,443.145,39.107},{1.608,1.2765,4.00877,3.00081},{1.248,1.2835,8.1786,8.64881},
{1.256,1.2835,20.907,12.7951},{1.264,1.2835,18.1405,12.6684},{1.272,1.2835,83.1732,39.3955},{1.28,1.2835,72.8788,43.1526},{1.288,1.2835,69.1695,22.9412},{1.296,1.2835,168.07,61.0524},{1.304,1.2835,121.699,32.2411},{1.312,1.2835,170.957,41.9363},{1.32,1.2835,252.66,54.2645},{1.328,1.2835,287.076,49.3034},{1.336,1.2835,303.726,48.2211},{1.344,1.2835,336.793,48.6697},{1.352,1.2835,452.898,55.5528},
{1.36,1.2835,547.574,61.8632},{1.368,1.2835,649.419,68.0844},{1.376,1.2835,672.236,64.7348},{1.384,1.2835,863.874,77.4429},{1.392,1.2835,973.741,83.6322},{1.4,1.2835,1080.49,89.0546},{1.408,1.2835,1028.78,76.5428},{1.416,1.2835,1363.85,101.821},{1.424,1.2835,1356.78,92.0999},{1.432,1.2835,1305.18,85.0573},{1.44,1.2835,1525.63,96.367},{1.448,1.2835,1652.72,102.142},{1.456,1.2835,1774.17,103.816},
{1.464,1.2835,1804.74,100.872},{1.472,1.2835,1850.04,98.2096},{1.48,1.2835,1876.82,98.1839},{1.488,1.2835,2016.9,105.048},{1.496,1.2835,2004.45,100.325},{1.504,1.2835,1835.95,90.0499},{1.512,1.2835,2088.43,103.895},{1.52,1.2835,2028.98,98.1429},{1.528,1.2835,1850.06,87.4507},{1.536,1.2835,1863.24,89.6007},{1.544,1.2835,1628.01,76.7938},{1.552,1.2835,1585.1,76.7087},{1.56,1.2835,1375.36,64.0104},
{1.568,1.2835,1291.15,64.4175},{1.576,1.2835,1139.12,58.2197},{1.584,1.2835,827.223,46.5708},{1.592,1.2835,440.856,34.0653},{1.6,1.2835,12.1062,4.31033},{1.24,1.2905,11.432,12.4623},{1.248,1.2905,17.4869,13.7473},{1.256,1.2905,7.99362,6.56423},{1.264,1.2905,31.7898,22.3843},{1.272,1.2905,26.0646,15.7621},{1.28,1.2905,29.0485,12.063},{1.288,1.2905,45.3631,18.8987},{1.296,1.2905,57.6386,16.2008},
{1.304,1.2905,180.16,48.8557},{1.312,1.2905,140.418,34.5331},{1.32,1.2905,159.02,30.5909},{1.328,1.2905,331.476,61.5148},{1.336,1.2905,306.327,50.9103},{1.344,1.2905,461.003,70.8725},{1.352,1.2905,418.735,51.6931},{1.36,1.2905,468.144,52.8332},{1.368,1.2905,704.125,75.9491},{1.376,1.2905,710.841,66.1933},{1.384,1.2905,726.05,64.1267},{1.392,1.2905,823.948,67.2024},{1.4,1.2905,1032.27,81.8527},
{1.408,1.2905,1044.74,78.4854},{1.416,1.2905,1197.01,87.6437},{1.424,1.2905,1216.83,83.6143},{1.432,1.2905,1142.79,71.8912},{1.44,1.2905,1500.43,96.8229},{1.448,1.2905,1569.96,95.022},{1.456,1.2905,1538.21,88.1453},{1.464,1.2905,1720.29,97.2533},{1.472,1.2905,1653.54,88.2997},{1.48,1.2905,1794.32,94.3855},{1.488,1.2905,1734.55,89.5298},{1.496,1.2905,1989.2,102.876},{1.504,1.2905,1876.23,93.2979},
{1.512,1.2905,1898.42,95.38},{1.52,1.2905,1878.92,92.8332},{1.528,1.2905,1721.11,81.8559},{1.536,1.2905,1652.53,81.4015},{1.544,1.2905,1640.66,81.1918},{1.552,1.2905,1325.47,63.2552},{1.56,1.2905,1342.88,66.3715},{1.568,1.2905,1077.97,54.3305},{1.576,1.2905,982.461,54.199},{1.584,1.2905,455.742,32.0546},{1.592,1.2905,47.82,14.5546},{1.232,1.2975,17.168,14.241},{1.24,
1.2975,15.8106,17.6019},{1.248,1.2975,47.2891,31.3804},{1.256,1.2975,46.9592,27.3954},{1.264,1.2975,78.5874,39.3378},{1.272,1.2975,4.13519,3.17943},{1.28,1.2975,69.5396,28.0771},{1.288,1.2975,147.058,57.9285},{1.296,1.2975,98.854,29.5076},{1.304,1.2975,142.239,43.0975},{1.312,1.2975,179.989,45.8752},{1.32,1.2975,183.94,34.9887},{1.328,1.2975,268.197,49.2289},{1.336,1.2975,253.454,39.1768},
{1.344,1.2975,366.695,51.3172},{1.352,1.2975,443.445,58.469},{1.36,1.2975,581.582,67.6788},{1.368,1.2975,557.739,57.0026},{1.376,1.2975,605.056,58.0048},{1.384,1.2975,751.595,66.7827},{1.392,1.2975,882.687,73.7419},{1.4,1.2975,832.646,64.1342},{1.408,1.2975,1031.74,78.9892},{1.416,1.2975,1202.43,89.5324},{1.424,1.2975,1310.65,94.0567},{1.432,1.2975,1316.82,88.0859},{1.44,1.2975,1554.72,99.6452},
{1.448,1.2975,1409.04,83.8772},{1.456,1.2975,1658.16,99.6896},{1.464,1.2975,1588.54,90.3359},{1.472,1.2975,1907.73,107.685},{1.48,1.2975,1851.23,97.993},{1.488,1.2975,1618.38,82.4264},{1.496,1.2975,1949.98,99.0225},{1.504,1.2975,1902.6,96.7244},{1.512,1.2975,1917.04,98.0692},{1.52,1.2975,1799.01,88.5799},{1.528,1.2975,1679.24,83.1141},{1.536,1.2975,1556.5,76.7564},{1.544,1.2975,1504.97,75.6082},
{1.552,1.2975,1289.56,65.0803},{1.56,1.2975,1077.65,55.6181},{1.568,1.2975,778.375,42.0488},{1.576,1.2975,509.455,34.384},{1.584,1.2975,62.7261,13.5739},{1.232,1.3045,7.3443,7.89675},{1.24,1.3045,2.74796,3.11217},{1.256,1.3045,95.047,76.3766},{1.264,1.3045,40.7271,20.7576},{1.272,1.3045,33.5292,16.1773},{1.28,1.3045,42.924,18.431},{1.288,1.3045,68.5181,24.4556},{1.296,1.3045,95.3878,27.7839},
{1.304,1.3045,132.671,34.4342},{1.312,1.3045,160.434,34.8849},{1.32,1.3045,250.921,49.4997},{1.328,1.3045,228.505,38.0456},{1.336,1.3045,324.123,50.7713},{1.344,1.3045,417.965,59.538},{1.352,1.3045,580.827,80.0425},{1.36,1.3045,493.147,58.324},{1.368,1.3045,640.101,69.8418},{1.376,1.3045,643.405,60.0397},{1.384,1.3045,709.175,63.3384},{1.392,1.3045,863.29,75.0796},{1.4,1.3045,1124.84,93.9041},
{1.408,1.3045,1039.37,76.9899},{1.416,1.3045,1172.1,86.0558},{1.424,1.3045,1105.61,74.3271},{1.432,1.3045,1330.71,90.1847},{1.44,1.3045,1424.59,92.6927},{1.448,1.3045,1490.35,91.5435},{1.456,1.3045,1676.34,99.1213},{1.464,1.3045,1798.13,105.999},{1.472,1.3045,1846.38,103.562},{1.48,1.3045,1832.26,101.753},{1.488,1.3045,1864.16,99.2536},{1.496,1.3045,1836.86,97.0273},{1.504,1.3045,1733.97,88.2406},
{1.512,1.3045,1784.49,92.6996},{1.52,1.3045,1644.41,83.8957},{1.528,1.3045,1583.23,79.7172},{1.536,1.3045,1382.27,68.8189},{1.544,1.3045,1131.7,58.0672},{1.552,1.3045,1154.12,62.152},{1.56,1.3045,826.846,46.2344},{1.568,1.3045,603.867,40.4908},{1.576,1.3045,102.886,16.7872},{1.224,1.3115,10.6514,12.1927},{1.24,1.3115,12.169,13.5524},{1.248,1.3115,30.3156,18.8078},{1.256,1.3115,48.1877,36.8258},
{1.264,1.3115,12.5783,6.93799},{1.272,1.3115,93.145,53.8658},{1.28,1.3115,71.1004,31.6728},{1.288,1.3115,83.045,27.217},{1.296,1.3115,157.135,49.2338},{1.304,1.3115,128,32.4101},{1.312,1.3115,118.326,25.2045},{1.32,1.3115,223.023,45.9627},{1.328,1.3115,219.707,36.4479},{1.336,1.3115,300.877,42.421},{1.344,1.3115,419.613,60.9156},{1.352,1.3115,460.315,60.6073},{1.36,1.3115,410.373,43.6423},
{1.368,1.3115,621.773,66.1118},{1.376,1.3115,674.504,65.5013},{1.384,1.3115,785.175,72.3083},{1.392,1.3115,830.495,70.2554},{1.4,1.3115,849.805,65.9345},{1.408,1.3115,1147.61,90.0983},{1.416,1.3115,1133.57,83.7651},{1.424,1.3115,1253.9,88.243},{1.432,1.3115,1239.36,83.8387},{1.44,1.3115,1336.68,86.0363},{1.448,1.3115,1595.28,96.9329},{1.456,1.3115,1467.88,90.0372},{1.464,1.3115,1445.23,82.2725},
{1.472,1.3115,1780.04,102.849},{1.48,1.3115,1861.85,102.808},{1.488,1.3115,1645.41,87.2457},{1.496,1.3115,1948.47,103.197},{1.504,1.3115,1715.47,90.7305},{1.512,1.3115,1555.37,80.2975},{1.52,1.3115,1515.49,79.0241},{1.528,1.3115,1468.93,76.5249},{1.536,1.3115,1119.27,58.0431},{1.544,1.3115,1065.7,56.9197},{1.552,1.3115,840.559,48.1894},{1.56,1.3115,651.016,43.7727},{1.568,1.3115,131.907,17.2873},
{1.224,1.3185,3.37805,3.54786},{1.24,1.3185,9.14024,9.95867},{1.248,1.3185,55.0471,38.3241},{1.256,1.3185,40.5129,22.2097},{1.264,1.3185,60.2552,29.0596},{1.272,1.3185,36.2746,15.4113},{1.28,1.3185,75.0975,34.8122},{1.288,1.3185,115.287,44.1885},{1.296,1.3185,102.049,32.3737},{1.304,1.3185,206.099,58.6108},{1.312,1.3185,166.976,39.0381},{1.32,1.3185,187.679,36.6485},{1.328,1.3185,336.601,65.6157},
{1.336,1.3185,292.976,44.5791},{1.344,1.3185,364.723,52.1052},{1.352,1.3185,369.014,44.3728},{1.36,1.3185,428.256,48.5104},{1.368,1.3185,584.619,61.2774},{1.376,1.3185,687.617,67.8297},{1.384,1.3185,794.255,73.1606},{1.392,1.3185,951.067,82.905},{1.4,1.3185,824.869,64.8264},{1.408,1.3185,954.24,73.6607},{1.416,1.3185,1149.84,84.5208},{1.424,1.3185,1039.67,71.0199},{1.432,1.3185,1331.9,91.9965},
{1.44,1.3185,1461.87,96.486},{1.448,1.3185,1561.55,100.516},{1.456,1.3185,1554.63,93.2692},{1.464,1.3185,1600.86,93.8436},{1.472,1.3185,1574.74,91.23},{1.48,1.3185,1629.68,88.7781},{1.488,1.3185,1696.4,90.1404},{1.496,1.3185,1662.19,91.6654},{1.504,1.3185,1519.24,80.9352},{1.512,1.3185,1541.36,82.6539},{1.52,1.3185,1467.59,77.0532},{1.528,1.3185,1262.3,67.9077},{1.536,1.3185,1151.45,63.2067},
{1.544,1.3185,856.315,48.4723},{1.552,1.3185,636.235,40.7672},{1.56,1.3185,204.94,24.3507},{1.24,1.3255,8.16687,9.06958},{1.248,1.3255,28.5901,20.6797},{1.256,1.3255,23.3984,16.3682},{1.264,1.3255,64.3187,43.0982},{1.272,1.3255,31.1529,14.0122},{1.28,1.3255,55.1175,23.4482},{1.288,1.3255,86.2964,32.4573},{1.296,1.3255,129,37.0799},{1.304,1.3255,137.968,35.4569},{1.312,1.3255,188.067,41.1274},
{1.32,1.3255,156.113,29.0574},{1.328,1.3255,256.533,44.8788},{1.336,1.3255,228.398,32.2348},{1.344,1.3255,538.271,86.4514},{1.352,1.3255,478.1,60.702},{1.36,1.3255,477.491,53.9294},{1.368,1.3255,588.45,64.2208},{1.376,1.3255,656.791,63.4978},{1.384,1.3255,691.691,62.4351},{1.392,1.3255,812.055,68.0811},{1.4,1.3255,815.671,65.5246},{1.408,1.3255,954.532,74.7888},{1.416,1.3255,1037.48,78.4412},
{1.424,1.3255,1116.04,79.8981},{1.432,1.3255,1427.99,99.4112},{1.44,1.3255,1393.66,90.7394},{1.448,1.3255,1437.7,89.2272},{1.456,1.3255,1580.66,96.846},{1.464,1.3255,1504.31,86.912},{1.472,1.3255,1700.62,98.6514},{1.48,1.3255,1667.23,93.5173},{1.488,1.3255,1621.51,88.5983},{1.496,1.3255,1436.89,76.4586},{1.504,1.3255,1499.82,81.1113},{1.512,1.3255,1414.74,75.5644},{1.52,1.3255,1305.87,72.1648},
{1.528,1.3255,1060.53,57.9126},{1.536,1.3255,975.866,58.278},{1.544,1.3255,637.074,41.0018},{1.552,1.3255,234.74,25.1517},{1.224,1.3325,7.61412,8.45387},{1.24,1.3325,8.77578,9.74419},{1.248,1.3325,22.6919,16.3795},{1.256,1.3325,45.2315,22.1017},{1.264,1.3325,83.3388,42.9016},{1.272,1.3325,29.8049,15.7198},{1.28,1.3325,66.4221,26.1434},{1.288,1.3325,74.9648,25.3824},{1.296,1.3325,79.1244,22.5203},
{1.304,1.3325,145.628,41.0396},{1.312,1.3325,178.446,41.1534},{1.32,1.3325,173.985,32.3486},{1.328,1.3325,249.525,44.1815},{1.336,1.3325,276.737,44.8726},{1.344,1.3325,467.522,71.4507},{1.352,1.3325,454.545,60.7641},{1.36,1.3325,470.7,54.4842},{1.368,1.3325,618.593,67.978},{1.376,1.3325,651.713,62.8172},{1.384,1.3325,704.246,64.5605},{1.392,1.3325,751.896,62.3925},{1.4,1.3325,870.982,70.6118},
{1.408,1.3325,947.168,74.1612},{1.416,1.3325,1124.04,83.8634},{1.424,1.3325,1270.7,92.4621},{1.432,1.3325,1176.47,81.0304},{1.44,1.3325,1302.55,84.7996},{1.448,1.3325,1490.9,93.8482},{1.456,1.3325,1454.4,87.5946},{1.464,1.3325,1544.42,90.891},{1.472,1.3325,1481.21,84.8313},{1.48,1.3325,1548.47,87.3461},{1.488,1.3325,1511.13,81.9746},{1.496,1.3325,1546.38,85.6991},{1.504,1.3325,1328,72.9649},
{1.512,1.3325,1135.1,62.6343},{1.52,1.3325,1237.08,70.6482},{1.528,1.3325,964.254,56.3646},{1.536,1.3325,731.593,46.14},{1.544,1.3325,361.493,33.8834},{1.552,1.3325,1.86962,1.17518},{1.232,1.3395,4.91879,5.24277},{1.24,1.3395,4.26398,4.59116},{1.256,1.3395,16.8766,11.7361},{1.264,1.3395,143.138,71.7076},{1.272,1.3395,23.2957,12.1285},{1.28,1.3395,51.4209,19.6197},{1.288,1.3395,63.3722,21.4992},
{1.296,1.3395,97.5208,27.212},{1.304,1.3395,84.8873,19.7685},{1.312,1.3395,151.518,32.55},{1.32,1.3395,183.12,37.2442},{1.328,1.3395,283.201,51.4991},{1.336,1.3395,359.859,61.2911},{1.344,1.3395,368.394,51.2052},{1.352,1.3395,409.749,51.5018},{1.36,1.3395,568.369,70.2154},{1.368,1.3395,619.214,65.5206},{1.376,1.3395,686.557,67.2959},{1.384,1.3395,669.713,62.0324},{1.392,1.3395,675.867,57.1335},
{1.4,1.3395,972.587,81.1984},{1.408,1.3395,1151.6,95.7869},{1.416,1.3395,1082.06,80.486},{1.424,1.3395,1163.12,83.4914},{1.432,1.3395,1246.39,86.9851},{1.44,1.3395,1245.32,82.5198},{1.448,1.3395,1426.71,93.1381},{1.456,1.3395,1409.72,84.7472},{1.464,1.3395,1353.67,80.0754},{1.472,1.3395,1444.07,82.6306},{1.48,1.3395,1502.71,85.501},{1.488,1.3395,1383.12,77.426},{1.496,1.3395,1263.69,71.5984},
{1.504,1.3395,1294.54,74.538},{1.512,1.3395,1150.48,66.5584},{1.52,1.3395,987.277,58.8895},{1.528,1.3395,749.882,49.9265},{1.536,1.3395,338.481,29.9616},{1.544,1.3395,11.2466,5.01085},{1.232,1.3465,7.57562,8.4354},{1.248,1.3465,23.9867,13.5537},{1.256,1.3465,24.367,12.7729},{1.264,1.3465,13.8132,8.17888},{1.272,1.3465,21.6077,9.6223},{1.28,1.3465,36.2627,13.5748},{1.288,1.3465,111.69,42.9565},
{1.296,1.3465,95.5948,28.6566},{1.304,1.3465,97.0125,22.8809},{1.312,1.3465,163.841,38.0024},{1.32,1.3465,138.883,26.5451},{1.328,1.3465,252.393,45.791},{1.336,1.3465,312.911,48.7482},{1.344,1.3465,377.03,54.3654},{1.352,1.3465,388.046,51.3965},{1.36,1.3465,434.573,49.0603},{1.368,1.3465,534.426,57.2569},{1.376,1.3465,682.185,70.8643},{1.384,1.3465,774.904,73.7538},{1.392,1.3465,726.157,63.3386},
{1.4,1.3465,946.323,78.4707},{1.408,1.3465,961.84,75.1555},{1.416,1.3465,1075.04,82.5522},{1.424,1.3465,1109.32,81.7004},{1.432,1.3465,1270.33,90.0304},{1.44,1.3465,1306.07,88.9365},{1.448,1.3465,1261.79,78.3533},{1.456,1.3465,1353.57,84.3166},{1.464,1.3465,1410.54,82.1834},{1.472,1.3465,1545.15,92.566},{1.48,1.3465,1410.95,82.5198},{1.488,1.3465,1287.43,73.5816},{1.496,1.3465,1124.27,64.6321},
{1.504,1.3465,1141.77,66.9218},{1.512,1.3465,931.041,56.3707},{1.52,1.3465,756.216,50.4815},{1.528,1.3465,359.66,30.6851},{1.536,1.3465,42.9516,17.1806},{1.232,1.3535,7.8916,8.7618},{1.248,1.3535,8.1907,7.18321},{1.256,1.3535,14.8038,10.1226},{1.264,1.3535,45.5473,31.8143},{1.272,1.3535,7.22263,4.45019},{1.28,1.3535,37.3602,14.3696},{1.288,1.3535,53.2363,17.3961},{1.296,1.3535,84.0621,23.0342},
{1.304,1.3535,103.18,26.256},{1.312,1.3535,153.968,34.5496},{1.32,1.3535,222.372,46.1538},{1.328,1.3535,245.892,42.7609},{1.336,1.3535,217.367,31.9862},{1.344,1.3535,221.147,29.1978},{1.352,1.3535,512.219,70.8451},{1.36,1.3535,455.356,52.0477},{1.368,1.3535,442.721,45.6419},{1.376,1.3535,663.146,69.5358},{1.384,1.3535,804.679,78.4273},{1.392,1.3535,783.424,69.3139},{1.4,1.3535,944.73,78.7973},
{1.408,1.3535,1020.95,80.617},{1.416,1.3535,938.706,69.4172},{1.424,1.3535,1102.33,80.2291},{1.432,1.3535,1231.74,86.6359},{1.44,1.3535,1324.1,87.5251},{1.448,1.3535,1476.85,99.2529},{1.456,1.3535,1444.63,91.7903},{1.464,1.3535,1308.31,78.7142},{1.472,1.3535,1270.24,74.2137},{1.48,1.3535,1487.77,88.7243},{1.488,1.3535,1157.12,67.3886},{1.496,1.3535,1013.65,60.2532},{1.504,1.3535,974.532,60.6007},
{1.512,1.3535,789.918,52.2571},{1.52,1.3535,429.997,34.901},{1.528,1.3535,61.3728,15.7461},{1.232,1.3605,15.4347,13.9325},{1.24,1.3605,3.44026,3.00763},{1.248,1.3605,55.3859,39.6911},{1.256,1.3605,28.4136,15.4773},{1.264,1.3605,55.4756,32.8369},{1.272,1.3605,29.061,12.6977},{1.28,1.3605,26.222,9.86709},{1.288,1.3605,82.6959,28.0206},{1.296,1.3605,129.708,40.9434},{1.304,1.3605,109.922,26.942},
{1.312,1.3605,115.33,25.9035},{1.32,1.3605,192.646,35.4788},{1.328,1.3605,246.85,42.9803},{1.336,1.3605,259.603,41.8871},{1.344,1.3605,281.437,37.8603},{1.352,1.3605,370.009,43.9197},{1.36,1.3605,462.874,52.1973},{1.368,1.3605,572.496,60.9149},{1.376,1.3605,554.708,53.5704},{1.384,1.3605,670.263,61.6996},{1.392,1.3605,862.714,79.0724},{1.4,1.3605,808.531,68.4627},{1.408,1.3605,872.75,69.0672},
{1.416,1.3605,1058.27,78.5601},{1.424,1.3605,1188.48,87.8037},{1.432,1.3605,1234.59,88.2896},{1.44,1.3605,1263.59,85.3471},{1.448,1.3605,1297.18,84.6199},{1.456,1.3605,1293.12,83.65},{1.464,1.3605,1287.27,78.1522},{1.472,1.3605,1398.15,86.4916},{1.48,1.3605,1205.91,74.7635},{1.488,1.3605,1179.94,72.1786},{1.496,1.3605,960.131,61.1152},{1.504,1.3605,798.85,53.7334},{1.512,1.3605,512.053,39.6893},
{1.52,1.3605,70.9247,14.1541},{1.248,1.3675,4.81169,5.12635},{1.256,1.3675,18.6203,13.7454},{1.264,1.3675,25.2298,12.0053},{1.272,1.3675,61.9551,30.6343},{1.28,1.3675,37.858,15.3485},{1.288,1.3675,64.7625,20.829},{1.296,1.3675,76.4706,21.769},{1.304,1.3675,119.365,29.7905},{1.312,1.3675,154.662,35.6636},{1.32,1.3675,168.461,32.3356},{1.328,1.3675,225.212,38.7062},{1.336,1.3675,216.029,32.1961},
{1.344,1.3675,390.916,58.7958},{1.352,1.3675,371.428,45.4737},{1.36,1.3675,451.962,51.3824},{1.368,1.3675,529.548,57.7217},{1.376,1.3675,522.73,50.4439},{1.384,1.3675,700.249,63.9693},{1.392,1.3675,878.636,79.872},{1.4,1.3675,819.016,68.9976},{1.408,1.3675,876.197,67.9464},{1.416,1.3675,924.059,70.1345},{1.424,1.3675,1073.18,77.6712},{1.432,1.3675,1179.63,81.8718},{1.44,1.3675,1167.14,76.7815},
{1.448,1.3675,1321.19,86.3366},{1.456,1.3675,1240.84,78.9464},{1.464,1.3675,1299.34,82.3063},{1.472,1.3675,1027.38,61.0008},{1.48,1.3675,1066.21,65.4411},{1.488,1.3675,960.115,62.3441},{1.496,1.3675,699.821,47.256},{1.504,1.3675,521.071,40.8241},{1.512,1.3675,109.499,18.8526},{1.232,1.3745,3.50601,3.73933},{1.24,1.3745,5.80562,6.46002},{1.248,1.3745,20.0801,12.8494},{1.256,1.3745,8.23309,5.23184},
{1.264,1.3745,59.032,24.0468},{1.272,1.3745,47.4235,25.8689},{1.28,1.3745,69.4995,28.0848},{1.288,1.3745,106.317,43.1308},{1.296,1.3745,122.64,40.7498},{1.304,1.3745,106.019,25.9925},{1.312,1.3745,178.155,42.7673},{1.32,1.3745,441.068,106.223},{1.328,1.3745,185.189,29.8059},{1.336,1.3745,338.244,52.3099},{1.344,1.3745,300.107,43.8918},{1.352,1.3745,378.992,49.3458},{1.36,1.3745,478.576,57.1824},
{1.368,1.3745,522.193,59.7733},{1.376,1.3745,538.056,53.6185},{1.384,1.3745,617.822,55.5725},{1.392,1.3745,705.477,60.3102},{1.4,1.3745,844.416,69.7287},{1.408,1.3745,892.936,72.7882},{1.416,1.3745,955.207,71.8199},{1.424,1.3745,998.325,71.1396},{1.432,1.3745,1137.57,80.8446},{1.44,1.3745,1153.58,80.7543},{1.448,1.3745,1185.23,78.3009},{1.456,1.3745,1159.89,73.8962},{1.464,1.3745,1131.29,72.016},
{1.472,1.3745,1061.11,68.3298},{1.48,1.3745,939.072,60.1452},{1.488,1.3745,800.531,54.8677},{1.496,1.3745,521.418,40.7667},{1.504,1.3745,157.277,22.7239},{1.24,1.3815,12.1236,8.50353},{1.248,1.3815,33.6164,23.6338},{1.256,1.3815,10.802,8.15644},{1.264,1.3815,22.982,11.4866},{1.272,1.3815,39.7821,16.3379},{1.28,1.3815,29.6008,11.1648},{1.288,1.3815,62.2357,20.4505},{1.296,1.3815,90.9463,30.7796},
{1.304,1.3815,109.944,26.9314},{1.312,1.3815,179.73,39.7185},{1.32,1.3815,128.669,22.7218},{1.328,1.3815,196.877,33.5322},{1.336,1.3815,264.166,41.2742},{1.344,1.3815,298.542,40.4813},{1.352,1.3815,396.921,49.2823},{1.36,1.3815,486.629,59.4133},{1.368,1.3815,448.268,44.2769},{1.376,1.3815,509.873,52.5465},{1.384,1.3815,698.492,65.6844},{1.392,1.3815,748.469,66.8626},{1.4,1.3815,811.018,68.5623},
{1.408,1.3815,934.269,78.0633},{1.416,1.3815,987.759,74.2367},{1.424,1.3815,999.526,71.4002},{1.432,1.3815,1161.95,82.802},{1.44,1.3815,1158.75,78.6306},{1.448,1.3815,1093.8,73.3597},{1.456,1.3815,1124.23,75.7097},{1.464,1.3815,1057.01,70.4549},{1.472,1.3815,1000.56,65.615},{1.48,1.3815,856.4,62.3491},{1.488,1.3815,530.615,41.1717},{1.496,1.3815,234.469,32.3667},{1.224,1.3885,2.6058,2.77445},
{1.24,1.3885,5.05398,5.61501},{1.248,1.3885,23.6714,12.4883},{1.256,1.3885,4.84764,3.79594},{1.264,1.3885,40.2128,18.5861},{1.272,1.3885,27.3624,12.2155},{1.28,1.3885,48.8472,21.03},{1.288,1.3885,53.1869,14.6316},{1.296,1.3885,90.9401,24.9431},{1.304,1.3885,121.56,30.1308},{1.312,1.3885,144.565,30.3955},{1.32,1.3885,157.206,29.2241},{1.328,1.3885,225.096,39.8501},{1.336,1.3885,268.035,42.4824},
{1.344,1.3885,392.713,56.2574},{1.352,1.3885,399.515,52.4067},{1.36,1.3885,467.77,54.3104},{1.368,1.3885,589.85,64.9804},{1.376,1.3885,675.106,73.9926},{1.384,1.3885,758.239,71.5354},{1.392,1.3885,666.794,59.9754},{1.4,1.3885,786.005,66.6244},{1.408,1.3885,799.562,62.5793},{1.416,1.3885,1126.33,89.0311},{1.424,1.3885,1091.89,81.3332},{1.432,1.3885,1074.49,76.7011},{1.44,1.3885,1185.97,85.184},
{1.448,1.3885,1155.08,81.6668},{1.456,1.3885,1048.22,73.3727},{1.464,1.3885,880.289,59.2491},{1.472,1.3885,814.988,58.4037},{1.48,1.3885,594.729,46.318},{1.488,1.3885,228.817,28.26},{1.496,1.3885,6.90289,7.71303},{1.224,1.3955,13.1368,11.8401},{1.24,1.3955,5.84297,4.61508},{1.248,1.3955,12.5061,8.78085},{1.256,1.3955,19.9365,11.5513},{1.264,1.3955,26.0601,12.1607},{1.272,1.3955,69.7291,38.4952},
{1.28,1.3955,32.9122,11.0926},{1.288,1.3955,75.4946,25.7325},{1.296,1.3955,61.7396,15.1335},{1.304,1.3955,126.669,30.4782},{1.312,1.3955,105.743,22.7516},{1.32,1.3955,169.189,30.2497},{1.328,1.3955,200.673,32.7612},{1.336,1.3955,285.429,45.8956},{1.344,1.3955,242.296,30.6139},{1.352,1.3955,369.081,45.2027},{1.36,1.3955,453.71,54.8467},{1.368,1.3955,613.416,69.0165},{1.376,1.3955,522.199,52.611},
{1.384,1.3955,736.414,72.8386},{1.392,1.3955,798.547,72.6138},{1.4,1.3955,917.893,80.4382},{1.408,1.3955,911.567,72.7751},{1.416,1.3955,851.209,67.6415},{1.424,1.3955,1074.64,83.3707},{1.432,1.3955,1039.35,76.1023},{1.44,1.3955,1025.73,72.2818},{1.448,1.3955,963.841,68.2072},{1.456,1.3955,851.171,59.9445},{1.464,1.3955,799.214,59.5263},{1.472,1.3955,607.66,49.5734},{1.48,1.3955,232.882,24.9504},
{1.488,1.3955,4.47458,2.25221},{1.24,1.4025,23.521,15.559},{1.248,1.4025,16.44,10.512},{1.256,1.4025,44.1762,19.7288},{1.264,1.4025,43.7913,35.8518},{1.272,1.4025,52.6913,22.5995},{1.28,1.4025,26.6672,9.25796},{1.288,1.4025,35.9247,10.0881},{1.296,1.4025,81.7387,21.9342},{1.304,1.4025,179.045,48.9483},{1.312,1.4025,126.299,25.9981},{1.32,1.4025,155.445,29.3704},{1.328,1.4025,262.499,49.5169},
{1.336,1.4025,250.283,40.5613},{1.344,1.4025,372.464,54.7205},{1.352,1.4025,391.648,52.5879},{1.36,1.4025,471.396,56.2379},{1.368,1.4025,536.4,60.6555},{1.376,1.4025,686.326,75.0593},{1.384,1.4025,622.601,56.9738},{1.392,1.4025,666.185,59.6524},{1.4,1.4025,716.69,60.3426},{1.408,1.4025,855.381,72.2453},{1.416,1.4025,1057.69,85.8949},{1.424,1.4025,997.352,76.4965},{1.432,1.4025,859.558,62.4933},
{1.44,1.4025,950.447,66.9282},{1.448,1.4025,825.704,59.4894},{1.456,1.4025,753.409,57.6436},{1.464,1.4025,536.078,42.4184},{1.472,1.4025,302.328,33.1367},{1.48,1.4025,33.038,14.7788},{1.232,1.4095,15.9603,15.6812},{1.24,1.4095,3.40209,3.58248},{1.248,1.4095,6.83272,6.48065},{1.256,1.4095,14.5688,8.90432},{1.264,1.4095,54.1748,34.1083},{1.272,1.4095,23.1983,9.59007},{1.28,1.4095,50.8374,17.7099},
{1.288,1.4095,71.977,25.553},{1.296,1.4095,152.271,48.8049},{1.304,1.4095,98.8507,23.0303},{1.312,1.4095,177.422,41.806},{1.32,1.4095,251.445,49.7432},{1.328,1.4095,223.636,42.1307},{1.336,1.4095,302.643,48.8475},{1.344,1.4095,300.219,40.8993},{1.352,1.4095,310.728,39.6961},{1.36,1.4095,439.41,53.2055},{1.368,1.4095,429.495,47.3682},{1.376,1.4095,516.281,52.6516},{1.384,1.4095,609.042,58.2299},
{1.392,1.4095,778.538,69.9187},{1.4,1.4095,975.918,85.2278},{1.408,1.4095,857.278,69.8151},{1.416,1.4095,853.305,68.4922},{1.424,1.4095,932.072,74.2224},{1.432,1.4095,796.424,59.326},{1.44,1.4095,894.314,70.6558},{1.448,1.4095,745.135,57.022},{1.456,1.4095,539.809,44.9473},{1.464,1.4095,362.212,37.1279},{1.472,1.4095,58.4939,18.2047},{1.232,1.4165,5.03012,4.09124},{1.248,1.4165,31.934,18.4221},
{1.256,1.4165,188.318,103.178},{1.264,1.4165,55.0795,20.8076},{1.272,1.4165,32.3734,10.9652},{1.28,1.4165,46.7135,19.3477},{1.288,1.4165,75.1413,25.3786},{1.296,1.4165,128.401,40.6545},{1.304,1.4165,186.91,55.1309},{1.312,1.4165,136.104,28.1252},{1.32,1.4165,195.436,37.7545},{1.328,1.4165,241.522,41.8023},{1.336,1.4165,272.348,44.2007},{1.344,1.4165,315.644,42.7168},{1.352,1.4165,368.229,49.7429},
{1.36,1.4165,330.593,37.6018},{1.368,1.4165,590.321,70.0364},{1.376,1.4165,528.367,56.9082},{1.384,1.4165,632.377,63.5372},{1.392,1.4165,801.861,76.5252},{1.4,1.4165,877.684,79.6035},{1.408,1.4165,726.008,58.0119},{1.416,1.4165,818.54,64.6586},{1.424,1.4165,853.023,67.1044},{1.432,1.4165,946.199,76.5892},{1.44,1.4165,681.604,53.9026},{1.448,1.4165,597.271,50.5078},{1.456,1.4165,401.068,42.1909},
{1.464,1.4165,70.1878,16.5362},{1.224,1.4235,8.02232,7.20951},{1.24,1.4235,8.17972,7.06677},{1.248,1.4235,11.3216,7.9652},{1.256,1.4235,14.9096,7.99651},{1.264,1.4235,19.2976,11.8936},{1.272,1.4235,39.7671,17.459},{1.28,1.4235,53.2841,20.3179},{1.288,1.4235,40.3157,11.3656},{1.296,1.4235,92.5514,26.3119},{1.304,1.4235,59.1966,14.4228},{1.312,1.4235,121.646,25.2484},{1.32,1.4235,177.924,33.0346},
{1.328,1.4235,271.241,50.6831},{1.336,1.4235,307.375,51.0724},{1.344,1.4235,386.716,59.7541},{1.352,1.4235,390.903,52.5732},{1.36,1.4235,491.737,62.7205},{1.368,1.4235,505.986,58.5188},{1.376,1.4235,519.414,54.0584},{1.384,1.4235,781.885,82.3221},{1.392,1.4235,752.045,73.1904},{1.4,1.4235,796.542,68.5556},{1.408,1.4235,766.785,66.7722},{1.416,1.4235,755.33,63.2396},{1.424,1.4235,750.233,58.9886},
{1.432,1.4235,789.201,67.4755},{1.44,1.4235,681.052,60.3466},{1.448,1.4235,383.606,38.0571},{1.456,1.4235,77.2975,16.1303},{1.232,1.4305,6.84956,5.87041},{1.24,1.4305,4.04194,3.1831},{1.248,1.4305,14.0652,10.6381},{1.256,1.4305,13.2477,8.43969},{1.264,1.4305,20.3601,9.51061},{1.272,1.4305,59.1375,31.2974},{1.28,1.4305,62.783,23.9227},{1.288,1.4305,86.3098,27.7712},{1.296,1.4305,75.6973,20.1156},
{1.304,1.4305,75.6768,16.5553},{1.312,1.4305,202.235,48.9529},{1.32,1.4305,165.392,32.8356},{1.328,1.4305,221.534,38.0185},{1.336,1.4305,203.819,30.3398},{1.344,1.4305,347.303,51.6561},{1.352,1.4305,488.054,70.2291},{1.36,1.4305,564.472,73.6813},{1.368,1.4305,602.116,71.6343},{1.376,1.4305,491.335,49.9328},{1.384,1.4305,586.66,57.39},{1.392,1.4305,678.987,66.5693},{1.4,1.4305,726.201,63.2283},
{1.408,1.4305,885.219,80.4499},{1.416,1.4305,780.332,68.5397},{1.424,1.4305,792.233,69.9967},{1.432,1.4305,555.572,48.3209},{1.44,1.4305,457.522,47.7749},{1.448,1.4305,138.966,26.9308},{1.232,1.4375,1.98188,1.82155},{1.24,1.4375,6.58242,4.61188},{1.248,1.4375,6.69722,4.39347},{1.256,1.4375,30.0599,13.4152},{1.264,1.4375,10.538,5.47167},{1.272,1.4375,46.15,21.9305},{1.28,1.4375,54.0902,20.9917},
{1.288,1.4375,87.8173,32.511},{1.296,1.4375,97.6054,29.1552},{1.304,1.4375,83.2,19.212},{1.312,1.4375,121.106,25.982},{1.32,1.4375,267.64,63.3202},{1.328,1.4375,234.937,41.5837},{1.336,1.4375,274.505,44.4911},{1.344,1.4375,269.6,38.8905},{1.352,1.4375,399.957,53.7804},{1.36,1.4375,418.162,50.575},{1.368,1.4375,484.912,56.1371},{1.376,1.4375,546.007,59.2044},{1.384,1.4375,603.425,60.9479},
{1.392,1.4375,729.603,69.1185},{1.4,1.4375,863.305,86.2292},{1.408,1.4375,698.486,63.7931},{1.416,1.4375,682.681,62.0203},{1.424,1.4375,518.233,47.7803},{1.432,1.4375,435.587,45.3488},{1.44,1.4375,175.51,31.7869},{1.224,1.4445,7.48196,6.73245},{1.232,1.4445,7.01749,8.49817},{1.24,1.4445,11.244,6.52554},{1.248,1.4445,39.8754,27.6706},{1.256,1.4445,16.6769,10.7433},{1.264,1.4445,14.9217,7.08729},
{1.272,1.4445,32.8814,13.2625},{1.28,1.4445,57.3009,23.6299},{1.288,1.4445,107.17,39.6322},{1.296,1.4445,153.048,51.4959},{1.304,1.4445,94.9282,23.5143},{1.312,1.4445,155.019,37.277},{1.32,1.4445,162.977,33.9058},{1.328,1.4445,218.468,36.5678},{1.336,1.4445,234.526,36.4003},{1.344,1.4445,289.761,42.7549},{1.352,1.4445,335.215,44.2937},{1.36,1.4445,372.2,46.0728},{1.368,1.4445,561.854,66.7599},
{1.376,1.4445,549.283,60.6561},{1.384,1.4445,600.631,61.7019},{1.392,1.4445,625.626,62.8856},{1.4,1.4445,783.134,76.3415},{1.408,1.4445,744.845,71.7712},{1.416,1.4445,566.386,56.0583},{1.424,1.4445,420.589,44.652},{1.432,1.4445,167.754,28.1529},{1.24,1.4515,22.0761,15.2557},{1.248,1.4515,6.7032,5.26207},{1.256,1.4515,10.8094,6.22645},{1.264,1.4515,21.3156,10.0985},{1.272,1.4515,37.9062,19.8382},
{1.28,1.4515,48.748,17.0767},{1.288,1.4515,52.8381,15.4353},{1.296,1.4515,73.7239,21.1361},{1.304,1.4515,159.928,40.2256},{1.312,1.4515,172.28,40.1745},{1.32,1.4515,180.428,37.0475},{1.328,1.4515,177.558,31.4481},{1.336,1.4515,262.203,43.9518},{1.344,1.4515,330.62,50.6031},{1.352,1.4515,331.73,46.4585},{1.36,1.4515,484.079,64.3972},{1.368,1.4515,417.033,49.1016},{1.376,1.4515,713.978,84.5332},
{1.384,1.4515,653.496,70.0442},{1.392,1.4515,644.559,64.1932},{1.4,1.4515,668.716,69.5046},{1.408,1.4515,634.633,69.5495},{1.416,1.4515,364.974,38.9476},{1.424,1.4515,217.796,33.5829},{1.432,1.4515,2.92027,2.78274},{1.224,1.4585,12.6463,17.5723},{1.232,1.4585,1.776,1.90967},{1.24,1.4585,9.46926,8.56902},{1.248,1.4585,24.4594,13.4793},{1.256,1.4585,21.3139,12.2435},{1.264,1.4585,8.06528,3.9913},
{1.272,1.4585,45.6997,19.8318},{1.28,1.4585,34.2155,12.7306},{1.288,1.4585,62.1228,20.4821},{1.296,1.4585,81.9164,24.0713},{1.304,1.4585,211.513,59.5169},{1.312,1.4585,163.603,37.3146},{1.32,1.4585,132.965,25.6397},{1.328,1.4585,276.546,55.8546},{1.336,1.4585,232.973,39.6538},{1.344,1.4585,414.994,69.7297},{1.352,1.4585,444.624,62.2183},{1.36,1.4585,404.136,53.5576},{1.368,1.4585,514.078,61.8895},
{1.376,1.4585,492.199,53.9897},{1.384,1.4585,458.411,49.5589},{1.392,1.4585,505.15,52.7721},{1.4,1.4585,517.613,55.4788},{1.408,1.4585,475.821,54.3329},{1.416,1.4585,264.953,40.992},{1.424,1.4585,32.1672,17.6652},{1.224,1.4655,4.77127,5.77016},{1.24,1.4655,5.17076,4.19644},{1.248,1.4655,5.5459,3.51453},{1.256,1.4655,159.349,119.888},{1.264,1.4655,17.6113,11.6622},{1.272,1.4655,39.0674,16.608},
{1.28,1.4655,47.2241,17.9969},{1.288,1.4655,39.3423,10.853},{1.296,1.4655,95.8613,28.9333},{1.304,1.4655,144.65,40.7911},{1.312,1.4655,183.685,42.8944},{1.32,1.4655,258.617,58.5081},{1.328,1.4655,179.717,30.9191},{1.336,1.4655,267.718,45.1294},{1.344,1.4655,250.456,39.053},{1.352,1.4655,356.734,52.3691},{1.36,1.4655,418.069,55.6702},{1.368,1.4655,471.077,58.2423},{1.376,1.4655,590.836,70.9758},
{1.384,1.4655,467.927,51.511},{1.392,1.4655,611.653,73.2596},{1.4,1.4655,348.867,38.8604},{1.408,1.4655,325.071,47.3462},{1.416,1.4655,42.0069,19.0713},{1.24,1.4725,4.24999,3.39115},{1.248,1.4725,7.04274,4.35703},{1.256,1.4725,31.5919,14.1392},{1.264,1.4725,41.1861,28.9961},{1.272,1.4725,35.8195,17.5667},{1.28,1.4725,91.4861,41.3723},{1.288,1.4725,139.109,54.1147},{1.296,1.4725,147.912,58.6082},
{1.304,1.4725,84.0913,19.6476},{1.312,1.4725,111.991,26.4853},{1.32,1.4725,139.455,26.7448},{1.328,1.4725,179.467,33.7471},{1.336,1.4725,270.697,48.5068},{1.344,1.4725,284.223,42.5057},{1.352,1.4725,351.018,48.9117},{1.36,1.4725,357.073,47.741},{1.368,1.4725,448.679,56.6655},{1.376,1.4725,629.936,84.0399},{1.384,1.4725,500.878,61.3118},{1.392,1.4725,389.454,47.5475},{1.4,1.4725,293.754,42.0351},
{1.408,1.4725,34.1181,11.9947},{1.224,1.4795,2.46309,1.99112},{1.232,1.4795,5.39032,4.86149},{1.24,1.4795,4.74876,3.19744},{1.248,1.4795,8.21416,6.31988},{1.256,1.4795,11.4744,6.00287},{1.264,1.4795,30.1063,16.848},{1.272,1.4795,16.2923,6.68664},{1.28,1.4795,40.2801,16.4216},{1.288,1.4795,69.7364,27.6213},{1.296,1.4795,68.2145,18.1931},{1.304,1.4795,107.97,27.2251},{1.312,1.4795,178.718,41.0401},
{1.32,1.4795,164.8,34.0666},{1.328,1.4795,176.698,32.5843},{1.336,1.4795,234.462,41.7227},{1.344,1.4795,343.281,52.6389},{1.352,1.4795,370.199,54.3256},{1.36,1.4795,382.832,50.8485},{1.368,1.4795,462.335,55.1708},{1.376,1.4795,419.088,54.0229},{1.384,1.4795,369.247,47.8923},{1.392,1.4795,294.592,44.4239},{1.4,1.4795,45.5549,14.2438},{1.232,1.4865,3.83512,4.64092},{1.24,1.4865,1.14274,1.36548},
{1.248,1.4865,6.17937,3.83216},{1.256,1.4865,34.8575,18.6302},{1.264,1.4865,75.0089,32.3045},{1.272,1.4865,23.5641,11.6561},{1.28,1.4865,47.1028,18.7666},{1.288,1.4865,36.5785,10.6895},{1.296,1.4865,103.5,32.3924},{1.304,1.4865,60.7688,14.0288},{1.312,1.4865,187.528,48.454},{1.32,1.4865,204.323,45.8914},{1.328,1.4865,243.341,47.4938},{1.336,1.4865,183.032,31.345},{1.344,1.4865,287.518,44.4109},
{1.352,1.4865,296.202,41.3468},{1.36,1.4865,414.301,58.5878},{1.368,1.4865,405.564,54.7891},{1.376,1.4865,499.777,80.8271},{1.384,1.4865,246.339,37.7172},{1.392,1.4865,115.791,39.1213},{1.232,1.4935,3.63124,3.10519},{1.24,1.4935,6.93898,3.56086},{1.248,1.4935,10.7824,9.36222},{1.256,1.4935,13.3631,9.7097},{1.264,1.4935,26.5375,16.4748},{1.272,1.4935,58.8104,29.6659},{1.28,1.4935,47.3043,17.9445},
{1.288,1.4935,72.749,28.9404},{1.296,1.4935,100.204,32.576},{1.304,1.4935,86.4194,22.076},{1.312,1.4935,90.3406,20.9254},{1.32,1.4935,170.251,37.1487},{1.328,1.4935,168.319,29.9399},{1.336,1.4935,213.816,38.6029},{1.344,1.4935,267.012,41.3279},{1.352,1.4935,422.011,67.952},{1.36,1.4935,412.948,66.2947},{1.368,1.4935,285.616,41.1534},{1.376,1.4935,262.081,44.5769},{1.384,1.4935,108.199,26.7649},
{1.224,1.5005,3.82455,4.62531},{1.232,1.5005,4.49332,5.43694},{1.24,1.5005,4.29584,3.86929},{1.248,1.5005,12.2673,8.15909},{1.256,1.5005,19.2119,14.2248},{1.264,1.5005,27.215,14.2125},{1.272,1.5005,26.2625,10.8512},{1.28,1.5005,46.321,18.4588},{1.288,1.5005,53.6707,17.1993},{1.296,1.5005,76.6025,24.7369},{1.304,1.5005,101.199,26.5705},{1.312,1.5005,93.0914,22.0326},{1.32,1.5005,229.966,50.7967},
{1.328,1.5005,252.412,57.5125},{1.336,1.5005,234.789,44.3125},{1.344,1.5005,321.898,59.0928},{1.352,1.5005,248.723,39.4441},{1.36,1.5005,343.161,55.8954},{1.368,1.5005,229.939,39.0904},{1.376,1.5005,94.8667,23.3258},{1.232,1.5075,7.03528,4.6411},{1.24,1.5075,2.29589,2.53234},{1.248,1.5075,3.20354,3.55762},{1.256,1.5075,6.63036,4.17221},{1.264,1.5075,65.5167,35.9596},{1.272,1.5075,25.6112,12.5017},
{1.28,1.5075,54.8336,20.0896},{1.288,1.5075,50.5739,16.3135},{1.296,1.5075,208.083,80.9051},{1.304,1.5075,107.233,31.1126},{1.312,1.5075,91.9414,21.4892},{1.32,1.5075,156.72,33.9491},{1.328,1.5075,253.915,54.3436},{1.336,1.5075,223.826,41.9216},{1.344,1.5075,227.626,38.0256},{1.352,1.5075,444.237,89.6797},{1.36,1.5075,215.928,39.8994},{1.368,1.5075,108.502,24.3325},{1.376,1.5075,4.72422,4.60796},
{1.208,1.5145,2.28603,3.16394},{1.232,1.5145,1.33533,1.20658},{1.24,1.5145,7.70636,6.94441},{1.248,1.5145,65.8584,50.8702},{1.256,1.5145,37.2522,19.3652},{1.264,1.5145,24.3762,14.6842},{1.272,1.5145,163.12,64.8137},{1.28,1.5145,19.6836,7.48026},{1.288,1.5145,48.7911,19.2293},{1.296,1.5145,70.23,20.5683},{1.304,1.5145,194.783,61.5235},{1.312,1.5145,185.902,51.1386},{1.32,1.5145,162.098,37.1717},
{1.328,1.5145,229.485,50.4747},{1.336,1.5145,225.377,43.7058},{1.344,1.5145,265.837,49.7787},{1.352,1.5145,191.844,35.4616},{1.36,1.5145,144.945,34.5797},{1.368,1.5145,38.2285,45.8791},{1.224,1.5215,6.34283,6.22904},{1.232,1.5215,4.58375,3.92187},{1.24,1.5215,12.1523,11.9459},{1.248,1.5215,6.12367,3.60766},{1.256,1.5215,19.2643,11.9225},{1.264,1.5215,20.2237,11.2805},{1.272,1.5215,37.8941,17.9898},
{1.28,1.5215,47.1704,19.3864},{1.288,1.5215,49.9285,18.6662},{1.296,1.5215,84.9052,25.5548},{1.304,1.5215,109.604,31.949},{1.312,1.5215,145.106,45.3229},{1.32,1.5215,213.414,55.0147},{1.328,1.5215,138.16,29.2312},{1.336,1.5215,191.657,38.1549},{1.344,1.5215,264.077,57.6693},{1.352,1.5215,132.528,31.0169},{1.36,1.5215,22.0977,11.9181},{1.232,1.5285,2.74754,3.14833},{1.24,1.5285,44.1121,47.9553},
{1.248,1.5285,4.357,3.52859},{1.256,1.5285,26.407,12.7065},{1.264,1.5285,14.5089,7.84219},{1.272,1.5285,13.3555,6.64219},{1.28,1.5285,31.1378,14.3173},{1.288,1.5285,32.611,11.6977},{1.296,1.5285,82.9884,27.1338},{1.304,1.5285,213.098,67.4201},{1.312,1.5285,138.431,37.7834},{1.32,1.5285,112.005,25.7084},{1.328,1.5285,221.323,53.7818},{1.336,1.5285,148.765,32.7545},{1.344,1.5285,155.293,41.4075},
{1.352,1.5285,9.98658,4.83595},{1.232,1.5355,11.114,11.0304},{1.24,1.5355,0.982473,0.850693},{1.248,1.5355,6.28187,4.61205},{1.256,1.5355,11.5075,6.89171},{1.264,1.5355,38.4063,24.3811},{1.272,1.5355,71.0962,38.9815},{1.28,1.5355,55.6897,24.7802},{1.288,1.5355,134.833,44.3834},{1.296,1.5355,88.4917,31.7856},{1.304,1.5355,73.451,21.1132},{1.312,1.5355,100.071,23.9647},{1.32,1.5355,79.6753,19.2031},
{1.328,1.5355,183.65,42.798},{1.336,1.5355,104.919,26.1119},{1.344,1.5355,31.3285,19.1252},{1.232,1.5425,2.52704,2.8969},{1.24,1.5425,8.30247,5.48312},{1.248,1.5425,7.28508,5.11231},{1.256,1.5425,9.62596,5.75454},{1.264,1.5425,11.9947,6.36653},{1.272,1.5425,43.24,19.5835},{1.28,1.5425,31.1329,12.7249},{1.288,1.5425,23.7282,8.77805},{1.296,1.5425,39.303,12.7651},{1.304,1.5425,112.205,33.0265},
{1.312,1.5425,125.033,31.7877},{1.32,1.5425,229.538,68.9325},{1.328,1.5425,126.307,40.1165},{1.336,1.5425,79.3374,42.9782},{1.224,1.5495,2.37635,2.86914},{1.232,1.5495,4.63007,5.61866},{1.24,1.5495,11.3341,9.12028},{1.248,1.5495,10.9703,7.94037},{1.256,1.5495,11.7626,10.1524},{1.264,1.5495,5.48079,2.67641},{1.272,1.5495,21.0013,11.3098},{1.28,1.5495,47.7515,21.484},{1.288,1.5495,19.4032,7.72025},
{1.296,1.5495,53.1427,17.3635},{1.304,1.5495,90.3719,29.9784},{1.312,1.5495,77.0254,24.2891},{1.32,1.5495,95.1207,28.6639},{1.328,1.5495,43.3422,19.9574},{1.232,1.5565,5.15964,4.42186},{1.24,1.5565,18.3884,15.6393},{1.248,1.5565,9.19039,6.65962},{1.256,1.5565,10.6509,7.32272},{1.264,1.5565,9.21834,5.39474},{1.272,1.5565,22.1431,14.8891},{1.28,1.5565,61.3144,25.0702},{1.288,1.5565,20.8886,8.07834},
{1.296,1.5565,52.9403,18.5943},{1.304,1.5565,88.5661,28.8161},{1.312,1.5565,49.1281,15.6975},{1.32,1.5565,71.7676,38.4778},{1.232,1.5635,26.6458,29.9471},{1.24,1.5635,8.1787,5.91986},{1.248,1.5635,18.3361,14.7757},{1.256,1.5635,8.12377,6.2657},{1.264,1.5635,13.1548,7.25829},{1.272,1.5635,13.2488,8.09695},{1.28,1.5635,29.7975,12.1317},{1.288,1.5635,25.2242,10.0425},{1.296,1.5635,73.4522,24.2777},
{1.304,1.5635,37.0134,12.1366},{1.312,1.5635,74.1912,30.9978},{1.24,1.5705,7.63712,6.8843},{1.256,1.5705,6.04784,4.76507},{1.264,1.5705,10.7851,5.3615},{1.272,1.5705,24.7893,11.2206},{1.28,1.5705,47.3954,19.2531},{1.288,1.5705,16.3833,8.33513},{1.296,1.5705,45.4202,20.0911},{1.304,1.5705,38.275,19.2006},{1.224,1.5775,5.90411,8.19359},{1.248,1.5775,8.65357,6.06234},{1.256,1.5775,8.87527,5.96885},
{1.264,1.5775,12.9679,8.59822},{1.272,1.5775,32.5342,13.7726},{1.28,1.5775,12.8365,6.07707},{1.288,1.5775,35.3249,15.4396},{1.296,1.5775,147.727,61.8392},{1.304,1.5775,2.11362,2.48319},{1.232,1.5845,3.67106,3.1366},{1.24,1.5845,7.09365,5.1337},{1.248,1.5845,10.8427,9.78241},{1.264,1.5845,8.58983,6.58912},{1.272,1.5845,40.7823,17.8686},{1.28,1.5845,29.6129,15.3698},{1.288,1.5845,27.0108,14.1109},
{1.296,1.5845,5.22224,6.34644},{1.248,1.5915,10.4557,5.35039},{1.256,1.5915,12.4132,7.46621},{1.264,1.5915,5.07638,3.24568},{1.272,1.5915,11.2043,5.78745},{1.28,1.5915,21.0242,11.881},{1.288,1.5915,4.44062,4.94115},{1.224,1.5985,2.04917,2.47322},{1.248,1.5985,3.92399,3.0841},{1.256,1.5985,6.57526,4.55529},{1.264,1.5985,5.33751,3.72801},{1.272,1.5985,41.1984,22.1297},{1.28,1.5985,5.1506,5.72805},
{1.224,1.6055,2.33883,2.82926},{1.256,1.6055,3.19016,3.37142},{1.264,1.6055,20.0336,12.2014},{1.272,1.6055,1.37327,1.61517},{1.248,1.6125,1.53734,1.8079},{1.256,1.6125,6.75108,7.49836},{1.264,1.6125,35.1546,29.7248},{1.24,1.6195,3.085,3.52971},{1.248,1.6195,1.70154,1.7975},{1.256,1.6195,16.7987,23.3423},{1.224,1.6335,1.28385,1.54667}}
Table G.13: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Nyborg Plot,
for MMpp = 0.7 − 0.8 GeV/c2 (Fig. 97). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Nyborg Plot:  M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) versus M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.8-0.9 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.004 GeV/c^{2} Error of M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}): 0.0035 GeV/c^{2}
The data are in the following format:  {{M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV/c^{2}], M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) [GeV/c^{2}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{1.552,1.0735,5.88234,7.14691},{1.56,1.0735,26.8278,37.3403},{1.568,1.0735,16.049,13.3523},{1.576,1.0735,12.9467,9.59733},{1.584,1.0735,25.6084,23.9346},{1.592,1.0735,18.8073,13.0033},{1.6,1.0735,13.8473,6.53182},{1.608,1.0735,20.7648,10.1349},{1.616,1.0735,16.9121,7.95755},{1.624,1.0735,34.1367,14.1407},{1.632,1.0735,49.5033,18.6566},{1.64,1.0735,48.1285,19.7127},{1.648,1.0735,24.7547,9.69975},
{1.656,1.0735,41.1471,13.0453},{1.664,1.0735,43.8924,13.4044},{1.672,1.0735,43.5514,12.7632},{1.68,1.0735,63.4445,20.2372},{1.688,1.0735,48.2876,13.505},{1.696,1.0735,78.7193,21.0897},{1.704,1.0735,34.0642,7.27855},{1.712,1.0735,44.9441,10.2567},{1.72,1.0735,36.0589,8.16759},{1.728,1.0735,42.6752,9.63269},{1.736,1.0735,33.3577,8.57669},{1.744,1.0735,37.6477,9.62472},{1.752,1.0735,40.5462,11.2652},
{1.76,1.0735,22.6799,6.3219},{1.768,1.0735,15.0881,4.53574},{1.776,1.0735,21.9843,6.85902},{1.784,1.0735,18.9567,6.63619},{1.792,1.0735,23.4856,11.7478},{1.504,1.0805,11.729,14.1141},{1.52,1.0805,135.209,147.232},{1.528,1.0805,18.9492,13.0113},{1.536,1.0805,12.6005,7.99804},{1.544,1.0805,15.7644,7.5718},{1.552,1.0805,29.1368,14.9886},{1.56,1.0805,73.5117,39.0579},{1.568,1.0805,85.824,38.3183},
{1.576,1.0805,44.8564,15.8308},{1.584,1.0805,53.6059,16.373},{1.592,1.0805,155.704,45.0502},{1.6,1.0805,55.1647,13.9933},{1.608,1.0805,83.9248,20.1195},{1.616,1.0805,157.404,33.6396},{1.624,1.0805,150.299,33.7686},{1.632,1.0805,126.992,24.1788},{1.64,1.0805,134.723,24.6278},{1.648,1.0805,137.152,24.7203},{1.656,1.0805,220.014,38.6149},{1.664,1.0805,237.211,36.8438},{1.672,1.0805,226.249,33.9935},
{1.68,1.0805,211.87,30.0277},{1.688,1.0805,207.032,27.7115},{1.696,1.0805,191.075,25.5791},{1.704,1.0805,175.956,22.3552},{1.712,1.0805,169.063,21.6247},{1.72,1.0805,162.635,20.8148},{1.728,1.0805,162.928,20.5865},{1.736,1.0805,134.107,17.8363},{1.744,1.0805,128.086,16.3766},{1.752,1.0805,117.638,17.4658},{1.76,1.0805,171.11,25.3228},{1.768,1.0805,97.2159,15.267},{1.776,1.0805,93.1063,17.0654},
{1.784,1.0805,76.1501,16.5763},{1.792,1.0805,30.4362,8.08643},{1.48,1.0875,1.41555,1.78274},{1.488,1.0875,22.5549,31.3929},{1.496,1.0875,3.2525,3.94249},{1.504,1.0875,40.3711,38.9182},{1.512,1.0875,13.6739,9.64134},{1.52,1.0875,25.2391,15.3965},{1.528,1.0875,36.427,14.7151},{1.536,1.0875,49.2798,21.3757},{1.544,1.0875,52.06,19.7817},{1.552,1.0875,60.9196,20.3378},{1.56,1.0875,99.5993,29.0499},
{1.568,1.0875,180.208,51.2436},{1.576,1.0875,133.508,36.9269},{1.584,1.0875,101.56,22.3772},{1.592,1.0875,190.286,41.4158},{1.6,1.0875,205.343,42.3503},{1.608,1.0875,175.693,32.4429},{1.616,1.0875,225.804,40.2068},{1.624,1.0875,341.381,61.8158},{1.632,1.0875,212.128,30.8514},{1.64,1.0875,253.516,36.3309},{1.648,1.0875,246.396,33.0071},{1.656,1.0875,261.164,32.3983},{1.664,1.0875,267.828,32.1203},
{1.672,1.0875,283.309,31.2888},{1.68,1.0875,293.158,31.3873},{1.688,1.0875,281.396,29.5229},{1.696,1.0875,294.38,31.5818},{1.704,1.0875,248.013,25.1963},{1.712,1.0875,316.633,33.6519},{1.72,1.0875,230.084,24.4775},{1.728,1.0875,267.796,29.8025},{1.736,1.0875,242.486,26.9564},{1.744,1.0875,218.5,24.7458},{1.752,1.0875,200.018,25.8793},{1.76,1.0875,142.701,18.5144},{1.768,1.0875,131.163,20.3058},
{1.776,1.0875,126.056,21.5376},{1.784,1.0875,55.3032,11.9724},{1.792,1.0875,270.543,288.09},{1.456,1.0945,3.21888,3.04245},{1.464,1.0945,4.52237,2.99753},{1.472,1.0945,11.0272,11.0425},{1.48,1.0945,40.8902,34.8644},{1.488,1.0945,14.6355,8.41387},{1.496,1.0945,36.2975,18.7691},{1.504,1.0945,32.7631,12.9038},{1.512,1.0945,37.8698,14.4719},{1.52,1.0945,87.6722,27.6892},{1.528,1.0945,112.48,35.1323},
{1.536,1.0945,145.226,43.6055},{1.544,1.0945,124.539,32.172},{1.552,1.0945,206.695,53.8983},{1.56,1.0945,140.539,32.1595},{1.568,1.0945,168.305,36.2905},{1.576,1.0945,210.149,41.1701},{1.584,1.0945,240.484,44.3154},{1.592,1.0945,307.954,51.9162},{1.6,1.0945,215.531,33.1273},{1.608,1.0945,287.473,39.1102},{1.616,1.0945,307.763,42.233},{1.624,1.0945,406.599,55.7542},{1.632,1.0945,346.574,41.5927},
{1.64,1.0945,325.698,36.6819},{1.648,1.0945,385.128,45.759},{1.656,1.0945,372.953,38.7627},{1.664,1.0945,386.511,40.8986},{1.672,1.0945,410.321,40.4619},{1.68,1.0945,301.321,28.4613},{1.688,1.0945,372.266,34.6588},{1.696,1.0945,383.937,36.2542},{1.704,1.0945,322.814,30.9142},{1.712,1.0945,307.163,27.9856},{1.72,1.0945,348.511,35.4719},{1.728,1.0945,337.848,35.1346},{1.736,1.0945,281.982,29.031},
{1.744,1.0945,316.99,33.52},{1.752,1.0945,274.251,32.1006},{1.76,1.0945,193.726,24.7626},{1.768,1.0945,208.641,32.4942},{1.776,1.0945,106.85,21.5386},{1.784,1.0945,14.7185,5.44717},{1.424,1.1015,1.84554,2.54931},{1.432,1.1015,6.58684,7.84894},{1.44,1.1015,140.26,158.043},{1.448,1.1015,7.1486,5.44161},{1.456,1.1015,17.5046,10.8969},{1.464,1.1015,58.7674,35.0892},{1.472,1.1015,36.3625,20.6196},
{1.48,1.1015,53.4357,20.2954},{1.488,1.1015,66.5848,24.5968},{1.496,1.1015,36.2757,13.568},{1.504,1.1015,65.1264,18.6176},{1.512,1.1015,142.77,44.8514},{1.52,1.1015,131.458,29.3547},{1.528,1.1015,130.547,37.4298},{1.536,1.1015,140.038,31.334},{1.544,1.1015,182.941,40.3621},{1.552,1.1015,227.937,43.4759},{1.56,1.1015,201.907,36.2787},{1.568,1.1015,214.03,34.9951},{1.576,1.1015,317.602,51.5337},
{1.584,1.1015,378.299,57.389},{1.592,1.1015,495.191,72.8314},{1.6,1.1015,456.496,60.038},{1.608,1.1015,368.622,44.1893},{1.616,1.1015,440.073,49.0408},{1.624,1.1015,436.058,46.3106},{1.632,1.1015,389.738,37.5114},{1.64,1.1015,530.177,52.4703},{1.648,1.1015,433.564,41.7103},{1.656,1.1015,477.216,42.995},{1.664,1.1015,409.23,36.8688},{1.672,1.1015,461.489,39.7135},{1.68,1.1015,490.21,43.0097},
{1.688,1.1015,397.795,32.3526},{1.696,1.1015,580.327,53.9823},{1.704,1.1015,437.278,38.9899},{1.712,1.1015,446.413,38.7505},{1.72,1.1015,383.82,34.6354},{1.728,1.1015,382.844,35.1684},{1.736,1.1015,389.46,37.768},{1.744,1.1015,272.288,28.5879},{1.752,1.1015,216.95,24.5393},{1.76,1.1015,205.674,28.5643},{1.768,1.1015,156.081,26.9731},{1.776,1.1015,27.5576,9.24046},{1.392,1.1085,9.9991,13.9856},
{1.408,1.1085,7.20874,6.00338},{1.416,1.1085,31.7863,29.8958},{1.424,1.1085,20.4228,13.9499},{1.432,1.1085,44.1772,27.4973},{1.44,1.1085,131.623,100.037},{1.448,1.1085,27.3605,13.2169},{1.456,1.1085,19.6557,8.43882},{1.464,1.1085,287.075,127.14},{1.472,1.1085,102.935,35.3707},{1.48,1.1085,76.6476,22.4473},{1.488,1.1085,100.26,25.0124},{1.496,1.1085,105.91,28.1061},{1.504,1.1085,139.856,30.8347}
{1.512,1.1085,263.651,58.7802},{1.52,1.1085,149.76,29.457},{1.528,1.1085,181.826,35.1689},{1.536,1.1085,285.137,61.8989},{1.544,1.1085,387.065,64.9883},{1.552,1.1085,355.313,59.679},{1.56,1.1085,301.924,42.0581},{1.568,1.1085,453.328,61.1196},{1.576,1.1085,380.436,47.8918},{1.584,1.1085,369.24,42.981},{1.592,1.1085,416.723,46.5777},{1.6,1.1085,489.84,51.3399},{1.608,1.1085,486.449,47.5185},
{1.616,1.1085,524.773,49.9783},{1.624,1.1085,448.962,39.8901},{1.632,1.1085,594.515,52.1006},{1.64,1.1085,519.564,43.9703},{1.648,1.1085,601.922,49.1137},{1.656,1.1085,660.611,55.5288},{1.664,1.1085,577.418,45.5834},{1.672,1.1085,555.787,44.8669},{1.68,1.1085,507.181,40.0865},{1.688,1.1085,548.049,45.2645},{1.696,1.1085,547.88,43.4693},{1.704,1.1085,494.744,39.2874},{1.712,1.1085,521.225,42.8508},
{1.72,1.1085,424.666,36.7016},{1.728,1.1085,469.061,41.0736},{1.736,1.1085,407.744,39.0874},{1.744,1.1085,287.808,30.9614},{1.752,1.1085,268.134,31.6823},{1.76,1.1085,211.263,32.8143},{1.768,1.1085,73.6904,16.762},{1.392,1.1155,81.5714,97.7821},{1.4,1.1155,8.24924,5.9466},{1.408,1.1155,28.082,19.4501},{1.416,1.1155,25.6817,15.2806},{1.424,1.1155,55.7357,34.2015},{1.432,1.1155,57.0999,29.2791},
{1.44,1.1155,83.4477,38.6507},{1.448,1.1155,50.9202,18.0959},{1.456,1.1155,54.7895,17.6472},{1.464,1.1155,173.195,51.7932},{1.472,1.1155,168.901,49.777},{1.48,1.1155,122.578,28.1374},{1.488,1.1155,210.501,43.8092},{1.496,1.1155,227.622,46.3704},{1.504,1.1155,314.841,62.225},{1.512,1.1155,260.39,43.9462},{1.52,1.1155,293.848,48.1215},{1.528,1.1155,383.665,61.9288},{1.536,1.1155,314.168,44.2475},
{1.544,1.1155,381.809,54.1243},{1.552,1.1155,491.508,65.8816},{1.56,1.1155,459.956,55.0286},{1.568,1.1155,608.306,71.2485},{1.576,1.1155,510.515,54.1581},{1.584,1.1155,502.391,52.4765},{1.592,1.1155,456.975,43.8565},{1.6,1.1155,488.857,44.8847},{1.608,1.1155,624.874,54.1498},{1.616,1.1155,606.605,50.6284},{1.624,1.1155,591.816,47.1632},{1.632,1.1155,657.773,53.5359},{1.64,1.1155,615.882,47.612},
{1.648,1.1155,646.737,49.6576},{1.656,1.1155,722.589,53.3367},{1.664,1.1155,623.88,46.1242},{1.672,1.1155,624.997,45.568},{1.68,1.1155,719.127,53.8326},{1.688,1.1155,582.46,42.4253},{1.696,1.1155,595.213,44.1982},{1.704,1.1155,598.156,46.0071},{1.712,1.1155,556.276,43.3216},{1.72,1.1155,501.959,40.5307},{1.728,1.1155,477.822,42.4187},{1.736,1.1155,378.393,37.1683},{1.744,1.1155,365.471,41.3073},
{1.752,1.1155,302.584,40.4336},{1.76,1.1155,178.129,37.5152},{1.768,1.1155,3.14646,4.16572},{1.376,1.1225,141.643,159.568},{1.384,1.1225,19.2936,16.3406},{1.392,1.1225,10.0996,6.07886},{1.4,1.1225,32.5985,19.1281},{1.408,1.1225,28.3746,11.7275},{1.416,1.1225,30.6435,10.9607},{1.424,1.1225,117.244,46.5568},{1.432,1.1225,88.4127,29.387},{1.44,1.1225,174.752,61.9286},{1.448,1.1225,104.754,28.8517},
{1.456,1.1225,123.252,30.5298},{1.464,1.1225,168.563,37.6055},{1.472,1.1225,156.782,30.6387},{1.48,1.1225,191.22,36.4701},{1.488,1.1225,341.405,64.0642},{1.496,1.1225,228.048,36.2948},{1.504,1.1225,363.805,60.2203},{1.512,1.1225,328.657,47.2658},{1.52,1.1225,444.535,65.153},{1.528,1.1225,355.518,45.4873},{1.536,1.1225,310.045,37.9489},{1.544,1.1225,420.195,48.3359},{1.552,1.1225,465.653,50.8482},
{1.56,1.1225,501.167,49.7094},{1.568,1.1225,515.04,50.5452},{1.576,1.1225,528.826,46.9522},{1.584,1.1225,570.722,49.8137},{1.592,1.1225,630.264,54.1904},{1.6,1.1225,712.932,58.6322},{1.608,1.1225,729.095,55.6754},{1.616,1.1225,667.402,50.2586},{1.624,1.1225,767.932,56.5258},{1.632,1.1225,671.817,47.9408},{1.64,1.1225,705.128,51.0281},{1.648,1.1225,823.624,58.9458},{1.656,1.1225,758.742,51.8723},
{1.664,1.1225,812.008,58.2621},{1.672,1.1225,743.323,51.7815},{1.68,1.1225,681.28,45.3119},{1.688,1.1225,745.663,52.8252},{1.696,1.1225,850.901,61.5545},{1.704,1.1225,644.315,46.9716},{1.712,1.1225,618.547,46.474},{1.72,1.1225,523.811,42.3086},{1.728,1.1225,509.363,47.2211},{1.736,1.1225,357.088,36.6998},{1.744,1.1225,283.625,33.0766},{1.752,1.1225,185.854,29.8245},{1.76,1.1225,25.6394,17.2995},
{1.336,1.1295,15.9657,19.2679},{1.352,1.1295,1.33924,1.61391},{1.36,1.1295,5.09057,4.99051},{1.368,1.1295,16.894,20.1843},{1.376,1.1295,43.1769,29.8806},{1.384,1.1295,40.6173,23.6307},{1.392,1.1295,24.6601,10.5038},{1.4,1.1295,45.7216,22.8884},{1.408,1.1295,59.3781,22.34},{1.416,1.1295,44.2091,14.6296},{1.424,1.1295,109.557,37.296},{1.432,1.1295,153.763,42.888},{1.44,1.1295,109.069,26.8344},
{1.448,1.1295,120.669,27.1892},{1.456,1.1295,188.223,40.8861},{1.464,1.1295,160.673,31.2727},{1.472,1.1295,173.157,29.1949},{1.48,1.1295,223.575,36.5494},{1.488,1.1295,338.999,52.3614},{1.496,1.1295,448.332,66.0099},{1.504,1.1295,366.279,49.9813},{1.512,1.1295,458.327,57.5206},{1.52,1.1295,382.883,44.098},{1.528,1.1295,401.85,44.3255},{1.536,1.1295,558.126,59.3729},{1.544,1.1295,487.189,49.0876},
{1.552,1.1295,653.018,60.8361},{1.56,1.1295,648.235,58.55},{1.568,1.1295,501.059,40.9997},{1.576,1.1295,635.888,51.159},{1.584,1.1295,670.603,53.7318},{1.592,1.1295,707.603,54.1296},{1.6,1.1295,772.485,60.5582},{1.608,1.1295,796.613,56.3318},{1.616,1.1295,795.839,55.1263},{1.624,1.1295,851.453,57.5328},{1.632,1.1295,982.366,68.6573},{1.64,1.1295,980.236,65.4527},{1.648,1.1295,899.794,58.204},
{1.656,1.1295,836.266,54.4097},{1.664,1.1295,865.672,56.0659},{1.672,1.1295,753.156,49.3067},{1.68,1.1295,785.581,51.7461},{1.688,1.1295,732.943,47.8317},{1.696,1.1295,792.545,56.3772},{1.704,1.1295,682.677,47.5898},{1.712,1.1295,571.988,43.3045},{1.72,1.1295,560.254,47.4964},{1.728,1.1295,499.349,46.2142},{1.736,1.1295,421.886,46.3559},{1.744,1.1295,226.113,30.7654},{1.752,1.1295,29.7749,12.0496},
{1.36,1.1365,19.7182,15.6867},{1.368,1.1365,22.0459,14.9831},{1.376,1.1365,105.986,71.2248},{1.384,1.1365,37.599,16.5444},{1.392,1.1365,77.3646,36.0854},{1.4,1.1365,51.882,17.6123},{1.408,1.1365,82.2525,24.0732},{1.416,1.1365,90.173,24.375},{1.424,1.1365,93.4563,22.1865},{1.432,1.1365,155.824,40.0769},{1.44,1.1365,157.381,34.2496},{1.448,1.1365,148.238,29.0939},{1.456,1.1365,182.016,28.9907},
{1.464,1.1365,298.421,55.2943},{1.472,1.1365,298.158,45.9824},{1.48,1.1365,205.947,27.8324},{1.488,1.1365,330.918,46.5943},{1.496,1.1365,360.087,43.7039},{1.504,1.1365,405.673,45.2094},{1.512,1.1365,410.313,42.491},{1.52,1.1365,599.253,63.7581},{1.528,1.1365,526.059,49.3892},{1.536,1.1365,536.033,50.2431},{1.544,1.1365,593.776,51.138},{1.552,1.1365,579.375,47.827},{1.56,1.1365,709.796,57.5389},
{1.568,1.1365,753.742,58.091},{1.576,1.1365,780.365,56.6629},{1.584,1.1365,796.373,57.865},{1.592,1.1365,940.819,67.4602},{1.6,1.1365,761.226,50.8714},{1.608,1.1365,823.496,54.3596},{1.616,1.1365,819.249,53.8837},{1.624,1.1365,1015.06,64.2888},{1.632,1.1365,950.973,59.5303},{1.64,1.1365,944.339,58.5876},{1.648,1.1365,1006.16,61.7667},{1.656,1.1365,1104.45,69.4656},{1.664,1.1365,954.319,59.7722},
{1.672,1.1365,974.413,59.9852},{1.68,1.1365,885.423,56.5851},{1.688,1.1365,811.558,51.9081},{1.696,1.1365,950.772,63.9441},{1.704,1.1365,832.164,60.6807},{1.712,1.1365,611.282,45.4956},{1.72,1.1365,615.849,55.8029},{1.728,1.1365,457.82,43.3886},{1.736,1.1365,346.177,44.8241},{1.744,1.1365,40.2729,11.5654},{1.312,1.1435,5.82225,8.16018},{1.344,1.1435,20.2414,22.711},{1.352,1.1435,31.7179,29.5039},
{1.36,1.1435,93.894,70.8887},{1.368,1.1435,42.7501,19.0015},{1.376,1.1435,55.8118,24.5851},{1.384,1.1435,26.2548,10.182},{1.392,1.1435,116.827,46.1145},{1.4,1.1435,125.466,38.3119},{1.408,1.1435,134.387,34.4316},{1.416,1.1435,142.939,31.9486},{1.424,1.1435,151.752,36.2568},{1.432,1.1435,147.875,30.5564},{1.44,1.1435,231.315,44.796},{1.448,1.1435,226.84,35.7486},{1.456,1.1435,239.117,36.3683},
{1.464,1.1435,243.493,34.037},{1.472,1.1435,327.036,42.1665},{1.48,1.1435,392.318,48.6222},{1.488,1.1435,393.781,48.6399},{1.496,1.1435,485.191,53.8814},{1.504,1.1435,493.954,50.9526},{1.512,1.1435,530.028,51.6104},{1.52,1.1435,578.446,52.8855},{1.528,1.1435,582.094,50.0449},{1.536,1.1435,682.316,58.1016},{1.544,1.1435,626.019,49.7199},{1.552,1.1435,694.777,53.5533},{1.56,1.1435,741.618,54.0879},
{1.568,1.1435,769.657,53.6891},{1.576,1.1435,793.473,54.3481},{1.584,1.1435,851.61,56.5727},{1.592,1.1435,842.242,54.8304},{1.6,1.1435,905.373,56.1179},{1.608,1.1435,985.706,59.9375},{1.616,1.1435,1054.99,64.6169},{1.624,1.1435,1071.99,65.8042},{1.632,1.1435,1240.38,73.9168},{1.64,1.1435,1114.66,64.3656},{1.648,1.1435,1018.63,59.0018},{1.656,1.1435,1047.22,60.4218},{1.664,1.1435,1138.67,69.378},
{1.672,1.1435,994.709,60.2521},{1.68,1.1435,1044.81,64.1792},{1.688,1.1435,931.906,57.3134},{1.696,1.1435,795.037,50.7421},{1.704,1.1435,782.127,56.0905},{1.712,1.1435,539.946,40.2731},{1.72,1.1435,549.019,48.405},{1.728,1.1435,358.843,37.5057},{1.736,1.1435,84.9497,19.566},{1.336,1.1505,70.6917,69.6241},{1.344,1.1505,3.48598,2.86745},{1.352,1.1505,11.7553,10.605},{1.36,1.1505,47.2245,37.4297},
{1.368,1.1505,42.0808,21.076},{1.376,1.1505,47.7979,17.1401},{1.384,1.1505,78.3783,26.2282},{1.392,1.1505,96.4875,25.2073},{1.4,1.1505,109.303,28.413},{1.408,1.1505,118.734,27.2417},{1.416,1.1505,144.123,33.6241},{1.424,1.1505,161.469,32.3568},{1.432,1.1505,264.328,46.2286},{1.44,1.1505,184.156,31.6429},{1.448,1.1505,250.672,36.9805},{1.456,1.1505,273.364,35.3637},{1.464,1.1505,303.201,36.7307},
{1.472,1.1505,398.157,46.118},{1.48,1.1505,450.992,47.4727},{1.488,1.1505,422.012,41.9965},{1.496,1.1505,459.13,42.918},{1.504,1.1505,492.85,44.8209},{1.512,1.1505,621.635,53.483},{1.52,1.1505,546.308,43.5219},{1.528,1.1505,624.263,48.5177},{1.536,1.1505,754.955,59.9529},{1.544,1.1505,739.152,53.4102},{1.552,1.1505,749.071,53.6651},{1.56,1.1505,805.683,52.6199},{1.568,1.1505,776.605,49.9505},
{1.576,1.1505,902.095,56.771},{1.584,1.1505,1063.83,66.6313},{1.592,1.1505,1040.3,63.3695},{1.6,1.1505,923.832,54.2611},{1.608,1.1505,1121.83,66.8315},{1.616,1.1505,1188.6,66.6026},{1.624,1.1505,1182.2,67.6604},{1.632,1.1505,1127.91,61.8623},{1.64,1.1505,1104.38,62.3137},{1.648,1.1505,1078.61,59.7099},{1.656,1.1505,1061.57,58.1302},{1.664,1.1505,1093.77,60.9647},{1.672,1.1505,1076.5,62.284},
{1.68,1.1505,950.61,56.0719},{1.688,1.1505,978.495,61.6108},{1.696,1.1505,874.947,57.9086},{1.704,1.1505,737.914,52.169},{1.712,1.1505,613.524,47.9577},{1.72,1.1505,499.396,48.672},{1.728,1.1505,180.177,36.4209},{1.32,1.1575,19.1535,23.2326},{1.328,1.1575,27.7035,28.1854},{1.344,1.1575,4.39154,4.95715},{1.352,1.1575,135.583,91.5796},{1.36,1.1575,31.2639,14.482},{1.368,1.1575,75.4337,26.8841},
{1.376,1.1575,62.8292,18.8077},{1.384,1.1575,100.327,29.6754},{1.392,1.1575,110.053,29.407},{1.4,1.1575,142.65,31.6438},{1.408,1.1575,221.3,44.7575},{1.416,1.1575,182.201,33.7293},{1.424,1.1575,190.459,33.4356},{1.432,1.1575,267.097,39.5524},{1.44,1.1575,334.988,47.8544},{1.448,1.1575,341.208,45.2731},{1.456,1.1575,333.903,41.3481},{1.464,1.1575,395.677,46.7422},{1.472,1.1575,439.676,45.1706},
{1.48,1.1575,580.356,58.9807},{1.488,1.1575,524.732,50.3647},{1.496,1.1575,565.823,50.7686},{1.504,1.1575,537.207,44.733},{1.512,1.1575,668.033,53.1676},{1.52,1.1575,716.41,53.8869},{1.528,1.1575,612.778,46.1526},{1.536,1.1575,858.268,59.5943},{1.544,1.1575,962.246,65.5999},{1.552,1.1575,933.215,60.8815},{1.56,1.1575,971.527,61.9079},{1.568,1.1575,1031.4,64.9736},{1.576,1.1575,1026.09,61.0982},
{1.584,1.1575,1062.84,62.0871},{1.592,1.1575,1216.24,70.9357},{1.6,1.1575,1140.09,64.1825},{1.608,1.1575,1222.88,67.0428},{1.616,1.1575,1178.17,64.1619},{1.624,1.1575,1163.65,62.1923},{1.632,1.1575,1272.6,66.9027},{1.64,1.1575,1249.67,65.7316},{1.648,1.1575,1195.89,63.4892},{1.656,1.1575,1201.57,62.8367},{1.664,1.1575,1345.63,73.4287},{1.672,1.1575,1197.82,67.6579},{1.68,1.1575,971.797,56.9084},
{1.688,1.1575,925.67,56.8698},{1.696,1.1575,775.055,51.9097},{1.704,1.1575,642.89,47.4658},{1.712,1.1575,478.728,39.5664},{1.72,1.1575,164.831,22.8821},{1.32,1.1645,34.5264,42.1491},{1.328,1.1645,14.764,11.9094},{1.336,1.1645,57.1807,56.8314},{1.344,1.1645,31.7852,16.8051},{1.352,1.1645,38.4224,17.5636},{1.36,1.1645,83.2069,36.1503},{1.368,1.1645,60.9409,16.9107},{1.376,1.1645,119.219,36.1476},
{1.384,1.1645,129.901,31.7787},{1.392,1.1645,101.109,21.1854},{1.4,1.1645,190.14,37.5424},{1.408,1.1645,224.597,40.6601},{1.416,1.1645,191.295,29.5329},{1.424,1.1645,228.456,34.3198},{1.432,1.1645,302.765,41.6432},{1.44,1.1645,261.476,30.3677},{1.448,1.1645,369.792,44.7261},{1.456,1.1645,397.606,42.5293},{1.464,1.1645,401.719,41.895},{1.472,1.1645,451.561,41.5817},{1.48,1.1645,513.597,44.8136},
{1.488,1.1645,588.124,48.601},{1.496,1.1645,561.293,43.8996},{1.504,1.1645,701.101,53.9506},{1.512,1.1645,849.2,65.1886},{1.52,1.1645,830.27,60.7755},{1.528,1.1645,780.273,52.5961},{1.536,1.1645,879.296,58.5367},{1.544,1.1645,947.76,61.4445},{1.552,1.1645,925.02,54.7783},{1.56,1.1645,1102.37,66.6388},{1.568,1.1645,1107.15,62.5561},{1.576,1.1645,1150.85,64.6435},{1.584,1.1645,1279.8,71.1981},
{1.592,1.1645,1202.53,64.8267},{1.6,1.1645,1324.15,71.0179},{1.608,1.1645,1300.15,67.6089},{1.616,1.1645,1279.28,66.1326},{1.624,1.1645,1475.15,75.8027},{1.632,1.1645,1308.23,68.8035},{1.64,1.1645,1338.85,69.1244},{1.648,1.1645,1349.39,70.4579},{1.656,1.1645,1334.25,69.2281},{1.664,1.1645,1111.09,58.7112},{1.672,1.1645,1150.28,65.2043},{1.68,1.1645,1167.64,69.3446},{1.688,1.1645,951.977,58.9618},
{1.696,1.1645,813.174,54.406},{1.704,1.1645,611.128,46.6882},{1.712,1.1645,288.072,34.1077},{1.32,1.1715,4.60628,3.87843},{1.328,1.1715,535.853,411.666},{1.336,1.1715,44.0978,25.3785},{1.344,1.1715,76.8153,36.3961},{1.352,1.1715,89.599,34.6658},{1.36,1.1715,91.5135,33.5379},{1.368,1.1715,94.0487,24.4158},{1.376,1.1715,92.6644,20.1147},{1.384,1.1715,116.131,25.179},{1.392,1.1715,131.098,25.491},
{1.4,1.1715,248.164,44.6166},{1.408,1.1715,197.404,30.3608},{1.416,1.1715,262.023,37.1815},{1.424,1.1715,215.623,27.811},{1.432,1.1715,314.386,37.9607},{1.44,1.1715,366.434,41.0042},{1.448,1.1715,438.461,47.3155},{1.456,1.1715,409.211,40.4237},{1.464,1.1715,514.153,46.0431},{1.472,1.1715,527.725,45.8275},{1.48,1.1715,684.845,57.413},{1.488,1.1715,712.931,56.6154},{1.496,1.1715,703.076,51.8939},
{1.504,1.1715,744.16,53.9651},{1.512,1.1715,721.607,49.0451},{1.52,1.1715,840.521,55.175},{1.528,1.1715,940.028,59.5288},{1.536,1.1715,800.222,48.7522},{1.544,1.1715,1021.69,60.1814},{1.552,1.1715,1074.45,61.1451},{1.56,1.1715,1260.73,72.4417},{1.568,1.1715,1127.75,61.8255},{1.576,1.1715,1153.35,61.9529},{1.584,1.1715,1290.6,67.1394},{1.592,1.1715,1241.1,63.2056},{1.6,1.1715,1322.74,65.5818},
{1.608,1.1715,1377.98,68.7329},{1.616,1.1715,1460.19,71.9569},{1.624,1.1715,1471.32,72.8212},{1.632,1.1715,1343.12,64.9793},{1.64,1.1715,1347.17,65.7034},{1.648,1.1715,1415.96,72.5744},{1.656,1.1715,1286.85,64.7776},{1.664,1.1715,1449.51,77.6442},{1.672,1.1715,1148.86,63.0972},{1.68,1.1715,1125.94,65.3927},{1.688,1.1715,921.236,57.2958},{1.696,1.1715,834.671,58.0997},{1.704,1.1715,396.198,41.2526},
{1.712,1.1715,41.1247,27.8816},{1.304,1.1785,18.2081,20.9119},{1.32,1.1785,126.122,78.8641},{1.328,1.1785,31.3279,23.6382},{1.336,1.1785,37.2703,18.1089},{1.344,1.1785,90.4588,40.2898},{1.352,1.1785,56.1013,21.1113},{1.36,1.1785,79.7933,22.3377},{1.368,1.1785,129.821,30.3101},{1.376,1.1785,210.083,46.5573},{1.384,1.1785,129.994,24.8405},{1.392,1.1785,194.274,36.5054},{1.4,1.1785,301.248,47.3009},
{1.408,1.1785,225.036,31.8908},{1.416,1.1785,261.931,33.6932},{1.424,1.1785,423.724,53.5778},{1.432,1.1785,329.862,36.8096},{1.44,1.1785,334.726,34.0652},{1.448,1.1785,579.539,56.0098},{1.456,1.1785,441.867,38.8748},{1.464,1.1785,517.963,43.6965},{1.472,1.1785,594.707,46.5063},{1.48,1.1785,659.903,50.1056},{1.488,1.1785,692.21,51.1654},{1.496,1.1785,694.919,48.6034},{1.504,1.1785,850.843,56.96},
{1.512,1.1785,876.082,55.683},{1.52,1.1785,942.962,57.1368},{1.528,1.1785,1039.46,60.618},{1.536,1.1785,1064.63,62.8998},{1.544,1.1785,1171.04,65.9589},{1.552,1.1785,1233.87,68.2907},{1.56,1.1785,1352.08,72.6378},{1.568,1.1785,1286.06,65.624},{1.576,1.1785,1307.44,64.9222},{1.584,1.1785,1389.83,69.7889},{1.592,1.1785,1500.13,73.3545},{1.6,1.1785,1421.95,69.1373},{1.608,1.1785,1506.52,71.4504},
{1.616,1.1785,1582.84,75.6498},{1.624,1.1785,1411.61,66.804},{1.632,1.1785,1482.78,69.6692},{1.64,1.1785,1562.84,74.7886},{1.648,1.1785,1541.64,76.6316},{1.656,1.1785,1395.38,70.3323},{1.664,1.1785,1290.21,66.4112},{1.672,1.1785,1199.2,64.7593},{1.68,1.1785,970.823,57.83},{1.688,1.1785,785.918,49.4698},{1.696,1.1785,556.599,51.4582},{1.704,1.1785,41.9126,15.6499},{1.304,1.1855,48.0143,58.7778},
{1.32,1.1855,34.5203,34.6318},{1.328,1.1855,104.502,51.6548},{1.336,1.1855,63.5106,28.4301},{1.344,1.1855,52.6746,19.7631},{1.352,1.1855,50.0496,16.0083},{1.36,1.1855,79.1427,23.3587},{1.368,1.1855,111.162,24.0468},{1.376,1.1855,168.258,31.8399},{1.384,1.1855,215.333,36.7135},{1.392,1.1855,221.711,32.1604},{1.4,1.1855,222.527,29.4049},{1.408,1.1855,275.711,35.8034},{1.416,1.1855,355.989,41.9908},
{1.424,1.1855,363.576,39.8067},{1.432,1.1855,343.184,34.8126},{1.44,1.1855,421.933,39.1287},{1.448,1.1855,439.713,38.313},{1.456,1.1855,556.626,46.1591},{1.464,1.1855,545.618,42.8023},{1.472,1.1855,701.072,53.0477},{1.48,1.1855,595.008,42.6157},{1.488,1.1855,688.272,48.485},{1.496,1.1855,835.549,52.8398},{1.504,1.1855,933.822,58.8063},{1.512,1.1855,938.096,56.7215},{1.52,1.1855,1069.98,63.3526},
{1.528,1.1855,972.911,54.4897},{1.536,1.1855,1216.54,66.9173},{1.544,1.1855,1149.14,60.3623},{1.552,1.1855,1284.79,67.8437},{1.56,1.1855,1331.48,69.7858},{1.568,1.1855,1435.97,69.9462},{1.576,1.1855,1522.8,74.7367},{1.584,1.1855,1442.19,68.7286},{1.592,1.1855,1377.92,64.563},{1.6,1.1855,1616.98,75.0598},{1.608,1.1855,1495.16,67.5334},{1.616,1.1855,1565.07,72.2424},{1.624,1.1855,1721.91,80.7761},
{1.632,1.1855,1613.21,75.9292},{1.64,1.1855,1562.07,73.115},{1.648,1.1855,1585.4,78.9008},{1.656,1.1855,1514.29,75.5892},{1.664,1.1855,1296.8,65.2729},{1.672,1.1855,1166.5,62.1018},{1.68,1.1855,1027.42,63.3312},{1.688,1.1855,581.508,45.705},{1.696,1.1855,81.6464,20.1594},{1.312,1.1925,20.8122,13.2773},{1.32,1.1925,109.834,60.8809},{1.328,1.1925,126.048,58.2553},{1.336,1.1925,62.2009,26.3069},
{1.344,1.1925,70.6521,20.8987},{1.352,1.1925,88.0692,24.5096},{1.36,1.1925,139.618,31.429},{1.368,1.1925,136.31,26.4996},{1.376,1.1925,145.381,24.2394},{1.384,1.1925,175.542,27.1984},{1.392,1.1925,307.348,43.4573},{1.4,1.1925,241.413,29.8581},{1.408,1.1925,285.609,31.2855},{1.416,1.1925,400.289,42.927},{1.424,1.1925,380.484,38.3519},{1.432,1.1925,458.819,43.9499},{1.44,1.1925,506.768,44.4987},
{1.448,1.1925,505.352,42.833},{1.456,1.1925,616.749,49.3292},{1.464,1.1925,689.266,51.9206},{1.472,1.1925,609.417,42.9345},{1.48,1.1925,676.364,44.8201},{1.488,1.1925,769.923,48.9322},{1.496,1.1925,745.48,46.0791},{1.504,1.1925,849.826,49.364},{1.512,1.1925,983.996,57.3922},{1.52,1.1925,1005.35,55.1941},{1.528,1.1925,1161.05,64.0787},{1.536,1.1925,1192.22,62.8724},{1.544,1.1925,1294.1,67.7281},
{1.552,1.1925,1277.58,62.6399},{1.56,1.1925,1458.48,70.9634},{1.568,1.1925,1471.17,71.4352},{1.576,1.1925,1459.02,69.2014},{1.584,1.1925,1425.56,66.6124},{1.592,1.1925,1540.56,68.2563},{1.6,1.1925,1762.08,80.4414},{1.608,1.1925,1687.83,74.5359},{1.616,1.1925,1792.03,81.8194},{1.624,1.1925,1719.21,77.9269},{1.632,1.1925,1577.98,71.3357},{1.64,1.1925,1675.37,77.186},{1.648,1.1925,1347.93,62.6137},
{1.656,1.1925,1428.48,69.2999},{1.664,1.1925,1284.72,68.2978},{1.672,1.1925,1020.59,57.2081},{1.68,1.1925,664.16,48.099},{1.688,1.1925,151.946,29.431},{1.296,1.1995,32.5169,37.2549},{1.312,1.1995,26.6006,17.6286},{1.32,1.1995,22.1661,10.163},{1.328,1.1995,51.3603,20.7847},{1.336,1.1995,73.7643,24.5924},{1.344,1.1995,51.2312,16.6885},{1.352,1.1995,127.773,28.305},{1.36,1.1995,115.403,20.6463},
{1.368,1.1995,145.903,26.8922},{1.376,1.1995,234.404,37.458},{1.384,1.1995,234.45,33.7093},{1.392,1.1995,313.2,41.393},{1.4,1.1995,336.9,40.1628},{1.408,1.1995,309.057,32.8116},{1.416,1.1995,376.497,37.3719},{1.424,1.1995,422.701,40.2962},{1.432,1.1995,439.741,37.9568},{1.44,1.1995,482.263,39.1981},{1.448,1.1995,617.348,48.8971},{1.456,1.1995,664.408,47.7875},{1.464,1.1995,706.203,51.3588},
{1.472,1.1995,662.388,45.2677},{1.48,1.1995,739.253,47.9894},{1.488,1.1995,881.492,55.0387},{1.496,1.1995,922.681,56.1717},{1.504,1.1995,896.707,50.6018},{1.512,1.1995,1004.69,55.746},{1.52,1.1995,1163.13,62.2073},{1.528,1.1995,1251.04,63.9653},{1.536,1.1995,1323.19,66.8697},{1.544,1.1995,1398.06,71.3963},{1.552,1.1995,1422.87,69.5649},{1.56,1.1995,1378.27,64.8241},{1.568,1.1995,1517.68,68.7297},
{1.576,1.1995,1524.29,69.1744},{1.584,1.1995,1614.16,72.5335},{1.592,1.1995,1674.01,73.0295},{1.6,1.1995,1856.02,81.7713},{1.608,1.1995,1625.23,72.1613},{1.616,1.1995,1716.65,76.2291},{1.624,1.1995,1727.87,77.1146},{1.632,1.1995,1690.28,77.2683},{1.64,1.1995,1650.47,75.5438},{1.648,1.1995,1453.27,68.0122},{1.656,1.1995,1444.47,71.8057},{1.664,1.1995,1213.52,67.4148},{1.672,1.1995,855.078,55.0847},
{1.68,1.1995,207.688,30.8245},{1.296,1.2065,42.6904,37.1929},{1.304,1.2065,20.0429,18.0753},{1.312,1.2065,25.173,16.6939},{1.32,1.2065,100.291,48.4112},{1.328,1.2065,57.8491,17.935},{1.336,1.2065,56.2432,16.1283},{1.344,1.2065,140.983,34.6616},{1.352,1.2065,119.605,24.206},{1.36,1.2065,186.879,34.3715},{1.368,1.2065,183.24,30.4952},{1.376,1.2065,218.791,32.0175},{1.384,1.2065,241.651,30.9072},
{1.392,1.2065,340.952,41.581},{1.4,1.2065,302.049,34.0261},{1.408,1.2065,315.079,32.5291},{1.416,1.2065,359.926,33.7579},{1.424,1.2065,447.41,40.5034},{1.432,1.2065,411.839,34.7896},{1.44,1.2065,499.29,40.4184},{1.448,1.2065,621.988,45.9213},{1.456,1.2065,672.928,47.8092},{1.464,1.2065,659.155,43.6406},{1.472,1.2065,823.605,53.5573},{1.48,1.2065,812.347,50.016},{1.488,1.2065,975.871,58.8978},
{1.496,1.2065,908.36,53.1662},{1.504,1.2065,893.146,49.2626},{1.512,1.2065,1101.92,59.461},{1.52,1.2065,1210.39,63.1817},{1.528,1.2065,1251.48,63.9078},{1.536,1.2065,1249.28,61.0953},{1.544,1.2065,1322.02,62.4878},{1.552,1.2065,1402.86,66.3985},{1.56,1.2065,1501.01,69.0745},{1.568,1.2065,1612.11,73.6237},{1.576,1.2065,1671.72,75.575},{1.584,1.2065,1702.34,75.7335},{1.592,1.2065,1663.61,73.3246},
{1.6,1.2065,1839.87,81.7426},{1.608,1.2065,1832.42,79.5333},{1.616,1.2065,1706.52,73.7751},{1.624,1.2065,1675.5,73.37},{1.632,1.2065,1683.7,74.9441},{1.64,1.2065,1484.27,67.4407},{1.648,1.2065,1452.03,68.9125},{1.656,1.2065,1192.46,61.1963},{1.664,1.2065,964.87,58.1941},{1.672,1.2065,325.811,37.8221},{1.288,1.2135,46.9521,56.8824},{1.296,1.2135,119.911,118.264},{1.304,1.2135,25.2162,16.3874},
{1.312,1.2135,28.7377,14.2095},{1.32,1.2135,49.0053,18.5573},{1.328,1.2135,69.7844,23.5959},{1.336,1.2135,95.837,25.1669},{1.344,1.2135,139.878,31.2191},{1.352,1.2135,128.293,26.3577},{1.36,1.2135,206.807,35.0928},{1.368,1.2135,187.946,29.2943},{1.376,1.2135,230.696,33.7749},{1.384,1.2135,187.11,23.6447},{1.392,1.2135,336.208,39.4501},{1.4,1.2135,354.753,36.8099},{1.408,1.2135,429.364,42.2326},
{1.416,1.2135,408.617,36.0553},{1.424,1.2135,502.148,42.7802},{1.432,1.2135,531.947,44.0364},{1.44,1.2135,616.319,47.8793},{1.448,1.2135,600.315,44.892},{1.456,1.2135,660.226,44.6028},{1.464,1.2135,775.527,51.1973},{1.472,1.2135,755.075,48.2637},{1.48,1.2135,785.445,47.0153},{1.488,1.2135,957.289,56.8988},{1.496,1.2135,1081.87,61.8777},{1.504,1.2135,1077.4,58.583},{1.512,1.2135,1080.21,56.598},
{1.52,1.2135,1279.64,64.9421},{1.528,1.2135,1296.48,64.2099},{1.536,1.2135,1480.11,71.6693},{1.544,1.2135,1269.52,59.3154},{1.552,1.2135,1436.92,66.5916},{1.56,1.2135,1573.08,71.7838},{1.568,1.2135,1703.86,75.4259},{1.576,1.2135,1844.63,81.8052},{1.584,1.2135,1825.08,80.0051},{1.592,1.2135,1637.03,71.6542},{1.6,1.2135,1688.57,72.343},{1.608,1.2135,1783,76.4001},{1.616,1.2135,1712.32,74.1924},
{1.624,1.2135,1667.72,74.6678},{1.632,1.2135,1645.53,73.0592},{1.64,1.2135,1473.37,67.1696},{1.648,1.2135,1286.34,62.5922},{1.656,1.2135,1081.51,62.6248},{1.664,1.2135,365.06,36.6458},{1.28,1.2205,17.123,19.0433},{1.288,1.2205,22.3605,24.3856},{1.296,1.2205,32.8335,23.6621},{1.304,1.2205,4.75634,5.06275},{1.312,1.2205,27.4319,12.622},{1.32,1.2205,60.3991,20.8453},{1.328,1.2205,55.2966,14.7206},
{1.336,1.2205,72.9792,17.408},{1.344,1.2205,89.2585,18.8173},{1.352,1.2205,146.688,25.0739},{1.36,1.2205,150.652,24.9899},{1.368,1.2205,179.894,26.2843},{1.376,1.2205,285.49,41.0276},{1.384,1.2205,233.579,27.5071},{1.392,1.2205,284.167,32.661},{1.4,1.2205,432.036,42.7012},{1.408,1.2205,417.134,40.0394},{1.416,1.2205,459.664,40.4719},{1.424,1.2205,531.649,45.9327},{1.432,1.2205,450.301,34.6021},
{1.44,1.2205,642,48.8379},{1.448,1.2205,699.051,52.2801},{1.456,1.2205,702.583,47.3721},{1.464,1.2205,748.078,46.6142},{1.472,1.2205,921.014,58.7019},{1.48,1.2205,837.934,49.1873},{1.488,1.2205,961.653,55.5503},{1.496,1.2205,1069.57,58.7363},{1.504,1.2205,1101.18,57.5568},{1.512,1.2205,1049.69,53.7217},{1.52,1.2205,1162.74,56.8206},{1.528,1.2205,1246.81,61.1087},{1.536,1.2205,1463.39,69.5416},
{1.544,1.2205,1477.39,69.7443},{1.552,1.2205,1552.85,70.822},{1.56,1.2205,1626.21,76.2743},{1.568,1.2205,1553.57,69.9008},{1.576,1.2205,1626.64,71.6172},{1.584,1.2205,1645.93,72.1782},{1.592,1.2205,1781.95,77.8357},{1.6,1.2205,1875.74,80.4377},{1.608,1.2205,1794.61,76.8467},{1.616,1.2205,1687.03,71.7296},{1.624,1.2205,1583.09,70.3099},{1.632,1.2205,1583.13,71.1427},{1.64,1.2205,1180.11,55.3308},
{1.648,1.2205,1007.45,53.5441},{1.656,1.2205,392.003,32.4107},{1.664,1.2205,12.3486,8.53687},{1.272,1.2275,3.84801,4.72633},{1.288,1.2275,94.0387,62.6688},{1.296,1.2275,7.07467,4.68805},{1.304,1.2275,40.3519,20.7603},{1.312,1.2275,26.8684,12.005},{1.32,1.2275,60.5344,17.8959},{1.328,1.2275,56.2557,15.2924},{1.336,1.2275,119.341,26.3073},{1.344,1.2275,106.639,23.5089},{1.352,1.2275,127.244,22.3066},
{1.36,1.2275,201.599,33.522},{1.368,1.2275,246.406,35.7427},{1.376,1.2275,270.8,36.8603},{1.384,1.2275,315.519,34.5629},{1.392,1.2275,314.231,32.8941},{1.4,1.2275,363.564,35.6548},{1.408,1.2275,417.077,38.1753},{1.416,1.2275,427.455,35.8984},{1.424,1.2275,398.898,32.2954},{1.432,1.2275,514.412,39.7662},{1.44,1.2275,678.482,52.0958},{1.448,1.2275,649.962,44.8833},{1.456,1.2275,730.26,48.7267},
{1.464,1.2275,758.512,48.0477},{1.472,1.2275,840.836,50.2844},{1.48,1.2275,931.559,54.1111},{1.488,1.2275,846.291,48.0099},{1.496,1.2275,1000.15,54.43},{1.504,1.2275,1122.31,59.7033},{1.512,1.2275,1186.53,60.8098},{1.52,1.2275,1146.61,58.7576},{1.528,1.2275,1350.58,66.8529},{1.536,1.2275,1374.8,65.3485},{1.544,1.2275,1597.39,74.8586},{1.552,1.2275,1567.11,73.456},{1.56,1.2275,1543.1,69.6766},
{1.568,1.2275,1623.53,71.6313},{1.576,1.2275,1677.54,74.1012},{1.584,1.2275,1691.89,73.2082},{1.592,1.2275,1626.98,71.5475},{1.6,1.2275,1697.1,75.0912},{1.608,1.2275,1777.19,76.6285},{1.616,1.2275,1569.56,68.5867},{1.624,1.2275,1514.01,66.9318},{1.632,1.2275,1295.8,61.0725},{1.64,1.2275,1002.26,52.9365},{1.648,1.2275,571.49,41.8579},{1.656,1.2275,24.5645,12.7046},{1.264,1.2345,10.668,12.2327},
{1.272,1.2345,7.38381,7.81907},{1.28,1.2345,5.03011,5.59974},{1.288,1.2345,24.3078,19.0496},{1.296,1.2345,25.3933,15.5958},{1.304,1.2345,46.554,21.9697},{1.312,1.2345,44.0268,19.3443},{1.32,1.2345,63.5519,18.4571},{1.328,1.2345,60.7457,16.3492},{1.336,1.2345,85.0644,20.3585},{1.344,1.2345,138.653,25.8631},{1.352,1.2345,190.058,34.3918},{1.36,1.2345,214.453,31.8242},{1.368,1.2345,183.42,24.075},
{1.376,1.2345,261.83,31.9074},{1.384,1.2345,335.934,39.8244},{1.392,1.2345,371.438,38.3774},{1.4,1.2345,372.634,35.872},{1.408,1.2345,374.625,35.0546},{1.416,1.2345,400.877,34.2825},{1.424,1.2345,459.888,36.5482},{1.432,1.2345,491.304,37.0759},{1.44,1.2345,590.04,42.8766},{1.448,1.2345,617.046,42.8405},{1.456,1.2345,720.717,48.2021},{1.464,1.2345,782.585,48.9597},{1.472,1.2345,750.56,46.2025},
{1.48,1.2345,926.49,54.6047},{1.488,1.2345,1038.33,59.3365},{1.496,1.2345,1022.28,55.6893},{1.504,1.2345,1098.18,57.8164},{1.512,1.2345,1254.68,64.6922},{1.52,1.2345,1242.85,62.6862},{1.528,1.2345,1351.48,66.8371},{1.536,1.2345,1454.78,70.7383},{1.544,1.2345,1502.93,71.1104},{1.552,1.2345,1467.72,68.5197},{1.56,1.2345,1478.59,66.5839},{1.568,1.2345,1662.43,74.6321},{1.576,1.2345,1716.13,76.5329},
{1.584,1.2345,1717.02,73.3309},{1.592,1.2345,1901.97,84.5121},{1.6,1.2345,1649.04,71.4023},{1.608,1.2345,1587.18,68.5026},{1.616,1.2345,1430.42,61.3589},{1.624,1.2345,1296.72,59.0076},{1.632,1.2345,1027.46,51.491},{1.64,1.2345,699.316,47.5421},{1.648,1.2345,38.8567,10.7477},{1.264,1.2415,6.84084,7.21383},{1.272,1.2415,5.60094,5.16049},{1.288,1.2415,47.2485,29.047},{1.296,1.2415,17.6118,9.99115},
{1.304,1.2415,27.0517,12.1852},{1.312,1.2415,24.374,8.21417},{1.32,1.2415,67.0102,20.5948},{1.328,1.2415,57.2539,16.3082},{1.336,1.2415,87.5217,19.3949},{1.344,1.2415,134.476,25.1855},{1.352,1.2415,120.51,19.8616},{1.36,1.2415,144.449,21.4877},{1.368,1.2415,218.748,29.9176},{1.376,1.2415,261.085,30.6817},{1.384,1.2415,355.674,40.634},{1.392,1.2415,272.623,27.8578},{1.4,1.2415,355.648,33.5813},
{1.408,1.2415,380.048,33.2905},{1.416,1.2415,453.375,39.2161},{1.424,1.2415,524.986,43.4774},{1.432,1.2415,529.701,41.3659},{1.44,1.2415,622.765,45.049},{1.448,1.2415,666.69,46.3985},{1.456,1.2415,601.265,41.225},{1.464,1.2415,761.32,48.1748},{1.472,1.2415,898.054,53.3724},{1.48,1.2415,941.099,55.2706},{1.488,1.2415,875.88,49.5464},{1.496,1.2415,994.718,53.3725},{1.504,1.2415,1082.49,57.7822},
{1.512,1.2415,1199.74,61.7043},{1.52,1.2415,1294.04,65.1705},{1.528,1.2415,1414.48,71.4495},{1.536,1.2415,1270.71,61.3686},{1.544,1.2415,1276.99,60.7242},{1.552,1.2415,1372.52,64.7423},{1.56,1.2415,1547.12,71.2178},{1.568,1.2415,1551.79,70.3815},{1.576,1.2415,1686.53,73.7465},{1.584,1.2415,1568.45,68.7024},{1.592,1.2415,1693.25,73.7025},{1.6,1.2415,1532.65,67.0745},{1.608,1.2415,1575.39,70.1555},
{1.616,1.2415,1263.38,56.8662},{1.624,1.2415,1038.34,52.8265},{1.632,1.2415,650.657,41.3699},{1.64,1.2415,80.7354,14.6414},{1.264,1.2485,7.50402,8.1816},{1.272,1.2485,7.54587,7.98712},{1.288,1.2485,9.7584,7.79399},{1.296,1.2485,32.5674,14.1404},{1.304,1.2485,70.8767,27.9797},{1.312,1.2485,44.7436,15.751},{1.32,1.2485,107.428,33.2458},{1.328,1.2485,83.2462,19.3403},{1.336,1.2485,95.6218,20.2758},
{1.344,1.2485,153.591,30.6001},{1.352,1.2485,167.326,25.857},{1.36,1.2485,114.754,16.8151},{1.368,1.2485,229.581,30.8377},{1.376,1.2485,211.06,26.079},{1.384,1.2485,286.189,32.5416},{1.392,1.2485,358.456,37.2457},{1.4,1.2485,317.614,31.2669},{1.408,1.2485,372.352,33.7249},{1.416,1.2485,398.908,33.8348},{1.424,1.2485,507.858,40.7529},{1.432,1.2485,601.056,46.2054},{1.44,1.2485,591.07,43.4995},
{1.448,1.2485,545.545,38.3208},{1.456,1.2485,678.94,45.1858},{1.464,1.2485,713.282,45.4447},{1.472,1.2485,734.287,44.1584},{1.48,1.2485,930.508,55.1942},{1.488,1.2485,976.821,57.489},{1.496,1.2485,933.826,50.9915},{1.504,1.2485,1153.6,62.467},{1.512,1.2485,1152.34,60.4647},{1.52,1.2485,1164.46,59.8042},{1.528,1.2485,1262.38,63.7222},{1.536,1.2485,1405.28,69.0801},{1.544,1.2485,1426.21,68.9198},
{1.552,1.2485,1336.9,62.7043},{1.56,1.2485,1499.93,68.5934},{1.568,1.2485,1456.14,65.4384},{1.576,1.2485,1488.25,67.2458},{1.584,1.2485,1623.63,73.3389},{1.592,1.2485,1494.44,65.7258},{1.6,1.2485,1388.1,61.7562},{1.608,1.2485,1244.14,56.1676},{1.616,1.2485,1084.72,53.2867},{1.624,1.2485,739.012,43.9576},{1.632,1.2485,156.034,25.229},{1.256,1.2555,7.70338,7.26582},{1.272,1.2555,27.8294,19.1114},
{1.28,1.2555,57.9353,37.1389},{1.288,1.2555,12.9723,6.15303},{1.296,1.2555,50.4272,24.6144},{1.304,1.2555,37.1492,14.8967},{1.312,1.2555,73.067,25.7454},{1.32,1.2555,65.8263,17.7059},{1.328,1.2555,98.161,23.62},{1.336,1.2555,101.036,21.7289},{1.344,1.2555,130.176,23.7674},{1.352,1.2555,150.557,25.6583},{1.36,1.2555,156.305,22.4279},{1.368,1.2555,235.062,31.635},{1.376,1.2555,260.189,31.9024},
{1.384,1.2555,257.749,29.322},{1.392,1.2555,336.428,34.6376},{1.4,1.2555,405.271,39.7707},{1.408,1.2555,416.253,37.1918},{1.416,1.2555,428.005,36.9751},{1.424,1.2555,442.212,35.2713},{1.432,1.2555,536.011,41.1803},{1.44,1.2555,567.693,41.0142},{1.448,1.2555,705.53,49.9983},{1.456,1.2555,652.885,43.7972},{1.464,1.2555,880.408,57.9665},{1.472,1.2555,814.021,51.2558},{1.48,1.2555,831.39,49.8688},
{1.488,1.2555,968.943,57.2504},{1.496,1.2555,873.774,50.3573},{1.504,1.2555,1123.19,61.7976},{1.512,1.2555,1211.83,63.9019},{1.52,1.2555,1213.9,63.0563},{1.528,1.2555,1274.65,64.6133},{1.536,1.2555,1270.41,61.3365},{1.544,1.2555,1207.24,58.4047},{1.552,1.2555,1321.65,63.394},{1.56,1.2555,1453.07,68.2311},{1.568,1.2555,1469.06,67.3346},{1.576,1.2555,1484.68,65.3777},{1.584,1.2555,1465.7,65.8087},
{1.592,1.2555,1334.55,59.4906},{1.6,1.2555,1396,63.4691},{1.608,1.2555,1229.28,61.7965},{1.616,1.2555,705.115,40.6227},{1.624,1.2555,162.958,20.5947},{1.264,1.2625,37.7057,37.1111},{1.272,1.2625,15.7953,17.6366},{1.28,1.2625,8.59991,7.46802},{1.288,1.2625,16.5721,8.69929},{1.296,1.2625,83.8957,35.1167},{1.304,1.2625,44.0344,15.4579},{1.312,1.2625,96.3359,33.3032},{1.32,1.2625,61.322,15.8942},
{1.328,1.2625,110.371,25.9481},{1.336,1.2625,74.5699,14.2979},{1.344,1.2625,125.469,22.5054},{1.352,1.2625,161.687,26.0152},{1.36,1.2625,211.288,28.822},{1.368,1.2625,208.846,28.9697},{1.376,1.2625,189.928,22.4069},{1.384,1.2625,302.118,33.952},{1.392,1.2625,299.102,29.9545},{1.4,1.2625,348.917,32.7278},{1.408,1.2625,376.611,33.5775},{1.416,1.2625,444.574,39.7867},{1.424,1.2625,451.888,37.6752},
{1.432,1.2625,593.36,48.5788},{1.44,1.2625,634.95,46.793},{1.448,1.2625,619.13,44.9702},{1.456,1.2625,648.338,44.9904},{1.464,1.2625,799.514,52.981},{1.472,1.2625,810.61,51.3309},{1.48,1.2625,894.717,52.7732},{1.488,1.2625,828.07,48.4357},{1.496,1.2625,1035.21,59.6477},{1.504,1.2625,959.731,51.9792},{1.512,1.2625,1094.53,58.4421},{1.52,1.2625,1261.5,66.3838},{1.528,1.2625,1119.21,57.7289},
{1.536,1.2625,1338.35,65.9402},{1.544,1.2625,1356.75,65.6696},{1.552,1.2625,1409.69,66.2801},{1.56,1.2625,1436.71,66.4962},{1.568,1.2625,1381.4,62.0689},{1.576,1.2625,1370.6,62.4514},{1.584,1.2625,1209.31,54.6858},{1.592,1.2625,1259.77,57.7477},{1.6,1.2625,1007.96,48.2921},{1.608,1.2625,802.775,43.6001},{1.616,1.2625,232.741,23.7281},{1.272,1.2695,37.0938,26.8209},{1.28,1.2695,10.1161,5.89825},
{1.288,1.2695,64.3668,34.6577},{1.296,1.2695,34.913,27.0906},{1.304,1.2695,23.2052,8.68114},{1.312,1.2695,97.6945,32.6014},{1.32,1.2695,88.0941,23.7588},{1.328,1.2695,81.2914,19.28},{1.336,1.2695,83.7296,16.7471},{1.344,1.2695,129.077,23.1174},{1.352,1.2695,206.385,36.1671},{1.36,1.2695,229.715,36.7681},{1.368,1.2695,223.549,31.0968},{1.376,1.2695,272.142,33.8882},{1.384,1.2695,279.86,30.5106},
{1.392,1.2695,289.755,30.1219},{1.4,1.2695,330.806,32.3543},{1.408,1.2695,406.471,37.9954},{1.416,1.2695,467.19,39.8303},{1.424,1.2695,499.632,43.5839},{1.432,1.2695,639.527,53.4549},{1.44,1.2695,524.749,39.9163},{1.448,1.2695,625.972,44.2418},{1.456,1.2695,654.873,44.7701},{1.464,1.2695,783.547,51.7395},{1.472,1.2695,734.901,46.2159},{1.48,1.2695,808.277,49.0131},{1.488,1.2695,911.987,54.1913},
{1.496,1.2695,894.628,51.5083},{1.504,1.2695,964.764,53.9608},{1.512,1.2695,1142.25,61.2298},{1.52,1.2695,1076.69,56.1363},{1.528,1.2695,1221.81,61.5613},{1.536,1.2695,1200.76,59.6327},{1.544,1.2695,1234.31,60.104},{1.552,1.2695,1380.19,64.3425},{1.56,1.2695,1406.16,66.1583},{1.568,1.2695,1319,60.3914},{1.576,1.2695,1400.58,65.3836},{1.584,1.2695,1208.58,55.3087},{1.592,1.2695,1140.79,54.6742},
{1.6,1.2695,939.452,51.799},{1.608,1.2695,359.862,33.0983},{1.256,1.2765,9.33107,10.7032},{1.264,1.2765,5.5177,5.88125},{1.272,1.2765,8.94582,6.82055},{1.28,1.2765,12.707,9.92074},{1.288,1.2765,100.371,48.7109},{1.296,1.2765,67.5503,27.9545},{1.304,1.2765,75.1393,26.3883},{1.312,1.2765,90.437,32.1632},{1.32,1.2765,52.0128,15.6805},{1.328,1.2765,50.5402,11.8194},{1.336,1.2765,167.836,36.0686},
{1.344,1.2765,134.726,23.5222},{1.352,1.2765,129.344,21.939},{1.36,1.2765,176.369,26.112},{1.368,1.2765,239.894,34.5677},{1.376,1.2765,268.577,35.2868},{1.384,1.2765,273.718,30.5388},{1.392,1.2765,333.078,36.4327},{1.4,1.2765,413.597,41.4941},{1.408,1.2765,433.46,40.9654},{1.416,1.2765,379.961,33.547},{1.424,1.2765,505.144,43.1358},{1.432,1.2765,520.392,41.0224},{1.44,1.2765,614.88,45.6785},
{1.448,1.2765,567.475,41.0094},{1.456,1.2765,712.617,50.4999},{1.464,1.2765,652.496,42.5312},{1.472,1.2765,765.16,49.5628},{1.48,1.2765,806.671,49.3527},{1.488,1.2765,883.767,53.2316},{1.496,1.2765,912.767,52.5176},{1.504,1.2765,980.867,55.601},{1.512,1.2765,1060.77,57.6446},{1.52,1.2765,1264.52,67.0802},{1.528,1.2765,1081.96,56.4186},{1.536,1.2765,1148.84,56.9968},{1.544,1.2765,1244.84,60.2065},
{1.552,1.2765,1320.51,62.7727},{1.56,1.2765,1308.8,60.7341},{1.568,1.2765,1214.48,57.0325},{1.576,1.2765,1269.28,59.1439},{1.584,1.2765,1125.36,53.8937},{1.592,1.2765,901.27,47.9287},{1.6,1.2765,520.386,40.5646},{1.608,1.2765,32.6815,31.4134},{1.264,1.2835,7.13081,7.78696},{1.272,1.2835,4.56211,4.03119},{1.28,1.2835,28.6996,19.294},{1.288,1.2835,21.8456,9.58354},{1.296,1.2835,35.7489,14.9966},
{1.304,1.2835,28.4815,11.2966},{1.312,1.2835,124.718,41.4117},{1.32,1.2835,91.9232,28.7429},{1.328,1.2835,51.6805,12.4849},{1.336,1.2835,103.205,22.4449},{1.344,1.2835,124.804,22.496},{1.352,1.2835,226.802,41.6447},{1.36,1.2835,231.098,37.0294},{1.368,1.2835,229.075,31.8497},{1.376,1.2835,177.6,19.437},{1.384,1.2835,238.629,26.1649},{1.392,1.2835,325.956,34.5121},{1.4,1.2835,293.1,29.2894},
{1.408,1.2835,323.774,29.8481},{1.416,1.2835,443.657,39.7429},{1.424,1.2835,516.049,44.8378},{1.432,1.2835,542.501,45.1364},{1.44,1.2835,625.726,48.8996},{1.448,1.2835,547.714,40.2553},{1.456,1.2835,759.827,54.7215},{1.464,1.2835,793.014,53.6501},{1.472,1.2835,836.371,56.1691},{1.48,1.2835,914.628,57.7858},{1.488,1.2835,865.024,54.3114},{1.496,1.2835,832.31,48.7372},{1.504,1.2835,1136.57,64.5229},
{1.512,1.2835,1032.5,56.2407},{1.52,1.2835,1122.38,60.1115},{1.528,1.2835,1165.33,59.8513},{1.536,1.2835,1158.07,59.1175},{1.544,1.2835,1214.61,59.2685},{1.552,1.2835,1238.68,59.4913},{1.56,1.2835,1191.2,56.0215},{1.568,1.2835,1286.48,62.1836},{1.576,1.2835,1035.5,50.4199},{1.584,1.2835,886.693,46.4119},{1.592,1.2835,490.95,35.8462},{1.6,1.2835,16.8948,7.79433},{1.256,1.2905,24.2406,19.6154},
{1.264,1.2905,3.89056,4.11706},{1.272,1.2905,4.22083,3.7945},{1.28,1.2905,70.3936,38.7345},{1.288,1.2905,26.7787,14.8244},{1.296,1.2905,19.0613,8.16206},{1.304,1.2905,31.9368,10.3607},{1.312,1.2905,136.437,41.9187},{1.32,1.2905,103.307,27.9002},{1.328,1.2905,46.6105,11.7219},{1.336,1.2905,80.6156,16.0476},{1.344,1.2905,125.866,23.3392},{1.352,1.2905,114.883,18.616},{1.36,1.2905,234.716,39.3617},
{1.368,1.2905,213.381,30.2053},{1.376,1.2905,224.385,28.916},{1.384,1.2905,243.842,29.0267},{1.392,1.2905,338.374,37.709},{1.4,1.2905,400.248,43.7753},{1.408,1.2905,369.298,36.6669},{1.416,1.2905,362.19,31.5354},{1.424,1.2905,483.048,41.764},{1.432,1.2905,504.803,40.7781},{1.44,1.2905,510.938,39.7121},{1.448,1.2905,595.25,45.3262},{1.456,1.2905,631.727,45.5409},{1.464,1.2905,739.391,50.5261},
{1.472,1.2905,807.827,54.3738},{1.48,1.2905,874.933,55.2329},{1.488,1.2905,877.563,54.1757},{1.496,1.2905,892.932,53.8567},{1.504,1.2905,955.918,53.4231},{1.512,1.2905,1028.07,57.1022},{1.52,1.2905,1011.43,52.7276},{1.528,1.2905,1065.19,55.2705},{1.536,1.2905,1133.39,57.5192},{1.544,1.2905,1302.87,64.4309},{1.552,1.2905,1207.47,60.058},{1.56,1.2905,1127.98,54.4565},{1.568,1.2905,1041.29,50.704},
{1.576,1.2905,886.218,47.2839},{1.584,1.2905,500.239,32.9066},{1.592,1.2905,43.6439,12.0034},{1.272,1.2975,48.467,39.0369},{1.288,1.2975,58.9711,33.9794},{1.296,1.2975,16.9117,6.28418},{1.304,1.2975,53.9303,20.7391},{1.312,1.2975,45.716,13.8153},{1.32,1.2975,73.9031,22.9276},{1.328,1.2975,74.0829,16.6096},{1.336,1.2975,97.4351,18.9853},{1.344,1.2975,131.292,22.9745},{1.352,1.2975,166.225,28.3853},
{1.36,1.2975,205.651,31.2562},{1.368,1.2975,167.865,22.5944},{1.376,1.2975,261.319,33.6573},{1.384,1.2975,201.916,21.7912},{1.392,1.2975,291.342,31.1849},{1.4,1.2975,324.207,33.885},{1.408,1.2975,353.305,34.8038},{1.416,1.2975,387.495,37.6727},{1.424,1.2975,440.71,37.2428},{1.432,1.2975,498.575,41.1491},{1.44,1.2975,560.432,44.7212},{1.448,1.2975,603.093,45.579},{1.456,1.2975,609.528,43.2684},
{1.464,1.2975,697.825,49.3494},{1.472,1.2975,767.875,52.2567},{1.48,1.2975,802.087,53.0794},{1.488,1.2975,894.162,55.2682},{1.496,1.2975,926.203,55.6783},{1.504,1.2975,982.358,56.1791},{1.512,1.2975,959.477,53.7446},{1.52,1.2975,983.066,52.8501},{1.528,1.2975,1041.59,53.7843},{1.536,1.2975,1188.33,61.6582},{1.544,1.2975,1126.84,56.8795},{1.552,1.2975,1064.3,52.3869},{1.56,1.2975,1009.98,51.6343},
{1.568,1.2975,1000.97,53.0322},{1.576,1.2975,563.579,35.7443},{1.584,1.2975,61.2557,10.783},{1.256,1.3045,14.8469,12.7833},{1.264,1.3045,7.32354,5.46826},{1.272,1.3045,10.947,9.2589},{1.28,1.3045,10.8004,6.48108},{1.288,1.3045,33.995,18.5532},{1.296,1.3045,20.6263,8.35915},{1.304,1.3045,28.6374,9.60074},{1.312,1.3045,48.9291,15.4231},{1.32,1.3045,69.6193,19.0646},{1.328,1.3045,59.5729,14.191},
{1.336,1.3045,98.9127,19.5474},{1.344,1.3045,113.091,19.8877},{1.352,1.3045,177.978,30.2381},{1.36,1.3045,168.801,26.27},{1.368,1.3045,239.504,33.4193},{1.376,1.3045,234.538,29.0695},{1.384,1.3045,218.236,24.9977},{1.392,1.3045,282.096,32.4506},{1.4,1.3045,336.339,35.1468},{1.408,1.3045,313.762,32.8234},{1.416,1.3045,437.671,41.2773},{1.424,1.3045,432.086,38.4998},{1.432,1.3045,433.377,38.0838},
{1.44,1.3045,542.375,43.5286},{1.448,1.3045,585.884,44.3733},{1.456,1.3045,678.331,49.7928},{1.464,1.3045,791.244,56.8115},{1.472,1.3045,691.668,46.1966},{1.48,1.3045,862.823,57.2401},{1.488,1.3045,825.529,51.4819},{1.496,1.3045,849.935,49.7809},{1.504,1.3045,977.355,56.5503},{1.512,1.3045,954.576,52.906},{1.52,1.3045,985.516,52.3512},{1.528,1.3045,1063.85,55.3541},{1.536,1.3045,1070.43,54.6759},
{1.544,1.3045,995.329,49.552},{1.552,1.3045,1028.29,51.2721},{1.56,1.3045,879.926,46.8227},{1.568,1.3045,592.666,37.2652},{1.576,1.3045,95.6126,14.6921},{1.264,1.3115,4.23486,4.51716},{1.272,1.3115,10.7756,9.47875},{1.28,1.3115,52.6254,24.0139},{1.288,1.3115,48.9838,22.3447},{1.296,1.3115,46.0243,22.9171},{1.304,1.3115,30.2105,9.72453},{1.312,1.3115,55.2226,17.2254},{1.32,1.3115,56.6477,15.2227},
{1.328,1.3115,92.0628,22.488},{1.336,1.3115,94.3834,18.6607},{1.344,1.3115,139.078,27.0647},{1.352,1.3115,148.521,24.87},{1.36,1.3115,197.372,30.9305},{1.368,1.3115,210.669,31.8672},{1.376,1.3115,214.653,26.3382},{1.384,1.3115,354.813,43.5738},{1.392,1.3115,319.951,38.5434},{1.4,1.3115,370.896,38.0632},{1.408,1.3115,343.452,33.8342},{1.416,1.3115,423.999,38.0793},{1.424,1.3115,376.721,33.5274},
{1.432,1.3115,486.8,40.8049},{1.44,1.3115,476.269,36.8847},{1.448,1.3115,644.915,51.2555},{1.456,1.3115,619.675,46.9754},{1.464,1.3115,784.513,56.8224},{1.472,1.3115,650.396,43.1838},{1.48,1.3115,746.848,48.7789},{1.488,1.3115,819.488,51.7073},{1.496,1.3115,897.98,53.8265},{1.504,1.3115,819.744,47.4065},{1.512,1.3115,973.016,54.4704},{1.52,1.3115,1026.53,54.591},{1.528,1.3115,1115.05,59.2904},
{1.536,1.3115,1009.96,51.4268},{1.544,1.3115,978.454,50.6798},{1.552,1.3115,930.606,50.4218},{1.56,1.3115,664.911,39.6464},{1.568,1.3115,234.355,30.6454},{1.248,1.3185,5.28186,6.39088},{1.256,1.3185,4.97935,4.14383},{1.264,1.3185,28.5126,19.9118},{1.272,1.3185,10.7897,9.38406},{1.28,1.3185,43.507,32.2519},{1.288,1.3185,190.655,81.4428},{1.296,1.3185,21.2401,8.07059},{1.304,1.3185,32.1319,12.491},
{1.312,1.3185,86.7355,32.0328},{1.32,1.3185,55.9063,14.8814},{1.328,1.3185,107.836,30.3516},{1.336,1.3185,87.7352,16.8947},{1.344,1.3185,103.223,17.9528},{1.352,1.3185,128.96,21.4898},{1.36,1.3185,139.846,21.2016},{1.368,1.3185,147.232,20.7355},{1.376,1.3185,209.763,28.5963},{1.384,1.3185,252.134,32.2778},{1.392,1.3185,303.866,35.4337},{1.4,1.3185,319.977,32.2805},{1.408,1.3185,283.411,27.3663},
{1.416,1.3185,305.738,29.0529},{1.424,1.3185,498.088,49.4556},{1.432,1.3185,593.685,54.5226},{1.44,1.3185,524.008,43.9829},{1.448,1.3185,620.125,48.1038},{1.456,1.3185,615.681,45.9867},{1.464,1.3185,621.399,44.1849},{1.472,1.3185,753.651,50.4648},{1.48,1.3185,795.557,53.1758},{1.488,1.3185,773.515,49.1492},{1.496,1.3185,878.703,52.9987},{1.504,1.3185,927.007,54.5471}
,{1.512,1.3185,1056.82,59.0604},{1.52,1.3185,1053.74,55.2606},{1.528,1.3185,984.402,51.8379},{1.536,1.3185,1040.19,54.9801},{1.544,1.3185,809.848,42.9807},{1.552,1.3185,629.884,36.4261},{1.56,1.3185,241.041,25.7722},{1.248,1.3255,1.81333,2.36432},{1.256,1.3255,29.7954,35.6944},{1.264,1.3255,21.8977,16.5529},{1.272,1.3255,53.702,48.0894},{1.28,1.3255,13.4633,7.06069},{1.288,1.3255,16.6431,7.58528},
{1.296,1.3255,18.3738,9.2108},{1.304,1.3255,34.5463,11.0658},{1.312,1.3255,35.6083,11.3978},{1.32,1.3255,101.498,31.8374},{1.328,1.3255,89.3324,21.8064},{1.336,1.3255,111.561,23.1211},{1.344,1.3255,93.4091,17.6412},{1.352,1.3255,138.188,23.7237},{1.36,1.3255,184.407,29.9593},{1.368,1.3255,145.243,19.6438},{1.376,1.3255,217.882,30.0372},{1.384,1.3255,276.452,36.3257},{1.392,1.3255,253.392,29.3841},
{1.4,1.3255,294.126,30.255},{1.408,1.3255,463.743,50.3962},{1.416,1.3255,357.091,33.938},{1.424,1.3255,472.016,46.248},{1.432,1.3255,474.335,41.5945},{1.44,1.3255,516.149,41.7431},{1.448,1.3255,560.777,44.3815},{1.456,1.3255,591.654,43.9556},{1.464,1.3255,665.815,48.917},{1.472,1.3255,741.748,51.4416},{1.48,1.3255,725.633,48.7699},{1.488,1.3255,787.286,50.4281},{1.496,1.3255,904.145,55.8006},
{1.504,1.3255,897.522,52.6505},{1.512,1.3255,1056.08,60.4631},{1.52,1.3255,938.37,51.9954},{1.528,1.3255,987.209,54.3213},{1.536,1.3255,869.36,48.1729},{1.544,1.3255,720.059,42.864},{1.552,1.3255,282.922,27.8996},{1.264,1.3325,6.13169,6.35758},{1.272,1.3325,13.1599,12.5936},{1.28,1.3325,12.76,5.94707},{1.288,1.3325,22.7729,11.2488},{1.296,1.3325,32.4595,16.3901},{1.304,1.3325,46.2062,19.9808},
{1.312,1.3325,46.8406,16.7366},{1.32,1.3325,53.3931,14.7307},{1.328,1.3325,82.0359,22.0242},{1.336,1.3325,99.5322,20.3195},{1.344,1.3325,119.289,23.5355},{1.352,1.3325,161.943,28.9348},{1.36,1.3325,174.763,28.0803},{1.368,1.3325,278.658,45.2997},{1.376,1.3325,229.916,31.8003},{1.384,1.3325,255.201,32.0708},{1.392,1.3325,317.556,38.6656},{1.4,1.3325,360.08,40.3279},{1.408,1.3325,321.159,33.6462},
{1.416,1.3325,327.536,32.0319},{1.424,1.3325,439.04,40.9468},{1.432,1.3325,523.677,46.7236},{1.44,1.3325,491.852,40.5478},{1.448,1.3325,566.629,45.5898},{1.456,1.3325,548.741,42.4739},{1.464,1.3325,663.173,46.8742},{1.472,1.3325,669.228,48.0855},{1.48,1.3325,761.599,50.6299},{1.488,1.3325,784.086,50.8699},{1.496,1.3325,871.803,53.4723},{1.504,1.3325,849.398,50.8188},{1.512,1.3325,884.528,50.1046},
{1.52,1.3325,885.571,50.7953},{1.528,1.3325,978.682,55.4684},{1.536,1.3325,679.498,41.1833},{1.544,1.3325,367.901,31.2621},{1.552,1.3325,1.81418,2.04604},{1.248,1.3395,12.3184,17.1275},{1.256,1.3395,4.19637,4.66851},{1.264,1.3395,13.1026,9.04682},{1.272,1.3395,7.72633,6.81557},{1.28,1.3395,13.4094,8.40272},{1.288,1.3395,29.0911,15.9832},{1.296,1.3395,28.7989,12.2512},{1.304,1.3395,47.881,17.2629},
{1.312,1.3395,37.8894,12.7323},{1.32,1.3395,52.6531,14.687},{1.328,1.3395,80.3114,18.0818},{1.336,1.3395,160.371,43.6353},{1.344,1.3395,129.83,24.5945},{1.352,1.3395,151.741,25.6808},{1.36,1.3395,194.443,32.8113},{1.368,1.3395,178.401,26.9343},{1.376,1.3395,237.315,33.3892},{1.384,1.3395,262.375,37.0198},{1.392,1.3395,259.454,31.3639},{1.4,1.3395,306.634,34.3839},{1.408,1.3395,369.87,40.7971},
{1.416,1.3395,399.453,40.041},{1.424,1.3395,388.174,36.4259},{1.432,1.3395,498.109,47.4258},{1.44,1.3395,458.007,38.8133},{1.448,1.3395,554.031,45.3368},{1.456,1.3395,581.973,43.6729},{1.464,1.3395,708.094,52.7213},{1.472,1.3395,680.075,47.3328},{1.48,1.3395,819.592,54.3254},{1.488,1.3395,861.287,55.9339},{1.496,1.3395,827.578,50.6768},{1.504,1.3395,794.323,47.3656},{1.512,1.3395,836.131,47.8866},
{1.52,1.3395,830.658,49.3451},{1.528,1.3395,671.847,40.2975},{1.536,1.3395,415.959,33.9934},{1.544,1.3395,32.9763,16.433},{1.248,1.3465,19.9691,23.899},{1.264,1.3465,1.10799,1.20943},{1.272,1.3465,6.66423,4.72695},{1.28,1.3465,12.7832,8.14398},{1.288,1.3465,43.7773,23.9227},{1.296,1.3465,25.8805,10.978},{1.304,1.3465,51.1957,24.1345},{1.312,1.3465,104.805,41.2209},{1.32,1.3465,52.0989,14.9707},
{1.328,1.3465,42.6317,10.5327},{1.336,1.3465,93.2128,21.2277},{1.344,1.3465,102.016,19.2923},{1.352,1.3465,152.273,27.4091},{1.36,1.3465,147.92,24.4005},{1.368,1.3465,213.766,34.2615},{1.376,1.3465,248.001,37.2527},{1.384,1.3465,220.452,28.6658},{1.392,1.3465,246.76,29.8512},{1.4,1.3465,236.246,25.8907},{1.408,1.3465,293.834,32.4719},{1.416,1.3465,379.02,38.2188},{1.424,1.3465,357.234,33.4254},
{1.432,1.3465,475.262,43.1162},{1.44,1.3465,493.986,41.768},{1.448,1.3465,511.764,41.3552},{1.456,1.3465,533.668,41.7232},{1.464,1.3465,663.482,48.8215},{1.472,1.3465,743.576,53.7044},{1.48,1.3465,752.688,51.9203},{1.488,1.3465,767.069,50.6889},{1.496,1.3465,750.115,47.8946},{1.504,1.3465,793.489,48.8635},{1.512,1.3465,793.41,47.7498},{1.52,1.3465,717.27,44.448},{1.528,1.3465,449.212,33.8556},
{1.536,1.3465,61.1014,18.0715},{1.264,1.3535,147.591,157.357},{1.272,1.3535,15.174,12.6239},{1.28,1.3535,28.3328,19.0906},{1.288,1.3535,13.9875,7.2163},{1.296,1.3535,52.2297,24.4362},{1.304,1.3535,61.08,27.1172},{1.312,1.3535,52.8681,19.1652},{1.32,1.3535,69.9453,19.2527},{1.328,1.3535,88.3989,24.0969},{1.336,1.3535,94.5786,21.9174},{1.344,1.3535,180.684,44.8094},{1.352,1.3535,145.139,28.0972},
{1.36,1.3535,203.385,38.2408},{1.368,1.3535,194.675,29.8716},{1.376,1.3535,246.986,34.9473},{1.384,1.3535,193.461,25.5179},{1.392,1.3535,238.217,28.7635},{1.4,1.3535,341.358,40.5227},{1.408,1.3535,394.241,44.4498},{1.416,1.3535,425.617,43.6011},{1.424,1.3535,412.806,39.0337},{1.432,1.3535,431.934,37.6194},{1.44,1.3535,473.171,39.9835},{1.448,1.3535,557.401,46.1986},{1.456,1.3535,524.188,38.8804},
{1.464,1.3535,567.479,41.8343},{1.472,1.3535,618.827,44.7096},{1.48,1.3535,632.755,41.9055},{1.488,1.3535,821.437,54.6335},{1.496,1.3535,730.305,45.4106},{1.504,1.3535,827.231,52.008},{1.512,1.3535,762.183,48.2774},{1.52,1.3535,546.352,41.9465},{1.528,1.3535,97.4401,21.3164},{1.24,1.3605,5.63916,7.82749},{1.248,1.3605,22.4466,25.2502},{1.256,1.3605,6.43643,5.3713},{1.264,1.3605,2.67792,2.37479},
{1.272,1.3605,20.3167,11.8434},{1.28,1.3605,22.1833,13.5419},{1.288,1.3605,9.07365,4.99176},{1.296,1.3605,34.7,17.1309},{1.304,1.3605,39.362,14.3427},{1.312,1.3605,39.9816,12.737},{1.32,1.3605,79.7528,23.1397},{1.328,1.3605,72.8725,17.9622},{1.336,1.3605,101.948,25.6783},{1.344,1.3605,86.533,17.6286},{1.352,1.3605,114.633,20.6668},{1.36,1.3605,134.6,23.4589},{1.368,1.3605,215.153,37.6735},
{1.376,1.3605,182.505,26.9933},{1.384,1.3605,301.802,42.8861},{1.392,1.3605,284.715,35.9022},{1.4,1.3605,295.853,34.694},{1.408,1.3605,350.067,40.839},{1.416,1.3605,432.626,46.0515},{1.424,1.3605,380.994,36.1824},{1.432,1.3605,465.883,42.2081},{1.44,1.3605,440.552,37.6609},{1.448,1.3605,505.8,41.8818},{1.456,1.3605,577.726,44.7012},{1.464,1.3605,740.228,56.6977},{1.472,1.3605,706.399,50.9692},
{1.48,1.3605,672.851,46.3963},{1.488,1.3605,751.041,49.0661},{1.496,1.3605,809.456,53.1344},{1.504,1.3605,652.406,43.0373},{1.512,1.3605,489.25,37.4696},{1.52,1.3605,91.7973,17.5385},{1.248,1.3675,4.99098,6.08779},{1.264,1.3675,9.63809,9.00105},{1.272,1.3675,17.9328,13.1188},{1.28,1.3675,41.2493,33.778},{1.288,1.3675,28.3767,14.2485},{1.296,1.3675,18.7143,7.39791},{1.304,1.3675,34.2803,13.459},
{1.312,1.3675,49.16,18.5612},{1.32,1.3675,56.0706,17.894},{1.328,1.3675,76.0986,20.081},{1.336,1.3675,79.0496,18.9437},{1.344,1.3675,135.437,29.3215},{1.352,1.3675,185.62,37.6029},{1.36,1.3675,205.508,36.3156},{1.368,1.3675,165.059,26.5902},{1.376,1.3675,218.95,33.6629},{1.384,1.3675,259.249,34.4033},{1.392,1.3675,255.912,30.3516},{1.4,1.3675,280.708,34.1506},{1.408,1.3675,253.792,27.6672},
{1.416,1.3675,408.951,43.6406},{1.424,1.3675,454.001,47.2312},{1.432,1.3675,393.932,35.7249},{1.44,1.3675,574.476,51.0955},{1.448,1.3675,442.451,36.5493},{1.456,1.3675,521.404,41.1889},{1.464,1.3675,602.025,45.0637},{1.472,1.3675,637.07,47.1596},{1.48,1.3675,742.633,52.0886},{1.488,1.3675,795.977,53.5851},{1.496,1.3675,654.367,43.6745},{1.504,1.3675,520.39,38.2562},{1.512,1.3675,123.761,18.3413},
{1.256,1.3745,5.85544,7.11762},{1.264,1.3745,0.782153,0.88617},{1.272,1.3745,14.7864,10.6212},{1.28,1.3745,22.6523,14.506},{1.288,1.3745,29.2809,16.3687},{1.296,1.3745,24.6446,10.8659},{1.304,1.3745,76.5109,35.461},{1.312,1.3745,53.3666,17.057},{1.32,1.3745,66.6865,22.1786},{1.328,1.3745,59.2355,15.8136},{1.336,1.3745,100.769,26.509},{1.344,1.3745,127.769,29.2636},{1.352,1.3745,167.939,33.2444},
{1.36,1.3745,162.684,28.6085},{1.368,1.3745,179.763,29.4121},{1.376,1.3745,227.739,33.6162},{1.384,1.3745,281.138,38.5976},{1.392,1.3745,264.286,31.8183},{1.4,1.3745,260.043,30.8838},{1.408,1.3745,246.542,27.4121},{1.416,1.3745,310.056,32.8589},{1.424,1.3745,438.768,45.092},{1.432,1.3745,448.026,42.5523},{1.44,1.3745,494.217,43.0919},{1.448,1.3745,540.105,46.5476},{1.456,1.3745,576.031,46.8895},
{1.464,1.3745,545.249,42.2174},{1.472,1.3745,567.303,42.6049},{1.48,1.3745,699.647,51.7092},{1.488,1.3745,597.615,44.7347},{1.496,1.3745,501.016,39.2207},{1.504,1.3745,163.439,22.5002},{1.256,1.3815,3.92507,4.51207},{1.264,1.3815,38.4953,32.6965},{1.272,1.3815,33.8286,21.546},{1.28,1.3815,8.12717,5.42073},{1.288,1.3815,7.44168,4.02201},{1.296,1.3815,43.8526,24.0431},{1.304,1.3815,55.5638,24.1673},
{1.312,1.3815,124.347,58.9221},{1.32,1.3815,54.737,17.8346},{1.328,1.3815,94.1397,26.9237},{1.336,1.3815,91.2939,20.921},{1.344,1.3815,116.452,25.343},{1.352,1.3815,109.832,24.1392},{1.36,1.3815,183.492,35.7203},{1.368,1.3815,235.442,39.8811},{1.376,1.3815,199.123,29.79},{1.384,1.3815,211.845,31.6219},{1.392,1.3815,215.074,28.3757},{1.4,1.3815,266.424,30.9261},{1.408,1.3815,282.541,32.9481},
{1.416,1.3815,351.436,36.7303},{1.424,1.3815,404.083,42.8432},{1.432,1.3815,416.123,38.9071},{1.44,1.3815,508.283,47.3913},{1.448,1.3815,481.159,39.9704},{1.456,1.3815,549.107,46.5043},{1.464,1.3815,610.857,48.4223},{1.472,1.3815,598.674,45.7304},{1.48,1.3815,609.946,45.5388},{1.488,1.3815,478.652,37.6421},{1.496,1.3815,210.953,24.6656},{1.256,1.3885,10.426,14.5053},{1.264,1.3885,34.2059,24.0981},
{1.272,1.3885,9.86717,8.23627},{1.28,1.3885,10.6013,5.84403},{1.288,1.3885,11.0555,5.15751},{1.296,1.3885,25.6275,14.4537},{1.304,1.3885,17.4165,5.88656},{1.312,1.3885,44.8859,15.802},{1.32,1.3885,61.5316,20.7779},{1.328,1.3885,62.0742,16.1229},{1.336,1.3885,91.9013,22.5407},{1.344,1.3885,153.198,36.2979},{1.352,1.3885,140.274,27.7603},{1.36,1.3885,128.252,23.1623},{1.368,1.3885,160.058,28.7865},
{1.376,1.3885,246.451,40.7429},{1.384,1.3885,189.675,26.5294},{1.392,1.3885,266.913,35.3818},{1.4,1.3885,296.499,36.7692},{1.408,1.3885,279.282,31.6525},{1.416,1.3885,363.085,39.0864},{1.424,1.3885,345.899,37.0079},{1.432,1.3885,381.633,37.3911},{1.44,1.3885,432.885,41.6197},{1.448,1.3885,507.312,45.4363},{1.456,1.3885,459.634,39.1147},{1.464,1.3885,489.738,38.4368},{1.472,1.3885,636.324,52.1167},
{1.48,1.3885,495.494,41.8853},{1.488,1.3885,310.063,37.7205},{1.496,1.3885,128.878,145.362},{1.248,1.3955,0.729198,0.948228},{1.256,1.3955,3.83586,3.54061},{1.264,1.3955,31.1119,26.4493},{1.272,1.3955,10.4878,9.01198},{1.28,1.3955,3.66799,2.47952},{1.288,1.3955,18.5324,10.5943},{1.296,1.3955,25.5454,12.6196},{1.304,1.3955,35.1757,15.7815},{1.312,1.3955,51.0066,21.7856},
{1.32,1.3955,42.5585,11.9955},{1.328,1.3955,52.3083,13.6535},{1.336,1.3955,51.9562,12.1899},{1.344,1.3955,133.277,31.6748},{1.352,1.3955,101.551,20.7406},{1.36,1.3955,130.643,22.5808},{1.368,1.3955,210.638,37.0308},{1.376,1.3955,172.866,25.9727},{1.384,1.3955,206.311,30.5258},{1.392,1.3955,244.139,33.7017},{1.4,1.3955,261.615,34.4384},{1.408,1.3955,324.68,38.4944},{1.416,1.3955,384.666,43.595},
{1.424,1.3955,300.923,31.7624},{1.432,1.3955,353.148,35.527},{1.44,1.3955,366.331,33.6839},{1.448,1.3955,620.021,58.152},{1.456,1.3955,496.441,42.3409},{1.464,1.3955,523.756,43.3608},{1.472,1.3955,557.688,48.8828},{1.48,1.3955,285.054,30.7917},{1.488,1.3955,2.75963,2.25303},{1.248,1.4025,3.84301,4.66267},{1.256,1.4025,4.62351,4.74306},{1.264,1.4025,20.3091,18.2236},{1.272,1.4025,11.9527,10.6267},
{1.28,1.4025,22.9214,14.127},{1.288,1.4025,14.118,7.07355},{1.296,1.4025,20.9124,10.2418},{1.304,1.4025,39.5711,20.8362},{1.312,1.4025,30.7295,12.6221},{1.32,1.4025,100.582,40.4423},{1.328,1.4025,59.6886,15.6388},{1.336,1.4025,140.887,44.6225},{1.344,1.4025,153.818,37.1575},{1.352,1.4025,146.898,30.27},{1.36,1.4025,233.919,52.6645},{1.368,1.4025,161.567,28.5251},{1.376,1.4025,174.231,26.263},
{1.384,1.4025,175.527,24.7266},{1.392,1.4025,251.014,33.1494},{1.4,1.4025,256.964,32.5079},{1.408,1.4025,352.743,44.4607},{1.416,1.4025,322.545,36.6187},{1.424,1.4025,390.147,42.3856},{1.432,1.4025,438.537,44.7848},{1.44,1.4025,368.072,34.6039},{1.448,1.4025,522.397,49.0127},{1.456,1.4025,542.909,49.4135},{1.464,1.4025,435.211,39.9613},{1.472,1.4025,353.001,40.855},{1.48,1.4025,32.8656,15.8925},
{1.256,1.4095,10.031,13.9629},{1.264,1.4095,2.42698,1.99965},{1.272,1.4095,8.15551,6.92185},{1.28,1.4095,16.8082,13.6654},{1.288,1.4095,41.2724,28.9881},{1.296,1.4095,30.1311,17.2272},{1.304,1.4095,90.2972,49.8708},{1.312,1.4095,43.2868,16.7319},{1.32,1.4095,65.2285,21.3061},{1.328,1.4095,87.1064,25.2453},{1.336,1.4095,60.466,14.9718},{1.344,1.4095,87.609,22.1919},{1.352,1.4095,170.648,37.9948},
{1.36,1.4095,138.869,25.0722},{1.368,1.4095,177.351,33.5911},{1.376,1.4095,190.924,31.1284},{1.384,1.4095,169.729,25.2513},{1.392,1.4095,291.457,44.1167},{1.4,1.4095,307.651,43.5929},{1.408,1.4095,298.88,37.4776},{1.416,1.4095,350.853,41.8971},{1.424,1.4095,272.971,29.5614},{1.432,1.4095,433.523,46.6042},{1.44,1.4095,402.421,40.2646},{1.448,1.4095,569.727,59.2459},{1.456,1.4095,397.411,37.4901},
{1.464,1.4095,277.987,31.5538},{1.472,1.4095,82.9203,30.7035},{1.256,1.4165,4.93226,4.30295},{1.264,1.4165,9.05403,7.23024},{1.272,1.4165,6.3507,5.20563},{1.28,1.4165,5.31169,3.39865},{1.288,1.4165,8.41501,4.52716},{1.296,1.4165,18.9097,9.73366},{1.304,1.4165,30.4983,14.0653},{1.312,1.4165,48.2512,18.0521},{1.32,1.4165,113.931,45.3252},{1.328,1.4165,71.6254,21.3991},{1.336,1.4165,95.9349,25.9124},
{1.344,1.4165,95.2629,24.0124},{1.352,1.4165,115.916,26.2198},{1.36,1.4165,166.344,36.8989},{1.368,1.4165,128.403,22.9377},{1.376,1.4165,205.288,35.1187},{1.384,1.4165,204.396,37.6719},{1.392,1.4165,279.53,43.3941},{1.4,1.4165,364.573,56.9184},{1.408,1.4165,335.11,45.0431},{1.416,1.4165,339.627,41.1363},{1.424,1.4165,366.629,42.7041},{1.432,1.4165,375.029,40.3371},{1.44,1.4165,401.193,41.9772},
{1.448,1.4165,386.457,39.6867},{1.456,1.4165,274.336,31.7118},{1.464,1.4165,62.3157,16.8197},{1.256,1.4235,5.31914,6.53447},{1.272,1.4235,8.38293,5.048},{1.28,1.4235,8.06734,6.58377},{1.288,1.4235,33.3113,24.0384},{1.296,1.4235,57.5695,27.6968},{1.304,1.4235,188.825,76.3547},{1.312,1.4235,44.3154,18.3574},{1.32,1.4235,48.9477,15.9187},{1.328,1.4235,58.3594,16.6799},{1.336,1.4235,121.639,37.1786},
{1.344,1.4235,138.136,37.1575},{1.352,1.4235,138.347,33.0769},{1.36,1.4235,146.785,31.5982},{1.368,1.4235,159.023,30.3648},{1.376,1.4235,171.581,31.665},{1.384,1.4235,171.827,27.816},{1.392,1.4235,205.599,30.1435},{1.4,1.4235,234.097,34.3146},{1.408,1.4235,292.32,37.3188},{1.416,1.4235,330.465,42.0291},{1.424,1.4235,310.91,35.1434},{1.432,1.4235,327.284,36.9675},{1.44,1.4235,380.739,42.5515},
{1.448,1.4235,334.65,40.1447},{1.456,1.4235,84.9306,19.4154},{1.248,1.4305,2.22979,2.70683},{1.256,1.4305,9.69486,9.57929},{1.264,1.4305,1.69247,1.35494},{1.272,1.4305,6.57706,5.5086},{1.28,1.4305,8.43018,6.90184},{1.288,1.4305,11.2356,6.16016},{1.296,1.4305,17.3905,9.08124},{1.304,1.4305,51.617,22.4365},{1.312,1.4305,65.6942,32.7703},{1.32,1.4305,39.5263,13.8222},{1.328,1.4305,34.4742,9.29899},
{1.336,1.4305,84.8321,24.8957},{1.344,1.4305,95.9852,26.8057},{1.352,1.4305,101.04,22.2644},{1.36,1.4305,140.777,29.5084},{1.368,1.4305,170.605,32.0679},{1.376,1.4305,134.031,23.6148},{1.384,1.4305,252.77,46.8706},{1.392,1.4305,197.06,29.0338},{1.4,1.4305,249.392,38.1306},{1.408,1.4305,297.235,41.2859},{1.416,1.4305,361.41,47.4511},{1.424,1.4305,308.545,37.6771},{1.432,1.4305,326.916,39.4573},
{1.44,1.4305,295.797,37.1694},{1.448,1.4305,105.398,20.8815},{1.248,1.4375,3.57902,2.71941},{1.264,1.4375,2.98163,3.32572},{1.272,1.4375,10.9148,8.28684},{1.28,1.4375,12.9192,8.34538},{1.288,1.4375,37.4202,21.1308},{1.296,1.4375,20.2222,10.4074},{1.304,1.4375,14.2047,7.49093},{1.312,1.4375,70.1449,33.7022},{1.32,1.4375,65.6337,25.6763},{1.328,1.4375,54.7019,18.6892},{1.336,1.4375,46.8325,13.7316},
{1.344,1.4375,129.718,37.3436},{1.352,1.4375,120.873,29.0006},{1.36,1.4375,131.519,29.8255},{1.368,1.4375,237.067,55.1667},{1.376,1.4375,146.776,25.3634},{1.384,1.4375,187.959,31.8348},{1.392,1.4375,196.519,30.2083},{1.4,1.4375,238.757,35.0613},{1.408,1.4375,290.516,41.3887},{1.416,1.4375,278.993,36.8397},{1.424,1.4375,248.413,31.8521},{1.432,1.4375,287.615,39.0926},{1.44,1.4375,117.32,25.439},
{1.256,1.4445,12.9101,15.5005},{1.264,1.4445,11.742,12.1689},{1.272,1.4445,11.6122,10.7678},{1.28,1.4445,34.791,19.3124},{1.288,1.4445,46.8705,30.2613},{1.296,1.4445,49.8627,20.8744},{1.304,1.4445,65.1215,32.9541},{1.312,1.4445,43.8466,19.4073},{1.32,1.4445,64.6555,28.1793},{1.328,1.4445,61.1473,19.8952},{1.336,1.4445,126.784,41.663},{1.344,1.4445,82.1327,21.6769},{1.352,1.4445,83.3459,19.4739},
{1.36,1.4445,135.955,34.1},{1.368,1.4445,207.976,44.0141},{1.376,1.4445,238.479,51.0835},{1.384,1.4445,139.907,23.3256},{1.392,1.4445,203.223,33.1574},{1.4,1.4445,253.424,39.8413},{1.408,1.4445,238.368,35.8514},{1.416,1.4445,309.829,44.5155},{1.424,1.4445,217.937,30.4248},{1.432,1.4445,140.114,26.7898},{1.232,1.4515,0.751829,0.903038},{1.264,1.4515,49.8597,54.409},{1.272,1.4515,10.3167,7.84762},
{1.28,1.4515,7.81961,5.46626},{1.288,1.4515,15.0283,9.12186},{1.296,1.4515,75.4059,59.0587},{1.304,1.4515,31.2439,15.0192},{1.312,1.4515,42.9017,22.6663},{1.32,1.4515,37.5389,14.5981},{1.328,1.4515,87.9451,31.7518},{1.336,1.4515,187.806,72.1114},{1.344,1.4515,82.7792,23.2625},{1.352,1.4515,73.1216,18.8416},{1.36,1.4515,131.003,33.1513},{1.368,1.4515,185.805,40.6334},{1.376,1.4515,187.514,39.2935},
{1.384,1.4515,185.423,35.8701},{1.392,1.4515,224.193,35.9876},{1.4,1.4515,238.14,40.2711},{1.408,1.4515,196.238,32.1356},{1.416,1.4515,233.67,35.4424},{1.424,1.4515,151.444,30.9708},{1.432,1.4515,5.89856,7.02055},{1.256,1.4585,3.03136,3.49085},{1.264,1.4585,40.9339,44.692},{1.272,1.4585,7.81774,5.70001},{1.28,1.4585,5.17868,2.76261},{1.288,1.4585,19.7386,16.0889},{1.296,1.4585,30.1078,16.7735},
{1.304,1.4585,45.5652,28.5558},{1.312,1.4585,101.06,68.0937},{1.32,1.4585,31.8171,12.6252},{1.328,1.4585,57.291,21.0604},{1.336,1.4585,45.4685,13.5458},{1.344,1.4585,48.9747,12.769},{1.352,1.4585,100.833,26.8642},{1.36,1.4585,158.865,37.7262},{1.368,1.4585,149.936,33.6904},{1.376,1.4585,152.966,29.2282},{1.384,1.4585,163.392,30.7054},{1.392,1.4585,161.224,28.6196},{1.4,1.4585,220.594,38.891},
{1.408,1.4585,228.974,38.3562},{1.416,1.4585,142.511,29.1336},{1.424,1.4585,5.11309,3.04448},{1.256,1.4655,22.2545,18.3765},{1.264,1.4655,7.09472,7.00205},{1.272,1.4655,27.2725,23.3748},{1.28,1.4655,7.11792,5.23147},{1.288,1.4655,96.3895,79.0364},{1.296,1.4655,34.8316,23.9874},{1.304,1.4655,24.3149,14.7026},{1.312,1.4655,34.3205,15.2912},{1.32,1.4655,114.947,48.9856},{1.328,1.4655,70.3997,29.244},
{1.336,1.4655,113.717,42.8261},{1.344,1.4655,85.9381,27.8098},{1.352,1.4655,80.1454,22.3172},{1.36,1.4655,91.9085,22.9961},{1.368,1.4655,107.139,23.2181},{1.376,1.4655,111.089,21.5686},{1.384,1.4655,88.3084,16.1221},{1.392,1.4655,134.553,24.7705},{1.4,1.4655,154.339,29.684},{1.408,1.4655,102.501,20.4004},{1.416,1.4655,4.84357,3.00981},{1.248,1.4725,3.9731,3.92689},{1.264,1.4725,10.8365,8.21683},
{1.272,1.4725,5.47378,3.78898},{1.28,1.4725,31.4723,17.1509},{1.288,1.4725,23.3429,18.7034},{1.296,1.4725,20.3645,14.2963},{1.304,1.4725,28.4716,14.3982},{1.312,1.4725,69.7967,36.4575},{1.32,1.4725,70.2235,29.9747},{1.328,1.4725,30.1685,9.72005},{1.336,1.4725,58.368,20.6627},{1.344,1.4725,60.9818,18.991},{1.352,1.4725,88.0479,24.8415},{1.36,1.4725,229.472,68.3737},{1.368,1.4725,113.951,29.3814},
{1.376,1.4725,127.663,27.5961},{1.384,1.4725,160.814,36.7318},{1.392,1.4725,137.977,27.273},{1.4,1.4725,142.369,31.2882},{1.408,1.4725,7.36598,4.61416},{1.256,1.4795,5.98895,8.35072},{1.264,1.4795,3.53225,4.05955},{1.272,1.4795,15.3641,13.9253},{1.28,1.4795,10.7226,10.5474},{1.288,1.4795,10.7621,9.06345},{1.296,1.4795,15.7848,8.85561},{1.304,1.4795,7.65298,4.26035},{1.312,1.4795,23.1607,12.1117},
{1.32,1.4795,39.2108,16.1375},{1.328,1.4795,29.1389,11.5859},{1.336,1.4795,78.4637,31.8886},{1.344,1.4795,96.8655,32.2199},{1.352,1.4795,72.9842,19.0069},{1.36,1.4795,128.195,35.1845},{1.368,1.4795,106.56,28.0059},{1.376,1.4795,94.4158,22.9217},{1.384,1.4795,142.983,32.8956},{1.392,1.4795,105.393,24.2649},{1.4,1.4795,54.0277,27.9261},{1.256,1.4865,4.23327,5.14979},{1.272,1.4865,3.50928,3.28259},
{1.28,1.4865,26.556,19.4104},{1.288,1.4865,49.0108,34.2921},{1.296,1.4865,11.1901,7.28994},{1.304,1.4865,11.1623,5.85003},{1.312,1.4865,57.5313,22.1507},{1.32,1.4865,31.117,14.4722},{1.328,1.4865,45.4513,17.0906},{1.336,1.4865,66.9712,24.3827},{1.344,1.4865,62.0565,19.9416},{1.352,1.4865,88.5943,24.3967},{1.36,1.4865,115.926,31.0372},{1.368,1.4865,104.921,28.0487},{1.376,1.4865,134.974,36.2893},
{1.384,1.4865,55.2643,14.0882},{1.392,1.4865,38.2248,20.5047},{1.248,1.4935,3.54286,4.92786},{1.256,1.4935,8.15389,11.3748},{1.272,1.4935,2.66277,2.73482},{1.28,1.4935,6.08038,5.14729},{1.288,1.4935,26.0431,17.3403},{1.296,1.4935,81.7001,65.2201},{1.304,1.4935,128.913,74.1222},{1.312,1.4935,51.5726,32.3001},{1.32,1.4935,41.5314,19.1164},{1.328,1.4935,39.193,16.5824},{1.336,1.4935,105.533,53.5499},
{1.344,1.4935,56.1618,21.2186},{1.352,1.4935,212.264,78.8063},{1.36,1.4935,63.7992,17.6764},{1.368,1.4935,94.0839,29.4648},{1.376,1.4935,90.9703,30.9822},{1.384,1.4935,41.6078,18.5897},{1.264,1.5005,1.14888,1.24041},{1.272,1.5005,2.22892,2.48963},{1.28,1.5005,26.5602,22.6103},{1.296,1.5005,27.8712,19.282},{1.304,1.5005,9.8303,4.98033},{1.312,1.5005,177.163,97.5243},{1.32,1.5005,41.9448,17.6956},
{1.328,1.5005,36.3971,16.4865},{1.336,1.5005,59.9975,28.0982},{1.344,1.5005,44.1364,14.023},{1.352,1.5005,64.2683,23.1127},{1.36,1.5005,85.2235,29.5665},{1.368,1.5005,121.425,38.6929},{1.376,1.5005,31.7402,14.5775},{1.264,1.5075,7.27431,10.1347},{1.28,1.5075,4.82089,5.54317},{1.288,1.5075,25.3882,19.1988},{1.296,1.5075,6.79863,5.5852},{1.304,1.5075,13.1589,10.8018},{1.312,1.5075,72.5922,51.9025},
{1.32,1.5075,24.6372,12.3656},{1.328,1.5075,17.865,8.5024},{1.336,1.5075,90.6352,32.9256},{1.344,1.5075,58.9084,25.1361},{1.352,1.5075,50.8431,19.4071},{1.36,1.5075,96.4377,37.4059},{1.368,1.5075,36.5659,15.2289},{1.248,1.5145,0.999714,1.2052},{1.272,1.5145,10.6143,10.4913},{1.28,1.5145,13.9507,11.2943},{1.288,1.5145,8.33985,8.04415},{1.296,1.5145,44.2362,24.4516},{1.304,1.5145,3.0919,2.31168},
{1.312,1.5145,10.3751,5.99447},{1.32,1.5145,16.2193,9.49938},{1.328,1.5145,16.1143,7.38736},{1.336,1.5145,31.3167,13.0329},{1.344,1.5145,546.029,263.315},{1.352,1.5145,52.7895,24.3541},{1.36,1.5145,31.4335,15.4287},{1.248,1.5215,1.37954,1.66907},{1.256,1.5215,6.0503,7.25725},{1.264,1.5215,19.8734,22.4611},{1.272,1.5215,0.809684,0.958909},{1.28,1.5215,6.55801,7.962},{1.288,1.5215,41.7719,27.9045},
{1.296,1.5215,36.5728,17.7299},{1.304,1.5215,80.5453,53.0236},{1.312,1.5215,11.9346,8.44334},{1.32,1.5215,39.7037,29.2806},{1.328,1.5215,18.8934,9.90539},{1.336,1.5215,28.5299,13.802},{1.344,1.5215,31.1369,16.1126},{1.352,1.5215,110.482,41.7387},{1.36,1.5215,44.4687,50.1888},{1.256,1.5285,5.60691,5.55206},{1.264,1.5285,5.58108,5.5017},{1.28,1.5285,3.79879,3.87796},{1.288,1.5285,18.2143,25.3559},
{1.296,1.5285,21.5963,17.4747},{1.304,1.5285,27.6939,15.8487},{1.312,1.5285,4.02947,2.57909},{1.32,1.5285,19.5947,12.5313},{1.328,1.5285,11.1266,5.90724},{1.336,1.5285,7.26466,4.69173},{1.344,1.5285,18.1136,8.94408},{1.248,1.5355,1.65054,2.27931},{1.256,1.5355,1.66964,1.49081},{1.264,1.5355,5.99897,8.35889},{1.288,1.5355,14.187,13.9936},{1.296,1.5355,5.38964,4.30873},{1.304,1.5355,12.3689,10.5466},
{1.312,1.5355,64.2405,39.1685},{1.32,1.5355,102.954,69.6063},{1.328,1.5355,15.492,10.1608},{1.336,1.5355,5.39138,3.98377},{1.344,1.5355,1.32815,1.64356},{1.28,1.5425,1.24661,1.14989},{1.288,1.5425,15.3355,15.132},{1.296,1.5425,3.98697,3.44927},{1.304,1.5425,20.443,12.2792},{1.32,1.5425,11.1643,9.12249},{1.328,1.5425,10.895,8.56168},{1.336,1.5425,12.8593,17.8905},{1.272,1.5495,5.46043,7.59946},
{1.296,1.5495,5.18013,5.94284},{1.304,1.5495,1.74316,2.14793},{1.312,1.5495,16.0645,10.6556},{1.32,1.5495,9.12924,8.4561},{1.272,1.5565,6.47308,9.00793},{1.304,1.5565,3.61749,3.94947},{1.312,1.5565,8.16861,9.90139},{1.32,1.5565,5.56466,6.74647},{1.272,1.5705,4.08469,5.67729},{1.288,1.5705,6.37107,8.8492},{1.296,1.5705,2.66746,3.06007}}
Table G.14: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Nyborg Plot,
for MMpp = 0.8 − 0.9 GeV/c2 (Fig. 97). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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APPENDIX G DATA TABLES – RESULTS
Nyborg Plot:  M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) versus M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) - Each event is filled six times
Acceptance and Efficiency Corrected
for MM_{pp}=0.9-1.0 GeV/c^{2}
Error of M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}): 0.008 GeV/c^{2} Error of M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}): 0.007 GeV/c^{2}
The data are in the following format:  {{M(p_{2}pi^{0}_{2}pi^{0}_{3}) [GeV/c^{2}], M(p_{1}pi^{0}_{1}) [GeV/c^{2}], sigma [mub], Error of sigma [mub] },...}
{{1.668,1.077,3.18034,2.04017},{1.684,1.077,1.78115,0.696648},{1.7,1.077,7.50336,2.09918},{1.716,1.077,16.3568,3.38763},{1.732,1.077,13.939,2.46771},{1.748,1.077,15.7744,2.78605},{1.764,1.077,15.2338,2.72551},{1.78,1.077,15.4623,3.1063},
{1.796,1.077,5.31577,2.45641},{1.62,1.091,1.73561,1.03867},{1.636,1.091,4.88576,1.71605},{1.652,1.091,9.4831,2.42406},{1.668,1.091,18.302,3.55142},{1.684,1.091,26.6382,4.37673},{1.7,1.091,29.895,3.92865},{1.716,1.091,41.258,4.60739},
{1.732,1.091,50.8189,5.52836},{1.748,1.091,56.5727,5.81861},{1.764,1.091,35.4838,4.34389},{1.78,1.091,33.6871,6.34091},{1.796,1.091,0.430501,0.512228},{1.572,1.105,0.26632,0.310961},{1.588,1.105,2.41076,1.08462},{1.604,1.105,8.75131,2.74216},
{1.62,1.105,15.4905,3.20935},{1.636,1.105,22.5064,3.91716},{1.652,1.105,25.8431,3.46639},{1.668,1.105,44.4689,5.0717},{1.684,1.105,57.2886,5.99577},{1.7,1.105,72.7123,6.84343},{1.716,1.105,85.3644,7.50495},{1.732,1.105,75.1446,6.37963},
{1.748,1.105,75.8336,7.38855},{1.764,1.105,50.8034,6.56743},{1.78,1.105,3.29376,1.98292},{1.524,1.119,8.18852,9.29468},{1.54,1.119,1.54139,0.889878},{1.556,1.119,4.05073,1.61874},{1.572,1.119,9.09816,2.06465},{1.588,1.119,12.9311,2.40067},
{1.604,1.119,23.9598,3.68799},{1.62,1.119,39.7148,5.12738},{1.636,1.119,50.1628,5.56311},{1.652,1.119,73.2575,6.80435},{1.668,1.119,86.404,7.62297},{1.684,1.119,120.96,9.71633},{1.7,1.119,113.422,8.13964},{1.716,1.119,113.636,8.35471},
{1.732,1.119,104.347,8.2875},{1.748,1.119,90.0149,9.38074},{1.764,1.119,7.70539,2.41295},{1.492,1.133,5.24758,4.25679},{1.508,1.133,1.22907,0.61036},{1.524,1.133,5.48658,1.7326},{1.54,1.133,9.29264,2.05386},{1.556,1.133,17.1203,2.7232},
{1.572,1.133,23.7242,3.43294},{1.588,1.133,41.8987,4.82845},{1.604,1.133,69.087,6.66687},{1.62,1.133,77.3324,6.75203},{1.636,1.133,92.0418,7.15383},{1.652,1.133,115.673,8.67043},{1.668,1.133,154.833,10.8643},{1.684,1.133,138.565,9.46949},
{1.7,1.133,144.533,9.57021},{1.716,1.133,134.749,9.52717},{1.732,1.133,120.212,10.7929},{1.748,1.133,23.3316,5.17849},{1.46,1.147,0.791907,0.504919},{1.476,1.147,2.41242,0.955475},{1.492,1.147,6.41078,1.71744},{1.508,1.147,16.7195,3.27082},
{1.524,1.147,16.1977,2.46893},{1.54,1.147,32.1774,4.02703},{1.556,1.147,50.4439,5.27816},{1.572,1.147,67.4898,6.30462},{1.588,1.147,91.8284,7.56909},{1.604,1.147,96.4507,7.51019},{1.62,1.147,133.657,9.07933},{1.636,1.147,161.972,10.5141},
{1.652,1.147,179.748,11.1587},{1.668,1.147,201.062,11.8878},{1.684,1.147,209.641,12.3446},{1.7,1.147,199.224,12.4406},{1.716,1.147,151.193,10.7558},{1.732,1.147,46.9102,6.36636},{1.412,1.161,0.847849,0.943428},{1.428,1.161,4.1027,2.11787},
{1.444,1.161,6.96065,2.45367},{1.46,1.161,8.06678,1.8951},{1.476,1.161,12.144,2.37965},{1.492,1.161,17.3873,2.3916},{1.508,1.161,33.9902,4.09504},{1.524,1.161,57.0712,5.65985},{1.54,1.161,52.1015,4.7623},{1.556,1.161,86.7931,6.54298},
{1.572,1.161,98.1154,6.97432},{1.588,1.161,137.615,9.15305},{1.604,1.161,168.232,10.3779},{1.62,1.161,161.037,9.25038},{1.636,1.161,203.279,11.2104},{1.652,1.161,249.954,13.8189},{1.668,1.161,263.326,14.6046},{1.684,1.161,217.766,12.2484},
{1.7,1.161,212.148,12.7745},{1.716,1.161,66.507,6.83162},{1.38,1.175,0.681336,0.485089},{1.396,1.175,4.3162,2.30806},{1.412,1.175,3.75131,1.10286},{1.428,1.175,7.90086,1.78901},{1.444,1.175,12.2991,2.23646},{1.46,1.175,23.5263,3.1998},
{1.476,1.175,33.7232,3.86406},{1.492,1.175,50.0489,4.86213},{1.508,1.175,63.9468,5.98087},{1.524,1.175,88.1719,6.93568},{1.54,1.175,108.477,7.58554},{1.556,1.175,123.328,7.98104},{1.572,1.175,163.04,9.47987},{1.588,1.175,179.914,10.3189},
{1.604,1.175,230.207,12.0146},{1.62,1.175,247.675,12.735},{1.636,1.175,278.084,14.1611},{1.652,1.175,266.346,13.5918},{1.668,1.175,306.226,15.6813},{1.684,1.175,261.044,14.167},{1.7,1.175,116.912,9.26537},{1.716,1.175,10.2075,14.2098},
{1.348,1.189,0.13333,0.151141},{1.364,1.189,1.74347,1.08798},{1.38,1.189,3.08603,1.07756},{1.396,1.189,7.90843,1.94925},{1.412,1.189,10.2052,1.95085},{1.428,1.189,21.8839,3.29093},{1.444,1.189,35.5422,4.35775},{1.46,1.189,44.588,4.6303},
{1.476,1.189,67.6633,6.08324},{1.492,1.189,81.4777,6.25314},{1.508,1.189,93.7205,6.57963},{1.524,1.189,134.894,8.55287},{1.54,1.189,145.517,8.668},{1.556,1.189,181.605,10.0137},{1.572,1.189,215.941,11.1055},{1.588,1.189,249.788,12.5147},
{1.604,1.189,266.6,12.7892},{1.62,1.189,300.799,14.3837},{1.636,1.189,310.174,15.0854},{1.652,1.189,333.802,15.9692},{1.668,1.189,299.941,14.4908},{1.684,1.189,178.445,11.6126},{1.7,1.189,5.37764,2.53553},{1.316,1.203,0.0846915,0.11364},
{1.332,1.203,0.440356,0.557246},{1.348,1.203,1.43862,0.678066},{1.364,1.203,3.47527,1.1753},{1.38,1.203,7.34753,1.82682},{1.396,1.203,13.9489,2.521},{1.412,1.203,21.2639,2.6628},{1.428,1.203,35.7966,4.14851},{1.444,1.203,47.1074,4.49071},
{1.46,1.203,55.7373,4.88642},{1.476,1.203,71.5479,5.38345},{1.492,1.203,99.8837,6.80257},{1.508,1.203,138.407,8.56802},{1.524,1.203,157.387,9.17998},{1.54,1.203,184.767,10.1908},{1.556,1.203,231.815,11.6491},{1.572,1.203,274.095,13.0452},
{1.588,1.203,296.28,13.8377},{1.604,1.203,309.281,14.0552},{1.62,1.203,345.578,16.0682},{1.636,1.203,384.858,17.3594},{1.652,1.203,299.796,13.7197},{1.668,1.203,225.773,12.9567},{1.684,1.203,15.2366,3.84812},{1.316,1.217,0.537365,0.543871},
{1.332,1.217,2.02868,0.951822},{1.348,1.217,2.52413,0.875449},{1.364,1.217,9.36924,2.24866},{1.38,1.217,17.4826,3.07627},{1.396,1.217,22.3758,3.0848},{1.412,1.217,37.5027,4.33935},{1.428,1.217,55.0751,5.38418},{1.444,1.217,71.1513,6.01234},
{1.46,1.217,95.4028,7.47075},{1.476,1.217,103.047,7.13833},{1.492,1.217,142.842,8.7613},{1.508,1.217,154.195,8.82818},{1.524,1.217,177.292,9.50805},{1.54,1.217,220.978,11.1067},{1.556,1.217,254.589,12.3615},{1.572,1.217,300.348,13.9041},
{1.588,1.217,317.324,14.3845},{1.604,1.217,354.689,16.0944},{1.62,1.217,358.565,16.1159},{1.636,1.217,351.811,15.0325},{1.652,1.217,249.279,12.9463},{1.668,1.217,37.5974,6.42617},{1.3,1.231,0.999068,1.21941},{1.316,1.231,0.524286,0.355692},
{1.332,1.231,5.53459,2.45629},{1.348,1.231,5.8942,1.61096},{1.364,1.231,8.2216,1.72793},{1.38,1.231,19.1894,3.1643},{1.396,1.231,39.8835,4.8466},{1.412,1.231,48.3252,5.02501},{1.428,1.231,59.382,5.50199},{1.444,1.231,89.996,7.25551},
{1.46,1.231,105.854,7.70738},{1.476,1.231,117.789,7.77056},{1.492,1.231,155.616,9.19744},{1.508,1.231,180.91,9.79772},{1.524,1.231,209.185,11.0154},{1.54,1.231,252.951,12.6717},{1.556,1.231,267.354,12.9251},{1.572,1.231,328.008,15.2731},
{1.588,1.231,326.345,14.9697},{1.604,1.231,315.743,14.1271},{1.62,1.231,313.948,13.5506},{1.636,1.231,230.274,11.493},{1.652,1.231,27.9514,3.72939},{1.284,1.245,0.0738374,0.098474},{1.3,1.245,0.774385,0.550131},{1.316,1.245,1.80001,0.864326},
{1.332,1.245,4.25671,1.52805},{1.348,1.245,8.38774,2.32666},{1.364,1.245,14.3836,2.40312},{1.38,1.245,30.187,4.31797},{1.396,1.245,39.3229,4.40531},{1.412,1.245,52.5739,5.19511},{1.428,1.245,64.4576,5.59258},{1.444,1.245,102.273,7.58519},
{1.46,1.245,107.861,7.57629},{1.476,1.245,126.198,8.13898},{1.492,1.245,167.36,9.8684},{1.508,1.245,193.877,10.6324},{1.524,1.245,219.437,11.5092},{1.54,1.245,256.713,12.8271},{1.556,1.245,277.452,13.4697},{1.572,1.245,305.028,14.2762},
{1.588,1.245,301.064,13.3792},{1.604,1.245,289.96,12.9504},{1.62,1.245,233.719,11.2869},{1.636,1.245,58.4696,6.17813},{1.3,1.259,0.53666,0.479663},{1.316,1.259,2.10748,0.983734},{1.332,1.259,3.39375,1.12419},{1.348,1.259,14.5803,3.14899},
{1.364,1.259,17.2798,2.88522},{1.38,1.259,29.1482,3.92726},{1.396,1.259,44.6321,5.13288},{1.412,1.259,58.5551,5.70874},{1.428,1.259,84.6169,7.41438},{1.444,1.259,91.5043,7.07476},{1.46,1.259,117.534,8.19544},{1.476,1.259,143.49,9.3036},
{1.492,1.259,168.185,10.0206},{1.508,1.259,192.813,10.923},{1.524,1.259,218.168,11.9095},{1.54,1.259,244.545,12.8964},{1.556,1.259,259.774,12.5953},{1.572,1.259,268.208,12.3139},{1.588,1.259,275.821,12.4403},{1.604,1.259,242.551,11.6439},
{1.62,1.259,72.3329,6.36241},{1.284,1.273,0.797275,0.96972},{1.3,1.273,1.67539,1.867},{1.316,1.273,13.5952,5.63374},{1.332,1.273,10.4843,3.23273},{1.348,1.273,15.5991,3.25378},{1.364,1.273,25.3486,4.35745},{1.38,1.273,35.1528,4.52081},
{1.396,1.273,54.5711,5.98436},{1.412,1.273,72.796,7.05184},{1.428,1.273,76.9428,6.72657},{1.444,1.273,99.1098,7.82432},{1.46,1.273,136.228,9.6933},{1.476,1.273,149.053,10.149},{1.492,1.273,163.093,10.2704},{1.508,1.273,198.562,11.9034},
{1.524,1.273,198.571,10.9532},{1.54,1.273,226.951,11.4711},{1.556,1.273,252.01,12.0551},{1.572,1.273,249.962,11.9824},{1.588,1.273,214.203,10.5562},{1.604,1.273,91.403,6.90492},{1.284,1.287,0.755356,0.869876},{1.3,1.287,2.0453,1.09524},
{1.316,1.287,1.76699,0.893133},{1.332,1.287,7.23086,2.05749},{1.348,1.287,18.9016,4.16332},{1.364,1.287,19.162,3.07107},{1.38,1.287,40.5095,5.41987},{1.396,1.287,48.2831,5.61839},{1.412,1.287,64.0833,6.51695},{1.428,1.287,84.3289,7.71891},
{1.444,1.287,110.371,9.34284},{1.46,1.287,125.93,9.83398},{1.476,1.287,151.463,10.859},{1.492,1.287,165.173,10.762},{1.508,1.287,182.556,10.8066},{1.524,1.287,221.401,12.0298},{1.54,1.287,212.975,10.73},{1.556,1.287,215.634,10.6691},
{1.572,1.287,188.262,9.72938},{1.588,1.287,119.164,8.58183},{1.604,1.287,3.47076,2.81692},{1.284,1.301,1.4406,1.75191},{1.3,1.301,4.67728,3.90118},{1.316,1.301,3.29079,1.30284},{1.332,1.301,9.90103,2.82298},{1.348,1.301,18.0358,3.87633},
{1.364,1.301,23.2036,3.79326},{1.38,1.301,35.6414,4.97839},{1.396,1.301,39.9649,4.7229},{1.412,1.301,52.9144,5.54676},{1.428,1.301,77.6734,7.52182},{1.444,1.301,101.541,8.76905},{1.46,1.301,111.023,8.67381},{1.476,1.301,127.771,9.37816},
{1.492,1.301,173.538,11.2711},{1.508,1.301,164.158,9.45949},{1.524,1.301,209.597,11.3102},{1.54,1.301,185.256,9.54838},{1.556,1.301,173.465,9.41891},{1.572,1.301,99.7556,7.32455},{1.588,1.301,3.47276,1.29998},{1.284,1.315,2.64952,2.1437},
{1.3,1.315,10.2059,4.93115},{1.316,1.315,11.4912,5.81321},{1.332,1.315,21.8523,7.00258},{1.348,1.315,19.5239,4.2555},{1.364,1.315,26.1544,5.02784},{1.38,1.315,27.5202,4.14804},{1.396,1.315,54.7374,7.28987},{1.412,1.315,64.6558,7.22903},
{1.428,1.315,89.8663,9.37419},{1.444,1.315,99.1135,8.93027},{1.46,1.315,138.754,11.421},{1.476,1.315,131.386,9.33414},{1.492,1.315,152.727,9.71092},{1.508,1.315,162.338,9.52491},{1.524,1.315,152.462,8.4234},{1.54,1.315,161.242,9.07501},
{1.556,1.315,97.1537,7.25225},{1.572,1.315,5.92198,1.61626},{1.284,1.329,4.72829,3.41706},{1.3,1.329,1.54656,1.31204},{1.316,1.329,6.16789,2.23393},{1.332,1.329,9.67583,3.45409},{1.348,1.329,17.6393,3.83609},{1.364,1.329,41.6781,8.82976},
{1.38,1.329,42.2918,7.28282},{1.396,1.329,52.8469,7.72395},{1.412,1.329,54.7822,6.52693},{1.428,1.329,73.875,7.29249},{1.444,1.329,103.714,9.55636},{1.46,1.329,121.097,9.84713},{1.476,1.329,119.362,8.51401},{1.492,1.329,132.245,8.80831},
{1.508,1.329,153.586,9.75807},{1.524,1.329,135.242,8.56866},{1.54,1.329,83.649,6.38503},{1.556,1.329,14.7889,3.34944},{1.3,1.343,4.74873,2.92412},{1.316,1.343,3.13394,1.55887},{1.332,1.343,10.5019,3.47233},{1.348,1.343,12.3689,3.57762},
{1.364,1.343,31.008,6.83659},{1.38,1.343,56.1196,10.4355},{1.396,1.343,38.7,5.5771},{1.412,1.343,66.7512,8.61881},{1.428,1.343,59.0037,6.63681},{1.444,1.343,96.2138,9.17416},{1.46,1.343,99.2845,8.16992},{1.476,1.343,118.578,9.0509},
{1.492,1.343,121.11,8.8127},{1.508,1.343,119.443,7.99348},{1.524,1.343,73.3109,5.93218},{1.54,1.343,13.9308,2.93472},{1.284,1.357,0.164125,0.189216},{1.3,1.357,1.82027,1.18422},{1.316,1.357,4.15629,2.24921},{1.332,1.357,8.8297,2.98463},
{1.348,1.357,19.5489,5.69301},{1.364,1.357,21.8985,4.77305},{1.38,1.357,32.1434,5.71599},{1.396,1.357,38.5284,5.53981},{1.412,1.357,53.7328,6.66594},{1.428,1.357,66.8478,7.81524},{1.444,1.357,84.1464,8.28711},{1.46,1.357,99.4345,8.48709},
{1.476,1.357,104.411,8.34608},{1.492,1.357,83.6424,6.62758},{1.508,1.357,69.0148,5.96468},{1.524,1.357,16.4797,3.17153},{1.3,1.371,10.0652,7.57267},{1.316,1.371,5.59656,2.84675},{1.332,1.371,9.53665,3.84727},{1.348,1.371,17.6028,5.87006},
{1.364,1.371,16.418,3.73275},{1.38,1.371,23.0639,4.42626},{1.396,1.371,35.6454,5.77247},{1.412,1.371,57.8295,7.86146},{1.428,1.371,66.8009,7.77814},{1.444,1.371,68.3786,6.95843},{1.46,1.371,80.074,7.57024},{1.476,1.371,74.8436,6.4791},
{1.492,1.371,59.7589,5.80212},{1.508,1.371,12.9912,2.65968},{1.3,1.385,0.922451,0.603189},{1.316,1.385,43.4669,28.3501},{1.332,1.385,11.4038,5.02916},{1.348,1.385,14.4919,4.57124},{1.364,1.385,20.201,4.69437},{1.38,1.385,24.1649,4.89336},
{1.396,1.385,45.3951,7.66386},{1.412,1.385,54.5101,8.3333},{1.428,1.385,54.6254,6.79101},{1.444,1.385,59.3653,6.57087},{1.46,1.385,44.2261,4.50862},{1.476,1.385,42.9777,4.81001},{1.492,1.385,11.4152,2.40721},{1.3,1.399,1.12472,0.822948},
{1.316,1.399,2.53598,1.69228},{1.332,1.399,3.8731,1.50565},{1.348,1.399,11.1048,4.02672},{1.364,1.399,20.6188,5.61449},{1.38,1.399,28.8918,6.967},{1.396,1.399,34.3317,6.84239},{1.412,1.399,40.1506,6.33381},{1.428,1.399,55.6724,7.86919},
{1.444,1.399,40.1614,5.14735},{1.46,1.399,30.0431,4.19491},{1.476,1.399,6.00799,1.68695},{1.3,1.413,8.37109,7.51346},{1.316,1.413,16.239,11.6621},{1.332,1.413,9.89942,5.21668},{1.348,1.413,7.25162,2.65408},{1.364,1.413,10.7432,3.09523},
{1.38,1.413,22.236,5.99274},{1.396,1.413,37.4767,7.78542},{1.412,1.413,34.913,5.76452},{1.428,1.413,31.7594,4.97129},{1.444,1.413,20.7066,3.44009},{1.46,1.413,9.32302,2.86422},{1.316,1.427,2.69922,1.86558},{1.332,1.427,9.3031,5.58982},
{1.348,1.427,18.7949,8.78336},{1.364,1.427,26.0617,9.81203},{1.38,1.427,14.453,4.05499},{1.396,1.427,44.7003,12.0867},{1.412,1.427,18.856,3.89571},{1.428,1.427,19.7096,4.72616},{1.444,1.427,4.41683,1.48496},{1.3,1.441,1.58775,1.22048},
{1.316,1.441,0.576894,0.514999},{1.332,1.441,29.7211,20.6197},{1.348,1.441,5.78589,2.58454},{1.364,1.441,15.5793,6.22299},{1.38,1.441,18.4775,6.15907},{1.396,1.441,14.7174,4.092},{1.412,1.441,8.87089,2.70942},{1.428,1.441,4.12862,1.7944},
{1.3,1.455,2.48899,3.47021},{1.316,1.455,2.07131,1.62871},{1.332,1.455,1.67728,0.857535},{1.348,1.455,5.62219,3.68446},{1.364,1.455,9.01823,3.76875},{1.38,1.455,12.8025,4.46956},{1.396,1.455,8.08667,2.81988},{1.412,1.455,3.17195,1.54781},
{1.316,1.469,2.80504,2.04035},{1.332,1.469,0.70725,0.552809},{1.348,1.469,2.60576,1.46712},{1.364,1.469,9.46433,5.69174},{1.38,1.469,7.09821,4.07165},{1.396,1.469,0.936953,0.510381},{1.316,1.483,6.26856,7.52505},{1.332,1.483,0.562957,0.777905},
{1.348,1.483,1.28691,1.35119},{1.364,1.483,4.18741,3.7958}}
Table G.15: Acceptance and efficiency corrected Nyborg Plot,
for MMpp = 0.9 − 1.0 GeV/c2 (Fig. 97). The errors of invariant masses
are determined by selected bin sizes and chosen as a half of the bin size.
Additional global uncertainties of the absolute normalization of 19% have to
be included. Fully expandable version of the table is available in the attached
electronic version of the thesis.
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cos(θηCM ) Error of cos(θηCM ) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 0.937 0.048
−0.938 0.023 1.039 0.043
−0.893 0.023 1.009 0.041
−0.848 0.023 1.010 0.041
−0.803 0.023 0.949 0.042
−0.758 0.023 1.077 0.049
−0.713 0.023 0.968 0.047
−0.668 0.023 1.000 0.056
−0.623 0.023 1.007 0.063
−0.578 0.023 1.001 0.067
−0.533 0.023 0.812 0.065
−0.488 0.023 1.054 0.093
−0.443 0.023 0.810 0.087
−0.398 0.023 0.88 0.11
Table G.16: Angular distribution of the η-meson in the CM system for the
η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.45−0.475 GeV/c (Fig. 115).
cos(θηCM ) Error of cos(θηCM ) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 1.332 0.058
−0.938 0.023 1.159 0.048
−0.893 0.023 1.062 0.043
−0.848 0.023 1.017 0.042
−0.803 0.023 1.134 0.049
−0.758 0.023 1.151 0.051
−0.713 0.023 1.155 0.056
−0.668 0.023 1.000 0.056
−0.623 0.023 1.054 0.066
−0.578 0.023 1.110 0.073
−0.533 0.023 0.978 0.078
−0.488 0.023 1.042 0.093
−0.443 0.023 0.780 0.078
−0.398 0.023 0.89 0.10
Table G.17: Angular distribution of the η-meson in the CM system for the
η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.475− 0.5 GeV/c (Fig. 115).
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cos(θ
ηCM
) Error of cos(θ
ηCM
) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 1.383 0.043
−0.938 0.023 1.189 0.038
−0.893 0.023 1.097 0.035
−0.848 0.023 1.168 0.038
−0.803 0.023 1.118 0.039
−0.758 0.023 1.091 0.041
−0.713 0.023 1.040 0.042
−0.668 0.023 1.000 0.044
−0.623 0.023 1.065 0.050
−0.578 0.023 0.920 0.053
−0.533 0.023 0.923 0.060
−0.488 0.023 0.922 0.071
−0.443 0.023 1.229 0.097
−0.398 0.023 0.740 0.079
−0.353 0.023 0.95 0.11
−0.308 0.023 1.09 0.14
Table G.18: Angular distribution of the η-meson in the CM system for the
η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.5− 0.55 GeV/c (Fig. 115).
cos(θηCM ) Error of cos(θηCM ) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 1.374 0.044
−0.938 0.023 1.274 0.038
−0.893 0.023 1.290 0.039
−0.848 0.023 1.204 0.038
−0.803 0.023 1.106 0.037
−0.758 0.023 1.037 0.037
−0.713 0.023 1.073 0.043
−0.668 0.023 1.000 0.044
−0.623 0.023 0.900 0.044
−0.578 0.023 0.963 0.051
−0.533 0.023 0.886 0.057
−0.488 0.023 0.852 0.062
−0.443 0.023 0.825 0.067
−0.398 0.023 0.898 0.093
−0.353 0.023 1.00 0.12
−0.308 0.023 0.89 0.13
−0.263 0.023 0.81 0.14
−0.218 0.023 0.75 0.15
Table G.19: Angular distribution of the η-meson in the CM system for the
η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.55− 0.7 GeV/c (Fig. 115).
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cos(θppp ) Error of cos(θppp ) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 1.05 0.16
−0.938 0.023 1.026 0.060
−0.893 0.023 0.946 0.051
−0.848 0.023 0.753 0.044
−0.803 0.023 0.729 0.042
−0.758 0.023 0.748 0.044
−0.713 0.023 0.838 0.046
−0.668 0.023 0.865 0.050
−0.623 0.023 0.857 0.049
−0.578 0.023 1.081 0.060
−0.533 0.023 0.949 0.056
−0.488 0.023 1.027 0.057
−0.443 0.023 1.000 0.060
−0.398 0.023 0.931 0.056
−0.353 0.023 0.920 0.060
−0.308 0.023 1.029 0.075
−0.263 0.023 1.068 0.085
−0.218 0.023 0.947 0.089
−0.173 0.023 0.90 0.12
Table G.20: Angular distribution of the proton in the proton-proton rest
frame for the η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.45 −
0.475 GeV/c (Fig. 118).
cos(θppp ) Error of cos(θppp ) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.938 0.023 0.764 0.066
−0.893 0.023 0.831 0.059
−0.848 0.023 0.555 0.046
−0.803 0.023 0.699 0.051
−0.758 0.023 0.818 0.050
−0.713 0.023 0.823 0.050
−0.668 0.023 0.921 0.055
−0.623 0.023 0.936 0.053
−0.578 0.023 1.003 0.058
−0.533 0.023 0.952 0.055
−0.488 0.023 1.003 0.057
−0.443 0.023 1.000 0.056
−0.398 0.023 0.916 0.054
−0.353 0.023 1.079 0.063
−0.308 0.023 0.986 0.062
−0.263 0.023 1.149 0.075
−0.218 0.023 1.093 0.083
−0.173 0.023 1.13 0.11
Table G.21: Angular distribution of the proton in the proton-proton rest
frame for the η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.475 −
0.5 GeV/c (Fig. 118).
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cos(θppp) Error of cos(θppp) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 0.70 0.15
−0.938 0.023 1.223 0.075
−0.893 0.023 1.159 0.057
−0.848 0.023 0.800 0.047
−0.803 0.023 0.926 0.047
−0.758 0.023 0.849 0.044
−0.713 0.023 1.101 0.051
−0.668 0.023 0.891 0.043
−0.623 0.023 0.956 0.044
−0.578 0.023 1.002 0.048
−0.533 0.023 1.090 0.050
−0.488 0.023 0.986 0.047
−0.443 0.023 1.000 0.046
−0.398 0.023 0.969 0.045
−0.353 0.023 1.051 0.048
−0.308 0.023 1.068 0.054
−0.263 0.023 1.161 0.057
−0.218 0.023 1.144 0.061
−0.173 0.023 1.160 0.070
−0.128 0.023 1.284 0.087
−0.083 0.023 1.58 0.11
−0.038 0.023 1.69 0.11
Table G.22: Angular distribution of the proton in the proton-proton rest
frame for the η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.5−0.55 GeV/c
(Fig. 118).
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cos(θppp) Error of cos(θppp) anisotropy [a.u.] Error of anisotropy [a.u.]
−0.983 0.023 0.79 0.17
−0.938 0.023 1.337 0.087
−0.893 0.023 1.473 0.078
−0.848 0.023 1.47 0.11
−0.803 0.023 1.387 0.069
−0.758 0.023 1.188 0.097
−0.713 0.023 1.38 0.10
−0.668 0.023 1.245 0.098
−0.623 0.023 1.257 0.096
−0.578 0.023 1.212 0.097
−0.533 0.023 1.206 0.093
−0.488 0.023 1.185 0.092
−0.443 0.023 1.000 0.082
−0.398 0.023 1.086 0.089
−0.353 0.023 1.250 0.094
−0.308 0.023 1.142 0.090
−0.263 0.023 1.207 0.061
−0.218 0.023 1.288 0.061
−0.173 0.023 1.259 0.064
−0.128 0.023 1.237 0.097
−0.083 0.023 1.20 0.10
−0.038 0.023 1.278 0.065
Table G.23: Angular distribution of the proton in the proton-proton rest
frame for the η-meson momentum in the CM system qCMη = 0.55−0.7 GeV/c
(Fig. 118).
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